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1. Purpose. Food Service Management General Messes are established for the operation and
management of food service operations afloat and ashore. The NA VSUP P-486, Vol I & II,
Revision 9, reflects current policy and changes since the Revision 8 that was signed out on
August 2016. NAVSUP P-486 Volume I & II Revision 9 supersedes Revision 8.

2. Background. Volume I and Volume II is designed to establish policy for the operation and
management of Navy general messes afloat and ashore. The procedures are designed to assist
food service personnel in the proper performance of their assigned duties, and to aid them in
understanding and fulfilling the responsibilities of their individual tasks associated with general
mess operations. The procedures contained in this publication are the minimum essential
acceptable food service management procedures and are mandatory unless specifically stated as
being optional. The Force or Type Commander, Commanding Officer or Supply Officer may
prescribe additional controls when circumstances indicate the need for more stringent controls.
This publication is also intended as a training manual for officers, enlisted personnel, and
civilians, and as a guide in handling food service problems that are not a matter of regulation.

3 General. The NA VSUP P-486, Revision 9, incorporates updates to food service 
management procedures to reflect Standard Core Menu procedures; Go For Green® Program 
and training information; Denied Communications for subsistence support in a denied 
environment; Navy Food Management Team (NFMT) assessment criteria; Provision On-Load 
Program; Mobile Feeding Program; and incorporated changes to ensure compliance with 
Department of Defense Financial Improvement and Audit Readiness (FIAR) compliance; 

4. Management and Maintenance Responsibility. The responsibility of the NA VSUP P-486
will reside in NA VSUP N432.

5. Records Management

a. Records created as a result of this instruction, regardless of format or media, must be
maintained and dispositioned according to the records disposition schedules found on the 
Directives and Records Management Division (DRMD) portal page: 
https://portal.secnav.navy.mil/orgs/DUSNM/DQNAA/DRM/Sitef!ag�sQ-lome.asQx. 
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Although the words “he,”  “him,” and “his” are used 
sparingly in this manual to enhance 
communication, they are not intended to be 
gender driven nor to affront or discriminate against 
anyone reading this manual. 
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INTRODUCTION 
to 

FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT 

CHANGES IN PROCEDURES 
This is a complete publication revision.  All sections should be reviewed for familiarity with new 
procedures.  There are no distinctive markings to highlight changes to procedures. 

PURPOSE 
The procedures contained in this publication establish policy for the operation and management 
of Navy general messes afloat and ashore.  The procedures are designed to assist food service 
personnel in the proper performance of their assigned duties and to aid them in understanding 
and fulfilling the responsibilities of their individual tasks associated with general mess 
operations.  

The procedures in this publication are the minimum that are essential to good food service 
management.  These procedures are mandatory unless it is specifically stated that they are 
optional.  However, these procedures are not limiting when conditions warrant additional 
controls. When it is considered necessary, heads of supply departments, commanding officers, 
or a higher authority may supplement procedures not in conflict with this publication. 

There no longer is a companion publication; all general mess policies are contained in this 
publication. 

RECORDS MANAGEMENT 
Records created as a result of this instruction [notice, change transmittal], regardless of format 
or media, must be maintained and dispositioned for the standard subject identification codes 
(SSIC) 1000 through 13000 series per the records disposition schedules located on the 
Department of the Navy/Assistant for Administration (DON/AA), Directives and Records 
Management Division (DRMD) portal page at 
https://portal.secnav.navy.mil/orgs/DUSNM/DONAA/DRM/Records-and-Information-
Management/Approved%20Record%20Schedules/Forms/AllItems.aspx. 

For questions concerning the management of records related to this instruction [notice, change 
transmittal] or the records disposition schedules, please contact your local records manager or 
the DON/AA DRMD program office. 

AUTHORIZATION 
The publication is issued for the information and guidance of all persons in the Naval 
Establishment under the authority of Article 1202, Naval Regulations.  The Commander, Naval 
Supply Systems Command, may authorize in writing deviations from the instructions contained 
in the publication, provided the matter concerned is entirely under the cognizance of the Naval 
Supply Systems Command. 
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DOCUMENT SIGNATURES 
For the purpose of this publication all signatures required for all food service documents to 
include letters, receipts, certifications, surveys, cash meal payment book, etc. must be signed 
with a legible signature using non-erasable black/blue ink. 

ARRANGEMENT OF SUBJECTS 
The chapters of the publication are organized so the topics are in order as they occur under 
working conditions.  An attempt has been made to place all topics of a similar nature in the 
same chapter.  Since there is much overlapping in the subjects discussed, complete separation 
of complimentary topics is not always desirable.  The present subject order sequence is 
designated to make it possible for the reader to pursue all aspects of a particular topic of 
interest with only a limited need for cross reference to other sections of the publication. 

PARAGRAPH NUMBERING SYSTEM FOR REFERENCES 
The four digit paragraph number and its subparagraph designations may be broken down as 
shown below: 

Paragraph 2 111  2d(1)(a) 
Chapter 2  
Paragraph 111 
Subparagraphs 

Reference to Food Service Management - General Messes in correspondence, messages, or 
other communications will be shown in the following manner: 

NAVSUP Publication 486, para. 2111 
NAVSUP Publication 486, para. 2111 - 2d(1) 
NAVSUP Publication 486, paras. 2111 – 2114 

Paragraphs and subparagraphs may contain itemizations; in this case reference to a specific 
item may be made as follows: 

NAVSUP Publication 486, para. 2111 - 2d(1)(a) item 2 
PARAGRAPH FORMATTING 
2111 
1. 

  a. 
1) 

  a) 
  (1) 

  (a) 
  i 

PAGE NUMBERS 
The pages of this publication are numbered in a separate series for each chapter.  The pages of 
a chapter are numbered in sequence with Arabic numerals beginning with 1.  Each page 
number is preceded by the number of the chapter.  For example, the fifth page of Chapter 1 is 
number 1-5. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
The purpose of the illustrations in this publication is to show by means of charts or filled in forms 
the principles and procedures explained in the text.  The illustrations do not necessarily show 
current names, dates, and figures.  These details are included to delineate the principles 
outlined in the written instructions. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS AND INDEX 
The organization of this publication makes it possible to locate desired information easily by 
referring to the Table of Contents in the front of the publication to determine general location 
and to the Table of Contents at the beginning of each chapter for specific location. 

It is suggested that the reader follow the organization of the Table of Contents in locating 
desired information.  Such information that does not logically lend itself to location by this 
method may be located by referring to the Index at the end of the publication. 

AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTION OF COPIES 
Upon authorization to establish a new mess, NAVSUP Support Services Directorate, Food 
Service Division (SUP 423), adds the activity to the automatic distribution list.  Please be aware 
that placement on the automatic distribution list does not provide you with additional copies. 
NAVSUP will provide each activity with a standard number of copies.   

ORDERING COPIES 
To order publications, access the Naval Supply Systems Command Naval Logistics Library 
(NLL) at https://my.navsup.navy.mil/apps/ops$nll.home.  Click on registration.  Use the 
Quick-Start Guide for registration and online ordering. 

For viewing and printing, click on NLL Login, click on the Accept, click on “Instructions & 
Publications”.  Type in a Keyword (such as “486”) to search for the instructions and publications. 

EMBEDDED LINKS SEARCH FUNCTION 
The NAVSUP P-486, REV 9, VOL I and VOL II PDF contains embedded links 
(underlined text) for the Table of Contents, Chapter Paragraphs, Appendix I Checklist 
References and Indexes.  When the NAVSUP P-486 VOL I and VOL II are separated as 
individual PDFs links for Appendix I will only work for the individual PDF volume opened.  

https://nll2.ahf.nmci.navy.mil/
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CHAPTER 1 

ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION, 
FOOD SERVICE SPACES AND SECURITY, 

AND FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

PART A:  ORGANIZATION 
1000 PURPOSE 
The purpose of the general mess is to provide wholesome and nutritious meals to active duty 
military personnel who are entitled to Rations-in-Kind (RIK).  The Department of Defense Food 
Service Program, DoD Instruction 1338.10,states, “It is DoD policy to provide the highest quality 
and cost-effective food service to authorized military and civilian personnel.” Food 
service personnel, at all levels, shall strive continually to attain the highest quality food 
service by efficiently and effectively using the latest food service management techniques. 

1001 ETHICS 
It is essential that all Department of the Navy personnel adhere to the highest standards of 
integrity and ethical conduct.  This requires more than mere compliance with a body of laws and 
regulations.  Navy Supply Community professionals must maintain trust and confidence by 
constantly reinforcing ethical principles and avoiding any actions that create the appearance of 
impropriety or that call our integrity into question.  Each member of our Navy Supply Community 
is a leader and role model and must demonstrate a personal commitment to support the Navy 
principles and to maintain the trust of the American people we so proudly serve. 

In accordance with Article 1158 of the Navy Regulations, no person employed in the service of 
the General Mess (GM) shall receive any compensation from persons entitled to subsist in the 
mess.  For purposes of this regulation, compensation refers to the unauthorized exchange or 
unauthorized sale of meals or food items for cash, gifts, favors, or any other item of value.  The 
Food Service Officer (FSO) will ensure that the GM staff complies with this regulation. 

1002 AUTHORITY 
GM activities are organized under the operational control of the Commanding Officer (CO) or 
Commander of a vessel or shore activity.  Responsibilities include the following: 

• Providing staffing and funding for GM operations.
• Establishing, disestablishing, managing, controlling, and inspecting GMs by following

current policies established by the Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP).

1003 NAVAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS COMMAND 

1. GENERAL.  The Fleet Support Division (N43) leads initiatives supporting Quality of Life
Programs (QOL) and Warfighter Support programs.  N43 provides policy and oversight for
Household Goods (HHG), Postal Operations, Food Service Operations, Navy Cash, Integrated
Logistics Support (ILS), the Global Distance Support Centers (GDSC) and the Logistics
Support Centers (LSC).
2. FLEET SUPPORT DIVISION.  The Navy Food Service (NFS) Code N432 is responsible for
administering the Navy’s Food Service Program.  Authority, services, and Deputy Commander
responsibilities are discussed below.

a. Authority.  Authority is delegated by the Commander, Naval Supply Systems Command.
b. Services.  NFS provides technical direction and financial control of all FS operations.
c. Deputy Commander Responsibilities.  The Deputy Commander for Support Services

manages subsistence funding and policy.
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1004 NAVSUP FLEET LOGISTIC CENTERS 
1. GENERAL.  NAVSUP headquarters has a network of seven Fleet Logistics Centers
around the globe from Yokosuka, Japan and across the United States to Sigonella, Italy.  The
FLC’s services and contracting support are discussed below.

a. Services.  NAVSUP FLC provides global logistics and business support services to Fleet,
shore, and industrial Commands of the Navy, Coast Guard, Military Sealift Command
(MSC), and other joint and allied forces.

b. Contracting Support.  Provides contracting support that allows Naval Supply Systems
Command to deliver sustained weapons support, global logistics, and quality-of-life
support enabling the Navy to be ready to fight and responsibly employ its resources.

1005 NAVY FOOD MANAGEMENT TEAMS AND DETACHMENTS 
1. GENERAL. The Navy Food Management Teams (NFMTs) assist all Food Service operations
in meeting the required quality and standards of food service.  The NFMT’s support and training
and assistance are discussed below.

a. Support.  Under NAVSUP FLC the NFMTs provide support to NAVSUP N432,
Commander Naval Installations Command (CNIC),and Fleet Logistics Centers.

b. Training and Assistance.  NFMTs provide training, assistance, and preparation for
assessments (see Appendix H for additional information).

1006 GENERAL MESS AUTHORIZATION AND ESTABLISHMENT (AFLOAT) 
1. GENERAL.  Establishing a GM afloat is discussed below.

a. Authority.  The CO or Prospective Commanding Officer (PCO) of a ship may establish a
GM.  The GM is established when food service personnel and equipment have been
provided.

b. Request Letter.  The activity will submit a letter90 days before establishing a GM to the
Bureau of Naval Personnel (BUPERS) via Type Commander (TYCOM)/NAVSUP
(endorsement) for authorization to use Subsistence in Kind (SIK) Line of Accounting
(LOA).  See Appendix D-17 for a sample letter.

c. TYCOM Responsibility.  TYCOM will input Operational Maintenance Navy (OMN)
Surcharge LOA in the Food Service Management (FSM) System.

1007 ALTERNATIVE FEEDING (AFLOAT) 
The recommended method for alternative feeding afloat is Pier Feeding using an MWR RIK 
Feeder concept.  COs must request establishment of an alternative mess a minimum of 6 
months in advance.  The justification for the request must include feeding plans, menu 
requirements, and personnel plans.  This request requires TYCOM's endorsement for approval 
with a copy to NAVSUP.  NAVSUP will forward TYCOM's approval to BUPERS (N10).  Upon 
approval, BUPERS will provide specific guidance for Subsistence in Kind reimbursement to 
Command. 

A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between and among the Commanding Officer; TYCOM; 
Morale, Welfare, Recreation (MWR); NAVSUP; and BUPERS is required to establish Pier 
Feeding with MWR support.  See Appendix D-23 for a sample letter. 

1008  TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A GENERAL MESS (AFLOAT) 
1. GENERAL.  When a Navy GM will be closed temporarily or will be in an inactive status (30
days or longer) for overhaul, remodeling, or renovation, the FSO will provide written notification
to NAVSUP N432 via TYCOM.  See Appendix D-24 for a sample letter. The procedure for
temporary closure is discussed below.

a. Notification.  Notification, which must be submitted 30 days before the proposed closure
date, shall include the closure date, the reason for closure, and the expected reopening
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date.  If the reopening date is delayed, NAVSUP N432 shall be advised within 5 days of 
the revised reopening date in writing via TYCOM using NAVSUP P-486, Appendix D-23. 

b. Disposition of Food Items.  Before the GM is closed for extended periods, all efforts must
be made to use or to transfer food items to other U.S. Navy ships or to shore galleys
working in conjunction with TYCOM.

c. Monthly Close-Outs.  The mess will continue to conduct monthly close-outs in the usual
manner.

1009 PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A GENERAL MESS (AFLOAT) 
1. TIMING.  Closing an established GM afloat can be a very time-consuming operation.  Proper
planning from 6 months to 1 year prior will ensure that all closing requirements are met on time.
At least 90 days before the anticipated closure date, the CO will forward written notification to
TYCOM for endorsement with a copy to NAVSUP.  NAVSUP will forward a copy to BUPERS.
See Appendix D-22 for a sample letter.

2. PRE-NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS.  Before closure of a GM the following actions must
be taken:

• Depleting inventory per TYCOM guidance (transfers and menu modifications).
• Ensuring that all undeposited sales have been deposited.
• Reconciling Food Service Records Close-Outs with NAVSUP.
• Contacting TYCOM for the placement and/or storage of retained returns.

1010 GENERAL MESS AUTHORIZATION AND ESTABLISHMENT (ASHORE) 
1. AUTHORIZATION.  The CO or PCO may request establishment of a GM with
approval through the major claimant and BUPERS.  The request must include a favorable
endorsement from Commander Naval Installation Command (CNIC) and must be submitted 90
days before the proposed start date.  See Appendix D-17 for a sample letter.  Proper prior
planning of 6 months to 1 year ensures that all requirements are met on time.

The following information is necessary for justification: 
• A cost analysis point paper (business case analysis) that details the following:

o whether this is an existing structure (requires a habitability survey)
o whether it is new construction

• A manning study (military/contract cost)
• The percentage of RIK to feed
• The days and hours of operation
• The return on investment (ROI)
• All geographic information
• Information on alternative feeding

The request shall provide the location of the nearest GM, the anticipated number to be fed, the 
current feeding situation, and a report of adequate personnel and equipment.  Upon BUPERS 
approval, NAVSUP N432 will provide operating instructions and policy information to the activity. 

NAVSUP will provide a copy of the approval to set up a Subsistence Total Order Receipt 
and Electronic System (STORES) profile to Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Troop Support.  
BUPERS will establish a fund code at Defense Finance and Accounting Services (DFAS) 
and in the Fund Administration and Standardized Document Automation (FASTDATA) 
system. 

2. ESTABLISHING A BRANCH GENERAL MESS.  The steps for establishing a branch GM are
discussed on the next page.
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a. Requests.  Requests submitted to the major claimant (copy to NAVSUP N432) must
include the following:
• Justification (the necessity for remote feeding)
• Anticipated benefits (consolidated returns, central control, and reduced workload)

b. Branch Mess.  The branch mess is added to the FSM parent activity (UIC) one month
before becoming a branch mess to allow time to print out NAVSUP 1090s and 1282s.

c. Forms Submission.  Complete and submit individual FSM access SAAR forms for the
SUPPO, FSO, Leading Culinary Specialist (LCS), and Recordskeeper (RK).  Submit all
SAAR forms to NAVSUP.FSM.ROM@Navy.mil for processing.  Allow ample time for
submission before establishing a general mess.

d. Satellite Galleys.  Tenant Commands seeking to open satellite galleys should submit a
request through their local command, region, or CNIC for inclusion in the parent activity's
UIC.

Note:  Refer to Appendix M for Mobile Feeding Policy. 

1011 ESTABLISHING AN ALTERNATIVE MESS (ASHORE) RIK FEEDER 
1. GENERAL.  Guidance for establishing alternative or structure change of the GM is discussed
below.

a. Installation Commanding Officers.  Installation Commanding Officers (ICO) must request
establishment of an alternative mess a minimum of 6 months in advance.  This request
will be sent to CNIC via the respective region with a copy to NAVSUP.  See Appendix D-
23 for a sample letter.

b. Justification.  Justification for the request must include the following:
• anticipated cost savings
• feeding plans
• menu requirements
• personnel plans

c. Approval.  NAVSUP will forward CNIC’s approval to BUPERS (N10).  Upon approval,
BUPERS will provide specific guidance for SIK reimbursement to commands/units.

2. MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT.  The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is discussed
below.

a. Parties to the MOA.  The MOA shall be between and among Region, Command,
BUPERS, NAVSUP, and CNIC.

b. Establishment of an MWR Alternate Mess.  The MOA establishes an MWR Alternate
Mess.  See Appendix D-23 for a sample letter.

c. Alternative Feeding.  Alternative feeding may be authorized when all of the following
conditions exist:

The regular GM is permanently closed or closed for alterations or repair. 
The payment of a cash allowance for subsistence would not meet the needs of enlisted 
personnel. 
The cost of acquiring and maintaining the food service equipment necessary to establish a GM 
could not be justified given the number of personnel fed or the temporary nature of the 
requirement. 

1012 TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A GENERAL MESS (ASHORE) 
1. GENERAL.  When it is anticipated that a Navy GM will be temporarily closed or in an inactive
status (15 days or longer) for overhaul, remodeling, or renovation the FSO will provide written
notification to NAVSUP N432 via the Region/CNIC.  Region endorsement is required.  See
Appendix D-24 for a sample letter.  Notification and extended closure are discussed below.

mailto:NAVSUP.FSM.ROM@Navy.mil
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a. Notification.  Notification, which must be submitted 30 days before the proposed closure
date, shall include the closure date, reason for closure, and expected reopening date.  If
the reopening date is delayed, NAVSUP N432 shall be advised of the revised reopening
date in writing via the Region/CNIC.

b. Extended Closure.  When the GM is closed for extended periods, all efforts must be
made to transfer food items to other U.S. Navy ships or to shore galleys working in
conjunction with the Region’s NFMT.  GMs will continue to conduct monthly close-outs in
the usual manner.

1013 PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A GENERAL MESS (ASHORE) 
1. GENERAL.  Closing an established general mess ashore can be a very time-consuming
operation.  Proper planning from 6 months to 1 year prior will ensure that all closing requirements
are met on time.

At least 90 days before the anticipated closure date, the CO will forward written notification to 
CNIC for endorsement with a copy to NAVSUP.  NAVSUP will forward a copy to BUPERS.  See 
Appendix D-22 for a sample letter. 

2. PRE-NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS.  Before closure of a GM the following actions must
be taken:

• Depleting inventory (transfers and menu modifications).
• Ensuring that all undeposited sales have been deposited.
• Reconciling Food Service Records Close-outs with NAVSUP.
• Contacting Region for the placement/storage of retained returns.

1014 GENERAL MESS HOMEPORT, NAME, AND UIC CHANGES 
Unit Identification Codes (UIC), NAVSUP, and BUPERS shall be notified of any activities that 
change homeport and command names to ensure continuance of the requisitioning of food and 
the payment of vendor bills via DFAS and DLA.  A notification letter from ships, submarines, and 
ashore facilities is required 30 days before the anticipated date of the change.  See Appendix D-
17 for an example. 

1015 GENERAL MESS ORGANIZATION CHART 
1. GENERAL.  Figure 1-1 on the following page shows a typical afloat organizational chart for
an Afloat Navy GM.  Figure 1-2 shows a typical ashore organizational chart for an Ashore Navy
GM.  The Commanding Officer may authorize changes in area of responsibility assignments.
Figure 1-3 shows supporting establishments for a Navy GM.

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE GENERAL MESS.  The following Branches make up the General
Mess:

• Records Branch: Requisitions, inventories, and financial returns.
• Food Preparation Branch: Food preparation, training, and service.
• Subsistence Branch: Receipt, storage, and issue of subsistence.
• Mess Services Branch: Patrons control, messing, scullery, and FSA management.
• Administration Branch: Food Service Administration, Publications, and Instructions

including training records.
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ADMINISTRATION BRANCH:  FOOD SERVICE 
ADMINISTRATION, PUBLICATIONS, AND 
INSTRUCTIONS 

MEDICAL OFFICER

FOOD SERVICE
ATTENDANTS

MESS DECK
MASTER-AT-ARMS

(MESS SERVICES BRANCH)

RECORDSKEEPER
(RECORDS BRANCH)

FOOD SERVICE
ATTENDANTS

CULINARY SPECIALISTS
(FOOD PREPARATION BRANCH)

FOOD SERVICE
ATTENDANTS

STOREROOM & ISSUE ROOM
STOREKEEPERS

(SUBSISTENCE BRANCH)

LEADING
CULINARY SPECIALIST

FOOD SERVICE OFFICER

SUPPLY OFFICER

COMMANDING OFFICER

EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Figure 1-1 
Organizational Chart for an Afloat General Mess 
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Figure 1-2 
Organizational Chart for an Ashore General Mess 
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PART B:  ADMINISTRATION - DUTIES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

1100 THE COMMANDING OFFICER 
The Commanding Officer (Afloat and Ashore) has overall responsibility for administration of the 
GM through policies established by NAVSUP and CNIC.  

According to U.S. Navy Regulations, the CO shall require that records prescribed by current 
instructions be maintained properly and that personnel under the CO’s command maintain a 
satisfactory state of health (Ref: DONI General Regulations, Ch.8, 0820). 

A designated meal sampler (Commissioned Officer or Senior Enlisted in the Duty Section) as 
assigned by the CO samples and reports a sampling of random meals per TYCOM guidance (Ref: 
DONI General Regulations, Ch. 11, 1158).  When a Commissioned Officer is not assigned to a Duty 
Section on a shore installation, a designated Command Duty Officer will sample the meal.  The FSO 
shall not be designated as a Duty Section Meal Sampler.  The CO shall review the evaluation and 
shall take action to address any problems related to poor food quality or to unsanitary conditions.  
There will be no charge for sample size portions.  The prescribed meal rate will apply for full portion 
samples.  See sample letter D-25. 

After the evaluation is completely reviewed and initialed by all reviewers and Chain of Command, 
the CO shall distribute all General Mess Meal Evaluations (Appendix B) to the FSO to retain with 
NAVSUP Forms 1090 in the FSO Non-Accountability File. 

NOTE: The CO may designate enlisted personnel in pay grades E5 through E9 only when they are 
in a small Command and there are not sufficient Commissioned Officers in the Duty Section to 
sample the meal.   

The CO approves the appointment of the FSO and the signing of the “Pledge of Service to Our 
Patrons.” The Pledge of Service must be displayed appropriately at the head of each mess line.   

1101 THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
The Executive Officer (XO) provides the following assistance to the FSO: 

• Provides information on changes in the estimated number of personnel to be fed in the
GM.  The XO may delegate to the Personnel Officer the responsibility for providing the
daily changes to the ship’s muster report to account for all guests and for calculating the
allowed rations.

• Provides the information necessary to determine the category of visitors using the GM.
• Records and certifies on the Monthly General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP Form

1359) the cumulative total number of in-kind rations, as described in the Naval Military
Personnel Manual (NAVPERS 15560D, Par 1746-030), that were allowed for the period.

• Assigns personnel to the Supply Department for temporary duty for the following when
manning documents or food service contracts do not provide permanent support:
o Mess Decks Master-at-Arms (MDMAA) personnel shall be assigned as necessary to

supervise good order and maintenance of mess gear and spaces with a
recommended tour length of 120 days to 180 days.

o The XO shall establish circumstances and procedures under which the FSO may be
required to furnish or preserve rations outside of normal meal hours for personnel on
working parties, flight operations, or special details.

o FSA Manning requirements (OPNAVINST 3120.32D, Chapter 6, 6-23) specifies the
following:
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 All Departments and embarked units (medical and dental Departments and units
are exempt) must provide FSAs in a ratio of 1 to 25 for ship’s company and 1 to
18 for embarked commands.

 A normal tour is 90 days; a second tour may be authorized only by the XO.

1102 THE DESIGNATED MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE 
The Designated Medical Representative exercises constant surveillance of the sanitary aspects 
of food preparation and service and assists in the following: 

• Performing fitness-for-human-consumption inspections of subsistence at receipt.
• Inspecting food items when there is any doubt about fitness for human consumption.
• Preparing Forms SF 364 (ROD), DD Form 1608, DD Form 7539, DD Form 1222, or DD

200 for damaged items or items found unfit for use or possibly harmful to health as
described in paragraphs 5300 and 5301.

• Disposing of or collecting samples required for analysis as possible Hazardous Materials.
• Establishing and maintaining a food handler’s training program.
• Inspecting food service spaces in accordance with Tri-Service Food Code (NAVMED P

5010-1).
• Providing assistance in conjunction with the Army Vet in determining actions and

reporting procedures for subsistence items being recalled or having potential risks as
detailed within the DLA’s Troop Support ALFOODACT Message System.

1103 THE SUPPLY OFFICER 
1. SUPPLY OFFICER (AFLOAT) ASSIGNMENT.  The assignment of a SUPPO is discussed
below.

a. Smaller Platforms.  The CO may designate (in writing) that a SUPPO on smaller
platforms will perform the duties of the SUPPO and the FSO.

b. Larger Platforms. An Officer or Chief Warrant Officer shall be appointed in writing by the
CO to perform the duties of the FSO.  See Appendix D-12 for a sample letter.

2. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES.  The SUPPO/FSO duties and responsibilities include the
following:

• Assuming full time duties and accountability as the FSO on various afloat units.
• Supervising food service operations.
• Issuing instructions for food service safety, precautions, sanitary regulations, and

equipment operation.
• Managing Navy SIK accounting.

3. ACCOUNTABLE OFFICIALS.  The term “accountable official” is used in 31 U.S.C. 3527 to
refer to the class of officers or employees of an agency who are liable, on a pecuniary basis, for
repayment of losses or deficiencies of public money, vouchers, checks, securities, or records.
Such officials are appointed using DD Form 577 (Appointment/Termination Record - Authorized
Signature). Only officers and employees of an agency are eligible for appointment as
accountable officials (DoD FMR 7000.14R, VOL 5, 0202).

1104 REGIONAL GALLEY PROGRAM MANAGER (ASHORE) 
1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES.  The Regional Galley Program Manager (Ashore) is
responsible for the following:

• Providing general supervision of food service operations across the region.
• Issuing guidance to FSOs and providing Galley Program Managers with

recommendations for region-wide policies.
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• Providing liaison with NAVSUP and BUPERS (N10) via CNIC HQ to ensure that common
goals and policies are synchronized.

• Managing regional food service budgets and contracts.

1105 THE FOOD SERVICE OFFICER 
1. GENERAL.  The FSO shall be designated in writing by the CO and will be held accountable
for GM operations.  Further guidance is provided below.

a. FSO (Ashore).  The FSO shall be a Supply Corps Officer, Chief Warrant Officer (CWO),
or a qualified GS or NAF civilian equivalent.  When a billet for a qualified Supply Corps
Officer, CWO, or civilian is not available to assume the duties of the FSO, a designated
senior enlisted member (E-7 to E-9) may hold the title of FSO.  A request for a senior
enlisted member must be forwarded to NAVSUP N432 via CNIC N92.  All candidates may
be approved for an entire length of tour or a temporary/alternate assignment with a
designated period of time when a qualified officer is unavailable or when the officer billet
has been removed.  The length of tour will be based upon the FSO billet requirement and
the performance of the candidate.  The Regional Galley Program Manager will make the
final decision for the tour length of the FSO position.

b. FSO (Afloat).  The FSO will be a Supply Corps Officer or CWO.  When a qualified Supply
Corps Officer or CWO is not available to assume the duties of the FSO, a designated
senior enlisted member (E-7 to E-9) may temporarily assume the duties of the FSO for up
to 90 days.

c. Requests.  A request for a senior enlisted member must be forwarded to NAVSUP N432
via TYCOM and must answer the following questions:
1. Why is there no qualified FSO?
2. When did the FSO billet become vacant?
3. When is the anticipated date for the arrival of a qualified FSO?

d. Unforeseen Circumstances Ashore/Afloat.  There may be instances when the Food
Service Officer (FSO) may be unavailable (emergency leave or TAD).  In these instances,
the following procedures shall be followed:
1. FSO shall ensure there is a CO’s LOA on file designating an Alternate FSO in their

absence.
2. Request a Region’s endorsement for the enlisted Alternate FSO.
3. Submit a copy of the CO’s LOA and Regions/TYCOM endorsement to NAVSUP.
4. Submit a new SAAR with the FSO role identified.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES.  The Food Service Officer is responsible for the following:
• Ensuring that the current approved Navy Standard Core Menu is prepared as written

using the associated Master Load List (MLL) of authorized ingredients.
• Preparing and providing instruction to all food service personnel who are responsible for

the operation (including roles and access) and security of the FSM computer.
• Ensuring the Food Preparation Worksheet (NAVSUP 1090) is properly prepared by the

LCS.
• Ensuring that approved recipe cards are adhered to in accordance with the NSCM.
• Authorizing menu changes to subsistence support and operational commitments.

(General Quarters (GQ), Flight Quarters (FLT QTRS), Replenishment at Sea (RAS)).
• Ensuring that proper and efficient operation of the GM including sanitation, orderliness,

and upkeep.
• Ensuring that all food service personnel receive proper training in their appointed

positions with a clear understanding of their responsibilities.
• Encouraging use of the NFMT, Afloat Training Group, and Immediate Superior in

Command (ISIC).
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• Supervising the food service division to ensure the organization follows Navy 
Regulations, General Orders, Naval Supply Systems Command directives along with 
Fleet, Force, Type, and station commander directives. 

 
3. ACCOUNTABILITY AND CONTROL.  All food entrusted to the FSO belongs to the  
BUPERS subsistence account for which the FSO is held personally and legally responsible 
under Title 31, U.S. Code Section 17.Food Service Division (NAVSUP N432) manages 
subsistence funding and policy for BUPERS.  The FSO must maintain positive control and 
accountability for the following: 

• Reviewing, auditing, and signing all general mess records and returns. 
• Exercising authority to approve food orders and to ensure that all receipt files include the 

following: 
o a document number 
o Local Stock Number 
o nomenclature 
o quantity 
o unit of issue 
All food orders shall be generated through FSM.  Document numbers will be generated 
by the ordering activity and approved by the FSO before release to the NAVSUP 
FLC/CLO STORES Web Operators for processing.  Hard copy requisitions such as 
Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedures (MILSTRIPs), commercial vendor 
receipts, DD 1348s, and DD 1149s will be maintained in the Food Service Accountability 
File for 10 years. 

• Subsistence Prime Vendor (SPV) catalogs are pushed weekly in FSM during replication 
to ensure that the most recent price changes are updated.  Contact STORES Web 
Operators/TYCOM immediately for assistance when the most recent SPV catalog cannot 
be obtained. 

• Establishing an accountability file from the first day of the accounting period to maintain 
security of all accountable transactions. 

• Retaining indefinitely under lock and key the accountability file that becomes part of the 
FSO’s retained returns file at the end of the accounting period.  See Chapter 7, Part D, 
Section 2. 

• Issuing and serving all GM food stocks in fulfillment of the ration entitlement. 
• Disposing of GM food stocks properly. 
• Monitoring and depleting dead-stock items before their expiration dates. 
• Collecting funds for all cash sales for individual meals and for the sale of bulk subsistence 

items. 
• Taking all practical and necessary actions to protect the food and cash entrusted to the 

FSO’s care.   
• Ensuring that provisions received meet the highest quality standards. 
• Reporting any packaging deficiencies directly to DLA via TYCOM/NAVSUP immediately 

through the Report of Discrepancy (SF 364).  (Submit photos with SF 364s whenever 
practical). 

 
4. INSTRUCTIONS FOR FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL.  The FSO will prepare safety, 
sanitary, and operating instructions for equipment use, food preparation, and maintenance of 
spaces.  All instructions on safety, operation of equipment, and sanitation shall be prominently 
posted on or near the equipment or function to which they pertain.  See NAVSUP P 486, Volume 
2 for examples of authorized foodservice equipment operating procedures. 
 
5. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.  The FSO assigns duties to personnel based on their rate, 
ability, training, and aptitude.  The FSO’s other duties include the following: 
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Maintaining the Division Officer’s notebook. 
Obtaining and assigning undesignated personnel for the food service division. 
Recommending advancements in rating. 
Assigning evaluation marks. 

• Maintaining an on-the-job training program for all food service personnel. 
Ensuring that Command recognition programs are established to recognize outstanding food 
service personnel.  (Awards, Culinary Specialist (CS) and FSA of the Month/Quarter, NAVSUP 
P476 Food Service Finest). 
Understanding Billet Based Distributions (BBDs) and/or the Ship’s Manning Document (SMD). 
Maintaining specified NECs under BBD. 

 
6. SANITATION, ORDERLINESS, AND UPKEEP.  The FSO is responsible for the prevention of 
food borne illnesses and must adhere to the following: 

• All food service personnel must receive initial and refresher courses in sanitation in 
accordance with Tri-Service Food Code (NAVMED P 5010-1). 

• Rules and regulations for the following must be strictly enforced: 
o General cleanliness 
o Equipment and utensil sanitation 
o Clean working uniforms 
o Proper storage of material 
o Sanitary procedures for preparing and serving food   

• Weekly inspections shall be conducted of all food service personnel.  This includes a 
daily walk-thru of food service spaces compliant with the Tri-Service Food Code 
(NAVMED P 5010-1). 

•  Proper maintenance, repairs, or alterations of all food service spaces and equipment 
shall be carried out with the close coordination of TYCOM/Regional Food Service Staff in 
conjunction with the Public Works Officer (PWO) or Engineering Officer as required for 
support and review. 

• The FSO must ensure immediate documentation of each piece of equipment that is 
degraded, out of commission, or needs replacement. 

• All GM equipment afloat must be Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (COSAL) 
supported. 

• The appearance and general working conditions of the facilities and equipment must meet 
standards. 

• Technical and financial support from NFMT, ATG, CLASSRON, TYCOM, and NAVSUP 
shall be used. 

• Positive and effective relationships with command to support equipment and facility 
maintenance, allocation of manpower, and coordination of special requirements shall be 
maintained. 
 

7. REPORTS AND RETURNS.  The FSO shall have responsibility for maintaining required 
letters of authority/appointment, records, and forms and for submitting required reports and GM 
returns on time.  Appendix B through Appendix D list these letters of authority and/or 
appointment, forms, and records.  The FSO may use additional local forms and reports to 
operate the GM and to prepare returns.  All Food Service Accountability Files shall be 
maintained under lock and key for a period of 10 years. 
 
1106 LEADING CULINARY SPECIALIST 
1. GENERAL.  The LCS is the senior enlisted person assigned to fill the LCS billet in the food 
service division.  The LCS is responsible to the FSO for the proper management of the 
operation. The LCS may be assigned as the Alternate Food Service Officer in the absence of the 
FSO as shown in 1105d.  The duties of the LCS shall be performed by military personnel.  
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However, at shore operations when military personnel are not available, the duties may be 
assigned to government or contractor employees, subject to Region approval. 
 
2. DUTIES.  The LCS is responsible for the following duties: 

• Supervising and assigning food service personnel to appropriate food service positions. 
• Approving food orders when authorized in writing by the CO. 
• Ensuring that required records and forms are prepared, audited for accuracy, submitted, 

and maintained in accordance with NAVSUP directives. 
• In conjunction with TYCOM/Region, being responsible for following the Navy Standard 

Core Menu and with the Master Load List (MLL) of authorized ingredients.  The LCS shall 
supervise food issue/preparation and shall ensure the proper use of the Food Preparation 
Worksheet (NAVSUP 1090), Food Item Request/Issue Document (NAVSUP Form 1282), 
and approved Armed Forces Recipe Cards (AFRS).  The management and approval of 
Food Preparation Worksheet must not be delegated to junior CSs. 

• Maintaining a high level of sanitary cleanliness in the GM to ensure proper food 
preparation and handling.  Conduct a daily walk-thru of all food service spaces.  

• Maintaining all equipment, fittings, and cooking utensils at maximum efficiency and 
ensure timely completion of Preventive Maintenance Systems (PMS).  Ensure 
appropriate food preparation thermometers are on hand, are accurate, and are used 
effectively in food preparation.  Provide to the FSO all reports needed for corrective 
actions, repairs, or alterations of equipment.  

• Mustering assigned personnel; conduct personnel inspections for clothing, sanitation, and      
individual cleanliness; and report inspection findings and absentees to the FSO each 
morning. 

• Conducting senior leadership training “over the shoulder”. 
• Conducting hands-on foodservice training that includes industry best practices, scratch 

cooking methods, and speed scratch cooking methods. 
• Ensuring that a Supervisor (Leading Culinary Specialist (LCS), Galley Watch Captain 

(GWC), or Watch Captain (WC) sample each item during preparation to ensure quality.  
This should be done early enough to take any necessary corrective action. 

• Ensuring that substitute items are equal to or exceed the acceptability of the item 
replaced.  For example, beef should be substituted when necessary with another type or 
cut of beef, and fish should be substituted with another type of fish. 

• Approving the Food Item Request/Issue Document (NAVSUPForm1282) to ensure that 
the food items requested support the quantity of the menu and ensure that foods are 
used before their expiration dates. 

• Ensuring that the “Pledge of Service to our Patrons” and all other safety posters and 
placards are posted. 

• Being the mentor to and coordinating training for CSs assigned to the LCS’s command 
regardless of the place of duty. 

• Ensuring that all personnel are properly trained and/or qualified on the operation of 
equipment. 

• Performing other duties that may be prescribed by the FSO. 
 

3. EXCEPTIONS.  To maintain a prudent separation of authority and accountability, no person 
other than the FSO and the assigned RK will have access to the Accountable Food Service 
records.  This restriction includes the LCS.  However, on small afloat and small ashore 
commands with no Supply Corps Officer assigned, and where CS personnel levels are greatly 
restricted, the FSO may assign the LCS to be the RK and to prepare the accountable returns.  In 
all cases, the LCS should be permitted controlled access to GM records that are required for 
proper menu and meal planning, for timely use of perishable food stocks, and to ensure 
endurance levels are maintained. 
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1107 CULINARY SPECIALIST POSITIONS 
1. LEADING PETTY OFFICER.  The Leading Petty Officer (LPO) will be responsible to the LCS 
for the good order and discipline of food service personnel; training; administrative duties; and for 
the care, operation, and upkeep of all assigned equipment and spaces. 

 
2.  GALLEY CAPTAIN/GALLEY SUPERVISOR.  This is a management position created when 
personnel are available.  This position may be created to assist the LCS/LPO in supervising the 
galley watch teams. 
 
3. WATCH CAPTAIN.  The Watch Captain carries out the daily routine work in the galley.  The 
Watch Captain takes charge and directs all personnel in the galley watch section including 
personnel in the vegetable preparation room and the bakery.  The Watch Captain’s duties 
include the following: 

• Ensuring all instructions of the LCS/Galley Captain, including those on the Food 
Preparation Worksheet, are carried out and that all food is wholesome and prepared in 
accordance with the AFRS.  

• Sampling all food during production, again before the serving line is opened, and 
periodically throughout the meal. 

• Frequently monitoring food temperatures on the serving line during meal service.  
Documenting food temperatures, specifically entrees, three times during a meal on 
NAVSUP 1090 worksheets is recommended.  See required food temperatures in the Tri-
Service Food Code (NAVMED P 5010-1). 

• Ensuring that the safety and quality of food that is prepared, served, and saved as 
leftovers meets all standards (see the Tri-Service Food Code (NAVMED P 5010-1)). 

• Maintaining foods in the proper temperature zone from the start of preparation through 
the verification of leftovers.    

• Reviewing NAVSUP Form 1282 to ensure the food items requested support the quantity 
of the menu items on the NAVSUP Form 1090. 

• Ensuring that standard volume measuring devices and scales are on hand and are being 
used properly.   

• Performing a daily personnel inspection of all assigned food service personnel in the 
galley and related food service spaces. 
 

4. RECORDSKEEPER.  The RK shall be designated in writing by the FSO.  See Appendix D-6 
for an example.  The RK reports directly to the FSO on all matters related to the financial 
management of the GM and on issues of accountability.  The RK must keep the LCS informed of 
all administration matters and financial concerns of the general mess.  The RK shall generate all 
subsistence requisitions in FSM for approval by the FSO or the LCS.  In no case will the RK 
assume the duties of Bulk Storeroom Custodian.  

 
5. RECEIPT INSPECTOR.  The receipt inspector is responsible to the FSO for the quality 
inspection and receipt of incoming subsistence items.  Designated in writing by the FSO, the 
receipt inspector will check for conformance to all terms and conditions referred to in any and all 
contractor and regulatory governance that may include specific grade, type, quality, labeling, 
dates of pack, and shelf life. 

 
6. BULK STOREROOM CUSTODIAN.  The Bulk Storeroom Custodian (BSC) must be 
designated in writing by the FSO. See Appendix D-6 for an example.  In no case will the BSC or 
the Stores Receipt Inspector be assigned as the GM RK or have direct access to GM records.  
The only authorized exception will be in some cases on small ships, submarines, and at small 
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isolated ashore facilities where it may be impossible to separate those duties.  Bulk Storeroom 
Custodian duties include the following: 

• Acting as custodian of dry, chilled, and frozen provision spaces and of the subsistence 
issue room (if one is used). 

• Maintaining security and inventory accuracy of all accountable food and preserving its 
condition until issue or proper expenditure. 

• Reporting any compromise to accountability immediately to the FSO.  
• Reporting any potential loss of food stock as a result of storeroom conditions such as 

flooding, fire, high temperature, expired shelf life, manufacturers’ defects, ALFOODACTS, 
deteriorations, and pest infestation. 

• Monitoring and recording internal temperatures of bulk, chill, and freeze storage areas 
twice daily on the back of the NAVSUP 1090 or refer temperature log book. 

• Maintaining the material condition of all storerooms. 
• Acting as receipt inspector when receiving subsistence items as assigned by the FSO. 

 
7. STORES OPERATOR – Ashore. The Stores Operator shall upload subsistence requisitions 
(FSM MILSTRIP file) into STORES the same day the requisition is generated and approved in 
FSM to keep consistency with the order requisition number. 

 
8. CASH COLLECTION AGENT.  An enlisted member or civilian employee shall be appointed 
by the FSO as the Cash Collection Agent (CCA).  CCAs may not be assigned as the RK at 
ashore dining facilities.  The CCA will receive, review, and validate all cashier records and 
reports including a daily settlement report from the credit card machine.  The FSO may designate 
an individual to be a collection agent or an authorized custodian and appoint them to an 
established position. See Appendix D for a sample letter.  The GM cashier shall not be 
designated as a CCA.  The individual responsible for funds must be provided with a three-
tumbler combination safe or a separate locked compartment in a larger safe.  The Cash 
Collection Agents duties include the following: 

• Preparing separate Cash Receipt Books (NAVSUP Form 470) for daily cash sales and 
credit card sales transactions. 

• Completing the Daily Recapitulation of Meals Record (NAVSUP Form 1292) (Ashore). 
• Preparing a Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131) reflecting the dollar value amount 

entered in the NAVSUP Form 470. 
• Recapping the monthly credit card transactions on DD Form 1131 (Ashore). 

 
9. CASHIER.  Any military member or civilian assigned to the GM may be appointed as a 
cashier.  Cashiers disburse, collect, and account for cash; and they perform other duties as 
required concerning the receipt, custody, safeguarding, and preparation of checks.  GMs with 
few cash sales may assign cashier duties to the Watch Captain or RK.  Cashiers may not be 
assigned as the CCA.  Funds held by the cashier in excess of the allowed amount of change will 
be collected daily, with the exception of cash received in connection with meals sold on 
weekends or holidays that will be retained by the cashier in a secured safe with a three-tumbler 
combination lock.  At the close of each meal period, the cashier will be personally responsible for 
the safekeeping of all funds in the cashier’s possession until the funds are deposited with the 
authorized collection agent (two-person verification is required).  No drop box safe is authorized.  
Combination locks will be changed when an individual knowing the combination no longer 
requires access.  (Ref: SECNAV M-5510.36). Afloat units that use NAVY CASH are required to 
follow NAVY CASH collection and deposit procedures. 
 
10. WARDROOM/CPO MESS CULINARY SPECIALIST.  CSs are responsible for performing the 
functions associated with the management and operations of messes and living spaces afloat. 
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11. CULINARY SPECIALIST (COOK ON WATCH).  CSs assigned to the GM, Chief Petty Officer 
(CPO) Mess, and/or Wardroom will work directly under the supervision of the Watch Captain.  
The CS is responsible for the following duties: 

• Ensuring that all products are prepared in accordance with the AFRS.  
• Sampling assigned products to ensure that they are appealing at all times on the serving 

line. 
• Monitoring the temperature of food products before placing them on the line. 

1108 MESS DECK MASTER-AT-ARMS AND FOOD SERVICE ATTENDANTS 
Information relating to the responsibilities, duties, and guidelines for the Mess Deck Master-at-
Arms and Food Service Attendants (FSAs) is located in NAVSUP P 486, Volume 2, Chapter 2.  
Refer to OPNAVINST 3120.32D, Chapter 6 for MDMAA and FSA manning requirements. 
 
If CSs are assigned as MDMAAs: It is highly recommended that this duty be filled by personnel 
from the ship’s rotational pool of TAD personnel. 
 
1109 MANPOWER PLANNING 
General messes are expected to maintain the traditional fine quality of Navy food service with 
limited manpower resources.  This requires an efficiently organized system that considers the 
following management of manpower resources: 

• Evaluation of factors that have an impact on manpower use. 
• Proper use of the Daily NAVSUP 1090 to assist in advance workload planning and in 

meal planning. 
• Use of techniques that improve work flow and performance (often referred to as “work 

simplification”). 
• Scheduling work efficiently. 

 
By periodically using analysis techniques developed in the four areas listed above, the FSO 
should be able to improve manpower use.  This basic management function of planning and 
controlling the total manpower efforts is the sole responsibility of top food service management. 
 
1110 MANPOWER USE 
Table 1-1 on the following page is a guide to use when shortages (below 90 percent of Ship’s 
Manning Document (SMD) levels) of CS personnel exist resulting in difficulties in maintaining the 
full level of patron and food service standards.  The functions and tasks are arranged by staffing 
level in relationship to CS SMD levels (that is, manned at 60 percent to 69 percent, 70 percent to 
79 percent, and 80 percent to 89 percent).  Final actions taken to correct reduced manning levels 
will need to be developed according to a ship’s/station’s specific circumstances and talent levels.  
Cross training of all assigned personnel is highly recommended. This matrix presents 
alternatives only; it is not intended as a definitive answer to manning problems. 
 
It should be noted that reducing equipment and consolidating redundant jobs (separate Damage 
Control Petty Officers (DCPOs), Repair Parts Petty Officers (RPPOs), and administrative POs for 
S-2/S-5 divisions on large deck ships) can help reduce manpower requirements. 
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 Percent Manned 

TASKS 80% to 
89% 

70% to 
79% 

60% to 
69% 

Recommend elimination or reduction of labor intensive onboard 
production of breakfast pastries and other non-essential bakery 
products. 

X 

Recommend elimination of Wardroom/CPO mess food production 
(subsist from GM).  Detail Culinary Specialist personnel to GM. 

X 

Recommend elimination or reduction of special events that require 
additional meal preparation and service. 

X 

Recommend removal or reduction of the number of Culinary 
Specialists assigned to non-food production duties (general 
shipboard duties/watch bills) in port and underway. 

X 

Recommend exclusion or reduction of the number of non-rated 
Culinary Specialists assigned to food service attendant duties. 

X 

Recommend elimination or limiting breakfast eggs to order. X 
Recommend offering only one meat entrée. X 
Recommend closing or limiting variety on the Speed line. X 

Table 1-1 
Culinary Specialist Personnel Shortages Guide 

1111 MANPOWER EVALUATION 
CSs and FSAs must know what is expected of them in terms of manning levels.  Production 
objectives and work tasks must be developed for all levels and translated into daily plans.  
Management control must be established to ensure that all available man-year-hours are used to 
the best possible advantage. 

There are many time-loss factors inherent in any food service operation. Examples of time-loss 
factors include sick call, personnel injuries, required breaks, physical fitness considerations, 
unauthorized absences, watch-stations, and shipboard training.  Time loss from these factors 
may be of less consequence than time wasted from improper management planning.  The 
following factors that are attributable to a lack of management planning may cause lost 
personnel hours: 

• Failure to follow recipe cards.
• Improper requisitioning and inadequate production planning.
• Inefficient production techniques.
• Unplanned/non-communicated delivery support.
• Shortage of equipment and/or utensils.
• Lack of instructions.
• Overstaffing in one functional area while understaffing in another.
• Use of spaces that are not actually required (for instance, securing Wardroom and CPO

Mess on weekends).

1112 CLOTHING FOR PERSONNEL 
1. GENERAL.  Basic mandatory requirements for food service clothing include cleanliness and
sanitation.  It is not the responsibility of an individual to purchase organizational clothing when
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serving as galley staff.  CSs must not wear standard Navy issued uniform (for instance, NWUs or 
coveralls) in food service operational areas.  Commands must purchase appropriate items using 
operation and maintenance allotment funds.  Clothing for civilian personnel employed as GM 
attendants shall be issued as required by contract and hiring specifications.  Tee shirts, trousers, 
caps, aprons, and serving jackets are authorized to be issued as ship's use to CSs and food 
service attendants working in a galley, bake shop, or dining area.  The following guidance for 
uniforms shall be followed: 

• Plan and submit annual budgets to outfit culinary personnel with uniforms.
• Be prepared to justify budgeted figures and volume of uniforms.
• Maintain strict inventory control.
• Have an effective planned replacement process to ensure that the budget covers losses.
• Monograms and heraldic patches of the unit are authorized to be issued as ship's use for

wear on issued articles of clothing.

2. COMUSFLTFORCOM MSG: APPROVAL OF MATERIAL FOR USE IN AFLOAT CULINARY
SPECIALIST FLAME RESISTANT ORGANIZATIONAL CLOTHING.  The Navy Clothing and
Textile Research Facility (NCTR) conducted a suitability test of domestically-manufactured
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) fabrics for use in a two-piece flame resistant (FR) CS uniform.
The following items were deemed to have met or exceeded the basic physical property
requirements:

• Milliken-Dupont protera 6.7-ounce twill (65 percent modacrylic, 33 percent aramid, 2
percent anti-static)

• Milliken-Springfield dual hazard 7.5-ounce twill (48 percent lyocell, 40 percent modacrylic,
12 percent aramid)

• Tencate tecasafe plus 700a 7.0-ounce twill (48 percent modacrylic, 32 percent lyocell, 20
percent aramid)

• Itex banwear style bw700-t (88 percent cotton, 12 percent nylon twill)
• Itex banox certified style bxc700-t (100 percent cotton twill)
• Various suppliers’ 6.5oz to 8.5-ounce twill (100 percent flame retardant-treated cotton)

Units may purchase these items at their own discretion and as funds allow. The materials are 
readily available and ships have the authority to customize colors, styles, and logos 
representative of their Command. 

1113 ACCOUNTABILITY 
1. GENERAL.  The degrees of accountability to the United States cannot be set forth in detail
because of the many fine distinctions contained in rulings of the courts, in opinions of the
Attorney General, in decisions of the Comptroller General, and in other rulings, decisions, and
directives.  A final conclusion on any question of accountability generally depends on the facts
involved in that particular case; any specific rule expressed in a particular case, although of
general interest, may not be suitable for general application.  The definitions in a, b, and c below
describe the accountability relationships involved in handling stock and monies.

a. Accountable Officer.  The term “accountable officer” is construed to mean a
Commissioned Officer detailed to duty involving financial responsibility for public funds
and property in the Officer’s custody.

b. Accountable Officer Submitting Returns.  For the personal accountability of subsistence
returns, the term “accountability” is defined as the obligation to render an accounting of
property and funds for which an individual is responsible.  This individual is charged by
law, lawful order, or regulation with the responsibility for keeping accurate records of
public funds or property and assumes a public trust that such funds or property will be
used for purposes authorized by law or regulations.  The property or funds may or may
not be in the physical possession of the accountable officer.
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c. Accountable Person Not Submitting Returns.  An accountable person not submitting
returns is a person who, in the performance of the primary duties of their official position,
designation, or assignment, and within the limits of the authority vested in them, is
required to provide receipt for and to assume jurisdiction and continuous security over
public funds or public property that may come into this person’s physical possession
because of the person’s position, designation, or assignment.  In addition, the
accountable person is required to exercise immediate personal supervision of the
stowage, the storage spaces, the maintenance of required records, and the proper
disposition of the funds or property.

2. ACCOUNTABLE POSITIONS.  Under the above definitions accountable positions in the GM
are those of the FSO, the Bulk Storeroom Custodian, the Cashiers, and any Cash Collection
Agents.

3. ABSENCE OF AN ACCOUNTABLE PERSON.  When necessary, the CO or SUPPO (if
designated by the CO) may permit that the duties of an accountable person be performed by
another qualified individual, with the consent of that person.  This situation may occur when a
member accountable for public property or funds representing sales or meals sold from the GM
becomes physically incapacitated or begins a period of authorized absence such as leave or
temporary additional duty.

4. FINANCIAL IMPROVEMENT AUDIT READINESS POLICY.  A financial audit is an
independent evaluation of whether an organization’s financial statements are fairly presented in
accordance with appropriate accounting standards.  Audit readiness is a state of being prepared
at all times to demonstrate proper manual and automated processes and documentation (such
as process controls, financial controls, and Information Technology (IT) controls) that are
executed in accordance with policy and appropriate accounting standards.

The Department of the Navy (DON) has moved toward audit readiness.  The adequacy and 
availability of supporting documents will be critical to a successful financial audit.  Enforcement of 
food service accountability must be adhered to.  In accordance with the memorandum dated 25 
January 2015 from the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Operations), the DON 
must retain all documentation in support of a financial statement audit for 10 years.  This 
includes all SIK records such as food purchase requests, food receipts from vendors, STORES, 
1149s, and any other relevant transaction history data.  The DON maintains a constant state of 
audit readiness by having business processes that are sustainable, traceable, and repeatable. 
FIAR is congressionally mandated. 

5. ASSERTION IN AUDIT OR AUDITING.  Assertion in audit or auditing means that which
Management Claims:  It is the responsibility of the entity’s management to prepare financial
statements in which all the assets, liabilities, incomes, expenses, and other financial data are
recognized, measured, presented, and disclosed in accordance with the applicable financial
reporting framework. In other words, it is the responsibility of management to prepare financial
statements that give a true and fair view of the business.

6. COMMITMENT AND/OR OBLIGATION.  These are financial transactions that require future
payment.  FSOs, as the Departmental Accountable Officials, are financially accountable for
obligations they create.

7. EXPENDITURE.  These are the funds that are spent when a payment is made.

8. UNMATCHED DISBURSEMENT.  This is a disbursement transaction that has been received
and accepted by an accounting office but has not been matched to the correct detail obligation.
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This includes transactions that have been rejected and sent back to the paying office or central 
disbursement clearing organization by an accounting office.  Some examples are incorrect LOAs, 
invalid DODAACs, incorrect requisition numbers, cancelled orders, and incorrect STORES 
profiles. 

9. CONTROL ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION.  Information on control activity is provided below.
a. Key Control Objective (KCO) – This is an objective that an auditor will examine and look

for in the course of an audit.  An example is checking to ensure that all obligations from
FSM are recorded in the Standard Accounting and Reporting System (STARS-FL).
(1) SIK3: Obligation Recording – Before the release of an order, the Food Service Officer

or the person designated via Commanding Office’s letter of authority, reviews SIK
requirements for time, purpose, and amounts evidenced by the signature, legibly
printed name, and date on a printout of the FSM requisition file. The person signing
must have a letter of authority from the Commanding Officer (see Appendix D, page
D-14). The hard copy printout must be physically or electronically (scanned) retained.

(2) SIK4: Disbursement Recording – The Department Accountable Official (DAO)
receives all material via manual or electronic entry into the Business Logistics
Application (BLA) as evidenced by circle, legibly printed full name, signature, and date
on the hard-copy receipt; the hard copy must be physically or electronically (scanned)
retained.

(3) SIK 8: Price and Catalog Change – This is the weekly catalog update processing into
FSM.  The Catalog Update Change file from STORES is uploaded to FSM Central
Enterprise Database to ensure that the best available prices are resident in the
Business Logistics Applications (BLA).  Retention of the FSM catalog uploads
screenshots.

b. Key Supporting Document (KSD) – This is supporting documentation on a process or
system operation.  For example, describing how obligations associated with SIK
requisitions are created and passed to the accounting system.
(1) KSD SIK3: FSM orders – an FSM requisition file is required.  For manual orders, a

manually generated MILSTRIP order (email/message), signed TYCOM memo
authorizing food orders generated outside FSM.

(2) KSD SIK 4: Receipts – Physical hard-copy includes Commercial vendor receipts, DD
Form 1149s, DD Form 1348s, and administrative receipts.

1114 FINANCIAL LOSSES AND ACCOUNTABILITY 
1. GENERAL. The member designated as the FSO becomes financially accountable for funds
collected from sales of meals and food items and for subsistence stocks supporting general
mess operations.  As the accountable officer, the FSO is required to reimburse the Government
for all losses of property or funds resulting from theft, loss of cash, and uncollected payments for
credit sales of meals.  If circumstances warrant, the FSO may request relief from financial
accountability using the guidelines specified in DoD 7000.14R, Financial Management
Regulation Vol 5, Chapter 6, Section 0606 that defines “loss or excess of government funds or
property” as those losses of $750.00 or more or any physical loss where there is evidence of
fraud within the accounting function.

Reviewing authorities should consider conducting a preliminary inquiry when recurring losses or 
excesses indicate carelessness in handling public funds or property and when regular 
management reviews and reports are not considered adequate to remedy this situation.  A loss 
not directly caused by theft, fraud, or willful misconduct (adjustments due to errors in records, 
issues, or posting) of less than two percent will not require a Judge Advocate General (JAG) 
Investigation. 
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When discrepancies result in a loss or gain by adjustment in excess of two percent of the total 
subsistence inventory dollar value, the Commanding Officer/CNIC (Ashore) must be notified by 
the SUPPO/FSO/Regional Galley Program Managers (Ashore OCONUS).  The CO/CNIC must 
review and, if required, shall assign an audit and/or investigating panel of two or more Board 
Members (E7-above) outside the Supply Department to determine if a JAG Investigation 
is warranted.  Refer to NAVSUP P-486, Para 7101, Inventory Management. 

2. CASH SALE LOSSES. Cash sale losses are discussed below.
a. Losses of $10.00 or Less. Losses from cumulative cash differences during any single

month amounting to $10.00 or less will be reported on the “Other Sales of Meals” line of
the General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP Form 1359) in accordance with
paragraph 7002-3. No further action is required.

b. Losses of More Than $10.00 and Less Than $750.00.  This situation requires NAVSUP
N432 approval to use the “Other Sales of Meals” line on the General Mess Summary
Document (NAVSUP Form 1359).  A JAG investigation is not necessary for cash
overages or for any shortage caused by unforeseen circumstances such as counterfeit
bills or electronic payment disconnections.

3. REQUESTS FOR RELIEF OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY FOR LOSSES OF MORE
THAN $750.00.  A letter requesting relief from financial accountability must be submitted by
the FSO via the Chain of Command (with an endorsement from TYCOM/CNIC) for any loss
with the exception of legitimate inventory adjustments (cash sales/subsistence inventory)
of more than$750.00.  This must be done regardless of whether the loss is identified as
theft, embezzlement, fraud, fault, or negligence of the accountable officer. The request letter
shall be forwarded to the Support Services Directorate, Food Service Division (NAVSUP
N432).

For losses of more than $750.00, a JAG or NISO investigation must be conducted to determine 
whether the loss was caused by theft, embezzlement, fraud, or fault/negligence of the 
accountable officer.  Copies of all investigations must be forwarded with the CO’s endorsement.  
See Appendix D-16 for a sample letter.  The CO’s endorsement must include, at a minimum, the 
following items: 

• Specific duty assignment of the individual requesting relief at the time of loss.
• Experience, or lack thereof, of the individual.
• Information detailing when, how, and by whom the loss was discovered.
• Actions taken to verify loss and to determine how the loss occurred.
• When the last cash count was made and balanced before discovery of the shortage.
• The prevailing circumstances (such as any special physical conditions) at the time of the

loss.
• Details on security, storage conditions, and any regulations that established and/or

enforced.
• Procedures that were in use to reduce the possibility of losses or shortages of cash.
• A statement that pertinent regulations and instructions were or were not followed.
• Any past involvement of the individual in any other losses.
• A statement about whether or not theft or criminal actions were deemed to be involved.
• The manner in which the loss currently is being carried in activity records
• An opinion as to whether or not the loss or deficiency was caused by the Individual’s fault

or negligence.

1115 LETTERS OF AUTHORITY AND APPOINTMENT 
Letters of authority designate personnel to act on behalf of another person or persons of higher 
authority.  Letters of authority permit certain functions or actions, while letters of appointment 
assign responsibility and authority to designated personnel to administer a specific function.  It 
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may be required to have more than one person authorized to perform the same function; in those 
cases it is permitted to address multiple persons on a single letter.  The FSO is required to 
maintain a current file of all such letters pertinent to the operations of the food service operation.  
See Appendix D for sample templates of such letters. 

1116 FOOD SERVICE EVALUATION, TRAINING, AND ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 
1. GENERAL.  NAVSUP P-486 contains the minimum standards and requirements for all GMs
unless otherwise directed by the Type Commander, major claimant, CO, or FSO.  General
messes should review Type Commander and/or major claimant instructions governing any rules
or regulations over and above those outlined in this manual.

2. EVALUATIONS, ASSISTANCE TRAINING, AND ASSESSMENTS.  Various methods are
used in maintaining and improving the quality of food service operations for GMs.  These
methods include Navy Food Management Team assistance visits, Supply Management
Certification, Supply Management Inspection, and Ney Memorial Awards Evaluations.  Supply
Management Certifications and Supply Management Inspection checklists are written and
enforced at the TYCOM level.  A consolidated, standardized checklist is provided as Appendix I
and will be used for all training visits and assessments done by Navy Food Management Teams
and Ney Evaluators.  This is a recommended and useful tool for all internal food service self-
assessments.

This checklist details all the minimum standard requirements outlined throughout NAVSUP P-
486. Each activity must review the TYCOM/Major Claimant instructions that provide additional or
increased standards to those outlined in the checklist.

3. USE.  Appendix I was developed to encompass all situations regardless of how a GM
operates.  To determine grade, divide the total points assigned by the applicable total points.

1117 THE BOARD OF INSPECTION AND SURVEY 
The Board of Inspection and Survey (INSURV) is an inspection that a ship participates in 
approximately every 3 to 5 years from the time the ship is commissioned.  TYCOMs work closely 
with INSURV teams and should be used to identify potential issues with various afloat platforms.   

To reach the INSURV inspection portal click on the below website link and click on the resources 
tab and then click on the Web Master link to send an email to the INSURV Web Master 
requesting access:   
https://www.public.navy.mil/fltfor/insurv/Pages/Inspection_Resources.aspx 

The request will be sent to the tenant/sponsor, via the UIC supplied, for approval.  Navy 311 
should be contacted for assistance at 1-855-NAVY311 if there are issues with account approval 
or SAAR submissions. 

1118    ASHORE ACCREDITATION 
An ashore GM must complete an annual ashore accreditation review to ensure that they are 
providing quality and nutritious meals with great service  to their customers and to ensure that all 
applicable policy is being followed. GMs will conduct a self-assessment before a validation 
review from CNIC.  This process is used to determine nomination for participation in the annual 
Captain Edward F. Ney memorial awards competition.  The accreditation checklist must be 
standardized throughout the enterprise and will be provided by CNIC. 

https://www.public.navy.mil/fltfor/insurv/Pages/Inspection_Resources.aspx
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PART C:  FOOD SERVICE SPACES AND SECURITY 
1200 STOREROOMS AND COMPARTMENTS 
1. GENERAL.  Food service spaces include accountable and non-accountable areas.
Storerooms contain food items that are desirable, easily pilfered, and easily converted to
personal use.  The galley and other food production areas contain equipment that can be
dangerous or damaged if improperly used; therefore, all food service spaces (except for common
access areas such as the mess deck and passageways) shall be locked when not attended, and
only authorized personnel should be allowed in those spaces.  All food service spaces will be
identified to indicate functions, contents, the person responsible for the space, and the personnel
to be contacted in case of an emergency.  Use the standard Navy placard (NSN 0118-
LF-020-3200).  Ashore may use locally prepared placard provided all information is stated.

2. ACCOUNTABLE SPACES GROUP II.  All bulk subsistence storerooms, including
refrigerated storerooms for keeping food chilled and frozen, are accountable spaces.  Any
subsistence issue rooms in use also are accountable spaces.  All subsistence in these spaces is
in the custody of the Bulk Storeroom Custodian who is responsible to the accountable FSO for its
safekeeping.  Storage spaces will be maintained in a neat and orderly fashion. Food items shall
be stored in accordance with applicable regulations and as outlined in Appendix F of this manual
and Tri Service Food Code.  Temperatures of bulk refrigerated spaces will be taken from
thermometers inside the spaces at least twice daily and shall be recorded on the back of
NAVSUP Food Preparation Worksheet 1090 or in a separate temperature logbook.  The
engineering department is required to maintain a separate log with temperatures taken from
remote sensors.  Temperatures exceeding authorized ranges will be immediately reported to the
FSO.  Access to these spaces will be strictly controlled by the FSO.  Ice build-up can cause
increased temperatures; therefore, ice shall not be allowed to accumulate more than one-quarter
of an inch on interior surfaces and on coils inside all bulk refrigerated spaces.

3. NON-ACCOUNTABLE SPACES.  Access to all food preparation and holding spaces and to
the scullery should be restricted to prevent injury to personnel, damage to equipment, or
contamination of food and mess gear.  Common use areas should normally be secured only long
enough to complete cleaning and during periods of setting up for, and securing after, meals.

1201 SECURITY OF FOOD SERVICE SPACES 
1. GENERAL.  The following general security rules apply to food service spaces:

• Accountable food items always will be kept under lock and key.  Responsibility for the
security of spaces lies with the individual in charge of each space.

• Food service spaces will be kept locked when not attended by authorized personnel.
Subsistence storerooms must always be locked in the absence of the storeroom
custodian.

• Permission for persons not authorized to have access will be obtained from the SUPPO,
the FSO, or a delegated assistant.

• Keys to food service spaces will not be taken from the area of the ship or shore activity.
• In accordance with NAVSUP P-486 Para 1202, a key log will be maintained to identify the

holders of keys removed from the lockable key box in the food service office.
• All padlocks will be of a key type because combination locks present a greater security

risk.  The key locks will contain dead bolts with pin tumblers and will be made either of
brass or bronze.  The recommended type of padlock can be obtained from the Afloat
Shopping Guide, Federal Class 5340. Offices are to be kept locked when not open for
business.  Distribution of office keys will be at the discretion of the SUPPO/FSO.
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• Local procedures will be established to govern issuance of keys to accountable spaces
after normal working hours.

2. LOCK GROUPINGS AFLOAT.  Aboard ship the locks of the food service division will be
integrated with those of the rest of the supply department.  Locks and keys for individual spaces
are grouped by the following functional areas:

a. Group I.  All supply department spaces and general stores spaces including storerooms,
special lockers, and other related spaces.

b. Group II.  All food service spaces including the galley, bake shop, bread room, vegetable
preparation area, food service issue room, meat preparation area, refrigerated spaces,
and food service storerooms.

c. Group III and Group IV.  Group III spaces consist of the ship’s retail and clothing stores,
the fountain, vending machines, and related bulk storerooms.  Group IV spaces consist of
the ship’s service activities such as the barber shop, tailor shop, dry cleaning shop, and
laundry.

Each lock shall be opened by an original key and a duplicate key that shall be different from the 
keys to any other space.  Each group must have a master key and one duplicate master key 
capable of opening every lock in the group.  There also must be a grand master key and one 
duplicate grand master key capable of opening every lock in every group.  Note: Group III 
spaces have special keyless padlocks that are exceptions. 

3. LOCKS ASHORE.  The locks of ashore GM food service divisions may or may not be
integrated with other locks of the supply department.  In either case, the FSO must be aware of
the existence of, and the controls over, any master key and duplicate master keys that can open
food service spaces. A key log shall be maintained to identify the holders of keys removed from a
lockable key box.

4. INADEQUATE STORAGE SPACE AFLOAT.  Accountable food items always must be kept
under lock and key except afloat when the bulk of such material required for a mandated
endurance load makes stowage under lock and key impractical.  Stowage of accountable food
outside of locked and controlled storerooms must not be done without the knowledge and
concurrence of the SUPPO and/or FSO.  For small platforms such as submarines, the CO must
approve of all food stored outside of lockable storage locations with the understanding that the
FSO is still accountable for the food.

Physical inability to store all items under lock and key may mitigate, but does not relieve, the 
FSO of responsibility for accountability.  Local procedures must be put in place to safeguard and 
maintain accountability of food items not under lock and key.  Each ship must develop a plan 
based on the ship’s stowage situation and the best method of maintaining an accurate inventory.  

1202 CUSTODY AND HANDLING OF KEYS (AFLOAT) 
1. KEYS TO FOOD SERVICE SPACES.  No two spaces will have locks that can be opened
with the same original and duplicate key except by the master key and grand master key.  The
person in charge of the space will get the original key from the general key locker at the
beginning of the day.  This person will keep possession of the original key during working hours.
At the end of the working day the original key will be placed in the general key locker.  The
general key locker, located in the supply office, provides centralized key control.

The keys to the galley, bake shop, bread room, and vegetable preparation room may pass 
between Watch Captains as they relieve each other; but these keys may not leave the ship or 
activity.  Keys for accountable storerooms, chill boxes, and reefers will be turned in to the 
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general key locker at the end of each working day.  The FSO must ensure that there is adequate 
control of the key locker and keys for all food service spaces. 

Duplicate keys must be kept in a duplicate key locker in the supply office or in the SUPPO’s safe.  
The SUPPO may authorize the FSO to maintain a special duplicate key locker when procedures 
require recurring use of duplicate keys. 

2. SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES.  If the above procedures do not satisfy local circumstances,
the SUPPO may prescribe in writing alternate procedures to ensure proper control of keys and
access to spaces.

3. MASTER AND GRAND MASTER KEYS.  The SUPPO will maintain custody of a grand
master key to all supply department spaces.  The SUPPO may authorize the use of a duplicate
grand master key as a turnover item among duty SUPPOs.  Using a duplicate grand master key
requires providing strict accountability for possession of the key between duty SUPPOs.  The
master key, which will open all locks in Group II but must be different from the master key to
Groups I and IV, also will be in the custody of the SUPPO.  A duplicate Group II master key may
be placed in the custody of an officer (usually the FSO) or LCS designated in writing by the
SUPPO.

4. EQUIPMENT AND LOCKER KEYS.  The keys to cabinets and small non-accountable gear
storage lockers located in the common messing areas will be controlled as directed by the FSO.
These areas often are under the responsibility of the Mess Deck Master-at-Arms and may use a
separate padlock series set or non-series locks.

1203 ACCOUNTABILITY AND RIGHT OF ACCESS 
As department head, the SUPPO (afloat) has overall accountability and right of access to all food 
service spaces.  As division officer, the FSO also has overall accountability and right of access to 
all food service spaces.  This right of access must not compromise accountability. 

1204 MAINTENANCE OF FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT 
1. GENERAL.  The optimum situation is to have dedicated engineering personnel permanently
assigned to the supply department to keep food service equipment at the highest efficiency.
However, when dedicated personnel cannot fix or repair equipment services may be obtained
from a commercial company.  The activity’s operations and maintenance allotment or the ship’s
operating target funds will pay for the parts supplied and repair service from a commercial
company.  Only company-qualified maintenance personnel will make repairs.  It is the
responsibility of the FSO and the LCS to know the Preventive Maintenance System requirements
for food service equipment and to monitor timely performance of Preventive Maintenance
System checks by government or commercial personnel.  Ashore and afloat guidance is
provided below.

a. Ashore.  An evaluation of which method provides the best service for the cost must be
made when the option is available to choose between repairs made by Public Works or
commercial contractor.

b. Afloat.  Use dedicated engineering department personnel who are capable of performing
repairs and who are properly trained to perform maintenance on all galley equipment.
Prime Vendor equipment must be serviced by commercial companies when in homeport.
Before deployment, a repair kit must be acquired from vendors to ensure an adequate
supply of spare parts (known failures)in the Current Ships Maintenance Project (CSMP)
using Organization Maintenance Management Systems -- Next Generation (OMMS-
NG).Eight o’clock reports and trouble call logs should be used for the ship’s records and
to assist in placing requisitions through Supply for repair parts or for equipment
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replacements.  These records also can be used for tracking all equipment repairs and 
supporting a equipment phased replacement program.  Only Food Service Equipment 
authorized by NAVSEA/NAVSUP can be installed onboard Afloat Units. 

2. INSPECTION.  Personnel who operate food service equipment will conduct a thorough
cleanliness and material inspection each morning.  The material inspection should include the
location of loose nuts, bolts, parts, connections, and similar problems before starting equipment
operation.  Inspections on afloat units are very important because continuous ship vibrations may
affect machinery.  Equipment on afloat units must be thoroughly inspected after each use.  Every
effort must be made to maintain the appearance and general working condition of all facilities
and equipment in the GM.

3. SAFETY OF EQUIPMENT.  No food service equipment will be modified from the original
manufacturer specifications under any circumstances.  Food service equipment will be operated
in accordance with the manufacturer’s technical specifications.

4. SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR SUPPORT.  The Subsistence Prime Vendor under the
Defense Logistics Agency -- Troop Support is responsible for maintaining the equipment that
they own and provide to the Navy.  Adequate spare parts, repair kits, and maintenance
instructions must be available for equipment owned and maintained by a Subsistence Prime
Vendor.  Endurance load levels of spare parts for Prime Vendor equipment must be acquired
before deploying.
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PART D: FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
1300  FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
The FSM system is a multi-user, web-based automation system for afloat and ashore GMs that 
have been certified by the Naval Supply Systems Command through the Navy Authorization to 
Operate (ATO) and/or Type Accreditation. NAVSUP Business Systems Center (NAVSUPBSC) 
developed the system and provides technical and project management support.  The FSM 
ashore platform resides with NAVSUP; the FSM afloat web application is deployed on the 
shipboard IT-21 server or on the shipboard Navy Information Application Product Suite (NIAPS) 
server or on the Consolidated Afloat Enterprise System (CANES).   

All Navy personnel requiring FSM system access must submit a SAAR form per the instructions 
in NAVSUP P486, Volume I, Appendix A, Food Service Management System under the 
Procedures for FSM system access.  Submit all SAAR forms to NAVSUP.FSM.ROM@Navy.mil 
for processing.  For additional guidance and documents, FSM user guides, and FSM user 
access procedures log into MyNAVSUP at https://my.navsup.navy.mil and click on the Sites tab 
then click on the link for Food Service Management (FSM) 3.  If this is the first time accessing 
MYNAVSUP you must first register at https://my.navsup.navy.mil/registration/. 

When requesting FSM access all requested roles must be indicated on the SAAR-N form.  It is 
extremely important to provide a detailed justification for all FSM activities required especially 
when requesting access for an enterprise role.  FSM enterprise roles are based upon an 
individual’s assigned position so ensure you are requesting the proper role based upon your 
current assigned position.  The following are the current active enterprise roles:  Enterprise 
TYCOM, Enterprise BUPERS, Enterprise NFMT, and Enterprise ATG/ISIC.       

mailto:NAVSUP.FSM.ROM@Navy.mil
https://my.navsup.navy.mil/
https://my.navsup.navy.mil/registration/
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CHAPTER 2 

RATION SYSTEM 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

PART A:  RATION ENTITLEMENT 
2000 PERSONNEL ENTITLED TO RATIONS IN KIND 
1. PERSONNEL ENTITLED TO RATIONS IN KIND.  Regular and reserve enlisted personnel of
the armed services who are Active Duty for Training (ADT) and who are not receiving Basic
Allowance for Subsistence (BAS) are entitled to rations in kind (RIK).  The following list provides
examples:

• Officer Candidates/Midshipmen of the armed forces academies training in a duty status.
• Prisoners of war and detainees from the search and seizure of a foreign or domestic

vessel.
• Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) (Cadets from colleges not attending one of the

service academies).

2. PERSONNEL CONDITIONALLY ENTITLED TO RATIONS IN KIND.  Personnel who are
conditionally entitled to RIK are discussed below.
a. Retired Enlisted Personnel.  Retired enlisted personnel confined to a hospital or

dispensary are entitled to RIK.
b. Destitute Survivors of Disasters at Sea.  Destitute survivors of disasters at sea may be

fed without charge in Navy General Messes (GMs) at sea.  The Commanding Officer
(CO) must make the determination that the survivors are in fact destitute.  The
information furnished in the Certification of Rations Issued Form establishes this
entitlement (Figure

c. 2-1).  Ration credit is treated the same as for RIK personnel and shall be recorded on the
monthly NAVSUP Form 1359, General Mess Summary Document under Ration
Breakdown, listing the Type of Personnel as Disaster Survivors (see Table 2-2).

d. Wounded Warrior Program Participants.  A member of the armed forces who is
undergoing medical recuperation or therapy, or otherwise is in continuous care (including
outpatient care) at a military treatment facility for an injury, illness, or disease shall not be
required to pay for meals.  Reference:  DoD Financial Management Regulation Volume
71, Chapter 25.

2001 PERSONNEL AUTHORIZED SALE OF MEALS 
1. GENERAL MESSES AFLOAT.  GMs are designed, staffed, and operated specifically to
provide meal service to active duty personnel.  The Manual for the Department of Defense Food
Service Program (DoD 1338.10M), Financial Management Regulation, Vol 12, Chapter 19 and
Financial Management Regulation, Vol. 7A, Chapter 25 establish specific guidelines under
which non-RIK enlisted personnel (such as Basic Allowance for Subsistence (BAS) or Per Diem),
officers, civilian employees, official visitors, and guests are authorized to obtain meals on a
reimbursable basis or cash basis from the GM, subject to the Supply Officer (SUPPO) and/or
FSO’s  written approval.  See Appendix D for a sample Letter of Authority.  The following criteria
shall be considered in determining when sales of GM meals are permitted:

• Sales do not result in a direct increase in resources.
• There are a sufficient number of food service personnel available.
• Existing facilities are adequate.
• Sales do not result in a decreased quality of food service to enlisted members.
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If approved by the SUPPO and/or FSO, the following categories of personnel are authorized for 
sale of meals from the GM (see Appendix D for a sample letter): 

• Active Duty Personnel – US and Foreign Military
• Reservist – Inactive Duty Training (IDT) and ADT
• National Guard
• Escorted dependents of active duty or activated reservist
• Personnel detained or incarcerated
• Federal civilian employees
• Nonprofit Youth Organization and Military sponsored tour
• Foreign Military
• Red Cross and Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) personnel
• Others visiting the command

2. GENERAL MESSES ASHORE.  Ashore GMs are defined as food service operations on a 
Navy Installation that are funded through appropriated dollars.  They are designed, staffed, and 
operated specifically to provide meals to active duty personnel and active reserve personnel. 
The following specific categories of authorized patrons are in accordance with CNICINST 
4061.1:

• Active Duty Personnel – US and Foreign Military
• Reservist - IDT, ADT, Inactive Duty Training Travel (IDTT), Active Duty for Special Work 

(ADSW), and Annual Training (AT)
• National Guard
• Navy Reserve Officers Training Corps (NROTC) Midshipmen
• Midshipmen and cadets of U.S.  Military Academies
• Wounded Warriors assigned to military treatment facilities (MTFs)
• Escorted family members of active duty personnel and reservists on active duty
• All government civilian and contractor travelers (on orders) when authorized to subsist 

from the ashore galley
• Civilian and contractor personnel who work in the galley (only in their work location)
• Nonprofit Youth Organization and Military sponsored tours that have been vetted through 

the installations security department and approved by the Commanding Officer
• International Military Education Training (IMET) students
• Foreign Military
• Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps (JROTC)
• Students in DoD schools overseas (only if the GM can accommodate them)
• Red Cross/Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) personnel (OCONUS 

facilities must request approval from Commander Naval Installation Command (CNIC))
• The Installation CO may authorize discretion for opening the galley to retirees and other 

civilians for special event days such as Thanksgiving, Christmas, or cultural heritage days 

In remote locations where no alternative feeding other than the galley is established, the CO may 
submit a waiver request to CNIC via the Regional Commander to authorize civilian contractors 
and government employees that work on base to have meals in the galley on a reimbursable 
basis with waiver approval from CNIC.   
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2002 DISASTER, EMERGENCY, OR HUMANITARIAN FEEDING ASHORE AND AFLOAT 
(INCLUDING DETAINEES / MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONS (MIO) / DESTITUTE  
SURVIVORS OF DISASTERS AT SEA AND/OR MEALS ON KEELS)                        

1. GENERAL.  The CO/Regional Commander must issue a written directive to the FSO 
declaring that an emergency or disaster exists and subsistence must be provided to persons 
other than those normally authorized.  A base lockdown, sabotage, or malicious attempts to 
destroy government property are situations that may be considered when setting up emergency 
feeding.  Unique situations not listed above must be addressed with NAVSUP N432 before 
approval of emergency feeding.  A letter, certifying the nature and duration of the disaster or 
emergency and signed by the CO, shall be forwarded to NAVSUP N432 via TYCOM/Region. 
The CO does not need to issue a written directive when a State of Emergency, including a 
natural weather disaster such as a hurricane or wild fires, has been declared.

2. ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN TO REIMBURSE THE NAVY FOR MEALS FURNISHED TO THE 
VICTIMS OF THE DISASTER OR EMERGENCY.  Actions taken for meal reimbursement are 
discussed below.

a. Cash Collection.  Cash shall be collected, at the appropriate sale of meal rate, from those 
persons able to pay (as determined by the CO) and signatures shall be recorded on DD 
Form 1544.  The ration credit shall be recorded on the monthly NAVSUP Form 1359 
under Ration Breakdown (Figure 2-2).

b. Persons Unable to Pay.  Persons unable to pay must sign NAVSUP Form 1291, Meal 
Signature Record (Figure 2-3).  NAVSUP FORM 1291 should be annotated at the top of 
the form with “Disaster/Emergency/Humanitarian Feeding.” Meal Pass Number and 
Command/Unit columns should be left blank.  Record ration credit in the Food Service 
Management System (FSM) under the appropriate category within the RIK headcount 
section function.  When large numbers of personnel are involved, use NAVSUP Form 
1292 Recapitulation of Meal Record, (Figure 2-4) to record mass feeding (See sample on 
Figure 2-20).  The FSO should contact the local disaster coordinator to determine if 
reimbursement can be obtained from any of the following:
• Federal Emergency Management Agency
• The American Red Cross
• Navy Relief
• A business (contractor responsible for causing an evacuation)
• Other disaster relief organizations

c. When Payment Cannot be Collected.  FSOs unable to collect payment for meals must 
forward a Certification of Rations Issued Form (Figures 2-1a, 2-1b, and 2-1c), in 
accordance with Paragraph 2003 below, to NAVSUP N432 with the monthly NAVSUP 
Form 1359 to document the disaster/emergency/humanitarian feeding.

d. Accounting for Reimbursement.  FSOs receiving reimbursement after the close of the 
accounting period for meals that were recorded as Emergency rations shall make 
deposits using DD FORM 1131 and citing the SIK LOA.  This must not be recorded in 
FSM because there is no cash sales associated with it.  A copy of DD FORM 1131 shall 
be forwarded to NAVSUP N432.  All sale of meals occurring in the same fiscal year must 
be deposited before the end of that fiscal year.

3. GUIDELINES FOR THE FSO TO INITIATE TRANSFER OF SUBSISTENCE.  The steps for 
initiating transfer of subsistence are discussed below.

a. Identify.  Identify all food items to be transferred and document them as an emergency 
breakout on NAVSUP Form 1282.  At the top of NAVSUP Form 1282, identify 
the unique disaster/emergency/humanitarian situation and include the Command and 
country for afloat units outside of the United States. 
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b. Break Down Rations.  Break down rations for the transfer of subsistence.
c. Convert.  Convert the dollar value of the transfer into ration credit: divide the total value of

transferred subsistence by the current Basic Daily Food Allowance (BDFA) and add the
applicable allowances for the day of issue.  Example: $500.00 worth of supplies divided
by $9.84 ($7.84 BDFA plus $2.00 Prime Vendor (PV) allowance) equals 50.8 rations
(round to 51).  NOTE that the PV allowance is used as the applicable allowance for the
day of issue.

d. Record.  Record the total rations for disaster/emergency/humanitarian feeding in the
appropriate category in the ration breakdown section of NAVSUP Form 1359.  This ration
value must agree with and be supported by a Certification of Rations Form forwarded to
NAVSUP N432 with the monthly NAVSUP Form 1359.  Ration credit shall be taken daily
for all meals (breakfast, lunch, and dinner) that equal rations converted from the dollar
value.

e.

f.

Annotate.  Annotate any additional headcounts that exceed the allowed amount at the top 
of NAVSUP Form 1090.

4. MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONS.  Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIOs) are
naval-conducted operations that aim to delay, disrupt, or destroy enemy forces or supplies en
route to the battle area; they are similar to Air Interdiction Operations.  When boarding operations
are conducted, the GM may be required to provide food items for health reasons as part of
complying with international codes and policies.  Under MIO, the CO must authorize, in writing to
the FSO, the transfer of food items to another ship.

5. GUIDELINES FOR THE FSO TO INITIATE TRANSFER OF SUBSISTENCE DURING
MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONS.  The steps for initiating transfer of subsistence are
discussed below.

a. Identify.  Identify all food items to be transferred and document them as an emergency
breakout on NAVSUP Form 1282.  At the top of Form 1282, mark MIO OPS and include
the ship and country name if possible.

b. Break Down Rations.  Break down rations for the transfer of subsistence.
c. Convert.  Convert the dollar value of the transfer into ration credit: divide the total value of

transferred subsistence by the current Basic Daily Food Allowance (BDFA) and add the
applicable allowances for the day of issue.  Example: $500.00 worth of supplies divided by
$9.84 ($7.84 BDFA plus $2.00 Prime Vendor (PV) allowance) equals 50.8 rations (round
to 51).  NOTE that the PV allowance is used as the applicable allowance for the day of
issue.

d. Record.  Record the total rations for MIO Operations in the appropriate category in the
ration breakdown section of NAVSUP Form 1359.  This ration value must agree with and
be supported by a Certification of Rations Form forwarded to NAVSUP N432 with the
monthly NAVSUP Form 1359.  Ration credit shall be taken daily for all meals (breakfast,
lunch, and dinner) that equal rations converted from the dollar value.

e. Annotate.  Annotate any additional headcounts that exceed the allowed amount at the top
of NAVSUP Form 1090.

f. Define the Rations.  Indicate that the rations were issued for MIP OPS in the comments
section of NAVSUP Form 338.

6. MEALS ON KEELS.  Personnel assigned as Temporary Additional Duty (TAD) to oil
platforms under Contingency Operations in the Unites States Central Command Area of

Define the Rations.  Indicate that the rations were issued for disaster/emergency/
humanitarian feeding in the comments section of NAVSUP Form 338.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_interdiction
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Responsibility (USCENTCOM AOR) are entitled to government-provided meals.  When the oil 
platforms are in operation, GMs from afloat units may be required to provide food items for TAD 
personnel on the oil platforms.  The ships providing the prepared meals and/or bulk food may 
take the ration credit from the appropriate category of the ration breakdown section of NAVSUP 
FORM 1359.  Each ship shall identify these rations as Meals on Keels rations and shall send in a 
certification letter to support the rations with NAVSUP Form 1359. 

7. GUIDELINES FOR THE FSO TO INITIATE TRANSFER OF SUBSISTENCE FOR MEALS
ON KEELS.  The steps for initiating transfer of subsistence are discussed below.

a. Identify.  Identify all food items to be transferred and document them as an emergency
breakout on NAVSUP Form 1282.  At the top of Form 1282, mark MEALS ON KEELS
and include the ship and country name if possible.

b. Break Down Rations.  Break down rations for the transfer of subsistence.
c. Convert.  Convert the dollar value of the transfer into ration credit: divide the total value of

transferred subsistence by the current Basic Daily Food Allowance (BDFA) and add the
applicable allowances for the day of issue.  Example: $500.00 worth of supplies divided
by $9.84 ($7.84 BDFA plus $2.00 Prime Vendor (PV) allowance) equals 50.8 rations
(round to 51).  NOTE that the PV allowance is used as the applicable allowance for the
day of issue.

d. Record.  Record the total rations for MEALS ON KEELS Operations in the appropriate
category in the ration breakdown section of NAVSUP Form 1359.  This ration value must
agree with and be supported by a Certification of Rations Form forwarded to NAVSUP
N432 with the monthly NAVSUP Form 1359.  Ration credit shall be taken daily for all
meals (breakfast, lunch, and dinner) that equal rations converted from the dollar value.

e. Annotate.  Annotate any additional headcounts that exceed the allowed amount at the top
of NAVSUP Form 1090 (Wardroom/Chief Petty Officer (CPO) head counts).

f. Define the Rations.  Indicate that the rations were issued for Meals on Keels in the
comments section of NAVSUP Form 338.

2003 CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
1. REQUIREMENTS.  Personnel not entitled to RIK who are provided meals at no charge for
reasons authorized by this publication require a Certification of Rations Issued Form (Figure 2-1
a, Figure 2-b, Figure 2-c).  See Table 2-1 for the Certification of Rations Requirements Guide.
Use the personnel category chart listed in Table 2-2.

2. PREPARATION OF CERTIFICATION OF RATIONS ISSUED LETTER.  Certification
requirements include completion of the Certification of Rations Issued Letter (Figure 2-1 a,
Figure 2-b, Figure 2-c).  Prepare the certification(s) as shown below.

Data Line 
From  
Unit Identity Code (UIC) 
Date(s) issued   

Number of people receiving rations 

Number of rations issued 

Entry 
Name of activity 
Activity UIC 
Include only actual date for subsisting personnel (for 
example, 17-19 Jun 20).  Do not combine different 
months. 
Number of people; not number of rations (for   
example, 31 people) 
Actual number of rations fed (cannot exceed the 
number of days multiplied by the number of people 
receiving rations (Line “a” multiplied by Line “b”).  
This should match the rations reported on NAVSUP 
Form 1359. 
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Type of personnel  Certification Letters and supporting funding 
documents are required for all rations reported 
under the Foreign and Miscellaneous categories.  
Do not combine different categories on a single 
certification form.  Official Foreign Personnel 
funding documentation must be submitted to 
NAVSUP and must be retained in the activity's 
accountability file.  At times when rations for 
foreign or miscellaneous categories have been 
recorded under cash sales, a certification letter is  
required to support the funding document used to 
pay for the rations.  Certification Letters are no 
longer required for Coast Guard, Full Time Support 
(FTS)/Training and Administration of Reserves 
(TAR), ROTC, and Naval Academy personnel.  
Supporting documents (orders, letters, alpha 
rosters, or messages that authorize the rations) 
must be obtained for Naval Academy and ROTC 
personnel.  The roster should identify names, dates, 
and location of drill.  The supporting documents 
need to be retained with the monthly returns.   

Funding Documents are used to obligate funds from 
one line of accounting to another.  Before 
submission of a funding document, there normally is 
an agreement to provide meals or bulk food items to 
other agencies.  There are several kinds of funding 
documents used to reimburse the Subsistence in 
Kind account:  Voucher for Transfers between 
Appropriations and/or Funds (Standard Form 1080), 
Cash Collection Voucher (DD FORM 1131), Military 
Interdepartmental Purchase Request (DD FORM 
448), and the Order for Work and Services 
(NAVCOMPT FORM 2275).  DD Form 448 and 
NAVCOMPT Form 2275 require BUPERS 
acceptance before providing services from 
requesting activities.   

Authority to subsist Identify orders, letters, or messages that authorize 
the rations.  For foreign government personnel, 
attach a copy of the individual’s or group’s orders 
and cite the paragraph that authorizes rations 
without charge to the individual or group. 

Activity and address Enter the office to bill listed on the orders, letters, or 
funding document that authorizes the rations. 

Appropriation to charge Specify the accounting data to charge taken from 
Standard Form 1080, DD Form 448, and 
NAVCOMPT 2275/2276.  Provide the appropriation 
to charge information on this line.  DD FORM 448 
(used for DoD Service Agencies other than the 
Navy) and NAVCOMPT FORM 2275s (used for 
Navy and USMC under DON) are routine to pay for 
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services rendered by a GM to support essential 
mission requirements.  These documents are 
prepared in advance and saved in PDF Format.  
See Examples in Appendix D. 

Signature Signature of the FSO for all categories of personnel.  
(Signature required validating rations). 

Grade/rate/title Grade/rate/title of the signing official. 
Service/Country Service/Country of the signing official. 

3. CERTIFICATION NOT REQUIRED.  The following categories do not require Certification of 
Rations Issued Forms:

• Navy enlisted (regular and reserve)
• Marine Corps enlisted (regular and reserve)
• Marine Corps officer candidates
• Army enlisted (regular and reserve)
• Army reserve (officer training corps)
• Air Force enlisted (regular and reserve)
• Army and Air National Guard (verify with State requirements)
• Cash sales (all categories of personnel)
• Coast Guard (regular and reserve)
• Full Time Support (FTS)/ Training and Assistance of Reserves (TAR)
• Naval Academy Midshipmen
• NROTC Midshipmen

4. CATEGORIES NOT LISTED.  Certification of meals furnished is required for any categories 
of personnel not listed in 2003-1 and 2003-3 above if meals are provided at no charge. 
Supporting funding documents may be required for payment of meals.

5. SUBMISSION OF CERTIFICATION LETTERS AND ORDERS.  Signed certification letters, 
funding documents, and supporting certification documents may be sent via email to NAVSUP at 
NAVSUP_HQ_FSM_RETURNS@navy.mil.  The certification letter should accompany NAVSUP 
Form 1359 monthly reports.  Before submitting the certification letter, ensure that the categories 
of personnel are reflected correctly from the orders.  It is the responsibility of the FSO and the 
Leading Culinary Specialist (LCS) to ensure that the rations recorded on NAVSUP Form 1359 
are valid and recorded under the correct category.  Electronic submission ensures compliance 
with the submission deadline of within 5 days following the end of each regular monthly 
accounting period.  If activities are unable to submit certification letters and orders via desired 
electronic submission, every attempt must be made to inform the NAVSUP N432 Auditor that 
certification and orders have been mailed within the prescribed number of days following the end 
of the accounting period.

6. PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION.  Required certification letters and orders that 
contain Personal Identification Information (PII) must be marked For Official Use Only (FOUO)-
Privacy Sensitive before submission.  Documents sent by email must have FOUO-Privacy 
Sensitive on the subject line; the email must be sent encrypted.  Orders and certifications no 
longer are required for active or reserve U. S. Armed Forces personnel. 
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CATEGORY CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

Foreign Government 
Personnel 
Humanitarian  
Missions  
Funding Documents 
(SF1080, DD FORM 
448, NAVCOMPT 2275, 
DD FORM 1131) 

1. Authority for providing rations is required.
2. Name and address of activity to be billed is required.
3. Funding documents required.
4. Cross check meal charges required 

5. Appropriation to charge is required.
6. Supporting documents must be submitted to NAVSUP N432 

with monthly NAVSUP Form 1359 

Table 2-1 
Certification of Rations Requirements Guide 
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Figure 2-1a 
Certification of Ration Forms 

(Example) 

Cross Check 2020 SOMR 
B_____x$2.60/$3.50=______ 
L_____x$4.30/$5.65=______ 
D_____x$3.70/$4.90=_____ 

NAVSUP N432
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Figure 2-1b  
Miscellaneous 

NAVSUP N432

Cross Check 2020 SOMR 
B_____x$2.60/$3.50=______ 
L_____x$4.30/$5.65=______ 
D_____x$3.70/$4.90=_____ 
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Figure 2-1c 
Reporting Rations for Survivors of Disasters and Disaster/Emergency Feeding 

Ashore/Inport to the General Mess Summary Document 

NAVSUP N432
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Disaster/Emergency 1. Authority for providing rations is required.
 2. Name and address of activity to be billed is not required.
3. CO’s letter declaring an emergency or disaster is required.
4. Appropriation to charge is not required.

 Destitute Survivors 
 Prisoners of War      
 Detainees  
 Search and Seizure 
 MIO 
 Meals on Keels 
 Pirates 
 Wounded Warriors 

1. Authority for providing rations is required.
 2. Name and address of activity to be billed not required.
3. CO's letter declaring situation
4. Appropriation to charge is not required.

Cadets (Military, Coast 
Guard)  

1. Authority for providing rations not required.
2. Name and address of activity to be billed required.
3. Copy of letter and/or orders required, must contain

personnel name, SSN, activity, and appropriation to
charge is required.

 Civilian Applicants   
 Other/ as applicable 
 Requires reimbursable 
 funding documents 

1. Authority for providing rations is required before
exercise/mission via letter or email to NAVSUP.

2. Name and address of activity to be billed required.
3. Funding documents required.
4. Cross check meal charges required 

5. Appropriation to charge is required.
6. Supporting documents must be submitted to NAVSUP

N432 with monthly NAVSUP 1359

Table 2-2 
Food Service Management RIK Other Category 
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Figure 2-2  
Disaster/Emergency/Humanitarian Feeding Ashore and Afloat 
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Figure 2-3 
NAVSUP Form 1291 

Reporting Rations for Survivors of Disasters and Disaster/Emergency Feeding 
Ashore/Inport to the General Mess Summary Document  
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Figure 2-4 
Disaster, Emergency, Humanitarian Feeding Ashore and Afloat 
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PART B:  SPECIAL ENTITLEMENT 
2100 FEEDING PERSONNEL AWAY FROM THEIR NORMALLY SUPPORTING GENERAL 

MESS 
1. GENERAL.  Personnel of any service entitled to RIK generally are expected to use the GM
that has been established to support their organization.  However, work details or other situations
occasionally may result in a different GM being more accessible during a meal period.  A GM
should support personnel in these situations.  Verification of entitlement must be made before
allowing access to the mess.  Ship personnel using shore-based galleys must supply a
memorandum from their command verifying RIK entitlement.  The requesting ship must furnish
the supporting ship galley or shipyard with a memorandum or letter addressing the dates, meals,
ration credit totals (Officer, CPO, and enlisted) allowed for transfer from ship to ship or galley to
galley.  These totals must be included in the rations allowed statement section of the monthly
NAVSUP Form 1359.  The shipyard or tender must take ration credit on their NAVSUP Form
1359 for the meals their activity furnishes to the requesting ship’s crew.  File documents used to
support the rations allowed figure on NAVSUP Form 1359 in the retained returns.  The
memorandum should be written on activity letterhead and signed by the Personnel Officer or
other responsible officer.  Personnel coming from a Command where they recently were drawing
Basic Allowance for Subsistence (BAS) and now are on RIK shall use their check-in sheet for
RIK status validation until their pay record is changed to show the RIK status.  This situation,
which generally occurs on weekends when personnel support is unavailable, is discussed further
below.

a. Feeding Personnel Not Assigned to Host Command.  Personnel assigned to commands
other than their host command are entitled to eat at the dining facility nearest their TAD
work site.  The GM where personnel dine must receive a memorandum from the parent
activity’s FSO verifying RIK entitlement.

b. Feeding Ships’ Crews in Other GMs.  When the ship’s GM closes during a shipyard
period or availability, support must be requested from the Commanding Officer of the
base, ship, or shipyard at least 30 days in advance of the closing date.  Arrangements to
feed the crew may include having the requesting ship provide the shipyard GM or tender
GM with personnel to support the additional workload.  Each month the requesting ship
must provide a memorandum or letter that summarizes the daily number and type of
enlisted personnel aboard the supporting ship during that period.  The host Command
must use standard headcount procedures (Ashore 1291 for individual meals and Ashore
1292 mass feeding for box meals provided) as outlined in Paragraph 2303.

c. Individuals Desiring a Meal. Individuals desiring a meal must have proof from the
command of their TAD status (that is, they must display a copy of their orders).  The
following statements apply to individuals desiring a  meal:
• Such individuals shall sign NAVSUP Form 1291 for ashore GMs.  Individuals from

another shore establishment shall annotate NAVSUP Form 1291 with their Meal Pass
number in the Meal Pass number block.

• Individuals who arrive at a facility that is not their host Command, and who cannot
identify their entitlement to RIK, shall be handled as cash patrons.

• A receipt from the cashier shall be provided to such individuals for reimbursement
after they return to their host Command.

• A copy of the memorandum or letter must be maintained by the FSO of the supporting
galley and by the FSO of the unit being supported as part of the retained returns in
the FSO’s accountability files.
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2. FEEDING AFLOAT RIK PERSONNEL RESIDING IN SINGLE GOVERNMENT QUARTERS.
Personnel residing in single government quarters are entitled to RIK meals in the local ashore
GM.  Sailors using home port ashore Unaccompanied Housing (UH) need to ensure that their
pay record is current so that the correct meal entitlement code is shown when they use
their Common Access Card (CAC) at the galley.  The ashore galley shall take ration credit
only for meals furnished by their GM.  Personnel coming from a command where they were
recently drawing BAS and are now on RIK shall use their check-in sheet for RIK status
validation until their pay record is changed to show the RIK status.  This generally occurs on
weekends when personnel support is unavailable.

2101 FEEDING NAVAL RESERVE PERSONNEL ON INACTIVE DUTY TRAINING (IDT) 
Inactive Duty Training (IDT) personnel are authorized to receive RIK.  RIK shall be provided to 
Navy Reserve enlisted personnel performing multiple drills following the provisions of the Bureau 
of Naval Personnel Instruction 1001.39F (series). 

2102   FEEDING NAVAL RESERVE PERSONNEL ON INACTIVE DUTY TRAINING WITH 
TRAVEL 

Inactive Duty Training with Travel (IDTT) personnel receiving BAS and collecting per diem 
expenses are not entitled to RIK. 

2103 FEEDING NAVAL RESERVE PERSONNEL ON ACTIVE DUTY TRAINING (ADT) AND 
ANNUAL TRAINING 

1. GENERAL.  The provisions of the Naval Personnel Manual dealing with subsistence and
basic allowances for subsistence for enlisted personnel also apply to enlisted personnel of the
Naval Reserve.  These provisions apply when enlisted personnel perform authorized periods of
training duty with pay chargeable to the appropriation Reserve Personnel, Navy.  Responsible
commands for all Naval Reserve matters include the Type Commander, the Commandant of the
District, or the Chief of Naval Reserve.

2. GENERAL MESS AVAILABLE.  Naval Reserve personnel shall receive meals from a GM
when a GM can provide this support.  BAS may be authorized in accordance with the Naval
Personnel Manual.

3. GENERAL MESS NOT AVAILABLE.  When a GM not available, Naval Reserve personnel
are entitled to BAS as prescribed by the Department of Defense Military Pay and Allowance
Entitlement Manual.

2104   REPORTING RATIONS PROVIDED TO NAVAL RESERVE PERSONNEL 
1. GENERAL.  Include RIK provided to Naval Reserve personnel on the monthly NAVSUP 
Form 1359 (Figure 2-5).  Report these rations under the ration breakdown section of NAVSUP 
Form 1359 in the Other Navy, Reserve block.

2. FULL TIME SUPPORT AND TRAINING AND ADMINISTRATION OF RESERVES.  Report 
RIK provided to Naval Reserve enlisted personnel who are FTS separate from other types of 
personnel.  Include the ration credits for FTS Naval Reserve enlisted personnel under the 
ration breakdown section of NAVSUP Form 1359 in the Block indicated (Figure 2-5). 

2105    FEEDING FLIGHT CREW PERSONNEL 
Aircraft flight rations may be furnished with charge to members of the naval service and to 
civilian employees of the Department of the Navy while engaged in flight operations.  Rations 
provided to flight crew personnel shall be in accordance with the DoD Financial Management 
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regulation (DoD 7000.14R, Vol 12, Chapter 19) and must be recorded as cash sales.  The 
discounted meal rate shall be charged to officers, enlisted personnel, and federal employees 
who are not receiving the meal portion of per diem and who are on a U.S.  Government aircraft 
on official duty either as a passenger or as a crew member engaged in flight operations. 

2106 FEEDING FOREIGN SERVICE PERSONNEL 
1. GENERAL.  Civilian and military personnel of a foreign government shall be furnished with
meals in accordance with specific arrangements made between the U.S. Government and the
foreign government.  Charges for food costs and related food service operating expenses shall
be made on the same basis as for U.S. Government personnel of equal rank.  When there is no
authorized mission requirement in place with a Mutual Logistics Support (MLS) Order Form
Acquisition and Cross Servicing Agreement (ACSA), payment of meals is required and must be
collected from all foreign personnel.  Arrangements must be made before feeding to determine
the upfront method of payment.  The Fleet ACSA Manager shall approve the transaction by
signing the MLSO form.  The requesting Command’s Supply Officer is responsible for contacting
the ACSA manager or Approving Officer in the event that no prior arrangements have been
made.  The TYCOM must be contacted to obtain access to the ACSA Manager or Approving
Officer at the designated Fleets for additional assistance.

2. ACQUISITION AND CROSS SERVICING AGREEMENT (ACSA).  The Acquisition And
Cross Servicing Agreement (ACSA) is an agreement under which the United States agrees to
provide logistic support, supplies, and services to military forces of a qualifying country or
organization in return for the reciprocal provision of logistic support, supplies, and services by
such government or organization to elements of the United States armed forces.  Reference: US
Law, 10 USC, Section 2342(a)(2).

3. MUTUAL LOGISTICS SUPPORT ORDER FORM.  The Mutual Logistics Support (MLS)
Order Form is an order, receipt, and invoice form under the ACSA agreement to complete
logistic support services.

2107    ESSENTIAL STATION MESSING 
Essential Station Messaging (ESM) is declared by the installation, base, or station commander 
responsible for the single government quarters when it is essential to operate the GM efficiently 
and economically or when it is necessary for the health and safety of enlisted personnel 
permanently assigned to single quarters.  Those categories of enlisted personnel included in 
ESM must be charged for all meals made available whether eaten or not, except for approved 
missed meals.  ESM only applies to individual sailors, and has no effect on the galley's 
management.  The signature headcount system will be used to record the signature for each 
individual subsisting in the dining facility at no charge.  When using the automated headcount 
system the entry of each transaction is recorded.  Altering any dining facility forms to include 
signature headcount sheets by adding fictitious signatures for the purpose of obtaining additional 
monetary credit is a violation of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) and will be cause 
for investigation and action by the Commanding Officer.  Refer to DoD INSTR 1418.5, 4.2.1 for 
additional guidance.   
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Figure 2-5 
Reporting Rations for Naval Reserve Personnel 

to the General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP Form 1359) 

Review Part B, 2100-
2105 for additional 
information. 
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PART C:  SALE OF MEALS 
2200    MEAL CHARGES 
1. GENERAL.  The basic food charges and surcharges for meals purchased from the GM are
prescribed by the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).  Two separate charges apply to
meals purchased from the GM: The first charge recovers the cost of food (also referred to as the
discounted meal rate) and, when applicable, the second charge is a surcharge that recovers
operating expenses.  All GMs must use the correct prescribed basic meal charges and
surcharges.  Sale of Meal Rates and the conditions under which surcharges apply are published
in the current NAVSUPNOTE 7330 Quarterly Guidelines and Procedures for Food Service
Financial Accountability.  This information can be found on the MyNAVSUP website at
https://my.navsup.navy.mil.

2. SURCHARGE WAIVERS.  When Sale of Meal Rates were revised by the Under Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller) in a memorandum dated 17 September 1996, the Department of the Navy
was advised that the Navy’s authority to grant surcharge waivers was rescinded and that
requests for waivers would not be considered by the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).
Therefore, the requirement to collect the surcharge portion of the meal rate cannot be waived.

2201 ACCOUNTING FOR MEAL SALES 
1. CASH SALES.  When meals are sold on a cash basis, the FSO must designate in writing a
cashier or cashiers to receive payment for meals sold.  See Appendix D-4 for a sample letter.  All
Cashiers and Cash Collection Agents (CCAs) must have a Letter of Appointment on file.  A GM
cashier may be assigned responsibility for taking the meal count required at GMs.

NOTE: Ashore General Mess activities using CNIC’s Credit Card program may receive payment 
in accordance with procedures outlined in the CNIC Food Service Ashore Desk Guide for the 
Galley Credit Card program.  DD Form 1544 must be available and maintained in the event of 
loss of power or other unforeseen emergency conditions.  The Cash Meal Payment Book (DD 
Form 1544) is discussed below.  See Figure 2-6 through Figure 2-9. 

a. Meals Sold for Cash.  When meals are sold for cash at a GM, DD Form 1544 must be
used in the manner prescribed below.  Original pre-serialized DD Forms 1544 must be
used.  Copies are prohibited.

b. Transfer Control and Receipt.  The Commanding Officer (when the Supply Officer also is
the FSO) must assign a Control Officer (see Appendix D-4 for a sample letter for making
this assignment) to manage and ensure the security of DD Form 1544.  This assignment
is a collateral duty and may be listed in the command notice of collateral duties.  The
Transfer Control and Receipt (four numbered coupons per book) must be used to
complete books (see Figure 2-7).  Individuals authorized to receive cash meal payment
sheets or books must sign the Transfer Control and Receipt No. 1 at the time of receipt.
The coupon must be retained by the Control Officer transferring the book as a receipt.  A
Transfer Control and Receipt must be used to return the completed books.  The Transfer
Control and Receipt coupon also must be used when the Cash Meal Payment Book is
turned over to station audit boards (if the book’s pre-numbered coupons are used, a copy
must be prepared and pre-numbered consecutively, by the Control Officer, beginning
after the last number (4) contained in DD Form 1544).

c. Cash Meal Payment Sheet Register.  The cash meal payment sheet register (see Figure
2-8) must be used to record the issuance and return of individual cash meal payment
sheets.  Before sheets are issued, the date, signature, and organization of the person
receiving the sheets must be entered on the applicable lines of the register.  Care must

https://my.navsup.navy.mil/
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be taken to ensure that sheet serial numbers correspond with the line number of the 
register.  When sheets are returned, an entry must be made on the applicable lines for 
the date, amount of cash collected (food charges and surcharges), and initials of the 
person receiving the sheets. 

When cash is turned in to the Navy Disbursing Officer (DO) the serial and sheet numbers 
must be entered on NAVSUP Form 470 (Cash Receipt Book – Figure 2-14). 

The headings (Organizations, Installation) must be filled in by the designated Control 
Officer.  The individual authorized to receive cash meal payment sheets (normally 
cashiers) must sign and insert the organization and date on the cash meal payment sheet 
register ensuring that the sheet numbers correspond on the payment sheets and on the 
register.  When the cash meal payment sheets are completed and returned to the Control 
Officer, the columns “Date Returned,” “Cash Collected (food, surcharges)”, and 
“Received By” must be filled in.  The “Voucher No.” column must not be filled in (this 
column may be used at some future date). 

d. Cash Meal Payment Sheet (Figure 2-11) – The following informaiton is provided for use
and control of the cash meal payment sheets:
• The Unit Commander or FSO shall authenticate all cash meal payment sheets before

use.
• Current meal rates must be entered in the appropriate spaces provided at the top of

the form.
• Individuals paying cash for meals must enter their grade, signature, the food charge

for the meal taken, and any surcharge(s).  Lines must be used in consecutive order.
• If a sheet is used for more than one day, the individual collecting cash for each day

shall enter the rank, name, and date on the next unused line.
• After the sheet is completely used, the money values for each meal shall be totaled.

The completed sheet must be signed by the person making the last collection.
• Used sheets must be filed in the Cash Meal Payment book.
• The headings on the Cash Meal Payment Sheet must be filled out before the meal as

shown below.
Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Signature of Unit Commander 
or FSO 

Signature of FSO (use other  than black 
ink to facilitate authentication).

Enter the name of activity.                       Organization or Dining Facility                 
From/Through   Enter the inclusive dates that the Cash      
                                                     Meal Payment Sheet covers. 
Food Charges   Before the meal, enter the basic meal 
                                             rates for each charge block as provided by 
                                                                  the current NAVSUPNOTE 7330.   
Surcharges (S/C)  Before the meal, enter the surcharge rates 

for each charge block as provided by the 
current NAVSUPNOTE 7330. 

• The cashier must ensure that all individuals paying cash for meals sign their names
and complete DD Form 1544.

• Mass feeding of cash sales on DD Form 1544 may be done for large groups (such as
Scout groups or working party personnel).  Before the group’s arrival, the senior
person in charge of the group must notify the command in advance to ensure that
proper cash sale values are determined and that seating is available.  When a group
arrives, the duty cashier and Mess Deck Master-at-Arms are responsible for counting
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all personnel passing through the line and must ensure that the correct meal charges 
are applied.  This dollar value shall be provided to the senior member responsible for 
the group.  The senior member of the group must pay the duty cashier by cash or by 
check for all meals consumed.  When feeding a group of personnel, all meals may be 
annotated under the approriate catagory and collected for in one full payment.  
(Figure 2-5)  

• Instructions for completing DD Form 1544 are shown below.

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Grade  Insert rank (O-1, E-5, etc.); civilian personnel shall insert 

CIV; Military Family Members (MFMs) shall insert MFM. 
Name - Normal Feeding Individuals shall sign their names (first initial and last 

name).   
Name - Mass Feeding Senior members of the group shall sign first initial and last 

name. 
Dollar Value Cashier (or, if local policy dictates, the individual paying for 

meals) must insert the applicable charges after the 
signature. 

Total The sum of each Dollar Value column for each individual 
Cash Meal Payment Sheet (B, L, D, S/C). 

Total Charges “Food” The sum of the “Total” Line for breakfast, lunch, and dinner 
Normal Feeding  (do not include surcharges in this block). 
Mass Feeding  The sum of the “Group Total” Line for breakfast, lunch and 

dinner (do not include surcharges in this block).   
Total Charges “S/C” The difference between the total of the “Total Charges” line 
Cash Over (Short)  (food and S/C) and the “Cash Turned In” line.  If “cash 

turned in” line is less than the “total charges” line, there is a 
cash shortage.  If the value is more, there is a cash 
overage. 

Cash Turned In Actual cash turned in by the cashier. 
Remarks  May be used to explain overages or shortages and the 

breakdown of mass feeding cash sales.  Enter total rations 
by meal per sheet for auditing purposes.   

Signature of Last or Signature of last or only headcounter.  
Only Headcounter 
• When required, the daily cash meal payment sheet must be completed with all totals,

the cashier must sign with his rate and date, and the sheet must be turned  in to the
Control Officer agent.  The DD Form 1544 serial and sheet numbers must be entered
next to the signature of the individual turning in the cash in the Cash Receipt Book
(NAVSUP Form 470).  All original DD Form 1544 sheets (1 through 50) must be
maintained in the book and audited to ensure sheets 1 through 50 are present by
initialing and dating the register in the book.

• The FSO shall review and audit all DD Forms 1544, Ration Entitlement Verification
System (REVS) reports, and Cash Receipt Books (NAVSUP Form 470) at least
weekly and must ensure that the total cash sales for that period match the cash being
deposited with Disbursing/United States Government General Depository.

e. Complete Cash Meal Payment Books.  After all sheets have been used and all funds
applicable to the sheets have been deposited, the completed book and one copy of each
Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131) must be retained by the Control Officer.
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At Navy activities an audit trail may be established by comparing the value of cash turned 
in to a collection agency by the cashier against the receipted NAVSUP Form 470 (Cash 
Receipt Book) retained by the cashier. 

f. Overages and Shortages.  Overages and/or shortages in cash received from the sale of
GM meals must be recorded on DD Form 1544 by the cashier and reviewed and verified
by the FSO.  The collection agent, during the daily audit, shall verify the difference during
the weekly DD Form 1544 inspection and must determine the cause of cumulative cash
differences.  Any cash discrepancies involving possible fraud or criminal act, regardless
of value, must be reported as outlined in the Navy Comptroller Manual.  Total overages
and shortages (including those that result from thefts) exceeding ten dollars during the
month shall be reported as Undeposited Sales on NAVSUP Form 1359.  This amount
must be maintained as Undeposited Sales until approved by NAVSUP.  Then they shall
be moved to Other Sales of Meals.  A letter must be prepared and submitted with
NAVSUP Form 1359 to explain the circumstances involving the gain or loss and to
request authority to use the other sale of meal line to reduce the (gains) or (losses)
reported on the Undeposited Sales line.

g. Errors or Erroneous Write-Overs.  Errors and/or erroneous write-overs are not acceptable
on DD Form 1544.  Errors or entries that require correction must be lined out and initialed
by both parties involved in the transaction.  For example, if the cashier or customer
makes an error, both parties involved must initial the correction and a new entry must be
made.

h. Ration Entitlement Verification System (REVS) Automated System.  Information about
REVS is discussed below.
(1) All accounting functions must be done by the automated process when meals are

sold on a cash basis using the REVS system.  In this case, cash sales are submitted
via electronic transmission.  Commands using this system are no longer required to
use DD Form 1544.

(2) DD Form 1544 shall be available and maintained in the event of loss of power or
other unforeseen emergency conditions.

(3) The FSO shall conduct a cash audit of the CAC 1544s and the REVS Daily Summary
1292s against the total cash received and the cash shall be deposited at least weekly.

(4) Mass feeding cash sales must be recorded on DD Form 1544 (as outlined in Section
2201-1(3)(i) and must be entered into the REVS card system at the end of the meal in
the presence of the LCS or FSO.

(5) Mass Feeding of RIK personnel shall be done in accordance with Paragraph 2303.6,
and headcounts must be entered at the end of the meal in the presence of the LCS or
FSO.

(6) All REVS Forms (1291, 1292, and 1544e) are required to have the same signatures
and overage/shortages of cash portions completed that the manual forms have.

(7) For sales of GM meals ashore, GMs using the REVS must check and scan all
customers’ REVS through the system for security, validity, and proper entitlement
determination and verification.  Payments for meals may be done as a cash or credit
card transaction.  Meals must not be sold on a reimbursable basis using the REV
system.

(8) Customers without a CAC (whether lost or not issued) shall be entered as a cash sale
under a non-card patron.  All non-card patrons must present proper identification and
must be charged the appropriate sale-of-meal rate unless orders state that the
member is an RIK patron.

(9) Mission essential and/or group exercises are authorized to use e NAVSUP Form
1046 Credit Sale function in FSM.  Specific funding arrangements must be made
before the credit sale period.  Prompt payment is due upon completion of the
exercise.
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(10) The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the CAC can be accessed at
https://www.cac.mil/Policies/.

(11) DD Form 1544 shall be available and maintained in the event of loss of power or
other unforeseen emergency conditions.

(12) The FSO shall conduct a cash audit of the CAC 1544s and the REVS Daily Summary
1292s against the total cash received and the cash shall be deposited at least weekly.

(13) Mass feeding cash sales must be recorded on DD Form 1544 (as outlined in Section
2201-1(3)(i) and must be entered into the REVS card system at the end of the meal in
the presence of the LCS or FSO.

(14) Mass Feeding of RIK personnel must be done in accordance with Paragraph 2303.6;
headcounts must be entered at the end of the meal in the presence of the LCS or
FSO.

(15) All REVS Forms (1291, 1292, and 1544e) are required to have the same signatures
and overage/shortages of cash portions completed that the manual forms have.

(16) For sales of GM meals ashore, GMs using the REVS must check and scan all
customers’ REVS through the system for security, validity, and proper entitlement
determination and verification.  Payments for meals may be done as a cash or credit
card transaction.  Meals must not be sold on a reimbursable basis using the REV
system.

(17) Customers without a CAC (whether lost or not issued) shall be entered as a cash sale
under a non-card patron.  All non-card patrons must present proper identification and
must be charged the appropriate sale-of-meal rate unless orders state that the
member is an RIK patron.

(18) Mission essential and/or group exercises are authorized to use e NAVSUP Form
1046 Credit Sale function in FSM.  Specific funding arrangements must be made
before the credit sale period.  Prompt payment is due upon completion of the
exercise.

(19) All accounting functions must be done by the automated process when meals are
sold on a cash basis using the REVS system.  In this case, cash sales are submitted
via electronic transmission.  Commands using this system no longer are required to
use DD Form 1544.

2. CREDIT CARD SALES ASHORE.  The guidance/policy for processing credit card sales is
published by CNIC for all ashore commands.  The recoupment of bad credit card purchases is
the responsibility of the FSO.  The FSO shall notify the member and provide due
process.  Figure 2-10 provides the Memorandum that gives notice of indebtedness to the United
States.  If after the FSO exhausts all measures to recoup the funds, then the FSO must issue a
Pay Adjustment Authorization Form (DD Form 139) with all supporting documents including
copies of the due process letters sent to the member's supporting Personnel Support
Detachment (PSD) for processing.

https://www.cac.mil/Policies/
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Figure 2-6 
Cash Meal Payment Book 
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Figure 2-7 
Cash Meal Payment Sheet – Transfer Control 
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Figure 2-8 
Cash Meal Payment Sheet Register 
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Figure 2-9 
Cash Meal Payment Sheet 
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Figure 2-10 
Memorandum 

Notice of Indebtedness to the U.S. Government 

3. CREDIT SALES AFLOAT.  If the sale of meals from afloat GMs has been authorized, and it
is considered more practical, the FSO is authorized to sell meals on a credit basis to officers,
enlisted, and the other subsistence categories on a daily basis.  When meals are sold on a credit
basis from a GM, NAVSUP Form 1046 (Sale of General Mess Meals -- see Figure 2-12) shall be
filled out as instructed below.

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Month and Year   Enter appropriate month and year. 
Name      The FSO shall enter the full name, grade or rate, and branch of 

service of the person receiving the meal.  Because of PII 
restrictions, Social Security Numbers (SSNs) shall not be used 
under any circumstances. 

Meal B, L, D    A Culinary Specialist shall be assigned the duty of maintaining 
NAVSUP Form 1046 in writing by the FSO.  See Appendix D for a 
sample letter.  The CS shall place a check mark or maintain a 
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running total in the appropriate block opposite each name to 
indicate consumption of a meal.  The form must be posted in a 
conspicuous location where it can be inspected visually by all mess 
members.  At the end of the month, NAVSUP Form 1046 shall be 
audited to ensure that all figures match Standard Form 215.  All 
discrepancies need to be resolved before returns are processed. 
See Appendix C for a sample of SF 215. 

Total Sales The FSO shall total the sum of each meal (B, L, D) for the month 
for each member. 

Rate The FSO shall enter the applicable meal rates for each meal (B, L, 
D) as prescribed by the current NAVSUPNOTE 7330.

Values  “Total Sales” x “Rate”
Total Value  The sum of the three “Values” blocks (B, L, D) for each member.
Total under  The sum of each meal (B, L, D) under the “total sales” column.
Total Sales Column 
Total under  The sum of all “total value” columns. 
Total Value column 
Signature  Signature of FSO (Supply Officer). 
Date  The last day of the month or the date of detachment of the 

accountable FSO. 
Rations  Total rations. 
Total Cash Collected Total dollar value of cash collected. 

a. Payment.  The payment for all meals sold on a credit basis are required to be deposited
no later than 15 days following the month in which the meals were sold.  The Wardroom
Treasurer and FSO must ensure all deposits have been verified, calculated correctly, and
deposited.  Justification must be provided to TYCOM when deposits have not been made
as required.  Individuals detaching permanently or for an extended period from the
unit/vessel must make payment to the FSO/DO before detachment.  The FSO shall
furnish a receipt for the cash paid (Figure 2-13).  The Cash Receipt Certificate
(NAVCOMPT Form 2114) may be used as a receipt form by marking out the line “for
which I hold myself accountable to the Treasurer of the United States of America.”
Collections for unpaid bills caused by death, transfer, refusal to pay, or other reasons
must be made in accordance with the Navy Comptroller Manual, Volume 5, Chapter 30.
The total of all payments must match the amount owed by the individual on NAVSUP
1046.  The FSO shall sign and date NAVSUP Form 1046 when all meals have been
verified and calculated correctly.

b. Officers Under Confinement.  Officers under confinement receive BAS and therefore are
obligated to pay for meals that should be reported as cash sales daily.  However,
because they are in confinement, credit sale of meals is authorized.

4. GENERAL MESS MEALS FURNISHED TO INPATIENTS IN HOSPITALS AND
DISPENSARIES.  This paragraph applies when there is no hospital mess in operation.  All
personnel not entitled to RIK will pay cash at the appropriate rate published in the current
NAVSUPNOTE 7330.  The hospital or dispensary may prefer to provide a copy of the Voucher
for Transfer Between Appropriation and/or Funds Standard Form (SF 1080) documenting the
collection of money from the sale of meals and transferring these funds to the subsistence
account.  The hospital or dispensary representative will provide any documentation required to
complete the “Certification of Rations Issued Form.”
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5. GENERAL MESS MEAL SALES AFLOAT.  While in port, cash paying customers (Officers
and visitors) shall be charged only for meals consumed.  While conducting Simulated at Sea
Exercises where personnel cannot leave the ship, cash paying customers will be charged for all
meals made available.  On full days at sea, cash paying customers will be charged for all meals
served.  On days entering or leaving port, cash paying customers will be charged for all meals
served during the at-sea period.  Officer or Chief Petty Officer (CPO) messes subsisting out of
the GM will use the same menu as the GM and will be provided with the required amount of
provisions to feed the number of persons subsisting in that mess.  If additional items are desired
by messes, and are not on the standard menu for that day, those items will be purchased
separately in the form of a bulk sale (in accordance with Paragraph 6300 of this document).  The
use of subsistence appropriation funds (SIK Account) to defray the cost of these additional food
items is not authorized.

2202    RECEIPT, HANDLING, SECURITY, AND RECORDING OF FUNDS 
1. RESPONSIBILITY.  The FSO is responsible for obtaining applicable basic charges and
surcharges and for collecting and depositing such funds received from the sale of meals from the
GM (except meals sold to inpatients in station hospitals and dispensaries).  These funds will be
handled in accordance with Paragraph 2201-3.  When wardroom members are furnished meals
from the GM, whether on a continuous basis or during inport periods, the mess treasurer shall be
responsible for the collection/reimbursement for such meals.  The GM may at times be required
to render services to support mission essential requirements for other agencies.  During this
process the use of a Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request (MIPR) DD448, Order for
Work and Services (NAVCOMPT Form 2275), Voucher for Transfers Between Appropriations
and/or Funds (SF1080), Public Voucher for Purchases and Services other than Personal
(SF1034), and Voucher for Cash Collection (DD Form 1131) will be required to pay for meals
from the GM  The preparation of the NAVCOMPT 2275, SF1080, DD448, DD 1131, and SF1034
shall be completed by the agency providing the funding, not by the GM.  The agency preparing
the NAVCOMPT 2275 and DD448 must forward the documents to BUPERS for acceptance.
When the process is complete and BUPERS accepts these funding documents they will be
forwarded back to the agency that prepared them and to the GM providing the service.  These
documents will be used as justification for the use of the other sale of meal line.

2. COLLECTION OF FUNDS.  All sales in the GM are made on a cash or credit basis.  Cash
will be accepted for sales in the GM as described below.  Types of GM Funds are discussed
below.

a. United States Currency.  Only United States currency will be accepted for sales in the
GM.

b. Personal Checks.  Handling of personal checks is discussed below.
(1) Personal checks from active duty and active duty for training personnel, authorized

groups, and ship riders will be accepted in the GM and will be made payable to the
FSO or U.S. Treasury.  Two-party checks will not be accepted.  A personal check will
be accepted only for the amount of the meal(s) and/or bulk food sales.  Social
Security numbers are no longer required on checks.

(2) The purchaser must sign the check in the presence of the GM cashier.  The cashier is
responsible for positively identifying the presenter of a check as an active duty or
active duty for training person.

(3) All ashore Commands must follow CNIC guidance for procedures in depositing funds
directly to an authorized government depository such as a local bank or financial
institution.  See CNIC Credit/Debit Card SOP Manual.

c. Returned Checks.  Handling of returned checks is discussed below.
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(1) When a check is returned because of insufficient funds or for any other reason, the
FSO will reimburse the DO with funds on hand that were collected from the sale of
meals and/or bulk sales.

(2) The check will be placed in the accountability file.
(3) Pending settlement of the check, the amount will be carried as undeposited sales.
(4) When cash, a certified check, or a money order is received for settlement, the

insufficient fund check will be returned to the individual purchaser.  The FSO will
include the dollar value of the returned check as Cash Deposited with the DO on
NAVSUP Form 1359.

d. Uncollectible Checks.  Handling of uncollectible checks is discussed below.
(1) If normal collection efforts fail, the FSO will request the DO to make a pay record

checkage in accordance with (FMR) Financial Management Regulation, Volume 7A,
Chapter 25, Table 25-1 .  After the checkage has been made, the DO will remit the
collection to the FSO.  The FSO will return the check to the individual purchaser and
include the dollar value of the returned check on the Cash Deposited with DO line on
NAVSUP Form 1359.

(2) If the check is considered uncollectible after four months of diligent collection effort,
the FSO will request relief of accountability in accordance with Paragraph 1114.

e. Payroll Deduction Credit Sale.  On small afloat units (such as submarines) that use the
Payroll Deduction Credit Sales, sales of meals must be deposited by the DO.  If funds
cannot be deposited in accordance with Paragraph 2202.3, funds shall be deposited at
the first available opportunity.

f. Navy Cash Sale.  Commands using Navy Cash must maintain the Navy Cash monthly
reports and reconciliation worksheets for 10 years.  The Navy Cash Merchant Sales
Summary will be reconciled at the end of each month, and the Navy General Mess Daily
Transaction Detail Report will be reconciled on a daily basis.  The General Mess Refund
Control Log must be retained on file for 10 years.  The Cash Meal Payment Book (DD
Form 1544) used to account for “Visitor” Navy Cash Cards also will be part of the retained
returns.  Reminder:  Navy Cash visitor headcounts must be posted to FSM on a daily
basis.

g. Authorized Persons.  Collections and subsequent deposits may be made by the following
persons under the authority indicated below:

Authorized Person Authority 
FSO  Assignment of accountable duties 
Collection Agent or Appointment to an established position 
Authorized Custodian 

h. Cash Receipt Book.  Cash received from the cashier will be receipted in the Cash
Receipt book (NAVSUP Form 470) by the person collecting the cash (Figure 2-14).
NAVSUP Form 470, which shall be retained by the cashier, must in all cases show the
collection date and the amount collected (shown in figures and in words).  It will be signed
by the person collecting the cash and the cashier at the time of collection (DD Form 1544
serial and sheet numbers will be inserted next to the cashier’s signature).  No signature
will be placed opposite any entry in NAVSUP Form 470 that shows erasures or
alterations.  Any such entry must be ruled out and initialed by the person collecting the
cash.

3. END-OF-THE-MONTH CLOSE OUT AND DISBURSING DEPOSIT.  Information on the end-
of-the-month close out and disbursing deposit is discussed below.

a. The Food Service “Operation.  The Food Service operation will submit a NAVSUP 1359
before the 27th of each month, and/or the day specified by their local DO for the final
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monthly deposit (1359 annotated “For Deposit Only”), using a Cash Collection Voucher 
(DD Form 1131). 

ASHORE:  GM must close out all credit card transactions at the end of the month.  

The certification section on NAVSUP Form 1359 does not apply to Ashore Commands.  
NAVSUP Form 1359 must not be used as a collection vehicle for the Defense Finance 
and Accounting Office (DFAS); it is used for reporting purposes only.   

b. The Recordskeeper.  The Recordskeeper (RK) will continue to post records in FSM3 for
the remaining month and close out at the end of the month.

c. Generating NAVSUP Form 1359.  After closeout the RK shall generate another NAVSUP
1359 to present to Disbursing.  The left hand side of NAVSUP Form 1359 (Cash
Statement) must match the "Deposit Only" 1359 provided to Disbursing.  A copy
must be provided to Disbursing by the 7th day of the month following the end of
the reporting period.

d. Cash Transactions.  Food service will hold all cash transactions.  These monetary
amounts will remain as un-deposited sales until the beginning of the new month.

NOTE 1:  Disbursing will dictate the "final" date for S-2 deposits in support of Disbursing NAVY 
CASH close out procedures. 

NOTE 2:  Disbursing will not allow and/or accept any S-2 deposits and/or cash after the monthly 
close-out.  Any funds collected from ship riders, Officers, and other cash out transactions shall 
be placed on hold with the Wardroom Officer and/or in FSO custody.  The funds and any 
remaining funds that were not collected before the Disbursing Office closed for the month will be 
deposited via the NAVSUP 470 Form on the first day of the following month. 

4. DEPOSIT OF FUNDS.  When practical, funds in excess of the change fund shall be
deposited daily with the DO and/or General Depository ashore.  When it is not practical to make
daily deposits, the cash must be deposited at least twice weekly.  To deviate from daily or twice
weekly deposits, Commands must submit a request to NAVSUP 432 via TYCOM and/or the
Regional Director.  Afloat Commands must make deposits weekly when possible or at their first
available opportunity.  When it is not practical for the collection agent to deposit cash daily, it will
be retained in the collection agent’s personal custody in a separate and adequate safe, or it will
be turned in by the collection agent to the FSO.  When cash is turned in by the FSO to the DO, a
Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131) will be used to make the deposit.  The FSO shall
ensure the signature of the DO is placed on NAVSUP Form 470.  Each transfer of funds will be
receipted and will bear the signature of the individual authorized to deliver the cash and the
individual authorized to receive the cash.  In lieu of depositing cash directly with the DO, the cash
may be deposited with a United States Government General Depository for credit to the account
of the DO.  The deposit number of the Deposit Ticket OCR (Standard Form 215) obtained from
the DO will be recorded on NAVSUP Form 470 in the space provided for the signature of the DO.
Collection documents (DD1131s, SF1080s, pay checkage via DS01 DJMS) crediting SIK LOA
must have the correct SDN, PAA, or Cost Code.  This will ensure tracking of collections and will
minimize unmatched disbursements.  Note:  Refer the NAVSUP NOTE 7330 1st quarter.

NOTE: Navy Subsistence in Kind (SIK) Line of Accounting (LOA) is updated annually by 
NAVSUP, and the Surcharge OMN LOA is updated by the TYCOM/Region    
SDN = N0002220MDSIK20    PAA = DSIK20   COST CODE = N0022MHC53UY 

When there is no DO available (such as on MCMs and submarines), funds in the custody of the 
FSO will be deposited with any government DO (such as other services finance officers or 
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another ship’s DOs).  If funds cannot be deposited in accordance with Paragraph 2202.3, funds 
must be deposited at the first available opportunity.   

For ashore facilities, regular deposits are made to the DO or to an assigned U.S.  Depository 
such as a local bank or financial institution at least twice a week; current regulations apply.  
Additionally, the FSO will prepare a Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131), in accordance 
with the CNIC Credit/Debit Card Desk Guide, that must be submitted to the DO to document the 
value of cash and credit card sales collected and deposited.  The FSO’s Collection Agent must 
ensure that an electronically prepared record of deposit transaction is received from the U.S.  
Depository/Institution/Bank when deposits have been made.  Original bank copies are turned 
over to the cognizant DO, with photocopies retained by the FSO for in the appropriate records.  
When these copies are furnished to the DO, the NAVSUP 470 (Cash Receipt Book) must be 
properly annotated or signed. 

In addition to the above requirements, and in accordance with FMR VOL 5, Chapter 5, all cash 
collected from sales will be deposited with the DO or with a United States Government General 
Depository according to the following rules: 

• Before the last day of each month and the day specified by the local
Disbursing Office for the final monthly deposit.

• The following Accelerated Reporting Requirements must be adhered to:
o Make the deposit in FSM and print out a copy of the 1359.  This isused for DEPOSIT

ONLY with disbursing.  A Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131) must be used to
make the deposit.  The DD From 1131 Cash Collection Voucher is retained for 10
years.

o Label the top of the NAVSUP 1359 as “Deposit Only”.  THIS IS NOT THE FINAL
REPORT.

o Continue in FSM for the remaining days and close out at the end of the month.
o Any money remaining uncollected will remain as undeposited sales

• On relief of the FSO.
• At the end of the fiscal year (30 September).  All uncollected funds will remain as

undeposited sales.  The last deposit of the month will be deposited in FSM and a copy of
NAVSUP Form 1359 will be forwarded to disbursing.  Label the NAVSUP Form 1359 as a
deposit and retain.  This is not the final NAVSUP Form 1359 report; proceed with normal
transactions until the end-of-the-month closeout.

• The following are the correct deposit procedures:
o Make a deposit in FSM (DO NOT USE “Other Sales of Meal Line”) and print two

copies of the 1359.
o Label the top of the NAVSUP 1359 as “Deposit Only”.
o Fill out the cash collection voucher (if required by your DISBO/General Depository).
o Deposit the money using DD Form 1131; then have the DO sign the Cash Receipt

Book NAVSUP 470 and Form 1359.
o The Form 1359, cash collection voucher, and Navy Cash prints outs must be

maintained with the retained returns.
o Continue in FSM for the remaining days and close out at the end of the month
o Any money remaining uncollected will remain as undeposited sales

5. DEPOSITS WITH NAVY CASH.  Actions to be taken by parties dealing with deposits of Navy
Cash are discussed below.

a. The RK and/or FSO.  The RK and/or FSO shall send NAVSUP 1046 mess bills to the
Wardroom Mess Treasurer.
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b. Mess Members.  Mess members shall make payments to the Wardroom Mess
Treasurer/FSO or appointed custodian (approved by the FSO) through Navy Cash/K-22.

c. Wardroom Treasurer/Accountable Custodian.  Wardroom Treasurer/Accountable
Custodian shall deposit the fund to the FSO account via Navy Cash K22/Point of Sale
(POS) in FSO/S2 office.  POS transactions shall be immediately downloaded and must
never be stored on the POS device.  All transactions shall be counted once they have
been downloaded.

d. FSO.  The FSO will make Deposits to the DO (DISBO) using a Navy Cash Merchant
Card/K-22.

e. FSO and/or RK. The FSO and/or RK shall confirm GM collection using the Merchant
Sales Summary Report before the DO indicates End-of-Month (EOM).  After the DO
closeout Navy Cash, FSO generates NS1359 “FOR DEPOSIT ONLY” and provides to
DO for amount and LOA verification.  DO will provide applicable supporting documents to
include prepare Deposit Ticket (SF215), EOM Voucher Summary Report and Monthly
Transaction Detailed Reports.  The value of collections does not change with the final
NAVSUP 1359 upon closeout.

f. Ship Riders.  All ship riders are billed on DD Form 1544 and must pay for meals, as they
occur, to the appointed cashier via Navy Cash/POS.

NOTE: The Wardroom Mess Treasurer should NOT directly deposit funds to DISBO.  The 
deposits will not match the NAVSUP 1359 and NAVSUP 1046. 

6. CHANGE FUND (Afloat Only).  The DO receiving deposits from a collection agent shall
entrust change funds to the custody of the collection agent upon the written request of the DO of
the activity to which the collection agent is assigned.  See Appendix D for a sample letter.  The
signed Change Fund Letter is placed in the DO's accountability file.  The amount advanced to
the cashier must be the minimum necessary for operations.  The advance of funds may be made
in cash or by check to the order of the collection agent or cashier.  A NAVCOMPT Form 2114
(Figure 2-13) shall be furnished to the DO by the collection agent or cashier.  The change fund
will be returned to the DO in exchange for the receipt when the collection agent or cashier is
replaced, when the operation is discontinued, or upon relief of the FSO.  The total funds in the
possession of each collection agent and/or cashier shall be verified at an unannounced time at
least once each month as outlined in the Navy Comptroller Manual.  The verification must be
made by an officer or civilian designated by the Commanding Officer of the activity to which the
collection agent or cashier is assigned.

A report of the verification, including the amount and the status of funds, will be made to the 
Commanding Officer (Figure 2-15).  A copy of the report will be furnished to the DO that 
advanced the change fund. 
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Figure 2-11 
DD Form 1544 

Cash Meal Payment Book -- Cash Meal Payment Sheet 
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Figure 2-12 
NAVSUP Form 1046 

Sale of General Mess Meals 

Note:  The use of Social 
Security Numbers or other PII 
controlled information should 
not be used on the NS 1046. 
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Figure 2-13 
NAVCOMPT Form 2114 
Cash Receipt Certificate 

2020

2020
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Figure 2-14 
NAVSUP Form 470 

Posting Deposits to the Disbursing Officer in the 
Cash Receipt Book  

When impractical to make daily 
deposits, the cash will be 

deposited at least twice weekly 
except when otherwise 

authorized by the Naval Supply 
Systems Command/CNIC. 

JUNE 2003 

Date  (day, month, year) 

Dollar amount collected spelled out 

Amount collected 
entered 

Signature of person performing 
deposit and the Voucher 

number placed beside name 

Signature of Disbursing officer 

General Mess Name 
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IN REPLY REFER TO 
(date) 

MEMORANDUM 
From: Senior Member, Cash Verification Board 
To:  Commanding Officer 
Subj: MONTHLY VERIFICATION OF OFFICIAL FUNDS IN THE CUSTODY OF THE 

GENERAL MESS COLLECTION AGENT 
Ref: (a) DoD FMR Volume 5, Chapter 3

(b) NAVSUP P-486, para 2202-4
1. In accordance with references (a) and (b), the funds in the custody of the General Mess
Collection Agent were verified today at 0930.  Total funds held by the General Mess Collection
Agent included cash in the amount of $150.00 which is in agreement with the record of the DO’s
cash advance to the Collection Agent for the General Mess.

Very respectfully, 
(signed) 
J.  B.  Topchop 

Copy to: 
DO 

File 

Figure 2-15 
Monthly Verification of Official Funds in the Custody of the General Mess Collection 

Agent 

ADD - Copy to:  Supply Officer, FSO 
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PART D:  RATION CREDIT DETERMINATION ASHORE 
2300    ASHORE RATION CREDIT DETERMINATION 
1. FIELD CONDITIONS.  When field messes are operating in support of maneuvers, war
games, field exercises, or similar operations where the galley is the only reasonable source of
government subsistence with no other eating establishments within a reasonable distance,
ration credit shall be taken for all enlisted members entitled to RIK and all enlisted members on
Temporary Field Assignment (TFA) or Essential Unit Messing (EUM) status who are receiving
BAS with a deduction from pay for meals served under field conditions.  All members (including
officers) on duty under circumstances where EUM has been declared will be charged for all
meals made available whether eaten or not.  Ration credit shall be taken for all rations sold as
cash in accordance with Paragraph 2201.

EUM is declared when members travel together with limited or no per diem.  An appropriate 
authority is essential for operational readiness, military operations, or effective training where 
members are required to use a government mess or meals provided on behalf of the 
government.  Members must be in a travel status and are entitled to travel reimbursement for 
incidental expenses but not for subsistence.  Designation for EUM will apply only to 
organizational units and to operational elements and detachments and will not apply to 
individual service members.  All members on duty under circumstances where EUM has been 
declared will be charged for all meals made available whether eaten or not except for approved 
missed meals.  (Ref:  DoD 7000.14-R Financial Management Regulation Volume 7A, Chapter 
25). 

Field Duty consists of any maneuvers, war games, field exercises, or similar operations where 
a member is assigned to an organization drawing field rations or to a unit being subsisted in a 
dining facility operated by, or on behalf of, the U.S. Government.  Members may be on per 
diem orders.  All members on field duty will be charged for all meals made available whether 
eaten or not, subject to approved missed meals.  (Ref: DoD 7000.14-R Financial Management 
Regulation Volume 7A, Chapter 25 and OPNAVINST 7220.13A).   

Each day, the total number of meals that were sold for cash, as recorded on DD Form 1544 will 
be added and recorded in Columns (2) through (6) of NAVSUP Form 338 as shown below: 

Data Block  Instruction for Entry 
and Caption 
(1) Day of Mo.  Enter the appropriate day of the month.
(2) B Actual number of breakfast meals sold for cash as recorded on DD Form 

1544. 
(3) L Actual number of lunch meals sold for cash as recorded on DD Form 

1544. 
(4) D Actual number of dinner meals sold for cash as recorded on DD Form 

1544. 
(5) N Actual number of night meals sold for cash as recorded on DD Form 

1544. 
(6) Daily Column (2) x .25 + Column (3) x .40 + Column (4) x .35 + Column (5) x 

(if breakfast meal .20, if lunch or dinner meal .40).  (Do not round this 
value).  Other Ration Credit Conversion Factors can be found in the 
current NAVSUPNOTE 7330. 
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2. STANDARD CONDITIONS.  Ration credit determination is based on the number of
signatures from enlisted members entitled to RIK recorded on the Meal Signature Record
(NAVSUP Form 1291) and the number of rations sold as cash in accordance with Paragraph
2201.  GMs operating the REVS automated system will determine ration credit by the total
number of patrons whose CAC was scanned for proper entitlement.  The RK will manually
enter headcounts in FSM.

2301  ASHORE GENERAL MESSES 
The following activities are considered GMs ashore: 

• Ashore activities except naval hospitals operating a hospital mess
• Mobile construction battalions operating GMs ashore
• Fleet and force commands operating GMs ashore
• Cargo handling battalions operating in GMs ashore
• Inactive service craft facilities
• Naval beach groups
• GMs operated aboard permanently moored ships that grant liberty.  Examples include

shore commands including naval inactive ship maintenance facilities.

2302  MEAL PASS AND THE REVS 
1. GENERAL.  The meal pass (NAVSUP Form 1105) is no longer required for use with a CAC 
system. The diner’s CAC must be used to determine diner identity and the meal entitlement 
status properly.  The GM duty cashier will be responsible for handling and scanning the 
diner’s CAC through the REVS automated system.  Galleys not having REVS will continue 
to use DoD ID number.

NOTE: The REVS database reflects the diner’s most current pay record status as defined by 
DFAS.  Because of this, there should be no confusion about a diner’s meal entitlement status 
(RIK or cash).  Leave and Travel, Orders, TAD Orders, and Permanent Change of Station 
(PCS) Orders are discussed below. 

a. Responsibility of Diner’s Parent PSD.  It is the responsibility of the diner’s parent PSD
to key in changes to the member’s pay entitlement records where situations of Leave
and Travel orders, TAD orders, and PCS orders are concerned.  Changes in
entitlements will be reflected in the DFAS database the REVS program accesses.

b. Enlisted Personnel on Travel Orders.  Enlisted personnel under official travel orders
that indicate the individual is entitled to Subsistence-In-Kind will be allowed access to
the GM at no charge.  The travel order number and issuing command shall be recorded
in the meal signature record and shall be annotated in the original travel orders
indicating the exact meals provided at no cost.

c. Individuals Who Are TAD.  Individuals who are TAD from other commands and desire a
meal must provide either a copy of their orders or a current NAVSUP 1105 Meal Pass.
TAD personnel must sign the Meal Signature Sheet (NAVSUP Form 1291).  The meal
pass number must be annotated on NAVSUP Form 1291.

d. TAD Personnel Without RIK Entitlement.  TAD personnel who cannot establish RIK
entitlement will be treated as cash patrons.  A receipt will be provided for the purpose of
reimbursement.

2. RATIONS ALLOWED ASHORE.  Two types of rations are allowed ashore: those for
enlisted personnel entitled to SIK and those for personnel authorized to use the GM on a cash
payment basis.
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a. RIK Personnel.  The FSO shall include, as allowed, Navy Regular rations (those rations
that are provided to all Navy RIK).  The supporting PERSUPPDET or, if there is no
supporting PERSUPPDET, the Command Executive or Personnel Officer shall furnish the
required rations allowed information for RIK personnel.  The process is discussed below.

(1) At the beginning of the month, the FSO or the Executive Officer/Personnel Officer
shall obtain a list of all personnel on RIK and shall estimate the daily number of
RIK personnel entitled to be fed.  The FSO must be advised of any known
circumstances such as training exercises, reservists training, large visiting groups,
or change in BAS policy that might substantially affect the number of
anticipated rations to be fed during the month.

(2) At the end of the month the FSO will obtain from the PERSUPPDET (or from the
Executive Officer and/or Personnel Officer) the total number of RIK rations allowed
for the period.  This number is the potential number of rations that are allowed to be
fed at government expense.  It is equal to the number of man-days that enlisted
personnel are entitled to government rations during any given period.  This excludes
days when personnel who generally are entitled to RIK were receiving a BAS
because of leave, travel, or hospitalization; it excludes days when generally entitled
personnel were on unauthorized absence.  This report must be made for each of
two categories: Navy Regular and Other Personnel.  The Other Personnel category
includes all personnel entitled to be furnished RIK who are not regular Navy enlisted
(such as other service regular, reserve, or guard; midshipmen or cadets; Coast
Guard; foreign military; and Navy reservists).

b. Cash Sales.  The FSO shall include rations sold for cash as allowed rations under the
Other Personnel category.  Certifications must be prepared as required and must be
completed and signed before the departure of the affected personnel.

2303    SIGNATURE HEAD COUNT PROCEDURES FOR RATIONS-IN-KIND PERSONNEL 
1. GENERAL.  CONUS ashore GMs shall use the REVS automated system.  Each member’s
CAC will be scanned through the system to properly identify the card holder and the meal
entitlement.  Facilities not currently on the automated system shall use the Meal Signature
Records (NAVSUP Form 1291) for RIK personnel.  Each person receiving a meal must sign
the Form and annotate the 1291 with the DoD ID card number.  Cash patrons must sign a
prepared DD Form 1544 as shown in Paragraph 2201.

NOTE:  Audit boards must use the resulting headcount numbers to verify ration credits claimed 
on NAVSUP Form 1292 and NAVSUP Form 338. 

2. MEAL SIGNATURE RECORD (NAVSUP FORM 1291) PREPARATION.  Preparation of the
meal signature record is discussed below.

a. Heading Section.  The heading of the NAVSUP Form 1291 shall be completed as
follows before each meal:

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Date Enter current date. 
Sheet No. Enter the sheet number consecutively starting with 

number 0001.  Ensuring that each sheet is numbered and 
dated before each meal allows control and prevents loss  
or misuse of the signature sheet. 

Categories of Personnel Personnel in each category are required to sign separate 
forms.  This determines the actual number of personnel 
fed for each category of personnel.  Place forms on 
separate clipboards for each category.  The different  
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categories will be indicated by using stenciled signs or 
color coding to match meal pass colors. 

b. Signature Section.  A Master-at-Arms or other person authorized in writing by the FSO
(see Appendix D for sample letter) will supervise the signing of the NAVSUP Form 1291
sheets (Figure 2-16).  This individual, positioned behind the signature counter, will verify
meal passes and direct personnel to the correct signature sheet.  The Master-at-Arms
shall determine the eligibility of personnel passing through the serving line to eat in the
GM and shall require each person to show a valid meal pass and military identification
card (this procedure will ensure that only persons who are entitled to RIK will eat meals
at government expense).  Signatures and meal pass numbers must be legible.  The
signature section of NAVSUP Form 1291 will be filled out as shown below:

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Signature  Individuals legibly sign their last name. 
Meal Pass Number Individuals legibly enter their meal pass number or, when 

there is an REVS System, the DOD ID number from the 
individual’s CAC will be added when scanned. 

Command/Unit Command or unit entries are not required by parent 
activity or host command personnel.  Tenant activity 
personnel do not have to enter command or unit entries if 
the host command knows how to differentiate the tenant 
activity personnel from the meal pass members.  
Transient personnel must annotate NAVSUP Form 1291 
with their command/unit. 

Immediately after securing the serving line, the Master-at-Arms shall assemble all NAVSUP 
Forms 1291 in sequence by category of personnel fed.  The Master-at-Arms shall draw an ink 
line below the last name on each form and initial this line indicating that no other signatures will 
be recorded on the form. 

3. CONTRACT FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL.  Activities that have contract food service 
personnel will pay at the point of sale for meals at the time of consumption.

4. NIGHT AND BRUNCH MEALS.  Meals served between 2000 and 0300 will be recorded as 
night meals.  Brunch meals served before 0900 will be recorded as breakfast meals and 
brunch meals served after 0900 will be recorded as lunch meals.  ASHORE regions that offer 
continuous feeding at their facilities shall begin the lunch meal rate at 1000.

5. SPECIAL MEAL FEEDING.  Special meal feeding includes picnics, barbecues, cookouts, 
and other similar events.  The individual supervising the event shall count the number of 
personnel who are authorized ration credit at the event and shall complete a Recapitulation of 
Meal Record (NAVSUP Form 1292).  Additional information is presented below.

a. Advance Arrangements.  Arrangements must be made by the sponsor with the FSO 72 
hours in advance of the event.  The sponsor must provide a muster report or NAVSUP 
Form 1292, and payment of NON-RIK personnel must be collected before the special 
meal feeding.  (Prior notification is required in order to adjust the quantity of subsistence 
and ensure proper manning is in place for the event.)

b. Cashier Assignment.  The individual supervising the event must make arrangements 
with the FSO to assign a GM cashier at the event or to make other arrangements to 
collect money for meals sold for cash.  The number of personnel must be reported on 
NAVSUP Form 1292 for the GM meal that the special event replaced. 
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6. MASS FEEDING.  Mass feeding means accounting for a group of personnel by using a
Recapitulation of Meal Record (NAVSUP Form 1292) as a summary document instead of
obtaining individual signatures on the Meal Signature Record (NAVSUP Form 1291).
Mass feeding occurs at recruit training centers, schools, brigs, and with groups fed outside
the GM such as picnic events or boat crews.  Further information about mass feeding is
discussed below.

a. Adding Personnel with REVS.  Commands with a REVS card system have the
capability to override their system to add personnel not passing through the line with
approval from the FSO.  (FSM currently does not have a “Personnel Not Passing
Through the Line” function.)

b. Documenting Mass Feeding In the General Mess on NAVSUP Form 1292 (Figure
2-17).  The person in charge of the group will must record the number of each category
of personnel fed at the meal on NAVSUP Form 1292 as shown below:

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Period or Date   Enter current date for that meal. 
1st Subtotal Block  Enter the total in the first subtotal block. 
Remarks  Write an appropriate statement such as “mass feeding - 

school” or “mass feeding - picnic.” 
First Signature Line Print and sign name and grade or rate. 

The person in charge of the group shall present the completed form to the Master-at-
Arms who is on the serving line.  The Master-at-Arms and/or Cashier must count the 
personnel in the group to verify the first subtotal figure.  The Master-at-Arms shall make 
the annotations shown below: 

Data Block and  Caption   Instruction for Entry 
Remarks    Write “total verified”. 
Second Signature Line Sign name and grade or rate. 

The Master-at-Arms retains the NAVSUP Form 1292 and assembles it with the NAVSUP Form 
1291 sheets for that meal. 

NOTE: Requests for Mass Feeding must be coordinated with the FSO in advance in writing 
and signed by a Commissioned Officer.  Requests must include the circumstances that cause 
the requirement for mass feeding and the names of all enlisted personnel affected.  The 
Requesting Officer must certify that all personnel are entitled to Rations-in-Kind. 

c. Personnel Not Passing Through the Serving Line.  Meals furnished to personnel not
passing through the serving line, such as working parties, guard duty, inpatients of the
dispensary or hospital, duty food service personnel, prisoner, and/or other personnel
will be handled as mass feeding.  A person eating individually in these circumstances
shall sign NAVSUP Form 1291 and shall be excluded from the count on the “Mass
Feeding” NAVSUP Form 1292.

A responsible person shall be designated to be in charge of the group and shall be
instructed in the proper method of completing NAVSUP Form 1292.  This individual will
prepare the form as shown below:
Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Period or Date   Enter current date for that meal. 
1st Subtotal Block  Enter the total in the first subtotal block. 

Write an appropriate statement such as “working parties,” “inpatients of the 
dispensary/hospital,” “duty food service personnel,” “prisoner,” or “outing personnel.”  
First Signature Line - Sign name and grade or rate. 
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The responsible person designated in charge of the group shall present the completed 
form to the GM RK as soon as possible after the meal but no later than the following 
morning. 

The GM Cash Collection Agent (CCA) shall check for errors in completing the form and 
shall check as required to verify the total.  The CCA will then make the following 
annotations: 

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Remarks  Write “checked.” 
Second Signature Line Sign name and grade or rate. 

d. Meals Furnished By a General Mess to Inpatient Personnel in Hospitals and
Dispensaries.  This paragraph applies when there is no hospital mess being operated.
Meals furnished to inpatient personnel in hospitals and dispensaries will be furnished on
a NAVSUP Form 1292 as personnel not passing through the serving line.  The person
designated as the authorized representative of the hospital or dispensary will prepare
and sign a daily NAVSUP Form 1292 (same as subparagraph 2303.6.c above).  When
more than one authorized representative supervises the different meals, each
representative must initial the subtotal for the meal supervised and must sign on the
first signature line.

The authorized representative shall make sure that the FSO receives the completed
daily NAVSUP Form 1292 no later than the following morning.  The GM RK must check
for errors in the completed form.  The RK must sign the second signature line and
ensure that NAVSUP Form 338 reflects these additional meal totals for ration credit
computation.

NOTE: Requests to feed personnel who cannot pass through the serving line must be
coordinated in advance in writing and signed by a Commissioned Officer.  Requests
must include the reason why the individual(s) cannot pass through the serving line, the
time period, and the names of the individual(s).  The Requesting Officer must certify
that all personnel are entitled to Rations-in-Kind.  Because of quality-of-life concerns,
efforts shall be made to minimize the number of individuals passing through the serving
line and the timeframes that personnel cannot pass through the serving line.

2304 RECAPITULATION OF MEAL RECORD (NAVSUP FORM 1292) USED AS A DAILY 
MEAL SUMMARY 

1. GENERAL.  NAVSUP Form 1292 shall be used to summarize the daily ration credit total.
GMs using the REVS program must produce the electronic version of the daily summary 1292
from the official REVS website.  The URL may be obtained from CNIC HQ Code N925.  The
REVS summary 1292 shall be used as input to the FSM 3.0 database.  For non-automated
facilities, an original and one copy shall be prepared.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES AND DOCUMENT PREPARATION.  Personnel responsibilities and
document preparation are discussed below.

a. Master-at-Arms.  Immediately after securing the serving line, the Master-at-Arms shall
assemble NAVSUP Form 1291s in sequence by category of personnel fed.  The
Master-at-Arms shall determine the number of signatures for each category.  Figures
for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and night/other meals shall be included on the same form.
Do not prepare a separate NAVSUP Form 1292 for each meal.  The Master-at-Arms
will make the following annotations:
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Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Period or Date   Enter the current date. 
Breakfast, Lunch,        Enter the numbers in the appropriate blocks.  
Dinner, Night/Other   
1st Subtotal Block  Add all categories of personnel for each meal and enter 

this total number. 
First Signature Line After the dinner meal, sign on the first signature line and 

deliver the completed form to the GM office where the 
required entries will be made.  When more than one 
Master-at-Arms supervises meals during the day, each 
will initial the subtotal(s) for the meal(s) supervised.  All 
Master-at-Arms personnel supervising a meal during the 
day will sign on the first signature line of NAVSUP Form 
1292. 

b. General Mess Cashier.  The GM cashier computes and enters the appropriate total
number of meals (including for contract personnel) in the “cash sales” block of the
NAVSUP Form 1292.  The GM cashier will annotate the form as follows:

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Period or Date   Enter the current date. 
Cash Sales (Include Enter the numbers in the appropriate blocks. 
Contract Personnel) 
Second Signature Line Sign on the second signature line.  When more than one 

GM cashier collects money during the day, each cashier 
shall initial the “cash sales” block for the meals for which 
they collect money (see Figure 2-18).  All GM cashiers 
collecting money during the day will sign on the second 
line of the daily NAVSUP Form 1292.  The entry beside 
the “cash sales” block will include all GM meals sold.  This 
includes meals for which cash was collected before 
admission to the serving line and meals sold on a credit 
basis. 

 These entries should agree with the following: 
• Meals sold for cash recorded on the Cash Meal Payment Book (DD Form 1544)

sheets (see Paragraph 2201-1b);
• Signatures recorded on the Meal Signature Record (NAVSUP Form 1291).  See

Paragraph 2303-3 for contract food service personnel.
c. Food Service Cash Collection Agent .  The GM CCA shall audit the forms used by the

Master-at-Arms and shall verify the head count.  Contract food service personnel will
sign NAVSUP Form 1291 and the head count (including contract personnel) will be
included opposite the “cash sales” block of NAVSUP Form 1292.  The  CCA  must audit
both forms and must coordinate any required corrections with the person responsible
for the error.  The CCA and the person responsible for the error must initial the
correction.
The CCA will then make the following annotations on NAVSUP Form 1292:

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
2nd Subtotal  “1st subtotal” + “cash sales (including contract 

personnel).” 
Personnel Not Passing Enter the total of each category of personnel not 
Through the Serving Line passing through the serving line. 

Assemble NAVSUP Form 1291 sheets and/or 
NAVSUP Form 1292 used to document the 
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personnel not passing through the serving line and 
attach them to the daily summary NAVSUP Form 
1292.  This allows the monthly records to include 
these numbers in the appropriate totals for the 
different categories of personnel. 

Grand Total “2nd subtotal” + “Personnel not passing through 
the serving line.” 

Ration Credit “Grand totals” x “appropriate conversion factors. 
Total Credit Add the ration credits for all meals and enter the 

total in the “total credit” block (round to the nearest 
whole ration). 

Third Signature Line Sign on the third signature line after all 
computations have been checked. 

The Cash Collection Agent (CCA) then shall give the paperwork to the RK to post the 
number of meals sold for cash and RIK meals fed for each meal on NAVSUP Form 338 
(Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-21). 

NOTE: The RK must include the number of personnel not passing through the serving 
line in the appropriate blocks of NAVSUP Form 338.  Entries on NAVSUP Form 338 
shall be made as shown below: 

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
(1) Day of Mo.   Enter the appropriate day of the month. 
(2) B     Actual number of meals sold for cash as recorded on 

NAVSUP Form 1292 (cash sales (include contract 
personnel) block), breakfast column. 

(3) L     Actual number of meals sold for cash as recorded on 
NAVSUP Form 1292 from the (cash sales (include 
contract personnel) block), lunch column. 

(4) D     Actual number of meals sold for cash as recorded on 
NAVSUP Form 1292 from the (cash sales (include 
contract personnel) block), dinner column. 

(5) N     Actual number of meals sold for cash as recorded on 
NAVSUP Form 1292 from the (cash sales (include 
contract personnel) block), night/other column. 

(6) Daily    Column (2) x .25 + Column (3) x 40 + Column (4) x .35 + 
Column (5) x (if breakfast meal .25, if dinner meal .35).  
(Do not round this value). 

(7) B     Actual number of meals fed - RIK as recorded on 
NAVSUP Form 1292 (1st subtotal block), breakfast 
column. 

(8) L     Actual number of meals fed - RIK as recorded on 
NAVSUP Form 1292 (1st subtotal block), lunch column. 

(9) D     Actual number of meals fed - RIK as recorded on 
NAVSUP Form 1292 (1st subtotal block), dinner column. 

(10) N     Actual number of meals fed - RIK as recorded on 
NAVSUP Form 1292 (1st subtotal block), night/other 
column. 

(11) Daily    Column (7) x .25 + Column (8) x .40 + Column (9) x .35 + 
Column (10) x (if breakfast meal .25, if dinner meal .35).  
(Do not round this value). 
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(12) RIK/Cash Sales Column (6) + Column (11) (round to the nearest whole 
ration). 

(13) Cumulative Total Column (12) + the previous day’s entry in Column (13).

3. DISTRIBUTION.  The FSO will retain the original (NAVSUP Forms 1291 and 1292, 
supporting daily summary NAVSUP Form 1292 attached) for use in preparing the monthly 
NAVSUP Form 1292.

2305 RECAPITULATION OF MEAL RECORD (NAVSUP FORM 1292) USED AS A 
MONTHLY SUMMARY 

1. PREPARATION.  When using the REVS System, the monthly summary NAVSUP Form
1292 can be produced from the automated FSM 3.0 program.  Otherwise, the FSO shall
prepare the 1292 as shown below:

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Period or Date   Enter month and year. 
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Enter the summary numbers in the appropriate blocks 
Night/Other   by categories. 
1st Subtotal Block   Add all of the categories of personnel for each meal and 

enter this total number. 
Cash Sales (Include   Enter the summary numbers in the appropriate blocks. 
Contract Personnel)    
2nd Subtotal  “1st subtotal” + “cash sales (include contract personnel).” 
Personnel Not Passing Enter the summary numbers in the appropriate blocks. 
Through Serving Line  
Grand Total  “2nd subtotal” + “Personnel not passing through serving 

line.” 
Ration Credit “Grand totals” x “appropriate conversion factors.” 

Add the ration credits for all meals and enter the total in the “total credit” block (round to 
the nearest whole ration when entering into the FSM). 

The RK shall sign the first signature line of NAVSUP Form 1292, Monthly Recapitulation.  The 
LCS shall sign the second line, and the FSO and the senior member of the Station Audit Board 
shall sign the third line (ashore only). 

2. ROUNDING DIFFERENCES.  Using daily rounding procedures may cause disagreement
between the “total credit” block on the monthly NAVSUP Form 1292 and the ration credits
claimed in the “cumulative total” column of NAVSUP Form 338.  When this occurs, use the
figure most advantageous to the GM after making adjustments.
When the “total credit” on the monthly NAVSUP Form 1292 is less than the “cumulative total”
(Column 13) of the NAVSUP Form 338, adjust the figure on the monthly NAVSUP Form 1292
as shown below:

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Total Credit  Adjust this value to agree with the NAVSUP Form 338 

figure. 
Remarks Include an explanation for the adjustment.  Reflect the 

increase as “Navy Regular” on NAVSUP Form 1359. 

When the “total credit” figure on the monthly NAVSUP Form 1292 is greater than the 
“cumulative total” (Column 13) of NAVSUP Form 338, the figure contained on the monthly 
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NAVSUP Form 1292 and the remarks section of the NAVSUP Form 338 must be noted 
accordingly. 

3. SUBMISSION TO AN AUDIT BOARD.  The FSO shall submit the records used to obtain
monthly ration credit figures to an audit board on a monthly interval based on Command
procedures.  The FSO shall assemble the monthly records and supporting documents in an
orderly fashion.  The monthly records and supporting documents include the following:

• General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338)
• General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP Form 1359)
• Monthly Recapitulation of Meal Record (NAVSUP Form 1292)
• Cash Meal Payment (DD Form 1544) Sheets used during the month
• Credit card transactions
• Daily Recapitulation of Meal Record (NAVSUP Form 1292) Sheets used during the

month
• All supporting Meal Signature Record (NAVSUP Form 1291) Sheets used during the

month
• Any other documents supporting the daily ration credit figures

2306 RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. FOOD SERVICE OFFICER AND/OR LEADING CULINARY SPECIALIST 

RESPONSIBILITIES.  The FSO and/or the LCS are responsible for the following:
• Managing and monitoring the head count procedures.
• Training personnel to perform assigned duties.
• Ensuring that only authorized personnel receive RIK at government expense.
• Preparing and submitting required records and reports to the audit board.
• Ensure the safeguarding of funds and accountable documents.

2. MESS DECK MASTER-AT-ARMS RESPONSIBILITIES.  The Mess Deck Master-at-Arms 
is responsible for the following:
• Determining the eligibility of personnel passing through the serving line to eat in the 

GM.
• Requiring each person to show a valid military CAC identification card (this procedure 

will ensure that only persons entitled to RIK eat meals at government expense).
• Obtaining signatures and legible meal pass numbers on NAVSUP Form 1291.
• Assisting the GM Cashier in obtaining signatures on DD Form 1544 sheets for cash 

sales.
• Receiving NAVSUP Form 1292 from a group’s supervisor for mass feeding in the GM, 

counting the number of personnel in the group as they enter the serving line, verifying 
the total number of personnel in mass feeding, and entering TOTAL VERIFIED in the 
Remarks Block when signing the second signature line of the form.

• Preparing a daily NAVSUP Form 1292 that summarizes the information in the 
supporting documents.

• Ensuring that no food is removed from the mess decks and taken out of the galley; this 
does not include hot or cold box lunches that, by design, are meant to be eaten offsite.

3. GENERAL MESS RECORDSKEEPER RESPONSIBILITIES.  The GM RK verifies the 
entries made on NAVSUP Form 1292 by the Mess Deck Master-at-Arms personnel and 
GM cashiers and makes the entry on the form for personnel not passing through the 
serving line. The RK also is responsible for the following:
• Verifying the totals for each type of category of personnel listed. 
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• Checking cash sales figures and ensuring that the number of meals sold for cash
includes credit sales.

• Ensure that the NAVSUP Form 1292 for duty food service personnel does not include
personnel receiving BAS.

• Checking meals requested and furnished for other types of personnel not passing
through the serving line and ensuring that the assigned personnel complete the
required forms.

• Ensuring that the number of signatures from contract food service personnel on
NAVSUP Form 1291 does not exceed the number of personnel on duty during the
meal.

• Reporting problems to the FSO for corrective action.
• Making required corrections to personnel counts and coordinating the corrections with

the person making the errors.

2307 AUDIT BOARD 
1. COMPOSITION.  The Commanding Officer and/or Regional Galley Program Manager of
the activity shall appoint personnel to an Audit Board to review a GM’s records and procedures.
The Audit Board shall consist of one to three individuals who are not associated with the food
service operation.  One of the individuals must be familiar with basic food service accounting.
Members of the Audit Board must include a minimum of one commissioned officer, or a civilian
employee of appropriate grade, or an enlisted E7 through E9.  The Audit Board will convene at
the activity being reviewed.

2. RESPONSIBILITY.  The Audit Board is responsible for ensuring compliance with
procedures contained in this publication, the checklists contained in Appendix I, the validation
of signature head count totals, and the verification of monthly ration credit totals.

3. MONTHLY REVIEW OF PROCEDURES.  The Audit Board shall conduct a thorough
review of head count procedures at least once each month.

4. REVS AUTOMATED SYSTEM AUDIT.  For GMs using the REVS automated system, the
audit shall ensure that the proper protocol is exercised to ensure the security and safety of PII
when a customer’s CAC is handled and scanned.  The audit also shall determine that the
Command ensures that proper information is recorded and reflected on the customer’s pay and
personnel record.

The Audit Board shall observe procedures used during a meal to review compliance with 
regulations.  Specific procedures to observe include the careful handling and scanning of CAC 
cards, cash handling, obtaining legible signatures (for messes not using the automated 
system), and documenting overrides in the automated system for certain situations such as 
mass feeding of select groups. 

5. AUDIT OF RATION CREDIT TOTALS.  The purpose of the audit of ration credit totals is to
verify daily ration credit figures and to ensure that all monthly forms used to record ration credit
totals are in agreement.  The audit of ration credit totals may be conducted monthly or as
required by local command procedures.

The Audit Board will first review the daily NAVSUP Form 1291, the DD Form 1544 sheets, and 
NAVSUP Form 1292.  The total number of ration credits for each category of personnel on the 
daily documents must agree with the daily summary NAVSUP Form 1292.  The Audit Board 
then shall review the month’s daily summary NAVSUP Form 1292 documents.  The total 
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number of ration credits for each category of personnel on the daily documents must agree 
with the daily summary NAVSUP Form 1292. 

The Audit Board shall review the month’s daily summary NAVSUP Form 1292 documents.  The 
total number of ration credits must agree with the monthly NAVSUP Form 1292 prepared for 
the Audit Board by the FSO. 

The Audit Board then shall review the following records to ensure that the monthly total ration 
credit figures agree: 

• Monthly NAVSUP Form 1292
• Monthly NAVSUP Form 338
• Monthly NAVSUP Form 1359

Accommodations for rounding errors will be accounted for following the procedures outlined in 
Paragraph 2305.3.  The RK shall sign the first signature line of the NAVSUP Form 1292 
monthly recapitulation and shall pass it to the Audit Board who shall make any required 
corrections and will reconcile all corrections with the FSO (the FSO shall initial the changes 
and sign the monthly NAVSUP Form 1292).  The signed original monthly NAVSUP Form 1292 
document shall be sent back to the FSO with the daily summary NAVSUP Form 1292s.  Upon 
completion of the audit, all audited daily NAVSUP Form 1292s will be maintained for 10 years. 
NAVSUP Form 1291s will be discarded after command audit is complete.  

6. REPORTS TO THE COMMANDING OFFICER.  The Audit Board shall make a summary
report of audit findings to the Commanding Officer after conducting each audit.  The report
must include a statement citing compliance with procedures and directives or the report must
state otherwise.  Problems in controlling meal passes, determining eligibility for personnel in
the serving line, or documenting mass feeding must be reported when discovered.  The Audit
Board shall retain the summary report after the Commanding Officer’s review and shall forward
one copy to the activity’s FSO.  The summary report, and the working papers used to develop
the report, shall be retained for 10 year in the non-accountability file.

If any individual discovers personnel on BAS eating meals at government expense, the 
individual must take appropriate action to document the offense properly.  A report must be 
made to the Commanding Officer or to the Command to which the perpetrator is attached for 
appropriate action. 

7. REPORTS TO THE SUPPORT SERVICES DIRECTORATE, FOOD SERVICE DIVISION
(NAVSUP N432).  The FSO shall submit corrected reports and returns resulting from audits of
ration credit totals by following the procedures discussed in Paragraph 7004 (P-486, Chapter 7)
for submitting corrected reports and returns to NAVSUP N432.
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Figure 2-16 
NAVSUP Form 1291 

Meal Signature Record 

29 JUN 14 

30 JUN 13 

Personnel who do not possess 
a meal pass use their DoD ID 

number. 
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Figure 2-17 
NAVSUP Form 1292 

Documenting Mass Feeding on the 
Recapitulation of Meal Record 
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Figure 2-18 
NAVSUP Form 1292 

Documenting Daily Meal Summary on the 
Recapitulation of Meal Record  
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Figure 2-19 
Posting Rations From the Daily Summary (NAVSUP Form 1292) to the General Mess 

Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338) 
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Figure 2-20 
NAVSUP Form 1292 

Documenting Monthly Summary of Meals on the 
Recapitulation of Meal Record 

“RECORDS KEEPER” 

“LEADING CS” 

“FOOD SERVICE OFFICER” 
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PART E:  RATION CREDIT DETERMINATION AFLOAT 
2400    AFLOAT RATION CREDIT DETERMINATION 
1. DAYS AT SEA.  Days at sea include the day of leaving and the day of returning to port.
The time of departure or return does not matter.  Ration credit must be taken for all enlisted
personnel entitled to RIK in the GM plus ration credits obtained by converting meals sold for
cash to rations.

2. SEA DUTY.  Sea Duty is any service performed in a self-propelled vessel with berthing and
messing facilities that is in an active status, in commission, or in service.  This term applies to
members who are either permanent party or aboard for temporary duty.  All members on sea
duty who are not a member of an authorized private mess will be charged for all meals made
available whether eaten or not, subject to approved missed meals.  (Ref:  DoD 7000.14-R
Financial Management Regulation Volume 7A, Chapter 25).

3. DAYS IN PORT.  In port means at berth or at anchor in ports located in the United States
or overseas when liberty is granted.  Ration credit shall be taken only for meals fed, except for
the day of leaving and the day of returning to port as mentioned above.

4. SIMULATED AT SEA EXERCISES.  Take full ration credit for all enlisted personnel aboard
ship who are entitled to meals served during the time period of the simulated at sea exercises.
While conducting simulated at sea exercises, and when personnel cannot leave the ship, cash
paying customers (such as officers and ship riders) shall be charged for all meals made
available.  Ration credit is obtained by converting meals sold for cash to rations during days of
simulated at sea exercises in port.  These exercises include for example, fast cruise, general
quarters, force protection drills, and engineering casualty control (ECC) drills.

5. CROSSING THE INTERNATIONAL DATELINE.  Ration allowances shall be adjusted to
compensate for the change in the calendar day resulting from crossing the 180th meridian.
When time is set back one day in crossing from the west (Japan) to the east (United States),
ration credits shall be taken for the extra day and a menu shall be created for the gained day in
the FSM system.  See Appendix A for a discussion of this topic.  When the time is advanced
one day in crossing from the east (United States) to the west (Japan), ration credits shall not be
taken for the lost day.

6. HOLIDAY RATION CREDITS.  On Thanksgiving and Christmas, the Pre-Meal Task Food
Preparation Worksheet Holiday ration credits must be applied by selecting one of the Holiday
Ration Credit formulas that are preset in FSM to record the correct sale of meal rates and
ration credit formula.  The Holiday Ration Credit Conversion Factors are 35, 65; 20, 65, 15; or
20, 15, 65.  These are the only ration credit formulas allowed for the two holidays. The 1282 is
not changeable or repairable once the information has been posted.  If the setting of the Pre-
Meal Tasks Food Prep Worksheet was in error, it must be corrected by deleting the entire
approved 1090 and recreating it with the correct holiday ration credit selected before posting
any expenditures and/or issues or before recording headcounts for the day.

2401    RATIONS ALLOWED NUMBER AFLOAT 
1. EXECUTIVE OFFICER OR PERSONNEL OFFICER.  The Executive Officer or the
Personnel Officer will provide a copy of the daily muster report to the FSO.  Discussions
concerning scheduled visits or circumstances affecting the number of rations allowed should be
included for planning purposes.
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2. FOREIGN AND OTHER PERSONNEL RATIONS.  When rations for foreign or other types
of personnel are included, the FSO shall allow completion of certification when required.  The
FSO should be advised of any significant changes to the number of personnel entitled to
subsist from the GM.

3. FOOD SERVICE OFFICER.  The FSO shall use the ship’s daily muster report and other
information provided by the Executive Officer or Personnel Officer to carry out the following
activities:

• Planning the quantities of food required on the following day based on the number of
personnel expected.

• Preparing any required certifications and arrange for completion and signing of the
certification before the departure of the personnel involved.

• Preparing a summary document, using the ship’s daily muster reports, of the rations
allowed for the monthly (or accounting period) General Mess Summary Document
(NAVSUP Form 1359) as discussed in Chapter 7.

2402  ACCURATE COUNTING 
1. INPORT/UNDERWAY.  An accurate count of all personnel consuming meals from the GM
shall be taken inport/underway using a mechanical counting device.  Accurate head counts
reduce food waste, provide historical information for planning endurance loading, and can
assist during menu preparation.  Accurate head counts also serve as the basis for recording
the daily ration credit.

2. SPECIAL EVENTS.  An accurate count of all types of personnel eating meals at
barbecues, cookouts, picnics, and other special events supported by the GM ensures that
appropriate ration credits will be taken.  The FSO shall undertake the following:

• Review the appropriate ration credits.
• Review and sign the appropriate documents to ensure all food items used were

included in the daily issue documents to the GM.
• Ensure an accurate number of personnel attending the event was included in the

appropriate column(s) of NAVSUP Form 338.

2403  RECORDING AFLOAT RATION CREDIT 
1. DAILY MUSTER REPORT.  The daily muster report shall include the total number of 
enlisted personnel assigned (less personnel on leave, TAD/TDY, confined not onboard, and 
unauthorized absentees).  This number should include enlisted members on Temporary Afloat 
Assignment (TAA) status who are receiving BAS with a deduction from pay for meals served 
while on TAA status and who are treated as RIK for food service accounting purposes.  The 
muster report informs the FSO of the total number of enlisted personnel entitled to RIK.  The 
following three paragraphs discuss recording rations on the General Mess Control Record 
(NAVSUP Form 338) for afloat activities.

2. RATIONS SOLD FOR CASH.  Meals sold for cash are recorded on the Cash Meal 
Payment Book (DD Form 1544) Sheets in accordance with Paragraph 2201-3, and meals sold 
on a credit basis are recorded on the Sale of General Mess Meals (NAVSUP Form 1046) in 
accordance with Paragraph 2201-2b.  See Figure 2-12 Sale of General Mess Meals (NAVSUP 
Form 1046).  Each day, the total number of meals that were sold for cash or on a credit basis, 
as recorded on the DD Form 1544 and NAVSUP Form 1046, will be added and recorded in 
Columns (2) through (6) of NAVSUP Form 338 as shown below: 

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
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(1) Day of Month Enter the appropriate day of the month. 
(2) B Actual number of breakfast meals sold for cash and credit as 

recorded on DD Form 1544 and NAVSUP Form 1046.   
(3) L Actual number of lunch meals sold for cash and credit as 

recorded on DD Form 1544 and NAVSUP Form 1046. 
(4) D Actual number of dinner meals sold for cash and credit as 

recorded on DD Form 1544 and NAVSUP Form 1046. 
(5) N Actual number of night meals sold for cash and credit as 

recorded on DD Form 1544 and NAVSUP Form 1046. 
(6) Daily Column (2) x .25 + Column (3) x .40 + Column (4) x .35 + Column 

(5) x (if breakfast meal .25, if dinner meal .35).  (Do not round this
value).

NOTE: When the Officers’ Mess subsists out of the GM on a continuous basis, all Officer ration 
credits shall be taken for all three meals on full days at sea.  On the day of entering or leaving 
port, partial ration credit shall be taken for the meals served at sea only.  Inport meals are not 
part of the full ration credit that is taken at sea.  

3. RATIONS IN KIND.  RIK in port and at sea are discussed below.
a. In Port.  Take ration credit only for meals fed, except for the day of leaving and the day

of returning to port as discussed in Paragraph 2400-2.  This value shall be entered on
NAVSUP Form 1090 by the Watch Captain (Figure 2-22).  These rations are only RIK
and do not include rations sold for cash.

NOTE:  Subtract rations sold for cash or credit (as recorded on NAVSUP Form 1046 and DD 
Form 1544) from the actual rations fed from NAVSUP Form 1090 (Figure 2-22).  Enter this 
number on the General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338) and compute the total 
ration credits for each day for meals fed under the RIK columns as shown below. 

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
(7) B      Actual number of meals fed for breakfast as recorded on 

NAVSUP Form 1090.  This shall not include meals sold for cash. 
(8) L      Actual number of meals fed for lunch as recorded on the 

NAVSUP Form 1090.  This shall not include meals sold for cash. 
(9) D      Actual number of meals fed for dinner as recorded on the 

NAVSUP Form 1090.  This shall not include meals sold for cash. 
 (10) N      Actual number of meals fed for the night meal as recorded on the 

NAVSUP Form 1090.  This shall not include meals sold for cash. 
(11) Daily     Column (7) x .25 + Column (8) x .40 + Column (9) x .35 + Column 

(10) x (if breakfast meal .25, dinner meal .35).  (Do not round this
value).

b. At Sea.  Ration credit shall be taken for all enlisted personnel entitled to RIK in the GM
as reported in the daily muster report.  This number shall include enlisted members on
Temporary Afloat Assignment (TAA) status who are receiving BAS with a deduction
from pay for meals served while on TAA status and are treated as RIK for food service
accounting purposes.  This number shall be entered on the General Mess Control
Record (NAVSUP Form 338) (Figure 2-23).  Total ration credits shall be computed for
each day for meals fed under the RIK columns as shown below:

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
(7) thru (9) B, L, D  Total number of enlisted personnel entitled to RIK as 

reported on the daily muster report.  
(10) N     Leave blank. 
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(11) Daily Enter the total number of enlisted personnel entitled to 
RIK as reported on the daily muster report. 
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Figure 2-21 
NAVSUP Form 338 

Meals Sold for Cash to the General Mess Control Record 
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Figure 2-22 
Posting Meals Fed – Rations in Kind to the General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 

338) for Afloat Activities Inport
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Figure 2-23 
NAVSUP Form 338 

Posting Meals Fed–Rations in Kind to the 
General Mess Control Record 
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PART F:  RATION SYSTEM ALLOWANCES 
2500    GENERAL MESS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
GMs provide high quality meals to authorized personnel.  The FSO maintains financial 
accountability and control of the GM within an allowed monetary amount.  Providing high 
quality meals within a prescribed monetary allowance requires managerial skills and constant 
attention from the FSO and food service division. 

The monetary allowance amount depends on the number of personnel served in the GM and 
the current values of the authorized food allowances for the GM.  A computation converts the 
number of personnel to ration credits.  Multiplying the number of ration credits by the 
authorized food allowance value provides a monetary allowance.  A ration credit represents the 
quantity of food required to serve one person three meals daily.  Each meal represents a 
portion or percentage of a ration credit.  The current NAVSUPNOTE 7330 contains these 
percentages (or ration credit conversion factors).  Using regular feeding factors, if one person 
eats only breakfast, 25 percent of a ration is earned; lunch is 40 percent of a ration earned, and 
dinner is 35 percent of a ration earned.  Ration credit may not be claimed more than once for 
the same meal.  Ration credit may not exceed 1.0 ration per person per day. 

The FSO shall manage the GM operation and shall not exceed the monthly (or reporting 
period’s) authorized monetary allowance amount.  The FSO must devote constant attention to 
the GM operation and must exercise close financial control over feeding costs.  This requires 
effective menu planning, strict daily breakout control, correct inventory procedures, efficient 
food conservation programs, and review of daily ration cost control measures. 

The FSO is required to review the daily ration cost on NAVSUP Forms 338 and NAVSUP Form 
1359.  This is especially important and necessary during inport periods.  Each week the FSO 
shall print out NAVSUP Form 338, review it, sign it, and retain it with the monthly returns.  An 
accurate count for meals provided during inport periods will ensure computing proper monetary 
allowances.  Comparing the menu items with the daily issue documents to the GM reduces 
inventory adjustments during the account period. 

Special events such as barbecues, cookouts, or picnics must be reviewed to determine the 
effect on the current over issue or under issue status of the GM.  Conscientious management 
action ensures that the GM records reflect an under issue status at the end of each accounting 
period.  Prompt and effective action must be taken to ensure that the cost of rations remains 
within the authorized allowance. 

2501    DAILY RATION ALLOWANCES AND MONETARY VALUES 
1. BASIC DAILY FOOD ALLOWANCE.  The basic daily food allowance (BDFA) is a set
quantity of food required to provide a nutritionally adequate daily diet for one person.  It can be
defined by components or monetary value.

The monetary value of a BDFA is developed from the standard Department of Defense (DoD) 
Food Cost Index.  The authority for this index stems from a Presidential Executive Order and 
from the current DoD appropriation act.  The current NAVSUPNOTE 7330 issues the BDFA 
monetary value, Special Allowances, Master Load List (NAVSUP Form 1059), and general 
information on food items. 
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2. SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD ALLOWANCE.  The supplemental allowance is a set quantity of
food that can be defined by components and by the quantity of monetary value used to support
a small daily ration total (except for submarines).  The supplemental allowance is added when
the BDFA alone cannot support a GM in accordance with the current NAVSUPNOTE 7330.
The Supplemental Food Allowances can be used by all GMs, excluding submarines, that have
the following:

• 1 to 99 total rations fed per day
• 100 to 149 total rations fed per day

Appropriate monetary rates for these Supplemental Food Allowances can be found in the 
current NAVSUPNOTE 7330 published quarterly by NAVSUP N432.  Only one Supplemental 
Food Allowance may be used on any particular day. 

Branch messes shall use the supplemental allowance only when meals actually are prepared 
in the branch facility. 

3. SPECIAL FOOD ALLOWANCE.  A special food allowance is a set quantity of food, defined
by monetary value, required to support unusual or special circumstances.  A special food
allowance is used in addition to the BDFA when the BDFA alone is insufficient and will not
support the GM under certain unusual or special circumstances.  The following list shows
NAVSUPNOTE 7330 special allowances:

• Submarines
• NAVSUP-directed DoD Birthday/Special Events, Thanksgiving, and Christmas Day

holiday meals
• Newly established GMs for the first 30 days of operation, and GMs temporarily closed

for 30 days or more
• Ships in a repair yard for a period of time with limited crew or when subsisting from a

barge.
• Prime Vendor Allowance (PVA).  The monetary value of the PV Allowance will depend

on the servicing Prime Vendor for the Ashore or Afloat Units.  The allowance will
automatically be activated daily and may change in monetary value depending upon the
Prime Vendor used to purchase subsistence.  As a subsistence order is received, the
RK must use the current NAVSUPNOTE 7330, which is published on a quarterly basis
by NAVSUP, to determine the applicable PV Allowance to load into the Food Service
Management (FSM) System.  A Non-Prime Vendor support allowance is available for
those areas, such as Australia or South America, without Prime Vendor Support or for
those receiving Replenishment at Sea (RAS) Husbanding Agent.  All allowances will be
activated automatically on a daily basis in FSM until the next delivery has been received
from another source/supplier.  The following list provides further information:
o When in homeport, the assigned homeport PVA shall be used upon receipt of a

subsistence order.  This allowance shall continue to be taken until next delivery has
been received from another supplier/source.

o When deployed within CONUS and receiving subsistence, the PVA correlating to
the Prime Vendor from which the subsistence order was received shall be used.
This allowance shall continue to be taken until the next delivery has been received
from another supplier/source.

o When deployed overseas, the PVA for an assigned overseas vendor shall be used
upon receipt of a subsistence order.  This allowance shall continue to be taken until
the next delivery has been received from another supplier/source.

o When receiving subsistence in areas without Prime Vendor support or without RAS,
the non-prime vendor support allowance shall be used.  This allowance shall
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continue to be taken until the next delivery has been received from another 
supplier/source. 

NOTE: PVA rates do not apply to transfers (with or without reimbursement). 

4. AUTHORITY.  The current NAVSUPNOTE 7330 lists the authorized supplemental and
special food allowances.  The monetary amounts for the supplemental and special food
allowances are developed together with the BDFA.

The current NAVSUPNOTE 7330 does not include all possible situations that may justify 
special allowances.  Requests for additional allowances shall be submitted in a timely manner 
to NAVSUP N432 via the appropriate Chain of Command.  Requests must include 
substantiating justification.  Submitting requests in a timely manner allows use of the additional 
allowance during the appropriate accounting period(s). 

Do not submit additional allowance requests for the sole purpose of supplementing a GM in an 
over issue condition. 

2502    RECORDING THE DAILY MONETARY ALLOWANCE 
1. TOTAL DAILY RATION CREDIT.  Part D and Part E of this Chapter discuss how to
determine meals sold for cash and meals fed RIK and how to record these rations on the
General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338).  The procedures for recording the total
daily and cumulative ration credits are shown below (see Figure 2-24):

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
(12) RIK/Cash Sales  Column (6) + Column (11) (round Daily Total to the nearest whole 

ration) 
(13) Cumulative Total  Column (12) + the previous day’s Column (13) 

2. COMPUTING MONETARY ALLOWANCE.  The procedures for recording the daily and
cumulative monetary allowance on the General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338) are
shown below (see Figure 2-24):

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
(14) Daily Monetary Column (12) x the monetary allowance 

Allowance (BDFA plus added allowances) 
(15) Cumulative Total  Column (14) + the previous day’s Column (15).

2503    EFFECTIVE MONETARY RATION ALLOWANCE 
1. REVISED ALLOWANCES.  Monetary ration allowances are revised quarterly and become
effective on the first day of the quarter that follows the published date.

2. OPERATING A GENERAL MESS ON A BARGE OR SIMILAR SHIP.  COs may have to
operate a GM aboard a barge, barracks ship, or similar facility.  This may occur because of
overhaul, renovation by the shipyard of food service facilities, or during a decommissioning
phase.  The CO may place the enlisted crew members on full BAS resulting in a cash sale
Afloat General Mess operation that presents a challenge to maintain a solvent food service
operation in accordance with Paragraph 2504.  Therefore, an afloat GM in this situation
shall continue to use the applicable BDFA, the Supplemental Allowances, and the Afloat
Maintenance Availability Special Allowances.  An afloat GM in this situation shall continue to
use monetary allowances applicable to afloat units for ration credit determination and shall
continue to submit all required returns.
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2504    BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS) 
The term BAS used throughout this manual is defined as a cash allowance payable to enlisted 
personnel who are permitted to mess separately in lieu of RIK when messing facilities are 
available.  BAS will be authorized in accordance with the Department of Defense Military Pay 
and Allowance Entitlements Manual and the Naval Personnel Manual.  For additional 
information refer to Department of Defense Directive 1418.5 and to DOD 7000.14-R, VOLUME 
7A, CHAPTER 25, “SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCES”. 
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Figure 2-24 
NAVSUP Form 338 

Recording Total Daily Ration Credits and Ration Allowances to the General Mess 
Control Record  
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PART G:  SITUATION FEEDING AND ALLOWANCES 
2600    NIGHT MEALS AND MID-RATIONS  
1. GENERAL.  Night meals provide personnel with the opportunity to substitute a night
meal for a meal missed earlier in the day because of standing watch or because of other
assigned duties.  Personnel standing watches or performing other assigned duties
between 2000 and 0300 may receive a night meal.  A maximum of one ration credit per person
per day will be claimed regardless of the number of night meals an individual receives.  Night
meals must have a separate and distinct menu from the other meals provided during the day.
Include the value of food items used to prepare night meals in the total cost of issues to the
GM.  Ration credit and sales of night meals will follow the rates published in the current
NAVSUPNOTE 7330.

2. ASHORE.  Personnel entitled to RIK receiving a night meal at a shore activity will sign a
Meal Signature Record (NAVSUP Form 1291).  Use a separate Cash Meal Payment Sheet
(DD Form 1544) marked “other cash sales” to record cash sales of night meals.  (REV System
users are not required to use the NAVSUP Form 1291 and DD Form 1544).

3. AFLOAT (IN PORT).  FSOs have the discretion to authorize night meals.  Personnel
receiving a night meal in port must have approval from the division officer based on the muster
report provided for those personnel.  Night meals are designated for personnel who missed a
regular scheduled meal based on their evening work schedule.  Report the number of
personnel receiving night meals during inport periods in the appropriate columns (5) or (10) on
the General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338).  Ration credit for night meals can only
be taken during inport periods.

4. AFLOAT (UNDERWAY) NIGHT MEALS (MIDRATS).  These are additional meals that
contain the same nutritional components as lunch and dinner.  Night meals must follow Navy
standard core menu guidelines required by menu review criteria.  The night meal must contain
a healthy entrée, starch, vegetables, and fruits.  Unprepared leftovers may be used in addition
to the night meal menu.  Leftovers cannot be the only option offered.  Creative use of
uncooked leftovers, grab and go snacks, fruit and salad bars, and eggs to order are highly
recommended strategies to be used during MIDRATS.  Extreme care should be taken when
leftovers are served to ensure that the food safety requirements for serving leftovers, as
indicated in NAVMED P-5010, Chapter 1, are strictly followed.

RIK personnel are entitled to three meals per day.  The MIDRATS meal is in lieu of a missed 
meal.  Night meals are intended to be served to personnel who are assigned to an on/off going 
watch section or night work shift and must take into consideration the work schedules required 
by all personnel.  Every effort should be made to prepare and serve quality night meals to 
authorized personnel.  The value of food items used to prepare MIDRATS will be in the total 
cost of issues to the GM for the day the breakout took place.  Claiming ration credit and/or sale 
for the MIDRATS is not authorized when ration credit for every person on board has been 
taken at breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 

2601    RECREATIONAL EVENTS 
1. GENERAL.  Instead of a meal served in the GM, the CO may allow issuing food items from
the GM to authorized personnel for use for picnics and other forms of recreation.  However, the
statutory limitations governing use of appropriated funds that place restrictions on the issuance
and sale of meals must be followed in all circumstances.  The FSO must ensure that only
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personnel entitled to RIK receive, from the GM at government expense, cooked or uncooked 
food for picnics or other forms of recreation. 

Enlisted personnel receiving BAS, officers, dependents, and other guests must pay the 
published sale of meal rates that is published in the current NAVSUPNOTE 7330.  The FSO 
will arrange with the activity, 7 working days before the placement of the food order, for the 
activity to collect and to bring all monies to the FSO.  A duty cash collection agent shall receive 
all money and shall verify that all paperwork matches the amount of rations being made.  This 
needs to be done in advance for the proper posting of the rations into the FSM computer and 
for the correct deposit of monies for that given day. 

The Leading CS may develop a standardized picnic or recreational event menu.  This will 
provide standardization and will help the requesting activities with making their selections. 

2. DOCUMENTATION.  The FSO will require a written request for picnic or recreational
rations 7 working days before the event to allow for proper thawing and preparation of meat
products and for collection of the cash and verification of the paperwork.

All paperwork and cash must be submitted 7 working days before the picnic and/or recreational 
event to allow for placement of the food order, verification of the paperwork, and collection of 
all monies.  This is a commitment from the activity that the event will take place.   

Figure 2-25 provides a sample memorandum to use for requesting picnic or recreational event 
rations.  The request must include the following information: 

• Name of activity requesting the rations.
• Number of personnel and date of the picnic or recreational event.
• Names of personnel entitled to RIK.  (Use a Recapitulation of Meal Record (NAVSUP

Form 1292).  This is required only for ashore activities).
• Number of officers attending.
• Number of civilians attending.
• Number of MFMs of E4 and below attending (discounted rate).
• Number of MFMs of E5 and below attending (standard rate).
• Number of personnel attending the event who receive an allowance for subsistence (if

applicable).
• Total cash collected.
• Picnic menu, pick up time, and the name of the person authorized to pick up the rations.
• Signature of the requesting official.

3. RECREATION FISHING FROM DEPLOYED VESSELS.  Privately caught fish on board
U.S. Navy vessels may be consumed at the Commander’s discretion and with, ideally,
veterinary consultation or, at a minimum, consultation with medical personnel if they have
knowledge about fish health and processing.  Privately caught fish must not be the only option
at a meal; regular food and/or meals must be provided.   Refer to Tri Service Food Code,
P-5010-1.
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(Sample) 
From: (Name of Activity, Division, Department, Office, etc.) 
To: FSO 
Subj: REQUEST FOR PICNIC/RECREATIONAL EVENT RATIONS 
Ref: NAVSUP P-486, para 2601 
Encl: (1) Recapitulation of Meal Record (NAVSUP Form 1292) (ashore only)

(2) Memo listing names and meal pass numbers (ashore only)
1. Per reference (a), picnic/recreational event rations are requested for (number of personnel)
on (date of event).
2. The breakdown of personnel attending is as follows:

a. Enclosures (1) and (2) provide a list of enlisted personnel entitled to RIK (ashore only).
b. Others

Sale of 
Number Meal Rate Surcharge Total 

Officers 
Civilians 
Military Family Members of E4 and below 
Personnel on BAS 
Total CASH DUE 
3. Picnic menu # (choice of menu) is requested (when using numbered menus).  Food items
will be picked up at (time) by (name of person authorized to pick up food items).
4. I certify the controls required by reference (a) will be strictly followed ensuring that only
authorized personnel participating in the event receive a meal.  Cash collected from the sale of
meals will be turned in to the FSO with this memorandum 10 days before the event.

_________________________________ 
(Signature of requesting official 

Figure 2-25 
Request For Picnic and/or Recreational Event Rations 

2602    CEREMONIAL EVENTS 
1. GENERAL.  Navy commands traditionally sponsor social events and ceremonies to
acknowledge noteworthy accomplishments and achievements of Navy personnel.  Command
functions that recognize personnel promotions, reenlistments, command milestones, and other
similar events are vital to morale and tradition.  Policies governing the use of Military Labor for
ceremonial events must be strictly adhered to.  Refer to Appendix E, Command Functions and
Organization.

2. CEREMONIAL CAKES.  The afloat FSO may approve requests to purchase ceremonial
cakes on a case-by-case basis when there are adequate personnel and facilities to support the
additional workload.  The use of subsistence appropriation funds to defray the cost of food
items is not authorized.  These transactions must be handled as sales of bulk food items in
accordance with Chapter 6, Paragraph 6302 for afloat procedures.  Bulk sales are not
authorized for ashore GMs without CNIC and NAVSUP N432 approval.

2603    BATTLE FEEDING 
1. GENERAL.  The Damage Control Assistant has responsibility for the afloat battle feeding
plan.  The Base Disaster Preparedness Plan contains information on battle feeding ashore.
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Every attempt should be made to assign food service personnel to the galley and associated 
food service spaces during battle stations and Condition Three steaming. 

2. FEEDING ON STATION.  Distribution of food to battle station lockers ensures availability
for battle feeding.  Food that does not require galley preparation, or semi-perishable food
distributed in this manner, requires constant checking.  This checking provides periodic rotation
of food items to prevent spoilage, misuse, or theft.  Food carriers, racks, trays, and large coffee
pots must be available to support battle feeding needs.

3. BATTLE FOOD PREPARATION.  Battle food preparation will depend on whether the galley
is in operation and whether CSs are available.  If a galley or personnel are not available, meal-
ready-to-eat (MRE) rations may be used and supplemented with hot or cold drinks.  When
limited galley food service is available, the planned menu items should include items such as
sandwiches, fresh or canned fruit, hot entrées such as canned beef stew or chili con carne,
easy-to-prepare and serve recipes, and a hot or cold drink.

4. GALLEY FEEDING.  Personnel who are relieved from battle stations should go to the
galley or to other auxiliary feeding stations for hot food.  Various auxiliary feeding stations may
be set up when the situation does not allow access to the galley.

5. OFFICERS IN BATTLE FEEDING SITUATIONS.  Officers eating meals at the GM during
battle feeding situations must pay regular meal rates in accordance with the current
NAVSUPNOTE 7330.  Afloat units will sell meals from the GM to officers on a credit basis to
simplify procedures during the emergency.

6. BATTLE FEEDING/BASE FORCE PROTECTION EMERGENCY ASHORE.  COs may
authorize civilian personnel to purchase meals from the galley in the event of a Force
Protection Emergency.
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CHAPTER 3 

NAVY STANDARD CORE MENU 
__________________________________________________________________ 

PART A:  NAVY STANDARD MENU AND FOOD PREPARATION 
3000 REFERENCES, RESOURCES, AND TOOLS 
1. GENERAL.  The Navy Menu is an important asset that is vital to mission success.  Menus
provide nutritious and flavorful meals using the Basic Daily Food Allowance (BDFA).  Continuous
menu development depends on Fleet involvement and the participation of food service personnel
at shore facilities and on ships and submarines.

A well-planned menu uses food service personnel’s experience and feedback from Command 
surveys, menu production, and menu review boards.  All Commands must implement the current 
graded Navy menus for their platform using approved subsistence items from NAVSUPNOTE 7330 
Master Load List (MLL).  Menus must exhibit Go For Green (G4G) color codes. 

2. GLUTEN FREE INGREDIENTS.  Gluten free ingredients shall not be procured for Service
Members (SMs).  The specific instruction that addresses gluten intolerance as a medical condition
that may qualify for service disqualification is found in DODI 6130.03 Medical Standards For
Appointment, Enlistment and Induction Into The Military Services, page 21, Section 5.12c(3).  This
instruction establishes the policy for physical and medical standards.  Small and large intestine
diseases, including celiac disease, that require the elimination of gluten free foods is addressed in
this instruction.  For more information refer to the following website:
https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/613003p.pdf?ver=2018-05-04-
113917-883

3. VEGETARIAN INGREDIENTS.  There is a growing interest in vegetarian ingredients.  The
Armed Forces Recipe Service (AFRS) contains vegetarian recipes that continue to be developed
to increase the options available for menu updates.  These recipes will use the MLL ingredients
and will not be vegan specific.

4. PLATFORM MENUS.  Use of the AFRS is mandatory in all General Messes (GMs) to
standardize food preparation using recipes available in FSM.  AFRS G4G-coded recipe use is
mandatory for all GMs.  There are no hard copies of this file because it is a living document with
recipes being added continuously.  These recipes are available in FSM and on the MyNAVSUP
website (path: Sites>Navy Food Service>Documents>Armed Forces Recipe Service).  Registration
is required to access the My NAVSUP Navy Food Service page.  Further guidance is provided
below.

a. Guideline Cards.  Guideline cards are found in Section A of AFRS.  They eliminate the
need to repeat the same information on recipe cards.  Guideline cards include the following:
• Information on food breakouts
• food handling
• measuring
• procedures/equivalents
• conversion charts
• equipment guidelines

b. Index Cards.  Index cards are found at the beginning of each section of AFRS.  The index
card gives a complete listing, in numerical order by type of food or dish, of all recipes
contained in that section.

https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/613003p.pdf?ver=2018-05-04-113917-883
https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/613003p.pdf?ver=2018-05-04-113917-883
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c. Recipe Classification.  Based on the preparation process, all AFRS recipes fall into the
three Navy recipe classifications discussed below.
(1) Scratch.  Any recipe made from ingredients that require further processing before the

dish can be assembled, cooked, and served.
(2) Speed Scratch.  A speed scratch recipe combines convenient or ready-made food

products with ingredients such as fresh fruits and vegetables to create recipes that save
time and labor.  Portioned cuts of meats, premade sauces, and frozen dough are
examples of products used in creating a speed scratch recipe.

(3) Prepared/Ready To Use (RTU).  An RTU recipe is defined as one that is ready to eat, is
heat and serve, or has water added water and then is cooked.  This includes steamed
rice, instant mashed potatoes, and frozen and/or processed vegetables.

5. NAVY FOOD SERVICE (NAVSUP P-476)/NAVSUP FOOD FLASH.  NAVSUP N432 publishes
the Navy Food Service (NAVSUP P-476) quarterly and the NAVSUP Food Flashes as necessary.
Both are posted on MY NAVSUP https://www.my.navsup.navy.mil/group/food-services/home and
are distributed to all activities with GMs.  Commands are required to retain the P-476 and NAVSUP
Food Flash on hardcopy or electronically for 2 years.  The P-476 and Food Flashes may contain
policy updates and information for the following:

• Ingredients and/or recipes
• Galley equipment
• GM modernization
• Publication revisions
• Sanitation
• Food service automation
• Training
• Food preparation
• Food service operations
• Nutrition
• Menu planning
• Suggested special event/holiday menus
• Recordkeeping

The Food Service Officer (FSO) or the Leading Culinary Specialist (LCS) will make available every 
issue of the Navy Food Service (P-476) and the NAVSUP Food Flashes to each Culinary Specialist 
(CS).  The LCS will document and ensure that each CS is aware of food service policy changes 
and updates in these publications.  The FSO, LCS, Training Petty Officer, Records Keeper, Bulk 
Storeroom Custodian, Galley Captain, and Watch Captains are required to initial the front cover of 
the P-476 after reviewing it. 

6. MENU REVIEW.  All afloat platform specific menus and regional menus from Commander
Naval Installation Command (CNIC) are required to have their menus evaluated annually by the
NAVSUP dietitian.  All menus shall be forwarded to the NAVSUP functional mailbox at
navsup_foodservice@navy.mil.  Additional ashore specific location menu requests to NAVSUP
N432 will be reviewed and forwarded from CNIC 925.

Each CNIC region must have one menu.  CNIC Regional Directors must submit menus to the 
CNIC HQ Point of Contact (POC) appointed by the CNIC Ashore Food Service Director to validate 
the accuracy of the recipe name, number, and G4G codes.   

The NAVSUP dietitian shall email receipt acknowledgment of all menu reviews and return those 
that have inaccurate G4G codes and/or that are non-compliant with G4G menu planning policy to 
the CNIC HQ POC for modification and resubmission.  Additional guidance is provided below. 

https://www.my.navsup.navy.mil/group/food-services/home
mailto:navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
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a. Menu Review Process.  Menu reviews will be given a pass or fail on the basis of
compliance with Go For Green® and menu planning guidelines.  Comments and/or
recommendations must be provided in narrative format and must include new recipe
development suggestions from Fleet-driven requests.  CNIC may expect an electronic
copy of the approved menu review from the NAVSUP dietitian within 45 days.  The Type
Commander (TYCOM) must email this documentation to all Commands within the region
to maintain for inspections.

b. AFLOAT Menus.  AFLOAT menus will be developed with TYCOM and NAVSUP during an
annual menu development seminar.  TYCOM must distribute the menu review to all
platforms’ FSO or LCS to maintain for inspections.

c. Menu Review Criteria.  The menu shall be evaluated on the basis of its compliance with
the standards outlined in this Chapter.  Submitted menus are evaluated to ensure that
their food categories comply with G4G menu planning goals: lunch and dinner meals must
offer green-coded categories that include an entrée, starch, vegetable, bread, soup,
dessert, beverage, and fruit.  Requirements (discussed below) differ for small and large
platforms.  The size of a food service operation affects how these goals are applied.

(1) Small Menu Criteria (Submarine).  When two recipes are offered in a category, a green-
coded recipe must be offered and the additional recipe may be yellow- or red-coded.
When deployed and only serving one item from each food category, a green-coded
recipe must be offered at lunch or dinner when offering only one recipe in each category
(deployed NSCM).

(2) Medium/Large Menu Criteria (ACU, LCS, MCM, CG, DDG, LSD, LPD, LCC, ESB, LHD,
LHA, Carriers).  When two or more recipes are offered for a category, one must be
green-coded and the others in that category may be green- or yellow-coded.  There
may be only one red-coded recipe from each category.  An example for starches is to
offer a baked potato that codes G, french fries that code R, and mashed potatoes that
code Y.  Onion rings could not then be offered because they are coded R.

7. MENU REQUIREMENTS.  The following requirements must be incorporated into menus:
• Breakfast shall offer green-coded options including egg whites and/or egg substitutes,

beans, salsa, oatmeal, whole grain bread, beverages (decaf tea and/or coffee, one percent
milk, and water), and fruit.

• The menu shall incorporate fresh fruits and/or vegetables that contain anti-oxidants and a
variety of fiber sources.  Examples are whole grain breads and/or cereals, legumes (kidney
beans, baked beans), brown or wild rice, and quinoa.

• The menu shall be aesthetically pleasing in terms of complementary flavors, textures,
colors, and shapes.

• Only NAVSUP P-7 AFRS Index recipes posted on MYNAVSUP shall be used.
• Popular foods shall not be overscheduled on the menu or served at consecutive meals or

on consecutive days.
• Red meat (beef, pork, ham, veal, and liver) shall be offered throughout the menu.  When

two entrees are served at a meal, one shall be meat, poultry, fish, or a vegetarian option.
• When two entrees are served at a meal, one shall be a hot entrée and the other may be a

sandwich.
• When two vegetables are served, one shall be a non-starch vegetable and one may be a

starchy vegetable.

8. MENU BOARDS.  There are two independent Menu Boards (discussed below):  Menu
Production Boards (MPBs) that review the preparation of menus by Food Service
Division/personnel and Menu Review Boards (MRBs) made up of patrons/customers providing
reviews and feedback of menus to the Food Service Division.

a. Menu Production Board.  This Board is composed of CSs and is chaired by the LCS or the
S-2 Leading Petty Officer.  The Watch Captain(s) and cooks on watch provide feedback for
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menu production.  This Board shall meet monthly to review menu acceptability and the 
Command’s customer survey comments.  Food service personnel must use NAVSUP Form 
1090 (Food Preparation Worksheets) to plan and discuss preparation techniques.  
Emphasis must be placed on the resources and limitations of the food service operation 
(storage, manning, and equipment) while maintaining quality nutritious meals.  Feedback 
must be submitted to NAVSUP via TYCOM with the quarterly MRB minutes. 

b. Menu Review Board.  This Board shall consist of representatives from as many divisions as
possible.  The Board’s composition may vary from one representative from each division to
a broader membership depending on the Command’s schedule.  An MRB session shall be
conducted quarterly.  The Board will be chaired by the FSO or by the LCS in the FSO’s
absence.  The purpose of the Board is to have patron representatives communicate
recommendations for future menu revisions to the Food Service Division.  The board
provides a mechanism for providing patrons with an understanding of the resources and
limitations of the food service operation and to educate personnel about current
NAVSUPNOTE 7330 changes.  The MRB minutes shall be recorded, routed through the
Chain of Command for signature, and kept on file in the food service office for one year.  A
copy of the minutes shall be forwarded to NAVSUP via TYCOM.

9. COMMAND FOOD SURVEY.  These surveys help determine the crew’s preference.  Surveys
must be made available during each meal because tastes change, new personnel arrive, and new
foods and recipes are introduced.  A food service team member shall track the crew’s preferences
to assess acceptability and to make it easier to predict the necessary portions.  Any circumstances
that may affect acceptability shall be noted.  Command menu surveys shall be submitted to the
NAVSUP Mailbox (navsup_foodservice@navy.mil) via TYCOM and/or CNIC with input from the
MRB.

10. RATION IN KIND (RIK) FEEDERS.  The Memorandum of Agreement for RIK feeders states
that meals shall comply with the NAVSUP nutrition policy.  NAVSUP complies with the Go For
Green® and DoD menu planning standards that mandate that a green entrée, starch, vegetable,
soup, bread, beverage, and dessert must be provided at each meal; there must be an alternate
option coded yellow or red.  The codes for AFRS recipes are located on the MYNAVSUP site:
https://my.navsup.navy.mil at (path: Sites> Navy Food Service>Documents>G4G folders).  Recipe
numbers for all coded recipes must come from the NAVSUP G4G Food Service Management
(FSM) Recipe Coding resource.  Additional information on menus and meal attendance predictions
is discussed below.

a. Menus.  Menus shall be submitted to the functional mailbox navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
on the approved template.  This template requires the recipe name, number, and the Go
For Green® color code and sodium code for each recipe listed on the menu.  If the feeder
is using recipes from the contractor and not from the AFRS, the recipes must be submitted
to the NAVSUP Dietitian for coding.  Specific manufacturer label information containing
nutrient data also must be provided with the submission.  The codes shall be sent back to
the feeder for adding to their menu.  The feeder menu will be evaluated only for menu
compliance if Go For Green® menu coding is on the menu template.

b. Meal Attendance Predictions.  The procedures for effective meal attendance predictions
and food cost analysis are discussed below.
(1) Ashore units shall use signature headcounts and meals sold for cash records to

document actual persons fed.
(2) Afloat units underway shall receive full ration credit daily for all enlisted personnel and

officers entitled to be fed at sea.  A mechanical counting device shall be used to count
persons fed for determining ration credit during inport periods based on the number of
meals actually fed.  At sea, a counting device shall be used to count persons fed as a
tool for assisting the Watch Captain with NAVSUP 1090 preparation and for historical
data.

mailto:navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
https://my.navsup.navy.mil/
mailto:navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
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(3) Head count records are not required to show how many persons are served at each
meal; this practice is, however, recommended.  The same historical data may be
acquired by retaining the food preparation worksheet (NAVSUP Form 1090) for six
complete cycles of the menu to accurately predict meal attendance.  Estimates of future
attendance are based on past records and on Command’s circumstances and
experience.  Factors such as weather, proximity to payday, and liberty trends must be
taken into account when predicting attendance.

11. FOOD COST ANALYSIS.  Variations in meal attendance from day-to-day and meal-to-meal
affect monetary allowances and food costs.  It is critical that a periodic analysis of average head
count predictions and historical food cost data performed by the Food Service Officer to assist in
managing a solvent GM operation.  A tool is available in FSM to use the pre-daily NAVSUP Form
1282 to identify food costs.

3001    NAVY STANDARD CORE MENU 
1. GENERAL.  The NSCM provides a platform-specific deployed and non-deployed menus to all
Navy Commands that meet Go For Green® menu coding goals and DoD Menu Standards for
Human Performance Optimization. The cycle menus provide more accurate forecasting for ration
costs, requisition requirements, and daily food preparation.  The NSCM has the following
characteristics:

• It is designed to comply with the Basic Daily Food Allowance (BDFA).
• Items chosen are based on their quality and acceptability.
• It provides standardization and consistency of products across platforms.
• It contributes to more accurate financial management and control.
• It supports scratch cooking.
• It adopts industry best practices.
• It supports holiday and theme meals by including ingredients on the approved MLL and by

seasonal management that supports unique menu requirements.
• It encourages development of food preparation skills while reducing unnecessary workload

through the implementation of scratch, speed-scratch, and prepared cooking methods and
recipes.

• It uses healthier cooking methods
• It streamlines equipment standardized with Subsistence Prime Vendor (SPV) catalogs to

increase inventory management.

2. MENU DESIGN.  The TYCOM and Fleet representatives from the Culinary Specialist (CS)
Community in collaboration with NAVSUP shall use all resources available including afloat unit
Menu Review Boards when developing menus.  Menu design shall consider the following:

• Nutritional requirements
• Food cost
• Acceptability
• Worldwide supportability
• CS skill sets
• Equipment
• Manning levels
• Platform storage challenges

3. MENU.  The TYCOM and/or NAVSUP shall draft a menu using the following tools:
• Cargo (afloat) and SPV Catalog
• NAVSUPNOTE 7330
• Crew preference surveys
• Armed Forces Recipe Service (AFRS)
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• Recipes in FSM that have been approved by region and/or NAVSUP.

Ingredients and recipes for salad bars and dessert bars shall be included with the menu and must 
be coded accurately.  CNIC Regional Directors shall develop menus using the resources listed 
above.   

4. NSCM 1080 TEMPLATE.  The menu template is a standard Excel spreadsheet used to
populate Fleet cycle menu requirements.  The template is located on the MY NAVSUP website
under the Navy Food Services, NSCM G4G tab per platform.  The template must be used for menu
submission.  The approved menu must comply with NAVSUP P-486, Go For Green® Program
Menu Planning Guidelines, and DoD Publication 1338.10M (Department of Defense Food Service
Instruction Manual).

The NAVSUP G4G FSM recipe coding resource shall be used to populate the menu template for 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner.  Information shall include the following: 

• Recipe Name
• Recipe Number
• G4G code
• Sodium code

Menu templates are populated according to the number of cycles specific to their platform or 
ashore galley.  Menu cycles range from 21 days to 28 days depending on the platform. 

5. DRAFTING THE MENU.  Most meals are planned around the center-of-the-plate entrée of
meat, fish, or poultry.  Other meal components are selected to complement the main dishes.
Additional menu drafting considerations are discussed below.

a. Meat Block.  A frequency chart for protein is known as a “meat block.”  Its purpose is to
optimally distribute beef, veal, pork, lamb, fish, poultry, and meat substitutes.  Having a
balance of meats and meat substitutes to provide variety is a key to forecasting cost and
acceptability.  Meat (protein) is the most expensive item on the menu.  Balancing a menu
with a combination of meat and alternate protein sources assists with predicting menu
requirements accurately.

b. Menu Sequence.  The following steps must be followed when drafting the major
components of a meal:
• Step 1 – Entree
• Step 2 – Starches and vegetables
• Step 3 – Salads
• Step 4 – Breakfast fruits and cereals
• Step 5 – Desserts
• Step 6 – Breads and breakfast pastries
• Step 7 – Soups and beverages

c. Menu Food Listing.  Foods on the Cycle Menu or the posted menu at the head of the
serving line must be listed in the following order (accompaniments to a menu item should
be written alongside or directly underneath the menu item):

Breakfast   
Fruit Juices  
Cereals  
Main Entree  
Breakfast Pastry 
Breads-Butter  
Jam-Jelly  
Beverages   

Lunch or Dinner 
Soup-Crackers 
Main Entree 
Gravy or Sauce (if required) 
Starches 
Vegetables 
Salad Dressings 
Breads and Butter
Dessert and Beverages
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6. ANALYZING THE DRAFT MENU.  The FSO shall manage the TYCOM/NAVSUP developed
NSCM to ensure that food supplies, equipment, and personnel are used optimally.  If changes are
necessary, the FSO shall review and note changes on the draft menu and return it to the LCS.
The draft menu is used for preparing the daily Food Preparation Worksheet (NAVSUP Form 1090).

7. NSCM/RECIPE SUBMISSION DATES FOR AFLOAT.  Afloat menu changes occur once a year
in October.  The effective day is on week 1 Monday cycle day 1.  This date varies for each platform
based on platform menu cycle length (21 days to 28 days).

8. NSCM COMMODITY/RECIPE CHANGES.  Provides Commands with the opportunity to
formulate and submit new recipe and ingredient changes to TYCOMs and/or CNIC.  Requested
changes must be submitted to NAVSUP via TYCOMs and/or CNIC and/or USFF in accordance
with timelines published by NAVSUP.

9. NEW RECIPE AND NEW INGREDIENT REQUEST PROCESS.  This process allows
Commands to submit new recipes and new ingredients through their TYCOM and/or CNIC.
NAVSUP/DoD Combat Feeding Directorate Combat Capabilities Development Command also will
make ingredient and recipe suggestions for Fleet endorsement based on current food trends.

The NAVSUP Readiness Officer shall forward an email to the TYCOMs and/or CNIC at the 
beginning of each calendar year, with a copy to Fleet Forces Command and PACFLT, requesting 
all new ingredients and recipes be submitted.  This data will be accepted throughout the calendar 
year until 31 December. 

Commands will submit new ingredient and recipe requests through their TYCOM and/or CNIC.  
See Figure 3-1 for a flowchart of the submission process.  These requests will be considered for 
insertion into the Navy Standard Core Menu for the following year’s October menu release.  
Requests will be accepted, in standard recipe card format, only from TYCOM and/or CNIC through 
the functional mailbox navsup_foodservice@navy.mil on the My NAVSUP website (path: 
Sites>Navy Food Service>Documents>NSCM Recipe Submission Process>Recipe Template 
Form Fill). 

10. RECIPE TEMPLATE.  All fields must be completed on the recipe template.  Incomplete fields
will be sent back to TYCOM and/or CNIC.  The standard recipe card format consists of the
following:

• Recipe name
• Yield
• Portion Size
• Number of Servings
• Category
• Nutrient Information
• Ingredients, Weights and/or Measures
• Methods and Recipe Number if applicable

Food Item Codes (FICs) must be identified on the recipe card for current ingredients documented 
in the FSM database.  Hazardous Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) Guidelines must be 
included in each applicable step. 

AFRS recipes have been tested by the DoD Combat Feeding Directorate Combat Capabilities 
Development Command to ensure standardization, consistency, and quality. 

mailto:navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
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11. NEW INGREDIENT REQUEST FORM.  This subparagraph discusses the process for 
submitting a new ingredient request form (see Figure 3-2).

12. TYCOM and/or CNIC must provide the Readiness Officer with information from the 
manufacturer’s labels on all newly requested ingredients on a New Ingredient Request Form.  
Commands or TYCOM and/or CNIC shall fill out the New Ingredient Request Form (located on 
the My NAVSUP website (path: Sites>Navy Food Service>Documents>NSCM Recipe Submission 
Process) with the following information:

• Number of units per package
• The cube of the case
• Cargo
• Prepared or ready to use
• Food category 

Commands shall submit the New Ingredient Request Form to their TYCOM and/or CNIC for 
review.  TYCOM and/or CNIC may complete the New Ingredient Request Form when new 
ingredients are needed to support the menu. 

TYCOM and/or CNIC shall submit the completed New Ingredient Request Form to NAVSUP with 
the recipe for the ingredient to be considered.  The Form will be sent back to the TYCOM and/or 
CNIC with required actions for resubmission when there is missing information or there is a failure 
to provide a recipe to support the ingredient. 

The dietitian shall use the Joint Service Buyer’s Guide and the DoD Menu Standards as references 
when considering new ingredients.  Items that meet the criteria and that are not on the current MLL 
shall be considered for approval and sent to DoD Combat Feeding Directorate Combat Capabilities 
Development Command. 

All food items not meeting the Joint Service Buyer’s Guide and DoD Menu Standards shall be 
rejected, and the Readiness Officer will notify the TYCOM. 
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Figure 3-2 
New Ingredient Request Form 
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12. SOLE SOURCE JUSTIFICATION PROCESS.  TYCOM and/or CNIC must obtain approval
from NAVSUP Headquarters when requesting a new item from a specific manufacturer precludes
consideration of the same or similar product manufactured by another company.  A sole source
justification form shall be completed and submitted with any new item request.  This form is located
on My NAVSUP website (path: Sites>Navy Food Service>Documents>NSCM Recipe Submission
Process>New Ingredient Request Section).  This process ensures that the ingredients in recipes
are supported by an SPV.

If there is no stock number for the requested new item, the Readiness Officer shall provide an 
alternate item that closely matches and request TYCOM and/or CNIC approval.  If the 
recommended substitution is acceptable to TYCOM and/or CNIC, the item will be sent to DLA for a 
valid stock number.  This process ensures that the ingredients in recipes are supported by an SPV. 

13. CNIC INGREDIENT AND RECIPE SUBMISSION QUOTA AND POLICY.  CNIC HQ may
submit a maximum of five new item requests per quarter for distribution to one or more CONUS
regions for a total of 20 new item and/or recipe updates per year.

The ingredient and recipe submission policy is as follows: 
• All new item request requirements derive from MRB minutes that reflect end user

preferences for item changes.  Customer surveys, feedback cards, and/or minutes
documenting end user preference must accompany new item changes.

• End user preferences and/or feedback shall be broad in scope and shall not be based on
the opinions of a few or confined to galley staff.

• New item requests must be a variation on an existing recipe or a new recipe submitted to
the NAVSUP HQ functional mailbox using the approved recipe template.

• A request will be returned to the CNIC HQ if it does not include a manufacturer specification
sheet and nutrition label attached to the Prime Vendor Local Stock Number Request Form
832 with the recipe submission.

• SPV contracts allow up to 30 days to source new (not cataloged) items.
• SPV contracts’ monthly case minimum requirements must be met.
• There will be a drawdown period for the depletion of existing items to be replaced with new

ingredients in regional Prime Vendor catalogs.
• CNIC HQ will identify an existing ingredient and/or recipe for removal for each new

ingredient and/or recipe request,
• DoD Combat Feeding Directorate Combat Capabilities Development Command shall

standardize new recipes in the AFRS format.
• Following recipe completion at Natick, NAVSUP will enter each recipe into FSM and notify

CNIC HQ that the recipe is available for use.
• All new ingredient/recipe requests must be submitted to the NAVSUP Food Service

Mailbox, navsup_foodservice@navy.mil.  Timelines will be specified by NAVSUP.

The Navy Standard Core Menu must be adhered to as developed by the TYCOM/NAVSUP/DoD 
Combat Feeding Directorate Combat Capabilities Development Command or CNIC.  Units are 
authorized to deviate from the NSCM only when a product is not available from the Prime Vendor. 

14. NSCM MENU CHANGES.  A record of menu changes shall be maintained in the FSO
Accountability File.  FSOs are authorized to implement the following changes to the menu when
unusual or unforeseen circumstances occur (AFRS-authorized changes must support the current
MLL):

• Provide and permit substitutions for food items not in stock.
• Allow timely use of perishable foods.

mailto:navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
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• Shift the number of menu line items to accommodate crew acceptability when they
occur within the menu cycle.

a. Exceptions.  The following exceptions may be authorized when replacing a menu in support
of a special event:
• When replacing a menu day or meal period with an authorized holiday, birthday, or

special menu, there is no obligation to make up the meal period or day if switching a
holiday or special meal.  Holiday or birthday meal replacements are authorized one time
per cycle unless two holidays fall within the cycle.

• When reducing inventory levels before entry into shipyard/overhaul periods by adjusting
menus to reduce on-board stocks.

• When reducing inventory levels by adjusting menus to reduce on-board stocks before
decommissioning.

b. Menu Cost Control.  Use of the General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338) in FSM
provides a daily review of food costs and provides current over/under issue status.  The
menu planning control record signals the need to reduce menu costs.  See Section 3100
Paragraph F in this Chapter for detailed guidance.

c. Feedback.  Suggestions regarding additional items for consideration and inclusion to the
NSCM can be forwarded to the TYCOMs and/or CNICs.  Acceptability, functionality, and
product availability feedback are provided to an NFMT, NAVSUP N432 representative and
to TYCOMs and/or CNICs.  Quality and packaging deficiency issues shall be reported using
a Report of Discrepancy (ROD) SF 364 or Product Quality Discrepancy Report (PQDR).
When possible, photographs shall be submitted with reports.

3002 BASIC GUIDES FOR FOOD PREPARATION 
Food for all activities shall be prepared for the GM using approved AFRS recipes associated with 
the NSCM.  Exception: SPV inventory substitutes demands a specific worksheet instruction in 
conjunction with approved recipes.  Local recipes are not authorized.  Recipe card feedback 
reports must be documented (listing recipe card discrepancies, enhancements, or necessary 
changes) and submitted to TYCOM.   

3003 FOOD PREPARATION WORKSHEET 
1. REQUIRED USE.  All GMs having more than one CS are required to use NAVSUP Form 1090.
The LCS shall prepare and sign NAVSUP Form 1090 for each food preparation space (see Figure
3-3).  After signing, the LCS shall place the document in the appropriate places.  The LCS shall
use experience and historical acceptability to predict attendance for each meal.  The Watch
Captains shall review and sign the worksheet at least two days before going on watch.  Watch
Captains shall follow all instructions provided on the worksheet to prepare meals.  The Watch
Captain shall enter the number of persons fed for each meal, the number of portions prepared, and
the number of portions left over for each recipe.  The Master-at-Arms, for activities where Masters-
at-Arms are assigned, shall provide the number of persons actually fed to the Watch Captain.

2. SEPARATE WORKSHEETS.  Preparing separate NAVSUP Form 1090s for each work center
may cancel the need to include the vegetable preparation room, bake shop, and meat preparation
room on the reverse side of the worksheet (Option available in the most recent FSM version
03.01.11 only).  The FSO must decide if the GM size and facilities justify using the reverse side of
the worksheet for separate food preparation areas.  Use of the reverse side of the worksheets may
include the following additional requirements:

• Maintaining a refrigeration log.
• Recording serving line and scullery temperatures.
• Maintaining notes from the menu production review board.
• Documenting Food Preparation Worksheet Actual Portions Prepared Validity Check (See

Appendix I, Attachment A).
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3. PREPARATION.  The FSO shall ensure that NAVSUP Form 1090 is being used properly as a
management tool.  The LCS shall ensure proper preparation of NAVSUP Form 1090 as shown
below:

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
HEADING SECTION 

Reviewed by Reviewed and signed by the Food Service Officer. 
Document Number  Optional (Not Assigned by FSM). 
Day  Menu cycle day assigned through the FSM system. 
Consumption Date  The appropriate calendar date. 
Activity   The name of the activity. 
Leading Culinary Specialist Leading Culinary Specialist signs after preparing the 

document. 
Reviewed and Received by Watch Captain on duty after reviewing the instructions. 
Reviewed and Received by Oncoming Watch Captain who assumes duty after reviewing 

the instructions. 
 MEAL ATTENDANCE, PREDICTIONS, AND ACTUAL FED SECTION 

Allowed (Assigned)*           Number of assigned personnel allowed at the activity.  This 
figure is provided by the Personnel Department.  

Percent Percent of persons fed divided by the number allowed. 
Predicted Predicted (Estimated headcounts) attendance at each meal 

      generated by FSM.  Record and log.   
Actual       Number fed entered by the Watch Captain.  This number is 

obtained by using a mechanical counting device, or 
automated access card system, NAVSUP Form 1292, and the 
total of credit and cash sales.  Chief Petty Officer (CPO) and 
Wardroom head counts must be posted above the Actual Fed 
figure. 

FOOD ITEMS TO PREPARE SECTION 
Recipe Card Recipe card numbers that correspond to the menu items 

assigned in the FSM system. 
Menu Item  Menu items for preparation.   
Portions to Prepare Assigned by FSM.  (This figure will be accurate only if post- 

meal acceptability updates have been processed). 
Actual Prepared Actual number of portions prepared based on recipe 

conversion.  The Watch Captain will complete this information 
on completion of each individual meal. 

Instructions Provide instructions on preparation, batch size, service, and 
garnish including the preparation start time and cooking start 
time on the 1090 promoting progressive and batch cooking 
principles.  (Optional, at the discretion of the LCS). 

Start Preparation Guideline for the time required to start recipe preparations to 
ensure that the meal begins at the proper time.   

Start Cooking Guideline for the time required to start cooking to ensure that 
the meal begins at the proper time.   

Portions Left Over  The Watch Captain enters the number of prepared and 
unprepared portions left over after the meal. 

Acceptability (Percent) GMs operating under the FSM system will have their 
acceptabilities posted by the Records Keeper or Watch 
Captains updating the following FSM fields: Actual Prepared, 
Portions, Leftovers, and Actual Fed.  Manual entry on the 
1090 is not required.  See below for three guidelines for 
manually computing acceptabilities.* 

* Including tenant commands.
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DISPOSITION OF LEFTOVER SECTION 
Comments/Disposition of Leftovers 
Prepared Comments by the Watch Captain on the disposition of all 

prepared leftovers. 
Unprepared Comments by the Watch Captain on the disposition of all 

unprepared food items.  For example, "returned to bulk 
storeroom custodian". 

Additional Note for Leftovers:  Donations of leftover food items that have been prepared or 
cooked are unauthorized.  Cooked food that has not been consumed cannot be donated for the 
following reasons: 

• All GM food stocks must be issued and served in fulfillment of the U.S. Title 10 ration
entitlement, or they must be disposed of properly.

• The FSO is responsible for food-borne illness resulting from improper or careless
preparation, serving, or storage of food.  The FSO, with assistance from the galley staff,
must ensure that all food items prepared are consumed in the designated dining areas.

• The safety and quality of food prepared, served, and saved as leftovers during the
assigned watch is the direct responsibility of the Watch Captain who must also ensure
that food is prepared to minimize leftovers and waste.

• Donating food is a noble gesture, but is in violation of NAVSUP policy and of U.S.  Code
Title 10.  In the unlikely event that any donated food was unfit for consumption, the
Navy could face liability because proper procedures were not followed.  Leftovers must
never be considered as a bulk food donation to the local Defense Reutilization and
Marketing Office (DRMO).

* Three guidelines for manually computing acceptability are presented below.
The first method is used when the food item prepared does not run out. 
Subtract the number of portions left over from the number of portions prepared to determine 
the number of portions served.  Then divide this number (the number of portions served) by 
the number of persons fed. 
EXAMPLE: 
190 portions prepared 
3 portions left over 
170 persons fed 
190-3 = 187 number of portions served
187/170 = 110%

The second method is used when the menu item prepared runs out and an additional 
amount of the same food item is prepared.  Add the number of original portions prepared to 
the number of additional portions prepared.  Subtract the number of portions left over to 
determine the number of portions served.  Then divide the number of portions served by the 
number or persons fed. 
EXAMPLE: 
160 original portions prepared 
  30 additional portions prepared 
170 persons fed 
3 portions left over 
160+30-3 = 187 number of portions served 
187/170 = 110% 
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The third method is used when the menu item prepared runs out and is substituted with an 
alternate food item.  The substitute food item must equal or exceed the acceptability of the 
item replaced.  Annotate the time the original menu item ran out, the head count at that 
time, and the name of the alternate food item.  Divide the number of original portions 
prepared by the number of persons served up to the time the original food item ran out. 
EXAMPLE: 
160 original portions prepared 
150 persons served up to the time the original food item ran out 
160/150 = 107% 

4. REQUIRED SIGNATURES.  The number of required signatures on the worksheets depends on
several factors including whether the day involves a normal workday or a watch relief day.  The
signature requirements are as discussed below.

a. Normal Work Day.  The following signatures are required:
• The Watch Captain on duty.
• The LCS.
• The FSO shall review and sign the completed worksheet to ensure that all food items

listed on the worksheet correspond to entries on the issue documents,
b. Watch Relief Day.  The following signatures are required:

• The Watch Captain on duty.
• The Oncoming Watch Captain who assumes duty.
• The LCS.
• The FSO shall review and sign the completed worksheet to ensure that all food items

listed on the worksheet correspond to entries on the issue documents.

5. DISTRIBUTION.  NAVSUP Form 1090 shall be placed in the Menu File at the end of each
day's meal and after all blocks on the Form have been completed.  Retain current and previous
three months.
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Figure 3-3 
Food Preparation Worksheet NAVSUP Form 1090 

Acceptability is 
predetermined by past 
usage, automatically 

posted by FSM. 
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3004 SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FOOD SERVICE OFFICER 
1. GENERAL.  Each GM must establish procedures for handling suggestions for the FSO.  This
program provides the best possible service to GM customers.  A local form shall be developed to
implement the suggestion program.  See Figure 3-4 for the suggested format.

2. PROCEDURE.  Suggestion box programs will comply with the following requirements:
• Boxes will be readily available and clearly identified.
• Boxes will have a pencil or pen readily available.
• Boxes will have an ample supply of locally prepared suggestion forms.
• Boxes may be an electronic FSO suggestion box (highly recommended).
• Boxes shall be emptied and/or reviewed daily.
• The FSO shall review each suggestion for possible adoption and implementation.
• The FSO shall ensure that a reply is be made within 48 hours when a name and address is

supplied.
• The FSO shall ensure that suggestions that may apply to other GMs will be submitted to

NAVSUP.

 (Sample form) 

To:  Food Service Officer  (date) ___________ 

I suggest consideration be given to: 

 ____________________________________________________________________________  

Optional:   
Name:  
Email Address:  
Phone:  
Food Service Officer Response: 

 ____________________________________________________________________________  
 _________________________________________  

Food Service Officer 

Figure 3-4 
Suggestions for the Food Service Officer 
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PART B:  CONSERVATION OF FOOD 
3100 CONSERVATION MEASURES 
1. GENERAL.  Operation of the GM requires economy and food conservation.  Essential parts of
an efficient and economical operation include food conservation and waste elimination.  Proper use
of NAVSUP Form 1090 provides GMs with the best available management control for food
conservation.

2. CONTROLLING TRAY WASTE.  Monitoring the serving line during meal service may not be
sufficient to control tray waste.  The LCS shall use various tools (such as proper portion control,
Command food surveys, and effective MRBs) to reduce waste.  Tray waste can be considerably
eliminated when proper predictions are made and when recipe cards are followed.  Proper portion
control while monitoring the serving line during the meal is essential.  A departmental policy of
serving second portions must be developed and publicized.  Offering second portions rather than
overloading the tray and/or plate the first time through the line assists in controlling tray waste.

3. CONTROLLING AND REDUCING FOOD WASTE.  Food waste is a common problem
throughout the food service industry.  One of the first lines of defense is to reduce food spoilage.
Food needs to be checked aggressively at the "back door" by taking time to properly inspect the
food on the pier.  There are many ways to check the quality and freshness of incoming stores
without spending too much extra time on the task.  Helpful hints for controlling and reducing food
waste are discussed below.

Check packaging when food is delivered to ensure that packaging has maintained its integrity and 
that boxes are not damaged or wet.  Problems with packaging usually result in food damage.  
Damaged packaging must be returned to the Prime Vendor and replaced.  Document all packaging 
discrepancies on the Report of Discrepancy (SF Form 364) and submit the Report to 
TYCOM/NFMT. 

Time and temperature abuse is an issue that frequently causes major food shortages if not caught 
on the pier.  Ensure that refrigerated and frozen foods are stored as quickly as possible.  Check 
product shelf life. 

Eliminate or reduce unnecessary handling.  Taking care of food before it gets to the galley 
maximizes quality and yield and reduces waste.  The following list provides more ways to reduce 
food waste: 

• Use the first-in first-out (FIFO) system for inventory rotation.
• Walk through all primary provision spaces daily.  Look inside all produce boxes for

evidence of deterioration.  Alert the LCS about products that will not last more than a few
days so that the products can be placed in the rotation.  Refer to Chapter 1 for temperature
monitoring requirements for bulk storage and for chill and freeze spaces.

• Walk through the galley's chill space at the beginning and end of each shift to ensure
proper rotation, storage procedures, and leftover usability.

• Prepare vegetables and fruit by carefully removing inedible peelings with little or no edible
flesh thrown away.  Avoid peeling potatoes; the skin is edible and full of fiber.

• Aggressively use progressive cooking techniques, especially toward the end of a meal
period.

• Leftovers may be incorporated into the daily meal; turned into soup; or added to soups,
salads, or casserole dishes.  The Tri Service Food Code/NAVMED P-5010-1 for the use
of leftovers must be strictly adhered to.  Leftovers must never be donated or transferred off
the ship or submarine for further consumption.  Leftovers must be properly disposed of
after use and after their shelf life has expired.
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PART C:  MENU SUPPORT PROGRAMS 
3200 MYPLATE  
1. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE MYPLATE.
The MyPlate program encourages consumers to fill half of their plate with
fruits and vegetables, one-fourth with whole grains, and one-fourth with
lean protein.

MyPlate communicates easy-to-understand messages to support the 
2015-2020 Dietary Guidelines for Americans.  MyPlate reminds 
individuals and families to adopt healthier lifestyles as America continues 
the fight against obesity.  Suggestions include the following: 

• Balancing calories: enjoy your food, but eat less.
• Foods to choose: make half of your plate fruits and vegetables, make one fourth of your

plate grains emphasizing whole grains, and switch to fat-free or low-fat (1 percent) milk.
• Foods to reduce: soup, white bread, frozen meals, and sugary drinks.

3201 JOINT SUBSISTENCE POLICY BOARD 
1. DOD 1338.10 MENU STANDARDS.  The DoD menu standards are the minimum practical
guidelines that military food service programs must use during menu planning, food procurement,
food preparation, and meal service to support the required nutrition standards.  The DoD Food and
Nutrition Committee monitors, updates, and provides implementation guidance on DoD Menu
Standards to the Joint Subsistence Policy Board (JSPB) as additional scientific information on
nutrient requirements become available.  The DoD Menu Standards are reviewed at least every 3
years, and any subsequent updates are reported in the minutes of the JSPB and published on the
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Troop Support website:
https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport/Subsistence/DoingBusinesswithSub/

2. SERVICE IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE.  The Services must assess the “when available”
exceptions to global product availability to ensure that ordering practices comply with standards.
Exceptions for Navy Afloat are indicated by an asterisk (*) in the JSPB DoD Menu Standards.
These exceptions are authorized only when there is limited storage onboard ships and when
resupply of ships at sea in different ports may limit access to all DoD Menu Standards required
items.

3. DoD MENU STANDARDS.  The DoD Menu Standards provide minimum guidelines for
personnel to use when planning menus.  The following list contains key points from these
standards:

• Fruits and Fruit Juices.  Must have two or more fresh fruit choices per meal.
• Vegetables.  Must offer a minimum of two hot vegetables per meal with at least one

non-starchy vegetable.
• Salad Bar.  Must include leafy greens with a minimum of seven vegetables of varied

colors and must offer low fat salad dressings.  Small platforms may offer less when they
are subject to special constraints.

• Grains and Starches.  Must have whole grain and/or whole wheat varieties of bread and
pasta and must include low fat or low calorie alternatives.

• Meats and Entrees.  Must offer a lean cut of meat served without added fats.
• Dairy.  All milk products must be one percent or nonfat and must be fortified with

vitamins A and D; dairy choices must be low fat or reduced fat.
• Fats and Oils.  Must use trans-fat free products appropriate to the cooking technique.
• Sodium.  All pre-prepared entrees must contain fewer than 600 milligrams of sodium

per serving.  This is equivalent to 1/3 teaspoon and it equals 33 percent of the
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Recommended Daily Value.  Lower sodium alternatives must always be offered. 
• Beverages.  Milk, water, and low calorie beverages containing fewer than 40 calories

per serving must be offered at each meal.
• Condiments.  Low sodium, low fat, and sugar free options must be available for each

meal.
• Soups.  One soup at lunch or dinner must be a broth or vegetarian soup.  Low or

reduced sodium soups that contain fewer than 800 milligrams of sodium per 8-ounce
serving must be provided.  This amount of sodium is equivalent to 1/4 teaspoon and it
equals 25 percent of the Recommended Daily Value.

• Desserts.  Fresh fruit and a trans-fat-free dessert option always must be available on all
dessert bars.

3202    GO FOR GREEN® 
1. GENERAL.  The goal of this program is to encourage healthy food and beverage selections to
support the performance, recovery, and health of Sailors.  G4G Navy menus make nutrient-rich
choices more visible through choice architecture at the serving line and must offer green-coded
options at each meal.  Menu choices are prominently displayed with green-coded items first on the
serving line, followed by yellow-coded items, and then red-coded items.  The menu offerings and
food items are labeled green (eat often), yellow (eat occasionally), and red (eat rarely) based on
the impact the food may have on a service member's health status.  Classification of foods is
based on percentage of calories from total fat, percentage of calories from saturated fat, type of
sugar, amount of fiber, and degree of processing.  A sodium code of low, moderate or high is
provided independent of the color code.  The criteria are based on recommendations of the
American Heart Association; National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; Health and Human
Services (HHS); U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA); and the National Institutes of Health.

2. GO FOR GREEN® COMPLIANCE POLICY.  Commands must comply with the G4G Program
as stated in NAVADMIN 178/15 and ALNAV Message 050/15.  The criteria discussed below are
mandatory for galleys to be considered satisfactorily compliant.

The G4G menu in the Food Service Management (FSM) system shall be used by all Commands 
per platform at the beginning of the cycle each October.  Recipes used must match the G4G color-
coded menu (NAVSUP Form 1080).  All food items offered in the galley must have food label cards 
displayed as described on the MY NAVSUP website path Sites>Navy Food Service>Documents, in 
folder Navy G4G 2.0 Resources and 1080s, Excel document NAVSUP FSM G4G 2.0 Recipe 
Coding.  Commands must have their G4G-compliant menus available for review when requested 
and must comply with the following:   

• Food label cards must be clean and in serviceable condition.
• The main line must offer a green-coded soup, entrée, starch, vegetable, bread, beverage,

and dessert option at either lunch or dinner when only one category per meal is offered.
• The main line must offer a green-coded soup, entrée, starch, vegetable, bread, beverage,

and dessert option at each meal when two or more of these are offered.
• Posters and table toppers must be prominently displayed throughout the galley and dining

area.
• All food service personnel must be able to explain the G4G program concept of color-coded

choices.

At the local level, each dining facility must conduct internal quality control checks on G4G.  The 
G4G Planning Team Lead at the dining facility and/or galley must ensure that G4G 2.0 meets the 
Program Requirements.  Daily, monthly, and annual checklists are available to assist dining facility 
managers in maintaining standardization, quality, and compliance with the Program Requirements.  
For G4G training modules, marketing material, promotional resources, and additional information 
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visit https://www.hprc-online.org/page/go-for-green 

3. STAFF TRAINING AT THE DINING FACILITY AND/OR GALLEY LEVEL.  The success of
G4G in the dining facility depends on staff training and engagement.  A trained and knowledgeable
staff is essential for the proper execution of G4G.  Staff needs to be proficient at following recipes,
labeling items correctly with Food Cards, hanging G4G posters, and displaying Featured Meals.
Interacting with diners, offering informed responses to diner questions, and suggesting Green-coded
choices on the line have a great impact on how Service Members experience G4G.

A G4G Basics briefing that is available on MyNAVSUP provides content for all components of the 
program.  G4G resources are posted at  https://my.navsup.navy.mil.  Users must then Click Sites 
on the top, Navy Food Service about 3/4 down, Documents on the left and you will see four G4G 
2.0 Folders.  There are folders titled G4G 2.0 Graphics and Materials, Navy G4G 2.0 Menus, G4G 
2.0 Resources and 1080s and a G4G 2.0 training.

All Food Service personnel afloat and ashore must be familiar with this content. When afloat units 
are deployed, it is recommended that the brief be downloaded prior to deployments and 
presented to FS personnel as part of the training program annually.  The Navy Food Service 
Nutrition Program Manager may be contacted for assistance and to answer questions.  The 
Nutrition Program Manager participates remotely in the FSO/LCS Seminar in San Diego twice a 
year.  This service is available to all local trainings in fleet concentration areas if telecon capability is 
available. 

. 

https://www.hprc-online.org/page/go-for-green
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 CHAPTER 4 
A

PROCUREMENT 

PART A:  ESTABLISHING REQUIREMENTS 
4000 INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPLENISHMENT 
Replenishment is undertaken to obtain sufficient stocks for providing a well-balanced diet in the 
General Mess (GM).  The following must be considered when determining the extent and types 
of food to be procured: 

• nature of the duty
• procurement
• item availability in the Master Load List (MLL)
• prescribed endurance levels
• shelf life
• storage capability

Food shall be stored so that the oldest stocks will be used first.  Replenishing perishable foods 
requires considering the availability and efficiency of refrigeration.  Generally, only frozen meats, 
fish, and poultry are requisitioned.  Chilled meats, seafood, and poultry items should be 
procured in limited quantities and handled in accordance with good commercial practice.  These 
products must be used and stored in accordance with NAVMED P-5010-1, Tri-Service Food 
Code.  They must be imprinted with a “use by date” when received, and they must be consumed 
by this date.  In hot weather, it is advisable to receive perishables in the early morning or after 
nightfall.  In freezing weather or very hot weather fresh fruits and vegetables must be handled 
with extra care to prevent freezing or spoilage.  Canned meats, canned fruits, and vegetables 
shall be stocked in sufficient quantities to supplement their fresh/frozen counterpart or to be 
used as a total substitute when necessary. 

4001 STOCKAGE OBJECTIVE 
A monthly supply demand review will be made of all Subsistence Ledgers (NAVSUP Form 335) 
to maintain the current in-stock position for all items with a recurring demand and to keep 
inventories within the prescribed limitations.  The maximum in-stock position for semi-perishable 
food is the high limit that is established by the Fleet or Type Commander.  The maximum in-
stock position of perishable foods is the quantity consumed times the storage life of that item 
based on the individual shelf life of the food products.  Non-CARGO (Consolidated Afloat 
Requisitioning Guide Overseas) foods, such as spices, must be stocked to last for the duration 
of the deployment.  When the monthly review indicates that food items exceed their high limit, 
menu changes shall be initiated in time to provide for consumption of the food before it 
deteriorates.  See Paragraph 4003 below for establishing high and low limits. 

4002 INVENTORY LEVELS ASHORE 
Ashore inventory levels will maintain a maximum of 7 to 10 days endurance level on-hand 
except in emergency feeding situations that warrant a higher level.  Inventory levels are 
determined by taking that value of the total current on-hand inventory and dividing that number 
by the last 30 days’ average daily food cost (taking into account that high value items in support 
of the menu such as beverages, condiments, and spices may need to be removed for a more 
accurate endurance level).  This is not an exact measurement because of fluctuations in the 
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daily menu cost (such as for the cost of special meals and holiday meals), but the sample base 
of 30 days allows for corrections for special circumstances. 

4003 ESTABLISHING HIGH AND LOW LIMITS 
1. GENERAL.  A low limit and a high limit must be established for each item of stock at least
quarterly.  Low limits and high limits shall be adjusted based on the following reasons:

• Increases or decreases in crew size.
• Anticipated operations.
• Changes in crew preferences.
• Changes in the menu.
• Any other factors affecting the consumption of the items being ordered.

2. LOW LIMIT.  The low limit is the stock position that signals the need to begin replenishment
action.  The number of days endurance required for the low limit will be established by the Fleet
or Type Commander.  There will be no low limit for perishable chill foods except when that item
has a storage life greater than the high limit number of days endurance established by the Fleet
or Type Commander.  Use the following formula to compute the low limit for food items:

The total quantity consumed during the previous three one-month accounting periods 
(Less surveys and transfers) 
Divided by (÷) the number of days in the previous three one-month accounting periods
(usually 90 days) 
Equals (=) Daily Usage (round to hundredth decimal, ex. 9.23) 
Multiplied by (x) the number of days endurance for the low limit  
(as established by the Fleet or Type Commander) 
Equals (=) the low limit (round up to nearest whole number)

3. HIGH LIMIT.  The high limit is the maximum quantity of food to be maintained on hand to
sustain current operations.  The number of days endurance required for the high limit will be
established by the Fleet or Type Commander.  The high limit for perishable chill foods will not
exceed the storage life.  Use the following formula to compute the high limit for food items:

The total quantity consumed during the previous three one-month accounting periods 
(Less surveys and transfers) 
Divided by (÷) the number of days in the previous three one-month accounting periods
(usually 90 days) 
Equals (=) Daily Usage (round to hundredth decimal, ex. 9.23) 
Multiplied by (x) the number of days endurance for the high limit (as established by the Fleet 
or Type Commander) 
Equals (=) the high limit (round up to nearest whole number)

4. ORDERING AND SHIPPING TIME ADJUSTMENT.  Ordering and shipping time
adjustment is the time between submission of a requisition or purchase order and receipt
of the material.  Use the following formula to compute the ordering and shipping time
adjustment:

The total quantity consumed during the previous three one-month accounting periods 
(Less surveys and transfers) 
Divided by (÷) the number of days in the previous three one-month accounting periods
(usually 90 days) 
Multiplied by (x) the applicable ordering and shipping time 
Equals (=) the ordering and shipping time 
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NOTE:  The quantity to be ordered must be rounded to whole case lots.  FSM 3 does not 
calculate requisitions in this format; therefore, you must use another tool to establish the 
replenishment action (quantity to be ordered) such as Microsoft Excel or other program. 

4005 SUBSISTENCE ENDURANCE LEVELS 
Subsistence replenishments for a ship underway are based on the Operation Orders (OPORDs) 
referenced in OPNAVINST 4442.1H.  The endurance goals reflect the stockage objectives (that 
is, the sum of the operating and safety levels of stock) that represent the desired quantity 
of material (in days of supply) that each platform type should be capable of storing onboard 
to sustain operations. 

Minus (-) the quantity on order 
Plus (+) the quantity required to cover the order and shipping time adjustment 
Equals (=) the quantity to be ordered (round to nearest whole number)

The quantity to order of any item will be determined during the monthly supply demand review 
using the following formula: 

The high limit for the item 
Minus (-) the on-hand balance recorded on NAVSUP Form 335 
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PART B:  REQUISITIONING REGULATIONS 
4100 SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR 
1. GENERAL.  The Subsistence Prime Vendor (SPV) program is a result of the Department of
Defense (DoD) Food Inventory demonstration project.  The demonstration proved the viability of
using commercial vendors to provide subsistence requirements within the Continental United
States (CONUS).  Under congressional mandate, the DoD Joint Task Group that was assigned
to implement this project approved a deployment plan for all DoD activities.  Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) Troop Support Subsistence administers the Prime Vendor (PV) indefinite quantity
contracts that provide Class I support.  Contracts are awarded for a base year with multiple year
options.  The contracts guarantee minimum and maximum purchases.  Deviations are allowable
in the event of emergencies and mobilization.  The SPV program uses a single, full-line
commercial food distributor that delivers subsistence products directly to the galley.  Orders are
submitted via electronic commerce methods.  SPV contracts are tailored to meet the needs of
the Fleet by providing high quality products while reducing the distribution and warehousing
costs of the DoD at all levels.

2. OPERATION.  Food items offered to naval galleys by the SPV must be of the same quality
and variety offered to commercial and institutional facilities.  The SPV will support the Fleet with
the following food categories:

• Chilled products
• Frozen fish, meat, and poultry
• Semi-perishable food items (such as canned foods, condiments, sauces, seasonings,

spices, fats, oils, confectionery, nuts, and sugars)
• Frozen foods such as fruits, vegetables, and pastries
• Fresh fruits, vegetables, bread, and dairy items are provided by the PV through DLA

market ready contracts

The PV must stock items in sufficient quantities to fill all ordering requirements.  Items ordered 
will be delivered by the stipulated time after transmitting the order.  Contact the local NAVSUP 
Fleet Logistics Center (NAVSUP FLC) for specific SPV lead-times.  When longer lead times are 
required, coordination between the ship and the local NAVSUP FLC is required. Requests 
requiring a shorter lead time is considered EMERGENT on which the requesting command will 
incur additional costs issued by the vendors, and must have Type Commander (TYCOM) 
approval.  

3. REQUIREMENTS.  The following required elements are used to place an SPV order for
delivery:

• The Food Service Management (FSM) System
• Subsistence Total Order Receipt and Electronic System (STORES)
• Fleet Logistics Center (NAVSUP FLC)
• Printer
• Electronic Transmission via E-mail

4. NAVSUP SUPPORT.  NAVSUP N432 administers the SPV program for Naval afloat and
ashore activities.  NAVSUP N432 ensures that all support issues are resolved expeditiously with
DLA, Direct Support Operations (DSO), and NAVSUP FLCs by coordinating with the SPVs, DLA,
NAVSUP FLCs, TYCOMs, Commanders, and Supply Officers (SUPPPOs).  NAVSUP N432
chairs TYCOM Working Group Meetings that address all SPV issues, and ensures that
modifications to the SPV program are implemented efficiently.  Afloat activities must submit any
SPV support concerns that cannot be resolved by the NAVSUP FLC point of contact to NAVSUP
N432 via TYCOM.  Ashore activities must submit concerns that cannot be
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resolved by their SPV to NAVSUP HQ via the Regional Manager/FSO.  Ashore and/or afloat 
Commands must not, under any circumstances, contact the account manager at DLA or the 
SPV for support and sustainment related concerns.  These situations must be routed through 
the proper Chain of Command to the NAVSUP Readiness Officer for action.   

NAVSUP HQ provides a quarterly compliance document to DLA-TS that includes beneficial 
information related to SPV specific stock numbers, not in stock (NIS) items, and subsistence 
items that SPV is required to source.  The compliance document contains UNCLAS-Proprietary 
Information and shall not be released to non-government entities including the SPV. 

5. DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY TROOP SUPPORT.  DLA will prepare, award, and
administer contracts for direct delivery of subsistence to ashore and afloat GMS.  Contracts will
provide for required delivery service, packaging/labeling requirements, and the quality of service
required to be provided by the vendor.  DLA shall provide and maintain the maximum level of
support required to enable success.  DLA is responsible for providing STORES catalogs to
NAVSUP.  New catalogs will be available weekly for customer use.  The local Navy Food
Management Team may be contacted for further assistance.  The DLA Subsistence Home Page
can be found at https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport/subsistence/Food Services.

6. FLEET LOGISTICS CENTER.  The Fleet Logistics Center (FLC) serves as the afloat unit
point of contact for all subsistence requirements under the SPV program.  Afloat units will not
contact their local SPV directly.  All subsistence issues must be resolved by the FLC point of
contact.  The FLC will track all subsistence requirements from receipt of order to time of deliver
including coordinating with DLA to revise the SPV catalog in response to Fleet input.  The SPV
program support activities that FLC provides to afloat units are discussed below.

a. Process Orders.  The following steps shall be taken to process orders:
• Receive a Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedures (MILSTRIP)

formatted requisition from FSM via email or hard-copy message.
• Input ship requirement into STORES.

b. Coordinate Purchase of Substitutions.  The following steps shall be taken to coordinate
purchase of substitutions:
• Contact ships to review Not in Stock (NIS) listings from the SPV when seeking

resolution.  NIS items may not be substituted for subsistence items having a different
FIC.  MILSTRIPs may not be modified, edited, or changed after the initial order is
submitted to the SPV.  See Figure 4-1.

• Procure local items and initiate any open purchase requirements if the SPV cannot
provide item upon approval from TYCOM and Bureau of Naval Personnel N10
(BUPERS).

c. Send STORES-Sent Order Reports to the Ships.  Notify ships of locally procured items,
NIS items, substitutions, and cancellations.

d. Process Receipts.  The following steps must be taken for receipt processing:
• Receive annotated receipt documents from vendor
• Enter receipt data into STORES
• Send the STORES Exported Receipt file to the ship electronically within 24 to 72

hours (ships must check the quantity they have posted in the FSM System against
the receipt file).

https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport/subsistence/Food%20Services
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e. Ships.  Ships investigate the difference between the invoice posted in the FSM System
and the uploaded STORES-Exported Receipt file provided by NAVSUP FLC as shown in
FSM Receipt quantity/price fields.  If there is an input error in receipt entries, modify the
receipt in FSM.  Attach a copy of the STORES receipt data to the vendor’s invoice.  If it
is an entry error from FLC, ensure that FLC is notified immediately of any quantity or
price discrepancies.

Figure 4-1 
MILSTRIP Breakdown 
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7. ORDERING PROCEDURES.  Afloat units must refer to the NAVSUP FLC Provisions
Ordering Procedures.  Ashore activities must refer to the SPV contract for unique ordering
procedures.  Orders are processed using the FSM system and STORES. Commands must
use the proper Purchase Ration Factor (PRF) or Catch Weight Multiple (CWM) when
processing orders in the FSM system.  The PRF is the number of items in each case.  For
example, when ordering #10 (#10 is the size) cans of Green Beans 6/case, the PRF is 6.

8. SUBSISTENCE PROCUREMENT SECURITY.  All subsistence products should be
purchased from an approved source of supply as stated in NAVSUP Instruction 4355.10, AR
40-657, and USAPHC Directory of Sanitarily Approved Food Establishments for Armed Forces 
Procurement.  DLA also provides assistance on the DLA Subsistence Home Page in the 
"Directory", “Regional Prime Vendors”, and “Security Checklist” sections.

The military’s food service experts are the first line of defense in ensuring the safety of food 
products served to the U.S. military.  When receiving products from PVs or produce suppliers, 
military personnel must demonstrate a high level of surveillance to ensure the products are safe 
for consumption by adhering to the guidelines discussed below. 

a. Approved Sources.  Products must be purchased from an approved source such as
those listed in the Worldwide Directory Of Sanitarily Approved Food Establishments For
Armed Forces Procurement and in  the  DLA Directorate of Subsistence
(http://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/foodwater/ca/Pages/DoDApprovedFoodSources.aspx)
DoD Veterinary Services Activity and Public Health Command (PHC) have the
responsibility for maintaining the Directory of approved food sources for Department of
Defense procurement.  The Directory establishes the CONUS and Outside CONUS
(OCONUS) industrial base of approved food vendors that meet U.S. public health
standards and international good manufacturing processes.  The list of vendors forms
the basis for the DLA Subsistence Prime Vendor (SPV) program and is the first vital step
for providing food safety, security, and defense of the DoD food chain.  To be approved
for listing as a supply vendor, establishments must pass inspection by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Food Safety Inspection Service, other established
Federal Agencies, or the U.  S.  Military Veterinary Service.  The vendor also must meet
the standards of the current Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Food Code.

b. Delivery Organizations and Personnel.  Familiarity with delivery organizations and
personnel must be established.  Proper identification must be requested if any such
organizations and personnel are unfamiliar.

c. U.S. Army Veterinary Inspectors Review.  Refer all unfamiliar brands or boxes not
properly marked to the U.S.  Army Veterinary Inspectors for further review.

d. Adulterated Products or Products That Have Been Tampered With.  Segregate and
place on hold for further review by the U.S.  Army Veterinary Service any product that
appears to be adulterated or tampered with.  All cases of such adulteration or tampering
must be reported.

Food safety procedures should be reviewed to ensure all subsistence items are safely stored 
upon receipt.  Storage spaces must be adequately secured and monitored.  Access to food 
supplies must be limited to the appropriate personnel only.  Any indication of food-borne illness 
must be immediately reported to the U.S. Army Veterinary Service and to the local Navy 
Preventive Medicine Authority (PMA). 

The above procedures apply to normal SPV deliveries.  Any subsistence procured via 
Husbanding Services in foreign ports requires an increased level of security awareness.  Any 
questions or concerns shall be addressed to the NAVSUP Staff Veterinary Officer. 

http://vets.amedd.army.mil/VETSVCS/approved.nsf/a33b0b8376c838f586256f82007bf7b7/a981a3522fa3217e86256f960052191f?OpenDocument
http://vets.amedd.army.mil/VETSVCS/approved.nsf/a33b0b8376c838f586256f82007bf7b7/a981a3522fa3217e86256f960052191f?OpenDocument
http://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/foodwater/ca/Pages/DoDApprovedFoodSources.aspx
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9. VALIDATION OF SUBSISTENCE TOTAL ORDER AND RECEIPT ELECTRONIC SYSTEM 
(STORES).  To properly generate an order from STORES, commands must ensure that their 
STORES profile is correct.  The following STORES profile items must be checked periodically:

• Ashore activities must validate the profile set up in STORES to ensure its accuracy.
• Ashore activities that have changed their UIC/DODAAC need to update STORES with 

the new UIC.
• Ashore and afloat units must validate the profile set up with their STORES Account 

Manager to ensure they have the correct UIC/DOCAAC, fund code, and service 
designator (V, R, N).  The following codes must be cited on DD Form 1348 (DoD Single 
Line Item Requisition) or on other substitute requisition forms that require fund codes for 
requisitioning subsistence items from regular supply support activities such as FLC, 
Combat Logistics Forces (CLFs), and Navy Stock Fund activities:
o AFLOAT (Service Code R - PACFLT or V - LANTFLT)PZ - Subsistence provisions 

(includes operational rations)
o ASHORE (Service Code N - CONUS or OCONUS)PZ - Subsistence provisions 

(includes operational rations)
o Activities with branch messes must only order provisions under their assigned UIC. 

The UIC (requisitioner) on DD Form 1348 must be correctly entered in Card Column 
31 through Card Column 35.  All efforts must be made to correctly enter the UIC on 
other substitute requisitions. 

NOTE:  The UIC “N00022” (the UIC to be billed not N32199) on DD Form 1348 must be 
correctly entered in Card Column 45 through Card Column 50 with a signal code of “B” in Card 
Column 51.  This will ensure that the food purchases will be charged to the Subsistence In Kind 
(SIK) line of accounting. 

10. ORDER CANCELLATION PROCESSING.  SIK order cancellation processing must be
followed as discussed below to ensure proper transaction recording in the FSM system;
STORES; and in the Standard Accounting, Budgeting and Reporting System (SABRS).

a. Order Cancelled in FSM, Not Transmitted for Fulfillment.  This situation requires the
following actions:
• If an unapproved SIK order created in the FSM system requires cancellation, the

order must be deleted: click on “Delete Order” under “Manage Orders”
• If an SIK order that is created and approved in the FSM system, but is not released

to any source (FLC Operator, Chief Logistics Officer (CLO), CLF, Commander Task
Force (CTF), or DLA Troop Support), requires cancellation, the order must be
cancelled in the FSM system: click on “Cancel Order” under “Manage Orders”.

b. SIK Order Not Released to PV/Cancellation.  This situation requires the following
actions:
• If an SIK order that is approved in the FSM system and released for fulfillment

requires cancellation, the Ordering Unit must contact STORES personnel (FLC
Operator, CLO, CLF, CTF, or DLA Troop Support) and proceed as follows:
o Stores Personnel (FLC Operator, CLO, CLF, CTF, or DLA Troop Support).

Confirm the order has not been processed in STORES and has not been
released to the vendor.  Provide written notification (may be via email) of order
cancellation to the ordering unit.

o Ordering Unit.  Upon receipt of written confirmation (may be via email) from
STORES personnel that the order has not been entered into STORES,
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cancellations may be processed in the FSM system as follows: Under “Manage 
Receive” click on “RDD by vendor/source”, “Receive Edit” page, and “Cancel 
Order”. 

o CLO/CLF Ship.  For SIK order transactions that are pre-screened by the CLO for
CLF processing, confirm cancellation with the CLF ship and provide written
notification (may be via email) of cancellation to the ordering unit.

o Ordering Unit.  Upon receipt of written confirmation (may be via email) from the
CLO/CLF ship that the order has been cancelled, cancellations shall be
processed in the FSM system as follows: Under “Manage Receive” click on “RDD
by vendor/source”, “Receive Edit” page, and “Cancel Order”.

o Stores Personnel (FLC Operator, CLO, CLF, CTF, or DLA Troop Support).  If the
order has been entered into STORES, STORES personnel must submit an order
cancellation request to the vendor.  If the vendor confirms order cancellation, the
order must be canceled in STORES as follows: set the “DLA Quantity” received
on the STORES “Receipt Details” screen to zero and select the “reason
description” from the “Short Shipment Reason” drop-down menu.

o Ordering Unit.  Upon receipt of written confirmed cancellation from STORES
personnel, modify the quantity received for each cancelled line item on the order
in the FSM system on the “Manage Receive” and “Manage Receipt” screen by
entering zero in the “Quantity Received” field or process the automated STORES
“Receipt File” in the FSM system.  NOTE: If cancellation confirmation cannot be
obtained from the vendor and is not provided to the ordering unit by STORES
personnel, the cancellation request is denied and the order is valid for fulfillment.

o Ordering Unit: Upon processing of a cancellation in the FSM system, an email
notification must be submitted to BUPERS listing all document numbers that
have been cancelled with supporting documentation required for de-obligation.

4101 FOOD ITEMS PROCURED FROM OTHER THAN A SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR 

1. GENERAL.  The guidelines for procuring food items from other than an SPV are discussed
below.

a. Competitive Basis.  Purchases shall be made on a competitive basis subject to all
normal procurement regulations and requirements.

b. Surgeon General’s Guidelines.  The products must meet the Surgeon General’s
guidelines for food items used in DoD dining facilities.  Alcoholic and look-alike non-
alcoholic beverages will not be procured for the purpose of serving in the GM.  Such
products will not be purchased using appropriated funds (ref.  OPNAVINST 1700.16).

c. Dietary Foods and Energy Supplements.  The purchase of dietary and energy
supplements such as Slim Fast Shakes and Bars, Power or Protein Bars, Protein
Powder, Red Bull, and Electrolytic Sports Drinks are not authorized for purchase or
for use in the GM.  Meal alternatives offer no significant value to the individual sailor,
and they do not support the Navy Standard Core Menu Concept.  These products are
not supported by the SIK account and do not meet the criteria of U.S.  Title 10, Chapter
9, Subchapter IV.  Gatorade and PowerAde products are the only energy drinks that
have been approved for all GMs.

d. Authorized Approved Source of Supply.  All products purchased must come from an
authorized approved source of supply as stated in NAVSUP Instruction 4355.4H,
4355.10A, and in the “Directory of Sanitarily Approved Food Establishments for Armed
Forces Procurement,” USAPHC Circular 40-1 and USAREUR Circular 40-657.

e. Berry Amendment.  All food purchases must comply with the Berry Amendment, (USC,
Title 10, Section 2533a), that requires the DoD to give preference in procurement to

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Code
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domestically produced, manufactured, or home-grown food products.  All Navy procured 
subsistence within the U.S. must be Berry Amendment compliant. 

2. PROCUREMENT RESTRICTIONS.  Salespersons or other representatives of food suppliers
or companies are prohibited  from visiting all GMs to sell or promote their products.  All food
suppliers and vendors must be directed to designated TYCOMs and Regional Managers.
Procurement will be made only from sources of supply contained in Paragraph 4102.  These
procurement restrictions must be strictly adhered to.

3. DISPENSING EQUIPMENT.  Bulk milk dispensers for use in all GMs are approved for
shipboard use and are COSAL supported.  Soda and juice dispensers (carbonated machines)
for use in GMs may be leased or purchased.  The Food Service Officer (FSO), in consultation
with the Contracting Officer, shall conduct a cost benefit or economic analysis before leasing or
purchasing such equipment.  Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Subparagraph 7.4,
Equipment Lease or Purchase, provides guidance for acquiring equipment by lease or
purchase.  It applies to initial acquisition of equipment and to renewal or extension of existing
equipment leases.  Contractor-furnished dispensers must meet the sanitation standards of the
National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) or other agencies with an equivalent testing program
recognized by the Surgeon General.

4. CONTAINERS.  Ashore activities in the United States will be supplied with bulk milk in
plastic disposable containers or plastic reusable crates, depending on which is more
economical.  Plastic reusable crates are authorized for ashore activities only, are for reuse by
the contractor only, and will not be reused by the GM for any purpose.  Bulk milk will be supplied
only in plastic disposable containers to shore activities in Hawaii, OCONUS, and to all GMs
afloat.  Activities equipped with Navy-owned, refrigerated bulk milk dispensers may use Navy-
owned, stainless steel milk containers for preparing and dispensing cold non-milk beverages,
reconstituted milk, and sterile whole milk from the dispenser cabinet.  Plastic disposable
containers shall be destroyed in accordance with Project Prime (Plastics Removal in Marine
Environment) after they have been emptied of the original contents.

5. LIQUID BEVERAGE BASES AND BEVERAGE DISPENSERS.  Carbonated and non-
carbonated liquid beverage bases and associated dispensing equipment are authorized for use
in GMs.  Authorized liquid beverages (syrup) are listed in the local Prime Vendor Catalog and
may be obtained through normal sources of supply.  Individual cans/bottles of carbonated and
non-carbonated beverages, as listed in local Prime Vendor Catalogs, are authorized for use
only where beverage dispensers are not available (for example, in areas such as fantail
cookouts, box lunches, or flight meals).  Individual cans/bottles of carbonated/non-carbonated
beverages are not authorized for use on the serving line in GMs.  Individual-sized containers of
beverages transferred from a ship’s store to the galley may be consumed during a scheduled
Commanding Officers ship’s event.  Dispensing equipment is available from the SPV free of
charge when purchased beverages from the SPV require special equipment for dispensing.

6. NON-FOOD ITEMS.  Non-food items consist of such things as napkins, paper cups, bread
baskets, returnable containers or cartons, charcoal, charcoal lighter fluid, ice, beverage
containers, computers and peripheral equipment, computer system supplies, and software.
Costs of these items are to be charged to the activity’s operation and maintenance allotment.
This includes the purchase of ice when ice making facilities are inoperative or are not available
and there are requirements for ice for use in the enlisted dining facility and for the cooling of
drinking water.  Beverage dispensing service equipment, including carbon dioxide (CO2), will be
billed separately from food and drink items.
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4102   SOURCES OF SUBSISTENCE 
1. REGULAR SOURCES.  Authorized food items on the NSCM may be obtained from the
nearest SPV/STORES, CLF ships, or other afloat/ashore activities.  These sources of supply
are expected to stock a complete range and level of food items to support operations.  Afloat
and ashore activities experiencing difficulties with obtaining adequate support for food items
(frequent substitutions or NIS problems) shall contact the nearest servicing NAVSUP FLC for
resolution; activities will not contact their local PV directly.  All food orders must include NSCM
PV catalog items.  Unresolved SPV issues, such as deliveries below the contracted fill rates,
shall be reported to NAVSUP N432 via TYCOM/CNIC for appropriate resolution.  It is the
TYCOM/CNIC’s responsibility to ensure that requisitions are compliant with the NSCM.
NAVSUP will randomly spot check receipts with charge data on a monthly basis to identify
unauthorized purchases and to provide feedback to TYCOM/CNIC.

Lists of Approved Sources may be obtained from the Veterinary Services web page at 
http://vets.amedd.army.mil/86256F90007C2D1D/PHC and from the DLA Subsistence home 
web page at 
http://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/foodwater/ca/Pages/DoDApprovedFoodSources.aspx. 

Regional assistance may be obtained from Food Management Teams or from the following 
resource sites:   

• DLA Directorate of Subsistence:
COM 215-737-7445, https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport

• Public Health Command:  COM 410-436-4375, http://phc.amedd.army.mil/
• Worldwide Directory of Sanitarily Approved Food Establishments for Armed Forces

Procurement
• Navy and Marine Corps Public Health Center:

COM 757-953-0702, http://www.nmcphc.med.navy.mil

Requisitions shall be based on TYCOM’s and/or FLC’s operational demand, on-hand inventory, 
storage capacity, and product shelf life.  All requisitions shall be generated from the FSM 
system.  Items ordered shall be delivered by the SPV in the required time after order receipt.  
Major underway deployments or load out requisitions require coordination between the ship and 
the FLC when there is the possibility of longer lead times. 

The SPV is the required purchasing source.  Orders/purchases in FSM/STORES are 
systematically obligated; therefore no copies of requisitions are required by BUPERS. 

2. OTHER SOURCES.  Strict audit readiness compliance must be adhered to and only food
items on the MLL are authorized for purchase.  When authorized food items cannot be obtained
through established supply channels, such as the preferred method of using an SPV, approval
from the applicable TYCOM/Fleet is required.  Deployed units must direct their subsistence
requirements to the appropriate NAVSUP FLC for procurement via TYCOM.  Other sources of
subsistence may apply to purchasing Operational Rations via DLA and to purchasing individual
serving size products from the Ship’s Store.

When submitting DD Form 1149 for purchasing subsistence, the following information is 
required to be placed in Block 2 of the Form: 

• Location (city and country) where subsistence is being procured.
• Supporting FLC name and address.
• Type of subsistence (such as dairy, fruits, vegetables, and meats).
• Contract number, when available.

http://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/foodwater/ca/Pages/DoDApprovedFoodSources.aspx
https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport
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3. LOCAL PURCHASE CONUS.  Afloat and ashore galleys CONUS and OCONUS.  The
following conditions must be met for local purchases to be authorized:

• When there is an immediate and urgent mission-essential requirement for authorized
food items to support the Navy Standard Core Menu.  Follow guidelines for emergency
requisitioning of subsistence in Section 4102.4d.  When authorized food items cannot be
obtained through established supply channels using the SPV (preferred method).

• When time is a factor and scheduled operations will not permit procurement through
shore-based purchasing activities.  See the DLA TROOP SUPPORT Ordering Guide or
for additional information at https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport.

• When there are receptions that are funded privately or through the Official
Representation Fund (ORF) SECNAVINST 7042.7k.

Additional guidance is discussed below. 
a. Purchases from Approved Sources.  All food products shall be purchased only from

approved sources of supply as stated in NAVSUP Instruction 4355.4H and 4355.10,
USAEUR Circular 40-657, and USAPHC Circular 40-1 Worldwide Directory of Sanitarily
Approved Food Establishments for Armed Forces Procurement.  In today’s global
conflict, food safety and food defense ensure protection from intentional criminal actions
and from traditional public health concerns.

The military’s food service experts are the first line of defense in ensuring the safety of
food products served to the U.S. military.  When receiving products from PVs or
Husbanding Services, military personnel must demonstrate a high level of surveillance to
ensure the products are safe for consumption by adhering to the following guidelines:
• Products shall be purchased from an approved source.
• Become familiar with delivery organizations and personnel.  Request proper

identification if any such organizations and personnel are unfamiliar.
• Refer all unfamiliar brands or boxes not properly marked to the U.S.  Army

Veterinary Inspectors for further review.
• Segregate and place on hold for further review by the U.S.  Army Veterinary Service

any product that appears to be adulterated or tampered with.  All cases of such
adulteration or tampering must be reported.

b. Requisition Routing Sheet.  The Requisition Routing Sheet shall be used with all DD
Form 1149s generated for open purchases using the local FLC outside the preferred PV
method, for placing Operational Ration (OPRAT) requisitions to Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA), and for Ship’s Store purchases.  To prevent unauthorized commitments,
all orders outside the PV must be obligated by BUPERS first, before the command can
process the order with the FLC or DLA or to the Ship’s Store.

c. Processing Requisitions.  The following steps shall be followed for processing
requisitions:
• All local purchases are subject to monitoring to ensure that all subsistence items

procured are in support of the MLL.
• Requisitions will not be approved for catered meals from commercial sources such

as restaurants or fast food establishments.
• Purchasing specialty items in support of holiday/special meals will require

justification (an email and the DD Form 1149).
• DD Form 1149s must be generated in the FSM system and the DD Form 1149

must list the following items to ensure that the contract can be executed when the
"actual" cost is known:
o a valid requisition number
o line of accounting
o required delivery date
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o quantities
o best estimate of price

• The DD Form 1149 must accurately state the proper delivery address (the FSM
system prefills with the mailing address).

• DD Form 1149s must be approved by TYCOM or a designated representative before
BUPERS obligation (a minimum of 7 days in advance of the RDD).

• A requisition routing sheet must be prepared.  See Appendix B for an example sheet.
• The DD Form 1149 and the requisition routing sheet shall be forwarded to TYCOM,

Region, NSSC, and ISIC for review and adherence to policy.  All orders must show
the list of items to be purchased and the total estimated cost.

• TYCOM/Region will forward DD Form 1149 and the requisition routing sheet to
BUPERS via email for commitment.

• Once approved, BUPERS will commit the estimated cost in SABRS and will
immediately notify TYCOM, Region, NSSC, and ISIC and will communicate the
approval to the Command.

• Upon receipt of approval, activities may process DD Form 1149.  All local purchases
must be obligated before placing an order.  Purchases made without obligation
cause unmatched disbursements (Unauthorized Obligations).  Once obligated,
Commands shall forward DD Form 1149 and the routing sheet to the appropriate
NAVSUP FLC Contracting Officer for procurement.

• NAVSUP FLC will award a contract based on the amount committed on DD Form
1149; the contract must be routed back to BUPERS for immediate obligation.

• TYCOM, at their discretion, may delegate to NSSC or ISIC an initial review of local
purchases.  TYCOMs shall ensure that the description, quantity, and price are
included on the requisition document.  Requests must support the MLL and ensure
that justification is provided for all food requests involving special meals and
receptions.

• BUPERS shall provide feedback to NAVSUP if approval is questionable and shall
inform TYCOM, NSSC, ISIC, and the Regional Galley Program Manager that the
requisition is obligated and that the Command may proceed with the order.

• The TYCOM will submit the FLC contract, amended DD Form 1149 (if required), to
BUPERS to close out the funding within SABRS.  BUPERS will accept the DD Form
1149 and the contract; they will alter the data as required.

Refer to Chapter 5, Paragraph 5500, for Distribution of Receipt Documents from DLA 
and Naval Activities. 

These essential steps will eliminate payment delays; will comply with DODFMR, Vol.  3, 
Chapter 8, Paragraphs 080301.B and 080302; and will prevent transactions from 
showing up on the 1960 Unmatched Disbursements (UMDs) because of a missing 
obligation. 

Activities that have pre-approved and/or pre-obligated requests but that cancel, change, 
or modify orders before the transaction date must immediately inform BUPERS via 
email so that immediate adjustments can be made in SABRS. 

d. Amending DD Form 1149 Prices.  The following steps shall be followed for amending
DD Form 1149 prices:
• Ensure that the DD Form 1149 amendment has the same requisition number as the

original requisition.
• Enter the following into the description field:  "Require additional

funding due to price differences."  Specifically indicate the funding amount
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from the basic (original) requisition, the funding amount for the amendment, 
and the overall total. 

• Enter the amendment amount into the "Total Cost" and "Sheet Total"
fields.  Enter the overall total in the "Grand Total" and "Amount" fields.

• Provide a workbook comparing the prime vendor pricing to the final FLC contract
costs, including all quantity changes.  The sum of all price differences
must match to the amendment amount on the DD Form 1149.

4. LOCAL PURCHASE OCONUS – AFLOAT.  This subparagraph discusses local purchases
made OCONUS and afloat.

a. Subsistence Procured Via Husbanding Services in Foreign Ports.  Subsistence procured
via Husbanding Services in foreign ports requires an increased level of security
awareness.  SECNAV has directed improvement of Husbandry Service Provider (HSP)
processes and contracting vehicles to enhance procurement integrity and to eliminate
fraud.  To comply with Food Service Financial Improvement Audit Readiness (FIAR)
policy, changes have been made to the local purchase policy and requirements.
NAVSUP Letter, Afloat Contracting Authority, was released 24 November 2014.  It
rescinds ships’ contracting authority for negotiating contract terms and conditions,
establishing contract line item pricing, or placing orders for any line item not specifically
priced under existing contract vehicles.  The use of the DD Form 1155 no longer is
authorized.  When authorized food items cannot be obtained in areas that do not have
established supply channels, deployed units must direct their subsistence requirements
to the appropriate NAVSUP Fleet Logistic Center (FLC) for procurement using DD Form
1149 and a Requisition Routing Sheet.  When any other document is used for
requisitioning the transaction is considered an Unauthorized Commitment (UAC) that
must be ratified pursuant to acquisition regulations.  NAVSUP and DLA shall continue to
emphasize subsistence procurement policy during fleet Pre-Deployment Briefs, in
Logistics Handbooks, and in other related Fleet correspondence.

b. Process for Ratification of an Unauthorized Commitment (UAC).  Authority to ratify a
UAC is delegated to the Chief of the Contracting Office (CCO) of the servicing FLC.  In
most circumstances this authority cannot be re-delegated in accordance with the
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 1.602-3(b)(3) and Navy and Marine Corps
Acquisition Supplement (NMCARS) 5201.602-3.  For activities with NAVSUP- delegated
contracting authority, the Contracting Officer (KO) of the supporting FLC may ratify the
UAC in close coordination with NAVSUP Global Logistics Support (GLS) N432.  The
process for ratification is as follows:
• The Commanding Officer (CO) must submit a letter addressed to the CCO or to the

FLC KO (copy to Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR), TYCOM, BUPERS,
and NAVSUP GLS).  The CO's letter must contain an acknowledgement of the
Unauthorized Commitment (UAC) and a detailed explanation of the circumstances
leading to the UAC.  The CO's letter will contain the following enclosures:
o A signed statement from all personnel involved describing the circumstances

surrounding the UAC.
o Acknowledgement that no procedures existed that would have prevented a UAC.
o Explanation of why the normal procurement procedures were not followed.

• The CCO or the FLC KO may require more information before making a ratification
decision.  If the UAC is not ratified, the Command must forward the letter (with
enclosures) to the TYCOM and NAVSUP GLS.  The person who authorized the UAC
will be held financially responsible and may be required to refund the full amount to
the U.S.  Government.

c. Purchase Processing – Local Purchase Requisition Procedures.  The following steps
shall be taken to process local purchase requisitions:
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• Purchases shall be made only from approved sources established by the Army
Veterinary Service or by Navy Medical Services.

• Quantities procured shall be strictly limited to immediate requirements necessary to
relieve the emergency.

• All local purchase requisitions must be generated on a DD Form 1149 in the FSM
system.  The Form must include the following information to ensure that the contract
can be executed when the exact cost is known:
o a valid requisition number
o line of accounting
o required delivery date
o quantities
o best estimate of price

• All local purchase requisitions must be forwarded to TYCOM, NSSC, ISIC, or to the
Region Galley Program Manager for review with the required justification and the
requisition routing sheet.  Purchases will be monitored to ensure all subsistence
items procured comply with the MLL.

• Requisitions will not be approved for catered meals from local commercial overseas
franchises and fast food establishments.  Emergency feeding situations shall be
handled on a case-by-case basis.

• TYCOM will forward DD Form 1149 and the routing sheet to BUPERS for
commitment of funds before placing the order (purchases without obligation cause
Unmatched Disbursements).

• BUPERS shall commit funds and shall send notification TYCOM/Activity with the
routing sheet.

• Commands will forward the DD Form 1149 to the appropriate NAVSUP FLC
Contracting Officer for procurement via their TYCOM.

• Once the contract is awarded with exact amounts, regardless if the amounts are
greater or less than the initial obligated amounts, the contract must be routed back to
BUPERS for immediate obligation amount adjustment as necessary.

• The vendor will provide a receipt on delivery.
• Upon receipt, the ship will provide a copy of the vendor receipt and of the FSM

Receipt Detail Report printout to the TYCOM N432 point of contact (POC) and to the
Numbered Fleet Commander (NFC) COR.  Receipt documents must meet the FIAR
requirements (circle, signed, printed name, and date annotation).  The FSM Receipt
Detail Report must contain the following annotation “Administrative receipt prepared
because the vendor invoice receipt did not have a stock number.”  The actual
quantity received must be indicated on the receipt.  Erroneous entries shall be lined-
out and initialed.

• This process generally takes 1 or 2 days but may take up to 7 days.
• SIK will not fund transportation charges, tri walls, dry ice, demurrage (ship

detainment) fees, Global Freight Management (GFM) charges, or commissary
surcharges.

• Contracted pierside picnics shall be authorized by TYCOM’s approval.  Approval
shall be given for food costs only and not for any hidden labor or equipment fees.
Such non-food fees are to be paid separately from the SIK account.

• All afloat units shall identify and submit LOGREQ requirements 30 days in advance
(or as soon as operationally possible) of a scheduled port visit using the LOGREQ
format prescribed by the applicable NFC.  Standardized LOGREQs are located on
the Logistics Support Services Repository (LOGSSR) website at:
https://my.navsup.navy.mil/apps/ops$logssr.login (registration required).

https://my.navsup.navy.mil/apps/ops$logssr.login
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• All meat, fish, poultry, dairy (including eggs), and products of foreign origin shall be
purchased only in emergencies or when foreign sources are the regular supply
sources.  Purchases of other food items of foreign origin must be strictly limited.

• Importing foreign grown fruits, vegetables, meat, and dairy (including eggs) is
prohibited.  Therefore, GMs afloat must purchase these items only in the quantities
that will be completely consumed before arrival in ports in the United States
(including Alaska and Hawaii).

• Any excess quantities of these items must be disposed of before arrival in any U.S.
port.  Further guidance can be found in Chapter 6, Paragraphs 6001 and 6002 of this
publication.

• The Senior Medical Department Representative and the Preventive Medicine
Authority (PMA) shall be informed when foreign purchases are considered.  When an
emergency purchase of foreign meats is made from a country infected with the
diseases listed below the CO must notify, upon arrival in port, the USDA Plant
Protection and Quarantine Programs Inspector in charge so that the proper
safeguards will be put in place.  The CO must strictly enforce the instructions of the
Agriculture Inspector.
o rinder-pest (also known as cattle plague)
o foot-and-mouth disease
o Newcastle disease

• The list of approved sources can be obtained from Veterinary Services and from the
DLA Subsistence Home Page at the following website:
http://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/foodwater/ca/Pages/DoDApprovedFoodSources.as
px

d. Emergency Requisitioning of Subsistence for Deployed Ships and Submarines.
Emergency funding requests are defined as procurements for essential food items from
a non-Subsistence Prime Vendor source.  They are received outside of BUPERS core
work hours (such as overnight or holidays) with a Required Delivery Date (RDD) before
resumption of normal Eastern Time Zone business hours.  Additional considerations for
emergency requisitioning are discussed below.
(1) Lead Time.  BUPERS requires a minimum lead time of two hours to process the

funding for an emergency requisition.  Emergency requests should be rare; if
requests occur more than five times per fiscal year, the process must be
reevaluated.

(2) Process.  TYCOMs are responsible for certifying the validity of any emergency
requirement and for reviewing the accuracy of the emergency requisition documents
(DD Form 1149 and requisition routing sheet).  To obtain funding for the emergency
requirement requisition, the TYCOM representative will notify the BUPERS Staff
Duty Officer (SDO) via email or phone call.

 BUPERS Staff Duty Officer Contact Information: 
Commercial Phone: (571) 232-0820 
Email: N1cdo@navy.mil 

The TYCOM representative shall Provide BUPERS SDO with the following 
emergency requisition documents: 

• A signed and dated DD Form 1149.
• A requisition routing sheet signed by the TYCOM and by the requesting

activity.
Upon receipt and review of the documents, the BUPERS SDO shall provide the 
TYCOM representative with an authorized BUPERS memorandum that will 
guarantee funding and will contain the BUPERS line of accounting and document 
number. 

http://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/foodwater/ca/Pages/DoDApprovedFoodSources.aspx
http://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/foodwater/ca/Pages/DoDApprovedFoodSources.aspx
mailto:N1cdo@navy.mil
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Note: To ensure expediency, BUPERS PERS-703 has authorized the BUPERS SDO 
to take funding actions by providing funding authorization memorandum via email (as 
opposed to pen and ink signature).  The BUPERS memorandum provides FLC with 
documentation (in lieu of a BUPERS signed requisition routing sheet) certifying SIK 
fund availability and provides funding for the emergency requisition. 

Upon receipt of the BUPERS memorandum, the TYCOM representative shall provide 
the requesting activity with the DD Form 1149, the requisition routing sheet (with 
TYCOM signature), and the BUPERS memorandum with an FSM printout to the 
NAVSUP FLC. 

The requesting activity or TYCOM shall submit the emergency requisition documents 
(DD Form 1149, TYCOM signed Requisition Routing Sheet, and the BUPERS 
memorandum) to the servicing Fleet Logistics Center (FLC) for contracting actions. 

The TYCOM must provide BUPERS with the following supporting obligating 
documentation within two business days of the processed order. 

• Contract
• Signed vendor invoice
• Amended DD Form 1149 (as required)

e. Ordering Via OSO Transfer.  The following process shall be followed when ordering via
OSO transfer:
• Request another ship in the Area of Responsibility (AOR) to place a food order.
• Provide the ship with the required provisions.
• The other ship shall place the order under normal requisitioning procedures.
• When food arrives, a transfer shall be prepared without reimbursement OSO transfer

(DD 1149 – per NAVSUP P-486).  This will keep the requisition in the system with
the transfer document providing an audit trail.

5. COMMAND OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS:  When local purchases are required for Command
Official Functions such as holiday or special meals a written justification (an email and DD Form
1149) shall be sent to TYCOM.  Upon approval, TYCOM shall forward the request via email to
BUPERS.  The SIK Appropriation must not be used to fund or subsidize receptions.  Under no
circumstances will crews’ meals be substituted to offset costs of ORF functions.  Payment of
meals and/or bulk food will be reimbursed to the SIK account in the form of cash, check, and/or
funding document.

6. SALES FROM SHIP’S STORE (ROM3).  Ship’s Store transactions shall be limited and
monitored so that they do not exceed $2,500 ($5,000 for AS/CVN/LCC/LHA/LHD/LSD/LPD) on
a monthly basis.  Bottled water, canned soda, and individual size food servings as listed in
local Prime Vendor Catalogs, and/or may be procured from the Ship’s Store to support
special meals, disaster feeding, steel beach picnics, box lunch programs, combat feeding,
flight meals and in areas where no potable water is available.  Individual cans and/or bottles
of carbonated and/or noncarbonated beverages are not authorized for use on the serving line
in GMs.  All sales between the ship’s store and the GM must be documented on DD Form
1149.  These transactions must be recorded as Receipts with Charge. The GM is not
authorized to receive transfers of Ship’s Store stock items for the sole purpose of generating
stock turn.  The Ship’s Store is a resale activity that focuses on profit.  Only selected items
from the standard load list will be authorized. DD Form 1149 will be processed as follows:

• Forward DD Form 1149 and the requisition routing sheet to TYCOM and/or the Regional
Program Director for adherence to policy before submission to BUPERS.
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• The order must have the list of items to be purchased and the costs of the items.  The
following Functional Account information needs to be hand written on DD Form 1149:
o Credit 51000
o Charge 73170
o Approved For Transfer by:  (Ship’s Service Officer)
o Received by: Date _ _

NOTE:  TYCOM will forward the DD Form 1149 and the requisition routing sheet to BUPERS 
via email for approval and commitment of funds.  Once committed by BUPERS, proceed to 
process via the Ships Store. 

7. SALES TO SHIP’S STORE.  When the S-3 division orders ship’s store products, such as a
coffee bar, from the GM’s Food Service Division, the S-3 Recordskeeper will prepare a
Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149) following instructions in NAVSUP
Pub 487, Paragraph 4103.2, and in the ROM3 User's Guide.  The following are key elements
for this transaction:

• Food Service accounting data provided by the FSO shall be used for all S-2 requisitions
to populate block 4 of DD Form 1149 in ROM3.

• The following must be typed or handwritten in Block 4(b) of DD Form 1149 to process
correctly at DFAS:
o Functional Account
o Credit 73170
o Charge 51000
o Approved For Transfer by:  (Food Service Officer)
o Received by: Date _ _

• The FSO will approve the transfer.  ROM3 will not post DD Form 1149 to the Journal of
Receipts (B01/B05 Report), but will post the quantity received to the stock record card
and will post the total dollar value as a "credit expenditure" to Line B10, Issues to Use,
on the Ships Store Balance Sheet (NAVCOMPT Form 153).

• NOTE TO RECORDS KEEPERS:  A common error is forgetting to hand write or type the
Functional Account Information in Block 4(b) of DD Form 1149.  The DD Form 1149
shown in Figure 4-2 is provided for ready reference.  It shows how to correctly fill out the
form.

8. SUBSISTENCE PROCUREMENTS FROM OTHER MILITARY SERVICES AND UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS.  Food items may be procured by transfers from
other military services or other United States Government departments.  Material will be
recorded as a receipt with charge.  Prior approval is required to ensure funding documents are
in place.
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Figure 4-2 
Requisition and Invoice Shipping Document 

(DD Form 1149) 
Requisition to a Supply Activity 

4103   INTEROPERABILITY FOR SUBSISTENCE 
1. PURPOSE.  To provide procedures for procuring and transferring provisions from partner
nations and to provide an interoperability capability when authorized food items cannot be
obtained through a Subsistence Prime Vendor (SPV).  All efforts must be made to coordinate
with Fleet Logistics, TYCOM, and the Acquisition and Cross Servicing Agreement (ACSA)
Manager in the AOR.  Arrangements must be made in advance to determine the best method of
payment.  Interoperability ensures that food comes from approved sources and in a FIAR-
compliant process.

2. DETERMINING AVAILABILITY.  Only approved exempt items listed on the MLL Exempt
Section are authorized.  The ship determines the requirements and coordinates with the foreign
vessel to ensure that all food products were purchased from approved sources of supply as
stated in NAVSUPINST 4355.4H, NAVSUPINST 4355.10A, and USAPHC Circular 40-1
Worldwide Directory of Sanitarily Approved Food Establishments for Armed Forces
Procurement.  Refer to the following web site:
https://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/foodwater/ca/Pages/DoDApprovedFoodSources.aspx.  When
receiving products outside of the SPV, military personnel must maintain a high level of
surveillance to ensure that the products are safe and fit for human consumption.
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3. ACQUISITION PROCESS – MUTUAL LOGISTIC SUPPORT ORDER FORM (FOREIGN
VESSELS).  When foreign vessels use the Mutual Logistic Support Order (MLSO) Form for the
requisitioning process, the ACSA Mutual Logistics Support (MLS) Order Form also must be
used.  ACSA is an order, receipt, and invoice form service agreement under which the United
States agrees to provide logistic support, supplies, and services to Military Forces of a
Qualifying Country or Organization in return for the reciprocal provision of logistic support,
supplies, and services by such Government or Organization to elements of the U.S. Armed
Forces in accordance with US Law 10 U.S.C. Section 2342(a)(2).

Contact the local ACSA Manager in the AOR for additional guidelines.  The ACSA Manager will 
approve the transaction by signing the MLSO form.  The ACSA Manager or Approving Officer is 
COMPACFLT N40 and USFF N413.   

4104 PROCUREMENT FOR OPERATIONAL RATIONS (PASSOVER MEALS) 
Operational Rations for Passover meals must be procured from DLA Troop Support.  All orders 
outside the PV must be obligated by BUPERS before the Command processes orders with the 
FLC, DLA, or to the Ships Store.  Commands must verify the personnel who have authorization 
for Passover meals in coordination with the Chaplain/Religious Services Department before 
ordering.  To prevent unauthorized commitments, Commands must undertake the following:   

• All local purchase requisitions must be generated in FSM using DD Form 1149.
• The DD Form 1149 must have a valid requisition number, line of accounting, required

delivery date, quantities, and accurate price.
• The DD Form 1149 and Requisition Routing Sheet must be forwarded to TYCOM, Naval

Submarine Support Center (NSSC), ISIC, or to the Regional Director for review.
• TYCOM/NSSC/ISIC/Regional Director shall forward the DD Form 1149 and routing sheet

to BUPERS for commitment of funds before placing the order at DLA (purchases without
obligation will cause Unmatched Disbursements).

• BUPERS shall commit funds and shall send notification to TYCOM/Activity with a routing
sheet.

• Commands shall forward DD Form 1149 and a Requisition Routing Sheet to the
appropriate DLA representative

• Normal receipt processing shall be followed upon receipt.

4105 PROCUREMENT FOR ALL MESSES 
Food items from the Navy Standard Load List may be requisitioned for sale to all established 
messes. 

4106 MANDATORY PRODUCTS AND DESIGNATED SOURCES 
1. GENERAL.  Under Public Law 41, U.S.C.  46-48c, the items listed on the DLA website
https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport have been designated for mandatory procurement by all
Services.  These items must be used when these food types are required.  Any other
commercial equivalent product with essentially the same product characteristics may not be
procured by military food service facilities under this law.

2. UNIQUE PACKAGING.  If the PV is requested to carry other commercially equivalent
products that have essentially the same product characteristics but that come in unique
packaging and are not currently provided by the mandatory source, the mandatory source shall
have the opportunity to satisfy the requested unique packaging.  NAVSUP N432 shall provide
justification for the necessity of the unique packaging.

https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport
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PART C:  REQUISITIONING AND PROCUREMENT 
PROCEDURES 

4200 REQUISITION AND PURCHASE ORDER DOCUMENTS USED FOR ACTIVITIES 
WHEN NOT ORDERING FROM A SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR 

1. GENERAL.  The form used for ordering food items depends on the nature of the items and
the requirements of the issuing activity.  Instructions for preparing these forms are contained in
Paragraphs 4201 through 4202.  To avoid payment delays to vendors, and to avoid invoices
being rejected by Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS), GMs must submit copies of
all Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Documents (DD Form 1149) directly to the Bureau of Naval
Personnel (BUPERS).

The Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149) (Figure 4-2) may be used to 
order one or more line item per purchase order or requisition document. 

2. FILES.  An Outstanding Requisition File shall be maintained for DD Forms 1149.  These
forms shall be maintained in document number sequence within each individual file.

3. MANUAL ORDER PROCESSING.  The FSM system does not allow back-fitting of
requisitions.  Order requisition numbers cannot be entered into the FSM system manually; they
must be created via normal system processing.  Every effort must be made to process SIK
requisitions through the FSM system; however, there are times when manual order processing
is required.  Orders shall be considered for manual order processing only in the following
instances:

a. Emergency Order.  The FSM system is non-operational and food is required on an
emergency basis.  Emergency basis requirements consist of situations when the FSM
system will not be operational and it is essential to place an SIK order immediately to
support mission requirements.

b. Split Order (CLF and STORES PV).  The original food order is referred ashore to the
CLO and the requirement is split for fulfillment between a CLF Ship and a STORES PV.
When an SIK order is partially fulfilled by a CLF Ship and/or CLO and partially fulfilled
via STORES processing, the ordering unit shall receive individual receipt and/or invoice
documents from the CLF and/or Cargo Ship issue (Suffix A) and from PV delivery (Suffix
E).

4. REQUIREMENTS APPROVAL DOCUMENTATION.  The step-by-step process for
requirements approval documentation required for Emergency Order and Split Order offline
requisitions is discussed in this subparagraph.

The Unit must have prior written approval from TYCOM and/or a higher authority (Regional 
FSOs, CNIC Regional Director N9, NAVSUP FSM) to process manual orders.  When prior 
approval cannot be obtained (for instance, if communications are unavailable) the approval 
documentation justification must be annotated for after the fact (post order) authorization.  All 
supporting documentation must be retained with the order(s). 

Regardless of how the manual order is placed (Naval Message, Email, or Requisition Text File), 
the ordering document must be printed, signed, dated with legible printed name of person 
signing.  The date of signature must be on or before the date the order was transmitted.  The 
person signing must have a current letter of authority by the CO (See Appendix D, page D-14).

NOTE: The original manual order Document Number(s) shall be reflected on the obligation and 
expenditure transactions in SABRS. 
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When the FSM system is back online, the Unit will enter the SIK order(s) into the FSM system to 
ensure that each manually ordered line item is accounted for in the system. 

NOTE:  The FSM order Document Number(s) will reflect the receipt processing documentation 
in the FSM system.  They must be cross-referenced to the original manual order Document 
Number(s).  The original manual order Document Number(s) will be reflected on the obligation 
and expenditure transactions in SABRS. 

The ordering document for the FSM system order must be printed, signed, dated, and legible 
printed name of person signing along with the date the order is entered into the FSM system 
(Must have CO signed letter of authority).  It must be retained with manual order 
documentation.  The new FSM order must not be released for fulfillment because it would result 
in an additional order for the same line items being placed with a different Document Number.

The FSM order created above must be annotated to reflect the Document Number(s) (including 
the Julian Date) of the manual order document(s) released to STORES and/or PV. 

NOTE:  Cross-referencing annotations that tie together the manual and the FSM system order 
files must be maintained by the Unit and must be provided as audit evidence on request. 

Supporting documentation for manual order processing must include the following items and 
must be retained for 10 years in accordance with Financial Management Operations (FMO) 
document retention policy: 

• TYCOM and/or Higher Authority Approval Document
• Original approved manual order with cross-reference annotations
• FSM system-generated order with cross-reference annotations
• Receipt documentation
• Annotated Cross-Reference Memorandum (see Figure 4-3)

NOTE:  As a point of validation, there should be a one-for-one match between the approved 
manual order and the FSM system-generated order document attributes (National Stock 
Number (NSN) and quantity ordered). 

5. SPLIT ORDER (CLF AND PV).  FSM does not allow for partial receipt processing.  When
the order is split, the Unit will only be able to process receipts against one of the orders.

Confirmation from the CLO that the SIK order has been split will indicate which requisitions will 
be fulfilled by CLF issue and which requisitions will be fulfilled by STORES processing.  The 
Unit must take the following actions to ensure the entire food order is accurately accounted for 
in the FSM system: 

Because the original order was created using the PV order method, the Unit must wait until the 
STORES order is received and then must post receipts in the FSM system for the PV 
requisitions that have been entirely or partially delivered    based on the quantities on the Prime 
Vendor Receipt.  Quantities for requisitions that will be fulfilled by CLF issue must be receipted 
as zero in the FSM system to account for all requisitions from the original order document. 

The original ordering document (approved MILSTRIP requisition text file) must be annotated 
using the MILSTRIP breakdown in Figure 4-1 to evidence which requisitions have been referred 
to the CLO for CLF and/or Cargo fulfillment as part of the split order.   

NOTE: The original order Document Number(s) will be reflected on the obligation and 
expenditure transactions in SABRS. 
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Figure 4-3 
Annotated Cross Reference Memorandum 
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After annotating the original ordering document, the Unit must create a new order in the FSM 
system for the SIK food items that were referred (split) for CLF and/or Cargo Ship fulfillment.  
The Unit must ensure that each split order line item is accounted for in the new FSM order. 

NOTE:  The FSM order Document Number(s) will reflect the receipt processing documentation 
in the FSM system and must be cross-referenced to the original order Document Number(s) that 
were split to the CLF and/or Cargo Ship.  The original manual order Document Number(s) will 
be reflected on the obligation and expenditure transactions in SABRS.  Refer to Food Flash 14 
# 08 FIAR POLICY SIK FSM3 CROSS REFERENCE MEMO dated 16 July 2014. 

The new FSM order must be printed, signed, dated, and legible printed name of person signing 
along with the date the order is entered into the FSM system (Must have CO signed letter of 
authority).  The order must be retained with split order documentation.  The new FSM order 
must not be released for fulfillment because it would result in an additional order for the same 
line items being placed with a different Document Number.

NOTE:  Cross-referencing annotations that tie together the original order and the FSM system 
order files must be maintained by the Unit and must be provided as audit evidence on request. 

Supporting documentation for split order processing must include the following items below and 
must be retained for 10 years in accordance with FMO document retention policy: 

• Original approved order with cross-reference annotations
• FSM system-generated order with cross-reference annotations
• Receipt documentation associated with the entire original order (both the CLF receipts

and the Prime Vendor invoice)
• Annotated Cross-Reference Memorandum (Figure 4-3)

As a point of validation, there should be a one-for-one match between the cancelled orders on 
the original ordering document and the FSM system-generated order document attributes (NSN 
and quantity ordered). 

NOTE:  A Cross Reference Memorandum is a mandatory requirement when food orders are 
created outside of FSM.  Manual order processing may be required when FSM is non-
operational and food is required on an emergency basis; and when food orders are split 
between CLF ships and the STORES Prime Vendor.  To validate the completeness and 
retention of the required SIK Manual Orders documentation, a Cross Reference memorandum 
must be prepared.  As a point of validation, there must be a one-for-one match between the 
approved manual order and the FSM-generated orders.  Cross-referencing annotations that tie 
the manual and FSM order files together must be maintained by the unit and provided as audit 
evidence upon request. 

4201 REQUISITIONING FOOD ITEMS FROM NAVY SUPPLY ACTIVITIES 
1. REQUISITIONING PROCEDURES (DD Form 1149).  The FSM system generates DD Form
1149 for automated activities.  The Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149)
(Figure 4-1) will be the primary form used for manual requisitioning of food products and will be
maintained in “create” status until FLC-approved contract prices are received.

NOTE: Once in “approved” status DD Form 1149 may not be amended in FSM. 

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
From UIC name and hull number of the requisitioning 

ship 
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To 

Ship to - Mark for 

Appropriation 

Appropriation 

Object Class 

Bureau Control No 
Sub-allot 
Auth Acct  
Trans Type 
Prop Acct Act 

Cost Code 

Requisition Date Prepared 
Requisition Number 

Date Material Required 
Priority 

Authority or Purpose 
Signature 
11 through 15 
Item No. 

Federal Stock Number 

Unit of Issue 
Quantity Requested 

UIC and name of the activity to which the 
requisition is submitted 
“Food Service Officer” followed by the name, hull 
number, and location of the ship 
The accounting data for the subsistence 
appropriation entered as one line in Block 4  
17_1453.2241 (= last digit of current FY) 

260 except “534” applies for overseas purchases of 
subsistence from local sources (Husbanding 
Services) 
00022P 
0 
056521 
2D 
Six alpha numeric characters: 00 followed by last digit of 
the calendar year (CY) followed by the three-digit Julian 
date.
1149 Line of Accounting, BCN 0022P, AA 056521, Cost 
Code must be 12 digits consisting of SIK's 5-digit UIC 
followed by the last number of the FY plus 
00022_SIK09T.
Calendar date of requisition
Number consisting of service designator and the UIC 
of the requesting ship, the Julian date of the 
requisition, the requisition serial number consisting of  
“9” followed by the  sequence number (001). Calendar 
date that delivery is required
See NAVSUP P-485, Paragraphs 3045 through 3052 
for information on determining priority. NAVSUP P-486, 
Chapter 4, Paragraph 4201 Name, rank, and signature of 
the requesting official Leave Blank Consecutively 
number each item to be requisitioned 
beginning with number “1”
Short description of each item, the NSN, and the Food 
Item Code (Provide specific description).
Two letter unit of issue
Quantity of the item required

Supply Action (e through i) 
Total Price Leave Blank 
16 through 25 Leave Blank 

2. DISTRIBUTION.  After initial preparation, the DD Form 1149 shall be distributed as follows:
• Original - to the issuing activity
• Copy - to the Incoming Material File
• Copy - to the Outstanding Requisition File
• Remaining Copies - to the issuing activity
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4202 DISTANCE SUPPORT PROVISIONS ORDER PROCESS (MANUAL SPV ORDER) 
1. INTRODUCTION.  Supply Officers afloat may encounter situations where it is not possible to
download the Subsistence Prime Vendor (SPV) catalog and where it may require the assistance
of a Subsistence Total Order and Receipt Electronic System (STORES) operator to manually
input subsistence requisitions into STORES.  It is important to be cognizant of all the supporting
entities and/or resources that can provide assistance.  These entities and/or resources include
the TYCOM Staff, Homeport/Regional Logistics Support Centers (LSCs), Navy Food
Management Teams (NFMTs), Fleet Assist Teams (FATs), and the Navy Cash Fleet Support
Group.

The process delineated in Figure 4-4 below, Distance Support Provisions Order Process, is 
seamless given the functionality of FSM and the ability to upload PRIME VENDOR Catalogs 
(Section B and Section C) for specific geographical regions.  When there are errors 
encountered in Ordering Food Items in FSM (Section D), this guide presents procedures for 
placing subsistence requisitions manually (Section E, Guidelines for Submitting Emergency 
Manual Orders).  Understanding the process and the different situations that may arise during 
execution is the key in ensuring a team’s success. 

Figure 4-4 
Distance Support Provisions Order Process 

Notes: 
 ALL stakeholders must be notified throughout the process until the order is received.
 The correct catalog, MILSTRIP data, and unit of issue (these varies from each Catalog)

must be verified.
 The following actions shall be taken to reduce errors in STORES WEB:
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 Verify the catalog and/or contract number for the AOR.  Refer to the “Pre-Deployment
Guidance” and “CLO’s Welcome Aboard Message” for specific AOR requirements.

 Verify the correct LSNs for the catalog.
 Verify that the MILSTRIP is correct.

2. REQUESTING A PRIME VENDOR CATALOG IN FSM FOR A SPECIFIC REGION.  Refer
to FSM User Guide and FSM wiki - https://applications.navsup.navy.mil/FSMwiki/).  The
following steps shall be taken in FSM to request a Prime Vendor Catalog for a specific region:

• From the MANAGEMENT TASK SECTION on the MAIN MENU, select the ACTIVITIES
link.

• On MANAGE ACTIVITIES, select the MANAGE ACTIVITY link.
• On MANAGE ACTIVITY link, select the CATALOGS link.
• Search through list of Catalogs to identify the PRIME VENDOR NAME, PRIME

VENDOR REGION, CONTRACT NUMBER, and ORDERING POINT.  (This information
can be provided by the TYCOM, Fleet Logistic Centers (FLCs), and CLO and is listed on
the DLA website).

• Select the desired catalog by placing a check mark under the REQUEST CATALOG
link.

• Select DONE.

Notes: 
 To view the catalogs: go to the MANAGEMENT TASKS Section and then go to the

VENDORS LINK.
 FSM replication does not take place in real time.  Although it is possible for replication to

occur numerous times a day, the requested catalog may not be available until from 4
hours to 48 hours after submitting the catalog request.

 Communications must be established with afloat NIAPS Admin to ensure that the “TO
SHIP” replication is current.  If the replication is not current, then the catalogs will not
upload into FSM.

 Catalogs.txt received from FLC/CLO cannot be uploaded into FSM.

3. PROCEDURES FOR VIEWING A PRIME VENDOR LIST OR CATALOG IN FSM.  Refer to
the FSM User Guide.  The following steps shall be taken in FSM to view a Prime Vendor List or
Catalog:

• From the MANAGEMENT TASKS section on the MAIN MENU, click the VENDORS link.
• To search for a specific vendor, enter or select one or more of the following:

o Enter a name or partial name in the VENDOR NAME field
o Enter a contract number or partial number in the CONTRACT NUMBER field
o Select a region from the REGION list -or- to see the list of all vendors, leave the

SEARCH fields blank.
• Click the SEARCH link.
• Click the link in the VIEW CATALOG column for the catalog you want to view or print.
• From the CATALOG FILTER list.

o Catalog Date Column should be current and “VIEW CATALOG” link will be active
(not grayed out) if the “TO SHIP” replication is current.

• To print a vendor catalog, click the PRINTABLE VERSION link.

4. FSM PROCEDURES FOR ORDERING FOOD ITEMS.  Refer to the FSM User Guide.  The
following steps shall be taken in FSM to order food items:

• From the AS NEEDED TASKS Section on the MAIN MENU, click the MANAGE
ORDERS link.

https://applications.navsup.navy.mil/FSMwiki/
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• Click the CREATED NEW ORDER link.  Select an activity from the ACTIVITY list, if
necessary.

• Select an order method from the METHOD list (such as PV, CARGO, Other).
• Enter the required delivery date in the RDD field.
• If you selected PRIME VENDOR from the METHOD list, select a catalog from the

CATALOG list.
Note: The ORDER TYPE list is unavailable and appears dimmed unless the PRIME
VENDOR option is selected from the METHOD list.  The SOURCE DESCRIPTION field
is system-populated after selecting a catalog.

• Enter the name of the source providing the order items in the SOURCE DESCRIPTION
field, if necessary.  If you selected PRIME VENDOR from the METHOD list, select
SHOPPING LIST from the ORDER TYPE list.

• Click the CREATE ORDER link.
• Click the ADD NEW ITEM link.
• To search for a specific Food Item Code (FIC), enter one or both of the following:

o A FIC or partial code in the FIC field.
o A description or partial description in the NOMENCLATURE field -or- To see the list

of all FICs, leave the SEARCH fields blank.
• Click the SEARCH link.
• Enter the amount you want to order in the ORDER QUANTITY field.
• Click the UPDATE ORDER link.
• Repeat the three steps immediately above until you have completed your order.
• To save the order and approve it later, click the DONE link OR to approve the order,

click the APPROVE link and then click OK.
• Select FILE link, to create the MILSTRIP file to be emailed to FLC / CLO.

5. GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING EMERGENCY MANUAL ORDERS.  The following steps
shall be taken to submit emergency manual orders:

• Obtain a written approval from the TYCOM and/or a higher authority such as the Fleet,
Regional FSOs, and/or CNIC (see note 1).

• From the MANAGEMENT TASKS section on the MAIN MENU, click the VENDORS link.
To search for a specific vendor, enter or select one or more of the following:
o Enter a name or partial name in the VENDOR NAME field
o Enter a contract number or partial number in the CONTRACT NUMBER field
o Select a region from the REGION list -or- To see the list of all vendors, leave the

search fields blank.
• Click the SEARCH link.
• Click the link in the VIEW CATALOG column for the catalog you want to view or print.
• To view “no exception” items, select an option from the CATALOG FILTER list.

o From the CATALOG FILTER list, select order point (not all).
• To print a vendor catalog, click the PRINTABLE VERSION link.

o Note: If the catalog is not available in FSM, you may request a catalog from FLC
(SPV Operator or NFMT), CLO, TYCOM, or ATG in order for you to view what items
are available.  Bear in mind that the catalogs received from FLC (SPV Operator or
NFMT), CLO, TYCOM, or ATG cannot be uploaded into FSM.

• Provide a list of food items to be ordered to Regional FLC/CLO for processing (in
MILSTRIP format via Naval Message, Email, or Requisition Text File).  Ensure
NSNs/LSNs chosen matches the NSN/LSN of items carried onboard (see note 3).

• Once order has been placed in STORES, request the SENT REPORT from Regional
FLC/CLO.
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• When the FSM system is back online, enter the line items (ordered manually in
STORES) into FSM – ensure all line items are accounted for.

• Attach a Cross-Reference Memorandum (Figure 4-3) to the FSM system order.
• The following must be kept in the retained records: The TYCOM and/or Higher Authority

Approval Document, original approved manual order, cross-reference annotations, FSM
system-generated order with cross-reference annotations, receipt documentation, and
annotated cross-reference memorandum.

Notes: 
 If prior approval cannot be obtained because lack of means to communicate and/or lack

of connectivity, then an approval request (after ordering the items) must be submitted
when there is an ability to communicate (connectivity is restored) with the following:
“After the fact (post order) authorization.”

 All supporting documents must be filed with the respective order(s) on the retained file.
 Regardless of how the manual order was placed (in MILSTRIP format either via Naval

Message, email, or Requisition Text File), the ordering document must be printed, signed,
dated, and have legibly printed name of person signing. The date of signature must be on
or before the date the order was transmitted and the person signing must have a letter of
authority from the Commanding Officer (see Appendix D, page D-14).

 The FSM order Document Number(s) must reflect the receipt processing documentation
in the FSM system.  They must be cross-referenced to the original manual order
Document Number(s).
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CHAPTER 5 

RECEIPT, INSPECTION, AND STOWAGE 

PART A:  RECEIPT 
5000 GENERAL 
1. GENERAL.  Subsistence items received aboard a ship or shore activity have a variety of
receipt papers depending on the method of request and the issuing activity.  Certain
certifications are common to all receipt documents.  Receipts must contain the following
minimum data elements:

• Document Number
• Local Stock Number (LSN)
• Quantity
• Unit of Issue

If any of these data elements is unavailable or illegible on the receipt, an administrative and/or 
dummy receipt is required.  Upon receipt of subsistence items, the Receipt Inspector must take 
the following steps:  

• Date the document when received.
• Circle the quantity accepted.
• Legibly print full name and sign the document to indicate receipt.
• Verify the price, quantity, and NSN on the Subsistence Prime Vendor (SPV) vendor

receipt.
• Record all temperatures and notate the time on the receipt to ensure that authorized

personnel receive all food products.
• If the SPV receipt document changes in quantity received, the incorrect quantity must be

lined out; the correct quantity must be hand written, circled, and initialed; and the reason
for the change must be annotated.  The SPV Representative and/or driver must initial all
corrections.

The Veterinary Food Inspector (VFI) must take the following steps: 
• The assigned VFI shall be present at all receipt inspections to identify any concerns

about condition, quality, and wholesomeness.
• The VFI shall document these issues in the DoD Veterinary Safety Management

Information System (VSIMS) and shall communicate all issues to the FSO for action.
• Commercial source receipts that the VFI deems to be of questionable quality and any

items deemed unwholesome, substandard, or non-conforming to the contract shall have
a Report of Discrepancy (ROD) issued to prevent a recurrence and to establish a quality
history and credit to the Government (see Section on RODs).

• On rare occasions where a VFI is not available, a Preventive Medicine Authority (PMA)
may conduct receipt inspections and relay that information to the Veterinary Supporting
Service for proper documentation and accountability.

All SPV receipts must be validated by the FSO for accuracy before submitting them for posting 
to the Fleet Logistics Center/Chief Logistics Officer (FLC/CLO) Stores Web Operator.  The 
following are the only authorized SPV receipt validation procedures: 

• The information from the vendor receipt, the information saved in FSM Military Standard
Requisitioning and Issue Procedures (MILSTRIP), and the Stores Web information must
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be validated for accuracy. 
• Ensure that the Cost Recovery Rate (CRR) is applied appropriately in the Food Service

Management (FSM) system.
• The validated SPV vendor receipt must be forwarded to the FLC/CLO STORES Web

operator within 30 days (afloat) and 5 days (ashore) for posting in Stores Web.
NOTE: Validated vendor receipts that are not submitted within the specified timelines
shall result in suspension of submitting additional requirements in Stores Web.  Contact
The Immediate Superior in Command/Type Commander (ISIC/TYCOM) must be
contacted immediately when there is a delay.

• The FSO shall sign and file the validated FSM MILSTRIP, Stores Web Receipt, and SPV
receipt in the Food Service Accountability File.

NOTE: See Part B,  Part C, and Appendix F for detailed guidance. 

5001 ANTICIPATION OF RECEIPTS 
1. GENERAL.  Shipment notices help anticipate receipt of subsistence items, delivery dates
requested on requisitions, or by other indications that deliveries shall be made on specified
dates.  The NAVSUP FLC SPV team must notify the customer in advance of the expected
required delivery date (RDD).  When deliveries of food items are expected, the FSO, VFI, and
Receipt Inspectors, identified by name, are present.  Condition and wholesomeness
inspections are always coordinated with the supporting Veterinary Activity.  Adequate storage
space shall be made available.  All provision deliveries will receive a contracted civilian working
party as part of SECNAV’s Provision On-load Program to store the provisions in locations
directed by the LCPO, Storeroom Custodian or ship’s representative.  Except for required
shipboard operations, Commands shall not supplement the civilian working party with military
assistance.  NAVSUP FLC’s LSC must be notified when this occurs.  The FSO shall conduct the
Cargo Brief with the staff assigned to the working party at least 24 hours before receiving
stores.  This includes specific working party assignments (civilian and military), conveyors,
crane services, elevators, or ramps.  Cargo personnel must receive training and updates on the
events that pertain to their assignments.

2. RECEIVING CONTROL.  Receiving subsistence items involves several separate steps.  The
general term “receipt” includes the following:

• Planning
• Preparation
• Inspection
• Storage
• Processing Receipts
• Posting Records
• Paying Dealers’ Bills

Proper receipt of food items is important in establishing and maintaining control of the food 
service operation.  The FSO is responsible for proper receipt control procedures throughout 
ordering, receiving, and storing. 

3. WORKING PARTY ASSIGNMENTS WHEN CONTRACTED WORKING PARTIES ARE
UNAVAILABLE.  There shall be a ship’s instruction that indicates the number of personnel each
department must supply for the various working parties.  A few days before delivery, and on the
day of delivery, the working party requirements for that day’s delivery are in the plan of the day.
A list from each department of the personnel they have assigned to the working party creates
the muster list for the working party.  When there is a working party consisting of personnel from
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other departments, supply personnel serve as checkers, spotters, and supervisors to the 
greatest extent possible.  Civilian work parties must be used when available and shall be 
scheduled through the local NAVSUP FLC SPV coordinators.   

4. STOREROOMS.  The bulk storeroom custodian is aware of the delivery and ensures that
the storeroom is ready.  Subsistence items shall be arranged so that the oldest stock shall be
issued out first (first in-first out) according to the use by, best by, sell by, or expiration date
(original package date not Prime Vendor (SPV) sticker date).  This includes taking into account
the condition of each product.

5. RECORDS.  It is a good practice to conduct an inventory before receipt of new food items to
ensure that actual on-hand balances are in agreement with the storeroom inventory.  Stock
records are posted and up-to-date to provide the control needed in resolving any differences
that occur during the receipt process.

6. INCOMING REQUISITION.  This file contains copies of all outstanding requisition and
purchase documents for use by the bulk storeroom custodian who shall physically receive the
food items.

5002 RECEIPT DOCUMENTS USED 
1. RECEIPTS FROM THE PRIME VENDOR.  The following constitute receipts from the Prime
Vendor:

• Receipt Document
• Vendor’s Delivery Invoice

2. RECEIPTS FROM COMMERCIAL VENDORS.  Receipt documents used for purchases
from commercial vendors shall be one of the following:

• Order for Supplies or Requisition and Invoice Shipping Document (DD Form 1149)
• Vendor delivery invoices

3. RECEIPTS FROM MILITARY ACTIVITIES.  Receipts from military activities are discussed
below.

a. Receipts from Defense Logistics Agency.  Receipts from DLA and Naval Supply
activities include receipts from the following:
• DLA Supply activities
• Naval Supply activities
• Combat Logistic Force (CLF) ships
• Other Military Services

b. Receipt Documents from Military Activities.  Receipt documents from military activities
shall be one of the following:
• DoD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document (DD Form 1348-1-A)
• Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Documents (DD Form 1149) (Required by the

issuing activity)

4. RECEIPTS FROM OTHER END USERS.  The Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document
(DD Form 1149) shall be used for requisitions from other end users.
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PART B:  RECEIPT AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR 
SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR 

5100 BACKGROUND 
1. DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY GUIDANCE.  The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Troop
Support Website provides specific guidance on quality assurance during receiving.  The
contracted quality assurance responsibility belongs to DLA Troop Support, SPV Branch, and
Directorate of Subsistence.  Day-to-day quality assurance is the responsibility of the ordering
activity.  At many ordering activities, the receiving official is the government’s first-line quality
assurance representative and is the final authority for accepting or rejecting products.  Products
with health factor concerns, such as suspected unwholesomeness, are placed on medical hold
until cleared of condemned by a VFI or PMA.  Wholesomeness determination is the
responsibility of the U.S.  Army Veterinary Services while in port and at fixed installations and
can be coordinated for deployed situations.  Table 5-1, Table 5-2, and Table 5-3 at the end of
this Section present characteristics used for determining the quality of meat, fruits, and
vegetables.

Where Military Medical activities are supporting the ordering activities receipt inspection of 
multiple-line commercial products, medical receipt inspection should focus primarily on the 
examination for the wholesomeness and sanitary condition of approved sources, consistent with 
the direction of the responsible PMA and U.S.  Army Veterinary Services.   

A spot-checking system may be used when it is unreasonably difficult, or when it shall unduly 
delay delivery conveyances, to perform a destination inspection at the time of delivery.  Spot-
checking should be rare and consistent with the direction of the responsible medical authority 
and the risk assessment made clear to the Commander.  Delivery conveyances are not unduly 
delayed for performing a receipt inspection.   

2. GENERAL FOOD SERVICE OFFICER RESPONSIBILITIES.  The FSO is responsible for
establishing systems and procedures that ensure products received from the SPV conform to
contract specifications and inspected for quality, quantity, and wholesomeness consistent with
the direction of the responsible VFI or PMA.  Appendix F, Inspection Guide for Subsistence
Serviceability Afloat/Ashore, provides a convenient guide for daily use and reference.

3. MILITARY MEDICAL VETERINARY INSPECTION RESPONSIBILITIES.  The U.S.  Army
Veterinary Service is responsible for Food Safety and Product Compliance Evaluations.  The
U.S.  Army Veterinary Service maintains an installation support plan to include the SPV and
ensures a high level of performance accordingly.  Routine inspections verify that the products
are safe and wholesome.  The Army Veterinary Food Inspectors inspect deliveries on the pier
and onboard ships.  The FSO or his representative may request U.S.  Army Veterinary Services
or the PMA to assist with any determination that delivered food is in less than excellent
condition.  The U.S.  Army Veterinary Service inspectors shall provide a written report to the
FSO after concluding pier side or onboard inspection for the day of the inspection.  Please be
advised that U.S.  Army Veterinary Service inspectors may not be available for all SPV
deliveries – on those rare occasions, the Preventive Medical Authority may perform the
inspection.

4. SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR RESPONSIBILITY FOR QUALITY.  Subsistence items
received from commercial vendors shall originate only from approved sources.  In the CONUS,
all food items shall be of U.S.  origin in compliance with the Berry Amendment.  All meat or meat
food products delivered within the United States shall bear on the item, or on the original
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package, the stamp or label of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) to certify 
that the meat or meat products have been U.S.  Inspected and Passed.  A United States 
Department of Commerce Certified Shellfish Shipper’s Certificate must accompany all 
shipments of unshucked shellfish.  This tag, attached to the container is to remain attached until 
the container is empty and then filed for 90 days.  Fresh crustaceans (lobster and crab) must be 
alive to be accepted. 

5. BERRY AMENDMENT.  The Berry Amendment and its exceptions are discussed below.
a. Berry Amendment.  The Berry Amendment (USC, Title 10 and Section 2533a) requires

the DoD to give preference in procurement to domestically produced foodstuffs.
Domestic Non-Availability Determinations (DNADs) are possible when items grown or
produced in the U.S.  are not in satisfactory quality and in sufficient quantity as part of
the review.  The status of Berry Amendment compliance of various fresh fruits and
vegetables is available to DLA and the local supporting Veterinary Service Activities.  All
Navy procured subsistence in the U.S.  must be Berry Amendment compliant.

b. Berry Amendment Exceptions.  The Berry Amendment does not apply to acquisitions
outside the U.S in support of deployed, contingency or combat operations.  It also does
not apply to acquisitions of perishable foods by or for activities located outside the U.S.
for personnel of these activities.  This includes vessels in foreign waters.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD QUALITY MEATS 
TYPE OF MEAT ACCEPTABILITY STANDARDS 
Beef Bright red color, smooth texture. 
Veal Grayish pink color, smooth texture. 
Lamb Light red color, lean portions finely textured. 
Pork Light pink color, firm to the touch. 
Sausage meats Firm to the touch and free of any sliminess 

and mold that may indicate decomposition of 
the sausage.  The outer casing must not be 
broken.  External mold is common on dry 
sausage such as salami.  Wash the mold off 
without breaking the casing. 

Table 5-1 

FRUIT 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ACCEPTABLE/UNACCEPTABLE FRUIT
ACCEPTABLE/UNACCEPTABLE CHARACTERISTICS 

Apples Best grades are firm, of good color, without blemishes, and flavorful. 
Poor color and lack of flavor indicate an immature product.  Overripe 
apples are dull and often wilted.  Freezing or bruising makes the skin 
brown, water soaked, tough, and leathery. 

Bananas Yellow peel indicates ripe fruit.  Yellow peel flecked with brown indicates 
a fully ripe product to available for immediate consumption.  Black peel 
indicates exceptionally ripe fruit available for cooking.  Do not store 
bananas in refrigerated storerooms; store at room temperature. 

Cantaloupe Outside netting is thick and stands out from main covering.  No trace of 
stem and a delicate aroma indicate a quality product.  Seeds rattle when 
shaken.  The skin beneath the netting should be yellow but too deep a 
yellow indicates over-ripeness. 

Cherries Acceptable cherries are bright in color.  Immature cherries have a bitter 
taste.  Soft, over-ripe or shriveled fruit are not edible. 

Grapefruit Acceptable grapefruit is firm, springy to the touch and not soft, wilted, or 
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flabby.  A course skin, puffiness, and sponginess indicate lack of juice or 
flavor or both.  Soft, discolored areas indicate decay. 

Grapes Acceptable grapes are plump and to the stem firmly.  Wetness or the 
presence of mold indicate decay. 

Honeydew 
Melon 

Quality melons have thick, green-colored, sweet, fine-flavored flesh with a 
distinct, pleasant odor.  Decay generally is indicated by mold or dark, sunken, 
watery areas. 

Lemons Quality lemons are greenish-yellow in color with a smooth, fine-textured skin.  
Mold and soft spots on ends indicate decay. 

Nectarines Appearance is similar to peaches without fuzz.  Fruit should be firm and 
plump with reddish, white, or yellow flesh. 

Oranges Skin is yellowish-orange in color, smooth, and fine in texture.  Puffy, spongy 
fruit is not acceptable.  Check for hidden, decayed fruit. 

Peaches Acceptable peaches are firm, with smooth skin, and are well filled-out.  Deep 
reddish-brown color and softness are over-ripe. 

Pears Acceptable pears are firm, shiny, and free of brown spots.  Green pears need 
to ripen before serving.  Pears develop off the tree and must be fully ripe for 
use. 

Pineapples Fully ripe fruit is slightly soft to the touch and golden yellow in color with a 
piney odor.  Slight decay at the base and dark watery spots on the sides are 
signs of over-ripeness. 

Plums Acceptable if in full color and soft enough to yield to slight pressure.  The fruit 
is immature if it is hard and poor in color or flavor.  Over-ripe fruit is soft and 
usually leaky. 

Strawberries Good quality fruit is firm, plump, and bright red.  Over-ripe strawberries are 
dull in color, soft, leaky, and should not be used.  Mold at the surface 
indicates decay. 

Tangerines Discolored skins or extremely soft, mushy spots indicate decay. 
Watermelons The surest way to determine quality is to cut a plug extending to the center. 

A fully ripe watermelon has a thin outer skin that peels easily when scraped 
with the fingernail.  Interior meat is firm, watery, and sweet.  Ground rot 
appears as soft spots on the skin. 

Table 5-2 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ACCEPTABLE AND/OR UNACCEPTABLE FRUIT
VEGETABLES  ACCEPTABLE AND/OR UNACCEPTABLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Cabbage Heads are solid, well compacted, and not discolored. 
Carrots Bright color and well shaped. 
Cucumbers Firm to the touch and dull green in appearance. 
Lettuce (Iceberg) Heads firm, but spongy to touch.  Leaves should be medium green in 

color. 
Onions (green) Bright, clean, hard, and well shaped with dark skin. 
Peppers, sweet Well shaped and thick walled with dark skin. 
Potatoes Clean, firm, and free from eyes and growth cuts. 
Radishes Smooth, crisp, and firm consistency. 

es Firm to touch, well formed, and free of blemishes 
NOTE:  Fresh vegetables must be handled only when necessary and with extreme care 
because of their perishable nature. 

Table 5-3 
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5101 QUALITY INSPECTION 
1. FOOD SERVICE OFFICERS.  FSOs or a designated representative shall ensure the
inspection of all subsistence items by the proper authorities, that the exact quantity is present,
and that all products are in excellent condition.  The FSO or a designated representative shall
acknowledge receipt by legibly printing, signing, and dating receipt documents in non-erasable
black/blue ink.  U.S.  Army Veterinary Food Inspectors, notified in advance, are present for all
load outs/deployments.

2. U.S. ARMY VETERINARY INSPECTORS.  Deliveries made by the Prime Vendor are
subject to random inspection by the Army Veterinary Inspector (AVI).  The PMA or AVI is
required to perform fitness-for-human consumption inspections on all food purchases made
outside the normal prime vendor supply channels.

3. ARMY VETERINARY FOOD INSPECTION.  Army Veterinary food inspections must be
done for all receipt of subsistence by the US Military and must comply with the following:

• Inspection on deliveries are conducted as they are received on the pier or at an ashore
facility

• Routine customer service visits evaluate the products received and the vendor’s
performance.

• There must be on-call assistance for issues with a food product during or after a
delivery.

• The dollar amount for any AVI sampling is a Survey and signed by the Veterinary or
Medical Inspector.  The applicable section of this publication contains the dollar value
limitations when using NAVSUP Form 1334, Loss without Survey, or DD Form 200,
Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss.

5102 DELIVERY 
1. GENERAL.  All items shall be delivered at designated areas, free of damage, with all
packaging and packing materials intact.  Protect food products from inclement weather when
necessary.  The SPV shall remove all excess pallets from the delivery point by prior
arrangement between the SPV and the ordering activity.  Mission requirements dictate delivery
frequency and volume in agreement with the FSO, the SPV and/or the NAVSUP FLC and DLA.

2. DELIVERY SCHEDULES.  Delivery schedules shall be coordinated before arrival to ensure
the availability of equipment and/or personnel.  Customers may not contact their supporting
vendors to modify requisition or delivery schedules.  Customers must contact their FLC for any
changes made to their delivery schedule.  Authorized Receipt Inspectors must be available on
the pier at the time of delivery, especially during a foreign port visit when anchored out, to
prevent unnecessary delays at all delivery points.  SPV contractors are aware that projected
feeding strengths at each naval location are subject to fluctuations based on a variety of factors
such as seasonal increases/decreases in personnel, surges resulting from crises, mission
changes or deployments, and/or homecomings.  The Prime Vendor Customer Service
Representative shall maintain open communication with the NAVSUP FLC, TYCOMs, and
FSOs to be aware of these fluctuations and to provide the increased quantity and frequency of
deliveries needed during these critical times.

An SPV who does not make a delivery to any facility in the specified delivery window may be 
liable as specified in the contract except under the following situations: 

• The Prime Vendor attempts delivery and is refused entry to the base or pier
• The facility or NAVSUP FLC, acting as agent for the ship, cancels or refuses delivery
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• The vehicle is delayed, through no fault of the SPV, at a prior delivery site resulting in
delays to subsequent deliveries

The Prime Vendor shall not be liable for any excess cost if the failure to conform to contractual 
schedules arises out of causes beyond the control of, and without the fault or negligence of, the 
contractor. 

3. DELIVERY VEHICLES.  The SPV shall provide clean, closed delivery vehicles that are
equipped with lift gates.  Delivery vehicles shall be capable of maintaining products at
appropriate temperatures.  The FSO or authorized Receipt Inspector shall inspect delivery
vehicles for sanitation and temperature (for chilled items) at the destination using a personal
thermometer (not the truck’s built-in thermometer) and record the temperature on the receipt
document.  Vehicles that are not sanitary, that are not equipped to maintain prescribed
temperatures, or have food and non-food items stored together may be rejected without further
inspection.

5103 RECEIPT AND INSPECTION OF FOOD ITEMS RECEIVED FROM SUBSISTENCE 
PRIME VENDORS 

1. INSPECTION OF SUBSISTENCE.  The FSO, Supply Officer (SUPPO), or Leading Culinary
Specialist (LCS) (with written approval) is responsible for the receipt, identification, and
inspection of all incoming subsistence items.  All food items shall be inspected at the destination
for conformance to all terms and conditions quoted or referred to in the contract.  These terms
shall include count, condition, and identity.  Deviations from the terms and conditions of the
contract are not permitted under ordinary circumstances.  However, deviations may be allowed
when approved by the FSO before delivery.  Substitutions for ordered items are not permitted.
When orders call for specific grade, type, or quality of food products, only the specified items
shall be accepted on delivery.  Food items shall not be accepted if deviations or substitutions
have been made, even if offered at reduced prices.  The FSO or designated representative shall
inspect supplies as promptly as is practicable after delivery.  Failure to promptly inspect or
accept supplies does not relieve the contractor from responsibility; nor does it impose liability on
any one of the ordering facilities for non-conforming supplies.

2. IDENTITY INSPECTION AT RECEIPT.  Food items shall be inspected to ensure that the
product is the item, type, style, and grade ordered.  Receipt Inspectors shall be familiar with
contractual labeling requirements and shall be thoroughly trained to determine shelf-life
requirements and shelf-life remaining at receipt.  All perishable products must have an “open
coded” Date of Pack (DOP) and an open coded “Use by Date,” “Best If Used By Date,” “Sell By
Date”, or similar marking indicating the end date of the guaranteed freshness.  The SPV shall
deliver the freshest food possible, but as a minimum shall comply with the contractual shelf life
requirements.  To obtain a copy of the applicable contractual requirements, contact the local
Navy Food Management Team or local Fleet Logistics Center (NAVSUP FLC).  Products
offered by the SPV are required to be the freshest available products and must be within the
manufacturer’s established shelf life.  Refer to the specific contract requirements.  For ashore
activities the SPV is required to deliver only the freshest possible food.

3. QUANTITY AND/OR COUNT INSPECTION UPON RECEIPT.  Food items shall be
inspected to ensure proper quantity (the quantity on the receipt document matches the quantity
actually received).  Each item must be checked to verify that the correct number of items are
received, based on the unit of issue such as bags, cans, or weight.  Net weights marked on
standard packages shall be accepted.  The count on the outside of containers shall be
confirmed by randomly selecting at least one case of each line item and ensuring that counts
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indicated on the outside of a container match the actual contents.  The counts indicated on the 
container must be checked on any container that has been opened. 

4. QUALITY AND/OR CONDITION INSPECTION UPON RECEIPT.  Food items shall be
inspected to verify their acceptability and wholesomeness.  This inspection must include
temperature (for chilled and frozen) and age (date of pack).  At the time of delivery, the
temperature (for chilled and frozen) shall be recorded by the FSO or his designated Receipt
Inspector and annotated on the receipt document.  The products shall be inspected to verify
they are in the condition required by the contract; that is, vegetables must be fresh, not wilted
and meats must be fresh.  The packaging and packing materials must be adequate to protect
the product during storage and must meet contractual requirements for general messes afloat.
Samples must be selected from the rear, middle, and front of the delivery van.  Representative
samples of each type of product shall be included in the sampling for inspection.  The contractor
shall be responsible for proper product storage, segregation, and delivery of products in
excellent condition.  The following shall apply:

• Frozen food items shall be delivered with internal temperatures not exceeding 0°F.
Evidence of thawing and refreezing shall be cause for rejection of an item.

• Case weight of frozen meat items shall not exceed 60 pounds in weight with a 1/2-inch
head space (air gap).

• Items requiring “Protection from Heat” must be delivered at a temperature below 70°F.
• Items requiring “Chilled” conditions shall be delivered with internal temperatures

between 32° F.  and 41° F.
• The recommended internal temperature for ice cream is -10°F.  The temperature shall

not exceed 0°F.
• Containers and wrapping must be intact and not damaged.  Packages shall be free of

dripping and show no evidence indicating that the contents have been mishandled.

5. MEDICAL DEPARTMENT CERTIFICATION.  A medical department certification is not
required for deliveries made to a Navy or Marine Corps food establishment by an SPV or by a
subcontractor under a Prime Vendor Contract.  If there is any doubt about the fitness of any
item, the product shall not be accepted.  It shall be referred to local Army veterinary personnel
for resolution.  In the event local Army veterinary support is not available, resolution shall be
referred to the command/unit Navy PMA.  The DLA provides disposition instructions.  Deliveries
made by the SPV are subject to random inspections by an Army Veterinary Inspector (AVI).
Under the SPV program, the veterinary food inspector’s stamp is not required for the vendor to
receive payment.  When receiving subsistence from an approved non-contracted SPV overseas
the command’s PMA shall inspect all deliveries for wholesomeness and shall sign the receipt to
acknowledge acceptance of subsistence.

6. ACCEPTANCE OF FOOD ITEMS.  The information gained in the course of receipt
inspections is necessary to make the proper decision for initial acceptance of food items
delivered by an SPV.  The FSO or designated representative is the final authority on decisions
to accept or reject deliveries, except in cases of suspected unwholesomeness, unapproved
sources, and Berry Amendment Compliance.  Food found to be deteriorated, contaminated, or
infested at the time of delivery shall be rejected and returned to the SPV.  Any item that has
been mishandled, has incorrect internal temperatures at delivery, shows evidence of being
thawed and refrozen, has freezer burn, or is dehydrated shall not be accepted.  It must be
properly documented to support actions taken.  FSOs shall contact the Army Veterinary Service
for disposition advice on all questions of fitness for human consumption or wholesomeness
(especially for all overseas deliveries).  In the absence of the Army Veterinary Service, the FSO
must contact a PMA to accept and sign all overseas receipts.  Any food item received in less
than acceptable condition must be reported and rejected.  An SF 364 must be provided to the
DLA SPV when deliveries of subsistence contain less-than-satisfactory products that are
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accepted at the time of delivery.  This process  allows the SPV to evaluate and investigate 
products to ensure the Navy continues to receive excellent food items.  Substitute items 
accepted must be representative of the original product ordered and only accepted with prior 
approval from the FSO.  This must be documented and initialed by the FSO on the receipt at the 
time of acceptance of the substitute food item.  The local NAVSUP FLC may be contact for 
assistance in correcting deliveries of less-than-satisfactory food items. 

5104 AUTHORIZED RETURNS 
The contractor and/or vendor shall accept returns under the following conditions: 

• Products shipped in error.
• Products damaged in shipment.
• Products with concealed or latent defects.
• Products that are recalled.
• Products that do not meet shelf life requirements.
• Products that do not meet minimum quality requirements.
• Products delivered in unsanitary vehicles.
• Products delivered that fail to meet minimum/maximum temperature requirements.
• Over-ordered products in new condition.

5105 REJECTION AND RE-DELIVERY OF DISCREPANT ITEMS AT DELIVERY 
1. RECEIVING ACTIVITY RESPONSIBILITY.  The receiving activity shall immediately notify
TYCOM or the regional representative of any problem not resolved by the NAVSUP FLC or the
SPV.

a. Report of Discrepancy Report.  The Report of Discrepancy Report (SF 364) shall be
submitted to NAVSUP via FLC and TYCOM for any problem that has not been resolved.
(See Paragraph 5300.2 and Figure 5-5 for details on how to complete an ROD).

b. Product Rejection.  When products are rejected at the time of receipt for medical
reasons, a copy of the PMA’s SF 364 shall be emailed to navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
via FLC and TYCOM for further distribution to the SPV and the DLA Account
Manager/Regional Representative.  The Prime Vendor Listing on the DLA website for
account manager contact information shall be used.  This listing can be found at
http://www.dla.mil/subs/pv/pvlist.asp TROOP SUPPORT SITE

2. DELIVERY TICKETS.  In the event an item(s) is (are) rejected, delivery tickets shall be
annotated for the item(s) rejected.  These items and their respective costs shall then be lined
out and initialed by the driver and the receiving person.  The Receipt Inspector shall clearly
annotate a specific reason for each item returned to the SPV.  Such reasons may include the
following:

• High temperature
• Evidence of refreezing or thawing
• Pest damage
• Packaging with broken seals
• Excessively soiled packaging
• Evidence of tampering
• Mechanical damage
• Decay for FF&V
• Unapproved source

Quantities received that are greater than the quantity ordered are required to be returned to the 
SPV to avoid an unauthorized commitment. 

mailto:navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
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3. REPLACEMENTS.  Replacements are authorized depending on the needs of the command.
Same day re-delivery of replacement items shall be provided when the customer requires
immediate use of the item.  In this instance the FSO shall notify NAVSUP FLC/SPV (SPV) to re-
order the replacement items and shall request a same-day or a next day delivery date.
Replacement items that are delivered the same day or later shall require a new order entry and
shall be delivered under a separate invoice.  These re-deliveries shall not be considered as an
emergency order.  Replacement items may be delivered on an unlimited basis at no extra
charge.  The invoice signed by the receiving official should  reflect only the items that were
actually received.  All replacements will be documented on the receipt and initialed by the FSO.
Commands must not sign for a replacement item until it is actually received.  Replacement of
rejected products shall be ordered at the discretion of the FSO.  A different brand may be
requested to prevent the return of suspect item(s).

5106 RECEIPT DOCUMENT PROCESSING 
1. GENERAL.  The FSO/Receipt Inspector is responsible for delivery, inspection, and
acceptance of provisions from the SPV as discussed in this subparagraph.

The FSO and/or Receipt Inspector shall circle the quantity received and shall legibly print, sign, 
date, and annotate the time of delivery on the delivery invoice.  The procedure for any changes 
in quantity received is as follows: 

• line out the incorrect quantity
• initial the correction
• annotate and circle the actual quantity received
• annotate and circle the reason for the change (rejected, missing, substitution) on

the receipt (delivery invoice)
• the SPV representative/driver must initial all corrections

The required number of copies of the completed invoice shall be returned to the delivery vehicle 
driver.  The SPV delivery driver shall provide a receipt to NAVSUP FLC. 

a. Afloat/Inport.  A Returned copy of the invoice shall be provided to the designated
Logistic Support Representative (LSR) at the NAVSUP FLC via the delivery vehicle
driver.  Both the ordering activity and the LSR at NAVSUP FLC shall validate receipts.  A
final copy of the receipts in FSM format and with all noted adjustments shall be returned
back to the ordering activity via email.  The designated records keeper shall then verify
the LSR posted receipts with their own to ensure 100% continuity.  Immediately contact
the LSR when discrepancies occur.

b. Ashore.  The ashore Recordskeeper/storeroom custodian shall post receipts directly into
Stores Web and the FSM system, ensuring that all discrepancies are posted properly
and verified directly with the SPV.

2. RECEIPT RETENTION.  Current financial records retention guidance requires the retention
of all documentation in support of a financial statement audit.  Commanders may authorize the
use of electronic/optical storage for retention of issue and receipt source documents in lieu of
paper storage.  However, receipt documentation must be readily available for review by
procurement personnel, auditors, and financial management personnel.

5107 PRIME VENDOR COST RECOVERY RATE 
The Prime Vendor CRR is entered annually into the FSM system at the enterprise level.  SPV 
Cost Recovery rates are applied only to all SPV requisitions.  The CRR markup fee shall be 
applied to the extended price of each item (whether the order was processed CONUS or 
OCONUS) when processing the truck driver’s commercial invoices.  Units shall apply the CRR 
during receipt processing procedures for SIK orders in the FSM system.  Receipts from the 
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STORES Receipt Files and receipts from Cargo/USNS/CLF Ships and third-party Husbanding 
Agents do not apply the CRR in the FSM system. 

5108 DISCREPANCIES DETECTED AFTER RECEIPT - LATENT OR HIDDEN DEFECTS 
1. GENERAL.  The FSO must request inspection by Army veterinary personnel, when
available, or by the PMA for any product found to be defective after the initial delivery.  This
includes Prime Vendor Troop Support Food Recalls and associated ALFOODACTs.  The AVI or
PMA shall substantiate the existence of hidden or latent defects and shall determine if the items
are fit for human consumption.

2. PROCEDURES.  The procedures for dealing with latent or hidden discrepancies detected
after receipt are discussed below.

a. Ashore General Messes.  Contact the appropriate DLA Account Manager and Regional
Representative to arrange for return of the items for replacement.  Consult with the
supporting Army Veterinary Service representative to determine that appropriate local
health authorities have been notified of confirmed wholesomeness problems.

b. Afloat Units In Port.  Contact the TYCOM and NAVSUP FLC to arrange for return of the
items for replacement.  Consult with the supporting Army Veterinary Service
representative to determine that appropriate local health authorities have been notified of
any confirmed wholesomeness problems.

c. Afloat Units Underway.  Items inspected by the PMA and found to be non-hazardous
must be kept on board until the ship is back to its homeport and items can be returned to
the vendor for a replacement.  However, if the storage capacity does not permit such
action to be taken, or if keeping the items on board creates an unhealthy environment,
these items must be surveyed.  When surveyed, provide pictures of the surveyed item(s)
and a certificate of unfitness for human consumption from the medical department.  A
copy of the survey form with the Supply Discrepancy Report (SF 364) must be supplied
to DLA via TYCOM/FLC and NAVSUP N432 for credit resolution.  FSOs shall follow the
procedures set forth in this publication for surveying and disposing of food items deemed
hazardous.  If possible, a picture of the hazardous item(s) shall be obtained.  The PMA
shall provide a certificate of unfitness for human consumption form that confirms that the
discrepancy was not caused by any action of the ship.  The FSO shall consult with PMA
before discarding any food items suspected to be hazardous or unsafe.  The FSO shall
submit a copy of the survey form with the Supply Discrepancy Report (SF 364) to DLA
via TYCOM/FLC and NAVSUP N432 for credit resolution.  A copy of the PMA’s or
Veterinary Inspector’s inspection report shall be attached to the SF 364.

5109 REPORTING OF DISCREPANCY IN SHIPMENT 
1. SHIPMENT DISCREPANCIES.  Timely reporting of problems encountered in the delivery of
subsistence is critical.  The ROD (SF 364) shall be submitted to report any problem
encountered in the delivery of subsistence by SPV.  Originators must be specific in describing
the nature and facts of the problem being reported.  Before submission, the FSO shall ensure
that the report is reviewed for accuracy and detail.  The basic questions of what, when, where,
and why must be answered.  Upon completion, forward the Supply Discrepancy Report (SF
364) to NAVSUP for action via NAVSUP FLC and TYCOM for afloat commands.  Email to
navsup_foodservice@navy.mil.  See Paragraph 5300.2 and Figure 5-5 for details on how to
complete a ROD. 

2. DISCREPANCY CREDIT.  In order to be credited for any discrepancy detected after the
receipt documentation has been forwarded to DLA, and the distributor has not provided a one
for one replacement, a report of discrepancy must be completed to adjust your bill.  Email the
SF 364 to navsup_foodservice@navy.mil via TYCOM/FLC.

mailto:navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
mailto:navsup_foodservice@navy.mil
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PART C:  RECEIPT AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR 
OTHER THAN SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR 

5200 INSPECTION OF FOOD ITEMS RECEIVED FROM THE DEFENSE LOGISTICS 
AGENCY, NAVAL, AND OTHER GOVERNMENT SOURCES 

An ashore supply activity shall perform a quality inspection of food items upon acceptance from 
the original supplier.  This inspection shall be in accordance with NAVSUPINST 4355 (series).  
Before loading, the receiving individual and the PMA and local AVI shall inspect all food items, 
in accordance with NAVMED P-5010-1 Tri-Service Food Code, to detect any deterioration, 
contamination, or infestation that may have occurred since the quality inspection at the 
supplying activity.  Special attention shall be given to inspection of foods that are perishable or 
may be easily infested.  Food found to be deteriorated; contaminated, or infested at the time of 
delivery to ashore activities or ships in port shall be rejected and returned to the supplying 
activity.  Government-owned subsistence items received in usable condition but unfit for storage 
shall be used promptly; any loss shall be surveyed.  Foods received via underway 
replenishments that are suspected to be hazardous should be separated and disposed of 
immediately in accordance with Paragraph 5301 and Paragraphs 6001 through 6002 and 
NAVSUP P-485. 

5201 INSPECTION OF FOOD ITEMS RECEIVED FROM COMMERCIAL SOURCES OTHER 
THAN SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDOR 

1. GENERAL.  Subsistence items received from commercial vendors shall originate from an
approved source.  All food items shall be inspected at their destination for conformance to all
terms and conditions quoted or referred to in the contract or purchase order.  These terms shall
include count, condition, and identity.  Under ordinary circumstances deviations from the terms
and conditions of the contract or purchase order are not permitted.  However, deviations may be
allowed when necessary because of lack of time or other extenuating circumstances.
Substitutions of food items shown on contracts or purchase orders are not permitted.  Only the
specified items shall be accepted upon delivery when contracts or purchase orders call for a
specific grade, type, or quality of food products,.  Food items shall not be accepted if deviations
or substitutions have been made, even if offered at reduced prices, unless they are urgently
needed.  If food items are urgently needed, and therefore accepted at a reduced price, a
modification to the contract or purchase order (Standard Form 30) is required.

2. SUBSTANDARD DELIVERIES.  Food that is deteriorated, contaminated, or infested at the
time of delivery shall be rejected and returned to the supplying activity.  No meat or meat food
products delivered under contract within the United States shall be accepted unless the original
package displays the stamp or label of the USDA that the meat or meat products have been
“U.S.  Inspected and Passed.”  All shucked and unshucked shellfish shipments must be
accompanied by a United States Department of Commerce Certified Shellfish Shipper’s
Certificate.  This tag must be attached to the container.  This tag shall remain attached until the
container is empty.  It shall then be kept on file for 90 days.  Fresh crustaceans (lobster and
crab) must be alive to be accepted.  All food items received must be in compliance with the
Berry Amendment.

3. DISPOSITION OF RECEIPT DOCUMENTS.  The FSO shall retain the signed copies of all
receipts under lock and key (accountability file) for 10 years.

5202 INSPECTION BY THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 
Only during emergencies, and with TYCOM and/or FLC approval, shall a Command order from 
sources (commercial vendors) other than a SPV.  In these rare cases, a Veterinary Food 
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Inspector (VFI) or a designated representative of the Medical Department shall perform a 
fitness-for-human consumption inspection upon receipt of food items.  The VFI/PMA shall sign 
the DD Form 1149 receipt document showing that the inspection has been performed.  An item 
shall not be accepted if there is any doubt about its fitness.  The item(s) shall be referred to the 
VFI or Navy PMA for appropriate disposition.  When a receipt inspection is performed by a VFI 
or PMA at a central inspection point before delivery, proof of inspection shall be stamped on the 
vendor’s delivery ticket and further medical inspection is not required during receipt. 

5203 RECEIPT ON BOARD 
The FSO has overall responsibility for the receipt, identification, and inspection of all incoming 
subsistence items.  The Receipt Inspector is responsible to the FSO for the quality inspection 
and receipt of incoming subsistence items.  Designated in writing by the FSO, the Receipt 
Inspector shall check for conformance to all terms and conditions of all contracts and 
regulations.  This may include the following 

• Specific grade
• Type
• Quality
• Labeling
• Dates of packing
• Shelf life

The FSO shall verify all subsistence received and the Receipt Inspector shall determine the 
exact quantity received and shall sign the necessary papers in non-erasable black/blue ink to 
acknowledge receipt.  In the absence of the FSO or Receipt Inspector, a responsible person 
who is authorized in writing by the Supply Officer (see Appendix D for a sample letter) may 
receive and inspect food items. 

NOTE:  Receipts shall contain the following minimum data elements: 
• Document Number
• LSN
• Quantity
• Unit of Issue

If any of these data elements is unavailable or illegible on the receipt, an administrative /dummy 
receipt is required.  The receiving Command always must attempt to obtain a copy of the receipt 
from the local NAVSUP FLC to place in the FSO’s accountability file. 

5204 RECEIPT BY THE AUTHORIZED RECEIPT INSPECTOR 
1. GENERAL.  Upon receipt of provisions from Navy sources or approved commercial sources,
and before inspecting or counting the food items, the Receipt Inspector shall remove one copy
of each receipt document and forward it to the bulk storeroom custodian.

NOTE:  Receipts must contain the following minimum data elements: 
• Document Number
• LSN
• Quantity
• Unit of Issue

An administrative/dummy receipt is required when any of these data elements are unavailable 
or illegible on the receipt. 
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2. QUALITY INSPECTION UPON RECEIPT.  All food items must be inspected on delivery to
verify their acceptability before signing for receipt.  Receipt personnel may request assistance
by local AVI personnel to assist in verification of subsistence items.

This inspection must include temperature (for chill and frozen), age (date of pack), and 
condition.  Select samples from the rear, middle, and front of the delivery van.  Mixed load 
sampling must include representative samples of each type of product.  This information is 
necessary to make the proper decision for initial acceptance and/or subsequent issue.  Any food 
item received in less than excellent condition must be reported or rejected in accordance with 
Paragraph 5200 or Paragraph 5201. 

A local code (such as different color markings on cases) may be established to identify the 
receipt date to be used with Date Of Pack (DOP) and inspection results so that a First In First 
Out (FIFO) procedure shall be effective.  First In-First Out (FIFO) is a procedure that determines 
only the order of precedence for issue.  The final decision for issue shall depend on product 
condition as determined by inspection. 

3. QUANTITY INSPECTION UPON RECEIPT.  Inspection of quantity upon receipt is
discussed below.

a. Receipt from Navy Sources.  The Receipt Inspector shall inspect the quantity of food
items received, circle the exact quantity received (unit of issue), and legibly print, sign,
and date the receipt document (see Figure 5-1).  The Receipt Inspector shall ensure that
the proper quantity (the quantity on the receipt document matches the quantity
received).  Net weights marked on standard packages received from the Navy or other
government agencies are acceptable.  The quantity on the outside of the container
received from government sources shall be accepted providing the container has not
been opened.  The quantity indicated on the container must be checked if the container
has been opened.  The Receipt Inspector then shall forward the receipt documents to
the FSO.

b. Receipt from Commercial Sources Other than Prime Vendor.  Upon receipt of provisions
from a commercial source, the Receipt Inspector shall remove one copy of each delivery
ticket and forward them to the bulk storeroom custodian before counting the food items.
If only one copy of a delivery ticket is provided, an additional copy shall be made and
forwarded to the bulk storeroom custodian.  The Receipt Inspector shall then inspect and
circle the quantity received and shall sign and date the copy with the date the items that
were received (Figure 5-2).  The quantity on the outside of containers received from
commercial sources shall be confirmed by randomly selecting at least one case of each
line item and ensuring that quantities indicated on the outside of a container match the
actual contents.  The quantity indicated on the container must be checked on any
container that has been opened.  This person then forwards the document to the
Recordskeeper for posting.

c. Definite Delivery Contract.  The Recordskeeper records and circles the exact quantity
received on the delivery ticket.

4. SHORTAGES AND OVERAGES.  Shortages and overages shall be handled in accordance
with Paragraph 5206 and Paragraph 5207.

5205 UNSATISFACTORY SUBSISTENCE ITEMS 
The subsistence supply system has quality provisions designed to guarantee the receipt of 
wholesome, satisfactory food items at military general messes.  However, DoD procurement 
systems may experience breakdowns that allow some unsatisfactory products to filter into the 
military pipeline.  As an aid to controlling or eliminating this situation,  unsatisfactory food items 
must be reported promptly upon receipt in accordance with the procedures outlined in 
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Paragraph 5300 and Paragraph 5301.  Speed and accuracy in reporting discrepancies is 
important especially if the product is hazardous/suspect.  In all instances, immediate reporting of 
defective food items shall enable the contracting agency to initiate warranty action against the 
supplier, thereby protecting the financial interests of the government.  Defects discovered after 
receipt (during inspections, breakouts, or preparation) must be reported when the defective 
condition was not caused by mishandling or over-aging of the item while in the custody of the 
using activity.  This shall enable the contracting agency to initiate warranty action against the 
supplier, thereby protecting the financial interests of the government. 

5206 SHORTAGES IN SHIPMENT 
A shortage occurs when the quantity received is less than the quantity shown on the receipt 
document, regardless of the quantity on the original requisition.  A shortage may occur because 
of a shipping (item) or packing discrepancy.  If a shortage exists, immediately contact DLA 
Account Manager to resolve discrepancies. 

5207 OVERAGES IN SHIPMENT 
1. GENERAL.  An overage occurs when the quantity received exceeds the quantity stated on
the receipt document regardless of the quantity on the original requisition.  When an overage
occurs, the receiver and the issuer must establish immediate liaison to resolve the
discrepancies.

Overages on receipts create variances and funding issues between SIK obligations and 
expenditures.  Justifications are required from the command and TYCOM and forwarded to 
BUPERS when the quantity results in the expenditures are more than an obligation is.  In port, 
quantities received that are greater than quantities ordered shall be returned to the Prime 
Vendor to avoid unauthorized commitments. 

2. OVERAGE DOCUMENTATION.  When discrepancies from a Navy source are unable to be
resolved, the Receipt Inspector shall indicate on the receipt document the actual quantity
received by annotating and circling the quantity received and drawing a single line through the
invoiced quantity.  The Receipt Inspector shall then sign and date the receipt document in
accordance with Paragraph 5202 and Paragraph 5204 (Figure 5-3) and shall forward the
document to the FSO.  The subparagraphs below present additional information.

a. Items Received Without a Receipt Document.  If the receipt is damaged or illegible
beyond recognition, or when processing over-aged shipments, the unit/activity is
required to create an “administrative/dummy receipt”.  A “Dummy Receipt Document”
shall then be prepared by the Recordskeeper to document the excess quantity received.
This dummy receipt document is a DoD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document
(DD Form 1348-1-A) or Requisition Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149).  At a
minimum, the Administrative/Dummy Receipt must contain the following:
• A clear defininition of the purpose of the receipt (the item was missing, damaged, or

lost in shipment)
• Document Number
• NSN
• Quantity
• Unit of Issue
• The date received

The Administrative and/or Dummy Receipt shall require one of the following: 
• Legibly printed full name with signature by receiving member and date received, with

substantiating documentation (packing slip/delivery ticket).
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• Legibly printed full name with signature by the receiving member and date received
on an FSM or STORES screenshot. The system date must be clearly visible on the
screen shot coinciding with the receipt date.
• First and second line signatures, legibly printed names, and dates without
substantiating documentation. Second line signature must be E7 or above or leading CS
if not E7 at command or civilian equivalent.

NOTE: In instances where a receipt does not contain the minimum required elements for 
a receipt (NSN or NIIN, item name, unit of issue, and quantity), the unit/activity must 
create an administrative/dummy receipt to be attached to the substantiating 
documentation delivered with the material. Both documents must be signed, dated, and 
have legibly printed name of person signing (2nd line signature is not required when 
substantiating documentation (i.e., vendor receipt) is attached.  

b. Dummy Receipt Document Preparation.  DoD Single Line Item Release/Receipt
Document (DD Form 1348-1-A) or Requisition Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form
1149) shall be prepared as a “Dummy Receipt Document” (Figure 5-4) for overages in
shipment.  It shall be used as the source document for posting the excess receipt to the
Subsistence Ledger (NAVSUP Form 335) and the Record of Receipts and Expenditures
(NAVSUP Form 367).

c. Preparation of DD Form 1348-1-A.  DD Form 1348-1-A shall be prepared using all the
information on the original receipt document with the exception of the quantity and total
price.  The quantity block shall contain the excess quantity actually received.  Zero fill as
necessary (for example, 28 ea = 00028).  The total price block shall contain the dollar
value of the excess quantity times the unit price.  “DUMMY INVOICE TO COVER
EXCESS SHIPMENT” shall be annotated on the document.  A statement that cross-
references the original receipt document with the “Dummy Invoice” (Figure 5-4) shall be
provided to distinguish the dummy receipt from the normal receipt.  When possible, all
excess quantities not ordered should be returned.  If overages must be accepted, the
Receipt Inspector and bulk storeroom custodian must circle the excess received, then
both shall sign and date the dummy invoice.  The dummy invoice must then be
forwarded to the FSO.  A dummy invoice also shall be used when food items are
received without invoices or with unpriced invoices until the correct invoices are
received.  Prices shall then be cross-referenced and differences correctly posted to
NAVSUP Form 367.

d. Administration/Dummy Receipts with the FSM System Date Validation.  When a screen
shot from the unit/activity’s BLA is used to create the Administrative/Dummy receipt the
BLA system date, readable on the screen shot, may validate when the receipt was
created as long as it coincides with the receipt date.  In this instance, only a legible
signature of the member receiving the material is required.

e. Administration and/or Dummy Receipts Not Digitally Signed.  For administrative and/or
dummy receipts not digitally signed (CAC signature and date), a legible first and second
line signature and date must be recorded on the Administrative/Dummy receipt within 72
hours after it has been created.  The second line signature must be by an E7 or above or
GS/Civilian supervisor level equivalent for all Operational Forces and Ashore
units/activities.  For units/activities that do not have an E7 or above, the senior member
of the team shall be responsible for the second line signature.

3. OVERAGES FROM A COMMERCIAL SOURCE.  When an overage occurs from a
commercial vendor, the Receipt Inspector and bulk storeroom custodian shall sign only for the
requested quantities on the receipt documents in accordance with Paragraph 5203 and
Paragraph 5204 and shall forward the documents to the FSO.  Any excess quantities shall be
returned to the vendor.
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5208 UNEXPECTED SHIP SCHEDULE CHANGE 
When a ship is redirected from a scheduled port visit, and provisions cannot be cancelled or an 
Other Supply Officer (OSO) transfer cannot be performed in a timely manner, the local NAVSUP 
FLC, Regional Supply Center (RSC) or the assigned Commander Task Force (CTF) shall be 
contacted immediately.  The following steps shall be undertaken: 

• The FSO must attempt to obtain a copy of the receipt document.
• The receipt document must be posted as an RWC for the quantity shown on the receipt

regardless if subsistence has been received.
• A DD Form 200 must be completed to initiate the removal of items from inventory.

5209 PORT CLEARANCE FOR FOOD PRODUCTS 
1. GENERAL.  It is the responsibility of the vessel’s Commanding Officer to notify Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) of a pending vessel arrival and to provide the proper passenger/cargo
documents upon arrival.  The CBP must complete their baggage/cargo inspection before the
embarking or disembarking of personnel or loading or unloading of stores.

2. CLEARANCE REQUIRMENTS.  CBP inspectors shall inspect all food service storage
locations including all refrigerators and freezers onboard.  The FSO, LCS, or storeroom
custodian must be standing by to assist the CBP inspectors.  In preparation for entry into the
United States all food products of animal or plant origin (not including seafood) manufactured
outside of the United States must be disposed of or palletized and marked for disposal before
entry.  Disposal must be completed before port clearance approval as outlined in OPNAVINST
M 5090.1.
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Figure 5-1 
DD Form 1348-1-A 

Receipt by Receipt Inspector 
DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document 

V21111______9H22 
 DATE 

   8925 01 419 7021 

 
 

BG 00024 A     0000220 

 

SHIP FROM: SHIP TO: 
N00189  V21111 
NAVSUP FLC NORFOLK USS DUARTE 

000189          21111 
AOANNZ 3   BG   00024    N  32199   B PZ  9M  EP5  12                  00002 20         

Circle quantity 
actually received 

Enter julian date 
(Calendar Year) 

Printed name 
with signature 
and date of the 

Receipt Inspector 

Enter the last three 
(3) digits of the

julian date

Sugar, Refined, Granulated 

A.  S.  East        29 Jun 14 

Unit Price 

National Stock Number 

Unit of Issue/Qty Rcvd 
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Figure 5-2 

Figure 5-2 
Receipt From Commercial Sources Other Than Prime Vendor 

Receipt inspector circles 
quantity actually received, 

signs and dates. 

Preventive Medicine 
Authority (PMA) fit-for-
human consumption 

certification 
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Figure 5-3 
DD Form 1348-1-A 

Annotating Overages in Shipment on Receipt Documents by the Receipt Inspector 
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Figure 5-4 
DD 1348-1-A 

Documenting Overages in Shipmen – “Dummy Invoice” 
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PART D:  UNSATISFACTORY SUBSISTENCE ITEMS 
5300 NONHAZARDOUS FOOD ITEMS 
1. GENERAL.  Nonhazardous food items are products that do not meet expected or desired
standards but do not constitute a health hazard to personnel if consumed.  Subsistence
contracts contain quality assurance provisions designed to guarantee the receipt of wholesome,
satisfactory food items at military dining facilities.  However, DoD procurement systems may
experience breakdowns that allow some unsatisfactory products to filter into the military
pipeline.  As an aid to eliminating/controlling this situation, unsatisfactory food items must be
reported promptly upon receipt in accordance with the procedures outlined in Paragraph 5300
and Paragraph 5301.  Speed and accuracy in reporting discrepancies is important, especially if
the product is hazardous and/or suspect.  In all instances, immediate reporting of defective food
items shall enable the contracting agency to initiate warranty action against the supplier, thereby
protecting the financial interests of the government.  Defects discovered after receipt such as
breakdown during inspection, breakouts, or preparation should be reported provided that the
defective condition was not caused by mishandling or over-aging of the item while in custody of
the using activity.

The following items are examples of nonhazardous, unsatisfactory food items: 
• Chicken wings in a box labeled chicken breasts.
• Grilled steaks containing such large amounts of fat and gristle that they are tough

and unappetizing.
• Packaging that does not adequately contain and protect the product.
• Deviations in case quantity.
• Conflicting markings (administrative non-conformance).

2. REPORTING PROCEDURES.  Standard Form 364 (Report of Discrepancy) shall be
prepared as shown below and in Figure 5-5.  Additional information about reporting procedures
is discussed below.

a. Ashore and Afloat Facilities.  Ashore facilities and afloat facilities while in port shall
report all unsatisfactory subsistence items to the supporting U.S.  Army Veterinary
Service.  FSOs shall request inspection of the product, recommendation for disposition
of the item, and assistance in completion of necessary reports.  The FSO shall
determine use of items in the nonhazardous, unsatisfactory food category.  This
assessment may include processing of suspect subsistence.  The ROD (Standard Form
364), DD Form 1348-1-A, and DD Form 1608 are prepared external to the FSM system.
These forms may be found in Appendix B.

b. Unsatisfactory Nonhazardous Food Items Received from a Prime Vendor or Non-Prime
Vendor Commercial Source.  Unsatisfactory nonhazardous food items received from a
prime vendor or non-prime vendor Commercial Source require a Standard Form 364 to
be prepared by the activity (afloat and ashore).  Supply Chain Material Management
Procedures, DoD Manual 4140.1, Volume II provides policy and guidance for material
management.
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Date Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Top of Form Indicate whether the problem is a shipping 

discrepancy, packaging discrepancy, or both by 
placing an X in the appropriate box(es). 

1 Date of Preparation Year, month, day (Example: 99 Jun 01) 
2 Report Number Serial number of the report.  If this is the fifth report 

of the calendar year, enter 005/99) or enter the 
survey number assigned if the item was surveyed. 

3 To COMMANDER DEFENSE SUPPLY CENTER 
ATTN: DLA-TS-FTRE 
700 ROBBINS AVENUE,  
PHILADELPHIA, PA   19111-5906  

4 From Name, address, and zip code of the reporting 
activity. 

5a Shipper’s Name Name and address of the shipper.  This can be 
obtained from shipping documents or service 
supply activity. 

5b Number and Date of Invoice Leave Blank 
6 Transportation Leave Blank 
7a Shipper’s Number Purchase order or contract number. 
7b Office Administering Leave Blank 

Contract 
8 Requisitioner’s Number Requisitioning activities requisition number.  Entry 

of the applicable requisition document number is 
mandatory in all instances, even though a 
contract/purchase order is involved. 
NOTE:  The acquisition agency cannot process 
credit without the requisition number. 

9a LSN and Nomenclature Show each item on a separate line (maximum of 
three). 
NOTE: Reporting a single NSN per ROD will 
expedite resolution of the discrepancy. 

9b Unit of Issue Unit of issue indicated on the shipping documents. 
9c Quantity Shipped/Billed Quantity of item shipped 
9d Quantity Received Quantity of item received. 
10a Discrepancy Quantity Quantity in error.   
10b Discrepancy Unit Price Unit price as billed or shown on the shipping 

documents. 
10c Discrepancy Total Cost Enter the total value of material (10a x 10b). 
10d Discrepancy Code Nature of the discrepancy using the discrepancy 

codes listed on the face of the form.  If a condition 
exists that is not listed, use Z1 and explain the 
action requested in item 12. 

11 Action Code Requested action from codes listed on the face of 
the form.  If the action is other than that covered by 
the listed action codes, use 1Z and explain the 
action requested in item 12. 

12 Remarks Use for any supplemental information where the 
combination of discrepancy codes and action codes 
needs clarification, where shipping-type (item) 
discrepancies need explanation, and where a 
breakout of cost to reports in terms of time and 
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materials is required.  Specific data such as 
appearance, lot/batch number, manufacture and 
packaging date, inspector number and inspection 
date, probable cause of improper packaging, and 
suggested corrective action must be included.  
Include additional contact information and photos to 
assist with discrepancies and/or any deficiency.  
When over-aged material (material with an expired 
shelf life) is received, enter the following 
information: 

• Manufacturer’s name
• Contract/purchase order number if not

shown in item 7a
• Date of manufacture, pack, or expiration
• Lot/batch number
• Location of material
• Name, address and telephone number (if

available) of contract
• Nature of complaint, stating in detail why

material is unsatisfactory
13   Funding and Accounting Data 
14a Typed or printed name, title, 

and phone number of 
 preparing official 
14b Signature 
15 Distribution 

Leave Blank.  For use by NAVSUP N432. 
Self Explanatory 

Self Explanatory 
NAVSUP N432 (EMAIL) 
Copy to:  Retained Returns, TYCOM 
NAVSUP FLC, Supporting Vet Services 
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Figure 5-5 
Report of Discrepancy 

c. Unsatisfactory Nonhazardous Food Items Received from Naval and Other Government
Sources.  A DD Form 1608 (UMR) shall be prepared by all activities (afloat and ashore)
receiving unsatisfactory food items that do not conform to specifications that were
received from SPV or other government sources.  See below and Figure 5-6.

Provide detailed description of the discrepancy.  The basic questions of what, 
when, where, and why must be answered. (For Prime Vendor Subsistence)  
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Date Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
1 Date Prepared YYMMDD (Example: 990123) 
2a Name of Receiving Activity COMMANDER, NAVAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS 

COMMAND       
FLEET SUPPORT DIRECTORATE, NAVY FOOD 
SERVICE DIVISION (NAVSUP N432) 

2b Address 5450 CARLISLE PIKE 
P.O.  BOX 2050 
MECHANICSBURG, PA 17055-0791 

3a  Name of Originating Activity Name of activity submitting report. 
3b Address Address of activity submitting report. 
4a Item Nomenclature State nomenclature in sufficient detail to ensure 

identity, For example: Peaches, Whole, No.  10 can 
or Pork Chops, Boneless.  (See Federal Supply 
Catalog C8900-SL, Prime Vendor Catalog, or Food 
Item Code List). 

4b SIS Evaluation Leave Blank. 
5 National Stock Number 13-digit NSN from the Group 89, SPV Catalog or

from the Food Item Code List.
6 Specification Number/IMPS Number Leave Blank
7a Name of Contractor Obtained from shipping container.
7b Plant Address Obtained from shipping container.
8 Source of Shipment Obtained from the service supply activity and/or

shipping documents.  State the name of the DLA
depot or distribution point or the vendor’s name.

9 Contract Number Obtained from the shipping container.
10 Contractor Lot Number Obtained from the shipping container.
11 Product Code List the manufacturer’s product code (usually

shown as a series of numerals and letters printed
or embossed on bottles, cartons, and cans) found
on primary containers.  These codes also may be
found printed or stenciled on the shipping
container.

12 Date of Pack (YYMMDD) obtained from the shipping container.
13 Requisition Number Enter the complete requisition number (service

designator and Unit Identification Code (UIC)
followed by the Julian date of the requisition
followed by the food item code preceded by the
number 9).

14 Date Supplies Received (YYMMDD) Date the food items were received. 
15a Size of Lot/Shipment (Cases) Total number of cases being reported as 

unsatisfactory. 
15b Size of Lot/Shipment (Units) Total number of units being reported as 

unsatisfactory (unit of issue as described in the 
FSC-8900-SL, Part I, Prime Vendor Catalog or on 
NAVSUP Form 1059).   

16 Quantity on Hand Total on hand quantities of the food item being  
reported.   

17 Narrative  Include a narrative description of the unsatisfactory  
condition that makes the item unsuitable for 
intended use or affects customer satisfaction or 
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Recommendations 

19a Name of Verifying Officer 
19b Grade 
19c Signature 
19d Telephone Number 

19e Title 
19f Date 

20  Distribution 

acceptance.  List storage condition or other factors 
that may relate to the unsatisfactory condition of 
the product.  Indicate the current status of product 
such as on hold, normal issue, or expedited issue. 
State recommendations for the disposition of  
supplies, revision of specification requirements, 
and/or revision of purchase requirements for the 
size of units and quantities.  List all other 
discrepancy forms reporting this same discrepancy 
and item. 
Name of accountable FSO.   
Grade of accountable FSO. 
Signature of accountable FSO. 
Telephone number of accountable FSO (include 
commercial and DSN numbers). 
Title of accountable FSO. 
YYMMDD.  Date the report is signed and 
forwarded. 
NAVSUP N432 (EMAIL) 
Copy to:  Retained Returns, TYCOM 
NAVSUP FLC, Supporting Vet Services 
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UNSATISFACTORY MATERIAL REPORT (SUBSISTENCE) 
(DD Form 1608) 

Figure 5-6 
DD Form 1608 

Unsatisfactory Material Report (Subsistence) 
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5301 HAZARDOUS FOOD ITEMS 
1. GENERAL.  Hazardous food items are products that may cause, or are suspected to have
already caused, harm when consumed.  Such items may be unfit for human consumption,
suspected of being unfit for human consumption, or suspected to be the source of an outbreak
of food-borne illness.  Determination of “fitness for human consumption” is the responsibility of
the Army Veterinary Inspectors, the PMA, or the appointed representative.  The AVI or PMA
shall determine the suspected causes of the food-borne illness.  Photographs and samples
must be taken for testing before placing the item on medical hold in accordance with
subparagraph 5301.4 below.

2. EXAMPLES OF POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS FOOD ITEMS.  The following are examples
of potentially hazardous food items:

• Widespread presence of swollen or leaking cans.  (The contents of bulged or swollen
cans must never be consumed).

• Products with offensive or unusual odors and colors and/or any other evidence of
deterioration, spoilage, or contamination.  An attempt must be made to determine
whether or not the hazardous condition is caused by an isolated instance of excessive
storage or by mishandling before reporting the item as hazardous.

• Food items containing foreign objects such as glass, dirt, or pieces of metal.  A sample
of the contaminant must be forwarded to HQ, DLA, ATTN: DLA-HQS (CDCFP), by the
most expedient means.  Communication accompanying the sample must indicate if the
problem appears to involve only a single unit/container of the product and must include
the estimated percentage of units/containers involved when possible.  Photographs are
the preferred form of documentation.

• Any apparently wholesome food items that, based on the best available medical
knowledge or from an ALFOODACT message, is suspected or known to harbor disease-
causing agents.

• Items that show Insect or rodent infestation.

NOTE:  Food items that have become hazardous because of over age, mishandling while in 
the custody of the user, or other isolated instances of abuse shall not be reported under 
these procedures. 

3. DISPOSITION.  Items that are suspected to be hazardous shall be separated and
suspended from issue subject to determination by the Preventive Medicine Authority (PMA) or
by the Army Veterinary Inspectors that they are unfit for human consumption.  Items determined
to be unfit for human consumption shall be surveyed and disposed of under the supervision of
the responsible supply and/or medical personnel by burning, burial, or dumping at sea.
Hazardous products shall be completely disposed of to prevent any possibility of consumption.
Samples, as noted in Subparagraph 4, should be retained.  Before destruction, all available
identifying information, including contract numbers, shall be obtained.  Photographs of the
defects must be taken before disposing.  When the medical authority cannot make a positive
determination that an item is unfit for human consumption, destruction shall be delayed pending
the results of laboratory tests.

4. SAMPLES AND TESTS.  Information on samples and tests is discussed below.
a. Ashore Activities.  Samples of the product (normal and abnormal) shall be supplied

when considered necessary by the medical or veterinary representative.  Contact the
local veterinary service for assistance in sampling procedures, completion of test request
forms (Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8), and shipment of the samples to the laboratory.

b. Afloat Activities.  At the direction of the PMA, samples of the food product (normal and
abnormal) shall be turned in to the nearest Navy shore activity, which shall arrange for
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veterinary inspection of the product in accordance with Subparagraph 4a above.  In the 
event that local Veterinary Service personnel are not available, samples must be sent to 
the nearest facility at the address shown below. 

Public Health Command Region-South 
ATTN:  MCVS-LAB 
2472 SCHOFIELD ROAD, SUITE 2630 
FT SAM HOUSTON TX  78234-6232  
Comm:  (210) 295-4604/4761 DSN: 421-4604/4761  
Fax:  (210) 270-2559 
Sample receiving area Comm: (210) 295-4210 DSN 421-4210 

Public Health Command Europe, Laboratory Sciences 
VETERINARY SERVICES-FOOD PROTECTION PROGRAM 
ATTN: MCHB-RE-L 
CMR 402 
APO AE  09180 
06371-9464-9710 (within Germany); (+49) 6371-9464-9710 (from outside Germany) 
DSN: (314) 590-9710 

PACIFIC REGION FOOD ANALYSIS LAB 
1 JARRETT WHITE RD.  RM, 2H224 
TRIPLER AMC HI 96859 
Comm: 808-433-7925/7926  
Fax:  808-433-7928 

c. DA Form 7539 (Figure-5-7 and Figure 5-8) shall be used.  One copy of the two-page
form shall be signed by the US Army Veterinary Service or medical representative and
submitted.  A letter request shall be submitted containing all the pertinent data contained
on the Form If the Forms are not available.  A representative number of backup samples
shall be retained until test results are known, unless retention constitutes a health or
sanitary hazard.  Test results shall be transmitted expeditiously, usually by telephone.
To See addresses above. 
From Activity requesting results of test. 
Prime Contractor and address Obtained from unit container and/or shipping 

container. 
Contract Number Obtained from unit container and/or shipping 

container. 
Manufacturing Plant Obtained from unit container and/or shipping  

container Name and Address.  
End (Food) Item and/or Project Item nomenclature or brand name. 
Sample Number The number of items that are being shipped for 

sampling. 
Lot No. Obtained from unit container and/or shipping 

container. 
Reason for Submittal Insert “Special Testing.” 
Date Submitted Date forwarded for sampling. 
Material to be Tested Same as block 5. 
Quantity Submitted Same as block 6. 
Quantity Represented Total quantity of the item that is being sampled. 
Spec.  & Amend. Obtained from unit container and/or shipping 

container, if available. 
Purchased from or Source Where the item was received from. 
Shipment Method (Fastest Method). 
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Date Sampled and Submitted by Name, rank and signature of the FSO and date. 
Remarks Enter “Test for Suitability and for Human 

Consumption.”  (Include any special tests, 
analysis, or examinations for suspected 
conditions that are required). 

Send Report of Test to Enter “Same as Block #2” or designate 
otherwise.  In addition send to the following 
addresses: 
COMMANDER 
DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY-TROOP 
SUPPORT 
TN:  DLA-HQ 
700 ROBBINS AVE 
PHILADELPHIA PA   19111-5906 

COMMANDER 
NAVAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS COMMAND 
FLEET SUPPORT DIRECTORATE 
NAVY FOOD SERVICE DIVISION (NAVSUP 
N432) 
5450 CARLISLE PIKE 
P.O.  BOX 2050 
MECHANICSBURG PA   17055-0791 

COMMANDER 
NAVAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS COMMAND 
NAVY FOOD SERVICE DIVISION 
ATTN:  NAVSUP N432 
5450 CARLISLE PIKE 
P.O.  BOX 2050 
MECHANICSBURG PA   17055-0791 

5. REPORTS.  The discovery of a valid hazardous food item shall be immediately reported to
the Defense Logistics Agency-Troop Support (DLA).

6. MEDICINE UNITS.  The following are Navy Environmental and Preventive Medicine Units:
• NAVENPVETMEDU TWO NORFOLK VA
• NAVENPVETMEDU SIX PEARL HARBOR HI
• NAVENPVETMEDU FIVE SAN DIEGO CA
• Navy Disease Vector, Ecology and Control Center (NAVY Entomology Center of

Excellence, Jacksonville, FL).

The letters “NA” shall be used to indicate nonavailability or nonapplicability of information.  
Every effort shall be made to include an identifying contract number so that the item may be 
traced through the supply system. 

5302 ALFOODACTS 
1. GENERAL.  Headquarters, Defense Logistics Agency is designated as the sole worldwide
agent for the Department of Defense to coordinate all hazardous food and non-prescription drug
recalls that may involve the services.  All food items, including brand names procured by
appropriated or non-appropriated fund activities, are part of this recall system.  The Consumer
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Safety Officer (CSO) transmits ALFOODACT notifications only when items are suspected or 
known to be in worldwide government supply channels.  NAVSUPINST 10010.8D DOD 
Hazardous Food & Nonprescription Drug Recall System, 6 September 2018 sets policy and 
guidance and assigns responsibilities.  Suspected items are to be identified and separated as 
quickly as possible. 

2. ACTIONS RELATING TO ALFOODACT MESSAGES.  Actions relating to ALFOODACT
messages are discussed below.

a. Ships at Sea.  Ships at sea must report positive and negative findings to the supporting
Veterinary Service unit.

b. Ships Inport/Homeported/Ashore Galleys.  The supporting Veterinary Service unit shall
conduct inspection and shall report positive and negative findings in the VSIMS
Subsistence Recalls application.

The appropriate DLA Account Manager must be contacted via Regional NAVSUP Fleet 
Logistics Center (NAVSUP FLC) to arrange pickup of recall items.  The supporting (NAVSUP 
FLC) shall be contacted for any issues regarding SPV Pickup.  The guidance above shall be 
adhered to.  Ships at sea are authorized to destroy or dispose of recalled products using  DD 
Form 200.  Documentation for the number of pounds and cases, and any additional pertinent 
information, must be signed by the Accountable Officer and is required for the purpose of the 
government recouping the cost of the product.  A Standard Form 364 must be filled out and 
forwarded to the supporting FLC to obtain credit.  A copy must be furnished to NAVSUP N432. 

3. POSITIVE RESPONSE INFORMATION REQUIRED.  The vendor must provide all of the 
following information):

• ALFOODACT 201X-XXX 2) DLA Contract Number:
• Unit of Measure:
• Quantity Currently in Stock
• A list of customers that received product and the following information for each 

customer:
o Customer name and location
o DLA Purchase Order Number
o Vendor Invoice Number
o Local Stock number (LSN)
o Quantity Shipped
o Date Shipped
o Value of Affected Product
o Amount of credit due 

Refer to guidance in Paragraph 5108, Discrepancies Detected After Receipt - Latent or Hidden 
Defects.   

4. OBTAINING ALFOODACT MESSAGES.  There are several ways to receive an
ALFOODACT message including DLA Troop Support Website, MNP, and the FSM system
WIKI.

Individuals or groups that would like to begin and/or stop receiving recall messages 
electronically can submit requests to the following email address: 
usarmy.jbsa.medcom.mbx.medcom-vsims@mail.mil  

The email address is copied and pasted into the user’s email platform; the subject must be 
checked to ensure that it is correct.   

mailto:usarmy.jbsa.medcom.mbx.medcom-vsims@mail.mil
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Previous recalls are available at the following web sites: 
https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport/Subsistence/FoodSafety/fso/ALFOODACT/ 
http://www.troopsupport.dla.mil/subs/fso/alfood/alfood.asp, https://mnp.navy.mil 
https://applications.navsup.navy.mil/FSMwiki/index.php/Main_Page 

5303 FOOD ALERT MESSAGES (VENDOR RECALLS) 
Food Alert messages are transmitted by the CSO to a localized area or to customer groups 
such as Navy ships and Navy Exchanges.  The purpose of these messages is to keep 
customers informed of ongoing hazardous food investigations or to provide information and 
disposition instructions on products that possess minimal health risk but are aesthetically 
unacceptable.  When a product is known to be in supply channels, and if short lists of military 
customers are involved, these locations shall be notified by a FOOD ALERT MESSAGE.  When 
there is any doubt about the distribution of a potentially hazardous item, an ALFOODACT shall 
be transmitted.  FSOs and their representatives shall respond to Food Alerts in the same 
manner as ALFOODACTS.  Instructions for product disposition and reporting procedures shall 
be transmitted in each Food Alert. 

https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport/Subsistence/FoodSafety/fso/ALFOODACT/
https://applications.navsup.navy.mil/FSMwiki/index.php/Main_Page
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Figure 5-7 
DA Form 7539 

Request for Veterinary Laboratory Testing and Food Sample Record 
Page 1 of 2 
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Figure 5-8 
Request for Veterinary Laboratory Testing and Food Sample Record 

Page 2 of 2 
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PART E:  POSTING AND PROCESSING RECEIPT 
DOCUMENTS 

5400 PRICING AND PRICE ADJUSTMENTS 
1. UNIT PRICES.  Unit prices are discussed below.

a. General.  The Recordskeeper shall post receipts to the Subsistence Ledger (NAVSUP
Form 335) and the Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 367).  See
Paragraphs 5402 and 5403 below.  Food items shall be posted at the last receipt prices
on NAVSUP Form 367 and on NAVSUP Form 335.

b. Receipts on Unpriced Invoices.  When food items are received on unpriced invoices, a
dummy invoice shall be prepared and the food items shall be taken up at the last receipt
price shown on NAVSUP Form 335.  The dummy invoice shall be attached to the
unpriced invoice.  When the priced invoice for the food item is received, the receipt unit
price (carried to four places) shall be the unit price for the item.  The priced invoice shall
be attached to the related dummy invoice and, if required, an additional line entry shall
be posted on NAVSUP Form 367 for any difference.

2. ROUNDING PRICES.  Unit prices for food items shall be carried to four places to the right of
the decimal when posted to NAVSUP Form 335.  Gains or losses from rounding prices shall be
absorbed in the price adjustment at the end of the accounting period.

5401 ERRONEOUS INVOICES 
1. GENERAL.  An erroneous invoice is an invoice that shows that the invoice quantity
multiplied by the unit price does not equal the total dollar value.

2. ERRONEOUS INVOICES FROM NAVY SOURCES.  When an invoice is received
containing an error of $5.00 or more, a corrected or credit invoice shall be requested from the
issuing activity.  The error shall be lined through on the original receipt document (Figure 5-9)
without erasing the erroneous figure, and the correct amount shall be inserted and posted to
NAVSUP Form 367.  Upon receipt, the corrected or credit invoice shall be attached to the
original receipt and filed.  Errors of less than $5.00 shall be posted as is to  NAVSUP Form 367,
and the difference shall be absorbed in the price adjustment at the end of the accounting period.

3. ERRONEOUS INVOICES FROM SUBSISTENCE PRIME VENDORS.  Invoices shall be
corrected at the time of delivery.

4. ERRONEOUS INVOICES FROM COMMERCIAL SOURCES.  When an invoice is received
containing an error from a commercial vendor, regardless of dollar value, a corrected invoice
shall be requested.  The error shall be lined through without erasing the erroneous figure, and
the correct amount shall be inserted and posted to NAVSUP Form 367.  Upon receipt, the
corrected invoice shall be attached to the original invoice and filed.

5402 POSTING TO THE SUBSISTENCE LEDGER (NAVSUP FORM 335) 
1. GENERAL.  The Subsistence Ledger (NAVSUP Form 335) (see Figure 5-10) is maintained
by the Recordskeeper and is used to record, by quantity only, receipts, expenditures (transfers,
surveys, sales, and issues), and the running balance on-hand for each food item.  A separate
ledger shall be prepared for each food item carried in stock.  Each NAVSUP Form 335 shall
have the information shown below.

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Stock Number 13-digit stock number from the Prime Vendor

Catalog or Master load List (MLL).
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Item Nomenclature as listed in the Prime Vendor 
Catalog or MLL. 

Unit of Issue Unit of issue as listed in the Prime Vendor 
Catalog or MLL. 

High and Low Limit See Paragraph 4003 for how to compute high 
and low limits.   

Receipt Price Latest receipt price and date rounded to the 
nearest whole cent as indicated on the latest 
receipt document.  (FSM receipt price field 
rounds four spaces to the right of the decimal). 

2. POSTING THE RECEIPT QUANTITY.  During the accounting period each receipt shall be
posted to the “Receipts” column on NAVSUP 335 as described below and as shown on
Figure 5-10.
Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Month and Day Month and day the food item was received. 
Receipts Quantity of food item received as indicated on 

the receipt document. 
On-Hand The sum of the receipt quantity and the  

previous on-hand balance. 
a. Overages from Navy Sources.  Post quantity invoiced and on the next line post the same

date with excess quantity received using the dummy invoice (see Paragraph  5207) as
the reference document (see Figure 5-11).

b. Shortages from Navy Sources.  Post the quantity invoiced.  Paragraph 6001 and
Paragraph 6002 discuss posting the quantity not received as a separate entity (see
Figure 5-12).

c. Overages or Shortages from a Commercial Source.  Post the quantity received.

3. POSTING THE LAST RECEIPT PRICE.  The last receipt price, if changed, shall be posted
to NAVSUP Form 335 as shown below and on Figure 5-10.
Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Month and Day Month and day the food item was received if 

last receipt price changed from the last time the 
food item was received. 

Receipt Price Post change in the last receipt price rounded to 
the nearest cent.  (The FSM receipt price field 
rounds four spaces to the right of the decimal). 

5403 POSTING TO THE RECORD OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
(NAVSUP FORM 367) 

1. GENERAL.  NAVSUP Form 367 (Figure 5-13) is used to record all increases and
decreases, by total money value, during an accounting period in the FSO’s accountability file.
This document is maintained in the FSO’s accountability file.  Receipt transactions shall be
posted as indicated below.

2. RECEIPT TRANSACTIONS.  Receipt transactions recorded on NAVSUP Form 367 shall
include the following:

• Value of inventory carried forward (recorded as the first entry on the first day of the
accounting period matching the inventory on hand on the last day of the previous month)

• Receipts from a requisition document (as occurring)
• Receipts from a purchase order document (as occurring)
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• Receipts from transfer (as occurring)
Receipts must be classified as receipts with charge or receipts without charge when posting to 
NAVSUP Form 367.  Receipts with charge cause a reduction in Navy Subsistence Appropriation 
funds.  Receipts without charge are subsistence products received from other Navy sources 
where Navy Subsistence Appropriation funds have previously been charged.  To post a receipt 
with or without charge in the FSM system, use the Receive/Receipt Module.  The information 
below is a guide for determining if a receipt is with or without charge. 

Type of Transaction Type of Receipt 
SPV With Charge 
Ships Store With Charge 
Commercial sources With Charge 
Navy stock points (NAVSUP FLC) With Charge 
Stores Ships (CLF) With Charge 
Other government agencies (DLA, USA, USAF, USCG) With Charge 
From one General Mess to another Without Charge 

3. POSTING TRANSACTIONS.  Transaction posting is discussed below.
a. Heading.  In the upper right hand corner insert the activity name, hull number, and UIC

code.
b. Inventory.  The first entry on NAVSUP Form 367 shall be the total money value of the

inventory brought forward from the previous accounting period.
c. Recording Receipts.  The total money value of receipts shall be posted to NAVSUP

Form 367 as outlined in Subparagraph 3d below.  Shortages in a shipment shall be
handled in accordance with Paragraph 5206.  Material received without an invoice shall
be handled in the same manner as an overage in shipment in accordance with
Paragraph 5207.  Postings shall not be delayed because of nonreceipt of the vendor’s
invoice.  When necessary, an adjustment shall be made in the same manner as for
material received without an invoice as prescribed in Paragraph 5207.

d. Posting Receipts.  Receipt documents shall be posted as they occur and as shown
below,
Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Month and Day Month and day the food items were received. 
Source Activity from which the food items were received. 
Document Number First Column: Julian date of the requisition number 

from the requisition/purchase document. 
Second Column: FSM-generated autofill number. 
Third Column: 9 plus the sequence number. 
The total dollar value of the receipt(s) from a single 
source on the same day with the same 
requisition/purchase number. 
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Figure 5-9 
Annotating an Erroneous Invoice From Navy Sources 

V21111______9H22 
 DATE 

   8925 01 419 7021 

BG 00024 A     0000220 

SHIP FROM: SHIP TO: 
N00189  V21111 
NAVSUP FLC NORFOLK USS DUARTE 

Circle quantity 
actually received 

Enter julian date 
(Calendar Year) 

Enter the last three 
(3) digits of the

julian date

Errors of $5.00 or more shall 
be lined through and the 
correct amount shall be 

inserted 

000189          21111 
AOANNZ 3   BG   00024    N  32199   B PZ  9M  EP5  12                  00002 20         

A.  S.  East        29 Jun 98 
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Figure 5-10 
NAVSUP Form 335 

Posting a Receipt to the Subsistence Ledger 

Actual quantity 
received is posted and 
added to the “on hand” 

balance 

Last receipt price 
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Figure 5-11 
Posting an Overage From Navy Sources to the Subsistence Ledger 

N21111______9V03   
  DATE   

   8915 01 088 8749   

  
  
LB 00040 A     0000058   
  
  

SHIP FROM:   SHIP TO:   
N00189   V21111   
FISC NORFOLK   USS DUARTE   

000189          21111 
AOANNZ 3   LB 00040   N 32199  B PZ 9M EP5 12           

Quantity posted shall 
include the excess 

quantity plus original 
assets received. 

Original receipt with 
excess quantity received 

N21111______9V03   
  DATE   

   8915 01 088 8749   

LB 00040 A     0000058   

SHIP FROM:   SHIP TO:   
N00189     V21111   
FISC NORFOLK   USS DUARTE   

000189          21111 
AOANNZ 3   LB 00040   N 32199  B PZ 9M EP5 12           

80 

NAVSUP FORM 335 

Excess quantity 
posted from 

“Dummy Invoice” 
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Figure 5-12 
NAVSUP Form 335 

Posting a Shortage From Navy Sources to the Subsistence Ledger 

Details on posting 
quantities not received 
are outlined in paras.  

6001 and 6002 

NAVSUP FORM 335 
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Figure 5-13 
NAVSUP Form 367 

Record of Receipts and Expenditures 

5404 RECEIPT POSTING ERRORS ON THE RECORD OF RECEIPTS AND 
EXPENDITURES   (NAVSUP FORM 367) 

With NAVSUP’s approval, when receipt posting errors are found and properly investigated with 
no resolution, the FSO may authorize a transfer out-transfer back in to correct UIs and last 
receipt prices. 

5405 POSTING THE REQUISITION LOG  (NAVSUP FORM 1336) 
1. GENERAL.  Maintaining NAVSUP Form 1336 (Figure 5-14) is required for all ashore and
afloat activities.  This Form must be retained in the food service accountability file for all ashore
and afloat activities.

2. PROCEDURES.  The entries shown below shall be made on column (7) through column
(11) of NAVSUP Form 1336 at the time of receipt.

(Column 7)  Date Received.  The calendar date the food item was received. 
(Column 8)  Receipt Without Charge.  The dollar value of each food item received 

from other end users (Other GM)  
(Column 9)  Cumulative Total.  Column 8 dollar value plus the previous cumulative 

total in column 9. 
(Column 10)  Receipt With Charge.  The dollar value of each food item received from 

purchases, supply activities, and stores (CLF) ships. 
(Column 11)  Cumulative Total.  Column 10 dollar value plus the previous cumulative 

total in column 11. 
Note:  As a check point, the cumulative total of columns 9 plus column 11 on NAVSUP Form 
1336 must equal the total of all receipts on the receipts side for the current month on NAVSUP 
Form 367. 
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Figure 5-14 
Requisition Log 

NAVSUP Form 1336 
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PART F:  DISTRIBUTION OF RECEIPT DOCUMENTS 
5500 DISTRIBUTION OF RECEIPT DOCUMENTS FROM DLA AND NAVAL ACTIVITIES 
Food items that are received from Navy activities generally shall be documented by a 
Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149), DoD Single Line Item 
Release/Receipt Document (DD Form 1348-1-A), or other type of document provided by the 
supplying activity.  Two copies of a receipt document shall be distributed as discussed below. 

a. Original.  The original shall be signed by the designated Receipt Inspector or bulk
storeroom custodian and used by Records keeper to post the Subsistence Ledger
(NAVSUP Form 335) and the Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form
367).  Place the original in the accountability file.

b. Remaining Copies.  Remaining copies shall be discarded.
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PART G:  PROCESSING DEALER BILLS FOR PAYMENT 
5600 PROMPT PAYMENT ACT 
Under the provisions of the Prompt Payment Act (Public Law 100-496), U.S. Code, Chapter 39 
of Title 31, federal agencies are required to pay interest penalties for late payment of a proper 
dealer’s invoice.  All activities with procurement authority are required to certify and forward 
proper invoices promptly to the paying activity specified in the purchase order to ensure good 
business relationships with vendors, improved efficiency of the bill paying functions, and 
reduced cost of goods and service,.  For most purchases, payment is due within 30 days of the 
date of acceptance of material/services or receipt of invoice, whichever is later, unless another 
date is specified in the contract.  All activities are required to submit invoices for payment within 
five working days following certification and acceptance of the goods or services to allow the 
paying activity sufficient time to comply with the above periods. 
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PART H:  STOWAGE  
5700 STOWAGE  
1. GENERAL.  Appendix F, Inspection Guide for Subsistence Serviceability Afloat/Ashore is
available for convenient daily use and reference.  Take care and keep food items away from
areas where asphalt, fuel, creosote, or lubricating oils are present.  No Smoking allowed in food
storage spaces.  Food items are always stored in their original containers.  Issue items in
damaged containers or bags immediately if they are fit for human consumption; otherwise
survey.  If there is any doubt about the fitness of food for human consumption, Army veterinary
personnel shall inspect the item or the Navy PMA shall survey the item surveyed if found to be
unfit.  All food items always shall be inspected regularly for signs of damage, spoilage, insect
infestation, or rodent contamination.  Inspect perishable items daily and semi-perishable items
on a cyclical basis as required.  Insulate heat pipes to prevent the transfer of heat to stored food
items.  When painting storage areas, chill and freeze spaces or refrigeration equipment use
quick-drying, odor-free paint to avoid absorption of paint odors by stored foods.

2. ARRANGEMENT AND PRESERVATION.  Storerooms in which food items are stored shall
be kept clean and clear of unnecessary traffic and unpleasant odors.  Arrange in a neat and
orderly fashion.  Bulk food should be stowed by item and date of manufacture or by date of
receipt to facilitate breakouts, inventories, and proper rotation of stock.  Case lots shall be
stored on grating and not directly on the deck.  Open spaces shall be provided between stacks
of cases or pallets.  Space shall be provided between cases and structural obstructions (such
as steam pipes) to permit maximum ventilation.  Stagnant air is detrimental to perishable items.

3. ISSUING AND ROTATION.  The oldest food supplies on hand in the bulk storeroom should
be issued first.  Generally, it is “first in, first out.”  However, when deployed overseas, food
supplies that were manufactured before the stock procured in the United States may be
received from CLF ships when loading out.  Manufacturers’ age codes are especially important
in this case because they indicate the date of manufacture.  The “new” food supplies received
may actually be older than the food supplies already in the bulk storeroom, and the older food
supplies must be issued first.

4. SPECIAL STORAGE PRECAUTIONS.  The storage guidance discussed here is based on
the availability of adequate storage facilities designed to give the normal range of protection for
various types of food items.  If food items are stored in other than normal facilities (such as rail
cars, portable reefers, or substandard storerooms), food service personnel must exercise
special and continuous close surveillance over such spaces to ensure that prescribed storage
temperatures are constantly maintained to prevent damage to products stored.  Severe
deviations from normal storage temperatures must not be tolerated.

5. FRESH ITEMS.  Fresh items shall be handled expeditiously to reduce their exposure to
weather elements, and they shall be kept free of foreign materials that could cause spoilage.
Citrus fruits, onions, tomatoes, cabbages, cantaloupes, and celery must not be stored with
eggs, butter, or in rooms where it is possible for odors from such fruits and vegetables to be
absorbed.  Ethylene Control Devices (ECDs), when properly installed in refrigerated spaces,
may extend shelf life and may assist in protecting these fruits and vegetables from other fruits
and vegetables that produce harmful odors.  All fast-moving food and drink items must be kept
refrigerated at the proper temperature except when being prepared or served.

6. PROPER STORAGE CONDITIONS.  The following must be complied with to maintain
proper storage conditions:
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• All refrigerated spaces shall be kept in a clean, neat, and orderly manner.
• Stocking must start from the bulkheads and work inward toward the center, starting at

least four inches in from bulkheads or coils.
• Overloading the storerooms decreases the efficiency of the cooling equipment, makes

cleaning more difficult, and may lead to sanitation problems.  For some platforms (such
as submarines) typical storage requirements may be impracticable.  Removal of cans
from cases is common practice onboard submarines.

• All containers, especially those in the center of the pallet, must be checked for spoilage
when storing full pallets of produce.  Any spoiled items must be removed as soon as
possible to prevent exposure to fresh produce.  ECD may help prevent the spread of
spoiled food toxins.

7. FROZEN ITEMS (FRUITS, VEGETABLES, AND MEATS).  Upon delivery, frozen items
must be transferred promptly to a freezer storage space.  The temperature of the load shall be
checked upon arrival by checking internal temperatures of items selected at random throughout
the load.

8. MEDICAL SUPPLIES.  Medicines or medical supplies used for Chemical, Biological and
Radiological, Nuclear Defense requiring refrigeration shall only be stored in food service spaces
in order to preserve medical supplies when no other refrigeration space is available onboard.
The following are specific requirements for storing medical supplies in food service spaces:

• Request letter from the Senior Medical Officer approved and signed by the Commanding
Officer.  This includes storage requirement with estimated date/length of storage.

• There must be a Medical Custodian assigned to ensure that all medical supplies are
secured and stored properly and safely within food service spaces.  Proper storage
includes the following:
o Medical supplies shall be stored in a lockable refrigerator.  It is highly recommended

that all medical supplies be stored in their own individual lockable refrigerator and
are maintained separately from food items when possible.

o All medical supplies shall be stored in a sealed and leak-proof container.
o All medical supplies must be properly labeled and the storage container for

medicines and/or medical supplies must be properly labeled with the following:
“Container for the storage of medicines”.

Refer to the Tri-Service Food Code, NAVMED P5010 for additional guidance for the proper 
storage of medicines in a food establishment. 

9. BREAST MILK.  Each Command must have a policy for supporting breastfeeding by Service
Members as directed in BUMEDINST 6000.14A as a normal and healthy behavior.  Because
breast milk never is treated as a biohazard, the need to store breast milk with medical supplies
is not required; although this may be considered as the first option in storing breast milk for a
Service Member.  When refrigerated units in a medical storage area are unavailable, there
breast milk may be stored in food service refrigerated units and/or spaces.  The following are
requirements for storing breast milk.

• Food Service Medical Screening for the participant.
• The participant must report all symptoms of illness to medical personnel for evaluation
• Breast milk shall be labeled and segregated in a sealed plastic container that shall have

the following:
o Clearly labeled with the Service Member’s rank, name, and Division.
o The date and time of storage.
o The expiration date (maximum of 5 days including the extraction day).
o Clearly marked “BREAST MILK NOT FOR FOOD SERVICE USE”.
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The same requirements apply when breast milk is frozen.  Breast milk must never be stored in a 
freezer longer than 12 months according to medical guidelines.  Breast milk shall be removed to 
the Service Member’s home at every available opportunity. 

It is recommended that CS training includes an understanding of the personal nature of breast 
milk and its storage.  Food service personnel shall report immediately to medical personnel 
anything unusual with the storage of breast milk. 

Refer to the following links for additional safety and storage requirements for breast milk:  
https://www.cdc.gov/breastfeeding/recommendations/faq.html and  
https://www.cdc.gov/breastfeeding/breastfeeding-special-circumstances/maternal-or-infant-
illnesses/index.html. 

5701 AIR CIRCULATION 
Air circulation in a storeroom, and proper temperature and humidity, plays an important part in 
the correct storage of fresh and frozen foods.  The use of a fan or duct system is helpful in 
maintaining good circulation in all parts of the room.  Generally, when the recommended 
temperature in all parts of the refrigerated space is the same and is maintained in the stocks in 
the freezer space, the circulation of air may be considered adequate.  Storerooms containing 
fresh fruits and vegetables do not usually require outside air, but when the compartment is kept 
at a temperature of 40°F or higher, the carbon dioxide given off by the fruits and vegetables 
sometimes may reach a high level.  Under this condition, a supply of fresh air should be 
circulated in the room before personnel are allowed to work there.  Use of Ethylene Absorber 
Blankets and/or Ethylene Filters is highly recommended to reduce ethylene gas levels and to 
prolong the storage life of perishable foods.  Frozen items shall be clearly marked with the date 
the food was removed from the freezer and shall be used or discarded within seven (7) days 
from removal. 

5702    STORAGE LIFE OF FROZEN PERISHABLE FOOD ITEMS 
1. GENERAL.  Frozen perishable food items can be considered shelf-stable because of their
long shelf life.  A storage temperature of 0°F generally is considered desirable when storing
frozen food.  Food items deteriorate with time at a rate that largely depends on the sum of all
the time-temperature variables.  Frozen food items become less stable and are likely to
deteriorate faster when stored at temperatures greater than 0°F.  As a rule of thumb, for every
18° F. rise in temperature, the rate of deterioration can double, triple, or quadruple, depending
on the item.  The effect of excessive temperature changes on quality is cumulative; therefore,
frequent inspections during storage are essential.  When frozen food items show signs of
deterioration, efforts should be taken to ensure the item is suitable for intended use and
immediate issue.  This helps to keep losses at a minimum.  Rotation of frozen food items is
extremely important.  Frozen items should not be allowed to accumulate in storage, and a first
in-first out (FIFO) policy must be strictly followed.  Issues of frozen food items must be based on
results of inspections performed by an AVI or a designated representative of the PMA when a
product’s suitability for intended use is suspect.

2. OPTIMAL CONDITIONS.  Storage temperature for all frozen perishable food items shall not
exceed 0°F.

3. LESS THAN OPTIMAL STORAGE CONDITIONS.  The storage life of frozen food items is
greatly reduced when stored in temperatures greater than 0°F.  Such storage conditions cause
reduced quality.  Thawed food items must not be refrozen.  The items must be consumed
immediately or discarded, depending on inspection results.

https://www.cdc.gov/breastfeeding/recommendations/faq.html
https://www.cdc.gov/breastfeeding/breastfeeding-special-circumstances/maternal-or-infant-illnesses/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/breastfeeding/breastfeeding-special-circumstances/maternal-or-infant-illnesses/index.html
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5703 FREEZING POINT, STORAGE TEMPERATURE, AND STORAGE LIFE OF CHILLED 
PERISHABLE FOOD ITEMS 

Bulk storeroom storage temperature for chilled perishable food items generally must be 
maintained between 32°F to 41°F.  Better quality may be maintained for some items at 
temperatures higher or lower than this range.  Reach-in refrigerators used for short term storage 
of chilled perishable food items must be maintained between 32°F to 41°F. 

5704 STORAGE OF SEMI-PERISHABLE FOOD ITEMS 
1. GENERAL.  Semi-perishable items are those that do not require refrigeration.  The term
semi-perishable food items includes canned goods, flour, dry cereal, flour, and shelf-stable
foods that, under normal conditions, are stored in non-refrigerated spaces.  It also includes food
items such as cooking oil, nuts, hard cheeses, onions, potatoes, and other foods that do not
require refrigeration but that still have a limited shelf life.  Although semi-perishable food items
are not nearly as susceptible to spoilage as perishable food items, spoilage can and will occur if
the products are mishandled, improperly stored, or stored for too long.  The length of storage
must be based on the date of pack and not on the date of receipt.

2. STORAGE CONDITIONS.  The optimum storage conditions for most semi-perishable food
items are clean, cool, dry, and well-ventilated.  High temperature and high humidity accelerate
spoilage by promoting the deterioration of containers and the growth of bacteria in the food
product.  Freezing is detrimental to the quality of products with high water content, but most
items remain edible after having been frozen and thawed.  Infestation by rodents and insects
may cause great damage to items packaged in bags, boxes, and cartons.  Such items tend to
absorb odors and lose flavor.  This is especially true in storage areas that lack adequate
ventilation.  Physical environmental factors are discussed below.

a. Freezing.  Dry products such as flour, sugar, and dehydrated foods ordinarily are not
injured by freezing.  The usefulness and palatability of wet-packed items is not affected
by freezing, although their physical appearance may suffer because of softening of their
texture.  Emulsions such as canned cheese, prepared mustard, and cream soups may
be destroyed by freezing that results in loss of quality, although the food is not spoiled.
Care must be taken to examine packaging after freezing to ensure the integrity of the
container.

b. High Temperatures.  High storage temperatures encourage bacteria and mold growth
and insect infestation.  High storage temperatures are particularly dangerous when
accompanied by high humidity.  This situation accelerates natural chemical action,
causing rancidity in many items.  This is caused by food acids that are present in the
cans becoming activated; the result is pin-holing, blackening of the interior, and
hydrogen swells.  High temperature is the chief cause of accelerated spoilage in canned
foods and should be controlled by providing adequate ventilation.

c. Moisture (Humidity).  High humidity is detrimental to stored food items because it
accelerates the growth of bacteria and mold, promotes insect infestation, and causes
mustiness in flour, rice, and similar foods.  High humidity also may cause caking of
products, such as salt and sugar that absorb moisture.  Moisture also causes rusting of
cans.  Rust, unless it actually penetrates the can and causes leakage, generally does
not harm the contents or serve as a reason for survey.

3. OVER-AGED STOCK.  The safe storage period for dry subsistence varies with the type of
product, storage temperatures, humidity control, handling care, protection from weather, and
type of packaging and packing.  The maximum shelf life of all food items will be decreased by
extremes in temperature and humidity.

4. IDENTIFICATION OF SPOILED ITEMS.  A change in color of a food product indicates a
loss of quality and may indicate spoilage.  Unpleasant odors and flavors are the best way to
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identify spoilage without submitting the item to a qualified laboratory for examination.  Swollen 
cans (referred to as swellers, springers, or flippers) depending on the degree of gas formation, 
are caused by chemical or bacterial action or by overfilling.  Regardless of the suspected cause, 
cans having such defects must be separated and placed on hold status.  Before any survey 
action is initiated, Items suspected of being unfit for human consumption shall be inspected by 
AVIs, when assigned, by PMA, by the Navy preventive medicine unit, or by the station sanitation 
officer for confirmation of the unsatisfactory condition. 

NOTE:  Appendix F, Inspection Guide for Subsistence Serviceability Afloat/Ashore is provided 
for convenient daily use and reference. 
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PART I:  HANDLING OF FRUITS, VEGETABLES, MEATS, 
ANIMAL PRODUCTS, AND GARBAGE ABOARD 
NAVY SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT RETURNING FROM 
FOREIGN OR OFFSHORE UNITED STATES PORTS 

5800 GENERAL 
1. GENERAL.  OPNAVINST 6210.2 (series) and OPNAV M-5090.1 provide guidance for
conformance with regulations of the United States Departments of Health and Human Services,
Agriculture, Homeland Security, and Commerce.  The Government regulations prevent the
introduction and dissemination, domestically or elsewhere, of diseases of humans, plants,
animals, prohibited or illegally taken wildlife, arthropod vectors, and pests of health and
agricultural importance.  Introduction and dissemination of these products into the United States
and its territories, commonwealths, and possessions may occur from movement of U.S.  Military
ships, aircraft, or other transport of the Armed Forces when they arrive at or leave military
installations in the United States and foreign countries or ports or other facilities under the
jurisdiction of the Federal agencies listed above.

2. INSPECTION LIAISON.  Commanders are responsible for maintaining liaison with local
representatives of the Department of Homeland Security, Bureau of Customs and Border
Protection, Agriculture Inspection (DHS-CBP-AI), Veterinary Services of the Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service (APHIS), USDA, and other appropriate government agencies.
Inspectors of these agencies shall be notified by the commanders, as far in advance as
practical, of the arrival or departure of any vessel under the purview of established regulations.

5801 INSPECTION 
1. PORT ENTRY INSPECTION.  An inspector or a designated representative of the DHS-CBP-
AI shall board U.S.  Military ships and aircraft at the first United States port of entry to inspect for
fruits, vegetables, and meat that have been grown, produced, or processed in any foreign
country (excluding Canada) or in Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the U.S.  Virgin Islands, American
Samoa, Guam, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.  All food wastes, wrappers,
containers, and disposable materials from the items shall also be inspected.  When fruits,
vegetables, and meat are found, the inspector shall determine what disposal or safeguarding
action is necessary.  In 1992, APHIS granted the Navy special procedures for handling meat
carried as cargo aboard U.S.  Military vessels returning from foreign countries.  Meat in this
case is defined as fresh, dried, or canned meats or meat by-products prepared from pork, beef,
lamb, poultry, or other terrestrial (land) animals.

2. INSPECTOR BOARDING.  A DHS-CBP-AI inspector shall board any U.S.  Military ship or
aircraft that has called on any foreign port and returns to any United States port.  The
commanding officer or the designated representative the identity of all port visits and/or
underway replenishments to determine if fruits, vegetables, meat, milk, or eggs aboard procured
outside the United States shall inform the DHS-CBP-AI inspector.  Treat opened cartons of U.S.
origin fruits, vegetables, meat, milk, and eggs as if the items were procured outside the United
States.  Fruits, vegetables, meat, milk, and eggs of foreign origin, and opened cartons of like
items of U.S.  origin, are handled as regulated garbage.

5802 VOYAGE OUTSIDE TERRITORIAL LIMITS AND RETURN 
When no foreign or United States offshore ports were visited, ships moving between coastal 
ports within the United States or between continental United States and Alaskan ports shall not 
be subject to boarding by the DHS-CBP-AI inspector.  These ships are not required to adhere to 
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garbage requirements unless the ship was issued meat, not of U.S.  origin, from a secure Navy 
stock point (discussed in the paragraph below). 

5803 SPECIAL PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING MEAT CARRIED AS CARGO ABOARD 
U.S.  MILITARY VESSELS RETURNING FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

1. MEAT INSPECTION.  The DHS-CBP-AI inspector shall inspect and supervise the
movement for handling meat that may have been stored at U.S.  Military Depots in
foreign/affected countries or stored on ships that have made port calls in foreign/affected
countries and carried as cargo aboard U.S.  Military vessels returning from foreign countries.  .

a. End Use Ships (ships other than CLF ships).  The handling of meat for end use ships
other than CLF ships is discussed below.
(1) Meat of U.S. Origin.  All unopened cartons that are marked as a product of the

United States shall be released without any restriction by the DHS-CBP-AI
inspector.

(2) Meat, Not of U.S. Origin.  This type of meat may be transferred using refrigeration
units, from one U.S.  Military vessel to another (controlled cross-decking), put in
secure, sealed storage for re-issue to outbound ships only, or destroyed under the
supervision of the DHS-CBP-AI inspector.  Consumption of meat not of U.S.  origin
by outbound vessels is not authorized until the outbound ship has departed from
the United States.  Meat not of U.S.  origin transferred to a secure storage site shall
not be used for consumption ashore.
NOTE:  If meat not of U.S.  origin has been cross-decked to another vessel, the
DHS-CBP-AI inspector shall document this transfer on the Plant Protection and
Quarantine (PPQ) Form 288, by writing “Meat or meat products transferred, foreign
meat/meat products aboard.”  The DHS-CBP-AI inspector shall advise the
Commanding Officer to retain the form until the vessel returns to the United States.
NOTE:  A U.S.  Army Veterinary Inspector may be requested to assist the DHS-
CBP-AI inspector in documenting the transfer of meat not of U.S. origin from
secure storage to outbound ships only by writing “Meat transferred, foreign meat
aboard” and advising the Captain to retain a copy of the transfer document until the
vessel returns to the United States.

b. CLF Ships and Overseas Stock Points.  Meat of U.S. origin carried and stored as cargo
for underway replenishment or off-loaded at overseas facilities (that is then transshipped
back into the United States) is permitted entry back into the United States for issue to
ashore dining facilities under the following conditions:
• Products are in their original unopened cartons.
• Cartons are identified/marked as a product of the United States.

2. USDA REGULATIONS FOR INTRODUCTION OF FOREIGN FOODS.  OPNAVINST 6210.2
(series) and OPNAV M-5090.1D provide guidance for conformance with regulations of the
United States Departments of Health and Human Services, Agriculture, Homeland Security, and
Commerce.  These regulations prevent the introduction and spread of human, plant, and animal
diseases and of insects and pests of health and agricultural importance.  Introduction of these
into the U.S. and its territories may occur by movements of Navy ships, aircraft, or other
transport arriving at military installations, ports, or facilities in the U.S. and may cause millions of
dollars in irreversible damage to U.S. agriculture.

a. Policy.  Navy vessels shall totally consume all fruits, vegetables, and meat that have
been grown, produced, or processed outside the U.S., transfer such products to an
outbound vessel before docking, or otherwise dispose of it as waste beyond 25 Nautical
Miles from U.S. shores.  .  When docking in the first U.S. port or U.S. territory, garbage
contaminated with foreign-source food, including all plastic disks from plastic waste
processors on ships or submarines, shall be retained on board, treated as foreign
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regulated garbage, and disposed of ashore by USDA-approved methods outlined in 
NAVSUP P-486 and the USDA Manual for Agricultural Clearance. 
NOTE: Food stores are required to be properly marked/identified with USDA labels; 
otherwise, food items not labeled shall be designated as Regulated Garbage by U.S. 
Customs during their inspection.   

b. Disposition.  Disposition shall be in a regulated garbage dumpster located in the direct
vicinity of the ship/submarine.  If there are no regulated foreign stores aboard the vessel,
all food service garbage generated onboard within the first 24 hours in port shall be
treated as regulated garbage; this includes food packing plastic and cardboard.
Regulated garbage shall be bagged in 3-mil (0.003-inch thick) plastic bags and shall be
labeled with the words "Regulated Garbage" before placing in the regulated garbage
dumpster.  The label shall be clearly legible and must adhere to the bag.  Each
command shall track the number of regulated garbage bags disposed of using
local/region tracking forms.  After the first 24 hours, food service garbage produced
onboard is not regulated and no further administrative action is required.  The
instructions given above do not preclude discharge of any solid waste in an emergency
when failure to do so would clearly endanger the health or safety of shipboard
personnel.

5804 HANDLING REGULATED GARBAGE ABOARD U.S.  MILITARY VESSELS 
1. GARBAGE AND/OR WASTE GUIDELINES.  Federal Regulation 9CFR94.5 defines garbage
as all waste material derived in whole or in part from fruits, vegetables, meats, or other plant or
animal (including poultry) material and other refuse of any character that has been associated
with any such material on board any means of conveyance including food scraps, table refuse,
galley refuse, food wrappers or packaging materials, plastic disks from plastic waste processors
or plastic waste from ships or submarines, and other waste material from stores, food
preparation areas, passengers’ or crews’ quarters, dining rooms, or any other areas on a means
of conveyance.

2. GARBAGE HANDLING.  Garbage, from any Navy ship that has visited any foreign country,
that was not disposed of beyond 25 Nautical Miles from U.S. shores shall be handled as
described below.

a. The 24-Hour Rule.  If there are no foreign stores aboard the vessel all garbage aboard
the vessel at docking and all garbage produced during the first 24 hours shall be
sterilized or incinerated.  Once the garbage is incinerated or sterilized at the first U.S.
port, no further action is required at subsequent U.S. ports.

b. Disposition.  Garbage shall be placed in leak-proof, covered containers and disposed of
following port procedures authorized by, or under surveillance of, the DHS-CBP-AI
representative.

c. Garbage Aboard.  If regulated foreign stores are present and are not purged or
transferred to an outbound vessel before docking, all garbage aboard shall be treated as
foreign and shall be required to be sterilized or incinerated.  If foreign stores are present,
the DHS-CBP-AI inspector shall not apply the 24-hour rule.  Once the foreign stores are
used up or otherwise disposed of, the 24-hour rule shall apply.  Until those stores are
used up or disposed of, the DHS-CBP-AI inspector shall continue to regulate the ship’s
garbage as any other foreign vessel.

NOTE:  If foreign stores are present and were, purged or transferred to another vessel, the 
DHS-CBP-AI inspector shall document this purging or transfer on the PPQ Form 288.  The 
DHS-CBP-AI inspector shall annotate in writing, “Purged or transferred, now Domestic.”  The 
DHS-CBP-AI inspector shall then advise the Commanding Officer to retain the form as proof of 
Domestic status until the vessel departs from the mainland. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPENDITURES 

PART A:  SURVEYS 
6000 GOVERNING REGULATIONS 
1. GENERAL.  In Navy terms, “survey” means a report on the “disposition of material” after a
situation has been investigated.  The survey procedure is the means by which material that is
damaged, obsolete, deteriorated, lost, stolen, is expended from accounting records.  Under no
circumstances shall food deemed fit for consumption be destroyed and/or surveyed.  The following
two methods are used for surveys:

• Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (DD Form 200)
• Expenditure Log (Loss Without Survey) (NAVSUP Form 1334)

NOTE:  Inventory adjustments caused by clerical errors are never surveyed. 

2. OUTDATED FOOD ITEMS.  Outdated food items may or may not be fit for human
consumption.  Outdated status alone does not warrant the disposal of food.  Food should only be
disposed of if it is determined to be unfit for human consumption.  If outdated food items are
suspected to be defective, an authorized medical representative and/or Army Veterinarian
Inspector (AVI) must inspect these items.  In the event an AVI is not available, an authorized
medical representative must inspect the item(s) to determine their disposition.  For food items
determined unfit for human consumption, a written statement (MEDCOM Form 817 Quality
Assurance Representatives Correspondence) explaining the disposition of the inspected food
items must accompany the loss claim (DD Form 200 Financial Liability Investigation of Property
Loss or NAVSUP Form 1334 Expenditure Log, Loss Without Survey).  DA Form 7538
(Subsistence Serviceability Certificate) also must be provided with the claim to substantiate the
determination of the disposed foods.  DA Form 7538 requires the signature of the Quality
Assurance Inspector, the Medical Representative, and/or the AVI before submission.

3. REPORTING TO NAVSUP.  When the total value of all surveys (NAVSUP Form 1334 and/or
DD Form 200s) exceeds $5,000 on a monthly basis, a copy of both forms must be forwarded
monthly to the TYCOM for review.  NAVSUP N432 tracks significant survey actions caused by the
impact on the SIK budget.  When warranted, NAVSUP N432 consults with the Type Commanders
(TYCOMs) and Fleet Logistics Centers (FLCs) to ensure that adequate controls are in place to
prevent continued losses.

4. SURVEYS RESULTING FROM LATENT DEFECTS OF PRIME VENDOR SUPPLIED ITEMS.
Items supplied by PVs that have latent defects must not be surveyed until the PV (PV) or FLC has
been contacted for replacement and product disposition.  Every attempt must be made to store the
items at the appropriate temperature(s) until the PV can replace them.  If the PV does not replace
(or provide credit for) the items with latent defects, the receiving activity shall complete an SF 364
and forward it to Defense Logistics Agency – Troop Support (DLA-TS).  Products with latent
defects that are not replaced by the PV shall not be surveyed and destroyed until DLA-TS provides
disposition guidance.  When DLA-TS advises that products should be surveyed, the survey shall
be annotated with “PRIME VENDOR UNRESOLVED LATENT DEFECT”, and a copy shall be
forwarded to NAVSUP N432.  In the case of Hazardous Food Recalls requiring the survey of PV
supplied items, the survey form shall be annotated with the ALFOODACT and shall include the
number of the recall authorizing the survey action.  Regardless of the dollar value, all losses
involving PV defects and/or ALFOODACTS shall be reported to NAVSUP by forwarding a copy of
the SF 364 and DD 200 to NAVSUP N432.
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a. Disposal at Sea.  Ships are authorized to destroy or dispose of recalled products using DD
Form 200 to remove items from inventory.  The Supply Discrepancy Report (SF 364) must
be used to receive credit for the loss.  Instructions for properly preparing SF 364 may be
found at the following link:
http://www.dla.mil/LandandMaritime/Offers/Services/TechnicalSupport/Logistics/Packaging/
PrepareSF364.aspx.

Documentation for the number of pounds and cases, and any additional pertinent
information, must be maintained and signed by the Accountable Officer as required to
recoup the cost of the product for the government.  Providing pictures of manufacturer
information, lot numbers, dates, and other pertinent information is highly recommended.
Upon completion, a copy of SF 364 and DD Form 200 must be forwarded to the supporting
NAVSUP Fleet Logistics Center (NAVSUP FLC) and a copy must be furnished to NAVSUP
432 via navsup_foodservice@navy.mil.  The supporting NAVSUP FLC will forward the
documents to the Account Manager at DLA Troop Support for credit resolution.  These
forms must include the number of the recall authorizing the survey action.  The PV must
submit a credit invoice to the Account Manager at DLA Troop Support.

b. Disposal for Ships Inport/Homeported and for Ashore Galleys.  The appropriate DLA
Account Manager via Regional NAVSUP Fleet Logistics Center (NAVSUP FLC) shall be
contacted to arrange pickup of recalled items.  If the vendor refuses to pick up products, the
supporting (NAVSUP FLC) must be contacted for further guidance.  Commands will
prepare SF 364 to support the DD Form 200 before removing items from inventory.  The
guidance applies from this point forward.

5. FINANCIAL LIABILITY INVESTIGATION OF PROPERTY LOSS (DD FORM 200).  DD Form
200 shall be prepared immediately under the following conditions:

• There is not a sufficient quantity of material, or the material has been lost in shipment
(regardless of the value).  A copy of the survey shall be provided to supplying activities
(DLA/Stores/MSC and NAVSUP N432).

• There is a Ships Schedule Change requiring the survey of food.  TYCOM must be notified
and approve before the survey.  Refer to Paragraph 5208 for Ships Schedule Change.

• There is evidence of lack of personal responsibility such as the following:
o Negligence
o Willful misconduct
o Deliberate unauthorized use
o Deliberate noncompliance with appropriate procedures that protect U.S.  Government

property
• There is evidence or suspicion of fraud or theft.
• The survey is requested by the accountable officer, the CO (CO), or the CO’s designee.
• When circumstances such as physical deterioration (expired/spoiled), veterinary sampling,

damage in handling (crushed/broken), flood, or fire result in a total loss of $500 or greater
per National Stock Number (NSN) per month ($1,000 for CVN/LCC/LHA/LHD/LPD/LSD).

• Items are part of the Donation Program (see Paragraph 6500).

6. EXPENDITURE LOG (LOSS WITHOUT SURVEY) (NAVSUP FORM 1334).  In earlier versions
of the Food Service Management (FSM) system DD Form 200 is used for losses without survey.
Block 2 of the Form shall be annotated with NS 1334 when generating from the FSM system
afloat.  NAVSUP Form 1334 may be used for divisional training and to expend loss of damaged,
deterioration, and vet sampling of food items when culpable responsibility is not involved and when
the conditions discussed below apply.

http://www.dla.mil/LandandMaritime/Offers/Services/TechnicalSupport/Logistics/Packaging/PrepareSF364.aspx
http://www.dla.mil/LandandMaritime/Offers/Services/TechnicalSupport/Logistics/Packaging/PrepareSF364.aspx
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a. Loss.  Food items are lost as a result of circumstances such as physical deterioration
(expired/spoiled), veterinary sampling, damaged in handling (broken/crushed); the value of
the loss is less than $500 per NSN and does not exceed a cumulative value of $1,000
monthly per NSN.  If the cumulative loss exceeds $1,000 for the month a letter of
justification must be sent to TYCOM or to the Regional Commander.

b. Loss Total.  When the total loss of all items expended in the circumstances listed above on
the same day exceeds $500 ($1,000 for CVN/LCC/LHA/LHD/LPD/LSD), DD Form 200 shall
be completed as required.  Repetitive entries of the same item for the purpose of
circumventing maximum dollar limitations are not allowed.

c. Expended Food Items.  When expended foods items on NAVSUP Form 1334 (loss per
NSN line item) meet the maximum dollar value limitations for each NSN or the total
allowance for the month; all future losses for that item must be expended through a DD
Form 200 survey.

d. Food Items with Multiple NSNs.  Food items with multiple NSNs are used for divisional
training, not to exceed a total dollar value of $200.00 per month.  All food items used for
training shall be entered on NAVSUP Form 1334 as a separate single line entry.  The
training must be documented in the General Mess training program.

NOTE: Later versions of the FSM system give a warning when the $500 or $1000 thresholds are 
exceeded and will prevent adding additional data.  Applicable justification must be submitted to 
TYCOM or to the Regional Commander. 

6001 FINANCIAL LIABILITY INVESTIGATION OF PROPERTY LOSS (DD FORM 200) 
PROCEDURES 

1. GENERAL.  Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (DD Form 200) provides a report
for administrative review of the following:

• The loss or damage of material.
• The cause of the loss or damage.
• The responsibility for the loss or damage.
• The recommendation for disposition of the loss or damage.

NOTE:  All surveys shall be made at the last receipt price. 

2. RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES.  Personnel responsibilities and duties are discussed
below.

a. Food Service Officer.  The Food Service Officer (FSO) shall prepare a DD Form 200 report
for each survey.  Block 9 of DD Form 200 shall answer the questions who, what, when,
where, and shall include the following:

• Condition -- the physical condition of the material to be surveyed.
• Cause -- a detailed explanation of the circumstances including when and where the

damage or loss occurred.
• Responsibility -- the person or activity responsible for the damage or loss.  “None” is

not acceptable; the reason why responsibility cannot be determined must be given.
b. Medical/Veterinary Personnel.  If the proposed survey is for food considered no longer fit

for human consumption, a medical or veterinary representative must examine the
material before it is surveyed and destroyed.  A certification of unfitness and detailed
inspection report in accordance with NAVSUP 4355.10 must accompany the survey and
comment must be annotated in Block 9 of the survey for accountable food that is to be
destroyed or discarded.

c. Financial Liability Officer or Financial Liability Board.  The Financial Liability Officer or
Board shall conduct a review of the survey and shall report the information discovered as a
result of the investigation.  In the appropriate blocks of DD Form 200, the Financial Liability
Officer or Board shall report the condition, cause, responsibility, and the specific method of
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destruction of the surveyed material.  When a Naval Investigative Service investigation is 
involved, a copy of the final report shall be forwarded to NAVSUP N432.   

d. Commanding Officer.  When a Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (DD Form
200) is required, the CO or the CO’s designee shall assign the Financial Liability Officer or
officers to conduct the survey.  Assignments shall be made in accordance with Paragraph
6001.2 and Paragraph 6001.3.

3. FINANCIAL LIABILITY OFFICER.  The Financial Liability Officer shall be appointed in writing
(Figure 6-1) and shall be a Commissioned Officer.  Individuals in the SIK Line of Accounting
Authority who are accountable or responsible shall not be appointed as Financial Liability Officers.

4. FINANCIAL LIABILITY BOARD.  A Financial Liability Board shall be appointed by the CO to
conduct investigations on Financial Liability Investigations of Property Loss.  The Financial Liability
Board provides surveillance over loss or damage investigations.  The Financial Liability Board shall
be Commissioned Officers, Warrant Officers, and/or enlisted members, grades E7 to E9.
Equivalent civilian employees may be appointed to the Board.  Individuals in the SIK Line of
Accounting Authority who are accountable or responsible shall not be appointed to the Financial
Liability Board.

5. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.  The Financial Liability Officer or Board shall record
findings of the review and recommendations in Block 15a of DD Form 200.  After the findings, the
Financial Liability Officer or Board shall make recommendations for the disposition of the survey
based on the evaluation of the findings.  Additional sheets may be attached to the DD Form 200 if
there is not enough room for the findings and evaluation.

6. DUTIES OF THE FINANCIAL LIABILITY OFFICER OR BOARD.  The Financial Liability Officer
or Board shall ensure that the findings and recommendations do not contain any unsubstantiated
opinions or stereotyped phrases (the Financial Liability Officer’s/Board’s own words should be
used to explain how the loss or damage occurred and to give recommendations)

The Financial Liability Officer or Board shall ensure that the findings substantiate or contest the 
statements made in Block 15a of DD Form 200.  The findings must be complete enough so that 
those reviewing the report can readily determine responsibility without requiring any further 
information of investigation from the Financial Liability Officer or Board. 

7. APPROVAL.  After the Financial Liability Officer or Board completes the Financial Liability
Investigation of Property Loss, DD Form 200 shall be forwarded to the CO or his designated
representative.  The CO or designated representative shall review DD Form 200 and ensure that
the loss or damage is explained sufficiently then approve, modify, or disapprove the
recommendations of the Financial Liability Officer or Board.  If the CO or designated representative
does not approve the Financial Liability Officer or Board’s recommendations, the reasons for the
action taken must be recorded.  Whether the Financial Liability Officer or Board’s
recommendations are approved or disapproved, the CO or designated representative’s final action
shall be recorded in Block 14 of DD Form 200.  When personal responsibility is suspected, the
approving official’s responsibility cannot be delegated and must remain with the CO.  NAVSUP P-
485, Afloat Supply Procedures Paragraph 5125.3, provides a matrix for “Assignment of Roles in
the Survey Process.”
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  (Command Letterhead)
       IN REPLY REFER TO: 

(serial) 

(date) 

From: CO 
To:  (name, rank, SSN of appointee) 

Subj: APPOINTMENT AS FINANCIAL LIABILITY OFFICER 
Ref: (a)  NAVSUP P-486, para 6001.2c 

(b) NAVSUP P-486, para 6001.4
(c) NAVSUP P-486, para 6001.5

1. In accordance with reference (a), you are hereby appointed as the Financial Liability Officer.
You shall familiarize yourself with references (b) and (c) which explains the duties and
responsibilities associated with this appointment.

(signed) 

Typed Name of CO 

Figure 6-1 
Appointment as Financial Liability Officer 

8. PREPARATION OF THE FINANCIAL LIABILITY INVESTIGATION OF PROPERTY LOSS (DD
FORM 200).  The Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (DD Form 200) shall be used to
initiate a survey request.  DD Form 200 shall be prepared as described below (see Figure 6-2 and
Figure 6-3 for the FSM system version).

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF DD FORM 200 
Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
1. Date Initiated (YYYYMMDD) Indicate the date the report is being prepared 

(for example, 20140716). 
2. Inquiry/Investigation/Document Number Local number assigned.
Afloat (S-1), Ashore: check local procedures.
3. Date Loss Discovered (YYYYMMDD) Indicate the date the loss was discovered

(for example, 20140716). 
4. Local Stock Number 13-digit local stock number (LSN) of the lost or

damaged item.  Multiple items may be included

6-6
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when circumstances of loss or damage are related 
to the same incident. 

5. Item Description Include the food item code with the nomenclature. 
6. Quantity Quantity and unit of issue of the lost or damaged 

item (for example, 1 each or 2 dozen) 
7. Unit Cost Use the last receipt price. 
8. Total Cost Multiply Block 6 by Block 7 and enter the amount in 

this Block. 
9. Circumstances Check the appropriate Block.  Provide a complete 

statement of facts including the date and place of the 
incident.  Use clear, concise descriptions of the five 
basic questions of who, what, when, where, and how.  
Describe the physical condition of the material.  
Generalized statements citing causes such as 
spoilage, improper storage, improper packaging, old 
age, and damage from handling are not acceptable.  
Include the appropriation/subhead (17_1453.2241) in 
the lower left corner of Block 9.  The individual in the 
best position to know what happened to the food 
item(s) shall sign Block 9 in the lower right hand 
corner.  This may be the Bulk Storeroom Custodian, 
LCS (LCS) or the FSO.  Note: Medical/Veterinary 
personnel comments must be annotated in Block 9 of 
the survey for any accountable food that is to be 
destroyed or discarded. 
NOTE:  A certificate of unfitness from the 
veterinary/medical representative or other qualified 
food inspector (in accordance with NAVMED P-5010-
1, Tri-Service Food Code) shall be prepared as part 
of, or made as an attachment to, the Financial Liability 
Investigation of Property Loss.  (Use additional pages 
as necessary). 

10. Actions Taken Provide corrective actions and describe detailed 
measures taken to prevent future occurrences 
especially when personal responsibility is evident. 

11. For the Individual Completing Blocks The signature shall be the immediate Supervisor
1 through 10 of the individual who signed in Block 9.  If it was the 

Bulk Storeroom Custodian, the signature shall be the 
LCS.  If it was the LCS, the signature shall be the 
FSO.  If it was the FSO, then the Supply Officer must 
sign. 

12. Responsible Officer The Bulk Storeroom Custodian shall sign as the 
financially responsible person for provisions in food 
service.  This is not an assignment or determination of 
personal culpability. 

13. Appointing Authority When the Supply Officer is not assigned as the FSO, 
or when there is no culpable personal assigned, the 
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CO may delegate the Supply Officer, in writing, as the 
appointing official.  Otherwise the signatures in Block 
13 and Block 14 must be the CO’s. 

14. Approving Authority The  approving official approves or disapproves the 
Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (DD 
Form 200).  The approving official also makes a 
determination to relieve all those concerned from 
responsibility, accountability, and/or financial liability.  
The approving official appoints the Financial Liability 
Officer in writing.  When personal responsibility is 
suspected, the approving official’s responsibility 
cannot be delegated and must remain with the CO.  
When the CO concurs with the information provided in 
Block 9 and Block 10, then the approving official may 
sign Block 13 and Block 14 at the same time and the 
survey is approved and ready for posting.  When the 
CO does not concur, then the approving official may 
assign a Financial Liability Officer.  Refer to NAVSUP 
P-485, Volume I, Chapter 5, Table 5-1.

15. Financial Liability Officer This block shall only be completed when personal 
responsibility is evident. 

a. Finding and Recommendations This Block shall be completed only when personal 
responsibility is evident.  Disposition of food items 
shall be annotated in this Block. 

b. Dollar Amount of Loss This Block shall contain the total dollar amount being
surveyed. 

c. Monthly Basic Pay This Block shall contain the monthly basic pay of the
individual being held financially responsible for the 
loss. 

d. Recommended Financial Liability Enter the exact dollar amount that will be garnished
from the pay account of the individual being held 
financially responsible.   

16. Individual Charged Complete this Block when personal responsibility is 
evident.  If the individual charged refuses to sign this 
Block, the refusal must be noted. 

17. Accountable Officer The signature of the individual appointed to maintain
stock, property, and financial records   
(FSO). 

a. Document Number The document number (afloat is 
provided by S-1 division; ashore is provided by local 
procedures) is assigned and consists of the service 
designator,UIC, 4-digit Julian date, and expenditure 
number.   

NOTE:  All food items that are surveyed as a result of defects discovered by the PV or non-PV 
after receipt also shall be reported on a Report of Discrepancy (SF 364) or by Suspected 
Hazardous Food Item message in accordance with Paragraph 5300.2 and Paragraph 5301.4 
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providing that the defective condition was not caused by mishandling or overages of the item while 
in custody of the using activity.  Food items that are surveyed as a result of PV Recall shall require 
advance notification to NAVSUP N432 via E-mail at NAVSUPHQ@NAVY.MIL.  Note:  All recalls of 
food items that are part of the NSCM Load List require negative responses to the Regional 
TYCOM.   

 
 

Figure 6-2 
Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss – FSM System Version

DD Form 200 – Front Side 

CO must sign block 14. 

CO or the Supply Officer by 
appointment must sign block #13. 

mailto:NAVSUPHQ@NAVY.MIL
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Figure 6-3 
Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss – FSM System Version 

DD Form 200 – Back Side 
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9. DISTRIBUTION OF THE REPORT OF SURVEY (DD FORM 200).  DD Form 200 shall be
distributed as follows:

• Original – FSO’s Accountability File.
• Copy - Expenditure Invoice File (S-1 Division).
• Copy - Survey File (S-1 Division).
• Copy - Financial Liability Officer or Board.
• Copy - to the issuing supply activity when any of the conditions listed below exist (all

onboard copies of DD Form 200 should be annotated to indicate that a copy has been
forwarded to the issuing activity):
o Material is missing in shipment.
o Non-receipt of shipment.
o Material received was thawed and refrozen.
o Material is received in a thawed condition and cannot be consumed immediately

without adverse effects, or cannot be safely refrozen.
o Material is shown as an overage upon receipt.

• Copy - TYCOM (when determined by the TYCOM or when the loss exceeds $5,000).
• Copy - NAVSUP N432 via TYCOM (Approved DD Form 200).
• Copies - Any additional copies as required by local regulations.

10. POSTING FINANCIAL LIABILITY INVESTIGATION OF PROPERTY LOSS.  DD-200 shall be
approved only in the FSM system by the FSO after the survey has been approved and signed by
the CO or his designated representative.  The Subsistence Ledger (NAVSUP Form 335) and the
Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 367) shall post automatically upon approval.

6002 EXPENDITURE LOG PROCEDURES (LOSS WITHOUT SURVEY) 
(NAVSUP FORM 1334) 

1. PREPARATION OF THE EXPENDITURE LOG (LOSS WITHOUT SURVEY) (NAVSUP FORM
1334).  The Expenditure Log, NAVSUP Form 1334 (Figure 6-4) shall be used to itemize the types
of losses described in Paragraph 6000.5 that occur to material held in end use accounts
(subsistence appropriation/subhead 17_1453.2241).  NAVSUP Form 1334 shall be reviewed
weekly by the FSO (printed, signed, and maintained in the FSO’s Accountability File).

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Activity 
UIC 
Period 

Date 
Stock Number 
Item Name 
U/I 
Qty 
Last Receipt Price 
Total Value 
Reason for Loss 

FSO 

Total Money Value 

Name and mailing address of activity. 
Unit identification code of the activity. 
The START and THROUGH END dates of the 
monthly accounting period. 
Date the item is being surveyed. 
The 13-digit LSN of the item being surveyed. 
Nomenclature and FIC of the item being surveyed.  
Unit of issue. 
Quantity of the item to be surveyed. 
Last receipt price of the item being surveyed. 
Quantity multiplied by last receipt price. 
Give clear, concise reasons such as used for 
training, spoiled, loss of power, or chiller/freezer 
down. 
Digitally Signed by the FSO in comment section; 
report is placed in the FSO in accepted status. 
Sum of all values at the end of the monthly 
accounting period. 
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Expenditure Number Enter the document number consisting of the 
Julian date of the last day of the monthly  
accounting period, preceded by 9, and the first 
food item code. 

Note: All Commands are required to maintain a logbook for local expenditures. 

2. POSTING LOSS WITHOUT SURVEYS.  The Subsistence Ledger (NAVSUP Form 335) and
the Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 367) shall automatically be updated as
items are approved by the FSO.

3. DISTRIBUTION OF THE LOSS WITHOUT SURVEY (NAVSUP Form 1334).  NAVSUP Form
1334 shall be distributed as follows:

• Original – FSO’s Accountability File.
• Copy - TYCOM and N432 when the cumulative survey losses exceed $500 ($1,000 for

carriers and large ships).
• Copies - Any additional copies as required by local regulations.

Figure 6-4 
Preparation of the Expenditure Log (Loss Without Survey) 

(NAVSUP Form 1334) 
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PART B:  ISSUES TO THE GENERAL MESS 
6100 FOOD ACCOUNTABILITY 
Strict accountability must be exercised over food items at all times to minimize waste and to 
ensure that items are used for the express purposes intended.  Unused food items (unopened 
cans and cartons) shall be returned daily to the issue storeroom.   

6101 ISSUE DOCUMENT PREPARATION 
1. AT TIME OF REQUEST.  The Food Item Request/Issue Document (NAVSUP Form 1282)
(Figure 6-5, Figure 6-5a, and Figure 6-5b) shall be used to request and record issues and returns
of food items from the bulk storeroom to and from the GM galley.  The FSO shall establish controls
to ensure that each document issued is accounted for.  At the time of request, NAVSUP Form Pre-
daily 1282 shall be prepared as follows:

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Requisitioned By Signature, rate, and title of the Watch Captain or 

Supervisor of the appropriate food preparation 
work space. 

Date for Consumption Actual date food items are prepared and  
consumed.  This date is assigned automatically 
by the FSM system. 

Food Code Food item code of each item requested as listed 
in Food Item Code sequence.  These Food Item 
Codes are assigned and listed automatically by  
the FSM system.      

Description of Material Description of each food item requested taken 
from NAVSUPNOTE 7330.  This is automatically
completed by the FSM system. 

Quantity Requested Quantity required of each food item to support the 
menu items on the Food Preparation Worksheet 
(NAVSUP Form 1090).  The FSM system 
automatically enters the data for this field. 

NOTE: Additional fields including Unit of Issue, Conversion Factor, Suggested QTY, Unit Price, 
and Value are prefilled by the FSM system. 

2. AT TIME OF APPROVAL.  After initial preparation of NAVSUP Form 1282, the LCS shall
review the form to ensure the food items requested support the quantity of the menu items on the
Food Preparation Worksheet (NAVSUP Form 1090) and that all food items requested are listed in
Food Item Code order.  The LCS or designated CS shall sign the “Approved By” Block with rate
and title and shall forward the document to the Bulk Storeroom Custodian for issue.

3. AT TIME OF ISSUE.  The Bulk Storeroom Custodian shall issue the items requested and shall
deliver the items to the Watch Captain or Supervisor of the appropriate food preparation work
space.  At the time of issue, the Bulk Storeroom Custodian shall complete the Blocks described
below and shown on NAVSUP Form 1282 (Figure 6-5):

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Quantity Issued The quantity issued to the Watch Captain or 

Supervisor of the food preparation work space. 
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Quantity on Hand Recommended and/or directed by TYCOM.  Must 
be handwritten on the Form because there is no 
pre-defined column. 

Issued By The signature, rate, and title of the Bulk Storeroom
Custodian. 

Date Date the food items were issued. 
Received By The signature, rate, and title of the Watch Captain

or Supervisor of the food preparation work space. 
Date Date food items were received. 

Figure 6-5 
NAVSUP Form 1282 

The Bulk Storeroom Custodian shall maintain NAVSUP Form 1282 until the end of the day.  
Unprepared and/or unused food items remaining in the galley after completion of the day’s meals 
shall be returned to the Bulk Storeroom Custodian on a daily basis.  At the time food items are 
returned, the Bulk Storeroom Custodian and Watch Captain shall annotate NAVSUP Form 1282 as 
described below and on Figure 6-5a. 

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Quantity Returned The quantity actually returned to the Bulk 

Storeroom Custodian. 
Quantity Net The difference between the Quantity Issued and

the Quantity Returned.  If no food items were 
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returned, the Net Quantity equals the Quantity 
Issued. 

Returned By The signature, rate, and title of the Watch Captain
or Supervisor of the food preparation work space
that returned the food.   

Date Date food items were returned. 
Received By The signature, rate, and title of the Bulk Storeroom 

Custodian receiving the returned food items. 
Date Date food items were received. 

Figure 6-5a 
NAVSUP Form 1282 

Bulk Storeroom Custodian and Watch Captain Notations 

The morning following the date of issue, the Bulk Storeroom Custodian shall forward NAVSUP 
Form 1282 to the Recordskeeper who shall post the issues to the Subsistence Ledgers (NAVSUP 
Form 335) so that the General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338) will be updated 
automatically in FSM. 

4. RECORDSKEEPER ENTRIES ON NAVSUP FORM 1282.  Once the Recordskeeper receives
NAVSUP Form 1282 from the Bulk Storeroom Custodian, the Recordskeeper shall post the
quantity of the issues to the Subsistence Ledger (NAVSUP Form 335) so that the total dollar value
of the issues to the General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338) are updated in FSM.  An
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audit of the rough and smooth DD Form 1282 must be conducted to ensure that errors were not 
posted before routing to the FSO for certification.  NAVSUP Form 1282 shall be completed as 
described below and on Figure 6-5b. 

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Unit Price This will be entered automatically by the FSM 

system. 
Value Net Quantity multiplied by Unit Price.  This will be

entered automatically by the FSM system. 
Sheet Total The sum of all values on the sheet.  This will be 

entered automatically by the FSM system. 
Subtotal The sum of the sheet total plus any additional 

sheets.  This will be entered automatically by  
the FSM system. 

Grand Total This will be entered automatically by the FSM 
system. 
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Figure 6-5b 
NAVSUP Form 1282 

Issues to the General Mess 
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5. FOOD SERVICE OFFICER CERTIFICATION.  The FSO shall review each document and shall
investigate any apparent discrepancy with particular attention paid to the following:

• All items on the issue documents were required to prepare the menu.
• Quantities issued were not in excess of requirements.
• Each document is properly completed in its entirety.
• Posted quantities on the smooth NAVSUP Form 1282 are compared to the rough NAVSUP

Form 1282 before certifying.

Upon completion of this review, the FSO shall annotate NAVSUP Form 1282 as shown below. 
Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Signature and Date The certification signature and date only are 

required on the last issue document that shows 
the grand total dollar value of issues. 

6. DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION.  After NAVSUP Form 1282 has been smoothed (post daily) and
certified by the FSO, all daily rough 1282 Forms may be discarded.  Current and previous three
months shall be retained.

7. EMERGENCY BREAKOUT PROCEDURES.  Emergency breakouts (EBOs) must be approved
by the FSO or LCS prior to breakouts being removed from the storerooms.  All EBOs must be
provided to the Recordskeeper as soon as possible for posting.

6102 POSTING TO THE SUBSISTENCE LEDGER (NAVSUP FORM 335) 
The quantity of issues for each food item listed on the issue documents are posted daily to 
NAVSUP Form 335 as described below and in Figure 6-6. 

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Month and Day Month and day the food item was issued for 

consumption.  This will be completed automatically 
by the FSM system upon posting to NAVSUP 
Form 1282. 

Issued Quantity of the food item that was issued.  This will 
be completed automatically by the FSM system 
upon posting to NAVSUP Form 1282. 

Cumulative Total The sum of the quantity issued plus the previous 
cumulative total.  This will be completed 
automatically by the FSM system upon posting to 
NAVSUP Form 1282 (equals stores consumed). 

On Hand Enter the difference between the quantities being 
issued and the previous “On Hand” balance.  This 
will be completed automatically by the FSM 
system upon posting to NAVSUP Form 1282. 

6103 POSTING TO THE GENERAL MESS CONTROL RECORD (NAVSUP FORM 338) 
1. POSTING DOLLAR VALUE OF DAILY ISSUES.  The total dollar value of food items issued for
each day are posted daily to NAVSUP Form 338 as described below and as shown in Figure 6-6
and Figure 6-7.
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Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
(1) Day of Month Enter the appropriate day of the month.  

Completed automatically by the FSM system. 
(16) Daily Grand total dollar value of issues as 

indicated on the daily NAVSUP Form 1282. 
Completed automatically in FSM 

(17) Cumulative Total Column (16) plus the previous day’s column (17).  
Completed automatically by the FSM system. 

(18) One Ration Column (16) divided by column (12).  Completed 
automatically by the FSM system. 

2. DETERMINING OVER ISSUES OR UNDER ISSUES.  FSOs are required to maintain the GM
within the allowed monetary allowance.  To determine the over/under issue status of the GM, the
following entries on NAVSUP Form 338 shall be made:

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
(19) Over/Under Issue Column (15) minus column (17). 

Completed automatically by the FSM system. 

When the figure in column (15) is greater, an under issue condition exists and the difference is 
greater in column (19).  When the figure in column (17) is greater, an over issue condition exists 
and the difference is posted in column (19) and is preceded by a minus sign. 

3. USE AND RESPONSIBILITIES.  Personnel use and responsibilities are discussed below.
a. FSO.  The FSO shall log into the FSM system weekly at a minimum and check the

NAVSUP Form 338 for the following:
• Ensuring that the GM is operating within the authorized allowance.
• Ensuring that posting is accomplished daily.  When an over issue exists, immediate

action shall be taken to determine the cause and, if warranted, take steps to eliminate
future over issues.

• Comparing total food cost on NAVSUP Form 338 for the month and the food cost figure
on NAVSUP Form 1359 for the month.  Variations of more than 2 percent warrant
further review.

• Printing NAVSUP Form 338 and reviewing, signing, and retaining it each week.
b. LCS.  The LCS shall review NAVSUP Form 338 on a daily basis using the data available

for menu planning, menu revision, and adjustment in accordance with the following:
• Determining the current financial status of the GM before preparing a menu, especially

when planning to use high-cost menu items.
• Comparing the “Daily Monetary Allowance” (Column (14)) entries with the “Daily Food

Cost” (Column (16)) entries as a check of the actual cost each day with the authorized
cost for the same day.

• Relating the actual cost shown in the “One Ration” Food Cost (Column (18)) to the
daily menus to determine the relatively high and low cost menus.  Use that information
in planning future menus and adjust menus that result in excessively high costs.
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Figure 6-6 
NAVSUP FORM 335 

Posting a General Mess Issue to the Subsistence Ledger 

Automatically 
extended at the last 

receipt price 

Quantity issued to 
the General Mess  

NAVSUP FORM 335 

NAVSUP FORM 1282 
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Figure 6-7 
Posting the Daily Issues to the General Mess (NAVSUP Form 1282) 

to the General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338) 

NAVSUP 1282 Recapitulation is 
used for Total Daily Food Cost  

NAVSUP FORM 1282 

NAVSUP 
FORM 338 
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PART C:  TRANSFERS 
6200 TYPES OF TRANSFERS 
1. GENERAL.  There are two types of transfers: a transfer without reimbursement and a transfer
with reimbursement.  A transfer without reimbursement means the subsistence appropriation has
already bought the food and there will be no additional obligation to the subsistence appropriation
when the food is transferred.  A transfer with reimbursement means there will be a reimbursement
to the subsistence appropriation for the food that is being transferred.

2. TRANSFERS WITHOUT REIMBURSEMENT.  When regularly established supply channels are
not available, a request for transfer (instead of a sale) of food items from one Navy GM (end user)
to another Navy GM may occur.  This includes transfers to Navy ashore/afloat galleys and to
approved established messes such as SEABEE to ASHORE, USS SHIP to USS SHIP, USS SHIP
TO SHORE.

3. TRANSFERS WITH REIMBURSEMENT.  Transfer of food items to activities that do not use
the Navy subsistence appropriation (that is, activities that are not Navy GMs using the subsistence
appropriation), are treated as transfers with reimbursement.  A transfer with reimbursement means
that the subsistence appropriation has already purchased the food that is now being transferred to
an activity that uses another appropriation such as a Naval Hospital other Military Branches.

Transfers with reimbursement should not be confused with sale of bulk food items.  Sale of bulk 
food items involves an exchange of money through use of a check, cash, or line of Accounting.  
Sales of food items shall be processed in accordance with Paragraph 6302. 

4. OTHER SUPPLY OFFICER (OSO) TRANSFERS.  When circumstances arise that a ship
requires another ship within the same AOR to place a food order for required provisions the ship
placing the order will use the normal requisitioning procedures.  When food arrives as a transfer
w/o reimbursement (OSO transfer) the provision transfer will be completed using the DD Form
1149 as the receipt document.

5. TRANSFER-IN AND TRANSFER-OUT.  The transfer-out of food items from stock records and
transfer-in of the same food items to stock records to correct erroneous posting or inventory
problems is prohibited without NAVSUP N432 approval.  Guidance for the completion of the DD
Form 1149 is available from the local Navy Food Management Team (NFMT).

6201 TRANSFER DOCUMENT USED 
1. GENERAL.  The form used for transferring food items with or without reimbursement is the
Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149).

2. REQUISITIONING PROCEDURES (DD Form 1149).  For automated activities the FSM system
will generate DD Form 1149.  Follow the FSM system Users Guide.  The Requisition and
Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149) (Figure 6-8) shall be the primary form used for the
manual requisitioning of food products.

Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
1. From UIC, name, and hull number of the requisitioning ship. 
2. To UIC and name of the activity to which the requisition is 

submitted. 
3. Ship to - Mark for “FSO” followed by the name, hull 

number, and location of the ship. 
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4. Appropriation

 Appropriation 
 Object Class 

 Bureau Control No. 
 Sub-allot 
 Auth Acct  
 Trans Type 
 Prop Acct Act 

 Cost Code 
5. Requisition Date prepared
6. Requisition Number

7. Date Material Required
8. Priority

9. Authority or Purpose
10. Signature
11. through 15.
Item No.

Federal Stock Number 

Unit of Issue 
Quantity Requested 

The accounting data for the subsistence appropriation 
shall be entered as one line in Block 4 of DD Form 
1149. 
17_1453.2241 (= last digit of current FY) 
260 except “534” applies for overseas purchases of 
subsistence from local sources (Husbanding 
Services). 
00022 
0 
68566 
2D 
Six alpha numeric characters:  00 = 1st and 2nd 
(constant) followed by the last digit of FY followed by 
the 3-digit Julian date of the requisition.  FSM defaults 
to the Required Delivery Julian Date. 
Must be twelve (12) digits using (00022MHC53UY).   
Calendar date of requisition. 
Number consisting of service designator and UIC of 
requesting ship, Julian date of the requisition, 
requisition serial number consisting of 9 followed by 
the  sequence number (001). 
Calendar date that delivery of material is required 
See NAVSUP P-485, Paragraphs 3045-3052 for 
information on determining the priority. 
 Transfer with/without reimbursement or bulk sale.  
Name, rank, and signature of issuing official.        
Leave blank. 
Consecutively number each item to be requisitioned 
beginning with number “1”. 
Short description of each item, LSN, and Food Item 
(provide specific description) Code.  
Two letter unit of issue. 
Quantity of the item required. 

Supply Action through (e through i) 
1) Unit Price    Last receipt price of each item. 
2) Total Price    Quantity multiplied by last receipt price. 

 16.  through 25. Leave blank. 
After initial preparation, DD Form 1149 shall be distributed as follows: 

• Original - to the issuing activity.
• Copy - to requesting activity.
• Remaining copies - to the issuing activity.

6202 DOCUMENT PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION FOR TRANSFER WITHOUT 
REIMBURSEMENT 

1. REQUISITION AND INVOICE/SHIPPING DOCUMENT (DD FORM 1149).  The requesting
activity and issuing activity shall manage DD Form 1149 as discussed below.

a. Requesting Activity.  The FSO shall submit correspondence via email, memorandum, or
other means with a DD Form 1149 to the issuing activity.  The FSO can generate a DD
Form 1149 in FSM using the without charge method.

b. Issuing Activity.  Upon receiving of the DD Form 1149, the FSO of the issuing activity
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reviews the on-hand stock levels of the requested food items.  If a determination is made 
that the quantities of the food items can be spared, the FSO prepares DD Form 1149 
Transfer Without Reimbursement (Figure 6-8, Figure 6-9, and Figure 6-10), in accordance 
with Paragraph 6201, makes additional entries as required, and forwards the document to 
the Bulk Storeroom Custodian. 

2. SUBMARINE AND SMALL PLATFORM TRANSFERS.  Food items may be expended in less
than full cases to submarines and small crafts (MCM/LCS) that do not have adequate storage
facilities.

Figure 6-8 
DD Form 1149 

Transfer Without Reimbursement 

APPROVED BY: 
ISSUED BY: 

RECEIVED BY: 

00022MHC53U
Y 
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Figure 6-9 
NAVSUP Form 335 

Posting a Transfer Without Reimbursement (from DD Form 1149) to the Subsistence Ledger 

Extended at Last 
Receipt Price 

Quantity transferred to 
another end user 

NAVSUP 
FORM 335 

APPROVED BY: 

ISSUED BY: 
RECEIVED BY: 
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Figure 6-10 
NAVSUP Form 367 

 Posting a Transfer Without Reimbursement (DD Form 1149) to the Record of Receipts and 
Expenditures 

Document number is the UIC of 
the requesting activity, Julian date 
of transfer followed by 9 then food 

item code  

Total dollar value of 
transfer 

NAVSUP FORM 367 

DD FORM 1149 
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6203 DOCUMENT PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION FOR TRANSFER WITH 
REIMBURSEMENT 

1. GENERAL.  Transfers of food items that are being turned into stores (non-DLA or Navy Stock
Fund activities) shall be transfers with reimbursement or shall be handled as a bulk sale.  Transfer
of food items to activities that do not use the Navy subsistence appropriation (that is, activities that
are not Navy GMs using the subsistence appropriation) always shall be treated as transfers with
reimbursement.  A transfer with reimbursement means that the subsistence appropriation has
already purchased the food that is now being transferred to an activity such as a Naval Hospital or
other Military Branches that uses another appropriation.  Situations that preclude reimbursement to
the subsistence appropriation by the GM (end user) at the time of transfer shall require prior
approval from NAVSUP N432.  This approval may be by email to FSMRENAVSUPHQ@NAVY.MIL
or by a phone call to NAVSUP N432.

Transfers with reimbursement should not be confused with sale of bulk food items.  Sale of bulk 
food items involves an exchange of money (check, cash, or line of Accounting).  Sales of food 
items shall be processed in accordance with Paragraph 6302. 

2. REQUISITION AND INVOICE/SHIPPING DOCUMENT (DD FORM 1149).  The requesting
activity and the issuing activity’s management of DD Form 1149 are discussed below.
a. Requesting Activity.  The requesting activity shall submit correspondence via email,

memorandum, or other means with a DD Form 1149 to the issuing activity.
b. Issuing Activity.  Upon receipt of DD Form 1149, the issuing activity reviews the on-hand

stock levels of the requested food items.  If a determination is made that the quantities of
the food items can be spared, the issuing activity shall prepare DD Form 1149 in
accordance with Paragraph 6201, shall make additional entries as required, and shall
forward the document to the Bulk Storeroom Custodian (Figure 6-11).
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Figure 6-11 
DD Form 1149 

Transfer With Reimbursement 
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6204 CASE WEIGHT DETERMINATION AND USE OF AVERAGE WEIGHTS; PERISHABLE 
BOXED MEATS AND CHEESE 

1. GENERAL.  Delay in loading, issuing, and inventorying boxed meats and cheese is decreased
by handling these items on an average weight basis.  These procedures are provided primarily for
the activities that may find it practical to inventory and to expend perishable boxed meats and
cheese by average weight.  The Purchase Ration Factor (PRF) and the Catch Weight Multiple
(CWM) are discussed below.

a. Purchase Ratio Factor.  The PRF is the industry standard for a case quantity (that is, most
#10 cans come 6 cans to a case so the PRF is 6).

b. Catch Weight Multiple.  Because items such as pork loin and beef roast have no standard
weight, vendors have a catch weight average for each case.  The box weight is limited to
head space in the box and OSHA standards for a human to lift.  Most catch weight cases
are between 40 and 60 pounds.

The requisitioner must enter quantities in multiples of the Purchase Ratio Factor (PRF) or Catch 
Weight Multiple (CWM) in the FSM system.  FSM system users must validate the ordering quantity 
that supports the PRF (case load) before approval.  Catch Weight Items must be ordered by the 
catch weight that the vendor provides and must be loaded as part of the catalog in the FSM 
system.  PRF and CWM are the same to the user when ordering as they can see the multiple to 
use when ordering in the order area within the FSM system.  At the time of receipt the number of 
pounds delivered (CWM) and number of cans (PRF) must be entered in the FSM system. 

2. AVERAGE WEIGHT DETERMINATION.  An equitable system for handling boxed meats and
cheese on an average net case weight basis depends on careful separation of stock into lots
where the weight differentials between the lightest and heaviest cases are within acceptable limits.
Judgment shall be used in doubtful instances.  The average net case weight shall be determined
for each lot and rounded off to the nearest whole pound.

3. TRANSFERS AND ISSUES.  Invoices covering transfers by average weight shall indicate the
number of cases in the lot, the total average weight, and the average net case weight.  A separate
invoice line shall be used for each lot in multiple lot transfers of a particular item.

When issuing, the first case issued generally is the case that absorbs the difference between 
actual and average case weight.  For example, when there are 10 cases at 50 pounds each with a 
receipt of 502 pounds. 

4. GAINS AND LOSSES.  Gains and losses from the receipt of items on an average weight basis
shall be absorbed as issues to the GM.

6205 POSTING TO THE SUBSISTENCE LEDGER (NAVSUP FORM 335) 
All transfers, with or without reimbursement, are posted by quantity on the Subsistence Ledger 
(NAVSUP Form 335) to the “Expenditures Other” column automatically in FSM as the transactions 
occur (Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-12). 

6206 POSTING TO THE RECORD OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
(NAVSUP FORM 367) 

All transfers, with or without reimbursement, are posted automatically by total money value and 
document number to the Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 367) in FSM as the 
transactions occur.  These values must agree with transfer files in the accountability file.  
(Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-13). 
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Figure 6-12 
NAVSUP Form 335 

Posting a Transfer With Reimbursement (from DD Form 1149) to the Subsistence Ledger 

Extended at Last 
Receipt Price 

Quantity transferred to 
another end user 

NAVSUP FORM 335 

APPROVED BY: 

ISSUED BY: 

RECEIVED BY: 
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Figure 6-13 
NAVSUP Form 367 

Posting a Transfer With Reimbursement (DD Form 1149) to the Record of Receipts and 
Expenditures  

RECEIVED BY: 

Document number is the UIC of 
the requesting activity, Julian date 
of transfer followed by 9 then food 

item code  

Total dollar value of 
transfer 

DD FORM 1149 

APPROVED BY: 
ISSUED BY: 
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PART D:  SALE OF SUBSISTENCE (AFLOAT BULK SALES) 
6300 SALES TO AUTHORIZED MESSES AND ACTIVITIES 
When prescribed conditions are met, and when such sales shall not overly deplete the stocks 
available for issue to the GM, food items may be sold to the categories listed in Appendix G.  
Written approval from the CO is required for all sales of subsistence items afloat (Appendix D for 
sample letter).  The dollar value of all sales of bulk subsistence shall be reported on the Bulk Sales 
line under the “Cash Statement” section on the monthly General Mess Summary Document, 
NAVSUP Form 1359.  Bulk Sales are not authorized for ashore GMs without CNIC and NAVSUP 
432 approval. 

6301 SALES TO AFLOAT MESSES AND/OR SATELLITE MESSES; OTHER SALES 
1. GENERAL.  Upon approval by the Supply Officer, food items may be sold directly from the GM 
to authorized afloat messes (see Appendix D for a sample letter).

2. OFFICERS/CHIEF PETTY OFFICERS SUBSISTING FROM THE GENERAL MESS.  All 
Officers and Chief Petty Officers (CPOs) subsist from the GM or prepare the same menu as the 
GM.  GM breakouts such as raw food products that are broken out for the wardroom/CPO mess 
shall be issued to them on a daily basis.  A Food Preparation Worksheet (NAVSUP 1090) and 
Daily Breakout Document (NAVSUP 1282) shall be prepared by the Wardroom/CPO mess LCS on 
a daily basis with all menu items to be broken out in accordance with the GM standard menu.

3. WARDROOM/CPO MESS MENU.  Under no circumstances shall the Wardroom/CPO mess 
serve a different menu than the standard GM menu.  If additional food such as taco bar ingredients 
and beverage items are desired by the wardroom/CPO messes and are not on the standard GM 
menu for that particular day those items shall be purchased separately in the form of a bulk sale 
(IAW Paragraph 6300).

4. FOOD PROCUREMENT.  The use of a subsistence appropriation funds account to defray the 
cost of additional food items is not authorized.  The establishment of a wardroom/CPO mess for 
the purpose of drawing supplemental food items in no way restricts the sale of meals to individuals 
authorized to eat in the GM.  Items procured from the GM may be used only for food service 
operations/functions and shall not be transferred or resold.  Food items procured for the purpose of 
resell for a profit or financial gain is strictly prohibited.

5. SALE OF MEALS/BULK SALES IN SUPPORT OF MISSION ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS. 
The GM may at times be required to render services to support mission essential requirements for 
other agencies.  During this process the use of a Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request 
((MIPR) DD448), Order for Work and Services (NAVCOMPT Form 2275), Voucher for Transfers 
Between Appropriations and/or Funds (SF1080), Public Voucher for Purchases and Services other 
than Personal (SF1034), and Voucher for Cash Collection (DD Form 1131) shall be required to pay 
for meals/bulk sales from the GM.

6. FUNDING DOCUMENTS.  The preparation of DD 448, NAVCOMPT 2275, SF1080, SF 1034, 
and DD1131 is completed by the agency providing the funding, not by the GM.  The agency 
preparing the NAVCOMPT 2275 and DD448 must forward the documents to BUPERS/NAVSUP 
via TYCOM for acceptance.  When the process is complete, and BUPERS accepts these funding 
documents, the documents will be sent back to the agency requesting the service.  The GM shall 
request a copy from the agency for support documentation.  These documents shall be used as 
justification for the use of the other sale of meal line (with the exception of a cash deposit to 
Disbursing or Navy Cash).  See Figure 6-14 for DD Form 448. 
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Figure 6-14 
DD Form 448 

N00022 BUPERS 
1240 E 9TH ST, ROOM 967 
CLEVELAND OH 44199 
(JODI SPORCICH, jodi.sporcich@navy.mil) 
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6302  BULK SALES DOCUMENT PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION   
1. AT TIME OF REQUEST.  The bulk sales document used for transferring food items from the
storeroom to an authorized afloat mess is a Food Item Request/Issue Document (manual NAVSUP
Form 1282).  All sales of subsistence items from the GM are sold with the price extended at the
last receipt price.  Before a manual NAVSUP Form 1282 is submitted for final approval, the
representative of the requesting mess shall prepare the document as discussed below.

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Requisitioned By Signature, date, and title of the approved mess 

representative. 
Date for Consumption Date the food items are required. 
Food Code Food item code of each item requested taken from 

NAVSUPNOTE 7330.  Ensure that all food items 
requested are listed in Food Item Code order. 

Description of Material Description of each food item requested taken 
from NAVSUPNOTE 7330.   

Quantity Requested Quantity required of each food item. 

2. AT TIME OF APPROVAL.  After initial preparation of a manual NAVSUP Form 1282, and after
the Form has been properly signed by the approved mess representative, the Form shall be
forwarded to the FSO for approval.  If the GM has sufficient quantities of the requested food items,
the FSO shall assign a local document number, sign the “Approved” Block with rate and title, and
shall forward the Form to the Bulk Storeroom Custodian for issue.

3. AT TIME OF ISSUE.  The Bulk Storeroom Custodian shall issue the items requested to the
appropriate mess.  At the time of issue, the Bulk Storeroom Custodian shall complete the following
blocks on the manual NAVSUP Form 1282 as shown below:

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Quantity Issued Enter the quantity issued.  
Issued By The signature, rate, and title of the Bulk Storeroom 

Custodian. 
Date Date the food items were issued. 
Received By The signature, rate, and title of the appropriate 

mess representative.   
Date Date the food items were received. 

After the requested food items are issued to the appropriate mess representative, the Bulk 
Storeroom Custodian shall forward the manual NAVSUP Form 1282 to the Recordskeeper who 
shall select bulk sale in FSM for generating the Requisition and Invoice Shipping Document (DD 
Form 1149 – billing report) for automatic posting of the quantities to NAVSUP Form 335 and  the 
monetary value to NAVSUP Form 367. 

6303 POSTING AFLOAT BULK SALES TO THE SUBSISTENCE LEDGER 
(NAVSUP FORM 335) 

As the transactions occur, all afloat bulk sales shall be posted by quantity to the Subsistence 
Ledger (NAVSUP Form 335) as described below and as shown in Figure 6-15.  For automated 
activities, NAVSUP Form 335 is posted automatically when DD Form 1149 is approved. 
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Data Block and Caption Instruction for Entry 
Month and Day Enter the day the issue occurred. 
Expenditures (other) Enter the quantity of the food item that is being 

issued.   
On Hand Enter the difference between the quantity being 

issued from the previous “On Hand” balance. 

Figure 6-15 
NAVSUP Form 335 

Posting the Afloat Bulk Sales to the Subsistence Ledger 

6304 POSTING  AFLOAT MESS SALES TO NAVSUP FORM 367 
As the transactions occur, all bulk sales from DD Form 1149 shall be posted as the total value of 
bulk sales to the Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 367) as shown in Figure 6-
16. The NAVSUP Form 367 is posted automatically for activities using the FSM system.  At the
end of each month, all DD Form 1149s used as the billing document for these bulk sales shall be

Quantity Issued 
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reconciled to ensure that the total of all sales match the sales expenditure totals on NAVSUP Form 
367. 

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Month and Day Enter the date as it occurs. 
Activity/Purpose Enter name of the mess.   
Document Number Leave blank. 
Value This is entered automatically by the FSM system. 

Figure 6-16 
Posting  Afloat Bulk Sales to the NAVSUP Form 367 

6305 OTHER SALES 
The document used for requesting sales from the GM by other activities authorized to purchase 
subsistence items in accordance with Appendix G shall be the Requisition and Invoice/Shipping 
Document (DD Form 1149), or NAVSUP Form 1282, Vouchers for Transfers Between 
Appropriation and/or Funds (Standard Form 1080), Order for Work and Service (NAVCOMPT 
2275), Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request ((MIPR) (DD Form 448)),  Public Voucher for 
Purchases and Services other than Personal (SF1034), and Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 
1131).  Multiple food item requests initially may be requested on an EBO Food Item/Issue 
Document (NAVSUP Form 1282) using the procedures as outlined in Paragraph 6302. 

6306 COLLECTION OF OTHER SALES 
1. GENERAL.  At the time of the sale, payment may be made by Navy Cash, cash, check (which
shall be treated as cash), or a voucher transferring funds from a valid appropriation of the ordering
activity to the subsistence appropriation.  Further information is provided below.
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a. Sales of Subsistence.  The total dollar value of sales of subsistence shall be reported on
the Bulk Sales line of the monthly General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP Form
1359) in accordance with Paragraph 7011-3.

b. Payment by Voucher.  The following documents may be used to transfer funds from one
accounting classification to another (examples of these documents are provided in Figure
6-17 through Figure 6-21):
• Voucher for Cash Collection (DD Form 1131)
• Voucher for Transfer Between Appropriation and/or Funds (Standard Form 1080)
• Order for Work and Service (NAVCOMPT 2275)
• Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request ((MIPR) (DD Form 448))
• Public Voucher for Purchases and Services other than Personal (SF1034)

c. Special Recording of Sales by Voucher.  A sale of food by voucher transfer between
appropriations shall not result in a cash deposit with the Disbursing Office.  To balance the
cash statement at the end of each month, the total dollar value of other sales using a
transfer of accounting classification document shall be recorded on the Other Sales of
Meals line of the monthly General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP Form 1359) in
accordance with Paragraph 7002.3.b and as documented on the Navy Cash General Mess
Daily Transaction Detail Report.

2. DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION.  Distribution of a voucher (DD Form 1131, SF 1080, Navy Cash
GM Daily Transaction Detail Report) is as follows:

• Original to the Disbursing Officer
• Copy to the NAVSUP N432
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Figure 6-17 
DD Form 1131 

Cash Collection Voucher 

06/29/17 

06/29/17 

AA 1701453 2241 
260 0022P 056521 
2D DSIK(FY)  
N0022MHC53UY 

BCN  0022P 
AAA   056521 
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Figure 6-18 
Standard Form 1080 

Billing and Collection of Other Sales on Voucher for Transfer Between Appropriation and/or 
Funds 

4-digit Julian date of
request (calendar

year) 

CURRENT BCN # 0022P 
AAA  - 056521 

AA 1701453 2241 260 0022P 056521 2D DSIK(FY) N0022MHC53UY  
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Figure 6-19 
NAVCOMPT Form 2275 

Order for Work and Services 
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Figure 6-20 
Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request 
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Figure 6-21 
Standard Form 1034 

Public Voucher for Purchases and Services Other Than Personal 
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PART E:  CLOSING THE GENERAL MESS 
6400 GENERAL 
Upon notification of decommissioning, deactivation, or extended closure of a GM (GM), 
requisitions for replenishment shall be adjusted for acquisition of only essential food items required 
for the duration of active status. 

6401 IDENTIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS 
The first step to expend stocks at a GM scheduled for closure is to determine what stocks on board 
must be retained to support the anticipated needs until deactivation.  These stocks must be 
identified and segregated if possible.  All remaining stocks must then be inspected by qualified 
medical/veterinary personnel.  Unfit items shall be certified as such and shall be surveyed in 
accordance with Paragraph 6001 and Paragraph 6002.  Shelf life extensions must be made when 
appropriate.  This process shall be accomplished 3 to 6 months in advance if possible. 

6402 EXPENDITURE OF STOCKS 
This Paragraph discussed procedures for disposing of excess stocks.  Any stocks not required are 
candidates for expenditure.  The following procedure shall be used for disposing of excess stocks:  

• Menus shall be adjusted to use on-hand stocks as much as possible
• All subsistence considered for transfer shall be inspected to ensure that the products are

within their shelf-life.  Extension of product shelf-life is authorized through veterinary units
for decommissioning ships.

• Transfers without charge to other ships and stations in the vicinity shall be attempted in
accordance with Paragraph 6202.

• Transfer with charge to MSC or other services in the vicinity shall be attempted in
accordance with Paragraph 6203.

• The Supply Officer or FSO must request assistance from squadrons, TYCOMs, or NFMT to
redistribute food items within the region as necessary.

• All material certified by medical/veterinary personnel to be unfit for consumption shall be
surveyed in accordance with Paragraph 6001 and Paragraph 6002.

• Any remaining food products fit for consumption shall be sent to the DLA Disposition
Services in accordance with Paragraph 6500.  Contact the DLA Customer Interaction
Center (CIC) at 1-877-DLA-CALL (1-877-352-2255) or email them at
DLAContactCenter@dla.mil, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

mailto:DLAContactCenter@dla.mil
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Part F:  FOOD DONATION PROCEDURES 
6500  BULK FOOD DONATION
1. GENERAL.  An Executive Memorandum of November 1996 directed federal agencies to
redirect excess wholesome food from their food service facilities to programs that provide food
services for the needy.  The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) is the lead agency
for the federal government’s food recovery initiative.  Amendment to Title IV of the National and
Community Service Act of 1990, also known as the “Bill Emerson Good Samaritan Food Donation
Act”, was passed to provide uniform national protection to citizens, businesses, and nonprofit
organizations that act in good faith to donate, recover, and distribute excess food.  NAVSUP ltr
7040 511G/201 provides procedures for the donation of packaged food (canned, dehydrated, dry,
and unopened chilled or frozen foods).  NAVSUPINST 4355.10, Veterinary Surveillance Inspection
of Subsistence, provides guidance for inspections that shall be completed before transferring
donated food.  When prescribed conditions are met, and donations are of excess items that will not
deplete stock needed by the GM, food items may be donated to approved food banks or shelters.

2. POLICY.   NAVSUP supports distributing all packaged/unopened foods (canned, dehydrated,
dry, and unopened chilled or frozen foods) that are eligible for the donation program under the
conditions discussed below.

a. Transfer of Food Items.  TYCOMs working in conjunction with the NFMT must ensure all
efforts have been made to transfer the food items to other U.S.  Navy ships or shore
galleys, and other U.S.  military dining facilities.

b. Surveys.  If there still is a need to eliminate these kinds of food items, then the food items
are to be surveyed using DD Form 200.  If the dollar value of these items exceeds $2,500,
a request shall be submitted to NAVSUP N432, via TYCOM, to use the BULK FOOD
DONATION PROGRAM.  The following information must be included in the request:
• Steps completed to ensure the requirements of a. and b. above have been met.
• Endorsement from the TYCOM.
• Complete list of items to be surveyed.

3. GUIDELINES.  The guidelines discussed below are for use upon approval or for dollar values
less than $2,500.

a. U.  S.  Veterinary Service Inspection.  The U.S.  Army Veterinary Service must inspect the
items for fitness for human consumption in accordance with DODVSA Policy #B-021.
Items found to be unfit for human consumption shall be discarded in accordance with
guidelines in Paragraph 6000.

b. Food Items Transfer.  Upon completion of the Veterinary Service inspection, the food items
must be transferred to DLA Disposition Services.  Each food item must be accompanied by
DD 1348-1-A.  The donating galley, for audit purposes, must retain copies of the DD 200
and the DD 1348-1-A in its retained returns, and a copy must be forwarded to NAVSUP
N432.  It is the responsibility of DLA Disposition Services, not the donating GM, to distribute
the food items to an approved food bank or shelter.

c. Chilled or Frozen Packaged Foods.  Chilled or frozen packaged foods may need to be
retained by the GM because of non-availability of refrigerator or freezer space at DLA
Disposition Services locations.  DLA Disposition Services is responsible for coordinating
the donation with the food bank or shelter and with notifying the donating GM who shall be
picking up the food items and when they will be picked up.

4. LEFTOVERS.  Donation of leftover food items that have been prepared or cooked are
prohibited.  Cooked food not consumed cannot be donated in accordance with U.S.  Title 10
guidelines, Tri-Service Food Code, and as referenced in Chapter 3, Section 3003 of NAVSUP
P486, VOL I.
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CHAPTER 7 

GENERAL MESS REPORTS, INVENTORY, 
AND FINANCIAL RETURNS 

PART A:  MONTHLY REPORTS 
7000 GENERAL 
All General Messes (GMs) use end-use accounting procedures whereby activities account for 
receipts and expenditures of food items under a subsistence appropriation.  Under this authority, 
the GM shall submit financial returns monthly using the General Mess Summary Document 
(NAVSUP Form 1359).  All monetary values shall be rounded to the nearest dollar, except the 
rates for computing allowances, Disbursing Officer (DO) Cash Certification, Surcharge and Cash 
collected in the Accounting Classification Section of NAVSUP Form 1359.  Financial returns 
serve the following purposes: 

• Establish accountability.
• Provide a basis for analyzing, separating, and presenting appropriation and cost

accounting charges.
• Present vouchers substantiating entries in the account of FSOs for review by the Navy

Department and the General Accounting Office.
• Ensure compliance with government budgetary control measures.
• Make it easier to compile statistics for logistic planning in various offices, commands, or

bureaus.
• Provide statistical information necessary for future ration allowances.

7001 GENERAL MESS SUMMARY DOCUMENT (NAVSUP FORM 1359) 
1. PURPOSE.  The General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP Form 1359) (Figure 7-1 and
Figure 7-2) is the principal monthly food service report.  The report contains the following
essential information:

• Receipts with charge
• Rations fed
• Cash sales transactions
• Cash deposits (must include voucher collection number and Disbursing Officer symbol)
• Surveys
• Inventory Balance On Hand
• Inventory Brought Forward
• Stores Consumed (NAVSUP Form 1059)
• Food Costs (NAVSUP Form 338)
• Bulk Sales
• Receipts without Charge
• Transfers with and without Reimbursement
• Price Adjustment
• Last Full Inventory Date

2. SUBMISSION.  The Food Service Management (FSM) system monthly closeouts shall be
completed and submitted to NAVSUP N432 no later than the 5th day of the month following the
end of the reporting period.  When the 5th day of the month falls on a weekend, monthly
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closeouts are due on the next business day.  A printed copy of NAVSUP Form 1359 is required 
for deposits to the Disbursing Officer.  The following list provides more guidance:    

• When monthly reports cannot be submitted on or before the date required, Commands
must notify TYCOM via the Immediate Superior in Command (ISIC) with a precise
explanation for not meeting the deadline date.

• The monthly closeout shall be submitted to NAVSUP N432 for each month even when a
GM is temporarily closed.

• Any undeposited sales outstanding at the end of the fiscal year (FY) (30 September)
must be carried forward on a NAVSUP Form 1359 separate from NAVSUP Form 1359
being opened for the new FY.  The GM Summary Document opened for the new fiscal
year shall show $0 as the opening entry for undeposited sales.  All cash deposited has
been reported as collected and credited to the fiscal year in which the sale took place.

• NAVSUP discrepancy letters shall be sent via the TYCOM to the ships/stations that have
submitted incorrect returns.

3. AUDIT.  The FSO, Leading Culinary Specialist (LCS), and the Recordskeeper shall conduct a
monthly audit of the closeout reports using a TYCOM approved audit sheet or the audit sheet
found in Appendix I before submitting monthly returns.  Submarines must use the TYCOM
approved audit sheet.

7002 PREPARATION OF NAVSUP FORM 1359 
1. HEADING AND ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION SECTIONS.  Disbursing officers are
required to submit their financial reports on the first workday of each month.  They must use the
“Certification” Section of NAVSUP Form 1359 to substantiate any deposits made by the FSO
during the previous month.  FSOs shall complete the “Heading” and “Accounting Classification”
Sections of NAVSUP Form 1359 as shown below.

a. Heading.
Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
ACTIVITY Enter name of activity.   
PERIOD Enter the beginning and ending dates the GM operated. 
DAYS OPERATED Enter the number of days the GM was in operation. 
DAYS IN PORT Enter the total number of days in port (afloat units only). 
UIC Enter the unit identification code (without alphabetic prefix). 
TEMPORARY CLOSURE The activity shall enter a (Y) if it is a temporary closure or 

an (N) if it is not a temporary closure. 
CORRECTED REPORT Activity shall enter a (Y) to indicate a corrected report or an 

(N) if it is an original report.
FINAL RETURN Enter a (Y) only when there is a decommissioning, 

permanent closure, or galley consolidation.  Note: All 
deposits and book inventory must have a zero balance. 

b. Accounting Classification See Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2. 
(1) SALES:

APPROP Enter the last digit of the FY of the report between 17 and 
1453 
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SUBHEAD 2241 (Ensure preprinted form is correct or make pen and 
ink correction with non-erasable ink) 

OBJ CLASS 260 
BCN 0022P 
SUBALLOT Refer to NAVSUPNOTE 7330 for the 1st quarter of the 

current FY. 
AAA 056521 
TRANS TYPE 2D 
PAA Refer to NAVSUPNOTE 7330 for the 1st quarter of the 

current FY. 
COST CODE Refer to NAVSUPNOTE 7330 for the 1st quarter of the 

current FY. 
COUNTRY CODE See NOTE below if sales were made while overseas. 
AMOUNT   Enter the total dollar value of collections during the month 

that represent meal and food sales for the month (do not 
include surcharges collected in this Block). 

(2) SURCHARGES O&MN:
(a). TYCOM/Region must update NAVSUP Form 1359’s SURCHARGES O&MN

line accounting classification fields in the FSM system. 
(3)  TOTAL: Total amount of sales plus surcharges. 

NOTE: Country Code and Source Code Requirements.  The sale of meals (including surcharges 
and flight meals) to foreign national personnel overseas affects the international balance of 
payments.  Navy GMs located at overseas shore installations, and United States ships home 
ported in foreign countries, that sell meals or food items must include a country code and a 
collection source code (Financial Management Regulation (FMR), Vol 6A, Chapter 13, Appendix 
B) when reporting sales on NAVSUP Form 1359.  Source Code 20 shall be used for receipts
from sales to U.S. personnel.  Source Code 37 shall be used for receipts from sales to foreign
national personnel.  The following example shows sales made by a Navy GM in Italy:

• Sales to United States personnel and dependents
o Country code:  IT (Italy)
o Source code:  20

• Sales to foreign national personnel (Including those attached to a NATO command)
o Country code:  IT (Italy)
o Source code:  37

• Sales to authorized messes
o Country code:  US (United States)
o Source code:  None

The country code shall be inserted beside the “Country code” caption on the left side above the 
line bearing the “Accounting Classification” caption on NAVSUP Form 1359.  The source code 
shall be entered on the left of the preprinted “7” in the “Obj.  class.” column. 

2. CERTIFICATION SECTION.  The Certification Section is discussed below.
a. Submission to Disbursing Officer.  After the FSO has completed the “Heading” and

“Accounting Classification” Sections, NAVSUP Form 1359 shall be presented to the
Disbursing Officer according to the following:
• Concurrent with or after the last deposit made during the report period.
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• On or before the last day of the month.
• When the GM returns are submitted on the relief of the FSO or Commanding Officer

(CO) aboard ships that do not have a Supply Corps Officer.
• Each time cash is deposited with a different Disbursing Officer.

b. Disbursing Officers Afloat.  Disbursing Officers Afloat shall complete the Certification
Section (see Figure 7-2) and shall make sure that the following is correct:
• The date of deposit is within the “Period” in the “Heading”.
• The total amount of cash received agrees with the total of “Sales” and “Surcharges”

reported in the “Accounting Classification” Section and agrees with the cash
deposited with the Disbursing Officer in the Cash Statement Section.

• The collection voucher number, Disbursing Officer Symbol number, standard
document number (which is automatically generated by the FSM system), and the
period of accountability are completed.

NOTE:  The Certification Section does not apply to Ashore Commands.  

3. RATION BREAKDOWN AND CASH STATEMENT SECTIONS.  The Ration Breakdown
Section and the Cash Statement Section are discussed below.

a. Ration Breakdown Ashore.  Enter the total rations fed by category and rations sold for
cash from the CAC Reader to the FSM system.  Gains resulting from rounding shall
be added to the Navy regular Block, Figure 7-3.

b. Ration Breakdown Afloat.  Rations credited each day are determined by whether the
ship is at sea or in port in accordance with Paragraph 2403.  Determining the ration
breakdown for afloat units is done in reverse order using NAVSUP Form 338 as
shown below and in Figure 7-4.

Data Block and Caption Instructions for NAVSUP Form 1359 Entry 
Code 17 Enter the cumulative total at the end of the month from 

column (13) extracted from NAVSUP Form 338.   
Code 2 Enter the cumulative total at the end of the month from 

column (6) extracted from NAVSUP Form 338.   
Codes 3 through 15 Enter the total number of rations fed for the month obtained 

from local records or from Certification Forms prepared by 
the FSO for all categories listed in these Blocks. 

Code 16 Enter the sum of all rations listed in blocks 2 through 15. 
Code 1 Enter the difference between “Total Other Personnel” Block 

16 and the “Grand Total” Block 17. 
NOTE ON RATION BREAKDOWN: Ensure that all rations annotated with a “1/” have a 

Data Block and Caption 
Undeposited Bal Fwd 

certification prepared (See NAVSUP P-486, Chapter 
2).  Forward the certification to NAVSUP N432.  Ensure 
that the “Rations Fed” caption does not exceed the 
“Rations Allowed” caption. 

Cash Statement 
Instructions for Entry 
Enter the value from the undeposited sales line of the 
previous monthly NAVSUP Form 1359.  The data on this 
line represents all cash on hand and/or uncollected bills 
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representing cash in the FSO’s accountability on the first 
day of the report period.  See Figure 7-5.   

Sale of Meals Enter the value of all meals sold, collected or uncollected 
and excluding surcharges, for the current month extracted 
from the Cash Meal Payment Book (DD Form 1544) and 
the Sale of GM Meals (NAVSUP Form 1046). 

Bulk Sales Enter the total value of food items sold from the GM for the 
report period.  This value is extracted from the billing 
documents (DD Form 1149).  See Figure 7-6. 

Surcharges Enter the total value of surcharges collected or uncollected 
for meals sold from the GM extracted from the Cash Meal 
Payment Book (DD Form 1544) and the Sale of GM Meals 
(NAVSUP Form 1046).  See Figure 7-7. 

Cash Deposited. Enter the total value of deposits made with the Disbursing 
Officer/Assistant Supply Officer during the report period 
extracted from the Cash Receipt Book (NAVSUP Form 470) 
and the Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131).  If a 
Command is on Navy Cash, ensure that Navy Cash Form 
SF-215 is included in NAVSUP Form 470.  This value must 
agree with the value contained in the Certification Block of 
NAVSUP Form 1359.  See Figure 7-8. 

Other Sales of Meals Enter the total value of other sales of meals for which cash 
was not collected.  This shall include payment by voucher 
transfer between accounting classifications, cash overages 
and shortages, and differences in rounding.  The document 
shall be maintained by the FSO and provided to NAVSUP 
N432 upon request.  Examples of entries on this line that 
shall be included in the comment section of NAVSUP Form 
1359 include the following: 

• Cash overages and shortages (including thefts) $10 or
less generated during the month.

• Cash overages and shortages exceeding $10 during the
month shall be reported as an undeposited sale on
NAVSUP Form 1359.  This amount must be maintained as
Undeposited Sales until approved by NAVSUP via TYCOM.
It then shall be moved to Other Sales of Meals.

• Differences due to rounding to the nearest dollar when
preparing the cash statement.

• Total value of bulk sales for which payment has been
reported to a Disbursing Officer on other documents such
as a Voucher for Transfers Between Appropriations and/or
Funds (Standard Form 1080), Voucher for Cash Collection
(DD Form 1131), Public Voucher for Purchases and
Services other than personal (Standard Form 1030), Military
Interdepartmental Purchase Request ((MIPR) DD448).
These documents substantiate reimbursable collections and
shall be forwarded to NAVSUP.
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• Surcharge values transferred to appropriation,
Operation and Maintenance, Navy, with copy of the transfer
document attached (for appropriation only).  When the
Other Sale of Meal Line is used, supporting documentation
provided to the Disbursing Officer that allows the
reimbursable collections must be provided to NAVSUP.
Corrected reports shall be required if supporting
documentation is not provided to support posting to the
Other Sale of Meal Line.  Activities shall no longer be
authorized to request a reversal of charges.  It is suggested
that the FSO and the LCS review the monthly summary
document to ensure that charges are properly identified.

Undeposited Sales Enter the total of the following equation:  Undeposited 
balance forward + sale of meals + bulk sales + surcharges 
– cash deposited with Disbursing Officer – other sales of
meals.  Data in this line represents all cash on hand or
uncollected cash and/or vouchers representing cash in the
FSO’s accountability on the last day of the report period.
This amount shall be reported as an undeposited balance
brought forward on the next month’s NAVSUP Form 1359
See Figure 7-9.

4. RECEIPTS SECTION.  The Receipts Section is presented below.
Inventory
Balance Brought Forward Enter the total dollar value of the inventory at the beginning 

of the monthly accounting period.  It must agree with the 
“Inventory Balance on Hand” caption on NAVSUP Form 
1359 submitted for the previous monthly accounting period 
and with the opening inventory on the “Receipts” Section of 
NAVSUP Form 367 rounded to the nearest whole dollar 
See Figure 7-10. 

Receipts with Charge Enter the total dollar value of all Receipts with Charge 
(receipts from Prime Vendor, ships store, CLF ships, and 
other government agencies).  This figure must agree with all 
receipts posted on the “Receipts” Section of NAVSUP Form 
367 for all receipts not indicated with an (*) in the left hand 
side of the Value column of NAVSUP Form 367.  This value 
must equal the total of receipts in the Receipts with Charge 
File. 

Receipts without Charge Enter the total dollar value of all Receipts Without Charge 
(OSO to OSO).  This figure must agree with all receipts 
posted to the “Receipts” section of NAVSUP Form 367 for 
all receipts indicated with an (*) in the left hand side of the 
Value column of NAVSUP Form 367.  This value also must 
equal the total of receipts in the Receipts without Charge 
File. 

Total Enter the sum of the values of “Inventory Balance Brought 
Forward” + “Receipt with Charge” + “Receipts without 
Charge”.  See Figure 7-11. 
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5. EXPENDITURES SECTION.  The Expenditures Section is discussed below.
Food Cost Enter the total dollar value of food items, at the most current 

last receipt price rounded.  This shall be equal to column 17 
of the Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338) and 
Records of Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 367). 

Surveys Enter the total dollar value of all Surveys (DD 200), at last 
receipt price, as reported in the “Expenditure” section of 
NAVSUP Form 367 (Figure 7-12). 

Loss Without Survey Enter the total dollar value of all Loss Without Survey (NS 
1334), at last receipt price, as reported in the “Expenditure” 
section of NAVSUP Form 367 (Figure 7-12). 

Bulk Sales Enter the total dollar value of DD 1149 (billing report), at last 
receipt price, of the sale of bulk food items.  This value shall 
agree with the sale of bulk food items in the “Expenditure” 
section of NAVSUP Form 367 (Figure 7-13). 

Transfers with Enter the total dollar value, at last receipt price, of food 
Reimbursement items turned into stock points or CLF ships.  This value 

shall agree with the value of all transfers in the Transfers 
with Reimbursement File and the value of all transfers to 
stock points or CLF ships as reported in the “Expenditure” 
section of NAVSUP Form 367 (Figure 7-14). 

Transfers w/o Reimbursement Enter the total value, at last receipt price, of food items 
transferred to other end users.  This value shall agree with 
the value of all transfers in the Transfers without 
Reimbursement File and the value of all transfers to other 
end users as reported in the “Expenditure” section of 
NAVSUP Form 367 (Figure 7-15). 

Inventory Balance on Hand Enter the total dollar value, at last receipt price, of the 
ending inventory as of the last day of the monthly 
accounting period.  This value shall agree with the 
“Inventory” entry in the “Expenditure” section of NAVSUP 
Form 367 rounded to the nearest dollar.   

Price Adjustment Enter the value, plus or minus the amount that is required to 
make the Total Expenditures equal to the total receipts.  
This value may not agree with the Price Adjustment caption 
on NAVSUP Form 367 due to rounding to the nearest dollar 
(Figure 7-16).  When the Price Adjustment exceeds 10 
percent of the Food Cost for the month it must be explained 
on the reverse side of the NAVSUP Form 1359.   

Total Enter the sum of the values of “Food Cost” + “Surveys” + 
“Loss Without Survey” + “Bulk Sales” + “Transfers with 
Reimbursement” + “Transfers without Reimbursement” + 
“Inventory (Balance on Hand)” + “Price Adjustment”.  (See 
Figure 7-16). 

6. RATIONS ALLOWED STATEMENT.  The Rations Allowed Statement is discussed below.
Rations Allowed Afloat Figure 7-17.
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Navy Rations Allowed (Enlisted)     Enter the total rations allowed for the 
monthly accounting period as reported by 
the daily muster reports from the Executive/
Personnel Officer.  Navy enlisted rations allowed 
equals total Navy enlisted on board minus 
personnel on COMRATS/BAS/TAD/TDY, on leave, 
confined (Brig/Correctional Custody Unit CCU), 
in hospital, and on unauthorized leave. 

Other Rations Allowed 

Total 

7. ALLOWANCES.
the nearest whole dollar.
Basic Allowance
Rations

Rate

Value
Special/Supplemental
Allowances

Total Allowance 

Food Cost 

Under/(Over) Issue 

Enter all other personnel (including rations sold for cash) 
entitled to be fed.  When only cash sales are involved, the 
number of other personnel allowed shall always be equal to 
the number of other rations fed.  These activities shall 
report the value of meals sold for cash on NAVSUP Form 
1359. 
Enter the sum of “Navy (enlisted)” + “Total Other 
Personnel.” 

NOTE: Do not round the rate; round the value statement to 

See Figure 7-18. 
Enter the “Grand Total” figure from the “Rations Fed” 
column of the Ration Breakdown Section. 
Enter the Basic Daily Food Allowance described in 
NAVSUPNOTE 7330 series (do not round this value). 
“Rations” x “Rate” (rounded to the nearest whole dollar). 
Enter the number of rations, the rate, and the value 
described in the Basic Allowance Section for each type of 
entitled special/supplemental allowance described in 
NAVSUPNOTE 7330.  Do not round the rate; round the 
value to the nearest whole dollar. 
Enter the sum of the “Basic Allowance” value + all 
“Special/Supplemental Allowance” values + value of 
Under/(Over) Issue CF. 
Enter the total dollar value (rounded) of food items at the 
last receipt price consumed in the GM (the FSM system 
shall do this automatically).  This rounded entry shall come 
from the Issues to the GM column on the “Expenditure” 
section of NAVSUP Form 367 at the end of the accounting 
period.  See Figure 7-19. 
Enter the difference between “Food Cost” and “Total 
Allowance.”  “Over” or “Under” shall be circled as 
appropriate.  An “Over” issue exists if the “Food Cost” 
is greater than the “Total Allowance”.  An “Under” issues 
exists If the “Food Cost” is less than the “Total 
Allowance”.  See Subparagraph 12 below. 
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Percent Under/(Over) Issue Equals “Under/(Over) Issue divided by “Total Allowance” 
See Subparagraph 12 below.  

Stores Consumed Enter the total dollar value of food items at the last receipt 
price consumed in the GM (the FSM system shall do this 
automatically).  This entry shall come from the summary of 
issues to the GM at the end of the monthly accounting 
period.  See Paragraph 7202 and NAVSUP Form 1059 
(Figure 7-30).  

Difference between food cost Stores consumed minus food cost = X.  X divided by stores 
consumed = percentage.  NOTE:  Any difference in excess 
of 2 percent is an indication of errors in receipt posting and 
must be investigated by the FSO/LCS. 

8. LAST FULL PHYSICAL INVENTORY.  This subparagraph discussed the Last Full Physical
Inventory.
Date Enter the date of the last full physical inventory performed. 
Number of Days Since Enter the number of days since the last full physical 

inventory was performed. 
Inventory Accuracy Rate Enter the percentage of inventory accuracy at the time the 

last full physical inventory was performed.  (This must be 
the inventory accuracy rate before completing any inventory 
adjustments). 

9. SIGNATURES AND COMMENTS SECTION (PRINTED COPY ONLY).  This subparagraph
discusses the Signatures and Comment Section for the printed copy only.
Comments Enter any comments such as country of foreign personnel

fed, temporary closures, or decommissioning dates.
Reviewed by LCS Signature of LCS. 

Certified by (Signature) Date and signature, rank, and title of the FSO certifying the 
and Date accuracy of the form. 

10. OVER AND UNDER ISSUES FOR GENERAL MESSES.  The amount of over or under issue
reported by each galley is monitored and reviewed by NAVSUP on a continuing basis.  GMs are
allowed to accumulate over or under issues during the first eleven months of the FY and shall
carry forward 100 percent of the value of the over or under issue into the next month.  A
justification letter must be provided to NAVSUP N432 via TYCOM and/or the Regional Galley
Program Manager for endorsement from all commands operating in an over issue status at the
end of the FY.

11. REPORTING OVER ISSUE.  A letter of explanation signed by the Supply Officer must be
submitted to NAVSUP N432 via TYCOM for endorsement if a GM is over issue under the
following conditions:

• End of the FY
• Upon the disestablishment of the GM
• On relief of the FSO
• Over issues greater than 10 percent for three consecutive months
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12. BRINGING FORWARD OVER AND UNDER ISSUES.  The following guidance in provided
for bringing forward over issues and under issues:

• Over/under issue values shall be carried forward to the next month directly as an
allowance to the “Monetary Allowance” column on NAVSUP Form 338.

• Over/under issue values carried forward shall be reported on the next month’s NAVSUP
Form 1359 in the “Allowances” section.

• Over/under issue values shall be carried forward respectively as negative/positive
allowance values on NAVSUP Form 338 and NAVSUP Form 1359.

• Over/under issue values shall not be carried forward from the last month of the FY to the
next FY.

Figure 7-1 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

General Mess Summary Document 

1701453 2241 260 0022P 056521 2D DSIK(FY) 
N0022MHC53UY 

BCN 0022P 
AAA 056521 Note: Refer the NAVSUP NOTE 7330 1st quarter. 
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Figure 7-2 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Recording Data on the Certification and Accounting Classification Sections to the 
General Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-3 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Recording Rations Fed at Ashore Activities to the 
General Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-4 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Recording Rations Fed for Afloat Activities to the 
General Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-5 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Recording Data on the “Cash Statement” Section 
to the General Mess Summary Document 

(Undeposited Sales Beginning of the Month) 
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Figure 7-6 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Recording Data on the “Cash Statement” Section 
to the General Mess Summary Document 

(Sale of Bulk Food Items)  
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Figure 7-7 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Recording Data on the “Cash Statement” Section 
to the General Mess Summary Document  

(Surcharges on General Mess Meals)  
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Figure 7-8 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Recording “Cash Deposited With Disbursing Officer” to the General Mess Summary 
Document 
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Figure 7-9 
General Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-10 
Recording Data on the “Balance Sheet” Section (Balance Brought Forward) to the General 

Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-11 
Recording Data on the “Balance Sheet” Section Total to the General Mess Summary 

Document 
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Figure 7-12 
Recording Data on the “Expenditure” Section (Survey and Loss Without Survey) to the 

General Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-13 
Reporting Sale of Bulk Food on the General Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-14 
Recording Data on the “Expenditure” Section (Transfer With Reimbursement) to the 

General Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-15 
Recording Data on the “Expenditure” Section (Transfer Without Reimbursement) to the 

General Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-16 
Recording Data on the “Expenditure” Section (Price Adjustment) Section of the General 

Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-17 
Recording Data on the “Ration Allowed Statement” Section to the General Mess 

Summary Document 

Determined by muster 
report afloat and supporting 
PERSUPPDET ashore. 
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Figure 7-18 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Recording Data on the Computation Allowance/Financial Section (Total Allowances) to 
the General Mess Summary Document 
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Figure 7-19 
Recording Data “Expenditure” Section of the General Mess Summary on the Document 
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7003 DISTRIBUTION OF NAVSUP FORM 1359 
NAVSUP Form 1359 shall be distributed as follows: 

• Original – Signed hard copy retained by the FSO and placed in the accountability file for
10 years.

• Copy 1 - Provided to the Disbursing Officer when deposits are made.

7004  PROCEDURES FOR SUBMITTING CORRECTED NAVSUP FORM 1359 
1. GENERAL.  As the result of late discovered errors or omissions, submission of a corrected
General Mess Summary Document shall be necessary.  Reopening prior months requires
TYCOM/CNIC approval.  Any errors in undeposited sales at the beginning or end of a month
shall effect preceding/subsequent submittals.

2. PROCEDURES WHEN SUBMITTING AN AUTOMATED CORRECTED REPORT.  A new
NAVSUP Form 1359 shall be reprinted each time a change is made in the FSM system that
affects the NAVSUP Form 1359.  Reprinting the NAVSUP Form 1359 shall overwrite the original
monthly closeout package.  You must maintain the original and each corrected copy of
NAVSUP Form 1359 in the accountability file.

3. CORRECTED REPORTS.  All entries on hard copy records that reflect corrected figures
shall be annotated with one asterisk (*) on the original and the copy of the record (see Figure 7-
20).  This is not required when corrections are made in the FSM system.

Errors in the Disbursing Officer’s Certification Section require that the Section shall be filled out 
completely and signed by the Disbursing Officer.  If there are no errors in this Section, it shall be 
completed in its entirely with the exception of the signature block.  The word “SIGNED” shall be 
entered in place of the Disbursing Officer’s signature and initialed by the FSO. 

Each corrected NAVSUP Form 1359 that is retained in the accountability file shall be annotated 
with a “Y” and the corrected report number in the “CORRECTED REPORT?” field.  The 
corrected reports for the month shall be numbered consecutively.  Justification for the correction 
shall be entered manually in the Comments Section of NAVSUP Form 1359. 

The FSO shall sign and insert the typed name and rank and current date after all sections of 
NAVSUP Form 1359 have been completed and proper documentation has been attached to the 
original and the copy. 

NOTE:  It is recommended that FSM system users print the NAVSUP Form 1359 each month 
before posting any records to verify that all carry forward values were carried forward correctly. 
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Y

*

Figure 7-20 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Submitting a Manual Corrected General Mess Summary Document 
Corrected NAVSUP Form 1359 

Correction shall be 
annotated with an 

asterisk *. Corrected report shall have a 
Y in the corrected report 

block followed by the 
corrected report number. 
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PART B:  INVENTORY 
7100 GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. APPLICABILITY.  The procedures in this section apply to all GMs.  Performing accurate and
timely inventories is one of the most critical responsibilities of the FSO.  Physical inventories
provide the foundation to support recordkeeping closeouts and submission of GM returns.

2. DEFINITION.  A physical inventory is a process of identifying, counting, and evaluating all
subsistence on hand at a specified time.

3. PURPOSE.  A physical inventory is taken for the following purposes:
• To establish and reestablish financial accountability and responsibility
• To determine the dollar value of the subsistence on hand so that the required financial

reports can be prepared
• To check on the accuracy of subsistence ledgers and to adjust any differences that may

exist between the subsistence ledgers and the subsistence on hand.
• To determine the dollar value of subsistence shortages caused by spoilage, damage,

waste, pilferage, or other losses not reflected on subsistence ledgers.
• To identify subsistence shortages and overages and to determine financial liability.
• To serve as a management tool for subsistence inventory controls.

4. INVENTORY LEVELS.  Afloat and ashore commands must constantly ensure that inventory
levels maintain current TYCOM/Regional Galley Program Manager-approved endurance levels
as discussed below.

a. Afloat.  Based on TYCOM endurance level guidance and knowledge of future operations.
b. Ashore.  Maintain no more than seven to ten days inventory on hand.  Exceptions for

circumstances such as natural disasters must be approved through CNIC.
c. Inventory Level Priorities.  Maintaining the following good inventory practices throughout

the month reduces inventory issues:
• Use first-in/first-out inventory management system.
• Determine food ordering requirements from past crew consumption, acceptability

patterns, and item cost.
• Reduce inventory levels before entry into shipyard/overhaul periods by adjusting

menus to reduce on-board stocks.
• Transfer excess stock to other activities sufficiently in advance of food expiration.
• Request assistance from TYCOM.

5. COMPLETION OF INVENTORIES.  A full physical subsistence inventory shall be performed
as follows:

• Upon relief of the accountable FSO.
• Upon relief of the responsible Bulk Storeroom Custodian.
• Within 90 days of the last full physical inventory (see Figure 7-21).  It is highly

recommended that the last quarterly inventory be conducted in the month of September.
NOTE:  Spot inventories must be maintained to avoid inventory adjustments for over
issues when conducting quarterly inventories.

• When there is evidence of unauthorized entry into that storeroom.
• Within 45 days of decommissioning.
• At any other time when directed by the Type Commander, Major Claimant, CO, Supply

Officer, or FSO.
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Figure 7-21 
NAVSUP Form 1359 

Recording Data for the Last Full Inventory on the 
General Mess Summary Document 

Date of last full inventory 
(inventory is required every 

90 days). 

Inventory accuracy rate is based on 
the last full inventory conducted. 
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6. INVENTORY ADJUSTMENTS.  The four types of inventory adjustments are discussed
below.

a. Loss from Inventory.  This results when the number of items on hand, counted during a
physical inventory, is less than the number of items listed in NAVSUP Form 335,
Subsistence Ledger.  This shortage must be investigated by the LCS or FSO.

b. Gain from Inventory.  This results when the number of items on hand, counted during a
physical inventory, is more than the number of items listed in NAVSUP Form 335,
Subsistence Ledger.  This excess must be investigated by the LCS or FSO.

c. Net Inventory Adjustment.  The Net Inventory Adjustment is the dollar value of the
inventory after subtracting the Loss by inventory (+) from the Gained by inventory values
(-).  Example: if the command inventory adjusted $10,000 as a Gained by inventory (-)
and $6,500 as a Loss by inventory (+) the Net Inventory Adjustment shall equal a gain of
$3,500 (-).

d. Gross Inventory Adjustment.  The Gross Inventory Adjustment is all adjustments, whether
positive or negative, calculated as an absolute value.  Example:  $10,000 Gained By
Inventory (-), $6,500 Loss By Inventory (+) = a Gross Inventory absolute value of
$16,500.

7101 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
1. GENERAL.  FSOs shall be expected to maintain an inventory validity of at least 95 percent. 
Loss of issue, receipt and expenditure documents, and incorrect records posting shall impede 
the ability to meet the 95 percent accuracy goal.  Paying attention to the storerooms shall provide 
significant dividends on the time invested.  A difference in book balances and the actual count 
during an inventory may be the difference between being over or under issue.  Various checks 
and balances may be used to maintain control of inventory accuracy.  Additional information is 
discussed below.

a. Inventory Management.  The FSO is required to implement an effective inventory 
management plan in accordance with TYCOM guidance.  This procedure is used when 
the FSO conducts spot inventories of subsistence items in the bulk storeroom at 
unannounced times during the course of the monthly accounting period.  A minimum of 
10 percent of subsistence line items maintained in the bulk storeroom shall be inventoried 
twice a month or 20 percent monthly (Food Service Officer’s decision based on needed 
inventory accuracy controls).  Spot inventories must concentrate on high value and fast 
moving items.  The results shall be compared to the Subsistence Ledgers (NAVSUP 
Forms 335) to ensure that the inventory accuracy of the bulk storeroom is maintained. 
The spot inventory needs to be signed by the FSO and placed in the FSO’s non-
accountability file for 3 years.  Refer to the local TYCOM guidance for any additional 
and or increased levels of spot inventory requirements not outlined in this paragraph.

b. Full Physical Inventories.  This procedure is used when the FSO conducts a full quarterly 
inventory of all subsistence items every 90 days.  The results shall be compared 
Subsistence Ledgers (NAVSUP Forms 335) with appropriate adjusting entries made. 
Because of operational risks, COMSUBFOR is authorized to exempt deployed 
submarines from quarterly inventories.  Within 45 days of initial return to homeport, a full 
inventory must be conducted and results must be reported to TYCOM via the ISIC. 
Caution must be exercised with this procedure when like subsistence items are located in 
multiple locations.

c. Breakout/Perpetual Inventories.  This procedure is used when the Bulk Storeroom 
Custodian inventories the remaining subsistence items after each breakout or issue is 
made.  The Bulk Storeroom Custodian shall indicate the balance on hand on each Food 
Item Request/Issue Document (NAVSUP Form 1282) after making each breakout or 
issue.  The Recordskeeper shall compare this balance after decreasing the breakout or 
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issue on the Subsistence Ledger (NAVSUP Form 335).  Differences shall be examined 
and appropriate entries made.   

d. Emergency Breakout Procedures. Emergency breakout procedures must be developed
and approved by the FSO to ensure that proper inventory is maintained.

e. Inventory Priorities.  A full inventory conducted in a week that a spot inventory is required
supersedes the need to conduct an additional spot inventory for that week.

f. Inventory Discrepancies.  Inadvertent inventory discrepancies (such as fat finger or
posted wrong) shall be handled as a spot check the next day.

g. Unforeseen Circumstances.  Unforeseen circumstances (such as emergency leave or
TAD) may cause the Food Service Officer (FSO) to be unavailable to conduct designated
inventories (spot and/or full).  The following procedures shall be followed:
(1) FSO shall have a LOA on file designating a temporary replacement in their absence.
(2) If the FSO is on shore duty, or operating a ship on FSM ashore mode there needs to

be a NAVSUP approved SAAR form on file by NAVSUP designating the alternate role
in block 11 of the SAAR form.  A SAAR form needs to be completed and submitted
when there is no SAAR form currently on file with an alternate role.  The FSO shall
take the following steps:
• Send an e-mail to navsup_bsc_fsm@navy.mil requesting the new role.  Note: An

approved SAAR must be on file with NAVSUP Information Assurance Officer.
• Follow all inventory procedures in accordance with P-486 Chapter 7, Paragraph

7100 and any other written procedures identified by the FSO when the alternate
member assumes the temporary role as FSO.

(3) When the FSO returns, the previous designated role of the temporary relief will be
reinstated.

7102 PREPARING FOR INVENTORIES 
1. PREPARATION.  Before the inventory all receipts, transfers, surveys, returns, and issues to
the GM and other authorized messes must be up to date and posted with approval by the FSO.
All receipt and expenditure (transfer, survey, sale, and issue) documents shall be posted to the
following:

• Subsistence Ledgers (NAVSUP Forms 335)
• Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 367)

All subsistence items shall be arranged to make counting easier.  It is recommended that like 
items be together, neatly stacked, visible, and in food item code (FIC) sequence in each 
storeroom, where possible. 

2. ASSIGNMENT OF PERSONNEL.  Before turnover of the FSO position, the FSO and the
relieving FSO are required to complete a full inventory.  Personnel who are assigned
responsibility for subsistence storage areas shall be present and participate in the inventory in
their respective spaces.  A two-team method (two teams, two or more per team) shall be used
when possible.

7103 FULL PHYSICAL INVENTORY PROCEDURES 
1. INVENTORY.  Inventory procedures are discussed below.

a. Recording the Inventory.  The actual count of subsistence items will be recorded on the
inventory worksheet (Figure 7-22) that has been generated and printed from FSM and be
referred to as the rough inventory. Entries will be recorded in ink or permanent marker.
Errors will be lined out and not blacked out or erased.  All corrections will be initialed by
the Food Service Officer.  Each page of the rough inventory will be signed by all
individuals participating in the inventory. It is also recommended that TYCOM be contacted
for specific local requirements.

mailto:navsup_bsc_fsm@navy.mil
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b. Actions During the Inventory.  The contents of boxes from which items have been
removed shall always be counted.  The FSO shall take the necessary action to ensure
that no issue, transfer, or sale of subsistence items is made, except in an emergency,
until the inventory has been reconciled.  If an emergency breakout is made during the
inventory, the inventory team shall be notified and their signatures shall be obtained on
the breakout document.

c. Actions After the Inventory Placed in Initiated Status in FSM (Reconciliation).  Item loss
by inventory quantities are calculated as follows, Physical count of item (PI Quantity)
divided by previous book inventory value (System Quantity) equals line item validity.  Item
gain by inventory quantities (GBI), recorded as positive value as adjustments (gain).  All
quantity adjustments (gain or loss) with a line item validity of below 95 percent must be
reconciled before placing the inventory into posted status. Changes to the inventory not
permitted after placing inventory into the posted status.  The Food Service Officer must
place the inventory into accepted status, followed by generating and printing of the
Physical Inventory (PI) Discrepancy Report (1059) to be signed. (Figure 7-23a, 7-23b,
and 7-23c).  Earlier versions of FSM, Food Service Officer accept the inventory followed
by printing and signing all physical inventory view pages (Figure 7-26b).
(1) If the inventory is correct, it may be posted at this time or when all discrepancies have

been resolved.  The inventory quantity shall be posted to the “On Hand” balance
column.

(2) If the inventory reveals unresolved discrepancies resulting in a shortage (the number
of items on hand counted during a physical inventory is less than the number of items
listed on NAVSUP Form 335, Subsistence Ledger) a loss from inventory has occurred
and must be posted as shown below and in Figure 7-24.
Column Instructions for Entry 
Month and Day Month and day the inventory was performed 
Receipts INVADJ (if applicable) 
GM Issued If the inventory quantity is greater than the “On 

Hand” balance, the amount entered shall be a 
negative value.  If the inventory quantity is less 
than the “On Hand” balance, the amount shall be 
a positive value. 

GM Cumulative Total The sum of the value entered in the “GM Issued” 
column and the last value entered in the 
“Cumulative Total” column (if applicable).   

Other INV 
On Hand The physical inventory count of the subsistence 

item.   
(3) If the inventory reveals unresolved discrepancies resulting in an excess, (the number
of items on hand counted during a physical inventory is more than the number of items
listed in the NAVSUP Form 335, Subsistence Ledger) a Gain From Inventory has
occurred and must be posted as shown below and in Figure 7-25.

Column Instructions for Entry 
Month and Day Month and day the inventory was performed 
Receipts INVADJ (if applicable) 
GM Issued The difference between the actual amount 

counted during the physical inventory and the 
On Hand balance shown on NAVSUP Form 335.  
This amount shall be a negative value.   

GM Cumulative Total The sum of the value entered in the “GM Issued” 
column and the last value entered in the 
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“Cumulative Total” column.  This shall be a 
negative value. 

Other INV 
On Hand The physical inventory count of the subsistence 

tem.  
Inventory Adjustment Sheets (Physical Inventory (PI) Discrepancy Report).  Quantity 
differences between the inventory and NAVSUP Form 335 balance shall be recorded to 
the Inventory Adjustment Sheets.  An original and one copy of the Inventory Adjustment 
sheets shall be made using a blank NAVSUP Form 1059.  An inventory loss is posted as 
a positive (+) figure, and an inventory gain is posted as a negative (-) figure.  A credit 
issue occurs when an inventory adjustment results in a gain that is greater than the 
cumulative total of issues to a GM.  These types of inventory adjustments must be 
researched thoroughly before they are posted.  Generally, the causes for credit issues 
failing to post are an error or a receipt in a previous inventory count for that item.  Each 
entry on the Inventory Adjustment Sheet shall be at the most current last receipt price.  
All Inventory Adjustment Sheets must be retained in the non-accountability file as part of 
the retained returns. 
(4) Posting Differences (Money Value Only) to the Food Cost Control Record (NAVSUP
Form 338).  Gains and/or losses in inventories must be assumed to be issued or returned
items that were not documented to and from the GM.  Therefore, the summary of all
inventory adjustments must be posted to NAVSUP Form 338 to reflect the true
accumulation of actual food costs (see Figure 7-26a for gain or loss by inventory).  Proper
posting for the money value of inventory adjustment is shown below.

Column Instructions for Entry 
(1) Date of the inventory 
(14-15) Inventory adjustment 
(16) Obtained from the Inventory Adjustment Sheet.  

A total inventory adjustment that results in a loss 
(positive figure) shall be posted as a plus entry.  
When the total inventory adjustment results in a 
credit issue (negative figure), it shall be posted 
as a minus entry. 

(17) The sum of the total inventory adjustment 
(Column 16) plus the Food Cost cumulative total 
(Column 17). 

(19) Difference between Column (15) and Column 
(17). 

2. SMOOTH INVENTORY.  Book Inventory Report (NAVSUP Form 1059) shall be generated in
FSM system. The Book Inventory Report will be generated after the rough has been placed in
posted and accepted status.  The FSO, and if applicable, the relieving FSO shall compare
the rough and smooth inventories. They shall sign and date the bottom of the last page of
the smooth inventory and PI Discrepancy reports to certify correctness (Figure 7-23a, Figure
7-23b, and Figure 7-23c) and Book Inventory report.   Note: Earlier versions of FSM, Physical
Inventory View pages will be utilized in place of Physical Inventory (PI) Discrepancy Report
(1059).

3. BOOK INVENTORY.  Book inventory is the balance on hand on the last day of the monthly
accounting period in closed status. It shall be recorded on NAVSUP Form 1059 signed by the
Food Service Officer to be retained in the non-accountability file.
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4. DISTRIBUTION.  Distribution is discussed below.
a. Rough Inventory.  Inventory worksheets shall be retained until the next inventory has 

been completed. All differences on the rough inventory must be reconciled before 
printing the book inventory report (NAVSUP Form 1059) and Physical Inventory (PI) 
Discrepancy Report (1059).

b. Smooth Inventory.  The prepared book inventory report and Physical Inventory (PI) 
Discrepancy Report (1059) needs to be signed by the FSO and placed in the FSO’s 
non-accountability file for 3 years. 
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Figure 7-22 
NAVSUP Form 1059 

Food Item Report/Master Food Code List 
Used For Recording Inventory 
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Note:  The PI discrepancy report (1059) is considered the inventory adjustment sheet and 
smooth inventory in the FSM system.   

Figure 7-23a 
PI Discrepancy Report 

Page 1 of 3 
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Figure 7-23b 
PI Discrepancy Report 

Page 2 of 3 

Figure 7-23c 
PI Discrepancy Report 

Page 3 of 3 
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Figure 7-24 
NAVSUP Form 335 

Posting a Loss by Inventory 
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Figure 7-25 
NAVSUP Form 335 

Posting a Gain by Inventory 
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Figure 7-26a 
NAVSUP Form 338 

General Mess Control Record  
Posting Money Value Gain or Loss by Inventory 

Net inventory Adjustment 
(par 7100-5c) 
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Figure 7-26b 
Physical Inventory Edit 
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PART C: PREPARATION OF FINANCIAL RETURNS – 
CLOSINGOUT RECORDS 

7200 GENERAL 
1. 1359 SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS.  The supporting documents used to prepare NAVSUP 
Form 1359 are NAVSUP Forms 338, 367, 470, 1046, 1059, 1149, 1292, 1334, 1336, DD Form 
1544, DD Form 200, and DD Form 1131.  Maintaining a Head Count Record to calculate 
rations allowed and muster report data is recommended.  This number shall be used as a 
historical data record.

NOTE:  A gain by inventory in excess of quantities issued shall show a negative symbol on the 
Stores Consumed NAVSUP Form 1059. 

7201 MONTHLY SUMMARY OF ISSUES TO THE GENERAL MESS (NAVSUP FORM 1059) 
After NAVSUP Forms 335 have been properly closed, a Summary of Issues (Stores Consumed) 
to the GM shall be extended at the most current last receipt price (Figure 7-27) on NAVSUP 
Form 1059.  NAVSUP Form 1059 must be signed, dated, and reviewed by the FSO. 

7202 RECORD OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES (NAVSUP FORM 367) 
1. GENERAL.  NAVSUP Form 367 is completed by the FSM system when all receipt and 
expenditure documents are posted.  The Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 
367) is broken down into two sections:  a “Receipt” Section and an “Expenditure” Section.
2. RECEIPT SECTION.  Before closing out NAVSUP Form 367, the following end-of-month
entries must have been made on the receipt side:

• Beginning Inventory brought forward
• Receipts with charge
• Receipts without charge (annotated with an asterisk*).
• Total (a+b+c = d)

3. EXPENDITURE SECTION.  Before closing out NAVSUP Form 367, the following end-of-
month entries must have been made on the expenditure side:

• Loss without Survey (NAVSUP Form 1334)
• Surveys (DD Form 200)
• Summary of Issues to the GM (Food Cost)
• Ending Inventory
• Sale of Bulk Food Items
• Transfers With Reimbursement
• Transfers Without Reimbursement
• Price Adjustment
• Total (a+b+c+d+e+f+g+h = i)

4. POSTING LOSS WITHOUT SURVEY (NAVSUP Form 1334).  NAVSUP Form 1334 is
generated by the FSM system.  The source document for posting the total dollar value of Loss
Without Survey is the Expenditure Log (Loss Without Survey) (NAVSUP Form 1334).  The
procedure for posting this value to the “Expenditure” side of NAVSUP Form 367 is shown below
and in Figure 7-28.
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Instructions for Entry 
Enter the last day of the monthly accounting 
 period using the format MM/DD 
Enter “Loss w/o Survey” 
The Document Number shall be generated by 
the FSM system   
The total dollar value of all surveys documented 

Data Block and Caption 
Month and Day  

Source            
Document No. 
Block 1 through Block 3 
Value 
on NAVSUP Form 1334. 

5. POSTING SURVEYS (DD Form 200).  The source document for posting the total dollar value
of Surveys is the Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (DD Form 200).  The following
is the procedure for posting this value to the “Expenditure” side of NAVSUP Form 367:

Instructions for Entry 
Enter the last day of the monthly accounting 
  period using the format MM/DD 
Enter “Survey” 
The Document Number shall be generated by 
the FSM system (After serial number added)   

Data Block and Caption 
Month and Day 

Source
Document No. 
Block 1 through Block 3 
Value The total dollar value of all surveys documented 

 on DD Form 200 

6. POSTING SUMMARY OF ISSUES TO THE GENERAL MESS.  The source documents for
posting the total dollar value of Issues to the GM at the most current last receipt price is the GM
Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338) (NAVSUP Form 1059).  It summarizes all issues to the GM
throughout the monthly accounting period.  The procedure for posting this value to the
“Expenditure” side of NAVSUP Form 367 is shown below and in Figure 7-29.

Instructions for Entry 
Enter the last day of the monthly accounting 
 period using the format MM/DD 
Enter “GM Issues” 
Leave blank.   

Data Block and Caption 
Month and Day 

Source          
Document No. 
Value The total dollar value of all GM issues as 

recorded on column 17 of NAVSUP Form 338. 

7. POSTING ENDING INVENTORY.  See Paragraph 7103(2) for the FSM system close out.
The source document for posting the total dollar value of the Ending Inventory at last receipt
price is the Food Item Report/Master Food Code List (NAVSUP Form 1059).  The procedure for
posting this value to the “Expenditure” side of NAVSUP Form 367 is shown below and in Figure
7-30.

Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Enter the last day of the monthly accounting 
 period using the format MM/DD 
Enter “Ending Inventory” 
Leave blank 

Month and Day 

Source             
Document No. 
Value The total dollar value of ending inventory as 

recorded on NAVSUP Form 1059 

8. PRICE ADJUSTMENT.  See Paragraph 7203(7) for the FSM system close out.  After all
receipts and expenditures have been posted, the value of receipts and the value of expenditures
shall be totaled.  Any difference shall be considered a price adjustment and shall be posted as a
positive (plus) or negative (minus) value to the expenditure side as shown below and in Figure 7-
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31). 
Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 

Month and Day Enter the last day of the monthly accounting 
period using the format MM/DD 

Activity/Purpose Enter “Price Adjustment” 
Document No. Leave blank 
Value The total dollar value (plus or minus) required to 

make the total expenditures equal to the total 
receipts 

The price adjustment is the difference between fluctuating Last Receipt Prices used to compute 
issues to the GM.  The price adjustment may include errors in posting the value of receipts, 
expenditures, and inventories.  Therefore, care must be exercised in posting receipt and 
expenditure transactions, taking inventories, and using correct unit prices to preclude excessive 
price adjustments.  When the value of the price adjustments exceeds 10 percent of the value of 
food cost (NAVSUP Form 338), a review shall be made to determine the cause.  High cost items 
and high usage items shall be reviewed first to ascertain the accuracy of receipt and expenditure 
transactions, pricing, and the inventory; an error in one of these items may substantially affect 
the price adjustment.  If the review results in a price adjustment greater than 10 percent of the 
food cost, an explanation must be annotated on the Comment Section of NAVSUP Form 1359. 

9. CLOSE-OUT OF NAVSUP FORM 367.  After all end-of-accounting-period entries have been
made on the “Expenditure” side and the Price Adjustment has been computed, close-out entries
to NAVSUP Form 367 shall be made as shown below and in Figure 7-31.
Data Block and Caption Instructions for Entry 
Receipts Side 
Month and Day 

Source        
Document No. 
Value 
Month and Day 

Source 

Enter the last day of the monthly accounting 
period using the format MM/DD 
Enter “Total”  
Leave blank  
Sum of Expenditure Side 
Enter the last day of the monthly accounting 
period using the format MM/DD
Enter CLOSE OUT 
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Figure 7-27 
NAVSUP Form 1059 

Summary of Issues to the General Mess on the Fixed Price List 
Food Item Report/Master Food Code List 
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Figure 7-28 
NAVSUP Form 367 

Posting a Loss Without Survey (NAVSUP Form 1334) to the Record of Receipts and 
Expenditures 

NAVSUP FORM 367 
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Figure 7-29 
Posting General Mess Issues to the Record of Receipts and Expenditures 
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Figure 7-30 
NAVSUP Form 367 

Posting Ending Inventory to the Record of Receipts and Expenditures 
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Figure 7-31 
NAVSUP Form 367 

Price Adjustment and Closing Entries on the Record of Receipts and Expenditures 
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7203 MONTHLY AUDITING 
Before submission of monthly financial reports to NAVSUP N432 the FSO, LCS, and 
Recordskeeper shall conduct a thorough audit of all financial returns and shall retain a copy in 
the retained returns.  See Appendix C and Appendix I, Part III.  Refer to the local TYCOM for 
specific mandatory auditing requirements and procedures.   
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PART D:  SUBMISSION, RETENTION, AND DISPOSITION OF 
FINANCIAL RETURNS AND SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS  

SECTION 1:  SUBMITTING FINANCIAL RETURNS 

7300 SUBMISSION 
The GM Summary Document (NAVSUP Form 1359) and close-out shall be processed through 
FSM with the accounting period placed in a closed status and the replication completed.  The 
document shall be completed within 5 days following the end of each regular monthly accounting 
period.   

The Form shall be distributed as follows: 
• Two copies of NAVSUP Form 1359 shall be printed.
• One copy shall be signed by the Disbursing Officer, and the final close-out copy shall be

retained in the FSO accountability file.
• It is not required to forward NAVSUP Form 1359 hardcopy to NAVSUP.

NOTE: Hard copy Certification Letters, Orders, Funding Documents, NAVSUP Form 1334, and 
DD Forms 200 are required when applicable.  They shall be sent via email to 
FSMRENAVSUPHQ@navy.mil. 

7301 RELIEF OF THE ACCOUNTABLE FSO 
Upon relief of the accountable FSO, an inventory shall be taken by the relieved and relieving 
officers.  Notification of the new accountable FSO and the dollar amount of the relieving 
inventory shall be submitted to NAVSUP N432 at the first available opportunity via email.  See 
Appendix D. 

7302 DELAYED RETURNS 
Command shall notify NAVSUP via TYCOM, via email or message, of any delayed returns 
before the end of the current month. 

7303   UNDEPOSITED FUNDS 
NAVSUP shall notify Commands, via email within 30 days after the close of the FY, of all 
ships/stations that have not deposited all funds collected.  A copy of the notification shall be 
provided to the TYCOM/Region.  NAVSUP shall continue to track deposits until all undeposited 
sales have been collected. 

7304 TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A GENERAL MESS 
When it is anticipated that a Navy GM shall be temporarily closed, or shall be in an inactive 
status for more than 15 days for overhaul, remodeling, or renovation, a letter must be forwarded 
to NAVSUP N432 (via the TYCOM/Region for endorsement) at least 30 days before the closure 
that advises the closure date, reason for closure, and expected reopening date.  NAVSUP N432 
does not authorize temporary closure notifications via phone.  If the reopening date is delayed, 
NAVSUP N432 must be advised of the revised reopening date via TYCOM. 

Working in conjunction with the TYCOM and/or the Navy Food Management Team (NFMT), all 
efforts must be made to transfer food items to other U.S.  Navy ships or shore galleys.  This 
action ensures that activities receive the appropriate Special Food Allowance as listed in 
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NAVSUPNOTE 7330.  The mess shall continue to conduct monthly close-outs in the usual 
manner entering yes (Y) in the appropriate block provided on NAVSUP Form 1359 in the FSM 
system. 

7305 FINAL RETURNS 
1. ADJUSTING REQUISITIONS.  Upon notification of decommissioning/disestablishment all
requisitions for replenishment shall be adjusted for only the essential food items that are required
for the duration of active status.  A Notification Letter must be submitted to NAVSUP N432 via
the TYCOM and/or Region and shall be electronically scanned and emailed to the FSM system
Returns Mailbox (FSMRENAVSUPHQ@navy.mil).  The next submission of NAVSUP Form 1359
must be recorded as the final return in the FSM system.

2. COMPLETED TRANSFERS.  The “Inventory Balance on Hand” entry on NAVSUP Form
1359 must have a zero balance after all “Transfers with Reimbursement” or “Transfers without
Reimbursement” have been completed.

3. UNDEPOSITED SALES.  When submitting final returns the undeposited balance must be
zero with all monies collected.

4. DISPOSITION OF RETAINED RETURNS.  Upon decommissioning and/or disestablishment
all retained returns must be organized and stored in a dry space for a minimum of 10 years for
auditing purpose.  Refer to TYCOM for disposition of all accountable records.

SECTION 2:  RETAINING FINANCIAL RETURNS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
7306 BILLING DISCREPANCIES 
The Department of Navy (DoN) has moved toward audit readiness.  The adequacy and 
availability of supporting documents is critical to a successful financial statement audit.  Financial 
Management Office (FMO) Audit Readiness Test, Military Standard Requisition and Issue 
Process, Subsistence in Kind (MILSTRIP-SIK) and the enforcement of food service 
accountability must be adhered to.  To resolve billing discrepancies with the Subsistence Prime 
Vendor, and to support audits and inspections, it is essential for the FSO to retain all financial 
documents for 10 years for auditing purposes in accordance with the Memorandum from the 
Office of the Assistant Secretary dated 29 January 2015. 

7307   RECORDS RETAINED 
To ensure the financial accountability of the GM, all financial records must be audited by the 
Recordskeeper, LCS, and FSO before the accounting period closeout.  After audits are 
completed all retained returns shall be labeled, dated, and organized in the FSO’s accountability 
file.  Table 7-1 shows what forms must be retained in the FSO’s accountability file for 10 years.  
Exceptions to the 10-year retention are shown in Table 7-2 and Table 7-3. 

mailto:FSMRENAVSUPHQ@navy.mil
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ACCOUNTABILITY FILE 
Audit Sheet Signed Monthly Audit Sheets 10 years 

NAVSUP Form 1359 General Mess Summary Document 10 years 

NAVSUP Form 1359 General Mess Summary Document 
Prior FY Undeposited sales 10 years 

NAVSUP Form 338 General Mess Control Record 10 years 

NAVSUP Form 1336 Requisition Log 10 years 

NAVSUP Form 367 Record of Receipts and Expenditures 10 years 

SF 30 Amendment of Solicitation/Modification of Contract 10 years 

DD Form 1348 DoD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document 10 years 

DD Form 1149 
Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document. 
Used as a transfer with or without reimbursement or as a receipt with or without 
charge and when used as a Bulk Sale.   

10 years 

MILSTRIPS Manual MILSTRIPS, Cross Reference Documents, Approved MILSTRIPs (until FSM 
system 3.0.6 is released) 10 years 

Receipt Documents STORES/VENDORS 10 years 

NAVSUP Form 1334 Expenditure Log (not in the FSM system yet) 10 years 

DD Form 200 Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss 10 years 

NAVSUP Form 1046 Credit Sale of General Mess Meals 10 years 

DD Form 1544 Cash Meal Payment Book 10 years 

DD Form 1544e Navy CAC System 10 years 

NAVSUP Form 470 Cash Receipt Book  10 years 

Navy Cash Monthly Summary Reports 10 years 

DD FORM 1131 Cash Collection Voucher 10 years 

SF 215 Deposit Ticket 10 years 
Funding Document NAVCOMPT 2275, DD Form 448, SF 1080, SF 1034 10 years 

Credit Card Machine Reports 10 years 
NAVSUP Form 1059 Stores Consumed 10 years 

DD Form 1608 Unsatisfactory Material Report 10 years 

SF 364 Report of Discrepancy  10 years 

NAVSUP Form 1292 Monthly Recapitulation of Meal Record (Afloat and Ashore) 10 years  

Table 7-1 
Accountability File 
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NON-ACCOUNTABILITY FILE 

Pre-Daily NAVSUP Form 1282 Food-Item Request/Issue Document  Discard after smooth has been 
signed 

Post-Daily NAVSUP Form 
1282  Food-Item Request/Issue Document Retain current and previous three 

months 

NAVSUP Form 1090 Food-Preparation Worksheet 
Retain current and previous three 

months 

NAVSUP Form 1292 Daily Recapitulation of Meal Record (Ashore only) 
Discard 12 months after Region 

audit is completed. 

NAVSUP Form 1291 Meal Signature Record (Ashore only) 
Discard after Command audit is 

completed. 

NAVSUP Form 1059 Full Rough Inventory 
Retained until the next complete 

inventory has been conducted and 
reconciled.   

NAVSUP Form 1059 Full Smooth Inventory Retain for 3 years 

Physical Inventory Discrepancy Report/Inventory Adjustment Sheets Retain for 3 years 

5% Expenditure Listing (Physical Inventory Discrepancy Report) Retain for 3 years 

Spot Inventory 
Retain for one quarter 

 (3 months) 

Table 7-2 
Non-Accountability File 
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POLICY UPDATES AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
Official Letters, Naval Messages, Certification Letters Minimum 2 years 

Midshipman/ROTC/Foreign Orders and/or Memorandums Minimum 2 years 

Head Count Record Minimum 2 years 

P476, NAVSUP Notice 7330 Minimum 2 years 

Food Flashes (serves as interim policy until new revision of P-486) 

Minimum of 2 years or 
until the policy is 

included in the New 
revision of the        

NAVSUP P-486 

ALFOODACTS and other directives in the Master List of Food Service 
Publications 

Current and any open 
ALFOODACTS from 

previous CY 

Table 7-3 
Policy Updates and Supporting Documents 

SECTION 3:  YEAR-END GENERAL MESS CHECK-OFF LIST 
7308 END-OF-YEAR CHECKLIST 
At the end of the FY, and immediately following, there are many things that must be done to 
ensure a smooth close-out of one FY and the opening of another.  The following list of important 
questions must be answered positively by an FSO for the smooth and efficient operation of the 
GM: 

• Has the GM received the 1st quarter NAVSUPNOTE 7330 that contains the annual
instructions for Fiscal Year End Accounting Procedures for deposit of cash?

• Has the GM completed an over-issue package (if an over-issue status exists at the end of
the FY in accordance with Paragraph 7002.11)?

• Have all undeposted sales been collected?
• Has the Command implemented the new rates by 01 January of the current FY? (The

Sale of Meal Rates are released annually each December by NAVSUP423).
• Has a full inventory been conducted in the last quarter of the FY?
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APPENDIX A 

FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT (FSM) 
SYSTEM PROCEDURES 

PART A: FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT (FSM) SYSTEM 
ACCESS 

1000  FSM SYSTEM ACCESS AND SECURITY 
1. FSM SECURITY.  The Food Service Management (FSM) system is an automated tool for use
by Navy food service personnel afloat and ashore.  The FSM is used to perform all administrative
and recordkeeping functions related to the daily operations of a General Mess (GM).  FSM
contains the following five user groups that have multiple user roles for system access:

• Non-Distance Support
• Distance Support Galley
• Distance Support LST
• Ashore Galley
• NAVSUP Enterprise

Strict use of the FSM System’s Daily Checklist and management and audit techniques ensure 
proper use of FSM.  FSM’s Main Menu is discussed below. 

2. FSM MAIN MENU -- COVERED TOPICS.  The following FSM main menu topics are
discussed below:

• Pre-Meal/As Needed Tasks
• Post-Meal/As Needed Tasks
• Reports
• Management Tasks
• FSM System Access Rights/User Accounts (Ten Roles)

a. Pre-Meal/As Step Number Tasks (FSM Daily Checklist) 
Needed Tasks

Manage Order 1 Create (edit order) and approve a food order (smooth 
order) for the activity. 

Manage Food 2 Create a Food Prep Worksheet (1090) for the next  
Prep Worksheet sequential uncreated day for the galley. 
Manage Food 3 Change the status of the Food Prep Worksheet  
Prep Worksheet (1090) to “Approved”. 
Issue 4 Create the Food Item Request/Issue Document  

(1282) that corresponds to the Food Prep Worksheet 
created above. 

Issue 5 Place the status of the Food Item Request/Issue  
Document (1282) in the approved status. 

Physical Inventory    15a-e Create a physical inventory (spot/full). 
Approve request and Print Worksheet. 
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b. Post-Meal/As  Step Number Tasks (FSM Daily Checklist) 
Needed Tasks

Receive 6 Receive and post food items associated with due-in 
report(s). 

Receipt 7a Complete the uploading of receipt file processing of 
an order that has been fully received (post-meal task 
step six).  Stores Receipt File includes FSM field for 
Cost Recovery Rate to remain marked as N\A.  (Post 
Meal task step 7a option is preferred over manually 
posting option step 7b). 

Receipt 7b Complete manual receipt processing of an order that 
has been fully received (post-meal step six).  FSM 
field for Cost Recovery Rate for manual receipt 
process must select CONUS or OCONUS, after all 
vendor manifest documents last receipt prices 
manually entered in FSM receipt price field (Manual 
receipt posting only if stores receipt file not received 
within 48 hours). 

Manage Food  8 Confirm that Daily Setting options are correct.  Edit  
Prep Worksheet Prep Worksheet if necessary.   
Issue  9 Post the Food Item Request/Issue Document (1282). 
Issue  10 Place the Food Item Request/Issue Document  

(1282) in the accepted status (Completed by the FSO 
or LCS). 

Manage Personnel 11 Create, modify, and manage officer personnel 
accounts via the Manage Personnel Module. 

RIK Head Counts 12 Enter the RIK head counts for the each meal  
associated with the current date. 

Cash Sales  12 Enter the cash head counts for the Head Counts 
Head Count  for each meal associated with the current date. 
Credit Sales  12 Enter the credit head counts for the Head Counts 
Head Count  for each meal associated with the current date. 
Post Meal Food 13 Enter the actual head count, the actual portions  
Prep Worksheets prepared, leftovers, and the disposition of the  

leftovers for each meal prepared and served on the  
current date. 

Post Meal Food 14 Place each meal associated with the day into the  
Prep Worksheets accepted status.  This shall set the status of the Food 

Prep Worksheet (1090) to "Accepted” by the FSO or 
LCS. 

Losses  15a Record a loss of an inventory item. 
Transfer/ 15b Record a bulk sale or transfer for the activity.  
Bulk Sales  
Physical 15c Initiate, Validate, Post and Accept a physical 
Inventory inventory (spot/full).  Note: Record the inventory date 

with the last accepted expenditure date. 
Special Daily  15d Record the use of a special daily allowance and  
Allowance  Other Allowance. 
Cash Deposits  15e Record a cash deposit for the activity. 
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Closeout (1st) 16 At the end of the month, perform the closeout  
validation process and ensure that all required tasks 
are successfully completed. 

Closeout (2nd) 16 After successfully completing the closeout validation 
process, finalize the closeout record for the ship. 

The FSM Icon  on the FSM Main Menu is used to access the Users Reference Guide.  
The FSM 3.1 Daily Checklist document is included as an Appendix in the Guide.  The 
corresponding section of the User’s Guide is listed for each task to enable quick access to 
specific instructions. 

c. Reports.  The following reports support Pre/Post Meal and As Needed Task Entries:
• Subsistence Ledger (335)
• General Mess Control (338)
• Receipts and Expenditures (367)
• Sale of General Mess Meals (1046)
• Book Inventory (Food Item History File) (1059)
• Stores Consumed 1059)
• Recapitulation of Meal Record (1292)
• Requisition Log (1336)
• General Mess Summary (1359)
• General Mess Summary (1359) Prior FY
• Food Service Update Reports
• Recipe Frequency Chart
• Recipe Listing
• Replication Via Crane
• Closeout Report
• Reverse Endurance
• Sustainability
• View Cycle Menu
• Menu Load List Report
• FIC Menu Listing Report
• Total Food Weight Report

d. Management Tasks.  The following management tasks support the Quarterly NAVSUP
Notice 7330:
• Activities
• Charges
• Cost Recovery Rate
• Data Locks
• FICs
• FIC Categories
• Food Allowances
• Prime Vendor Allowances
• Ration Credits
• Storage Locations
• Vendors
• Users

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://cdn3.iconfinder.com/data/icons/softwaredemo/PNG/256x256/Help_Circle_Blue.png&imgrefurl=https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/34225/blue_circle_help_icon&docid=g3kkQG7l-dwxAM&tbnid=VD9aIIo4eBz9OM:&w=256&h=256&bih=574&biw=1152&ved=0ahUKEwjV4J6VjefOAhVEySYKHcAJDcwQMwiJASgzMDM&iact=mrc&uact=8
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e. FSM System Access Rights/User Accounts.  The FSO must prepare an instruction
covering operation of the FSM computer and the security to be used by food service
personnel.  FSOs shall use good judgment, while maintaining accountability, to adjust the
degree of FSM Roles to reflect the unique operating and manning conditions of a specific
activity.  The ten roles are discussed below.
(1) Supply Officer.  The Supply Officer (or the FSO when the Supply Officer and FSO is

the same person) shall have unrestricted access to all areas of the FSM application.
(2) Food Service Officer/Regional Manager.  The FSO (or the Supply Officer when the

Supply Officer and FSO is the same person) shall have unrestricted access to all
areas of the FSM application.  The FSO may be authorized to give the LCS or the FSO
roles with written authority.  Under no circumstance shall the FSO be authorized to
allow the Recordskeeper to place FSM orders in approved status.

(3) Leading Culinary Specialist.  The Leading Culinary Specialist (LCS) shall have
unrestricted access to all areas of the FSM System with the exception of the following
activities: adding new users to the FSM application, issuing updates, and approving
surveys.

(4) Recordskeeper (Primary).  The General Mess Recordskeeper shall have unrestricted
access to all areas of the FSM System with the exception of the following: placing FSM
orders in approved status, placing losses (surveys) in accepted status, placing
inventories in accepted status, adding new users to the FSM application, and Issuing
updates.

(5) Recordskeeper (Back-up).  The Cash Collection Agent must be instructed to enter
Deposits under the As Needed Tasks section of the FSM Main Menu Cash Deposits
(Step 15e).  The Back-up Recordskeeper must have the same access rights as the
General Mess Recordskeeper listed above.  The Cash Collection Agent shall not have
direct access to GM records and shall not be assigned as the back-up Recordskeeper.
It may be impossible on some small ships and submarines to separate these duties;
this shall be the only authorized exception.
NOTE: On small ships and submarines the Cash Collection Agent and the Back-up
Recordskeeper is the same person.  FSOs must monitor their records very closely
because of the perceived conflict of interest.

(6) Watch Captain.  The Watch Captain shall perform FSM Daily Checklist step number 4
and step number 13 (display\view reports in FSM application).

(7) Storeroom Custodian.  The Storeroom Custodian may perform FSM Daily Checklist
step number 1 (Edit Order only), step number 6, and step number 9 (display\view
reports in FSM application).

(8) Cook on Watch.  The cook on watch may use the FSM’s recipe conversion function.
The Report Viewer role allows all areas to be displayed and/or viewed on Main Menu
of FSM application.

(9) Report Viewer.  The Report Viewer role allows all areas to be displayed and/or viewed
on the Main Menu of the FSM application.

(10) TYCOM.  TYCOMs may review and audit all Commands under their responsibility at a
view-only role (other than at the beginning of the fiscal year when they enter
Surcharge (OM&N) Line of Accounting information).
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PART B:  RETAINED HARD COPY RECORDS AND ARCHIVING 
(GENERAL) 

1100  RETAINING FSM RECORDS 
1. GENERAL.  NAVSUP Business Systems Center developed the Food Service Management
System (FSM) that was certified by Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) for use by Navy
GMs.  FSM automates all recordkeeping functions and produces most forms required by this
publication.  Accuracy of records is significantly increased and mathematical errors are virtually
eliminated.  The FSM does not negate the need for the FSO and the Culinary Specialist (CS) to
understand the concepts behind food service records and procedures.  Implementation of the
FSM system is accomplished by NAVSUP Business Systems Center and Navy Food
Management Teams.  Normal operation of the program is managed by NAVSUP N432.

2. FSM.  FSM is the only software currently authorized for use by Navy GMs.  Development,
funding, or procurement of any new food service automation system must first be approved by
NAVSUP.

1101  HARDCOPY RECORDS AND ARCHIVING 
1. GENERAL.  The procedures discussed below shall be followed by FSM record keeping afloat
and ashore activities unless otherwise specified.

a. Pre-Meal NAVSUP 1282 (Food-Item Request/Issue Document).  The Pre-Meal NAVSUP
1282s (Food-Item Request/Issue Document) for the GM may be discarded after the FSO
has certified them and has ensured that all data elements are correct and any
discrepancies have been reconciled.

b. Post-Meal NAVSUP 1282 (Food-Item Request/Issue Document).  The Post-Meal
NAVSUP 1282s (Food-Item Request/Issue Document) require only the FSO’s signature
for the Certification on the issue document.  Before signing, the FSO must verify that all
required and authorized signatures appear on the Pre-Meal daily NAVSUP 1282s.  Post-
Meal daily NAVSUP Form 1282s shall be retained indefinitely with FSM.  Refer to
TYCOM’s guidance and direction for a printable version of Form 1282.

c. Completed Approved Status Pre-Meal Task NAVSUP 1090 (Food Preparation
Worksheet).  The completed Approved Status Pre-Meal Task NAVSUP 1090s (Food
Preparation Worksheet) shall be retained for the current month and three previous
months.  All others shall be retained indefinitely in the FSM.  Refer to TYCOM’s guidance
and direction for a printable version of Form 1090.

d. Completed NAVSUP 1282 (Post-Meal Daily Food Item Request/Issue Document).  The
completed NAVSUP 1282s (Post-Meal Daily Food Item Request/Issue Document) for
issue to all messes shall be approved by the FSO and filed with other accountable
documents.  After the FSO’s review and reconciliation of the rough Pre-Meal Tasks Issue
1282s, the forms shall be returned to the originating mess for disposition.  Post-Meal
issues, NAVSUP Form 1282s, shall be retained indefinitely in the FSM.  Refer to
TYCOM’s guidance and direction for a printable version of Form 1282.

e. NAVSUP Form 338 (General Mess Control Record).  The FSO and LCS review NAVSUP
Form 338 (General Mess Control Record) daily in FSM to aid in maintaining the GM’s
financial stability.

f. Inventory Retention.  The full rough inventory can be discarded after the smooth
inventory is approved and signed.  The full smooth inventory shall be retained for a
period of 3 years as part of the FSO’s non-accountability file.  All adjustments recorded
on Initiated Status FSM Physical Inventory Edit (rough) must be reconciled before
they are put in posted or accepted status.
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The smooth inventory (Accepted Status Physical Inventory Edit) shall be printed after the 
adjustments are made.  The rough inventory must be recorded on the FSM inventory 
worksheet in indelible ink.  All persons involved in the inventory must sign each page of 
the FSM inventory worksheet (rough) and must initial all changes.  The FSO shall 
sign the smooth worksheet; this worksheet shall be retained in the accountability file.  
The FSO shall contact the TYCOM for specific local requirements. 

g. NAVSUP Form 1359 Supporting Documents.  At the end of the month all supporting
documents related to NAVSUP Form 1359 shall be retained indefinitely in the FSM.  Refer
to TYCOM’s guidance and direction for a printable version of Form 1359.

h. Accounting Period Status.  The Accounting period shall remain in a Closed Status in the
FSM.  Extracting the close out file is not required unless directed by NAVSUP or TYCOM.

2. AUTHORITY FOR PAPER REDUCTION.  TYCOMs have the authority to authorize deviations
from a, b, and c above using the following procedures to reduce paper use (TYCOM shall be
contacted for specific local requirements):

• Once all data blocks on the Pre-Daily NAVSUP 1282s have been completed, the
Recordskeeper shall post them to the FSM computer in accordance with the FSM Daily
Checklist routine.

• After posting, the Recordskeeper must save the Post-Daily NAVSUP 1282 in the FSM and
the LCS or above shall place the FSM’s NAVSUP 1282 into the accept status.  Post-Meal
daily NAVSUP Form 1282s shall be retained indefinitely in the FSM.  Refer to TYCOM’s
guidance and direction for a printable version of Form 1282.

• The FSO shall use NAVSUP Form 1090 to verify that the correct amounts were issued on
NAVSUP Form 1282.  The FSO shall sign the Form to certify that the correct amounts
were entered and shall sign the Pre-Meal Task Approved Status NAVSUP 1090.

3. RECORDS AUDIT.  To ensure the financial accountability of the GM, all reports must be
audited by the FSO, LCS, and Recordskeeper before the accounting period closeout.  For CVNs,
the Principal Assistant for Services (PAS) shall audit all reports before the accounting period
closeout.  All reports shall be in an Accepted Status before initiating any accounting period
closeout in FSM.  The records below (4a, 1-24) shall be retained in the FSO’s accountability file
for the current and past ten years’ closed accounting periods with a few exceptions.  Retained
returns must be labeled and organized to make it easy to discard records at the proper time.

4. FSM PRE-AUDITS.  FSM pre-audits shall be processed as follows:
• TYCOM/ISIC/ATG/NFMT and CNIC Regional Program Managers will maintain FSM

access to conduct pre-audits on the general side of FSM.  All monthly reports, including
corrected reports, shall be evaluated by the supervisory roles assigned by Fleet and CNIC
Leadership.  These roles require FSM access via FSM3 ashore and afloat production
specific to supervisory responsibility.

• For submarines, designated representatives will receive, upload, and complete pre-audits
for submarine FSM3 financials.
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PART C:  INTERNATIONAL DATELINE CROSSINGS 
1200  INTERNATIONAL DATELINE FOOD PREPARATION WORKSHEET CREATION 
1. FOOD PREPARATION WORKSHEET.  The following steps shall be taken to create a Food
Prep Worksheet While Crossing the International Date Line:
 The FSM Recordskeeper shall access the FSM system and shall click on the Manage

Food Prep Worksheets link from the Pre-Meal Tasks section on the Main Menu.
 Select an activity from the ACTIVITY list, if necessary.
 Select a galley from the GALLEY list, if necessary.
 Enter a date in the CONSUMPTION DATE field, if necessary.
 Select UNDERWAY in the DAILY SETTINGS section.
 The night meal fields are replaced with two international dateline fields.  It is no longer

possible to select the Galley Closed - No Meals Served check box.
 Select an option from the RATION CREDITS list, if necessary.

NOTE: If the default ration credits option is changed, a confirmation dialog box appears.
Click OK to continue.

 In the INTERNATIONAL DATE LINE (IDL) section, select the LOSE DAY check box or the
GAIN DAY check box.

 Click OK.
 Click the CREATE DAY link.
 If the LOSE DAY check box is selected, the page updates and no worksheet is displayed.
 If the GAIN DAY check box is selected, the page updates and displays a worksheet

including a MIDRATS menu.  The View Gained Day check box also appears next to the
CONSUMPTION DATE field at the top of the page.

 Meals are selected automatically based upon activity, the consumption date, and the start
date of the cycle menu.

 Update the numbers in the Est.  Headcount fields for each meal, if necessary, and then
click the Save Headcount Changes link.

 The page updates and saves all changes.  The availability of menu items in inventory is
also checked against any new numbers entered.  Recipe names that are displayed in red
letters have at least one item with insufficient quantities.

 Select the APPROVE DAY check box.
 Click OK.
 At the top of the page, select the View Gained Day check box.
 The page updates and displays the menu for the gained day.  The gained day menu is

identical to the first day menu, except for the words, "IDL Gained Day" in the menu
header.  It is possible to manually change the menu or to use an alternate menu for the
day.

 Make the necessary changes to the menu and then repeat steps p and q to approve the
day.

2. INTERNATIONAL DATELINE GENERAL MESS CONTROL RECORD (NAVSUP FORM 338).
When NAVSUP Form 338 (General Mess Control Record) is printed out, a pound sign (#)  must
be placed in the Day of the Month column (1) next to the day for the crossing of the International
Dateline “WEST TO EAST” indicating (GAINED ONE DAY).  If the day is (LOST), the FSM
system will show nothing on that date.
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PART D:  MANAGEMENT OF REPLICATION PROCESS 
1300  FSM REPLICATION PROCESS 
1. FSM REPLICATION.  FSM Replication is a bi-directional merge replication process that
enables transferring of data between the afloat and ashore FSM systems.  Files are sent from
ship to shore (“FROM-SHIP”) and from shore to ship (“TO-SHIP”).

There may be situations when the transfer of the files from shore to ship is interrupted and needs 
to be fixed manually.  The FSM IT Replication Check batch file automates the data-gathering 
portion of this process to assist the ship’s IT personnel and NAVSUP BSC in identifying the 
problem and solving it. 

2. BATCH FILE INSTALLATION.  Batch files are received as “.txt” files.  They must be saved on
the NIAPS desktop, changing the extension to “.bat”.  The batch file then may be run by double-
clicking it.  The following instructions are for installing the FSM IT Replication Check batch file:
 Login to the NIAPS server as the NIAPS_Administrator.
 Locate the file "FSM_IT_Replication_Check.txt" that was downloaded from the NFMT

Representative.
 Place this file on the desktop and change the extension to ".bat" so that the new file name

is "FSM_IT_Replication_Check.bat".
 Click "Yes" when prompted about changing the file extension
 The batch file is run by double-clicking the batch file that was installed using the

installation procedure above.  This generates an output text file that shall be returned to
NAVSUP BSC for analysis.  The instructions below are for running the FSM IT Replication
Check batch file.

The following instructions are for logging in to the NIAPS Server: 
 Login to the NIAPS server as the NIAPS_Administrator.
 Locate the file "FSM_IT_Replication_Check.bat" and double-click it to run it.  This will

appear on the desktop when properly installed.
 This creates an output file named "FSM_IT_Replication_Check_Log_YYYYMMDD.txt" on

the desktop (YYYYMMDD is the current day’s date).  Choose “Reply to All” on the email
and attach the output file.

NOTE: If the file "FSM_IT_Replication_Check.bat" is not present, contact the NFMT 
Representative. 

3. TROUBLESHOOTING QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.  Troubleshooting questions and
answers are presented below.

Q: The batch file cannot be found.  Where is it? 
A: See the Installation section above and retry installing the batch file. 

Q: Running the batch file generates an error message.  How to handle this? 
A: Take a screenshot of the error message and send it to NAVSUP BSC for analysis. 

Q: The output file cannot be found.  Where did it go? 
A: The batch file creates the output file in the same folder as the batch file.  If the batch file 

was installed on the desktop as instructed in the Installation section above, then the output 
file also will be placed on the desktop.  Contact NAVSUP BSC for assistance if the output 
file is not stored in the same directory as the batch file. 
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4. CONFIRM FSM REPLICATION CHECKLIST.  The FSM Replication Checklist shall be used
daily to execute replication Via Crane within the FSM application.
NOTE:  If FSM files are more than 3 days behind and not applied, prompt the afloat IT to check
replication (manually running DS_Updates and Scheduled tasks for FSM  Replication).

There may be situations when the transfer of the files from shore to ship is interrupted and needs 
to be fixed manually.  The FSM IT Replication Check batch file automates the data-gathering 
portion of this process to assist the ship’s IT personnel and NAVSUP BSC in identifying the 
problem and solving it.  The Afloat IT should use Utilization of the FSM3 IT Replication Check 
batch file in accordance with Food Service Management (FSM) Version 3.x  IT Replication Check 
Batch File Procedure.doc, to provide NAVSUP Business System Center (BSC) and Navy food 
Management Team with a Replication check log.   

Non-FSM System replication problem trouble tickets prepared and/or submitted via NAVY311 
marked for attention to NAIPS Support team <niaps-support@navy.mil>. 

FSM System replication problem trouble tickets prepared/submitted via NAVY311 marked for 
attention FSM Support <navsup_bsc_fsm@navy.mil>. 

The contact information for NAVY311 is given below.  When emailing directly, a copy must be 
sent to the local NFMT FSM Analyst (contact information is listed in the current NAVSUP 
Publication 476 directory). 

Contact Information for Navy 311:  
PHONE 1-855-NAVY311 (1-855-628-9311) 
DSN 510-NAVY311 (510-628-9311) 
EMAIL Navy311@navy.mil (unclassified); Navy311@navy.smil.mil  (classified) 
WEB www.Navy311.navy.mil (unclassified) www.Navy311.navy.smil.mil classified) 
TEXT type Navy311@navy.mil in the TO line of a text message 
CHAT via Navy311 website or mobile phone 

mailto:niaps-support@navy.mil
mailto:navsup_bsc_fsm@navy.mil
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PART E: FSM SYSTEM DAILY CHECKLIST AND USER GUIDE 
1400 FSM DAILY CHECKLIST AND FSM USER GUIDE 
Email addresses may be registered to the NAVSUP master directory at the following website:  
https://applications.navsup.navy.mil/FSMwiki/.  It is then possible to download Documentation for 
FSM Version 3.0.6 User's Guide (afloat) and FSM Version 3.1.X Ashore User's Guide (ashore).   

1155s are no longer 
used for ordering 

subsistence. 

https://applications.navsup.navy.mil/FSMwiki/
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FSM Daily Checklist   Current Date:
___________________      
Use this checklist to make sure all necessary tasks are performed; each task must be checked off 
as it is performed.   

NOTE: All Afloat Users shall execute the Replication Via Crane report daily to check for replication errors 
and issues.  (Use the FSM CS Replication Checklist, Daily).  Roles are assigned and managed by the 
Supply Officer/Food Service Officer of Activity. 

ROLES STEPS 
ORDER 

TASK Section in User’s 
Guide 

Pre-Meal Tasks for future dates (steps 2-4 maintain seven to nine days from current calendar day) 

1. If required, create (edit order) and approve a food order (smooth order) 
for the activity  

10.2 or 10.3 

2. Create a Food Prep Worksheet (1090) for the next sequential uncreated 
day for your galley. 

11.2 or 11.3 

3. Change the status of the Food Prep Worksheet (1090) to “Approved”.  11.2 or 11.3 

4. Create The Food Item Request/Issue Document (1282) that 
corresponds to the Food Prep Worksheet created above. 

12.2,#4 

5. Place the status of the Food Item Request/ Issue Document (1282) in 
the approved status.   

12.2,#9 

15C If applicable, create a physical inventory (spot/full).  Approve request 
and Print Worksheet. 

21 

Post-Meal Tasks per daily 1282 date of consumption (not necessarily current date of computer) 

6 If applicable, receive and post the food items associated with your due-
in report(s)  

10.8 and 
10.9 

7a 
If applicable, complete the uploading of receipt file processing of an 
order that has been fully received (previous step).  Receipt File includes 
Cost Recovery Rate FSM remains N\A.  (Preferred Method).   

10.11 

7b 

If applicable, complete the manual receipt processing of an order that 
has been fully received (previous step).  Cost Recovery Rate for manual 
receipt process must select CONUS or OCONUS.  (Manual receipt 
posting only if receipt file greater than 48 hours). 

10.10 

8. Confirm that Daily Setting options are correct.  Edit if necessary.  11.4 

9. Post the Food Item Request/Issue Document (1282) 12.2, #11 

10. Place the Food Item Request/Issue Document (1282) in the accepted 
status.   

12.2 

11. If applicable, create, modify, and manage officer accounts via the 
Manage Personnel module.   

13 

12. Enter the RIK, cash, and credit head counts for each meal associated 
with the current date. 

14 

13. 
Enter the actual head count, the actual portions prepared, leftovers, and 
disposition of the leftovers for each meal prepared and served on the 
current date. 

14 

14. Place each meal associated with the day in the accepted status.  This 
will set the status of the Food Prep Worksheet (1090) to accepted.   

14 

15A If applicable, record the loss of an inventory item.  15.1 

15B If necessary, record a bulk sale or transfer for your activity.  16 

15C If applicable, Initiate, Validate, Post, and Accept a physical inventory 
(spot/full),   

21 
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NOTE: Record the Inventory date with the last accepted expenditure 
date. 

15D If necessary, record the use of a special daily allowance and Other 
Allowance. 

19.2 

15E If required, record a cash deposit for the activity 18.1 

16A At the end of the month, perform the closeout validation process and 
ensure that all required tasks are completed successfully. 

22.1 

16B After successfully completing the closeout validation process, finalize 
the closeout record for the ship, 

22.2 

NOTE 1: Before Step #16 FSM Return Reports Checklist (use before completing/finalizing the 
accounting period closeout) all reports must be in Accept Status mode before finalizing the 
closeout. 
 View General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP Form 1359)(Current Fiscal Year) and

view General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP form 1359) Prior FY (Oct/Nov/Dec).
 Prepare command Muster Reports Folder – obtain and validate Navy Rations Allowed

Figure.
 View Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 367).
 View Sale of General Mess Meals (NAVSUP Form 1046) – validate daily post meal tasks

credit sales headcount.
 View Cash Meal Payment Sheets (DD Form 1544) – audit with completed sheets.
 Prepare Certification letters if applicable (external to FSM).
 Monthly Recapitulation of Meal Record (NAVSUP Form 1292).
 View General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338).
 Cash Receipt Book (NAVSUP 470) – Validate Cash Deposits for Month, with SF 215.
 Assemble receipts with charge folder (attach receipt invoice to each Accepted Receipt

Detail) as follows:
• Receipts with Charge (from Ships Store) Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document

(DD Form 1149)
• Receipts without Charge (from other FSO) Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document

(DD Form 1149)
• Receipts Prime Vendor
• Receipts for No Method

 Requisition Log (NAVSUP Form 1336) – items received include summary page.
 Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (DD Form 200).
 Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (DD Form 200) – for Expenditure Log

(NAVSUP Form 1334) reasons.
 Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149) – Transfer with

reimbursement.
 Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149) – Transfer without

reimbursement.
 Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149) – Bulk Sales.
 Food Item Report/Master Food Code List (NAVSUP Form 1059) – Book Inventory printed

for monthly closeout.
 Food Item Report/Master Food Code List (NAVSUP Form 1059) – Full Inventory

(minimum 90 day cycle)(Relieving Inventory).
 Food Item Report/Master Food Code List (NAVSUP Form 1059) – Inventory Adjustment

Documents (weekly).
 Food Item Report/Master Food Code List (NAVSUP Form 1059) – Issues To General

Mess (Stores Consumed).
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 Food Item Request-Issue Document (NAVSUP Form 1282) – Ensure consumed dates are
accepted, certified by FSO with signature, and dated.

 Assemble separate folders for FSM Order Due-In Reports and FSO signed/dated
MILSTRIP (supports FIAR and FIP Compliancy).

NOTE 2: If any corrected food service report is needed, all will be retained with the original report. 
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PART F: ENDURANCE MODULE DETAILS 
1500 FSM SYSTEM ENTRIES FOR ENDURANCE  
1. AFLOAT ENDURANCE LEVELS CALCULATIONS.  Afloat endurance levels calculations in
the Food Service Management (FSM) System are based on use, acceptability, and crew size.  To
achieve afloat endurance levels the user must enter the following in the FSM System:

• Required Delivery Date (RDD) -- the date that the order will be received.
• Sustainment Days – The number of days to endure; the number of days from the RDD

date that the ordered amount will last.
• Crew Size (Core or Embarked) -- the average size of the crew during the endurance

period.  This is a set number located and adjusted in the Activity (constants section of
FSM).

NOTE: Crew Size (Embarked) sum of Crew Size (Core) plus Crew Size (Embarked).  
Adjustments to Crew Size (Core and Embarked) maintained in FSM Manage Activity, Activity 
Information, FSM/Activity Settings.  Before calculating endurance levels the Crew Size (Core or 
Embarked) must be updated.   

2. DEFINITIONS FOR UNDERSTANDING AFLOAT ENDURANCE LEVELS.  The following
definitions will aid in understanding afloat endurance levels:
• On-Hand Balance.  The current on-hand balance of the Food Item Code (FIC) on the day

the endurance report is run.
• Eat-Down Amount.  The amount of the FIC that will be used (based on menu, crew size,

and acceptability) from the day that the endurance report is run until the endurance RDD.
• Due-In Amount.  The amount of the FIC already on order with RDDs that precede the

endurance RDD.
• On-Hand RDD Amount.  The amount of the FIC that will be on hand on the endurance

RDD date.
• On-Hand RDD Amount.  The on-hand balance minus the eat-down amount plus the due-in

amount.  This amount must never be less than zero.  The formula for the On-Hand RDD
Amount is as follows: The on-hand balance divided by the eat-down amount plus the due-
in amount.  This amount shall never be less than zero.

• Endurance Amount.  The amount of the FIC that will be used on the RDD date plus the
number of Endurance Days.  This is based on menu, crew size, and acceptability

• Ordered Amount.  This is the endurance amount minus the On-hand RDD Amount.  The
ordered amount is limited by shelf life, maximum pound limit, high limit, and Unit of issue
(UI) limit.

3. SUSTAINABILITY (AUTOMATIC ORDERING ENDURANCE CALCULATION).  The 
calculations discussed below are used for sustainability.
a. Determining Category Report Field - Manage FIC Search.  Select each category followed

by Search, resulting in FIC records found (set by TYCOM).

FIC Category Descriptions-Records Found
Chill (Ham, Cheese, and Yogurt) - 46
Bag In a Box Items - 21
Meat Items in Dry Storeroom - 15
Subsistence items not in Dry (BIB, Meat, Starch or Vegetables) - 186
Rice, Pasta Etc.  - 15
Canned, Dehydrated and Dry Beans - 28
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All Eggs, Fresh, Frozen & Chill - 11 
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables - 77 
Frozen Meat, Cheese and Vegetarian Entrees (No Crab legs, Cornish Hen or Lobster 
Included) - 195 
Frozen Items NOT Meat or Vegetables - 49 
Frozen Vegetables - 36 
Milk (Fresh/UHT/ESL) - 24 
Non-Sustainment (Bread, Desserts & Condiments) - 486 
MREs & UGRs - 93 

b. Determining “Pounds in Inventory” - Total Current On Hand Balance of each FIC per
sustainability category multiplied by book inventory conversion Factor.

Divide by sustainability “Serving size (LBS)”.  Note:  Serving size (LBS) set by NAVSUP
HQ (Jen/USDA) in Manage FIC Category.
Divide by Crew Size provided by Activity at time of needed report Run.  Note: Ensure all
users of FSM use same crew size.

Note:  (1) Before running report, determine the last calendar date expenditures were posted 
(Issue, Losses, Transfers, and Bulk sales.  (2)  Determine last calendar date posted status for 
expenditures was received.   

The result per the Sustainability Category equals “Sustainability Days”. 
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APPENDIX B  
FOOD SERVICE FORMS 

DD FORM 200 – Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (Front and Back) ............... B-3/4 
DD FORM 448 – Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request ................................................. B-5 
DD FORM 577 – Appointment/Termination Record-Authorized Signature (Front and Back) ... B-6/7 
DA FORM 7539 – Request for Veterinary Laboratory Testing and Food Sample Record ........ B-8/9 
DD FORM 1131 – Cash Collection Voucher ............................................................................ B-10 
DD FORM 1149 – Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document ............................................... B-11 
DA FORM 7538 – Subsistence Serviceability Certificate .......................................................... B-12 
DD FORM 1348-1A – Issue Release/Receipt Document ......................................................... B-13 
DD FORM 1348-1 – DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document .................................. B-14 
DD FORM 1544 – Cash Meal Payment Sheet ......................................................................... B-15 
DD FORM 1608 – Unsatisfactory Material Report (Subsistence) (Front and Back) ............. B-16/17 
NAVCOMPT FORM 2114 – Cash Receipt Certificate .............................................................. B-18 
NAVCOMPT FORM 2275 – Order for Work and Services ........................................................ B-19 
NAVCOMPT FORM 2276 – Order for Work and Services/Direct Citation ................................. B-20 
NAVSUP FORM 335 – Subsistence Ledger (Front and Back)  ........................................... B-21/22 
NAVSUP FORM 338 – General Mess Control Record (Front and Back) ............................. B-23/24 
NAVSUP FORM 367 – Record of Receipts and Expenditures ................................................. B-25 
NAVSUP FORM 470 – Cash Receipt Book .............................................................................. B-26 
NAVSUP FORM 1046 – Sale of General Mess Meals .............................................................. B-27 
NAVSUP FORM 1090 – Food Preparation Worksheet (Front and Back) ............................ B-28/29 
NAVSUP FORM 1105 – Meal Pass ......................................................................................... B-30 
NAVSUP FORM 1282 – Food Item Request/Issue Document ................................................. B-31 
NAVSUP FORM 1291 – Meal Signature Record ...................................................................... B-32 
NAVSUP FORM 1292 – Recapitulation of Meal Record ........................................................... B-33 
NAVSUP FORM 1334 – Expenditure Log (Loss Without Survey) ............................................ B-34 
NAVSUP FORM 1336 – Requisition Log.................................................................................. B-35 
NAVSUP FORM 1359 – General Mess Summary Document ................................................... B-36 
PPQ FORM 288 – Ship Inspection Report ............................................................................... B-37 
MEDCOM FORM 817 – Quality Assurance Representative’s Correspondence ......................... B-38 

STANDARD FORM 364 – Report of Discrepancy (Front and Back) .................................... B-39/40 
STANDARD FORM 1080 – Voucher for Transfers Between Appropriations and/or Funds ....... B-41 
STANDARD FORM 215 – Deposit Ticket ................................................................................. B-42 
STANDARD FORM 1034 – Public Voucher for Purchases/Services Other than Personal ....... B-43 
Requisition Routing Sheet ........................................................................................................ B-44 
Recipe Conversion Worksheet (Sample Form) ........................................................................ B-45 
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Navy Standard Core Menu (NSCM) Report (Sample Form) ..................................................... B-46 
NSCM Menu Production Board (Sample Form) .......................................................................  B-47 
NSCM Menu Review Board (Sample Form) ............................................................................  B-48 
Pledge of Service ..................................................................................................................... B-49 
Armed Services Recipe Service (AFRS) Recipe Card Template……….. ................................. B-50 

NSCM New Item Request Form…………………………………………………………….. ............ B-51 
DLA Troop Support Sole Source Justification Form (Page 1 through Page 4) ........... B-52/53/54/55 
NSCM 1080 Menu Template…………………………………………………………………… ........ B-56 
Cash Meal Payment Book (Sample) ......................................................................... B-57/58/59/60 
Foreign Partnership Certification Letter (Sample) ..................................................................... B-61 
Humanitarian Certification Letter (Sample) ............................................................................... B-62 
Miscellaneous Certification Letter (Sample) ............................................................................. B-63 
General Mess Meal Evaluation ................................................................................................ B-64 
DD FORM 139 – Pay Adjustment Authorization ....................................................................... B-65 
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DD FORM 200 -- Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (Front) 
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DD FORM 200 – Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (Back) 
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DD FORM 448 -- Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request 
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DD FORM 577 -- Appointment/Termination Record-Authorized Signature (Front) 
NOTE:  The principal purpose of DD Form 577 is to maintain a record of certifying and accountable officers' 
appointments and the termination of those appointments.  The information also is used for identification 
purposes associated with certification of documents and/or liability of public records and funds. 
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DD FORM 577 -- Appointment/Termination Record-Authorized Signature (Back) 
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DD FORM 7539 -- Request for Veterinary Laboratory Testing and Food Sample Record 
Page 1 of 2 
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DD FORM 7539 -- Request for Veterinary Laboratory Testing and Food Sample Record 
Page 2 of 2 
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DD FORM 1131 -- Cash Collection Voucher 
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DD FORM 1149 -- Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document 
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DA FORM 7538 -- Subsistence Serviceability Certificate 
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DD FORM 1348-1A -- Issue Release/Receipt Document 
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DD FORM 1348-1 -- DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt Document 
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DD FORM 1544 -- Cash Meal Payment Sheet 
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DD FORM 1608 -- Unsatisfactory Material Report (Subsistence) (Front) 
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DD FORM 1608 -- Unsatisfactory Material Report (Subsistence) (Back) 
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NAVCOMPT FORM 2114 -- Cash Receipt Certificate 
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NAVCOMPT FORM 2275 -- Order for Work and Services 
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NAVCOMPT FORM 2276 -- Order for Work and Services/Direct Citation 

 
 

NAVSUP FORM 335 -- Subsistence Ledger (Front and Back) 
NAVSUP FORM 335 -- Subsistence Ledger (Front and Back) 

  REQUEST FOR CONTRACTUAL PROCUREMENT 

1. THIS ORDER MUST BE ACCEPTED ON A REIMBURSABLE BASIS ONLY AND IS SUBJECT TO THE 
CONDITIONS LISTED ON THE REVERSE. 

2. DOCUMENT NUMBER

3. REFERENCE NUMBER 4. FUNDS EXPIRE ON 5. DMS 6. PRIORITY

* 

7. DATE REQUIRED

* 

8. AMENDMENT 

9. 10. FOR DETAILS 

 

11.                                                                 I 

     

 MAIL INVOICES 
Same as block #9 

13. ACCOUNTING DATE TO BE CITED ON RESULTING BILLINGS

A. ACRN B. APPROP C. SUB D. OBJ CLASS E. CONTROL F. SA G. H. TT I. J. K. 

AA 

14. AMOUNTS WILL NOT BE EXCEEDED IN THE OBLIGATION DOCUMENT WITH PRIOR 
WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM THE ISSUER. 

L. TOTAL THIS DOCUMENT

M. CUMULATIVE TOTAL

15. PROCUREMENT BY CONTRACT OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IS REQUESTED 

  THESE ITEMS ARE   ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE INTERSERVICE SUPPLY PROGRAM AND

REQUIRED INTERSERVICE SCREENING HAS HAS NOT BEEN ACCOMPLISHED 

A. ACRN B. ITEM 

NO

C. FSC D. DESCRIPTION

(NAT STOCK NO, SPEC AND/OR DRAWING NO., ETC)

E. QTY F. UNIT G. ESTIMATED

UNIT PRICE

H. ESTIM

AM

16. SEE ATTACHED PAGES FOR DELIVERY SCHEDULES, PRESERVATION AND PACKAGING INSTRUCTIONS, SHIPPING 
INSTRUCTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR DISTRIBUTION OF CONTRACTS AND RELATED DOCUMENTS.

I. GRAN

17. TRANSPORTATION ALLOTMENT (Used if FOB Contractor’s plant)

18. I CERTIFY THAT THE FUNDS CITED ARE PROPERLY ARE 
PROPERLY CHARGEABLE FOR THE WORK OR SERVICES 
REQUESTED. 

AUTHORIZING OFFICIAL (NAME, TITLE AND SIGNATURE) 

19. THIS WORK ORDER IS ACCEPTED AND THE WORK OR 
SERVICES WILL BE PROVIDED IN ACCORDANCE 
HEREWITH. 

ACCEPTING OFFICIAL (NAME, TITLE AND SIGNATURE) 

NAVCOMPT FORM 2276 (REV. 8-81) S/N 0104-LF-702-276 
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NAVSUP FORM 335 -- Subsistence Ledger (Front)  
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NAVSUP FORM 335 -- Subsistence Ledger (Back)  
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NAVSUP FORM 338 -- General Mess Control Record (Front) 
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NAVSUP FORM 338 -- General Mess Control Record (Back) 
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NAVSUP FORM 367 -- Record of Receipts and Expenditures 
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NAVSUP FORM 470 -- Cash Receipt Book 
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NAVSUP FORM 1046 – Sale of General Mess Meals 
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NAVSUP FORM 1090 -- Food Preparation Worksheet (Front) 
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NAVSUP FORM 1090 -- Food Preparation Worksheet (Back) 
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NAVSUP FORM 1105 – Meal Pass 
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NAVSUP FORM 1282 – Food Item Request/Issue Document 
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NAVSUP FORM 1291 – Meal Signature Record 
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NAVSUP FORM 1292 -- Recapitulation of Meal Record
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NAVSUP FORM 1334 -- Expenditure Log (Loss Without Survey) 
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NAVSUP FORM 1336 – Requisition Log 
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NAVSUP FORM 1359 -- General Mess Summary Document 
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PPQ FORM 288 – Ship Inspection Report 
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MEDCOM FORM 817 -- Quality Assurance Representative’s Correspondence  
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STANDARD FORM 364 -- Report of Discrepancy (Front) 
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STANDARD FORM 364 -- Report of Discrepancy (Back) 
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STANDARD FORM 1080 -- Voucher for Transfers Between Appropriations and/or Funds
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STANDARD FORM 215 -- Deposit Ticket 

STANDARD FORM 215  

PRESCRIBED BY DEPT. OF 
TREASURY  

1TFM 5-3000  

DEPOSIT TICKET DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY  

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE  

NSN- 7540-01-019-9452  

DEPOSIT NUMBER DATE PRESENTED OR 

MAILED TO BANK  

8-DIGIT OR 4-DIGIT 

AGENCY LOCATION

CODE (ALC) 

AMOUNT  

M M D D Y Y 

(1) (2) (3) (4) SINGLR SPACE ALL 
ENTRIES ON THIS LINE 
USE NORMAL 
PUNCTUATION – OMIT 
$ SIGN  

(6) AGENCY USE

 (9) DEPOSITORS TITLE, DEPARTMENT OF AGENCY AND ADDRESS (7) NAME AND ADDRESS OF DEPOSITARY 

(8) I CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE AMOUNT HAS BEEN RECEIVED 
FOR CREDIT IN THE ACCOUNT OF THE US TREASURY ON THE 
DATE SHOWN, SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENT OF 
UNCOLLECTABLE ITEMS INCLUDED THEREIN. 

M M D D Y Y  

________________________________________  

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE CONFIRMED DATE  

DEPOSITARY FORWARD THIS DOCUMENT WITH STATEMENT OR TRANSCRIPT OF THE U.S. 
TREASURY ACCOUNT OF THE SAME DATE  

ORIGINAL 

MEMORANDUM COPY 

DEPOSITARY COPY 

ACENCY COPY 

CONFIRMED COPY 
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STANDARD FORM 1034 -- Public Voucher for Purchases/Services Other than Personal
Standard Form 1034 VOUCHER N
Revised January 1980 PUBLIC VOUCHER FOR PURCHASES AND 
Department of the 
Treasury 

SERVICES OTHER THAN PERSONAL 
I TFRM 4-2000 
U.S. DEPARTMENT, BUREAU, OR ESTABLISHMENT AND LOCATION DATE VOUCHER PREPARED SCHEDULE 

CONTRACT NUMBER AND DATE PAID BY 

REQUISITION NUMBER AND DATE 

PAYEE’S 
NAME DATE INVOI
AND 

ADDRESS DISCOUNT T

PAYEE’S AC

SHIPPED FROM TO WEIGHT GOVERNME

NUMBER DATE OF ARTICLES OR SERVICES UNIT PRICE 
AND DATE DELIVERY (Enter description, item number of contract or Federal supply QUANTITY COST PER 
OF ORDER OR SERVICE schedule, and other information deemed necessary) 

(Use continuation sheet(s) if necessary) (Payee must NOT use the space below) TOTAL 
PAYMENT: APPROVED FOR: EXCHANGE RATE DIFFERENCES 

PROVISIONAL =$ =$1.00 
COMPLETE BY2 
PARTIAL 
FINAL Amount verified; correct 

for 
PROGRESS TITLE (Signature or initials) 
ADVANCE 

Pursuant to authority vested in me, I certify that this voucher is correct and proper for payment. 

(Date) (Authorized Certifying Officer)2 (Title) 
ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION 

CHECK NUMBER ON ACCOUNT OF U.S. TREASURY CHECK NUMBER ON (Name of ban
P 
A B 
I Y CASH DATE PAYEE3 
D 

$ 
1 When stated in foreign currency, insert name of currency. 
2 If the ability to certify and authority to approve are combined in one person, one signature only is 
necessary; 
  otherwise, the approving officer will sign in the space provided, over his official title. 

PER 

3 When a voucher is receipted in the name of a company or corporation, the name of the person writing 
the    
   company or corporate name, as well as the capacity in which he signs, must appear.  For example: 
   “John Doe Company, per John Smith, Secretary,” or “Treasurer,” as the case may be. 

TITLE 

Previous edition usable 1034-119 NSN 
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 

The information requested on this form is required under the provisions of 31 U.S.C. 82b and 82c, for the purpose of disb
money.  The information requested is to identify the particular creditor and the amounts to be paid.  Failure to furnish this i   
hinder discharge of the payment obligation. 
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Requisition Routing Sheet 
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Recipe Conversion Worksheet (Sample Form) 

Item: _________________   Recipe Card #:  ___________         Date:   __________ 
Portions to Prepare: ______              Working Factor: ___________         Name: __________ 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
MEASURES 

INGREDIENTS 
LBS  OZ  GAL QT   PT CUPS TBSP TSP 

1.         
2.         
3.         
4.         
5.         
6.         
7.         
8.         
9.         
10.         
11.         
12.         
13.         
14.         
15.         
16.         
17.         

Ounces to Decimal 
1= .06 10= .63 
2= .13 11= .69 
3= .19 12= .75 
4= .25 13= .81 
5= .31 14= .88 
6= .38 15= .94 
7= .44 16= 1.00 
8= .50 
9= .56 

Decimal to Fraction 
.00 to .12 = 0     63 to .87 = 3/4 
.13 to .37 = ¼     88 to .99 = 1.00 

.38 to .62 = 1/2 

Fraction to Decimal 
1/4 = .25  2/3 = .67 
1/3 = .33  3/4 = .75 
1/2 = .50 

Measures and 
Weight Table 

3 TSP = 1 TBSP 
16 TBSP = 1 CUP 
2 CUPS = 1 PT 
2 PT = 1 QT 
4 QT = 1 GL 
16 OZ = 1 LB 

Abbreviations 
TSP= Teaspoon 
TBSP= Tablespoon 
PT= Pint 
QT= Quart 
GL= Gallon 
OZ= Ounce 
LB = Pound 
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HINT:  Weigh dry items; measure liquid items. 
Navy Standard Core Menu (NSCM) Report (Sample Form) 

 
 

 

 

NSCM MENU PRODUCTION BOARD (Sample Form) 

SAMPLE 
USS UNDERWAY NSCM REPORT 

DATE: 

FOOD SERVICE OFFICER:    
LEADING CULINARY SPECIALIST: 

NSCM Concerns:  Report manpower issues, equipment and storage challenges and menu 
concerns to include food quality, flavor and consistency for NSCM Recipes to include Prime 
Vendor food quality associated with the NSCM.     

NSCM Suggested Changes: 

Proposed menu change -  

Explanation for menu change – 

Recommended recipe change – 

Suggested New Menu Recipe – 

LTJG Spice 
  Food Service Officer 

*Note:  All NSCM reports should go to your regional TYCOM for consolidation.  TYCOM
should then compile reports into a summary report and forward to NAVSUP.
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NSCM Menu Production Board (Sample Form) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NSCM MENU REVIEW BOARD (Sample Form) 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
SAMPLE 

USS UNDERWAY MENU PRODUCTION BOARD 
 
DATE/TIME:        

FOOD SERVICE STAFF MEMBERS/ATTENDEES: 

 

 

MENU PRODUCTION BOARD:  Preparation of the menu production board starts at the conclusion 
of the last weekly production board.  Ensure all concerns are properly documented, investigated and 
processed through to NAVSUP via your regional TYCOM when relating to concerns with the Navy 
Standard Core Menu.  The success of all menu production boards is the involvement of all Culinary 
Specialist in support of the Navy’s Standard Core Menu.  When all Culinary Specialist work together 
as a team to identify manpower issues, equipment and storage challenges, menu concerns to 
include food quality, flavor and consistency, and conflicts with afloat or ashore command activities 
the Menu Production Board will be productive and successful.  Meeting should start out with a 
specific purpose developed from information collected since the last Menu Production Board.   

MENU PRODUCTION BOARD RESULTS:  Provided by documentation found on previous board 
minutes.  Discussion should include results of unanswered concerns, modifications of the menu 
since last menu review board, etc.  

MENU PRODUCTION BOARD NEW ISSUES:  Time to discuss new menu issues to include 
customer service, sanitation, suggested menu changes, special meals, general food service 
concerns. 

MENU BOARD CONCLUSION:  Review unclear issues or concerns.  Food service team should 
discuss updates on future revisions to the Navy’s Standard Core Menu and report all news/results 
from NAVSUP concerning previous menu requests. 

BOARD ADJOURNED:  
 
 
      
LTJG Spice 
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NSCM Menu Review Board (Sample Form) 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

SAMPLE 
USS UNDERWAY MENU REVIEW BOARD 

QUARTER:     

DATE/TIME:    

FOOD SERVICE STAFF MEMBERS/ATTENDEES: 

DIVISIONAL ATTENDEES: 

MENU BOARD REVIEW:  Preparation of menu review board starts at the conclusion of the last quarterly 
review board.  The success of menu review board is to ensure all concerns have been properly 
addressed, investigated, and hopefully resolved prior to the next board.  

MENU BOARD RESULTS:  Provided by documentation found on last quarter’s menu review board 
minutes.  Discussion should include results of unanswered concerns, modifications of the menu since last 
menu review board, etc.  

MENU BOARD NEW ISSUES:  Time to discuss new menu issues to include customer service, sanitation, 
suggested menu changes, special meals, and general food service concerns. 

MENU BOARD CONCLUSION:  Review unclear issues or concerns.  Food service team should provide 
updates on future revisions to the Navy’s Standard Core Menu and report all news/results from NAVSUP 
concerning previous menu requests. 

BOARD ADJOURNED: 

LTJG Spice 
Food Service Officer 
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Pledge of Service 
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Armed Services Recipe Service (AFRS) Recipe Card Template 
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NSCM New Item Request Form 
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DLA Troop Support Sole Source Justification Form Example – Page 1 of 4 
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DLA Troop Support Sole Source Justification Form Example – Page 2 of 4  
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DLA Troop Support Sole Source Justification Form Example – Page 3 of 4 
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DLA Troop Support Sole Source Justification Form Example – Page 4 of 4 
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NSCM 1080 Menu Template 
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Cash Meal Payment Book (Sample) – Page 1 of 4 
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Cash Meal Payment Book (Sample) – Page 2 of 4 
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Cash Meal Payment Book (Sample) – Page 3 of 4 
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Cash Meal Payment Book (Sample) – Page 4 of 4 
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Foreign Partnership Certification Letter (Sample) 

Cross Check 2020 SOMR 

       Discounted/Standard 

B  x $2.60/$3.50 = 

L  x $4.30/$5.65 =  

D   x $3.70/$4.90 = 
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Humanitarian Certification Letter (Sample)  

Cross Check 2020 SOMR 

       Discounted/Standard 

B           x $2.60/$3.50 =  

L            x $4.30/$5.65 =  

D            x $3.70/$4.90 = 
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Miscellaneous Certification Letter (Sample)  
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General Mess Meal Evaluation 
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APPENDIX C 
 

FOOD SERVICE FSM AUDIT FORMS 
 
 
To ensure the financial accountability of the general mess (GM), all financial records must be 
audited by the Recordskeeper, Leading Culinary Specialist (LCS), and Food Service Officer 
(FSO) before the accounting period close-out.  After audits are completed all retained returns 
must be labeled, dated, and organized in the FSO’s accountability file in accordance with the 
instructions in this publication. The following records must be retained in the FSO’s accountability 
file for 10 years.  The following forms are examples of the food service audit forms and the FSO’s 
accountability files. 
 
Refer to Chapter 7 for more information and guidance. 
 

 
LIST OF FOOD SERVICE FSM AUDIT FORMS IN APPENDIX C 

Each title on this list is hyperlinked to the Figure it references. 
The hyperlink on the Figure returns to the Appendix C Title Page. 

 
1. Blank Audit Sheet - Top Half 
2. Blank Audit Sheet - Bottom Half 
3. Audit Sheet Example - Top Half 
4. Audit Sheet Example - Bottom Half 
5. General Mess Summary - NAVSUP Form 1359 
6. Screen Shot: General Mess Summary  
7. Screen Shot: Recapitulation of Meal Record Report 
8. Screen Shot: Credit Headcount Search -- Rations 
9. Screen Shot: Cash Headcount Search – Rations Sale of Meals 
10. Screen Shot: General Mess Summary – Cash Statement Section 
11. Screen Shot: General Mess Summary – Previous Month’s NAVSUP Form 1359 Undeposited 

Sales 
12. Screen Shot: Cash Headcount Search – Sale of Meals (NS 1046) 
13. Screen Shot: Cash Headcount Search – Sale of Meals (NS 1544) 
14. Screen Shot: Expenditure Detail – Bulk Sales 
15. Screen Shot: Credit Headcounts Search – Surcharges (NS 1046) 
16. Screen Shot: Cash Headcount Search -- Surcharges (NS 1544)  
17. Screen Shot: General Mess Summary -- Receipt Section 
18. Screen Shot: General Mess Summary -- Previous Month’s Inventory Balance On Hand (NS 

1359) 
19. Screen Shot: Book Inventory -- Balance Brought Forward (NS 1059) 
20. Screen Shot: Record of Receipts and Expenditures Report -- Total (NS 357) 
21. Screen Shot: General Mess Summary -- Expenditure Section 
22. Screen Shot: General Mess Control Record -- Food Cost 
23. Screen Shot: Losses Detail -- Survey Amount (DD 200) 
24. Screen Shot: Expenditure Detail -- Bulk Sales 
25. Screen Shot: Expenditure Detail -- Transfer With Reimbursement 
26. Screen Shot: Expenditure Detail -- Transfer Without Reimbursement 
27. Screen Shot: Book Inventory -- Inventory Balance On Hand (NS 1059) 
28. Requisition Log - NAVSUP Form 1336 
29. Screen Shot: Record of Receipts and Expenditures -- Price Adjustment (NS 367) 
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30. Screen Shot: Record of Receipts and Expenditures Report -- Total (NS 367)
31. Screen Shot: General Mess Summary -- Allowance Section (NS 1359)
32. Screen Shot: General Mess Control Record -- Over/Under Issue Carried Forward (NS 338)
33. Screen Shot: General Mess Control Record -- Total Allowances (NS 338)
34. Screen Shot: General Mess Control Record -- Food Cost (NS 338)
35. Screen Shot: General Mess Control Record -- Over/Under Issue Amount (NS 338)
36. Screen Shot: Stores Consumed Report -- Stores Consumed Amount (NS 1059)
37. Audit Sheet -- Page 1
38. Audit Sheet -- Page 2
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BLANK AUDIT SHEET 
TOP HALF 

Note:  The Ration Breakdown Rates shown reflect 2014 data.  Check your most recent 
NAVSUPNOTE 7330 for the current Ration Breakdown Rates. 
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BLANK AUDIT SHEET 
BOTTOM HALF 

NOTE:  The Ration Breakdown Rates shown reflect 2014 data.  The most recent NAVSUPNOTE 

The current NAVSUPNOTE 7330 has the Ration Breakdown Rates. 
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AUDIT SHEET EXAMPLE 
TOP HALF 

NOTE:  The Ration Breakdown Rates shown reflect 2014 data.  The current NAVSUPNOTE 7330 
has the Ration Breakdown Rates. 
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AUDIT SHEET EXAMPLE 
BOTTOM HALF 

NOTE:  The Ration Breakdown Rates shown reflect 2014 data.  The most recent NAVSUPNOTE 
7330 has the current Ration Breakdown Rates. 
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GENERAL MESS SUMMARY 

NAVSUP FORM 1359 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

From 7/16/14             
DD 200 Survey (C28) 

Cumulative Total (13) 
end of month NAVSUP 
Form 338 (C41) 

From NAVSUP 
Form 367 (C34) 

Command Muster Reports 
Total Allowed (C10) 

Documented on NAVSUP 
Form 1292 (C12) 

Populated from 
NAVSUP Form 1059 

Populated from 
NAVSUP Form 338 
Total Allowances 
Minus Food Cost 
Equals Over/Under 
Issue (C41) 
 

Populated from 
NAVSUP Form 1059 

NAVSUP FORM 1359 
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SCREEN SHOT: 
GENERAL MESS SUMMARY 
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SCREEN SHOT: 

RECAPITULATION OF MEAL RECORD REPORT 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NS 1292 
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SCREEN SHOT: 
CREDIT HEADCOUNT SEARCH 

RATIONS 

NS 1046 
Rations 
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SCREEN SHOT: 
CASH HEADCOUNT SEARCH 

NS 1544: Rations 
Sale of Meals 
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SCREEN SHOT: 
GENERAL MESS SUMMARY – CASH STATEMENT SECTION 

Cash Statement Section 
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SCREEN SHOT: 

GENERAL MESS SUMMARY 
PREVIOUS MONTH’S NAVSUP FORM 1359 UNDEPOSITED SALES 

  
 

 

 

 

  

Previous Month’s NAVSUP Form 
1359 Undeposited Sales 
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SCREEN SHOT: 

CASH HEADCOUNT SEARCH 
SALE OF MEALS (NS 1046) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

NS 1046: Sale of Meals 
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SCREEN SHOT: 
CASH HEADCOUNT SEARCH 
SALE OF MEALS (NS 1544) 

DD 1544 Sale of Meals 
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SCREEN SHOT: EXPENDITURE DETAIL 
BULK SALES 

Bulk Sales 
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NS 1046 Surcharges 

 
SCREEN SHOT: CREDIT HEADCOUNTS SEARCH 

SURCHARGES (NS 1046) 
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SCREEN SHOT: CASH HEADCOUNT SEARCH 
SURCHARGES (NS 1544) 

DD 1544 
Surcharges 
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SCREEN SHOT: GENERAL MESS SUMMARY 

RECEIPT SECTION 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Receipt 
Section 
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SCREEN SHOT: GENERAL MESS SUMMARY 
PREVIOUS MONTH’S INVENTORY BALANCE ON HAND (NS 1359) 

NS 1359: Previous Month’s 
Inventory Balance on Hand 
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SCREEN SHOT: BOOK INVENTORY 
BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD (NS 1059) 

NS 1059 BI: Balance 
Brought Forward 
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SCREEN SHOT: RECORD OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES REPORT 

TOTAL (NS 357) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  

NS 367: Total 
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SCREEN SHOT: GENERAL MESS SUMMARY 
EXPENDITURE SECTION 

Expenditure Section 
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SCREEN SHOT: GENERAL MESS CONTROL RECORD 

FOOD COST 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  

NS 338: Food 
Cost 
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SCREEN SHOT: LOSSES DETAIL 
SURVEY AMOUNT (DD 200) 

DD 200: Survey 
Amount 
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SCREEN SHOT: EXPENDITURE DETAIL 

BULK SALES 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
  

Bulk 
Sales: 
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SCREEN SHOT: EXPENDITURE DETAIL 
TRANSFER WITH REIMBURSEMENT 

Transfer with 
Reimbursement 
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SCREEN SHOT: EXPENDITURE DETAIL 
TRANSFER WITHOUT REIMBURSEMENT 

Transfer without 
Reimbursement 
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SCREEN SHOT: BOOK INVENTORY 
INVENTORY BALANCE ON HAND (NS 1059) 

NS 1059 BI: Inventory 
Balance on Hand 
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REQUISITION LOG 
NAVSUP FORM 1336 
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SCREEN SHOT: RECORD OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 

PRICE ADJUSTMENT (NS 367) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NS 367: Price 
Adjustment 
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SCREEN SHOT: RECORD OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES REPORT 

TOTAL (NS 367) 
 
 

 

 
 
  

NS 367: 
Total 
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SCREEN SHOT: GENERAL MESS SUMMARY 
ALLOWANCE SECTION (NS 1359) 

NS 1359: Allowance 
Section 
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SCREEN SHOT: GENERAL MESS CONTROL RECORD 
OVER/UNDER ISSUE CARRIED FORWARD (NS 338) 

NS 338: Over/Under Issue 
Carried Forward 
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SCREEN SHOT: GENERAL MESS CONTROL RECORD 
TOTAL ALLOWANCES (NS 338) 

NS 338: Total Allowances 
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SCREEN SHOT: GENERAL MESS CONTROL RECORD 

FOOD COST (NS 338) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

NS 338: Food 
Cost 
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SCREEN SHOT: GENERAL MESS CONTROL RECORD 
OVER/UNDER ISSUE AMOUNT (NS 338) 

NS 338: Over/Under Issue 
Amount 
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SCREEN SHOT: STORES CONSUMED REPORT 
STORES CONSUMED AMOUNT (NS 1059) 

NS 1059 SC: Stores 
Consumed Amount 
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AUDIT SHEET 

PAGE 1 
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AUDIT SHEET 
PAGE 2 
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APPENDIX D 

LETTERS OF AUTHORITY 

Part A:  SAMPLE TEMPLATES FOR LETTERS OF AUTHORITY 
Authorization for the Advancement of A Change Fund for the General Mess ........................... D3 
Record of Appointment (Supply Officer) ................................................................................... D4 
Record of Appointment First Endorsement Supply Officer ....................................................... D5 
Record of Appointment (Food Service Officer) ......................................................................... D6 
Record of Temporary Appointment (Food Service Officer) ....................................................... D7 
Record of Appointment First Endorsement Food Service Officer ............................................. D8 
Authority to Requisition Subsistence Items from the General Mess to the Wardroom .............. D9 
Authority to Maintain NAVSUP Form 1046 ............................................................................. D10 
Authorization for the General Mess to Purchase Food Items from the Ship Store .................. D11 
Record of Appointment (Commanding Officer)(Includes First Endorsement) ......................... D12 
Authority to Sell Meals from the General Mess on a Credit Basis ........................................... D13 
Authority to Requisition Subsistence ...................................................................................... D14 
Food Service Officer Relief of Accountability .......................................................................... D15 
Request for Relief of Financial Accountability ........................................................................ D16 
Notice of Intent to Establish a General Mess or Branch Mess ................................................ D17 
Notice of Intent for Homeport Change .................................................................................... D18 
Notice of Intent to Re-Establish a General Mess Ashore ........................................................ D19 
Over Issue Justification (includes First Endorsement) ............................................................ D20 
Request Authorization to Use the Other Sale of Meal Line (includes First Endorsement) ....... D21 
Disestablishment of a General Mess or Branch Mess ............................................................ D22 
Notice of Intent to Establish an Alternative Mess Ashore ....................................................... D23 
Temporary Closure of a General Mess .................................................................................. D24 
Designated Meal Sampler ...................................................................................................... D25 
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APPENDIX D 

LETTERS OF AUTHORITY 

PART A:  SAMPLE TEMPLATES FOR LETTERS OF 
AUTHORITY 

The following pages provide sample templates for all Letters of Authority needed in the operation 
of a General Mess afloat and/or ashore. 

NOTE:  A Letter of Authority is required from the Commanding Officer when there is only one 
Supply Corps Officer (SUPPO) who is performing SUPPO and Food Service Officer duties.   
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AUTHORIZATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF A CHANGE FUND FOR THE 
GENERAL MESS 

4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From: Supply Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) 
To Food Service Officer, Name, Rank, Service 

Subj: AUTHORIZATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF A CHANGE FUND FOR THE 
GENERAL MESS 

Ref: (a) FMR, Vol 5, Para 030404 
(b) NAVSUP P-486, VoI, Paras 1115, 2202.6

1. In accordance with references (a) and (b), you are hereby authorized to advance the General
Mess a change fund in the minimum amount necessary for operations not to exceed $250.00.

2. Procedures for the advance, verification, and return of change funds will be in accordance
with reference (b).  When advancing a change fund to the responsible custodian, you will ensure
that a receipt (NAVCOMPT Form 2114) is signed.

(Signed) 
Supply Officer 

Copy to: 
File 
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RECORD OF APPOINTMENT (SUPPLY OFFICER) 

4061 
Ser 
(Date) 

From: Supply Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) 
To: Name, Rank, Service 

Subj: RECORD OF APPOINTMENT (Name of Appointee) 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Paras 1113, 2201.1b  
(b) NAVSUP P-486, Paras 1113, 2201
(c) NAVSUP P-486, Paras 1113, 2201.3
(d) NAVSUP P-486, Paras 1113, 6301
(e) NAVSUP P-486, Paras 6300, Appendix G
(f) NAVSUP P-486, Paras 1115, 1202.3
(g) NAVSUP P-486, Para 4102.6

You are hereby appointed or authorized as:  (Check all applicable blocks) 

a. Control Officer for the Handling and Security of the Cash Meal Ref (a) [  ] 
Payment Book (DD Form 1544)

b. Authority for the Cash Sale of Meals from the General Mess Ref (b) [  ] 

c. Authority for the Sale of Meals from the General Mess on a Ref (c) [  ] 
Credit Basis (NAVSUP 1046)

d. Authority for the Sale of Food Items to Afloat Messes Ref (d) [  ] 

e. Authority for the Sale of Food Items to Activities other than Ref (e) [  ] 
Afloat Messes

f. Custodial Authorization to Hold Group II Duplicate Master Key Ref (f) [  ] 

g. Authority to Purchase Food Items from the Ship Store to the Ref (g) [  ] 
General Mess

Applicable instructions listed above will be strictly adhered to. 

Copy to: 
Food Service Officer 
File 

(Signed) 
Supply Officer 
By direction 
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RECORD OF APPOINTMENT FIRST ENDORSEMENT SUPPLY OFFICER 

4061 
Ser 
(Date) 

FIRST ENDORSEMENT 

From: Name, Rate, Service 
To: Supply Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) 

Subj: RECORD OF APPOINTMENT I have familiarized myself with the provisions of the 
instructions listed in reference (a) through (g) concerning my appointment(s).   

Very respectfully, 

Name 

Copy to: 
Food Service Officer 
File 
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RECORD OF APPOINTMENT (FOOD SERVICE OFFICER) 

4061 
Ser 
(Date) 

From: Food Service Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) 
To: Name, Rank, Service  

Subj: RECORD OF APPOINTMENT (Name of Appointee) 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1107.8, 1107.9, 1113, 2201.1, and FMR, Vol 5 
(b) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1107.4, 1113
(c) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1107.5, 1113, 5203
(d) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1107.5, 1113, 2201.1
(e) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1113, 1107.6
(f) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1107.7
(g) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Para 2303.2b

You are hereby appointed or authorized as:  (check all applicable blocks) 

a. General Mess Cash Collection Agent or Authorized Funds Custodian Ref (a)  [  ]

b. Food Service Recordskeeper Ref (b) [  ] 

c. Receipt Inspector for Subsistence in the Absence of the Food Service
Officer

Ref (c) [  ] 

d. Cashier to Receive Payment for Meals Sold from the General Mess Ref (d) [  ] 

e. Bulk Storeroom Custodian Ref (e) [  ] 

f 

g. 

Stores Operator

Supervise the Signing of Meal Signature Record  (NAVSUP Form
1291) (Master At Arms)
 

Ref (f) 

Ref (g)   

[  ] 

[  ] 

Applicable instructions listed above will be strictly adhered to. 

(signed) 
Food Service Officer 
By direction 

Copy to: 
Supply Officer 
Service Member Training File 
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RECORD OF TEMPORARY APPOINTMENT (FOOD SERVICE OFFICER) 

From:  Food Service Officer, USS NEVERSAIL (CVN XX) 
To:      Name, Rank, Service 

Subj:   RECORD OF TEMPORARY APPOINTMENT (FOOD SERVICE OFFICER) 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1113, 2201.1, and FMR, Vol 5  

(b) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1106.4, 1107.4, 1113

(c) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1113, 5203

(d) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1113, 2201.1

(e) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1113, 1107.6

(f )  NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1107.7 

(g) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Para 2303.2b

In my absence, you are hereby appointed and authorized to hold and perform the duties as Food 
Service Officer. Applicable instructions listed above will be strictly adhered to. 

  (Signed) 
 Food Service Officer 
 By direction 

Copy to: 
Supply Officer 
Service Member Training File 
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RECORD OF APPOINTMENT FIRST ENDORSEMENT FOOD SERVICE OFFICER 
             
 

4061 
            Ser 
            (Date) 
 
 
FIRST ENDORSEMENT 
 
 
From: Name, Rate, Service 
To: Food Service Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) 
 
Subj: RECORD OF TEMPORARY APPOINTMENT (FOOD SERVICE OFFICER) 
 
I have familiarized myself with the provisions of the instructions listed in reference (a) through (g) 
concerning my appointment(s).   
 
 

Very respectfully, 
 
 
 

Name 
 
Copy to: 
Supply Officer 
Food Service Officer 
File 
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AUTHORITY TO REQUISITION SUBSISTENCE ITEMS FROM THE GENERAL MESS TO THE 
WARDROOM 

 
             

4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

 
 
 
From: Wardroom Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) 
To: Food Service Officer 
 
Subj: AUTHORITY TO REQUISITION SUBSISTENCE ITEMS FROM THE GENERAL MESS 

TO THE WARDROOM  
 
Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Volume 1, Chap 6, Para 6301.1 
 
In accordance with reference (a), the following named individual is authorized to requisition 
provisions from the General Mess to the Wardroom.   
 
 
(Typed name of authorized requisitioner)                                        (Sample signature) 
 
 
 
 

(Signed) 
Wardroom Mess Officer 

 
Copy to: 
Supply Officer 
Wardroom Officer  
File 
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AUTHORITY TO MAINTAIN NAVSUP FORM 1046 

4061 
Ser 
(Date) 

From: Food Service Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) 
To: Name, Service 

Subj: AUTHORITY TO MAINTAIN NAVSUP FORM 1046 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1113, 1115, 2201.3 

1. In accordance with reference (a), you are hereby granted the authority to maintain the
NAVSUP Form 1046.

2. Applicable instructions contained in reference (a) will be strictly adhered to.

(Signed) 
Food Service Officer 

Copy to: 
Supply Officer File 
Designated 1046 Agent 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR THE GENERAL MESS TO PURCHASE FOOD ITEMS FROM THE 
SHIP STORE 

4061 
Ser 
(Date) 

From: Supply Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) 
To: Food Service Officer, Name, Rank, Service,  

Subj: AUTHORIZATION FOR THE GENERAL MESS TO PURCHASE FOOD ITEMS FROM 
THE SHIP STORE 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Para 4102.2b.6 

1. In accordance with references (a), you are hereby authorized to purchase ship store food
items of individual serving size for special meals in support of the NSCM.  Items authorized for
purchase include bottled water, canned soda, and individual size food servings to support special
meals, box lunches, flight meals, combat feeding, and steel beach picnics.  Individual cans and/or
bottles of carbonated and/or noncarbonated beverages are not authorized for use on the serving
line in GMs.  All sales between the ship store and the General Mess must be documented on
NAVSUP Form 1149 and must be recorded as a Receipt with Charge.

(Signed) 
Supply Officer 

Copy to: 
Food Service Officer 
File 
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RECORD OF APPOINTMENT (COMMANDING OFFICER)(INCLUDES FIRST ENDORSEMENT) 

(On Letterhead) 4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From:  Commanding Officer 
To: (appointee rank, name) 

Subj: RECORD OF APPOINTMENT (Name of Appointee) 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486 Volume 1, Chapter 1, Para 1105  
(b) NAVSUP P-486 Volume 2, Chapter 5, Para 5203

1. In accordance with reference (a/b), you are hereby appointed as:

a. Food Service Officer Ref (a) [  ] 
b. Wardroom Mess Treasurer Ref (b) [  ] 
c. Wardroom Officer  Ref (b) [  ] 

2. You are directed to carry out your duties and responsibilities as prescribed in references (a)
and (b).

(signed) 
Commanding Officer 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
(date) 

FIRST ENDORSEMENT 

From:  (appointee rank, name) 
To: Commanding Officer 

1. Appointment as (Food Service Officer/Wardroom Mess Treasurer/Wardroom Officer) is
accepted. I have familiarized myself with the provisions of reference (a/b) concerning this
appointment.

Very Respectfully, 

Copy to: 
Supply Officer 
Food Service Officer 
Wardroom Mess Treasurer 
Wardroom Officer 
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AUTHORITY TO SELL MEALS FROM THE GENERAL MESS ON A CREDIT BASIS 

4061 
Ser 
(Date) 

From: Supply Officer 
To: Food Service Officer 

Subj: AUTHORITY TO SELL MEALS FROM THE GENERAL MESS ON A CREDIT BASIS 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1115, 2201.3a 

1. In accordance with reference (a), when considered necessary and practical, you are hereby
authorized to sell meals from the General Mess on a credit basis using either the regular or
optional procedure.

2. Procedures for the credit sales of meals as outlined in reference (a) are to be strictly adhered
to.

(Signed) 
Supply Officer 

Copy to: 
Wardroom Mess Treasurer or Wardroom Officer 
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AUTHORITY TO REQUISITION SUBSISTENCE 

4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From: Commanding Officer 
To: Food Service Officer 

Subj: AUTHORITY TO REQUISITION SUBSISTENCE AND OBLIGATE FUNDS FOR 

SUBSISTENCE 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Chap 1, Para 1105.3 

1. In accordance with reference (a), you are hereby authorized to procure provisions citing the
Subsistence in Kind line of accounting.

2. Procedures for requisitioning outlined in reference (a) must be strictly adhered to.

(Signed) 
Commanding Officer 

Copy to: 
Supply Officer 

Note:  All food entrusted to the Food Service Officer belongs to the BUPERS Subsistence account 
for which the FSO is held personally and legally responsible under Title 31, U. S. Code Section 
17.
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FOOD SERVICE OFFICER RELIEF OF ACCOUNTABILITY 

4061 
Ser 
(Date) 

From:  CW03 William B. Gilbert, SC, USN 
To:      Commanding Officer 
Via:     Supply Officer 

Subj:  FOOD SERVICE OFFICER RELIEF OF ACCOUNTABILITY 

Ref:   (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Para 1105.3, 7100.5 

1. Approval is requested for LT Douglas T. Smith to be relieved of his duties as Food Service
Officer onboard USS _______ by CW03 William B. Gilbert as of date relieved.

2. In accordance with reference (a), a joint inspection of the Food Service spaces and records were
conducted on date of inspection.

3. Provisions valued at $  have been physically inventoried and verified. 

4. The total inventory adjustment is (-)

5. The General Mess currently is $  under/over issue. 

6. Undeposited sales (Ashore/Afloat) have been identified for the current and prior year.

7. pieces of galley equipment (small mixer and galley oven) are inoperative.

8. The overall condition of the Food Service Division is considered satisfactory/unsatisfactory.

9. There is no disagreement between these officers about the conditions discovered, and I assume
full accountability of the food service operation.

 Very respectfully,         Very respectfully, 

 ________________       _________________ 
D.T. SMITH   W.B. GILBERT 
Relieved Officer   Relieving Officer  

Copy to: 
NAVSUP 443 
TYCOM/CNIC Regional Director N9 
MEMBER 
File   
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REQUEST FOR RELIEF OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY 

  4061 
  Ser/ 
  (Date) 

From:   Smith, Again, LT, Food Service Officer 
To:   Director, Navy Food Service (N432) 
Via: (1) Commanding Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65)

(2) TYCOM/CNIC

Subj:   REQUEST FOR RELIEF OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY 

Ref:  (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Chap 1, Paras 1114.3a

Encl: (b) Supporting documents

1. Per reference (a), I am requesting relief from financial accountability in the amount of $___
resulting from  ____________________________         .  I assumed the duties as Food Service
Officer on board USS NEVERSAIL, (date).

2. During the period  .  (Describe who, what, where, when, and how this happened. 
What events led up to the relief?  How will you prevent this from happening again?)  

(The CO’s endorsement must include specific information needed in accordance with reference 
1114.3a).   

 AGAIN SMITH 
LT, SC, USN 
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ESTABLISH A GENERAL MESS OR BRANCH MESS 

  4061 
  Ser/ 
 (Date) 

From:  Commanding Officer, PCU ENTERPRISE (CVN 80) 
To:      Commander, Naval Personnel (N10)  
Via: Director, Navy Food Service (N432) (ENDORSEMENT) 

(1) Commander, Naval Installations Command (CNIC Regional Director N9 ASHORE)
(2) Commander, Naval Surface Forces Atlantic/Pacific (TYCOM AFLOAT)

Subj:    NOTICE OF INTENT TO ESTABLISH A GENERAL MESS OR BRANCH MESS 

Ref:     (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol 1, Chap 1, Paras 1006, 1010  

1. In accordance with reference (a), notice is hereby made of the intent to establish a General
Mess on board PCU ENTERPRISE (CVN80).

2. The following information is provided:

a. Date to start feeding
b. Date of Commissioning
c. Anticipated Number to be fed
d. Supply Officer
e. Food Service Officer
f. Leading Culinary Specialist
g. Telephone number
h. Email Address
i. Ships DODAAC/UIC prior to Commissioning
j. Ships DOAAC/UIC upon Commissioning
k. Ships Current mailing address
l. Homeport mailing address to include the FPO address
m. Current Prime Vendor
n. Assigned Homeport Prime Vendor

3. It is requested that PCU ENTERPRISE (CVN80) be provided all current notices and
instructions and any other pertinent material for the operation of a General Mess.  It is further
requested that the ship be placed on the distribution list for such instructions and notices.

4. Point of contact is LT Frank Epps, Food Service Officer, at COM: (XXX) XXX-XXXX, DSN:
XXX-XXXX.

  FRANK CABLE 
  CDR, SC, USN 

Copy to: 
Supply Officer 
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NOTICE OF INTENT FOR HOMEPORT CHANGE 

4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From:  Commanding Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) 
To:    Director, Navy Food Service (N432) 
Via: (1) Type Commander

Subj:   NOTICE OF INTENT FOR HOMEPORT CHANGE 

Ref:  (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1014

1. Notice is hereby made of our intent to change home ports from Norfolk, VA to San Diego, CA.
USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) will be in place on or about (dd/mm/yyyy).

2. The following information is provided:

a. Ultimate homeport mailing address
b. DODAAC/UIC with Service Indicator
c. Prime Vendor
d. Food Service Officer
e. Leading Culinary Specialists
f. E-mail address
g. Phone Number
h. Fax Number

3. The Food Service Management (FSM) System has been updated.  Request NAVSUP to notify
Defense Logistics Agency to update Subsistence Total Order Receipt and Electronic Systems
(STORES) profiles to reflect the homeport change.

4. Request USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) address and UIC be modified on your distribution list
for publications and notices.

5. Point of contact is CDR Frank Cable, Supply Officer, at COM: (XXX) XXX-XXXX, DSN: XXX-
XXXX.

  FRANK CABLE 
  CDR, SC, USN 

Copy to:  PERS N10 
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO RE-ESTABLISH A GENERAL MESS ASHORE 

(ASHORE) 
4061 
Ser/ 

 (Date) 

From:  Commander, Naval Region Southeast 
To:  Commander, Naval Personnel (N10) 
Via: (1) Commander Navy Installation Command

(2) Director, Navy Food Service (N432)

Subj:   NOTICE OF INTENT TO RE-ESTABLISH A GENERAL MESS ASHORE 

Ref:  (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1010

1. Notice is hereby made of our intent to re-establish the general mess at NAS JACKSONVILLE,
FL, with a new command name and UIC, effective on (ddmmmyyyy).

2. The following information is provided:
a. New mailing address
b. DODAAC/UIC with Service Indicator
c. Prime Vendor
d. Food Service Officer
e. Leading Culinary Specialists
f. E-mail address
g. Phone Number
h. Fax Number

3. Our Food Service Management (FSM) and Subsistence Total Order Receipt and Electronic
Systems (STORES) profiles have been modified to reflect homeport change.

4. Request NAS Jacksonville’s address and UIC be modified on your distribution list for
publications and notices.

5. Point of contact is Mr. George Rush, Food and Beverage Officer, at COM: (XXX) XXX-XXXX,
DSN: XXX-XXXX.

  GEORGE RUSH 

Copy to:  CNIC Regional Director N9 
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OVER ISSUE JUSTIFICATION (INCLUDES FIRST ENDORSEMENT) 

4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From: 
To:  

Supply Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65)  
Director, Navy Food Service (N432)  

Via: (1) Commanding Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65)
(2) TYCOM/CNIC Regional Director N9

Subj:   OVER ISSUE JUSTIFICATION 

Ref:  (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Chap 7, Paras 7002.11, 7002.12

1. Per reference (a), Afloat/Ashore General Messes are required to report to NAVSUP, via
Commanding Officer, Regional Program Director, TYCOM/ CNIC Regional Director N9, when
closing out the fiscal year in an over issue status.

2. USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) closed fiscal year 20___ with an over issue balance of
$__________.

3. During the period of  . (Describe who, what, where, when, and how this happened. 
What events led up to the over issue?  How will you prevent this from happening again?) 

 AGAIN SMITH 
  LT, SC, USN 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  4061 
  CNRSE N42/13-329 
  (Date) 

FIRST ENDORSEMENT on USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) ltr 4061, Ser 00/132 of 18 Oct 13 

From:  Commander, Naval Region SOUTHEAST (N42) 
To:      Director, Navy Food Service (N432) 
Subj:   OVER ISSUE JUSTIFICATION 

1. Forwarded, recommending approval.

CDR, SC, USN 
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REQUEST AUTHORIZATION TO USE THE OTHER SALE OF MEAL LINE (INCLUDES FIRST 
ENDORSEMENT) 

4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From:   Smith, Again, LT, Food Service Officer 
To:   Director, Navy Food Service (N432) 
Via: (1) Commanding Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65)

(2) TYCOM/REGION
(3) CNIC

Subj:   REQUEST AUTHORIZATION TO USE THE OTHER SALE OF MEAL LINE 

Ref:  (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Chap 7, Para 2201.6

1. In accordance with reference (a), I am requesting approval to use the “Other Sale of Meal
Line” on NAVSUP Form 1359 for the month of September 20____ for $_________ in undeposited
sales.

2. Additional information describing who, what, where, when how.  Supporting documentation
required allowing for reimbursable collections.

 AGAIN SMITH 
LT, SC, USN 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  4061 
  CNAF N42/13-329 
  (Date) 

FIRST ENDORSEMENT on USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65) ltr 4061, Ser 00/132 of 18 Oct 13 

From:  Commanding Officer 
To:      Director, Navy Food Service (N432) 

Subj:  REQUEST TO USE THE OTHER SALE OF MEAL LINE 

1. Forwarded, recommending approval.

CDR, SC, USN 
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DISESTABLISHMENT OF A GENERAL MESS OR BRANCH MESS 

4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From:   Smith, Again, LT, Food Service Officer 
To:   Director, Navy Food Service (N432) 
Via: (1) Commanding Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65)

(2) TYCOM/REGION

Subj:   DISESTABLISHMENT OF A GENERAL MESS OR BRANCH MESS 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Chap 1, Paras 1009, 1013

1. Per references (a), Notice is hereby made of our intent to disestablish the General
Mess/Branch Mess on dd/mm/yyyy.   All FYXX funds will be deposited and the inventory
balance on hand will be at $ 0.  We will contact the NAVSUP Financial Analyst to ensure there
are no pending audit errors.

2. My point of contact is xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and can be reached at COM: (XXX) XXX-XXXX,
DSN: XXX-XXXX.

FRANK CABLE 
 CDR, SC, USN 
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO ESTABLISH AN ALTERNATIVE MESS ASHORE 

(ASHORE) 
4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From:    Commanding Officer  
To:  Commander Naval Personnel, (N10) 
Via: (1) Commander, Naval Installations Command (CNIC Regional Director N9)

(2) Director, Navy Food Service (N432) (ENDORSEMENT)

Subj:   NOTICE OF INTENT TO ESTABLISH AN ALTERNATIVE MESS ASHORE 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, VOL 1, Chap 1, Para 1011

1. Notice is hereby made of our intent to establish an Alternative Mess.

2. The following information is provided:
a. DODAAC/UIC with Service Indicator
b. Prime Vendor
c. Food Service Manager
d. E-mail address
e. Phone Number
f. Fax Number

3. Anticipated date to establish an alternative mess: dd/mm/yyyy.

4. A Memorandum of Agreement has been signed by all parties

5. Request that email address be added to your distribution list for publications and notices.

6. Point of contact is Food Service Manager, at COM: (XXX) XXX-XXXX, DSN: XXX-XXXX.

  CDR, SC, USN 
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TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A GENERAL MESS 

4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From:  Smith, Again, LT, Food Service Officer 
To:  Director, Navy Food Service (N432) 
Via: (1) Supply Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVN 65)

(2) TYCOM/REGION

Subj:   TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A GENERAL MESS 

Ref: (a) NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Paras 1008, 1012

1. Per references (a), Notice is hereby made of our intent to effect the temporary closure of the
General Mess on dd/mm/yyyy because of the following reasons:_______________________.
The anticipated date to reopen the General Mess is dd/mm/yyyy.  (Add the disposition of
inventory and alternate feeding plans).

2. My point of contact is xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and can be reached at (123) 456-7890 and email
address.

FRANK CABLE 
 CDR, SC, USN 
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DESIGNATED MEAL SAMPLER 

(Letterhead) 
4061 
Ser/ 
(Date) 

From:  Commanding Officer 
To: (appointee rank, name) 

Subj: DESIGNATED MEAL SAMPLER  

Ref:    (a) NAVSUP P-486 Volume 1, Chapter 1, Part B, 1100.1b 
(b) DONI General Regulations, Ch 11, 1158

1. In accordance with reference (a), you are hereby appointed as the designated Meal Sampler.

3. You are directed to carry out your duties and responsibilities as prescribed in references (a)
and (b).

(Signed) 
Commanding Officer 

Copy to: 
Supply Officer 
Food Service Officer 
Senior Watch Officer 
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APPENDIX E 

COMMAND FUNCTIONS AND ORGANIZATION 
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APPENDIX E 

COMMAND FUNCTIONS AND ORGANIZATION 

PART A:  COMMAND FUNCTIONS AND ORGANIZATION 

1000 GENERAL COMMAND CEREMONIAL EVENTS AND/OR FUNCTIONS 
1. COMMAND CEREMONIAL EVENTS AND/OR FUNCTIONS.  It is essential that all
Department of the Navy personnel adhere to the highest standards of integrity and ethical
conduct.  Special occasions such as Change of Command, hosting dignitaries, and special
Command functions require special planning.  MILPERSMAN 1800-010 provides general
guidelines for conducting ceremonies for retirement or transfer to the fleet reserve.  The following
Change of Command and Ceremony Resources provide more information:

• Office of the Judge Advocate General, Code 13, Standards of Conduct and Government
Ethics Branch, Ethics Gram 16-02 (12 Dec 2016) provides guidance required for Change
of Command and Retirement Activities.

• MILPERSMAN 1800-010 provides guidance on Command-sponsored retirement
ceremonies.

• MILPERSMAN 1050-290 provides policy concerning liberty.
• SECNAVINST 7042.7K, Guidelines for Use of Official Representation Funds (ORF).
• DODINST 7250.13, Guidelines for Use of Appropriated Funds for Official Representation

Purposes.
• DOD Standards of Conduct:

https://ogc.osd.mil/defense_ethics/resource_library/employee_guide.pdf

2. OFFICIAL AND UNOFFICIAL FUNCTIONS.  Appropriated funds and on-duty Command
personnel may be employed only to support official functions.  Change of Command ceremonies
and Command-sponsored retirement ceremonies are examples of official functions.  The
receptions that follow these functions, however, generally are not official.  One exception, if
requested in advance, is when a change of Command reception is intended to provide an
opportunity for the incoming Commander to meet ORF-eligible individuals pursuant to
SECNAVINST 7042.7K.  Private funds and privately funded food service support must be used
when the function is deemed unofficial.  The appropriate Staff Judge Advocate or Office of
General Counsel attorney must be consulted early in the planning process of any event for further
guidance on when a function may be deemed official.

3. USE OF MILITARY PERSONNEL.  Military personnel may be required to support events that
are deemed official, such as Changes of Command and Command-sponsored retirement
ceremonies.  To support the unofficial receptions that often follow these ceremonies, it is
recommended that the member(s) hosting the reception seek a private entity such as a
commercial caterer or a Moral Welfare and Recreation (MWR) facility to perform staffing
functions.  The member(s) hosting the reception may choose to hire enlisted personnel on a
strictly voluntary basis to support unofficial receptions in an off-duty (leave or regular liberty
status).  Their official duties shall not be scheduled or adjusted to accommodate unofficial events.
Payment for off-duty enlisted personnel must be commensurate with, or above, the fair market
value of work performed in accordance with the Bureau of Labor Statistics website at
www.bls.gov.  Clear documentation of the fair market wage must be retained by the member(s)

https://ogc.osd.mil/defense_ethics/resource_library/employee_guide.pdf
http://www.bls.gov/
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hosting the reception.  If this staffing option is used, the terms of employment shall be formalized 
in a written agreement.  CS personnel shall not be used to support unofficial receptions without 
pay ashore or afloat on military vessels.   

1001  OFFICIAL REPRESENTATION FUNDS (ORFs) 
1. INTRODUCTION.  Official Representation Funds (ORFs) are to be used only to maintain the
standing and prestige of the United States.  A detailed listing of obligations or expenditures in
which ORF may not be used is contained in this Instruction.  The use of Subsistence-In-Kind
appropriation to fund or offset the cost of ORF functions is prohibited.  Guidelines for use of ORFs
are contained in SECNAVINST 7042.7K.  These guidelines includes the following:

• Officials who are eligible for official ORF funded courtesies on an official visit to the field.
• Scope of functions including the size, cost, and number of guests invited.
• Hosting official functions and the presentation of Command mementos.
• Procedures for requesting funds or exceptions.
• Sample expense documentation sheet and vouchers.

Supply Officers (SUPPOs) afloat have the opportunity to host Distinguished Visitors (DVs) 
onboard.  Depending on the specific criteria and requirements set by the Type Commander, 
SUPPOs may be eligible to receive Official Representation Funds (ORFs) to support such events. 

The use of ORFs requires additional coordination between the Disbursing Officer (DO), Food 
Service Officer (FSO), and Sales Officer.  Understanding the process and the nuances of the 
situation is the key to ensuring a successful evolution.  The integrated reporting guidelines, listed 
in Section 2 (Official Representation Fund (ORF) Guidelines) and in Section B (General FSM 
Guidelines for Processing ORF Funded Transactions). 

2. GUIDELINES.  When the ship sponsors a special event, the Command may receive ORFs
under a special Line of Accounting (LOA) to reimburse the mess (general or private) for expenses
incurred for hosting the event.  A request for ORFs must be routed through the Chain of
Command and must be submitted in writing to the appropriate entity responsible for approving
and/or providing the funds (these entities always must be contacted for their specific requirements
and for a list of common errors and/or discrepancies).  A request generally shall include the
following:

• A description of the proposed use of funds (include the draft of the recommended menu
and DD Form 1149 - Requisitioning and Invoice Shipping Document).

• A justification of why the expenditures merit the use of ORFs.
• An explanation of why other funds cannot be used.
• The date and location of the event.
• The cost of the event and/or memento, including a description of items to be purchase with

ORFs.
• A complete list of DoD guests with ranks and present billets (include the names, ranks,

titles, and organization).
• A complete list of authorized guests entitled to ORF courtesies (include the names, ranks,

titles, and organization).

3. OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS.  Military personnel may be detailed to duty at official functions,
official ceremonies, and official receptions financed by ORFs.  These assignments must be
considered regular military duty; duty hours and liberty times of affected military personnel shall
be adjusted accordingly.
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4. ORF REIMBURSEMENT.  Guidance for ORF reimbursement with or without a Navy Cash
System is discussed below.

a. Units Not Having a Navy Cash System.  For Units not having a Navy cash System, the
FSO or the Private Mess (PM) Treasurer shall prepare a DD Form 1149 citing the ORF
LOA and shall submit it to the DO with supporting documents such as the expense sheet
signed by the CO, receipts, guest lists (including the names, ranks, title, and organization).
The DO may issue a check or cash for the reimbursement.

b. Units With a Navy Cash System.  For units with a Navy Cash System, the Navy Cash
Program provides the SUPPO, FSO, and the PM Treasurer with another option for how to
process the reimbursement.

Refer to the SECNAVINST 7042.7 (Series), NS P727 Navy Cash Financial System
Standard Operating Procedure, Fleet and TYCOM instructions regarding the use of Navy
Cash cards and dedicated Government Purchase Cards (GPC) in support of the ORF
programs.

c. The steps discussed below are undertaken for reimbursement of ORF funding.
(1) Provide Documentation.  To receive reimbursement from the DO, the FSO/PM

Treasurer and/or the Sales Officer (also known as S2/S3 merchants) must provide the
DO with supporting documentation such as the expense sheet signed by the CO, DD
Forms 1149, receipts, guest lists (including names, ranks, title, and organization).

(2) Prepare the SF 1034.  After receiving the supporting documents, the DO shall prepare
and complete the vouchering of the SF 1034 with the Certifying Official’s signature.

The FSO/PM Treasurer and/or Sales Officer (S2/S3 merchants) shall meet with the
DO to process the reimbursement

The DO may use either the PM Treasurer or the DO’s Merchant Card to perform the
reimbursement (cash to closed-loop/open-loop account) and to load the entire amount
annotated on the SF 1034.  NOTE: The General Mess Merchant Card must not be
used.

(3) Document the Payment.  The FSO/PM Treasurer and/or Sales Officer (S2/S3
merchant card holders) must sign the daily cash transaction ledger before the DO
notes the Public Voucher (PV) number on the right side of the SF 1034 signature
block.  No partial payment is authorized.

(4) General Mess Payment - Using the DO Merchant card.  The DO will need to physically
conduct the reimbursement transaction at the Point of Sale (POS) terminal in the Food
Service Office.  The FSO will log the payment in Cash Receipt Book (NS 470) and
obtain the DO and FSO’s signatures.  Refer to Section B (General FSM Guidelines for
Processing ORF Funded Transactions).

(5) Sales Payment Using the DO Merchant Card.  The DO shall physically record the
purchases at the Ship Store register (the Sales Officer always must balance the
accountability at end of the day).

(6) The DO shall provide a copy of the completed SF 1034 to the FSO/PM Treasurer
and/or Sales Officer.

(7) DD 2657: Post 4.1A (SF1034) and Decrease 6.9 (this is a load of cash to chip).  The
source of funding is the LOA annotated on the SF 1034.  No physical cash shall be
exchanged.

(8) The copy of all documentation such as the paid voucher, expense documentation
sheet, cash register receipt tapes, and other receipts for reimbursable expenses must
be submitted to the TYCOM’s appropriate POC.
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5. PROCESSING ORF TRANSACTIONS.  The following general FSM Guidelines provide
information for processing ORF-funded transactions with the preparation of a bulk sale in FSM:

• Draft a proposed menu.
• Generate a DD Form 1149 for “Bulk Sale.”
• (In FSM) From the AS NEEDED TASKS section on the MAIN MENU, click the

TRANSFER/BULK SALES link.
• Click the ADD TRANSFER/BULK SALE link.
• Click the CONTINUE link.
• Select an activity from the ISSUING ACTIVITY list.
• Enter a name in the RECEIVING ACTIVITY/AGENT field.
• Enter the dates in the REQUISITION DATE and REQUIRED DELIVERY DATE fields.
• Click the ADD FOOD ITEM link.
• Search for the item you want to add by entering one or both of the following:

o Enter a Food Item Code or partial code in the FIC field.
o Enter a description or partial description in the NOMENCLATURE field.

• Click the SEARCH link.
• From the search results, enter a quantity in the TRANSFER QUANTITY field next to the

item you want to add.
NOTE: If there is more than one page of search results, click NEXT to go to the next page.

• Click the ADD FOOD ITEMS link.
• To add more food items, click the ADD FOOD ITEM link and proceed to add items as

described above.
• After adding all food items, click the CREATE BULK SALE link.

6. COLLECTION OF BULK SALES.  The DO must be provided with supporting documentation
such as the expense sheet signed by the CO, DD Forms 1149, receipts, and guest lists (including
names, ranks, titles, and organizations).  Specific duties are discussed below.

a. The Disbursing Officer.  The DO shall prepare the SF 1034, transfer the funds to the DO’s
merchant card, and conduct the payment transaction at the Point of Sale in the Food
Service Office.

b. The Food Service Officer.  The FSO must verify the funds received and must obtain a
copy of the Navy Cash Daily Summary Report from the DO.

c. The Records Keeper.  The FSM Records Keeper shall log the payment in the Cash
Receipt Book (NS 470).

NOTE: All transfers of funds between and among cashier(s), collection agents, and DO must be 
accounted for on a Cash Receipt Book (NS 470) annotating the collection date and amount 
collected (in figures and in words), and signed by the individuals authorized to deliver cash and by 
the individual authorized to receive cash.  The DO and FSO must sign the Cash Receipt Book 
(NS 470). 

7. BULK SALES DEPOSITS IN FSM.  The following guidance provides information for making
deposits from bulk sales in FSM:

• From the AS NEEDED TASKS Section on the MAIN MENU, click the CASH DEPOSITS
link.

• Click the ADD NEW CASH DEPOSIT link.
• Select an activity from the ACTIVITY list, if necessary.
• Enter the cash deposit details in the following fields:

o Enter a date in the DATE field.
o Enter a number in the VOUCHER NUMBER field.
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o Enter the deposit amount.
• Select the PREVIOUS FY check box if the deposit needs to be applied to the previous

fiscal year.
• Click the CREATE CASH DEPOSIT link.

NOTE: All documents, receipts, daily cash merchant reports, and all correspondence relating to 
the sale must be kept in the accountability file. 

1002  PROCEDURES FOR PROVIDING PROVISIONS 
1. RECEPTIONS.  With limited exceptions (such as ORF-funded events) appropriated funds
may not be used to provide meals or light refreshments to government employees.  If the
incoming and outgoing Commanders or the retiring member wish to provide provisions at a
reception, they must do so at their own expense.

Provisions, including ceremonial cakes for unofficial functions, may be purchased via bulk sales 
for receptions held onboard afloat vessels.  No food or beverages shall be brought into the 
general mess (GM).  This prohibition is in place to ensure that unapproved subsistence is not 
inadvertently served to the crew and/or that contaminants are not brought into the galley food 
preparation areas.  See Chapter 6, Paragraph 6302 for bulk sale guidance.  All other Commands 
will use local resources to procure food. 

Commands may use other resources such as MWR or local catering services to support unofficial 
functions.  The use of Subsistence-In-Kind appropriation funds to defray the cost of provisions is 
not authorized. 

NOTE:  Changing the GM cycle menu and inviting the entire crew to participate in an unofficial 
function to circumvent paying for the reception/provisions is strictly prohibited. 

2. FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY.  All food entrusted to the Food Service Officer (FSO) belongs
to Naval Personnel Command.  The FSO is held financially and legally responsible under Title 31
U.S. Code Section 1517 as the operating budget holder.  NAVSUP Food Service Director (N432)
manages subsistence funding and policy.

3. GUIDANCE.  The appropriate Staff Judge Advocate or Office of General Counsel attorney
must be consulted early in the planning process of any event for further guidance.

1003  SAMPLE SPECIAL EVENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. GENERAL.  The Special Event Questionnaire shown below may be used to aid in the proper
planning of functions.  All spaces need to be filled in, and the names of personnel assigned to
each item on the checklist need to be filled in.  The questionnaire provides a look at the entire
function from start to finish.  Several meetings need to be scheduled with function personnel to
ensure they understand the overall theme of the function and their individual duties.  All personnel
must understand the desired end-product of their personal and team efforts.

This section provides guidance in the planning, accounting, and organization of special functions.  
Examples are provided but menus may be made less complex or more elaborate in accordance 
with local resources, situations, and customs.  Sponsors of a function shall be presented with 
several plans from which to choose. 
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Personnel must be assigned appropriately using each Culinary Specialist’s personal skills for the 
best end product.  Personnel with exceptional culinary skills for shall be chosen for presentation 
and individuals with outgoing personalities who are conscientious and courteous shall be chosen 
for serving.  Every opportunity shall be taken to train junior personnel for future functions. 

SPECIAL EVENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Name of Ship/Activity:

2. Site/Location:  Date:  

3. Type of Function/Event:

4. Estimated Number of Guests:

5. Type of Meal Service:   Select one of the following:
Select:  a. Formal Style

b. Semi-Formal
c. Informal

1. Family Style
2. American
3. Á la Carte
4. Buffet
5. Cafeteria

6. Menu:  Select from the listings of recommended menus given in this Appendix.  Are there any
special menu considerations such as religious, Command, or group favorites?

7. Estimated cost of food:  ___________ (Ref:  See sample Per Item Cost Control Sheet that
follows this Questionnaire.)

8. Annotate if the item is to be rented/procured from a commercial source or if it is readily
available at the activity.
Tableware  Decoration Tent 

Silverware  Tables Dance Floor 

China  Skirts, Bunting Podium 

Serving Trays  Gift Table Microphone 

Meat Platters  Hat Table Coat Rack 

Beverage Containers  Novelties Stage 

Tablecloths  Candles Signs 

Napkins (cloth/paper) Chairs Parking 

Ice  Tables Photographer 

Bar Setup Decorations Room 

Flags, Banners  Flowers Ice Carvings 

NOTE:  The design, procurement, and transportation of ice blocks for ice carvings and the 
finished products must be planned well in advance of the function. 
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9. Cost estimate of the above items/services:
Itemized:

10. What time will these events occur?
From To 

Cocktail Hour ______ ______ 
Ceremony ______ ______ 
Speeches ______ ______ 
Program ______ ______ 
Entertainment ______ ______ 
Awards/Presentation ______ ______ 
Other ______ ______ 

11. Is there a full kitchen facility at the site?_______________  If so, describe:
_________________________________________________________________________
NOTE:  The following questions cover the on-site kitchen.  These areas should be confirmed
by personal inspection before the event.

12. Cooking Facility:
_____ Gas
_____ Electric
_____ # of Burners
_____ # of Ovens
(Will a standard size sheet pan, 18" x 24", fit in the oven?)
_____ Check electrical outlets, compatibility, and extension cord availability.

13. Cold Storage:
_____ Refrigerator Size
_____ Freezer Size
_____ Ice Maker
_____ Other Cold Storage Area/Pantry

14. Diagram of table/sitting arrangement.
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1004 PER ITEM COST CONTROL SHEET 
1. GENERAL.  Once the menu has been approved by the Host, accuracy is the key to the
challenge of costing out the menu.  Price can be determined by the person, á la carte, or as a
total cost.  These figures must be available for the host.
EXAMPLE: ITEM 1. 
ROAST STEAMSHIP ROUND (BONE-IN) RECIPE L00401 
YIELD = 100 PORTIONS EACH PORTION = 6 OZ 

INGREDIENTS: QUANTITY UNIT PRICE TOTAL COST 
OR WEIGHT 

Beef Round, Bone-In 75 Lbs.   $1.98 Lb.  $148.50 
Pepper, Black        1/2 Oz      $1.39 (4 OZ JR.) $      .17 

TOTAL COST =  $148.67 
NOTE:  The cost of this recipe may be reduced by 50 percent by decreasing the serving size to 3 
ounces per person. 

EXAMPLE: ITEM 2. 
MEATBALLS RECIPE L02700 (FOLLOW STEP 1-7) 
YIELD = 100 PORTIONS EACH PORTION = 6 MEATBALLS 

INGREDIENTS: QUANTITY UNIT PRICE TOTAL COST 
OR WEIGHT 

Milk, Nonfat, Dry 3 1/4 Oz $5.90 (3 Lb.  Can) $0.40 
Water 3 3/4 Cup 0 
Eggs, White, Slightly Beaten 6 Eggs $0.66 Doz. $0.33 
Parsley, Fresh Chopped 1 1/2 Oz $0.95 Lb. $0.09 
Salt 1 1/4 Oz $1.01 (5 Lb.  Bag) $0.02 
Pepper, Black 1/2 Oz $1.39 (4 Oz Jr) $0.17 
Thyme, Ground 1 Tbsp. $0.74 (2 Oz Jr) $0.05 
Pepper, Red, Ground 2 Tsp. $1.04 (1-2 Oz Co) $0.06 
Garlic Powder 1 Tsp. $0.88 (3-4 Oz Jr) $0.05 
Bread, Dry, Broken 2 Lb.  10 Oz $0.36 Lb. $0.95 
Beef, Ground Bulk 20 Lb. $1.62 Lb. $32.40 
Onions, Dry, Chopped 12 OZ $0.46 Lb. $0.35 

TOTAL COST =   $34.87 

NOTE:  In Step 5, shape into 600 balls weighing 3/4 ounce each. 
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1005   ITEMIZED EXPENSES 
1. SAMPLE MENU
CHANGE OF COMMAND RECEPTION $ _______ PER PERSON 
CHOICE OF TWO HOT CHAFING DISH SELECTIONS: 

Steamship Round with Rolls 
Meatballs (Sweet and Sour, BBQ or Stroganoff) CHECK FSM RECIPE 
Chicken Fillets with Dipping Sauce 
Cocktail Sausage in BBQ Sauce 
Fried Mozzarella Sticks with Marinara Sauce 
Fried Cauliflower or Zucchini 

Combination Meat Tray (Ham, Turkey, and Roast Beef) 
Fresh Vegetable Tray with Dip 
Crab Meat Spread with Wheat Thins 
Punch and Wine Table 

2. SAMPLE MENU
CHANGE OF COMMAND RECEPTION $ _______ PER PERSON 
CHOICE OF THREE HOT CHAFING DISH SELECTIONS: 

Steamship Round with Rolls 
Meatballs (Sweet and Sour, BBQ or Stroganoff) 
Chicken Drumettes (Fried or Teriyaki Style) 
Baby Burritos or Beef/Chicken Enchiladas 
Scallops Wrapped with Bacon 
Fried Mozzarella Sticks with Marinara Sauce 
Fried Cauliflower or Zucchini 

Combination Meat Tray (Ham, Turkey, and Roast Beef) 
Fresh Vegetable Tray with Dip 
Fresh Fruit and Cheese Tray or Fruit Boat 
Punch and Wine Table 

NOTE:  Use the Per Item Cost Control Sheet format on the previous page to compute the cost per 
person. 
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EXAMPLE of a MEMORANDUM:  
ESTIMATED EXPENSES FOR CHANGE OF COMMAND RECEPTION 

1301 
Code 108 

22 June 2013 
MEMORANDUM 
From: Food Service Officer 
To: Commanding Officer 
Via: Executive Officer 

Supply Officer 
Subj: ESTIMATED EXPENSES FOR CHANGE OF COMMAND RECEPTION 

1. The following is an estimated, itemized list of expenses for the Change of Command
Reception:

a. Ice Mold $ 68.00 
b. Fountain Rental (2)   96.00 
c. Coffee and Punch   60.00 
d. Shrimp with Cocktail Sauce  535.00 
e. Lumpia with Sweet and Sour Sauce  323.00 
f. Roast Beef Sandwich  148.00 
g. Decorated Cake   50.00 
h. Vegetable Relish Tray   29.00 
i. Fresh Fruit Basket  100.00 
j. Consumables

(Napkins, Toothpicks, Cups, Plates, Table Skirt)  100.00 
Grand Total     $1,509.00 

2. Please contact me or CSC Van Damme at X260 for additional information.  It will be our
pleasure to serve you.

Very respectfully, 

A.  R.  MAUPIN 
LT, SC, USN 

* Example of consumables, food, and decorations to be submitted to the Host or Hostess of the
function/party.
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1006   SPECIAL EVENTS MENUS 
1. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS.  This Section provides menu planners with examples of menus to use
when planning special functions.  Having an early consultation with the Host and/or Hostess is
very important in determining the type of function and style of service desired.  It also is important
to determine if the host’s spouse has any special requirements.  This guide shall be used when
developing other menus.  The “Protocol Handbook” shall be consulted when hosting foreign
dignitaries because of possible dietary restrictions or religious customs.

2. HORS D’OEUVRES GENERAL GUIDELINES.  This subparagraph discusses guidelines for
events where hors d’oeuvres may be served.

Hors d'oeuvres dinner: allow 12 to 14 units per person. 
Cocktail event (including cocktail hour preceding dinner): allow 5 to 6 units per person. 
Change of Command: allow 6 to 8 units per person.   

TYPICAL BREAKFAST MENU SELECTIONS - QUICK REFERENCE EXAMPLE 

CATEGORY ITEM RECIPE 
NUMBER 

REMARKS 

Juice Orange/Fruit Juice Freshly squeezed or from 
concentrate 

Vegetable Juice B 003 01 Canned, chilled overnight 

Fruit Assorted Fruit Place a minimum of 3 
types of cut fresh fruits 
neatly arranged on a 
lettuce leaf in a dessert 
bowl for individual serving 

Quick Breads and 
Pastries 

Quick Breads Select one that is 
appropriate for the 
occasion 

Muffins D 029 00 With favorite fruit mixes 

Assorted Donuts D 018 00 

Cinnamon Rolls D 036 04 

Apple Fritters D 024 00 With favorite glazes 

Entrées Pancakes D 025 00 Add favorite fruit topping 
for mixes 

French Toast Puff D 023 00 

Potatoes Hashed Brown Potatoes Q 046 00 

Home Fried Potatoes Q 047 00 
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TYPICAL BREAKFAST MENU SELECTIONS - QUICK REFERENCE EXAMPLE 

CATEGORY ITEM RECIPE 
NUMBER 

REMARKS 

Breakfast Meat Creamed Turkey or 
Creamed Beef on Toast 

L 030 00 
L 030 01 

Select the ideal choice for 
guest preference, meal 
style, or occasion 

Oven Fried Bacon L 002 00 

Grilled Canadian Bacon L 002 03 

Grilled Ham Slices L 071 03 

Grilled Sausage Patties L 089 00 

Minute Steak 

Yeast Breads White Bread D 008 00 Toasted, cut diagonally, 
remove crust on toast 

Wheat Bread D 055 00 Toasted, cut diagonally, 
remove crust on toast 

Bagels D 013 00 With cream cheese 

Baking Powder Biscuits D 001 00 Served with creamed meat 
or gravy 

Beverages Coffee 

Hot Tea 

Milk 
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 SPECIAL MEETING BREAKFAST 
Orange Juice (from concentrate) 
Chilled Cranberry or Vegetable Juice B 001 00/B 003 01 (Chilled Overnight) 
Assorted Fresh Fruits (Slices, Wedges, Cubes, Wheels) 

• Cantaloupes - A13(2)
• Honeydew Melons - A13(3)
• Strawberries - A13(4)
• Kiwi - A13(3)
• Oranges - A13(3)
• Pineapple - A13(4)

NOTE: Garnish fruit bars or use dessert bowls for individual servings.  A minimum of 3 types of 
cut fresh fruits placed on a lettuce leaf in individual serving dishes is recommended. 
French Toast Puff – D 023 00 
Apple Fritters (with favorite glazes) – D 024 00 
Hard Boiled Eggs (F 004 00) or Scrambled Eggs 
Creamed Ground Turkey on Toast – L 030 01 
Bagels - D 013 00 
Muffins - D 029 00 
Cream Cheese 
Strawberry Jam 
Coffee 
Hot Tea 
Milk 
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Light Lunch Menu 
Cream of Broccoli Soup – P 014 01 
Puffed Crackers (Local Recipe) 
Cobb Salad – M 030 00 
NOTE:  Cobb Salad may be attractively served on a large lettuce leaf placed on a serving      
plate surrounded with slices of cantaloupes and honeydew melons; or it may served in a large 
tomato, carved like a flower or crown, also surrounded with crisp slices of melons. 
NOTE: Omit Bacon When Serving Muslim Dignitaries 
Ice Cream Sundae 
Apple Pie Á La Mode 
Iced Tea 
Coffee 
NOTE 1:  Substitute for Cobb Salad, 
Shrimp Salad - Using boiled, peeled, and deveined Shrimp plus 2 or 3 types of lettuce. 
NOTE 2:  Ensure that an alternative dish is available to guests with shellfish allergies. 
Chef Salad - Used boiled chicken and/or turkey for meat plus a favorite vinaigrette dressing. 
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Change of Command Menu - #1 
Shrimp Cocktail – B 004 00 
Fried Egg Rolls (Shanghai Style) (Commercial or Local Recipe) 
 With Sweet and Sour Sauce – O 008 00 
Roast Steamship Round with Rolls on Carving Table – L 004 01 
 With Natural Pan Gravy (Au Jus) – O 018 00 
Grilled Chicken Kabobs (Marinated In Teriyaki Sauce) – O 014 00 
Meatballs (Miniature) With BBQ Sauce – O 002 00 
Freshly Baked Dinner Rolls – D 033 00 
Assorted Cheese Cubes on ruffled toothpicks 

• Cheddar Cheese
• Mozzarella (Monterey Jack)
• Swiss

At Least 3 Types Assorted Crackers/Chips 
Fresh Vegetable Trays and Dips: 

• Carrot Sticks
• Celery Sticks
• Cauliflower
• Broccoli
• Cucumbers
• Olives

Dips:  Ranch/Onion 
Fresh Fruit Basket, Fruit Cups, or Fruit Kabobs 

• Watermelon
• Cantaloupes
• Honeydew Melons
• Kiwi
• Pineapple
• Strawberries
• Grapes
• Oranges

Ceremonial Cake 
Fruit Punch or Apple Cider 
Coffee 
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Change of Command Menu - #2 
Spiral Ham 
Shrimp Cocktail – B 004 00 
Fried Egg Rolls (Philippine Style) – B 002 02 with Sweet and Sour Sauce – O 008 00 
Steamed Whole Salmon (Local Recipe) or Smoked Whole Salmon (Commercial) 
Beef Kabobs (Grilled) (Use Short Bamboo BBQ Sticks/Skewers) 
Chicken Kabobs (Grilled) (Use Teriyaki Sauce – O 014 00 for Marinade) 
NOTE: Each Stick Consists Of 3 Cubes of Meat and 3 Types of Vegetables such as Sweet 
Peppers, Zucchini, or Mushrooms - D-G-6 
Hot Crescent Dinner Rolls or Cloverleaf Rolls - D 036 17/D 033 04 
Assorted Cheese Tray Serving 3 Types of Cheese at a Minimum 
Assorted Party Crackers 
Relish Trays: 

• Carrot Curls/Sticks
• Celery Sticks
• Cauliflower
• Cucumbers
• Broccoli
• Sweet Pickles
• Olives

Dips:  Ranch/Onion 
Fresh Fruit in a Carved Watermelon Basket, Fresh Fruit Kabobs, or Fruit Cups 
Recommended Fruits: 

• Watermelon
• Cantaloupes
• Honeydew Melons
• Kiwi
• Pineapple
• Strawberries

Ceremonial Cake 
Fruit Punch 
Coffee 
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Special Dinner Menu #1 for Ship’s VIPs and Foreign Dignitaries
DRINKS:   
Red Wine  
Ice Water 
Ice Tea (With Slice of Lemon) 

CHOICE OF SALAD OR SOUP: 
SOUP #1 French Onion Soup – P 004 01 with Parmesan Croutons – D 016 02 

Topped With Puff Pastry and Baked 
SOUP #2 Cream of Asparagus Soup or Cream of Broccoli Soup – P 014 01 with Puffed 

Pastry Crescents 
SOUP #3 Tomato Bouillon with Croutons – D 016 00 or Puffed Pastry Crescents 
SALAD #1 Tossed Green Salad – M 047 00 with Cherry Tomatoes (Halves) or Tomato 

(Wedges) with Sweet Peppers - Yellow/Red (Julienne Cut) 
SALAD #2 Tossed Vegetable Salad – M 048 00 with Croutons or Puffed Crackers (Omit 

Onions) 
DRESSING:  Vinaigrette or Italian Dressing 

MAIN COURSE:  
Beef Chateaubriand with Béarnaise Sauce (Use Commercial Mix for Sauce) 

STARCH:   
Wild Rice – E 005 03  
Baked Potato Topped with Sour Cream and Chives or Scallions 

VEGETABLES:  Do not overcook vegetables. 
Julienne Cut or Fresh Vegetables 
Zucchini - Steamed  
Squash - Stir Fried on a Bed of Cabbage 
Green Beans - Lightly Buttered 

BREAD:   
Freshly Baked Crescent Dinner Rolls – D 036 17 
NOTE:  Provide puffed crackers in the bread tray when used during the salad or soup course. 

DESSERT:   
Orange and Lime Sherbet 
Chocolate Ice Cream or Vanilla Ice Cream with Cookie (Garnish with Fresh Mint Leaf) 

BEVERAGES: 
Hot Coffee 
Hot Tea 
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Japanese Style 
DRINKS:  
Hot Tea (Provide Tea Pot on Every Table) 
Iced Water 
Iced Tea 

SOUP:   
Egg Drop Soup P 803 00 

MAIN COURSE:   
Chicken Teriyaki - L 114 00 
Steamed Wild Rice – E 005 03 
Steamed “Medium Grain” Rice – E 005 00 
Tempura Vegetables – Q 068 00 
Chinese Mustard Sauce – O 022 00 

NOTE:  Tempura frying, when done properly, retains the crispness of the fresh vegetables.  
Chinese mustard sauce (O 022 00) can be served with tempura vegetables. 

DESSERT:   
Fruit Medley Salad – M 032 00 
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1007  SAMPLE LOCAL RECIPES 

HAM ROLLS - SERVES 25 

1 1/4 LB Ham, thinly sliced 
5 OZ Roquefort or Blue Cheese 
12 OZ Cream Cheese, softened 
5 OZ Butter/Margarine, softened 
1 tsp Salt 
1 tsp Tabasco Sauce 
2 tsp Worcestershire Sauce 
25 EA Thin Pickle Spears or 1 Cup Green Stuffed Olives, sliced 

1. Combine Roquefort/blue cheese, cream cheese, butter, salt, Tabasco sauce, and
Worcestershire sauce.

2. Spread mixture on ham slices evenly 1/8" thick.  Place pickle or sliced olives on edge and
roll up.

3. Arrange attractively on mirror or garnished meat platter.

CRAB/SHRIMP STUFFED MUSHROOMS - SERVES 75 

5 LBS Large Fresh Mushrooms 
1 1/2 CUPS Butter/Margarine 
2 LBS Cream Cheese, softened 
2 CUPS Finely Chopped Shrimp, Crab Meat, or Imitation Crab 
1 CUP Celery, finely chopped 
1 CUP Onion, finely chopped 
1 tsp Black Pepper 
1 tsp Cayenne Pepper 
½ tsp Salt (Optional, salt to taste) 
1 CUP Monterey Jack Cheese, shredded 

1. Rinse mushrooms, pat dry.  Remove stems from mushroom caps.
Blanch mushroom caps in boiling water for 3 minutes.
Remove from water and cool.

2. Finely chop mushroom stems and sauté with onions, celery, and butter.
Cool slightly.  Whip with cream cheese, salt, black pepper, cayenne pepper,
crab or shrimp meat, and Monterey Jack cheese.

3. Fill each mushroom cap with mixture.

NOTE:  Labor Intensive 
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ROQUEFORT STUFFED MUSHROOMS - SERVES 50 

4 LBS Medium to Large Fresh Mushrooms 
2 CUPS Butter/Margarine, melted 
1 LB Roquefort Cheese, crumbled 
12 OZ Cream Cheese, softened 
1 tsp Onion Powder 
1 tsp Black Pepper 

1. Rinse and pat dry mushrooms.  Remove stems from mushroom caps.  Brush mushroom
caps with butter.  Place mushrooms on sheet pan and bake at 450°F for 4 minutes.

2. Chop mushroom stems very finely.
3. Blend Roquefort cheese, cream cheese, onion powder, and black pepper.  Combine with

chopped mushroom stems.
4. Spoon into pastry bag.  Using star tip, squeeze into mushroom caps.
5. Serve cold on serving platter.

NOTE:  Labor Intensive 

THAI CHICKEN - SERVES 50 

2 to 3 LBS Boneless Chicken Breast or Boneless Chicken Thigh Meat 
1 Cup Sweet-Sour Sauce 
1 Cup Hoisin Sauce 
1 Cup Teriyaki Sauce (Preferably Glaze) 
1/4 Cup Hot Chili Garlic Sauce 
3 tsp Crushed Fine Peanuts 
1 Honeydew Melon 
1 Muskmelon 

1. Cut up chicken into 1-inch squares.  Mix rest of ingredients except melons and marinate
chicken meat one hour before baking.  Bake at 400°F for 5 to 8 minutes.

2. While chicken is baking, use a small melon baller and make same number of melon balls
as chicken squares

3. Skewer melon balls with a frilled toothpick.  When chicken is done, skewer the chicken
onto the toothpicks with the melon.
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COLD ROASTED VEGETABLES - SERVES 50 

2 Cups Olive Oil 
2 Tsp Basil  
2 Tsp Oregano 
1 Tsp Thyme 
1 Tsp Garlic Powder 
2 Tsp Salt 
2 Tsp Black Pepper 
1 Tsp Dill 
1/2 Tsp Cayenne Pepper 
4 LBS Large Carrots, sliced 1/4" thick on an angle 
2 EA Eggplant, 1/3" rounds sliced into quarters (Do Not Use Smaller Thin End Of Eggplant) 
5 EA Red Bell Peppers cut into 1-1/2" Squares 
3 EA Orange Bell Peppers cut into 1-1/2" Squares 
2 LBS.  Fresh Mushrooms, Halved 
1 Cup Ranch Dressing 

1. Make seasoned olive oil by combining olive oil with all seasonings listed.
2. Combine carrots with 1/2 cup seasoned olive.
3. Combine eggplant with 3/4 cup seasoned olive oil.
4. Combine red and orange peppers and mushrooms with 3/4 cup seasoned olive oil.
5. Place vegetables on sheet pan or cookie sheet.  Roast each type of vegetable separately

at 425°F for 3 to 5 minutes or until vegetables start to brown.  Peppers and carrots should
be crunchy.

6. Pour 1 cup Ranch Dressing into sherbet cup.
7. Remove vegetables from sheet pan and cool.
8. Attractively arrange vegetables on a serving platter around sherbet cup that contains

Ranch Dressing.
9. May be refrigerated overnight.
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TERIYAKI BEEF - SERVES 50 

3 LBS Beef, Sirloin/Tenderloin cut into 3/4-inch cubes 
1-1/2 Cups Teriyaki Glaze
1 Fresh Pineapple, diced into 1/2-Inch cubes
1 Bunch Fresh Chives, finely chopped

1. Marinate beef cubes with teriyaki glaze one hour before baking.
2. Bake on a sheet pan at 400°F for 5 to 6 minutes.
3. Skewer pineapple cubes with frilled toothpicks.  Skewer beef cubes with the pineapple

toothpicks to serve.
4. Arrange in serving dish, sprinkle with finely chopped fresh chives.

PUFFED CRACKERS - SERVES 25 

2 OZ Non-Stick Cooking Spray 
75 EA Saltine Crackers  
Spray Bottle (Sanitized) 
3 Cups Potable Water  
1 Cup Butter, melted  

1. Spray non-stick cooking spray to lightly grease a baking pan.
2. Place the crackers in the pan at least 1/4" apart.
3. Use the spray bottle filled with potable water to wet the crackers until they are moist and

swell to double in size.
4. Use melted butter to brush and daub each cracker.
5. Bake 30 minutes at 300°F until golden brown.
6. Remove crackers from pan while still warm.
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GARLIC BREAD STICKS - SERVES 100 

32 Slices Wheat Bread 
5 TBSP plus 1 Tsp Margarine, Softened 
Garlic Powder 

1. Spread 1/2 Tsp margarine on each slice of bread.
2. Sprinkle bread with garlic powder.
3. Cut each slice of bread into six even strips.
4. Place on a lightly greased sheet pan.
5. Bake at 300°F for 18 minutes until crisp.

FRUIT DIP - SERVES 100 

4 16 OZ Packages of Cream Cheese, softened 
8 Oz Butter/Margarine, softened 
4 Cups Confectioner's Sugar 
8 TBSP Orange Juice 
4 TBSP Grated Orange Rind 
2 Tsp Vanilla Flavoring 
4 Cups Chopped Walnuts and/or Pecans 

1. Combine all ingredients.
2. Serve with any kind of fruit.  Suggested fruits to use are fresh pineapple chunks,

cantaloupe and honey dew melon cubes, strawberries, or apple and pear slices brushed
with lemon juice.

3. May be served with Gingersnaps and/or Shortbread Cookies.
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APPENDIX F 

INSPECTION GUIDE FOR SUBSISTENCE SERVICEABILITY 
AFLOAT AND ASHORE 

PART A:  SUBSISTENCE INSPECTION GUIDE 
1000 SUBSISTENCE INSPECTION GUIDE PREFACE   

This quick reference guide is intended to help U.S. Navy Supply personnel resolve questions 
and facilitate decision making on the proper disposition of subsistence. This guide is a tool used 
to assess the serviceability of subsistence inventory while ashore or afloat.  

Receiving, storing, and issuing only serviceable, wholesome product must be conducted in an 
efficient and reliable manner.  Ensuring the health and welfare of personnel and protecting the 
financial interest of the government are the responsibilities of each person in the supply chain. 

The U.S. Army Veterinary Services has the mission for providing food safety and quality 
assurance oversight, including wholesomeness, for the Department of Defense; however, 
veterinary support may not be available or practical at all times.  Inspections covering contract 
quality assurance provisions such as age on delivery, Berry Amendment, shelf life remaining, 
pallet sizes, and minimum headspace in cases will not be performed routinely by the Army 
Veterinary Services.  Inspection personnel generally will focus their receipt inspections on food 
protection factors such as wholesomeness, temperatures, condition, food defense, approved 
sources, and infestation.  This guide does not relieve the Supply Officer (SUPPO) of the 
responsibility of contacting the U.S. Army Veterinary Service (while in port) or the ship’s Medical 
Department Representative (MDR) (while at sea).  This guide provides information for the U.S. 
Navy Supply Officer, in port or at sea, for assessing quality and any suspect wholesomeness 
and for determining the appropriate disposition of subsistence based on those factors. 

Point of Contact: Staff Veterinarian, NAVSUPSYSCOM (Code N3/4) 
DSN: (312) 430-7445 or Commercial (717) 605-7445. 
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1001 RECEIVING SUBSISTENCE 
1. GUIDELINES.  The following guidelines ensure that subsistence items that are ordered are
received.  The areas discussed below shall be verified by the Authorized Receipt Personnel.

a. Prior Planning.  The following steps shall be taken to ensure prior planning for receipt:
• Proper stock rotations of storerooms must be conducted the day before receiving

stores.  The first products in should be the first products out (FIFO).
• Working parties must be coordinated in advance and must be on station at the time

of delivery.  This will ensure storage in a timely manner and will maintain product
condition and quality without decreasing shelf life and product integrity.

• Customers’ requisitions must be in their possession at the time of delivery.
b. At Receipt.  The following procedure is for receipt:

• Products must be protected from inclement weather at the time of delivery.
• Products on the requisition must be verified against the distributor(s)’ manifest.
• The quantity delivered must be checked against the quantity ordered.
• The nomenclature on cases and on the order must be checked.
• The manufacturer must be determined using the Approved Source via NAVSUP

4355.4H and via Internet sites).
• The temperature in the truck and the internal temperature of random products must

be checked.
• Packaging, packing, and markings must be checked.
• An inspection must be conducted for damaged cases.
• An inspection must be conducted for obvious signs of tampering or contamination.
• Remaining shelf life must be checked.
• Medical personnel must be available to assist in identifying substandard commodities

for the following
o Off condition, outdated, damaged, leaking, contaminated, or soiled products.
o Items that may have been contaminated by water, condensation, or pests.
o Canned subsistence items that are leaking, badly dented, pitted with rust, or

have swollen or bulging ends.
c. Nonconforming Items.  The following are nonconforming items:

• Products that deviate from contractual compliance must be returned.  Use the Report
of Discrepancy (ROD) SF 364 and email to NAVSUP_FOODSERVICE@NAVY.MIL

• The reason that the Items are returned must be noted on the manifest.
• Requests for replacements must be made through the supporting Fleet Logistics

Center (FLC) office.

1002 PROPER FOOD STORAGE PRACTICES 
1. GENERAL.  This Section describes storage practices that will ensure maximum protection of
subsistence items.  This Section covers the following four topics: general guidelines for all
items; semi-perishables; products subject to infestation; and perishables.

a. General Guidelines for All Items.  General guidelines are discussed below.
1) Store All Subsistence Items.  Subsistence items shall be stored as follows:

• Store in regular storage areas that are clean, tidy, and well ventilated.
• Store in an orderly manner at least six inches off the deck and on clean shelves,

grates, racks, or pallets for proper air circulation.
• Arranged in proper order for FIFO stock rotation.  Stocking should start from the

bulkhead and work inward toward the center, starting 24" in from the bulkheads
or coils.  Place items with the newest packing date on the bottom or in back of
older items.  On smaller ships and submarines stock rotation may be contingent
on space constraints.
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• Avoid cross-contamination.  Items that might leak or drip must be stored below
other items.

• Items that have been removed from their original containers must be stored In
clean, covered, labeled, and dated containers.

2) Do Not Store.  Do not store subsistence under the following circumstances:
• Where there are possible sources of contamination such as unprotected sewage

lines (Collection, Holding, or Transfer) and water lines or refrigeration lines with
visible condensation.

• Near sources of heat (heat reduces the shelf life of the product).
• In heads, garbage rooms, salvage areas, or mechanical equipment rooms.
• Directly on the deck.

b. Semi-Perishables.  Semi-perishables are food items that do not require refrigeration.
They are considered shelf-stable.  Semi-perishable items generally are classified as
either not subject to infestation (they are canned, jarred, or otherwise protected) or
subject to infestation.  Even items that are not subject to infestation may spoil if they are
improperly stored, mishandled, or stored too long.  Semi-perishable subsistence should
be inspected regularly to detect any evidence of damage, spoilage, and infestation.  This
includes Ultra High Temperature (UHT) dairy and other shelf-stable items based on the
type of packaging.  Shelf life and storage considerations are discussed below.
1) Shelf life for semi-perishable commodities is based on the manufacturer’s

established shelf life not on the date of receipt.  Shelf life may be affected
significantly by such elements as humidity, temperature, handling, and packaging.
Subsistence items that have been on hand up to the limit of its shelf life should be
consumed as soon as possible.  Subsistence items that have exceeded their
recommended Inspection Test Date (ITD) should be inspected carefully for spoilage,
leakage, or other damage.  If these items are determined to be serviceable, they
should be issued as soon as possible; they will be given priority over newer stock.

2) Storage areas for semi-perishables must comply with the following
• Be cool.
• Be dry.
• Have low humidity levels.
• Be well ventilated.
• Be inspected regularly for insects and rodents.

Temperature checks must be conducted twice a day for all perishable storage locations 
(bulk refrigerators and freezers). 

Products must be kept off the deck using grates so that products keep dry and promote 
air circulation. 

NOTE:  High humidity is detrimental: it accelerates the growth of bacteria and molds, it 
promotes insect infestation, and it causes mustiness in dry items such as flour or rice.  
The desirable relative humidity is between 40 percent and 50 percent.  Dehydrated 
products are subject to moisture absorption, insect infestation, and mold.  Tea will 
absorb odors, and high humidity causes it to become musty and sour.  Flour and cereals 
will absorb odors and shall be kept away from subsistence or materials that give off 
distinctive odors. 

c. Products Subject To Infestation.  Many semi-perishable subsistence items are
susceptible to infestation by insects and other pests.  Insects can cause damage to
fresh and processed food items.  Subsistence items stored at temperatures between
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60°F to 90°F are especially attractive to insects.  Constant monitoring is essential to 
prevent any infestation.  Glue boards and traps should be used and checked daily.  
Contact the MDR when rodent infestations are suspected,. 

d. Perishables.  All chilled and frozen subsistence items are highly perishable and subject
to rapid deterioration when improperly stored.  The following Guidelines are for
perishable foods:
• Perishable subsistence items must be kept and/or stored at the manufacturer’s

recommended temperatures.  Inadequate air circulation and humidity increase the
deterioration of perishable products.  Products should be stored at least two feet
away from the bulkhead.

• Freezing maintains quality and lengthens the shelf life of a product, but it does NOT
provide for indefinite shelf life.  Products continue to deteriorate while in the frozen
state.  It is important when dealing with frozen items to maintain proper temperatures
and to follow proper stock rotation procedures.  The ability to identify stressed food
products may prevent the issuing and/or consumption of unserviceable or
unwholesome products.  Signs of compromised frozen food safety and quality
include:
o Condensation in the freezer room indicating a malfunctioning or inoperable

freezer unit
o Excessive ice build-up on the freezer unit
o Excessive amount of liquid or ice found in the corners of cases
o Wet packaging
o Odors not associated with the product

• Freezer breakdowns are the most common problem associated with product loss.  A
refrigeration failure report shall be filled out for all freezer breakdowns.  See figure F-
3 below.  The following will help control or prevent refrigeration failure:

o Maintain proper temperature logs.  Temperature checks must be conducted twice a
day for all perishable storage locations (bulk refrigerators and freezers).

o Temperature monitoring must be conducted at designated intervals inside the
freezer; outside thermometers must also be read.

o Check doors and seals for complete closure.  Keep doors closed.
o Check thermometers’ accuracy.
o Do not stack commodities above the refrigeration unit to prevent a lack of air

circulation.
o Products can maintain their temperature inside an inoperable freezer for up to 24

hours provided warm air does enter through an open freezer door.
o The freezer must be maintained at 0° F before loading.

2. SPECIFIC COMMODITY INFORMATION.  The following offers specific commodity
information:
• Cream style soups break down during freezing, but are not spoiled; they are usable.
• Freezing alters the appearance of the starch thickening in pie fillings; baking restores the

desirable appearance.
• Canned eggnog and non-dairy creamer must be stored below 70°F.  Chill storage is

recommended for long holding periods.  These products must not be frozen.
• Sensitive chill subsistence such as dairy products, eggs, and processed meats should

be stored in between 32°F to 41°F.
• Vegetables such as lettuce, celery, carrots, cauliflower, radishes, parsley, and

mushrooms that require sensitive chill temperatures of 32°F to 41°F must be stored in a
separate area.
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• Relative humidity for the storage of most chilled items should be in the range of 85 
percent to 90 percent. 

• Chill injury decreases the shelf life of many sensitive items such as lettuce, grapes, and 
bananas. 

• Constant monitoring is essential to avoid any unnecessary damage.  Figure F-1 below 
provides information for dry storage, refrigeration storage, and freezer storage.   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure F-1 

Storage Information 
 
 

DRY STORAGE (food, equipment, supplies) 
1. Rotate stock in FIFO order; create a system such as using dating.   
2. Store stock at least six (6) inches off the floor.   
3. Loose food and unwrapped food, or food where the original package 

has been broken, shall be stored in pest-proof containers or in tied 
plastic bags; it must be labeled properly.   

4. Area must be cool (less than 70°F), well ventilated, well lit, well 
maintained; it must be kept clean, neat, and orderly.   

5. Single service items must be stored properly.   
6. Foods must be kept separate from all toxic chemicals, which must be 

in well-marked cabinets. 
7. Spilled food must be cleaned off shelves or the floor immediately.   

REFRIGERATION STORAGE 
1. Temperature from 32°F to 41°F: there must be a thermometer in every 

unit, and it must be checked frequently.   
2. Potentially hazardous food must be stored in "chillable" quantities in 

shallow containers or small portions and must be left uncovered 
while it is still warm (cover food when it has cooled to 41°F).   

3. Storage items on open wired shelving rather than solid shelving 
allows for adequate air circulation: do not cover shelves with foil.   

4. Raw food must be stored separate and below prepared food; store 
raw food in a separate unit if one is available.   

5. Food must be stored to allow adequate air circulation; it must not be 
packed too tightly.  Food must be stored at least six (6) inches off the 
floor.  Containers must not be stacked.   

6. Food must be stored in a manner to permit FIFO rotation.   
7. Units must be cleaned frequently -- at least weekly -- to prevent dirt 

and microorganisms from accumulating.   
8. Foods must be covered to protect it from drippings, odors, and drying 

out.   
9. Leftovers must be refrigerated soon as possible; food that will not be 

used must be thrown away.  Leftovers shall be handled in accordance 
with the Tri-Service Food Code, NAVMED P-5010-1. 

10. The thaw box temperature must be maintained at 36°F to 41°F.   
FREEZER STORAGE (walk-in and reach-in) 

1. Temperatures must be maintained at or below 0°F, especially before 
loading stores; there must be a thermometer in every unit, and it must 
be checked frequently.   

2. Food must be stored to allow adequate air circulation; it must not be 
packed too tightly.   

3. Food must not be stored on the floor of the walk-in.   
4. The unit must be defrosted routinely to eliminate ice buildup.   
5. Units always must be clean and free of debris.   
6. Foods must be rotated on the FIFO system.   

TEMPERATURE REMINDER!  
DRY GOODS    LESS THAN 70°F 

 Sensitive Chill (dairy, eggs, etc)  32°F to 41°F (separate area) 
 Sensitive FFV (lettuce, carrots, etc) 32°F to 41°F (separate area) 
 Thaw Box      36°F to 41°F 
 Freezer       less than 0°F 
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1003 INSPECTION OF SUBSISTENCE 
1. GENERAL.  This Section provides basic guidelines and describes basic food inspection
procedures to determine the serviceability of subsistence items.  This Section covers canned
products, products subject to infestation, and refrigeration breakdowns.

The following inspections shall be carried out: 
• Checking for rust, dents, crimped edges, and other obvious damage
• Checking for leaking packages/cans
• Checking for swelling cans

Minor rust or dents do not necessarily affect the product.  Surface rust, that is easily removed by 
wiping with a clean cloth, is not cause for concern; however, a can is considered unsafe if it is 
leaking or if its ends are distorted. 

Products that appear to have an abnormal odor or appearance should not be consumed.  They 
shall be placed on hold in a secure area to prevent the possibility of use and for further 
evaluation by veterinary or medical inspectors. 

In the event that mission requirements do not allow retaining quantities of questionable product 
in a hold status, a representative sample (6 normal and 6 abnormal) must be saved for 
subsequent testing before discarding the entire lot.  These samples must be saved, clearly 
marked, and segregated to preclude inadvertent consumption.  When possible, samples should 
be submitted to a U.S. Army veterinary unit or Naval PMA.  Pictures of the suspect item shall be 
taken in the event samples cannot be submitted for testing purposes.  Defects are discussed 
below. 

a. Can Defects.  If any of the following defects are present in canned products, the product
should NOT be consumed:
• Severely dented or buckled cans.
• Swollen cans.  Note that canned coffee, molasses, baking soda, and baking mixes

will exhibit swelling after time because of normal gas production; they are not
necessarily unsafe.  However, these items shall be inspected to ensure they are safe
to consume once the product has been opened.

• Cans that are dented moderately to severely in the area of the side seam or end
seam.

• Cans that are leaking or that have pinholes.  Pinholes are tiny holes caused by
action of food acids during prolonged storage.

• Pull-top containers with obvious dents.
• Cans with pitted rust that cannot be removed by wiping with a clean cloth.
• Cans that are crushed to the point where they cannot be opened manually.  They will

have crimped edges on top.
b. Aesthetic Defects.  The following defects do NOT indicate a loss of container

serviceability; the product may be issued and consumed without concern.
• Surface rust that can be removed by wiping with a clean cloth.
• Body dents on the side of the can that does not affect a seam.
• Slight to moderate dents on or near a double seam.
• Slight to moderate paneling (ridges) on the sides of the can.

2. PRODUCTS SUBJECT TO INFESTATION.  The following action shall be taken when
insects are found in the product at sea.  Subsistence that is heavily infested (that is, with seven
or more living or dead insects per pound) must be destroyed.  Lightly infested subsistence may
be used after it is frozen, sifted, and re-inspected provided the infestation does not involve
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certain species (Trogoderma) of insects.  Heavily infested products must not be consumed or 
issued to another ship.  Specimens must be saved for species identification when the ship 
returns to shore.  It is essential to have insect species identified by an entomologist in the 
Preventive Medicine Office.  The following steps shall be taken for infestations: 

• Isolate the product and place it in the freezer if possible.  Freezing will kill or deter the
development and prevent the spreading of insects.  Examine the products in and near
the infested area.  Sift flour after freezing to remove insects.  After freezing and sifting,
the product may be safe for consumption depending on the species.

• Request assistance from destination shore Veterinary Services or Preventive Medicine.
In most cases destruction at sea is the most cost-effective method of disposition.  Take
pictures of a suspect commodity to show to medical authorities.

• Report losses.  Notify the activity from which that product was obtained; provide the date
and quantity received.

• Notify other ships that may have been issued a similar product.  Communicate with each
other.

• Products that are affected by rodents are unfit for consumption.
NOTE: Freezing for 72 hours will arrest development of an infestation but will NOT kill all of the 
insects.  To kill insects in all stages of development, the infested product must be kept at 0°F for 
two weeks.  Freezing normally will not damage dry semi-perishable items such as grains, 
starch, cereals, and dehydrated foods; but it may alter their physical appearance. 

3. REFRIGERATION AND/OR FREEZER BREAKDOWNS.  Perform an inspection of the
product to establish its serviceability.  Inspection should be conducted as soon as possible
before the product is re-frozen.  The inspection area must be well lighted and clean.  It is
imperative that the item is inspected in the freezer to prevent additional loss.  The inspection
and decision making processes are discussed below.

a. Inspection Process.  The following steps shall be followed for the inspection process:
• Take the internal temperatures of the products nearest to the door first.
• Next check products on top of pallets and work downward.
• Check the inside of the cases.  It may be necessary to look at additional cases to

determine serviceability.  Frozen products generally are packed evenly within a case.
A product that is located to one side of the case may have been thawed and re-
frozen.

• Disposition of partially defrosted products must be determined according to the risk
factor categories.

b. Decision Making for Disposition of Food Items Exposed to Refrigeration Failures.  The
following steps shall be followed for disposing of refrigeration failures (see Figure F-2
below):
• Step 1.  Determine the length of time the food has been maintained at an ambient

temperature greater than 41°F.
• Step 2.  Classify the temperature-stressed food item as SAFE or RISK based on

Table F-1 below.
• Step 3.  Determine the product’s temperature.
• Step 4.  Determine if the food item has exceeded its Time Temperature Limit based

on Table F-2 below.
• Step 5.  Make the disposition decision.
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Food Item

Safe (Table 1)?SAFE

  aRTE/Precooked?

Originally Frozen? RISK 2 Salted/Cured?

bRISK 3Canned?RISK 1

Yes

No

NoYes

Yes Yes

NoNo

Yes No

Figure F-2 
Flow Chart for Classifying Foods 
Exposed to Refrigeration Failures 
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Table F-1 
List of Safe Foods 
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Time Temperature Limit RISK 1 
(low) 

RISK 2 RISK 3 
(high) 

Centigrade/Fahrenheit HOURS HOURS HOURS 

6/42 72 72 4 
7/44 72 72 4 
8/45 72 48 4 
9/47 72 29 4 
10/50 72 24 4 
11/52 59 18 4 
12/54 47 15 4 
13/55 39 12 4 
14/57 31 11 4 
15/59 29 9 4 
16/61 26 7 4 
17/63 24 7 4 
18/64 21 6 4 
19/66 19 5 4 
20/68 17 5 4 
21/70 15 4 4 
22/72 13 4 4 
23/73 11 3 4 
24/75 9 3 4 
25/77 7 3 4 

Table F-2 
Time and Temperature Limits 
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LOCATION:______________________________________________________ 

DATE AND TIME OF REFRIGERATION FAILURE (START) _____________________________ 

DATE AND TIME OF INSPECTION ___________________________________________________ 

TYPE OF REFRIGERATION FAILURE     ____MECHANICAL    ____POWER 

FOOD ITEM TIME EXPOSED TO 
REEFER FAIL 

CLASSIFICATION TEMPERATURE DISPOSITION 
*Remember
Exceptions

Figure F-3 
Refrigeration Failure Report Example 

1004 DISPOSITION OF SUBSISTENCE AT SEA 
1. GENERAL.  Determining the proper disposition of subsistence requires a logical sequence
of actions regardless of the type of subsistence (perishable or semi-perishable).  This ensures
that only safe and serviceable subsistence is issued.

2. PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE PROPER DISPOSITION OF SUBSISTENCE.
The procedure for determining the proper disposition of subsistence is discussed below.
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Step 1.  Identify the problem by determining any events, including the following, that may affect 
the safety, condition, and/or serviceability of subsistence (note that questionable products must 
be segregated):: 

• Refrigeration malfunction
• Power outage
• Physical damage
• Insect and/or rodent infestation
• Improper holding temperature
• Insufficient shelf life and/or expired products
• Chemical, Biological, or Radiological (CBR) event

Step 2.  Determine the events that may have affected the subsistence items in question. 
Obtain, at a minimum, the information on the list below.  More information makes it easier to 
make the appropriate disposition. 

• Date of Pack (DOP); expiration date.
• National/Local Stock Number (NSN/LSN).
• Prime Vendor Contract Number.
• Name and address of the product manufacturer.
• Date of receipt.
• Lot numbers.
• Detailed history of condition, storage, processing, age of commodity, and any pertinent

information associated with the problem.

Step 3.  Notify applicable supporting Veterinary Services and/or Preventive Medical Authority by 
contacting them and requesting assistance.  While in port, assistance may be requested from 
the supporting U.S. Army veterinary service (AVI) unit.  The AVI will assist in making the 
appropriate decision for future use or condemnation when a problem has been identified as a 
potential food risk or wholesomeness issue.  Army veterinary personnel have the technical 
expertise to determine the safety and wholesomeness of subsistence items.  When it is 
not possible to obtain Army veterinary assistance, the ranking SUPPO or Senior Officer, with 
the assistance of the Medical Officer, should determine the disposition of stock. 

Step 4.  Examine the product using the procedures given below to determine questionable 
commodities. 

• Remove the product to a well-lighted area.
• Remove the product from the master container.
• Remove individual packages (if applicable).
• Check the product for any signs of sliminess.
• Check the product for dehydration and/or freezer burn (a white fibrous texture and/or ice

crystals on the product).
• Look for any off color not associated with a normal-appearing product
• Check changes in the master container’s shape for indications of temperature abuse.
• Check freezer and chill storage temperature logs for an increase or decrease in

temperature.
• Make sure that the freezer or chill unit thermometers are accurate and calibrated,

Thorough inspection enables identification and isolation of problems and allows for proper 
corrective actions.  Lack of proper lighting and poor air quality impairs the senses and lessens the 
ability to assess the product properly.  Deterioration of products is proportional to their time in 
storage and to the variation in holding temperatures.  Temperature abuse means allowing 
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potentially hazardous foods to remain in the temperature danger zone (42°F to 134°F) for more 
than four hours.  Potentially hazardous foods abused in this manner are considered unsafe for 
consumption.  The Veterinary Service and/or Medical Department Representative shall be notified 
immediately.  Such abused foods should NOT be consumed, even after cooking.  Thoroughly 
inspect questionable items and complete steps 5 and 6 following your inspection. 

Step 5.  Make appropriate disposition by segregating subsistence items that show signs of 
temperature abuse, contamination, insects, leaking, opened packages, or that otherwise are 
considered unsafe or unfit for their intended use.  These segregated items shall be inspected by 
the responsible AVI or Medical Department Representative.  Final disposition determination is 
the responsibility of veterinary service personnel or MDR.  If items are received from a Combat 
Logistic Force (CLF) vessel, the Food Service Officer will notify the SUPPO immediately.  The 
SUPPO will contact the issuing CLF for a report of the findings. 

Step 6.  Undertake documentation.  All actions and losses shall be reported.  If a suspected 
foodborne illness incident occurs involving subsistence, it is imperative that item(s) be 
immediately placed on a medical hold status and provided with a "DO NOT USE" placard.  This 
will prevent any cross contamination.  Foodborne illness generally is preventable; therefore, it is 
important to document actions taken to protect the health and welfare of all personnel.  All 
related subsistence requiring a hazardous recall shall be reported to the Defense Logistics 
Agency (DLA) via priority message.  (Refer to NAVSUPINST 10110.8C DOD Hazardous Food 
and Nonprescription Drug Recall System (ALFOODACT) and to Section 1005 of this Guide). 

3. INFORMATION FOR REPORTING FOODBORNE ILLNESS.  The following information is
necessary when reporting a foodborne illness:

• The product in question
• Number of personnel affected
• Processing time and temperature
• Age of the product
• Storage time and temperature
• Manufacturer, lot number, date of pack
• Quantity on hand
• Stock Number (NSN/LSN)
• Pictures of the suspect item
• Documentation of any off odor or condition (what did it look or smell like?)
• Medical Officer observations of personnel affected and diagnosis of foodborne Illness
• The date the product was delivered or received
• Contract number
• The supplying distributor or vendor

In addition to procedures for reporting suspect hazardous subsistence items, the following 
discrepancy must be reported in accordance with NAVSUP Publication 486, chapter 5, paragraph 
5300 that covers proper procedures for completion of the Report of Discrepancy (ROD).  Pictures 
shall be attached to Standard Form 364, Report of Discrepancy (ROD).  A copy of the ROD shall 
be forwarded to navsup_foodservice@navy.mil to help prevent similar future issues.   

1005 HAZARDOUS FOOD RECALL PROGRAM 
Whenever a suspected hazardous food item is identified, the local authorized Veterinary 
Services shall be contacted (while in port) or the medical officer shall be contacted when at sea.  
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Instructions are specified in NAVSUPINST 10110.8C and NAVSUP Pub 486.  The following 
information must be reported: 

• Brand name
• Name and address of the manufacturer/processor
• USDA/USDC inspection plant code (if applicable)
• Contract number
• Resource where the product was received (Prime Vendor, CLF, or local supplier)
• Date received
• Quantity received
• Description of container(s)
• Lot number from the master container, individual packages, can codes, or other

packaging
• Quantity of the product that is on a medical hold status
• Symptoms of illness or death attributed to or suspected to be caused by the item;

number of affected personnel; point of contact
• Laboratory where samples were sent, if applicable.  If no samples have been submitted

to the laboratory contact the supporting Veterinary Services for assistance

1006 REFERENCES 
1. DODD 6400.4E DOD Veterinary Public and Animal Health Services27 JUN 2013
2. NAVSUP 4355.4H (AR 40-657), Veterinary Medical Food Safety, Quality Assurance, and 

Laboratory Service 21 JAN 2005
3. NAVSUP 4355.10A (AR 40-656) Veterinary Surveillance Inspection 28 AUG 2006
4. US Army Public Health Command (USAPHC):

http://phc.amedd.army.mil/Pages/default.aspx
5. Worldwide Directory Of Sanitarily Approved Food Establishments For Armed Forces 

Procurement:
http://phc.amedd.army.mil/topics/foodwater/ca/Pages/DoDApprovedFoodSources.aspx6. 
DLA Troop Support: http://www.troopsupport.dla.mil/index.asp

6. NAVSUP P-486 Jan 2004 Chapter 4&5 : http://nll1.ahf.nmci.navy.mil/
7. NAVSUP Food Services Home Page  https://my.navsup.navy.mil
8. NAVSUP: http://www.navsup.navy.mil
9. NEXCOM: http://www.navy-nex.com
10. Navy Family Support http://www.navy-nex.com/command/about_us/family.support.html
11. FDA: http://www.fda.gov/
12. NAVSUP P-476 now available in hardcopy, and available at NLL website: Navy NLL 

http://nll1.ahf.nmci.navy.mil ; Select Pubs/Products/Tools; Select NAVSUP Digital 
Documents; Select: NAVSUP Headquarters Instructions and Publications; At Keyword, type 
P476 (works for P-486 also)(https://my.navsup.navy.mil/apps/ops$nll.home)

13. NEHC P-5010 Preventive Medicine; Chapter 1 is Food Safety
http://www-nehc.med.navy.mil/

14. OPNAVINST 4061.4 Food Safety Training Program.  6 MAR 2008 

NOTE:  The References cited above establish DOD Veterinary Services Activity and USAPHC 
responsibilities for maintaining the Directory of approved food sources for Department of 
Defense procurement.  The Directory establishes the CONUS and OCONUS industrial base of 
approved food vendors that meet U.S. public health standards and international good 
manufacturing processes.  The list of vendors is the basis for the DLA Subsistence Prime 
Vendor (SPV) program and is the first vital step for providing food safety and security for -- and 
defense of -- the DOD food chain.  Vendors must meet the standards of the USDA Food Safety 
Inspection Service, the Food and Drug Administration 2009 Food Code, and other established 

http://nll1.ahf.nmci.navy.mil/
http://www.navsup.navy.mil/
http://www.navy-nex.com/
http://www.navy-nex.com/command/about_us/family.support.html
http://nll1.ahf.nmci.navy.mil/
http://www-nehc.med.navy.mil/
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Federal Agencies or U.S. Army Veterinary inspections to be approved for listing and vendor 
supply.   
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APPENDIX G 

AUTHORIZED SALES OF FOOD ITEMS 

PART A: AUTHORIZED SALES OF FOOD ITEMS 
Authorized Sales of Food Items ........................................................................................... 1000 
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APPENDIX G 

AUTHORIZED SALES OF FOOD ITEMS 

PART A: AUTHORIZED SALES OF FOOD ITEMS 
1000 AUTHORIZED SALES OF FOOD ITEMS 
Table G-1 below provides information on the authorized sales of food items. 

Table G-1 
Authorized Sales of Food Items 

AUTHORIZED SALES OF FOOD ITEMS 

Category 
Approving 
Authority Remarks 

Components of DoD including 
Reserve Activities and Coast 
Guard 

Commanding Officer Approving authority may be 
delegated to the Supply Officer or 
Regional Food Service Director. 

American National Red Cross at 
Naval Activities in Hawaii and 
outside the United States 

CNIC Regional Commander or 
Overseas Area Commander 

Items may be used only for food 
service in local Red Cross 
canteens. Items must not be 
transferred or resold. 

Authorized Messes Commanding Officer Approving authority may be 
delegated to the Food Service 
Officer. 

Foreign Naval Vessels and 
Foreign Military Aircraft  

Commanding Officer Sales may be made to ships and 
aircraft that need supplies and that 
have no other immediate source. 

Other government departments 
and  agencies (including 
embassies) 

Commanding Officer Sales may be made to a 
government agency that can 
provide valid lines of accounting to 
purchase food items for hosted 
groups having no other immediate 
sources. 

Resale activities outside the 
United States on a case by case 
basis 

CNIC Regional Commander  and 
Commander, Naval Supply 

Systems Command 

Requests will be forwarded via the 
normal military chain of command.  
Requests shall be granted only 
when commissary or commercial 
sources are not available within a 
reasonable distance. 

Afloat MWR Functions Commanding Officer Items may be used only for 
shipboard food service functions 
and shall not be transferred or 
resold.   

Distressed Ships and Aircraft of 
the United States and of Foreign 
Countries.   

Senior Officer Present Sales may be made to ships and 
aircraft that are in distress or that 
need supplies and do have other 
immediate sources. 
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APPENDIX H 

NAVY FOOD MANAGEMENT TEAM (NFMT) 

Part A:  NAVY FOOD MANAGEMENT TEAM ASSISTANCE 
NFMT Structure .................................................................................................................. 1000 
NFMT Locations and Areas of Responsibility ...................................................................... 1001 
NFMT Request Assist/Training Visit Sample Form .............................................................. 1002 
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APPENDIX H 

NAVY FOOD MANAGEMENT TEAM (NFMT) 

PART A:  NAVY FOOD MANAGEMENT TEAM ASSISTANCE 
1000 NFMT STRUCTURE 
1. GENERAL.  Navy Food Management Teams (NFMTs) are responsible for providing training
and assistance support to afloat and ashore food service operations.  This support improves the
quality of food service, maximizes the health and performance of the warfighter, and establishes
economy and effectiveness of food service operations.  The NFMT assists in identifying and
determining priorities for professional training needs in conjunction with TYCOM Goals and any
special conditions related to the activity.  NFMT qualifications are as follows:

• NFMT members must have completed NAVPERS 1306/92 Special Screening Form and
must have completed the interview process for acceptance as an NFMT member.  Ref:
MILPERSMAN 1306-901.

• Detailers must submit the names of all nominees to the Director of the NFMT
before selection.

• An interview must be conducted by the Director, NFMT and submitted to Detailer,
before detailing selection.

• NFMT members shall be in pay grades E-7 and above and shall have completed CS "C"
School (NEC 3529) and Instructor's training (NEC 9502) with an obligation of service for
36 months before reporting.  Ref: MILPERSMAN 1306-901.  (Refer to SMART
transcript).

• NFMT members must have successfully completed the Food Safety
Managers/Supervisor’s Course.  The Food Safety Instructor provides the initial and
annual food safety training.  Ref:  OPNAVINST 4061.4.

NOTE: Contact PERS 4013 to request billet modifications. 

2. MANNING STRUCTURE.  The NFMT is effectively managed by the appropriate NAVSUP
FLC as discussed below.

a. Indicators of Success.  Indicators of success must be identified and tracked.  (Metrics,
REMEDY reports)

b. Manning Structure.  The NFMT manning structure must be adequate to support Fleet
requirements with the proper tools, equipment, and resources to ensure effective training
aids and techniques.

3. TRAINING ASSIST VISITS.  NFMT training assist visits or training visits shall be requested
by each individual Command that needs food service assistance or training.  Funding for each
NFMT will be provided by the local NAVSUP FLC.  NAVSUP HQ shall be notified when any
Command cannot be trained because of funding constraints.  Additional information is
presented below.

a. Completion of Scheduled Assist Visits.  The NFMT shall complete all scheduled assist
visits and/or training seminars except for events cancelled by the requesting activity or
by the NFMT because of a schedule conflict with the ship, deployment, or the Ney award
program.
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b. NFMT Response Time.  The NFMT shall respond to all emails, letters, calls, and fax
inquiries relating to training, trouble calls, and assists within 5 days of the initial request.
The NFMT shall monitor and track training deficiencies.

c. NFMT Standard Operating Procedures.  The NFMT shall maintain signed Standard
Operating Procedures to support training and assist visits.

d. NFMT Events Schedule.  The NFMT shall maintain and display a schedule of all
assist/training events for all afloat and ashore food service activities.

e. Quarterly Training Schedules.  Quarterly training schedules shall be posted and properly
communicated to the Fleet and ashore commands through message, local media,
FLC newsletter, email, MyNAVSUP, or the P-476.

4. NFMT ADMINISTRATION TRAINING AND ASSIST RECORDS.  The NFMT shall document
all assist and training requests to track the effectiveness of the NFMT Program as discussed
below.

a. Required Records.  Records of a breakdown of assists/trouble calls shall be kept.
These records shall include emails, phone calls, and visits must be on file.  A customer
sign in log may be used to assist with high demands of training topics.

b. Record Retention.  Assist visit records are kept on file for a minimum of three years

5. NFMT LIBRARY.  The library shall maintain the following instructions at a minimum:
• NAVSUP P-486
• FOOD FLASH
• NAVSUP P-476
• All Food Actions
• Naval Supply Note 7330
• Lesson Plans
• Armed Forces Recipe Service (AFRS)
• Navy Medical Instructions
• Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide Overseas (CARGO) Catalog
• Army Veterinary Instructions
• Ney Instructions
• Training Publications
• Navy Customer Service Manual
• Personal Qualification Standards
• Navy Standard Core Menu (NSCM)
• Go 4 Green Instruction and Guidelines

These publications must be kept up to date because they provide the backbone of the 
assistance team program and are supplemented by Fleet and TYCOM instructions, certification 
standards, Fleet initiatives, and priorities. 

6. FLEET TRAINING.  NFMTs shall incorporate Fleet readiness plans into all training and shall
offer a 12-month to 18-month professional off cycle assist to enhance culinary cooking
techniques.  Annual Training plans will be submitted to NAVSUP HQ.  These plans must include
the following training:

• A review of all food service program operations, including financial planning and
budgets, to ensure that all food service requirements are met.

• Training that instills food service management discipline with an emphasis on nutrition,
quality of prepared foods, improved merchandising of food items, productivity and
efficiency of food service personnel, food service safety requirements, fire prevention,
energy conservation, and sanitation.
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• Training that encourages and stimulates professional pride in food service personnel.
• Training that evaluates and encourages the application of standards and uniform policies

and procedures.
• Training that provides on-site training to food service personnel through a team concept

that includes senior food service managers and executives and uses the most advanced
training aids and training techniques.

• Training that reviews the use of facilities, equipment, personnel, subsistence, and other
food service resources to obtain valid evaluations of installation food service programs.

• Training that identifies limitations that hamper accomplishment of activity objectives.
• Follow-on training/mentoring, in an advisory capacity, for the operation of the general

messes (GMs).  Trainers/mentors shall work with food service personnel and shall
demonstrate proper techniques in all phases of food service including management,
production, service of food, sanitation, training, accounting, and motivating food service
personnel to increase efficiency and effectiveness.

• Assisting each Command’s food service personnel in methods of conducting a patron
education program with an emphasis on food conservation and other consumer-oriented
elements of the food service program.  These methods shall include suggesting how to
communicate principle points.

• Evaluating the practical application of food service techniques learned through technical
and on-the-job training, curricula, and formal training.

• Providing information on, and demonstrating new developments in, the food service and
subsistence fields.

• Exchanging, searching for, and collecting new ideas on food service for possible
adoption and dissemination to all installations.

• Recording observations that will provide a basis for follow-up actions to resolve
problems beyond the control of food service program managers.

7. NFMT ASSIST VISITS OFFERED.  The objective is to assess and train personnel before
and after the opening of a new operation to ensure compliance with instructions and directives.
The following assist visits are offered by the NFMT:

• Pre-opening assist for newly-opened operations 30 days before the scheduled
opening date.

• Post-opening assessments 2 months after an operation is opened.
• Pre-deployment assist visits for deploying units (120 days before deployment).
• Random visits to maintain readiness and core competencies of each Command.
• Preparation of the GM in support of a ship’s decommissioning.
• Assistance in material condition and 2kilo preparation (on request and in cooperation

with ATG and TYCOM).
• The objective is to train personnel before entering a shipyard or in advance of an

Inspection and Survey (INSURV) inspection.
• This service generally will be offered only when and where assist team resources are

available.

8. REPORTING.  The NAVSUP Monthly Situation Summary (SITSUM) is used to collect
statistical data and must be submitted by the tenth day of each month.  All assist visits, training,
or other major concerns such as Food Service Management (FSM) must be recorded using
Remedy.  When updating Remedy, it is necessary to record each Unit Identification Code
separately and for each day of the occurrence.  To comply with SITSUM, an NFMT shall report
the following information to the individual NFMT NAVSUP FLC Commanding Officer (CO) with a
copy to the Program Lead:
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• Assist visits (source Remedy).
• Seminars conducted including number of students (source Remedy).
• Budgetary and manning concerns when appropriate.
• Periodicity for sea and shore Commands assist visits.
• Number of afloat and shore Commands in AOR.
• Number visited in the previous 24 months.
• Participation in the following special assignments requested by NAVSUP HQ initiatives:

o Monitoring of special food and equipment tests.
o Providing input and serve on a technical evaluation panel as a subject matter expert.
o Participating in annual food service conferences, conventions, and/or competitions.
o Participating in the Navy Captain Edward F. Ney Memorial Award evaluation.  Senior

NFMT members may be tasked with participating as a member of the Ney Award
evaluation team or as a member of the ashore accreditation evaluation team.

9. SUMMARY OF ASSIST VISITS/CORRECTIVE ACTIONS.  The following is a summary of
assist visits and/or corrective actions:

• Upon completion of assist visit an informal briefing shall be provided to the Commanding
Officer (CO) with a written report provided to the Supply Officer (SUPPO).  An activity
with a completed assist visit written report within the last 24 months is within periodicity.

• An NFMT shall conduct follow up visits under the following conditions and when other
conditions warrant:
o When directed by NAVSUP HQ or TYCOMs.
o There is a lack of senior enlisted leadership (E-7 and above) for more than six

months.
o FSM has been inoperative for more than 30 days.

• A summary of completed training for a specific ship or shore Command shall be
submitted to NAVSUP FLC CO and to designated TYCOM representative when
requested.

• An assist team leader must immediately report all concerns to the SUPPO assist team
when conditions are encountered that pose a significant risk to crew health, personnel
safety, or a real or potential loss of accountability.  If any member of an assist team
suspects or discovers evidence of fraud, waste, or abuse, the concern and any evidence
must be reported immediately to the SUPPO.  If a problem is not addressed
appropriately, or if it involves the SUPPO, the team must report the problem to the
activity's CO.  After reporting to the activity CO, the team also must notify the NAVSUP
FLC CO and must provide copies of working papers, photographs, or other evidence to
the designated TYCOM representative.

• Assist visit records shall be kept on file for a minimum of three years.

10. FUNCTION.  The NFMT provides on-the-job training in the following areas:
• Proper food service techniques including management, production, service of food,

sanitation, food safety, training and accounting, menu planning, Go 4 Green, and
nutrition.

• Importance of Menu Review Boards and Menu Production Meetings.
• Menu Development, New Product Requests, and Menu Refresh.
• Management awareness in progressive cookery, proper serving techniques, food service

safety precautions, operating procedures, fire prevention, sanitation, and personal
hygiene.

• Wardroom Service.
• Food service management discipline for all responsible personnel with special emphasis

on nutrition, quality of prepared foods, improved merchandising of food items,
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productivity and efficiency of food service personnel, food service safety requirements, 
fire prevention, energy conservation, and sanitation. 

• Use of facilities, equipment, personnel, and other food service resources.
• Professional in-rate training and assistance.
• Automated food service records, Food Service Management (FSM) System, financial

returns, and organization and operating procedures including financial plans and
budgets.

• DOD, Navy, and Command food service policy and procedures.
• Food service education programs that encourage and stimulate professional pride in

food service personnel.
• New developments in food service operations and food items.
• Prime Vendor and automated ordering procedures.
• Written guidance and recommendations for follow-up action by the Command.
• Evaluations for the Ney Memorial Awards program.
• Classroom and specialized training by senior food service managers and executives

who use the most advanced training aids and training techniques.

11. LOCATION AND AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY.  NFMTs are based in Fleet-concentrated
areas servicing afloat and ashore activities in the areas of responsibility shown in Table H-1
(Paragraph 1001).

12. ASSISTANCE VISITS.  Information on assistance visits is provided below.
a. Requests for Assistance.  NFMTs must visit each Navy installation facility at least once

every 24 months (every 18 months for organizations that operate field food service
programs) in accordance with service directives and in accordance with 1338.10 M.  All
GMs afloat and/or ashore shall request a visit at least every 24 months.  All ships and
units with food service operations are strongly encouraged to schedule a team visit
before T1 and/or C1 events (Events that replaced 1.1 to SMC) and every 18 months to
24 months at a minimum as described in CNSPINST 4400.1A/CNSLINST 4400.1A,
Chapter 11.  Food service training assistance visits must be requested via a letter of
request (see Figure H-1 in Paragraph 1002) 60 to 90 days before the desired visit dates.
The request must be made directly to the Director of the appropriate NFMT as shown in
Table H-1 (Paragraph 1001).  Command visits not occurring within the required 24
months will be annotated in the Commands SITSUM report.

b. Length of Visit.  Standard team visits may be requested in lengths of from 3 days to 14
days.  Longer visits may be arranged if operating schedules dictate.  Commands may
request a follow-up visit within 90 days of the initial visit.

c. Time Periods for Visit.  Requests provide two or more convenient periods for the
assistance visit.  Ship assist visits are best conducted when the team has the undivided
attention of the Culinary Specialists (CSs).  The type of assist visit shall be tailored to the
requirements identified by the requesting Command.  Generally the NFMT spend the
majority of their time working with the CS division hands-on in the galley, cooking and
training.  The teams also provide classroom instruction on any of the food service lesson
plans identified on the MyNAVSUP Web Page.

d. Advance Contact.  Advance written or telephone contact with the Director of the NFMT in
the designated area of responsibility is encouraged.  The following information must be
provided to the team before the visit:
• Location of ship during the requested dates.
• Information, such as name and rank/rate, on the SUPPO, Food Service Officer

(FSO), and Leading Culinary Specialist (LCS).
• Problem areas requiring special attention.
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• Date of last/next SMAI/SMI/SMC (T1 and/or C1 events).
e. Exclusions from Assist Visits.  An NFMT assist visit shall not be made to a GM after it

has been nominated by the responsible Fleet Commander/Major Claimant for Ney
Awards competition.  This exclusion will apply even if a visit had been previously
scheduled; it shall remain in effect as long as the GM is in competition.  If an assist visit
is in progress when a GM is nominated by the responsible Commander, the visit will
continue until completed.  GMs affected by this provision shall take action to reschedule
an NFMT assist visit based on evaluation results announced in accordance with
NAVSUPINST 5061.2AS series.

f. Report of Visit.  At the end of each visit, the Director of the NFMT or the
designated representative shall conduct an informal briefing to discuss the overall
operation of the GM with the Commanding Officer or designated representative, the
SUPPO, the FSO, and key food service personnel.

g. Assist Visit Team Complement and Visit Length.  The recommended numbers of CSs,
Machinist Mates (MMs), and Army Veterinarians that make up the assist visit team and
the visit lengths are given in the Table below.

Command 
Type 

Recommended 
Number of 
Culinary 
Specialists 

Recommended 
Number of 
Machinist 
Mates 

Army 
Veterinarian 

Length 
in Week(s) 

Ashore 
Large 5 to 8 2 1 2 
Medium 4 to 6 1 1 1 
Small 3 to 5 1 1 1 

Afloat 
SUB 2 or 3 1 1 1 
CVN 5 to 8 2 1 2 
FFG 3 or 4 1 1 1 
LPD/LSD 4 to 6 1 1 1 
LCC 4 to 6 1 1 1 
LHD/LHA 5 to 7 2 1 2 
CG/DDG 4 to 6 1 1 1 
LCS 1 or 2 1 1 1 

Table H-1 
NFMT Assist Visit Team Complement and Visit Length 
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1001 NFMT LOCATIONS AND AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY 

NFMT ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF 
RESPONSIBILITY 

Norfolk Director  
Navy Food Management Team, Norfolk 
NAVSTA, FLC Norfolk, Bldg W-143, C619, 
1968 Gilbert St 
Norfolk, VA 23511-3392 
Commercial:  (757) 443-1900 
DSN:  646-1900 
Fax:  (757) 443-1902 

Virginia; West Virginia; Illinois: North 
Carolina; Maryland; NAVDISTWASH; 
and European areas as far east as the 
eastern border of Turkey to include the 
Middle East and Africa. 

New London Director
Navy Food Management Team, New London  
Naval Submarine Base, New London, BLDG 83 RM B4 
Supply Department, Box 500, Groton, CT 06349-5000 
Commercial:  (860) 694-4938/5778/5779 
DSN:  694-4938 
Fax:  (860) 694-4939 

Pennsylvania; New York; New Jersey; 
Connecticut; Rhode Island; 
Massachusetts and Maine 

Mayport Director
Navy Food Management Team, Mayport  
Naval Station, Box 280021 
Mayport, FL 32228-0021 
Commercial:  (904) 270-5544/6815/7766 
DSN:  960-5544 
Fax:  (904) 270-7099 

Florida; Louisiana; Gulfport & 
Pascagoula, MS; Kings Bay, Georgia; 
Texas; South Carolina; Oklahoma; 
Tennessee; Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; 
Caribbean Sea and Panama Canal 
Zone 

San Diego Director
Navy Food Management Team, San Diego 
3985 Cummings Road, Bldg 116, Second Deck 
Naval Station San Diego 
San Diego, CA 92136-5206 
Commercial: (619) 556-5651/8212 
DSN:  526-5651/8212 
Fax:  (619) 556-0971 

California and Nevada 

Puget Director 
Navy Food Management Team, Puget  
Fleet and Industrial Supply Center 
35 Scuba Lane Bldg 35, Keyport, WA 98345 
Commercial:  (360) 396-1382/2493 
DSN:  744-1382 
Fax:  (360) 396-1381 

Washington and Oregon 

Pearl Harbor Director 
Navy Food Management Team, Pearl Harbor 
1942 Gaffney Street, Bldg 475, STE 100 
Pearl Harbor, HI 96860-4533 
Commercial:  (808) 473-7590/7506 
DSN:  473-7590 
Fax:  (808) 474-3763 

Hawaii; Guam, Southwest Asia (SWA), 

Yokosuka Director
Navy Food Management Team, Yokosuka  
Attn: Code 430 
Fleet Logisitics Center Yokosuka 
PSC 473, Box 11 
FPO AP 96349-0011 
Commercial: (315) 234-8423 
Calling from CONUS: 011-81-46-816-8423 
DSN: (315) 234-8423 

Diego Garcia; Japan and Korea 
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Bahrain Director 
Navy Food Management Team, Bahrain  
Attn: Code 430 
PSC 851, BOX 50 
FPO AE 09834 
Calling from CONUS: 011-973-1785-9803 
DSN: 318-439-9803 

Bahrain 

Table H-2 
NFMT Locations and Areas of Responsibility 



Navy Food Management Team 
(NFMT) Assist Visit Request 

“Assisting, Training and Supporting the Fleet One Galley at a Time” 

Command: 

NFMT Requested: 

Requested Assist Date: 

Alternate Assist Date: 

Requested Training/Visit: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Date of Previous NFMT Assist Visit:  

Specific Training Requirements: 

Acknowledgement:                  Signature: 

FSO 

SUPPO 

CO 

NFMT Acknowledgment/Acceptance   

TYCOM/Region Approval Version 3, November 2020

Justifications:

IN-PERSON
VIRTUAL

H-10
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1002  NFMT REQUEST ASSIST/TRAINING VISIT SAMPLE FORM 

Figure H-1 
Sample Form Requesting 

Navy Food Management Team Assist and/or Training 
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MAX  POINTS POINTS AWARDED

8423 137

120 0
160 0

Presentation Silver Program 20 0
Total 300 0

PART C:  FINANCIAL RECORDS AND REPORTS

165 25

100 0

356 0
205 0
50 0

150 0
460 0
220 0
60 0
30 0
30 0

135 0
120 0
50 0

155 0
55 0
90 0
75 0

Total 2506 25

PART D:  NAVY STANDARD CORE MENU
425 0
775 0

Total 1200 0

General Mess Administration
Letters of Authority

Financial Records and Reports for Preparation and Acceptability (NAVSUP 
Form 1090) 
Financial Records and Reports (Accountability: NAVSUP Form 338, and 
NAVSUP Form 1359)  

 Financial Records and Reports (Expenditures/Surveys: DD Form 200)  

 Financial Records and Reports (Inventory: NAVSUP Form 1059)  
 Financial Records and Reports (Issues: NAVSUP Form 1282)  

 Financial Records and Reports (Receipts: NAVSUP Form 367)  
Financial Records and Reports (Sales: DD Form 1544)   

Financial Records And Reports (Transfers: DD Form 1149)  
Food Service Management (FSM) Automated System
Navy Cash

 NSCM Resources  
NSCM Implementation, Compliance, and Healthy Standards

Financial Records and Reports (Accountability: NAVSUP Form 1359)  

 Financial Records and Reports (Expenditures/Surveys: DD Form 1608)  
 Financial Records and Reports (Expenditures/Surveys: DD Form 1334)  

 Financial Records and Reports (Issues: Authorized General Mess Sales)
 Financial Records and Reports (Issues: NAVSUP Form 1291)  
 Financial Records and Reports (Issues: NAVSUP Form 1292)  

Financial Records and Reports (Sales: NAVSUP Form 1046)
Financial Records and Reports (Sales: NAVSUP Form 470)  

PART B:  ADMINISTRATION

Food Service Inspection Checklist Score Sheet

PART A:  FOOD SERVICE EVALUATION, TRAINING,
AND INSPECTION CHECKLIST
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PART E:  SUBSISTENCE MANAGEMENT
225 0
175 0
300 0
150 0
125 0

Total 975 0

PART F:  FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVICE 

Total 457 112

PART G:  SANITATION 
475 0

Food Service Spaces, Equipment, and Utensils 200 0
Personnel 150 0
Water and Ice Sanitation 60 0
Sewage and Plumbing 60 0
Sanitary Facilities, Refuse Disposal, and Pest 
Control 100 0

Facility Structure and Housekeeping 240 0
Total 1285 0

PART H:  FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND 
UTENSILS 

General Total 180 0

PART I:  SAFETY
General Total 950 0

PART J:  TRAINING
General Total 220 0

PART K:  SHIPBOARD SOLID AND PLASTICS 
WASTE MANAGEMENT (WRAPS/PRIME)

Waste Management Total 100 0

PART L:  SECURITY 
General Total 250 0

Food Preparation and Service

Food Storage and Food Protection 

Procurement 
Receipts 
Food Receipt Inspection 
Army Veterinary Assistance
Storage
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General Mess Administration Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
A current "Pledge of Service" is signed by the CO and FSO 
and displayed at the head of the each mess line.  VOL 1, CH 1, 1100/1106 10

2

Contingency plans are established to meet commitments 
during unique operational evolutions/periods (Battle 
Feeding, power loss/refrigeration, loss of FSM). VOL 1, CH 2, 2603 10

3

Applicable NAVSUP directives, required food service 
publications, and notices are current and on file. (For 
example: NAVSUP P-486 Vol 1 and 2, Master List of Food 
Service Publications, FOOD FLASHES, and NAVSUP 
Form 476).  FOOD FLASHES and NAVSUP Form P476

VOL 1, APP P 10

4
All levels of food service personnel strive to attain the 
highest quality of food service using the latest food service 
management techniques.

VOL 1, CH 1, 1000 25

5

There is positive and effective relationships with Command 
to support equipment and facility maintenance, allocation 
of manpower, and coordination of special requirements. VOL 1, CH 1, 1105 25

6
Command/Food Service Division program is in effect to 
recognize outstanding personnel (Awards, CS/FSA of the 
Month/Quarter, P476 Food Service Finest).

VOL 1, CH 1, 1105 15

7
NFMT assist visit request letter is on file.  All general 
messes afloat and ashore shall request an assist visit 
every 24 months.

VOL 1, APP H
DOD 1338M 25

Total Points 120 0

Letters of Authority Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
The Supply Officer’s letter of authority for the Authorization 
for the Advancement of a Change Fund for the General 
Mess is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

2 The Commanding Officer’s letter of appointment for the 
FSO and/or alternate FSO is on file.

VOL 1, 1105, 1115
APP D 10

3 FSO's letter of authority to requisition subsistence is on file.  VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

4
The Supply Officer's letter of appointment as Control 
Officer for the handling and security of the cash meal 
payment booklet (DD Form 1544) is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

5 The Supply Officer's authorization for the cash sales of 
meals from the GM is on file. 

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

6 The Supply Officer's authorization for the sale of meals 
from the GM on a credit basis (NAVSUP 1046) is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

7 The Supply Officer's authorization for the sale of food items 
to afloat authorized messes is on file. 

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

8 The Supply Officer's authorization for the sale of food items 
to activities other than afloat units is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

9 The Supply Officer's Custodial authorization to hold Group 
II duplicate master key is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

10 The FSO's appointment letter for General Mess Cash 
Collection Agent or authorized funds custodian is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

11 The FSO's appointment letter for Food Service 
Recordskeeper is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

12 The FSO's appointment letter for Receipt Inspector for 
subsistence items in the absence of the FSO is on file.    

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

13 The FSO'sappointment letter for cashier to receive 
payment for meals sold from the GM is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

14 The FSO'sFSO appointment letter for Bulk Storeroom 
Custodian is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

15
The FSO's appointment for supervising the signing of the 
NAVSUP 1046 and meal signature record (NAVSUP Form 
1291) is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

16
The Letter of Authority for the Wardroom Mess Treasurer 
to authorize the requisition and receipt for subsistence 
items from the GM to the Wardroom is on file.  

VOL 1, 1115
APP D 10

Total Points 160 0

PART B:  ADMINISTRATION
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Presentation Silver Program Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

Presentation Silver/Other Valuable Gift inventories are 
properly maintained and managed (points are awarded to 
commands participating in the Presentation Silver 
Program).

VOL 2, CH 3, 3300 5

2 A current appraisal report is on file (every 5 years).  VOL 2, CH 3, 3100 5

3

Required reports through TYCOM to NAVSUP 
(Presentation Silver) or the Curator of the Navy (Other 
Valuable Gifts) were properly submitted and on file 
(transfer approval letters, DD Forms 1149, inventories, 
surveys, donation letters and manufacturer invoices).

VOL 2, CH 3, 3101 5

4

Two prints of each Presentation Silver photograph were 
retained on file as an additional means of inventory control 
(8” x 10”, black and white, shown with ruler to indicate 
actual size).   

VOL 2, CH 3, 3102 5

Total Points 20 0

PART B:  Total Points 300 0

Preparation/Acceptability (NAVSUP Form 1090) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 All Messes with more than one assigned CS are properly 
using NAVSUP Form 1090.  VOL 1, CH 3, 3003 10

2 Worksheets are retained for current month and three 
previous months.  VOL 1, CH 7, 7307 25

3

NAVSUP Forms 1090 are used effectively as a 
management tool.  (Use NAVSUP 1090 Food Preparation 
Worksheet and 1090 Grade Matrix, Part M to determine a 
numerical grade).  

VOL 1, CH 3, 3003            
VOL 1, APP I, PART M (2) 25 25

4 NAVSUP Forms 1090 properly annotate all prepared 
portions, portions served, and leftovers.  VOL 1, CH 3, 3003 15

5
Temperature logs (refer, scullery, serving lines) are 
properly annotated on the reverse side of NAVSUP Form 
1090 or are identified in a temperature log book.  

VOL 1, CH 3, 3003 15

6 Substitute food items served to "finish" the line equaled or 
exceeded the acceptability of the items replaced.   VOL 1, CH I, 1106 20

7 Proper predictions and portion control are used to control 
waste. VOL 1, CH 3, 3003 20

8
NAVSUP Form 1090 instructions for preparation and 
cooking times promote progressive and batch cooking 
principles and are used affectively.  

VOL 1, CH 3, 3003 15

9

NAVSUP Form 1090 worksheets have all the required 
signatures including those of the Watch Captain, Leading 
Culinary Specialist (LCS), and the Food Service Officer 
(FSO).  

VOL 1, CH 3, 3003 20

Total Points 165 25

Accountability (NAVSUP Form 338/1359) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

The FSO logs into the FSM system and reviews NAVSUP 
Form 338 weekly to ensure that proper financial control is 
maintained in the mess and that the operation is within the 
established monetary allowance.  The FSO must print 
NAVSUP Form 338 and review, sign

VOL 1, Ch 6, 6103 25

2 NAVSUP Form 338 was properly prepared and posted on 
a daily basis.  VOL 1, Ch 6, 6103 25

3
A comparison between the total food cost in column 17 of 
NAVSUP Form 338 with the actual food cost figure on 
NAVSUP Form 1359 was conducted. 

VOL 1, Ch 6, 6103 25

4
The FSO ensures that all over issues are immediately 
reviewed to determine their cause.  The FSO takes steps 
to eliminate the over issue.  

VOL 1, Ch 6, 6103 25

Total Points 100 0

PART C:  GENERAL MESS FINANCIAL RECORDS AND REPORTS
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Accountability (NAVSUP Form 1359) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

The monthly GM Summary Document (NAVSUP Form 
1359) was properly prepared.  (Use the NAVSUP Food 
Service Evaluation Checklist 1359 worksheets to 
determine numerical grade).

VOL 1, CH 7, 7002
VOL 1, APP I, PART M 186 0

2 All cash deposited was reported as collected and credited 
to the fiscal year in which the sale took place.  

VOL 1, CH 7, 7001     
NAVSUPNOTE 7330 25

3
NAVSUP Form 1359 is completed in the FSM system by 
the 5th day following the end of each monthly accounting 
period.   

VOL 1, CH 7, 7300 5

4
Correct procedures were used for correcting NAVSUP 
Forms 1359.  Corrected copies are maintained with the 
original in the FSO’s accountability file for 10 years.  

VOL 1, CH 7, 7004 25

5
NAVSUP Form 1359 is prepared in an original and one 
copy. It is distributed, and the original is retained by the 
FSO. 

VOL 1, CH 7, 7003 10

6

A copy of NAVSUP Form 1359 is provided to the 
Disbursing Officer concurrent with or after the last deposit 
was made during the report period (on or before the last 
day of the month).    

VOL 1, CH 7, 7002 10

7

The FSO, LCS, and Recordskeeper have conducted a 
monthly audit of NAVSUP Form 1359 using the audit sheet 
in Appendix I or using a TYCOM-approved audit sheet 
before submitting monthly returns.  

VOL 1, CH 7, 7001/7203 30

8

A notification is forwarded to SUP N432 via TYCOM when 
returns could not be completed in the FSM system on or 
before the date they were required. The notification 
explains the reason for the delay and gives the anticipated 
completion date.  

VOL 1, CH 7, 7001/7302 25

9

Correct Basic, Special, and Supplemental Allowances for 
each accounting period as listed in NAVSUPNOTE 7330 
series are entered in the appropriate allowance sections in 
FSM.  

VOL 1, CH 7, 7002 25

10
The Rations Fed Caption equals and does not exceed the 
total Rations Allowed caption from the muster report for the 
same accounting period (afloat only).

VOL 1, CH 7, 7002 15

Total Points 356 0

Expenditures/Surveys (DD Form 200) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 DD Form 200 was prepared and distributed according to 
governing regulations.  VOL 1, CH 6, 6000/6001 25

2
When necessary, the veterinary or medical representative 
has certified that food was unfit for human consumption 
and attached certification to DD Form 200.  

VOL 1, CH 6, 6000/6001 25

3
A document number is entered, upon approval of the 
Approving Official, that consists of the service designator, 
UIC, 4-digit Julian date, and expenditure number.  

VOL 1, CH 6, 6001 30

4 Survey findings and recommendations for surveyed 
material were handled as indicated in Block 15.   VOL 1, CH 6, 6001 30

5
Block 9 on DD Form 200 answers the questions who, what, 
where, when, and how and includes the condition, cause, 
and responsibility.  

VOL 1, CH 6, 6001 30

6
Corrective actions and measures to prevent future 
occurrences were indicated on DD Form 200 when 
personal responsibility is evident.  

VOL 1, CH 6, 6001 30

7
Copy of DD Form 200 was sent to NAVSUP via the 
relevant Type Commander for all combined losses in 
excess of $5,000.  

VOL 1, CH 6, 6000/6001 35

Total Points 205 0
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Expenditures/Surveys (DD Form 1608) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

DD Form 1608 (UMR) was prepared by the Command 
(afloat and ashore) that received, from the Navy or other 
government sources, food items that were unsatisfactory 
and that did not conform to specifications.  

VOL 1, CH 5, 5300 25

2

A Standard Form 364 (ROD) was prepared for 
unsatisfactory food items received directly from the 
Subsistence Prime Vendor (SPV) and all other commercial 
vendors. 

VOL 1, CH 5, 5300 25

Total Points 50 0

Expenditures/Surveys (NAVSUP Form 1334) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

NAVSUP 1334 was prepared when food items are lost as 
a result of physical deterioration (expired/spoiled), 
veterinary sampling, damaged in handling 
(broken/crushed) with a loss less than $500 per NSN not 
exceeding a cumulative value of $1,000 monthly per NSN.  
A letter of justification was sent to TYCOM/Regional 
Commander for a cumulative loss exceeding $1,000 for the 
month.

 VOL I, CH 6, 6000 25

2

NAVSUP 1334 was prepared when a total loss of several 
items expended in the circumstances listed above on the 
same day exceeding $500 ($1,000 for 
CVN/LCC/LHA/LHD/LPD/LSD), and a DD Form 200 was 
completed as required.  Repetitive entries of the same item 
for the purpose of circumventing maximum dollar 
limitations are not allowed.

 VOL I, CH 6, 6000 25

3

When expended foods items on NAVSUP Form 1334 (loss 
per NSN line item) meet the maximum dollar value 
limitations for each NSN or the total allowance for the 
month, then all future losses for that item were expended 
using a DD Form 200 survey. 

 VOL I, CH 6, 6000 25

4

Food items with multiple NSNs used for divisional training 
did not exceed a total dollar value of $200.00 per month.  
These food items were entered on NAVSUP Form 1334 as 
a separate single line entry. Training was documented in 
the General Mess training program.  

 VOL I, CH 6, 6000 25

5 NAVSUP 1334 was properly prepared and distributed.  VOL I, CH 6, 6002 25

6

NAVSUP 1334 was properly closed out at the end of the 
accounting period (or upon relief of the FSO), This includes 
totaling the money value and assigning a document 
number. 

 VOL I, CH 6, 6002 25

Total Points 150 0
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Inventory (NAVSUP Form 1059) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

A minimum of 10 percent of subsistence line items 
maintained in the bulk storeroom shall be inventoried twice 
a month or 20 percent monthly to maintain a 95% accuracy 
goal (FSO’s decision based on needed inventory accuracy 
controls).  (Use Inventory Validity Worksheet).  NAVSUP 
Form 1059 Used For Inventory.

VOL I, CH 7, 7101
VOL I, APP I, Part M (4)        50 0

2

A smooth NAVSUP Form 1059 was accurately prepared, 
extended at last receipt price, and totaled as of the last day 
of the accounting period.  The FSO reveiwed, signed and 
dated the bottom of the last page certifying correctness.  
The rough inventory has been retained in the FSO 
accountability file until the next complete inventory has 
been conducted and reconciled.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7103/7201 50

3 Inventories were taken as required upon relief of the 
accountable FSO.  VOL I, CH 7, 7100 35

4 Inventories were taken as required upon relief of the 
responsible Bulk Storeroom Custodian.  VOL I, CH 7, 7100 30

5 A full physical inventory of each storeroom was conducted 
within 90 days of the last full physical inventory.  VOL I, CH 7, 7100 50

6 An inventory was conducted when there was evidence of 
unauthorized entry into a storeroom.  VOL I, CH 7, 7100 50

7
An inventory was conducted when directed by TYCOM, 
Major Claimant, Commanding Officer, Supply Officer, or 
the FSO.

 VOL I, CH 7, 7100 50

8
NAVSUP Form 1059 (Stores Consumed Report) is 
properly prepared, signed, dated, and reviewed by the 
FSO. 

 VOL I, CH 7, 7201 30

9

Spot Inventories are performed to concentrate on high 
value and fast moving items.  Results are compared to the 
Subsistence Ledgers (NAVSUP Forms 335) to ensure that 
inventory accuracy of the bulk storeroom is being 
maintained.

 VOL I, CH 7, 7101 30

10
The FSO investigated and initialed all discrepancies with 
line item validity below 95 percent of the total expenditures 
listing.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7103 30

11
All FSM-produced discrepancy listings with a 5 percent 
difference of total expenditures are investigated and 
initialed by the FSO.

 VOL I, CH 7, 7103 25

12

When the value of the price adjustment exceeded 10 
percent of the total food cost value (NAVSUP Form 338) 
upon posting the ending inventory, a review was completed 
to determine the cause.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7202 30

Total Points 460 0
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Issues (NAVSUP Form 1282) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

The FSO has procedures in place to control each issue 
document.  The FSO reviews NAVSUP Form 1282 to 
ensure that the form was completed in its entirety and that 
items issued were required with no excess quatities issued. 

 VOL I, CH 6, 6101 25

2 Appropriate signatures were annotated on all NAVSUP 
Form 1282s.   VOL I, CH 6, 6101 50

3
Post daily issue documents (smoothed NAVSUP Forms 
1282) are kept in the accountability file for the current and 
three previous monthly accounting periods only.  

 VOL I, CH 6, 6101 25

4 General Mess (GM) issues are properly posted to all 
NAVSUP Forms 335 daily in the FSM system.   VOL I, CH 6, 6102 20

5
The Watch Captain and Bulk Storeroom Custodian are 
properly completing the 1282 at the time of issue and 
receipt.

 VOL I, CH 6, 6101 20

6 All items on the issue documents were required to prepare 
the menu.  VOL I, CH 6, 6101 20

7 Quantities that were issued were not in excess of 
requirements.   VOL I, CH 6, 6101 20

8
Unprepared food items left over at the end of the day 
(intended for use that day) are returned to the storeroom 
on a daily basis and annotated on NAVSUP Form 1282. 

 VOL I, CH 6, 6100/6101 40

Total Points 220 0

Authorized General Mess Sales Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 Written approval from the CO is required for all sales of 
subsistence items from the GM.   VOL I, CH 6, 6300 10

2

A mess bill or automated food service management billing 
statement for the sale of food items was provided to each 
mess.  At the end of each month, all 1149s were 
reconciled ensuring all sales matched the sales 
expenditure totals on the NAVSUP Form 367.   

 VOL I, CH 6, 6304 25

3
The payment for all meals sold on a credit basis were 
deposited no later than 15 days following the month in 
which the meals were sold. 

 VOL I, CH 2, 2201 25

Total Points 60 0

Headcounts (NAVSUP Form 1291) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 NAVSUP Forms 1291 are serialized and the headings are 
completed before each meal.   VOL I, CH 2, 2303 10

2 Separate forms are prepared for each category of 
personnel.   VOL I, CH 2, 2303 10

3
Ration Entitlement Verification is being used to properly 
validate entitlement and to account for the sale of meal 
transactions.  

 VOL I, CH 2, 2201 10

Total Points 30 0

Headcounts (NAVSUP Form 1292) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 NAVSUP Form 1292 is properly filled out with all 
appropriate signatures/initials.  Ashore Only  VOL I, CH 2, 2304 15

2
A monthly audit (based on Command procedures) was 
conducted on the monthly records and supporting 
documents. 

 VOL I, CH 2, 2307 15

Total Points 30 0
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Receipts (NAVSUP Form 367) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
The money value of "Inventory Brought Forward" on the 
first day of the month is correct and agrees with the 
"Inventory on Hand" on the last day of the previous month.  

 VOL I, CH 5, 5403 10

2

The money value of receipts with/without charge, including 
the date and vendor name, were properly posted to 
NAVSUP Form 367 as transactions occurred.  These 
values agree with receipt documents in the accountability 
file.  

 VOL I, CH 5, 5403 10

3
The money value and document number of each transfer 
was properly posted as it occurred.  These values agree 
with transfer documents in the accountability file.  

 VOL I, CH 5, 5403 10

4
The total money value of each survey (DD Form 200) was 
properly posted on approval.  These values agree with 
survey documents in the accountability file.  

 VOL I, CH 6, 6001 25

5
The total value and document number of the Expenditure 
Log NAVSUP Form 1334 was properly posted to NAVSUP 
Form 367 at the end of the monthly accounting period.  

 VOL I, CH 6, 6002 25

6
The total money value of sales to authorized messes was 
properly posted at the end of each month.  These values 
agree with sales documents in the accountability file.  

 VOL I, CH 6, 6304 15

7
All receipt transactions from requisition document, 
purchase order document and a receipt from transfer were 
posted as they occurred.

 VOL I, CH 5, 5403 15

8
The total money value of the ending inventory (extended at 
last receipt price) was properly posted at the end of the 
monthly accounting period. 

 VOL I, CH 7, 7202 25

Total Points 135 0

Sales (DD Form 1544) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
A Cash Meal Payment Book (DD Form 1544) was used in 
the prescribed manner for meals sold for cash from the 
GM.  

 VOL I, CH 2, 2201 25

2
Correct basic meal charges and surcharges are used from 
the quarterly NAVSUPNOTE 7330 and Naval Message 
from NAVSUP N432. 

 VOL I, CH 2, 2200/2201
NAVSUPNOTE 7330, Encl 4 25

3
The FSO reviews and audits DD Forms 1544 at least 
weekly verifying that the total cash sales match the deposit 
for that period.  

 VOL I, CH 2, 2201 35

4
Overages/shortages in cash received from the sale of GM 
meals were recorded on DD Form 1544 by the cashier and 
verified by the FSO.  

 VOL I, CH 2, 2201 35

Total Points 120 0

Sales (NAVSUP Form 1046) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
A sale of Enlisted Dining Facility Meals Form (NAVSUP 
Form 1046) is properly maintained for the credit sale of 
meals sold from the GM.  

 VOL I, CH 2, 2201/2403 25

2

Payments for all meals sold on a credit basis were 
collected before the 15th day following the month in which 
the meals were provided and before detachment of 
individuals to whom the meals were provided. 

 VOL I, CH 2, 2201 25

Total Points 50 0
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Sales (NAVSUP Form 470/DD Form 1131/NAVCOMPT 
215-Navy Cash) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

All transfers of funds between cashier(s), collection agents, 
and Disbursing Officers was accounted for on NAVSUP 
Form 470 showing the collection date and the amount 
collected in figures and words and signed by the individual 
authorized to deliver cash and the individual authorized to 
receive cash.  

 VOL I, CH 2, 2202 25

2 DD Form 1544 serial and sheet numbers were inserted 
next to the cashier's signature on NAVSUP Form 470.   VOL I, CH 2, 2201/2202 25

3
All cash collected from sales were deposited with the 
Disbursing Officer using a Cash Collection Voucher DD 
Form 1131 and deposited as shown in a. through d. below. 

 VOL I, CH 2, 2202 25

a. on or before the last day of each month  VOL I, CH 2, 2202 10
b. on relief of the FSO  VOL I, CH 2, 2202 10
c. on relief of the Commanding Officer aboard ships
without Supply Corps officers  VOL I, CH 2, 2202 10

d. daily or at least twice weekly  VOL I, CH 2, 2202 10

4

The deposit number of the Deposit Ticket OCR (SF Form 
215) obtained from the Disbursing Officer was recorded on 
NAVSUP Form 470 in the space provided for the signature 
of the Disbursing Officer in all cases when cash was 
deposited with a United States Gov

 VOL I, CH 2, 2202 25

5

Cash Collection Voucher DD1131s, a copy of the monthly 
Navy Cash Merchant Sales Summary Report, and the 
Navy General Mess daily Transaction Detail Report are 
maintained with the monthly returns for a period of 10 
years.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2202 15

Total Points 155 0

Sales (DD Form 1149) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

DD Forms 1149 were properly prepared and approved by 
TYCOM/REGION, and funds were committed by BUPERS 
before placing the order. This Form is used for local 
purchases with no PV, Ship’s Store, and for Operational 
Rations (OPRATS) at DLA.  

 VOL I, CH 4, 4102 15

2
The Requisition Routing Sheet is used in conjunction with 
DD Form 1149.  The Requisition Routing Sheet is properly 
prepared and distributed with DD Form 1149.  

 VOL I, CH 4, 4102 25

3 DD Form 1149 was used for requesting sales from the GM 
by other activities authorized to purchase subsistence.   VOL I, CH 6, 6305 15

Total Points 55 0

Food Service Management (FSM) System Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 FSM system access rights and user account controls are 
followed to ensure the proper use of FSM.  VOL I, APP A 30

2 FSM Replications are up to date with the replication 
checklist being used daily. VOL I, APP A 30

3 Acceptability factors are updated into the FSM system for 
proper endurance level calculations.  VOL I, APP A 30

Total Points 90 0
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Navy Cash/Eagle Cash Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

Customers that use a "Visitor" Navy Cash/Eagle Cash card 
are accounted for on the Cash Meal Payment Book, DD 
FORM 1544. Visitor headcounts are posted to the FSM 
system on a daily basis.  

 VOL I, CH 2, 2202 15

2 The General Mess Refund Control Log is maintained and 
retained on file for ten years.   VOL I, CH 2, 2202 15

3 The Navy Cash/Eagle Cash General Mess Daily 
Transaction Detail Report is reconciled on a daily basis.   VOL I, CH 2, 2202 15

4 The Navy Cash/Eagle Cash Merchant Sales Summary 
Report is reconciled at the end of each month.   VOL I, CH 2, 2202 15

5
The Navy Cash/Eagle Cash Monthly Reports and 
Reconciliation Worksheets are maintained and filed for 10 
years.  

 VOL I, CH 2, 2202 15

Total Points 75 0

PART C:  Total Points 2506 25

NSCM Resources Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

Commands shall maintain an electronic version of the 
current Armed Forces Recipe Service (NAVSUP P-7) 
(updated quarterly) including newly-developed recipes and 
guideline cards as posted on MyNAVSUP. 

 VOL I, CH 3, 3000 25

2
A Menu Production Board and a Menu Review Board are 
established and effectively used as a management tool to 
reflect the crew's preferences.  

 VOL I, CH 3, 3000 50

3
Command provides Menu Production/Menu Review Board 
feedback results to regional TYCOM/CNIC Regional 
Director N9.  

 VOL I, CH 3, 3000 25

4 Only approved TYCOM/Region Menus from the Armed 
Forces Recipe Service (AFRS) are used.  VOL I, CH 3, 3000 75

5
All FSO-authorized menu changes for unusual or 
unforeseen circumstances were supported by the current 
Master Load List (MLL).

 VOL I, CH 3, 3000 75

6

Command follows NAVSUP policy for new recipe and new 
ingredient requests.  Requests are properly submitted 
using current procedures and forms for submission through 
TYCOM/CNIC Regional Director N9. 

 VOL I, CH 3, 3001 100

7 Menu preparation reflects efficient use of storage, 
manning, and equipment.  VOL I, CH 3, 3000 75

Total Points 425 0

PART D:  NAVY STANDARD CORE MENU (NSCM)
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NSCM Implementation, Compliance & Healthy 
Standards Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

TYCOM has distributed the platform approved Navy 
Standard Core Menu to the ship.  Command has 
implemented the TYCOM approved platform menu.  This 
menu is in compliance with G4G coding guidelines.

 VOL I, CH 3, 3000 75

2

Menus are displayed daily in the GM showing accurate 
food label card codes that reflect a color (G, Y, R) and 
sodium code (L, M, H) to facilitate the proper execution of 
the Go For Green® (G4G) Program. 

 VOL II, CH 1 50

3 Menus incorporate USDA Dietary Guidelines for Americans 
and My Plate concepts.  

VOL I, CH 3, 3200
VOL II, CH 1 75

4
Go For Green® Program information is displayed in the 
galley for all GM patrons.  This information includes G4G 
food label cards, G4G table toppers, and G4G posters.  

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 75

5

When two options from food categories are provided, each 
meal offers a green-coded entrée, starch, vegetable, soup, 
beverage bar, bread bar, and dessert.  When only one 
option per food category is provided, lunch or dinner will 
offer a green-coded option.

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202  75

6 A hot vegetable must be offered at lunch and dinner.  VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 25

7
Oil, vinegar, and lemon or Fat free/low fat salad dressings 
having artificial sugar are available and are properly coded 
if applicable.  

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 25

8 Low fat/low calorie dessert options (such as fruit) are 
available at lunch and dinner. 

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 25

9
At breakfast, egg white or egg substitute is offered as a 
green-coded option.  Regular eggs made with vegetables 
will be coded green.  

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 25

10

The salad bar on medium and large platforms includes a 
minimum of 7 fresh ingredients, when available.   Small 
platforms include a minimum of 5 fresh ingredients.  The 
salad bar follows G4G choice architecture with green-
coded options offered first follow

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 50

11 Two fresh fruits are offered at every meal when available.  VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 50

12
Breakfast offers assorted lower-fat breads and muffins or 
alternatives to pastries including oatmeal bars when 
available.  

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 25

13 Theme meals and special meals, such as birthday meals 
and meals for the Super Bowl, are scheduled.   VOL II, CH 1 25

14 The menu offers a variety of starch options such as brown 
rice, whole grain pasta, sweet potatoes, and quinoa.  

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 50

15 When serving a high sodium coded item, a lower sodium 
alternate is available. 

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 50

16 Seasonal fruits and vegetables are incorporated when 
available.  

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 25

17 Maximum use is made of the salad bar to offer green-
coded and yellow-coded options.  

VOL II, CH 1
VOL I, CH 3, 3202 50

Total Points 775 0

PART D:  Total Points 1200 0
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Procurement Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
Food items procured from sources other than SPV are in 
compliance with governing regulations.  All food onboard is 
Berry Amendment compliant.  

 VOL I, CH 4, 4101 50

2
Subsistence items purchased from a foreign source were 
not excessive in quantity and were completely consumed 
or properly disposed of before entering a U.S. port.  

 VOL I, CH 4, 4102 50

3 Any Operational Rations/MREs carried onboard have 
the approval of TYCOM.   VOL I, APP K 25

4
Local purchases were ordered from an approved source 
with TYCOM/REGION approval and obligated by BUPERS 
as an approved purchase.  

 VOL I, CH 4, 4102 50

5 SUBMARINES ONLY:  An effective consumables load out 
plan is in effect.  COMSUBFORINST 4406.1 50

Total Points 225 0

Receipts Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 Receipt inspector circled quantity actually received and 
legible prints name, date received and signs all receipts.  

 VOL I, CH 5, 
5000/5106/5204 50

2
FSM3 MILSTRIP, Stores Web Receipt, and SPV receipt 
are signed and filed in the FSO's accountability file and 
kept for ten years. 

 VOL I, CH 5, 5000 50

3

Any incorrect quantity is lined out on the Prime Vendor 
receipt document when there are changes in the quantity 
received.  The correction is initialed, annotated, and circled 
with the actual quantity received and the reason for the 
change is annotated.  

VOL I, CH 5, 5000
VOL I, CH 5, 5106 50

4 A Cross Reference Memorandum is used for all food 
orders created outside of FSM.   VOL I, CH 4, 4200 25

Total Points 175 0

Food Receipt Inspection Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
The FSO or designated representative is thoroughly 
familiar with the terms and conditions set forth in the SPV 
contract.   

 VOL I, CH 5, 5103 25

2
Receiving personnel determine acceptability and 
wholesomeness for all food items and verify that proper 
temperatures are met for all food products at delivery.  

 VOL I, CH 5, 5103 50

3

The Command Preventive Medicine Authority, in the 
absence of an Army Veterinary Service, inspects foods for 
wholesomeness during overseas deliveries (not under a 
PV contract) and signs all receipts. 

 VOL I, CH 5, 5103 25

4
There is a documented account of corrective actions taken 
for products delivered that do not meet specified 
temperature requirements.  

 VOL I, CH 5, 5103/5104 25

5

A Report of Discrepancy (ROD) SF Form 364 has been 
submitted when deliveries of subsistence that contained 
less than satisfactory products were accepted at the time 
of delivery.   

 VOL I, CH 5, 5105 25

6
Replacement products were offered and approved by the 
FSO before accepting delivery; they were documented on 
the receipt and initialed by the FSO.  

 VOL I, CH 5, 5105 50

7
Food service personnel submit a ROD to NAVSUP N432 
for action via TYCOM.  The FSO conducts a review for 
accuracy.  

 VOL I, CH 5, 5109 50

8 Products are inspected for shelf life and marking 
requirements at the time of delivery.   VOL I, CH 5, 5103 25

9

A review of the subsistence case counts between the 
receipt and the provision on-load delay and performance 
report to include all reported delays, customer evaluation 
and provision load details; the FSO/LCS must ensure all 
entries are made then sign the POL report for verification 
of data and contractor performance.

 VOL I, APP O, 1001 25

Total Points 300 0

PART E:  SUBSISTENCE MANAGEMENT
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Army Veterinary Assistance Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
Random US Army Veterinary subsistence inspections are 
conducted and signed by the US Army Veterinary 
Inspector.   

 VOL I, CH 5, 5101 50

2
When applicable, DA Forms 7539 are signed by the US 
Army Veterinary Service representative or by the medical 
representative.  

 VOL I, CH 5, 5108 50

3

Receipt personnel understand the delivery process and are 
quick to notify the US Army Veterinary when products are 
questionable and when they are unsure if products are 
from approved, sanitary sources. 

 VOL I, CH 5, 5103 50

Total Points 150 0

Storage Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 Care is taken to keep food items away from areas where 
asphalt, fuel, creosote, or lubricating oils are present.   VOL I, CH 5, 5700 25

2 Only food items are stored in food storage spaces such as 
storerooms, refrigerators, and/or food lockers.  

VOL I, CH 5, 5700          
NAVMED P5010, 6-501 25

3 Hazardous food items are surveyed and disposed of.  VOL I, CH 5, 5108/5301 25

4 Proper stock rotation, First In First Out (FIFO), is adhered 
to. 

VOL I, CH 5, 5204/5700        
NAVMED P5010, 6-501 25

5
Food items are properly stored off the deck, away from 
walls. They are not over-packed or stored on or near 
refrigeration coils.

 VOL I, CH 5, 5700 25

Total Points 125 0

PART E:  Total Points 975 0
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Food Preparation and Service Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 Standard Volume measuring devices and scales are on 
hand, accurate, and used effectively in food preparation.  VOL I, CH 1, 1107 25

2 All food items are sampled by the cooks on watch during 
preparation and before serving.   VOL I, CH 1, 1106 15

3 Portion control programs are in effect to eliminate food 
waste.  VOL I, CH 3, 3100 20

4 Food is served using properly-sized and configured trays, 
pans, plates, and utensils.  VOL I, CH 3, 3100 30

5
Food items on the serving line are served based upon the 
portion size of the approved recipe cards per the NAVSUP 
1090 Food Preparation Worksheet. 

 VOL I, CH 3, 3003 25

6 Food service surveys are taken periodically to determine 
preferences.   VOL I, CH 3, 3000 15

7 A suggestion box is available and effectively used.   VOL I, CH 3, 3004 30

8
A designated meal sampler, as assigned by the 
Commanding Officer, periodically samples meals served in 
the GM.  

 VOL I, CH 1, 1100 30

9 The menu sampling worksheet (Breakfast or Lunch/Dinner) 
is used to determine a numerical grade.   VOL I, APP I, Part M (3) 112 112

10 All food placed on the serving line is kept covered (as 
applicable) until served to prevent shrinkage and drying.   VOL II, CH 1 25

11 Food items are attractively and properly displayed.   VOL II, CH 1 15

12
Proper serving temperatures are maintained for hot and 
cold foods: cold foods at 41°F or below; hot foods at 135°F 
and above. 

NAVMED P5010 50

13
Menu changes are authorized by the CO or delegated 
representative.  Changes are maintained with the NAVSUP 
1090 and in the FSO Non-Accountability File.

 VOL I, CH 3, 3001 25

14
Food items are prepared using the approved Navy Recipe 
Cards that corresponds to the menu items on NAVSUP 
Form 1090. 

 VOL I, CH 3, 3002/3003 40

Total Points 457 112

PART F:  Total Points 457 112

PART F:  FOOD PREPARATION AND SERVICE
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Food Storage and Food Protection Reference:
NAVMED P-5010-1, Tri-
Service Food Code

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 Food and milk are wholesome, procured from approved 
sources, and properly inspected upon receipt.  SECT 3, PAR 101, 201, 202 15

2
Food containers (cans, boxes, bags) are not dented, torn, 
or crushed and are labeled.  The integrity of food products 
is maintained. 

SECT 3, PAR 202 15

3 All refrigerated storage spaces including milk dispensers 
are maintained at temperatures of 41°F or below. SECT 3, PAR 501 15

4 Fresh and frozen foods are protected from the influence of 
decayed foods, contamination, and spoilage.  SECT 3, PAR 301, 302 25

5

Semi-perishable foods are adequately protected from 
spoilage caused by improper storage practices including 
excessive temperatures and moisture, lack of adequate 
ventilation, and insufficient stock rotation.  

SECT 3, PAR 305 25

6
Time/temperature control for safety (TCS) foods and 
beverages are protected from contamination and meet 
time and temperature requirements.

SECT 3, PAR 501 50

7
Prepared food items are labeled “Leftover” with the food 
name, date prepared, and use-by date displayed on the 
label. 

SECT 3, PAR 501 30

8
During meal hours all cooked food is held at 135°F or 
above. All cold foods are kept at 41°F or below and do not 
exceed 4 hours on the serving line.  

SECT 3, PAR 501 30

9
Food served hot and saved as leftovers is placed in 
shallow pans (food depth not more than 3") and cooled to 
41°F within 2 hours from 135°F and 4 hours from 70°F.  

SECT 3, PAR 501 30

10
TCS leftover foods are not retained for more than 7 days 
when chilled at 41°F.  Leftover TCS foods are not served to 
highly susceptible populations.  

SECT 3, PAR 501             
SECT 9, PAR 101 30

11
Dry or semi-dry sausage and hard natural cheeses are 
visually inspected before serving and discarded at the first 
sign of deterioration.  

SECT 3, PAR 501 30

12 TCS leftovers are not frozen for use beyond the 7-day 
retention period.  SECT 3, PAR 501 30

13 Leftover TCS foods removed from a serving line, and foods 
containing leftovers as an ingredient, never are frozen.  SECT 3, PAR 502 30

14
TCS food that is prepared in advance, if frozen, is labeled 
to include the date the food was placed in the freezer and 
the use-by date, which should not exceed 30 days.  

SECT 3, PAR 502 30

15 Food that was previously frozen and partially or fully 
thawed is never refrozen.  SECT 3, PAR 502 30

16 Thawed foods are refrigerated maintaining a temperature 
of 41°F or below.  SECT 3, PAR 502 30

17 Food items placed on a consumer self-serve line are 
discarded after the end of the meal.  SECT 3, PAR 501 30

Total Points 475 0

PART G:  SANITATION   https://www.med.navy.mil/directives/Pub/5010-1.pdf
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Food Service Spaces, Equipment, and Utensils Reference:  NAVSUP P486
NAVMED P-5010-1, Tri-
Service Food Code

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

Refrigerated storage spaces are properly constructed, 
installed, and cleaned.  Frost or glaze ice was not allowed 
to accumulate more than 1/4" in thickness on the interior 
surfaces or on the refrigeration coils.  

VOL I, CH 1, 1200 30

2 Internal temperatures of all bulk cold storage spaces are 
logged at least twice daily.  VOL I, CH 1, 1200 10

3

Food service equipment (ashore/afloat) is installed with 
adequate (6" ashore, 8" afloat) clearance between floor 
and equipment.  The clearance space for counter-mounted 
equipment is 4" if no part of the floor under floor-mounted 
equipment is more than 6" 

SECT 4, PAR 402 10

4

Thermometers or air measuring devices are readily 
observable, easily readable, numerically scaled, and 
accurate to ±3°F of the critical range in all refrigerated 
spaces.  

SECT 4, PAR 403 10

5

All surfaces of equipment or utensils that come in direct 
contact with food are impervious, corrosion resistant, or of 
smooth construction and are kept clean and properly 
sanitized.  Cracks and/or crevices and open seams are 
sealed to prevent food particles and foreign matter from 
accumulating.  

SECT 4, PAR 602 10

6 Efforts are continuously made to maintain the appearance 
and general working conditions of facilities and equipment.   VOL I, CH 1, 1204 10

7
All serving lines and food and/or salad bars and soup pots 
(set up on a self-service basis) are equipped with a 
functional sneeze-shield.  

SECT 3, PAR 306 10

8 During meal service, serving lines and salad bars are 
promptly cleaned.   SECT 4, PAR 602 10

9 Cutting boards have smooth surfaces and are free of 
crevices and nicks that impede cleaning and sanitizing.  SECT 4, PAR 501 10

10 Food service equipment and utensils are properly 
maintained, serviced, cleaned, and sanitized.  SECT 4, PAR 501 10

11
All cleaning cloths used for cleaning galley utensils and 
equipment are washed and sanitized after each meal 
period.  

SECT 3, PAR 304 10

12

Automatic dishwashing machines meet NSF standards or 
the equivalent and are properly cleaned, maintained, and 
operated at proper temperatures with approved 
dishwashing and sanitizing agents according to 
manufacturer’s instructions.  

SECT 4, PAR 501 10

a. Wash temperature:  150°F to  160°F SECT 4, PAR 501 5
b. Rinse temperature:  160°F to  180°F SECT 4, PAR 501 5
c. Final rinse temperature:  180°F to 194°F SECT 4, PAR 501 5

13
Manual dishwashing is accomplished in accordance with 
correct procedures and in properly designated three- 
compartment sinks.  

SECT 4, PAR 501/703 10

a. Wash temperature:  not less than 110°F SECT 4, PAR 501/703 5
b. Rinse temperature:  120°F to 140°F SECT 4, PAR 501/703 5
c. Sanitizing temperature:  171°F for at least 30 seconds or 
1 minute in approved sanitizing solution. SECT 4, PAR 501/703 5

14 Equipment and utensils are properly air dried, handled, and 
stored after being washed.  SECT 4, PAR 901 10

15 No unauthorized supplies, such as steel wool or 
unauthorized soap, are present or in use.  SECT 4, PAR 603 10

Total Points 200 0
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Personnel Reference:
NAVMED P-5010-1, Tri-
Service Food Code

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
Personnel performing food service duties are free from 
communicable diseases and open lesions on the exposed 
portions of their bodies.  

SECT 2, PAR 201 25

2
Food service personnel are physically clean, wearing clean 
garments, and practicing good personal hygiene and 
proper food handling procedures.  

SECT 2, PAR 301/304/401 25

3

Caps, hairnets, or other effective hair restraints are worn to 
prevent hair from falling into food.  Beards are completely 
covered with a "snood" or beard bag at all times while 
preparing, handling, and serving food or while cleaning and 
sanitizing food contact surfaces.  

SECT 2, PAR 402 25

4

Clothing and personal effects of food service personnel are 
not kept in food preparation and/or serving areas; 
personnel are not using these areas for changing their 
clothes. 

SECT 6, PAR 305/501 25

5 Physical examinations for food service personnel (military, 
civilian, and contract) are current.  SECT 2, PAR 201 50

Total Points 150 0

Water and Ice Sanitation Reference:
NAVMED P-5010-1, Tri-
Service Food Code

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
Adequate potable water is supplied from approved sources 
and is protected against contamination; it meets current 
water quality standards.  

SECT 5, PAR 102 15

2

Ice is procured from approved sources and/or is 
manufactured from potable water from ice making 
machines or ice flakers that are located, installed, 
operated, and maintained in a sanitary manner.  Ice from 
approximately one-quarter of all ice machines is sampled 
weekly for bacteria. 

SECT 3, PAR 202             
SECT 4, PAR 401/503/603 25

3
Ice scoops are stored handle up in a freely draining metal 
bracket outside the ice storage compartment or in a metal 
bracket installed with the machine.  

SECT 3, PAR 304            
SECT 4, PAR 503 20

Total Points 60 0

Sewage and Plumbing Reference:
NAVMED P-5010-1, Tri-
Service Food Code

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 Sewage is disposed of in a public sewer system or 
approved sewage disposal system.  SECT 5, PAR 403 15

2 Plumbing, fixtures, and equipment are properly installed to 
prohibit backflow into the potable water supply system.  SECT 5, PAR 202/203/402 15

3

Other outlets are protected by an air gap twice the 
diameter of the effective opening of the potable water 
outlet.  (If the outlet is less than three times the effective 
opening away from a wall or similar vertical surface, the air 
gap is three times the 

SECT 5, PAR 202 15

4
Adequate drains are provided in floors that are flushed with 
water for cleaning or that receive discharges of water or 
other fluid wastes from equipment. 

SECT 5, PAR 204 15

Total Points 60 0
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Sanitary Facilities, Refuse Disposal, and Pest Control Reference:  NAVSUP P-486
NAVMED P-5010-1, Tri-
Service Food Code

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

Toilets, hand washing sinks, and locker rooms are 
conveniently located and properly equipped.  They are 
maintained in good working order and supplied with soap, 
toilet tissue, and proper hand-drying equipment such as 
disposable paper towels and hot hand dryers.  

SECT 5, PAR 
202/203/204/205             
SEC 6, PAR 301

20

2
Heads and locker rooms are clean, neat, free of odors, and 
in good repair.  Head facilities do not open directly into 
food preparation areas.  

SECT 6, PAR 202 20

3

Garbage and refuse are properly collected in clean, 
covered, leak-proof containers and are stored in a manner 
that prevents nuisance conditions or accessibility to insects 
and rodents. 

SECT 5, PAR 501 20

4

The food service facility is adequately protected against  
entry and harborage of insects, rodents, birds, and other 
pests.  An effective pest control program is carried out 
under the supervision of trained and certified pest control 
personnel.  

SECT 6, PAR 202/501        
SECT 9, PAR 403 20

5

There are signs posted conspicuously in food service and 
toilet areas that instruct personnel to wash their hands with 
soap and potable water before engaging in any food 
service operation and always after visiting toilet facilities.                                          

VOL II, CH 2 20

Total Points 100 0

Facility Structure and Housekeeping Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 
NAVMED P-5010-1, Tri-
Service Food Code

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
Floors, walls, ceiling, and attached equipment are properly 
constructed, well maintained, and free of accumulated dirt, 
dust, and food residues.  

SECT 6, PAR 101 25

2
The entire facility and surrounding premises used in 
connection with food service operations are kept neat, 
clean, and free of litter, refuse, and garbage.  

SECT 6, PAR 501 30

3
Shielding to protect food from broken glass is provided in 
all artificial lighting fixtures located in food preparation and 
storage areas.  

SECT 6, PAR 202 30

4 Food service spaces are adequately ventilated and 
maintained at comfortable temperatures.  SECT 6, PAR 202 30

5

Ventilation hoods and grease filters are cleaned of dirt and 
grease as often as necessary (no less than weekly) to 
avoid danger of fire.  Filters that cannot be adequately 
cleaned are replaced.  

SECT 6, PAR 202/501 30

6
Interior of ventilation ducting is cleaned at least quarterly.  
Access plates are provided to gain cleaning access to duct 
work.  

SECT 6, PAR 304 15

7

Food service facilities are inspected once monthly by a 
Medical Department Representative; findings are recorded 
on NAVMED Form 6204/1, and retained copies of 
completed forms are maintained by food service 
management personnel.  Sanitation inspections are

SECT 8, PAR 400 30

8

Only authorized and approved cleaning gear (such as 
swabs and brushes) and cleaning supplies (such as 
detergents, disinfectants, and other toxic materials) are 
used and are properly stored.  

SECT 6, PAR 501 25

9
A Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) has been 
assigned to the galley and monitors the performance of the 
contractors.  (ASHORE ONLY)  

VOL II, CH 2 25

Total Points 240 0

PART G:  Total Points 1285 0
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General Reference:  NAVSUP P-486, 
OPNAVINST 4790 NAVMED 
P-5010-1, Tri-Service Food 
Code

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
A preventive maintenance program for food service 
equipment is active, effective, and monitored by food 
service personnel.  

VOL I, CH 1, 1106 15

2 Food service equipment is supported by the Consolidated 
Shipboard Allowance Listing (COSAL).  

VOL I, CH 1, 1105          
OPNAVINST 4790           
COSAL   

25

3
Appropriate food preparation thermometers are on hand, 
accurate, and used effectively in food preparation.  
Thermostats are calibrated for fryers, ovens, and grills.  

VOL I, CH 1, 1106
VOL I, CH 1, 1200       
OPNAVINST 4790         
PMS 6532/A-1R

45

4

All food service equipment is operative or identified as Out 
of Commission (OOC) and logged as a trouble call and on 
8 O'Clock Reports and Current Ship Maintenance Project 
(CSMP) for afloat units.  (Local governing regulations) 2kilo 
submitted with job number)

VOL I, CH 1, 1204 30

5 A phased replacement program is in effect to replace aged 
food service equipment.  (Use local governing regulations). 

VOL I, CH 1, 1204          
COMSURFOR 4400.1 25

6 Mess gear inventory is documented and conducted to 
ensure that adequate quantities are available.  VOL II, CH 2, 2409 10

7

A three-compartment deep sink or its authorized 
alternative is in place when adequate mechanical washing 
machines are not installed.  Accessory equipment and 
supplies required for the sanitizing sink include a booster 
heater, calibrated thermometers, drip

VOL II, CH 2,
SECT 4, PAR 301 30

PART H:  Total Points 180 0

PART H:  FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND UTENSILS
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General Reference:  NAVSUP P-486, 
OPNAVINST 4790/5100, Gen 
Specs

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

Safety devices including interlock switches, shielded toggle 
switches, temperature/pressure gauges, steam relief 
valves and machinery guards are in place and in proper 
operating condition.  

VOL II, CH 8, 8000 20

2 Support stanchions, toggle pins, or safety support chains 
are in place.  Gen Specs 622, 624b 20

3 Preventive maintenance on fire safety equipment is 
performed on schedule.  

VOL II, CH 7, 7001             
OPNAVINST 4790.4c 50

4
Personnel are aware of and educated in the proper 
emergency procedures and use of emergency and/or 
safety devices.  

VOL II, CH 7, 7001 50

5 There are no safety hazards such as slippery floors, hot 
pipes, and live steam.  VOL II, CH 7, 7001 30

6
The Heat Stress Program is in effect, and appropriate 
instructions, logs, forms, and reports are maintained and 
adhered to.  

OPNAVINST 5100.19d 50

7 Personnel display sufficient caution when handling and 
operating all utensils and equipment. VOL II, CH 7, 7001 50

8
Integral electrical wiring on all equipment is mounted and 
secured properly.  There is no evidence of electrical shock 
hazards in any food service space.  

VOL II, CH 7, 7001             
OPNAVINST 5100.19c 50

9

Emergency lighting (provided by relay-operated lanterns) 
for exits and above the inside door of the GM spaces and 
the refrigerated and dry provisions storerooms are installed 
and in good order. 

Gen Specs 332e PAR 25 50

10 Chill and freeze storeroom/doors are configured with the 
capability for emergency escape.   Gen Specs 638f 50

11

A fixed fire extinguishing system is provided over deep fat 
fryers and continuous doughnut fryers with a 3” travel on 
fusible links.    Afloat: Refer to local and state regulations 
and manufacturers instructions.

Gen Specs 555h PAR 4/5, 
NFPA Regs/S9555-AR-
MMO-010,
Gen Specs 555f

50

12
A remote activating station for the installed firefighting 
system is clearly labeled and is located at the exit to the 
door away from equipment.  

Gen Specs 555f PAR 60 50

13 The deep fat fryer is not operated unattended or without a 
thermometer inserted.  

VOL II, CH 7, 7004         
OPNAVINST 5100.19d,          
CH C-19

50

14 Guards are installed over the drive shafts and/or clutch 
plate of the scullery dishwashing machine.  Gen Specs 651b PAR 60 25

15 Grease trap pans are provided with a latch to prevent 
slipping out during heavy seas. MIL-G-2338L 20

16
A shunt trip relay that de-energizes the electrical source to 
the deep fat fryer when the temperature reaches 430°F to 
460°F is working properly.  

PMS 6539, Gen Specs 320e     50

17

Hydrostatic testing of steam jacketed kettles and high 
compression steam cookers is completed in accordance 
with the maintenance schedule.  All tags are posted on 
each piece of equipment.  

NAVSEAMAN 340.62       
VOL II, CH 7, 7004          
PMS 6520/001 A-1

50

18

Pull chains on the steam-jacketed kettles are readily 
accessible without the risk of being burned from the steam 
relief valve and steam pipe lagging.  Note:  There are no 
pull chains on electric kettles.

Gen Specs 650/651c      
P5010 CH 4
VOL II, CH 7, 7004   

50

19
Food service personnel are provided with protective 
clothing (such as rubber gloves and aprons, face shields, 
and chemical safety goggles) when performing their duties.  

OPNAV 5100.19d
VOL II, CH 2, 2200 40

20 Knives and cutlery are stored and secured in the provided 
knife racks.  VOL II, CH 7, 7004 20

21 All operating and safety instructions are posted 
appropriately. VOL II, CH 7, 7001 50

22
All trash receptacles in food service spaces are clean and 
covered (when not in use) with the proper lid to prevent 
food contamination and odors.  

VOL II, CH 7, 7001 50

23 No cleaning gear is stored in food service spaces.  VOL II, CH 7, 7001 25

PART I:  Total Points 950 0

PART I:  SAFETY
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General Reference:  NAVSUP P-486, 
OPNAVINST 3120, NAVMED 
P5010-1

Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1

A training program is established to ensure operational 
readiness, combat effectiveness, and performance of the 
Command.  Training works within the organization’s 
framework and schedule including evaluation and 
instruction and the use of analysis and improvement.

VOL I, APP L             
OPNAVINST 3120.32d 25

2

Effective food service training is conducted on a regular 
schedule using the ship/station Quarterly Training Plan and 
outside resources.  There is a short-range training plan for 
detailed planning and scheduling.

 Vol 1, APP L 25

3 A Culinary Specialist training curriculum (Lesson Plans) is 
used effectively.   Vol 1, APP L 25

4

All food service personnel have received a minimum of 4 
hours initial and 4 hours annual refresher food sanitation 
training.  Food Service Training Certificates are current for 
all food service personnel.  

SECT 2, PAR 501/503 25

5

There is a qualified Food Safety Instructor as required by 
OPNAVINST 4061.4 (Requirement:  Completion of Food 
Safety Manager's/Supervisor’s Course (CANTRAC B-322-
2101)).  Alternatively, the instructor successfully 
demonstrated food safety core competency 

OPNAVINST 4061.4      
CANTRAC B-322-2101    
NAVMED P5010-1

50

6 A Job rotation log is established and carried out effectively.   Vol 1, APP L 25

7 All training documents are maintained in the FSO 
Divisional Note Book for each Culinary Specialist assigned.  

 Vol 1, APP L
NAVMED P5010-1 10

a. Record of physical exam  Vol 1, APP L 5
b. Food safety training log  Vol 1, APP L 5
c. Job rotation log  Vol 1, APP L 5

d. Record of training accomplished (NOSIS for Submarines)  Vol 1, APP L 5

e. Profile sheets of exams completed  Vol 1, APP L 5
f. All information considered pertinent by the FSO  Vol 1, APP L 5
g. Personnel have CS associated PQS completed  Vol 1, APP L 5

PART J:  Total Points 220 0

Waste Management Reference:  NAVSUP P-486, 
OPNAVINST 5090.1,       Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1
An internal instruction is in place that outlines policy, 
procedures, and responsibilities for solid waste 
management.  

VOL II, CH 10
OPNAVINST M-5090.1 25

2

Food Service personnel recognize the differences between 
and understand the requirements for handling food-
contaminated and nonfood-contaminated plastic waste.  
Adequate storage spaces are allocated for the different 
waste types. 

VOL II, CH 10 25

3 Procedures and receptacles are in place to promote source 
separation of wastes in galley, mess, and scullery areas.  VOL II, CH 10 25

4 A training program is in place to educate food service 
personnel about the Navy’s solid waste reduction program. VOL II, CH 10 25

PART K:  Total Points 100 0

PART K:  SHIPBOARD SOLID AND PLASTICS WASTE MANAGEMENT (WRAPS/PRIME)

PART J:  TRAINING
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General Reference:  NAVSUP P-486  Y/N Max Points Points Awarded

1 The grand master, master, duplicate master, and original 
keys are properly maintained.  VOL I, CH 1, 1201/1202 100

2

Command and/or department instruction (local procedures) 
provides the location of a special duplicate key locker, 
controlled access to the locker, and limits on the use of 
duplicate keys. 

VOL I, CH 1, 1201/1202 50

3
All padlocks used to secure food service spaces are a key 
type and contain dead bolts with pin tumblers made of 
brass or bronze.  

VOL I, CH 1, 1201 25

4
All storage spaces are identified to indicate function and 
contents.  The person responsible for the space and an 
emergency contact are listed.  

VOL I, CH 1, 1200 25

5
Ashore: A secured safe with a three-tumbler combination 
lock or a locked container in a safe of this type is used for 
safekeeping funds.  (non-cashless operations)

VOL I, CH 1, 1107/1201 50

PART L:  Total Points 250 0

(1) Food Preparation Worksheet
Actual Portions Prepared Validity Check

Menu Item/AFRS Recipe/Date UI/HD 1282 CONV 1090
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

PART L:  SECURITY

PART M:  FOOD SERVICE INSPECTION WORKSHEETS
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(2) NAVSUP 1090 Grade Matrix
A - Actual Prepared Based on Breakout B - All Required Signature 

Blocks Signed
D - Allowed and 

Actual Fed Blocks 
were Filled Out 

Properly
1 0.25 0.25 0.25
2 0.25 0.25 0.25
3 0.25 0.25 0.25
4 0.25 0.25 0.25
5 0.25 0.25 0.25
6 0.25 0.25 0.25
7 0.25 0.25 0.25
8 0.25 0.25 0.25
9 0.25 0.25 0.25
10 0.25 0.25 0.25
11 0.25 0.25 0.25
12 0.25 0.25 0.25
13 0.25 0.25 0.25
14 0.25 0.25 0.25
15 0.25 0.25 0.25
16 0.25 0.25 0.25
17 0.25 0.25 0.25
18 0.25 0.25 0.25
19 0.25 0.25 0.25
20 0.25 0.25 0.25
21 0.25 0.25 0.25
22 0.25 0.25 0.25
23 0.25 0.25 0.25
24 0.25 0.25 0.25
25 0.25 0.25 0.25

6.25 6.25 6.25

Total Points 25

(3) Menu Sampling (Grade 0-4) Appearance Temp Flavor Texture
Breakfast  -or-   Lunch/Dinner

1 Meat Soup 4 4 4 4
2 Eggs Salad 4 4 4 4
3 Starch Entrée 4 4 4 4
4 Cereals Vegetable 4 4 4 4
5 Pastry Starch 4 4 4 4
6 Juices/Milk Dessert 4 4 4 4
7 Fruit Bread 4 4 4 4

28 28 28 28

Total Points 112

6.25

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

C - Leftovers for all 
Food Items Were 
Accounted For

0.25
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(4) Inventory Validity Worksheet-10% of Full Inventory 
(50% Dry, 25%Frozen, and 25% Chill) 

FIC - Nomenclature and NSN
FSM System Quantity  

PI Quantity 
Actual 

INV 
Count

Adjustments  
(loss or gain)

95% Validity  
Yes or NO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

NOTE: Line Item Validity - System Quantity value minus 
Adjustment value divided by System Quantity value 
multiple by 100 or PI Quantity (Actual Inventory Count) 
divided by System Quantity.
Total number of inventoried items divided by correctly 
matched inventoried items equals actual inventory validity.  

95% to 100% = 50 Points    
80% to 95% = 25 Points      
79% and below = 0 Points 

Total Points 0
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(5) NAVSUP Form 1359 Worksheet (most recent two 
quarters) Reference:  NAVSUP P-486 Y/N Quarter (1)       3 

Points Each
Quarter (2)

3 Points Each

1 NAVSUP Form 1359 is included in the FSO's retained 
returns.  VOL I, CH 7, 7003

2 Disposition of surcharges for meals sold from the GM was 
properly accounted for.   VOL I, CH 7, 7002.3

3
The total dollar amount reported on the "Sales" and 
"Surcharges, O&MN" lines agrees with the amount 
reported in the “Certification” section.

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.2b

4 The Certification block includes the Disbursing Officer 
Symbol and CV number.  VOL I, CH 7, 7002.2b

5
Undeposited sales at the beginning of the month/patrol 
cycle (line 1) equal the entry on line (5) of the previous 
NAVSUP Form 1359.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.3

6

Undeposited Sales end of Month (line 5) equals the total 
dollar value of all cash on hand that is undeposited and 
uncollected and/or vouchers representing cash in the 
FSO's accountability file.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.3

7

The Cash Deposited with the Disbursing Officer equals the 
total value of all deposits made with the Disbursing Officer 
during the month as recorded in NAVSUP Form 470 and 
agrees with the value contained in the Certification block of 
NAVSUP Form 1359.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.3

8
Rations fed by category were extracted from the 
Recapitulation of Meal Record (1292) Ashore or from 
NAVSUP Form 338 Afloat.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.3

9 Ration credits annotated with a “1/” are supported by a 
Certification of Rations Issued form.    VOL I, CH 7, 7002.9

10 Rations Fed caption does not exceed Rations Allowed 
caption. (Afloat only)  VOL I, CH 7, 7002.3, 7002.6

11
The Sale of GM Meals (excluding surcharge) equals the 
Sum of the Value of the Meals Sold caption on DD Form 
1544 and NAVSUP Form 1046.

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.3

12 The Sale of Bulk Food Items equals the sum of all sales of 
food items from the GM.  VOL I, CH 7, 7002.3

13
Cash overages and shortages (including thefts) of $10 or 
less generated during the month are explained by a memo 
on the reverse side of NAVSUP Form 1359.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.3

14

Inventory Brought Forward caption on the “Receipts” 
section of the NAVSUP Form 367 equals the Inventory 
(Balance Brought Forward) on the “Receipts” section of 
NAVSUP Form 1359 submitted for the previous period. 

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.4
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15

Total Receipts with Charge during the reporting period 
agree with the total receipt with charge values on NAVSUP 
Form 367 and NAVSUP Form 1336 annotated with an (*) 
in the left hand side of the value column of the NAVSUP 
Form 367. This number equals the total of receipts in the 
Receipts with Charge File.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.4

16

Total Receipts without Charge during the reporting period 
agree with the total receipt without out charge values on 
NAVSUP Form 367 and NAVSUP Form 1336 annotated 
with an (*) in the left hand side of the Value column of the 
NAVSUP Form 367. This number equals the total value of 
receipts in the Receipts Without Charge File.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.4

17

The Food Cost caption on the Expenditure section of  
NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the Issue to the General Mess 
in the Value column on the Expenditure section of the 
NAVSUP Form 367. 

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.5

18

The Survey caption on the Expenditure section of 
NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the total Loss with Surveys in 
the Value column on the Expenditure section of NAVSUP 
Form 367. 

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.5

19

The Loss Without Survey caption on the Expenditure 
section of NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the total Loss 
without Surveys in the Value column on the Expenditure 
section of NAVSUP Form 367. 

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.5

20

The Bulk Sales caption on the Expenditure section of 
NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the total Bulk Sales in the 
Value column on the Expenditure section of NAVSUP 
Form 367. 

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.5

21

The Transfer with Reimbursement caption on the 
Expenditure section of NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the 
total Transfers with Reimbursement in the Value column 
on the Expenditure section of NAVSUP Form 367. 

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.5

22

The Transfer without Reimbursement caption on the 
Expenditure section of NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the 
total Transfers without Reimbursement in the Value 
column on the Expenditure section of NAVSUP Form 367. 

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.5

23

The Inventory (Balance on Hand) caption on the 
Expenditure section of NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the 
Inventory in the Value column on the Expenditure section 
of NAVSUP Form 367.

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.5

25

The Price Adjustment caption on the Expenditure section 
of NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the Price Adjustment in the 
Value column on the Expenditure section of NAVSUP 
Form 367. A Price Adjustment that exceeds 10% of the 
Food Cost for the month is explained on the reverse side of 
the NAVSUP Form 1359.

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.5

26
Current Basic, Special, and Supplemental Allowances as 
listed in NAVSUPNOTE 7330 series are entered in the 
appropriate allowance sections.          

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.7

27
The Stores Consumed caption in the "Expenditure" section 
of NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the summary of issues 
report NAVSUP Form 1059.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.5, 7002.7

28
The following signatures were entered on NAVSUP Form 
1359: (1) XO/Personnel Officer certifying rations allowed 
(Afloat only) figure, (2) LCS, (3) FSO.  

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.2, 7002.9

29 100 percent of the Over/Under issue value is carried 
forward from the previous month with the exceptions noted.  VOL I, CH 7, 7002.10

30 Reporting over issues are in accordance with current 
NAVSUP Policy.  VOL I, CH 7, 7002.11

31 NAVSUP Form 1359 and required substantiating 
documents are assembled properly.  VOL I, CH 7, 7002

32
Stores Consumed minus food cost if any difference in 
excess of 2 percent have been investigated by FSO and 
LCS.

 VOL I, CH 7, 7002.7

Sub Totals 0 0

Worksheet Total 0
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(6) Food Service Operations Check List  R  eference:  NAVSUP P-486

Audit and Review

1 Head count procedures are reviewed to ensure the
following:  VOL I, CH 2, 2303

a. NAVSUP Form 1291 is serialized and the heading
completed before meal time to maintain control and to
prevent loss or misuse of forms.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2303

b. NAVSUP Form 1291 contains the surname and meal
pass number of each meal recipient, except in the case of
transient personnel who must furnish their Command or
unit name in addition to their surname and meal pass
number.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2303

c. All signatures contained on NAVSUP Form 1291 are in
ink.  VOL I, CH 2, 2303

d. Signatures, legible meal pass numbers, and legible 
activity designator (when applicable) are on NAVSUP Form
1291.  Signatures are obtained on DD Form 1544 for cash 
sales of meals.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2303

e. The Master at Arms (MAA) properly verifies that all meal 
patrons are eligible to pass through the serving line.  The 
MAA is authorized in writing by the FSO to supervise the 
signing of NAVSUP Form 1291.  MAAs are not required for 
ashore galleys using t

VOL I, CH 1, 1108
VOL I, CH 2, 2300, 2302, 
2303, 2304  

f. All personnel exhibit a valid meal pass or identification
CAC.  VOL I, CH 2, 2302

g. Immediately after securing the serving line, the Master at 
Arms (MAA) assembles NAVSUP Forms 1291 and draws 
an ink line below the last name on each form. The MAA 
determines the total number of signatures for each
category and prepares the NAVSUP Form 1292.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2303

h. When groups are fed under mass feeding conditions,
the MDMAA verifies that the number of persons in the
group agrees with the number on NAVSUP Form 1292 (the
MDMAA verifyies by counting personnel present in mass
feeding groups).

 VOL I, CH 2, 2306

i. NAVSUP Form 1292 entries for on-duty food service
personnel do not include personnel receiving commuted
rations.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2306

j. NAVSUP Form 1292 entries for contract food service
personnel do not contain a number exceeding the actual
number of personnel on duty during a meal period.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2306

k. The GM cashier computes and enters the appropriate
total number of meals (including meals for contract
personnel) in the Cash Sales block of NAVSUP Form
1292. All cashiers that collect cash on a given day sign the
second signature line of NAVSUP Form

 VOL I, CH 2, 2304

Comments
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I. NAVSUP Form 1292 grand totals and ration credits for
each meal are properly computed by the recordskeeper
and signed by the recordskeeper on the third signature line
certifying the totals.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2304

m. At the end of each month, a monthly NAVSUP Form
1292 is prepared from the accumulated daily NAVSUP
Forms 1291, NAVSUP Forms 1292, and DD Forms 1544.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2305

n. FSO submits the monthly NAVSUP Form 1292 and DD
Forms 1544 with the daily NAVSUP Forms 1292 and
supporting NAVSUP Forms 1291 to the station audit
board.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2305

o. Only personnel entitled to rations-in-kind are permitted
to eat at government expense.  VOL I, CH 2, 2000

p. Only personnel authorized to purchase meals for cash or
on a credit basis (contract personnel) are purchasing
meals.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2001

q. Meals furnished to contract food service personnel are
properly accounted for.  VOL I, CH 2, 2003

r. The Certification of Rations Issued form is prepared
when applicable.  VOL I, CH 2, 2003

s. Certifications are prepared in the proper format.  VOL I, CH 2, 2003

t. The FSO is properly advised by the Executive/Personnel
Officer Afloat of the expected number of rations allowed for
all categories of personnel.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2002

u. Personnel Support Detachment (PERSUPPDET) or the 
Command performing personnel and administrative 
functions is responsible for issue and control of Meal
Passes (NAVSUP Form 1105) if used.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2002

v. Meal Passes (NAVSUP Form 1105) are pre-serialized.  VOL I, CH 2, 2002

w. Issue procedures for NAVSUP Form 1105 are
adequate.  VOL I, CH 2, 2002

x. Recall and loss procedures for NAVSUP Form 1105 are
adequate.  VOL I, CH 2, 2002

y. Meal count conversion factors used to determine ration
credits agree with the applicable conversion factors
contained in the current NAVSUPNOTE 7300.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2500

Monetary Control Procedures

1 Cash collection and handling procedures are reviewed to
ensure the following:

 VOL I, CH 2, 2002, 2003 

a. On-hand cash funds are current. Cash is counted in the
presence of the collection agent using the cash verification
sheet contained toward the end of Appendix I. It is
determined whether the count agrees with GM cash
records and the change fund advanc

 VOL I, CH 2, 2002, 2003 

b. Cashiers and collection agents have adequate
safekeeping facilities for funds, and these facilities are
properly safeguarded.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2202

c. Funds are deposited properly and deposit records are
properly certified.  VOL I, CH 2, 2202

d. Proper signatures are in the Cash Receipt Book
(NAVSUP Form 470).  VOL I, CH 2, 2202

e. Collections for the sale of bulk food items are received in
a timely manner.  VOL I, CH 6, 6304

f. Collections for the sale of meals on a credit basis are
received in a timely manner. A detailed breakdown is
provided of all undeposited sales from the last monthly
NAVSUP Form 1359 with age of accounts.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2201

g. Daily records are maintained on the sale of meals.  VOL I, CH 2, 2201
h. Overages and shortages in cash are properly
administered.  VOL I, CH 2, 2201

i. Overages and shortages are investigated and corrective
actions taken to prevent reoccurrence.  VOL I, CH 2, 2201

j. The change fund is properly administered.  VOL I, CH 2, 2202
k. Funds are verified and audited at least once each month
on different dates and at unannounced times.  VOL I, CH 2, 2202

2 Sales procedures are reviewed to ensure the following:  VOL I, CH 6, 6300/6301

a. The authority for the sale of food items is properly
documented.  VOL I, CH 6, 6301
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b. The authority for sale of meals is properly documented.  VOL I, CH 6, 6301

c. The Cash Meal Payment Book (DD Form 1544) is used
to document cash sales of meals.  VOL I, CH 2, 2201

d. NAVSUP Form 1046 is properly maintained when the
sale of meals on a credit basis is authorized by NAVSUP.  VOL I, CH 2, 2201

e. Basic charges and surcharges for meals purchased from
the GM are at the rates issued in a Naval message from
NAVSUP 432.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2200

f. Sale prices on food items are properly administered.  VOL I, CH 6, 6306

g. Sales of meals to civilian contract food service
personnel are properly documented, and the contractor
properly reimburses these sales.

 VOL I, CH 2, 2303

 Receipt, Inspection and Storage Procedures

1 Review and evaluate procedures for receiving and storing
subsistence items giving special attention to the following:  VOL I, CH 5, 5100

a. The quality of receipt check-in and/or inspection.  VOL I, CH 5, 5101, 5103
b. The storage and safekeeping of subsistence, particularly
evaluating controls over limited storage life items whose
use beyond the recommended storage periods may involve
hazards to health.

 VOL I, CH 5, 5704

c. The processing of required paperwork to ensure prompt
and proper recording of quantities received and unit prices.  VOL I, CH 5, 5400

d. The identification and disposal of unsatisfactory food
items and their prescribed reporting by use of the
Unsatisfactory Material Report (Subsistence) (DD Form
1608). The effectiveness of the action taken to prevent
future receipt of unsatisfactory it

 VOL I, CH 5, 5205, 5300, 
5301

2 Key handling procedures for food service spaces is
reviewed and evaluated as follows:  VOL I, CH 1, 1202

a. The grand master key for food service spaces is in the
custody of the Supply Officer.  VOL I, CH 1, 1202

b. The master and duplicate keys are maintained in
accordance with current requirements.  VOL I, CH 1, 1202

c. Original keys to food service spaces are handled in
accordance with existing requirements.  VOL I, CH 1, 1202

Internal Management Control

1

Internal management control procedures for issue of food
items from storeroom to galley and for disposition of
prepared and unprepared leftovers are reviewed and
evaluated.

VOL I, CH 6, 6101
VOL I, CH 3, 3003

a. NAVSUP Form 1282 is used for issue and turn-in.  VOL I, CH 6, 6101
b. The document number control log is used; breakout
documents are pre-serialized.  VOL I, CH 6, 6101

c. The Senior Culinary Specialist on duty before issue
approves breakout documents.  VOL I, CH 6, 6101

d. Responsible personnel sign NAVSUP Form 1282 at the
time of issue or turn-in.  VOL I, CH 6, 6101

e. Unprepared (unopened) food items are returned to the
storeroom for credit.  VOL I, CH 6, 6101

f. Food Preparation Worksheet (NAVSUP Form 1090) is
properly prepared; a document number is assigned.  VOL I, CH 3, 3003

g. NAVSUP Form 1090 is reviewed by the FSO; the
original is retained in the accountability file.  VOL I, CH 3, 3003
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(7) Cash Verification Worksheet Reference:  NAVSUP P-486

(8) NAVSUP Form 1359 Verification Reference:  NAVSUP P-486, 
VOL I, CH 2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Verify that the undeposited balance fund under the “Cash Statement” section of NAVSUP Form 1359 represents the value of undeposited 
sales on the preceding month’s NAVSUP Form 1359.

Verify that the total of lines (2) through 14 equals line 15 under “Ration Breakdown” on NAVSUP Form 1359.

Verify that each of the categories under “Ration Breakdown” on NAVSUP Form 1359 can be traced to the monthly NAVSUP Form 1292.
Verify that the grand total of rations, line 16 on NAVSUP Form 1359, is the same as the total ration credit on the monthly NAVSUP Form 1292.

Verify that other sales of meals under the “Cash Statement” section of NAVSUP Form 1359, includes a total of overage/shortages with a 
memo on the reverse side stating the cause.  NOTE:  Approval must be received from NAVSUP N432 if the dollar value exceeds $5.00.

Verify that the cash deposited with the Disbursing Officer line under the cash statement section of NAVSUP Form 1359 equals the cash 
received by the Disbursing Officer under the “Certification” section (except for rounding).
Verify that the amounts reflected on the three Lines of the “Accounting Classification” section equal the total cash received by the Disbursing 
Officer under the “Certification” section.  NOTE:  The third line of the “Accounting Classification” section replaces DD Form 1131 for surcharge 
deposits to O&MN appropriation.

Cash Verification Worksheet

In the possession of:    . . 
(Name)  

 . .
(Title) (Location)  

. .
    Denomination         No.        Amount Denomination        No.        Amount

Bills:  $100 . Coins: $1.00 .
            50 . 0.50 . 
            20 . 0.25 . 
            10 . 0.10 . 
            5 . 0.05 . 
            2 . 0.01 . 
            1 . Total Value of Coins $ . 

Total Value of Bills $ .   Other: $ . 

TOTAL CASH COUNT $ . 

I certify that cash in the amount of $ _________, as listed above, was returned to me intact on this date by 
______________________________ representing the Station Audit Board at ________________________________. 

(Activity)

 . . 
  (Collection Agent) (Date) 
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8

9
10

(9) Food Service Records Audit Sheet Sample  (Page 1 
and Page 2)

Reference:  NAVSUP P-486, 
VOL I, CH 7, 7203

10. Verify that a copy of the monthly cash audit conducted by the FSO is filed with the monthly NAVSUP Form 1359.

Verify that the time period shown in the “Certification” section of the NAVSUP Form 1359 agrees with the time period shown on the top line of 
the report.
Verify that an audit of cash has been conducted by the FSO in accordance with para. 2201.1 b(4) (d) and (e) of NAVSUP P-486.
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Audit Sheet Page 2 Notes
1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8

An amount greater than $10.00 on Line 4 requires NAVSUP approval with supporting documents (such as SF1080/MIPR) submitted to 
NAVSUP.
A new audit monthly audit sheet is required when a corrected report is generated.
Keep original and all corrected NAVSUP Forms 1359 and audit sheets in the accountability file.

If over issue occurs at the end of the FY, see NAVSUP P-486, para 7002.11.
Inventory accuracy of not less than 95%. (P-486, para 7101).
Required Certification Letters/Orders Forwarded to NAVSUP.
Other rations requiring Letter of Certification and Copies of Orders (see Note c above).
Foreign/miscellaneous rations requiring Letter of Certification.
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(9) Food Service Records Audit Sheet Sample

AUDIT SHEET PAGE 1 
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AUDIT SHEET PAGE 2 

a/  If over issue occurs at the end of the FY, see NAVSUP P-486, para 7002.11. 
b/  Inventory accuracy of not less than 95%. (P-486, para 7101). 
c/  Required Certification Letters/Orders Forwarded to NAVSUP. 
Note 1:  Other rations requiring Letter of Certification and Copies of Orders (see Note c above). 
Note 2:  Foreign/miscellaneous rations requiring Letter of Certification. 
Note 3:  An amount greater than $10.00 on Line 4 requires NAVSUP approval with supporting 
documents (such as SF1080/MIPR) submitted to NAVSUP.  

NOTE: A new audit monthly audit sheet is required when a corrected report is generated.   
REMINDER:  Keep original and all corrected NAVSUP Forms 1359 and audit sheets in the 
accountability file. 
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APPENDIX J: 

DISTANCE SUPPORT 

PART A:  DISTANCE SUPPORT FOOD SERVICE RECORDS 
ASHORE FOR AFLOAT LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP 
(LCS)/ZUMWALT CLASS

1000 INTRODUCTION 
1. GENERAL.  This Section defines the scope and responsibilities of activities engaged in
recordskeeping functions for food service ashore.

2. BACKGROUND.  The purpose of Distance Support is to reduce the workload (records) and
to remove Food Service Management System (FSM) responsibilities from afloat units supported
under the distance support concept.  Moving records ashore demonstrates that off-hull
combined financial data reporting, under a single Unit Identification Code (UIC), is feasible and
practical.  This also shall finalize a standard food commodity load plan.  A standard cycle menu
optimizes food service operations across platforms and enhances quality, customer satisfaction,
and control cost with seamless redistribution of residual inventories upon completion of patrol
cycles.  TYCOMs and NAVSUP are committed to providing our forces with nutritious balanced
meals during deployments and to providing the equipment and other supplies needed for
warfighting.

To facilitate the Distance Support program, all receipts and transfers associated with the crew 
turnover process shall be conducted under the ashore records using FSM in the ashore mode.   
Upon the release of the NAVSUP Notice 7330, the Ashore Records Keeper (ARK) shall verify 
allowances and provide the following information to the Immediate Superior In Command (ISIC): 

• Basic Daily Food Allowance (BDFA)
• Activate allowance
• Activate correct prime vendor allowance

1001 MENU PRODUCTION SUPPORT 
The following steps shall ensure that each General Mess (GM) has the current release of the 
Navy menu:    

• Checking that each unit has the most recent version of the cycle menu.
• Printing local NAVSUP Form 1090 (Food Preparation Worksheet in Excel).
• Using the local NAVSUP 1090 (Food Preparation Worksheet) on a daily basis (this is a

requirement for all units).
• Continuing to use the approved cycle menu for meals.  Deviations from the cycle menu

shall be documented and must be kept to a minimum.
• Unit Commands shall conduct quarterly Menu Review Boards and Monthly Menu

Production Boards in accordance with NAVSUP P-486, Vol 1, Chapter 3, Paragraph
3000.1 and Paragraph 3000.2.  Units’ feedback and recommendations shall be
submitted via TYCOM to the LST Ashore FSO for consolidation and submission to
LCSRON and NAVSUP.
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1002 RATIONS IN KIND AND HEADCOUNTS 
Information for RIK and headcounts is discussed below. 

a. Commands.  Commands are authorized 100 percent (RIK) ration credit during
deployment.  The unit is authorized 80 percent of RIK while in port.  The unit shall submit
daily muster reports and maintain an accurate count of personnel embarked upon
departure and shall communicate this to the ARK and any subsequent changes from
embarks/debarks.

b. Personnel Receiving BAS.  All personnel receiving BAS shall be charged for all meals
in accordance with NAVSUP P-486, Vol 1, Chapter 2, Part E 2400.1-.4.

c. Ashore Recordskeeper (ARK).  The ARK shall batch post 100 percent enlisted RIK
headcounts from deployed units monthly.

d. The Unit.  The unit shall maintain NAVSUP Form 1090 (Food Preparation Worksheet)
including data collection on headcounts and calculations of acceptability factors.  The
unit shall collect orders and /or the sailing list for ROTC and Naval Academy, and
provide a copy of the orders/roster to the ARK for entering headcounts into FSM.  ARK
shall retain orders or roster in the accountability file.

1003 ACCOUNTABLE ASHORE AND UNIT FOOD SERVICE OFFICER 
1. GENERAL.  The Ashore FSO (FSO) and Unit DDG1K shall be a Supply Officer (SUPPO)
(3100, 7520, 651) or a qualified equivalent federal government employee.  The FSO shall be
designated in writing by the Commanding Officer (CO) and shall be held accountable for GM
operations.  When a qualified SUPPO is not available to assume the duties of the FSO, a
written request must be forwarded to NAVSUP via TYCOM.

2. NAVSUP FSO Request.  All requests must state the following:
• Why a qualified FSO is not available?
• When did the FSO billet become vacant?

3. ACCOUNTABILITY AND CONTROL.  All food entrusted to the Ashore FSO belongs to the
subsistence account for which the Naval Bureau of Personnel Command is held personally and
legally responsible (under Title 31, U.S. Code Section 1517) as the operating budget holder.
Food Service Division (NAVSUP N432) manages subsistence funding and policy.  Therefore,
the FSO is responsible for the following:

• Exercising authority to approve food orders and to ensure that all receipt files include the
following:
o Document number
o National Stock Number
o Nomenclature
o Quantity
o Unit of Issue

• Establishing the accountability file from the first day of the accounting period to maintain
security of all accountable transactions and the substantiating accountable documents.

• Maintaining the accountability file under lock and key (see Appendix A) (FSO duty).
• Ensuring that at the end of the accounting period the accountability file becomes part of

the FSO’s retained returns file.
• Ensuring that the current approved Navy Standard Core Menu (NSCM) is delivered as

written in association with the Master Load List (MLL) of authorized ingredients.
• Reviewing, auditing, and signing the GM returns.
• Being financially accountable and responsible for all GM operations.
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• Encouraging use of the Navy Food Management Team (NFMT) and Afloat Training
Group (ATG).

4. FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND CONTROL.  All food entrusted to the Unit FSO
belongs to the subsistence account for which the Naval Bureau of Personnel Command is held
personally and legally responsible under Title 31, U.S. Code Section 17, as the operating
budget holder.  Food Service Division (NAVSUP N432) manages subsistence funding and
policy.  FSOs are responsible for the following:

• Ensuring that all GM food stocks are issued and served in fulfillment of the ration
entitlement or disposed of properly.

• Ensuring that the Leading Culinary Specialist properly prepares the Food Preparation
Worksheet (NAVSUP Form 1090).

• Ensuring that approved recipe cards are used in accordance with the NSCM.
• Making Menu changes to subsistence support and operational commitments (GQ, FLT

QTRS, RAS, and galley closure).
• Being financially accountable and responsible for all GM operations.
• Working under the authority of the LCSRON Supply Officer for proper and efficient

operation of the GM.
• Ensuring that all food service personnel receive the proper training in their appointed

position with a clear understanding of their responsibilities.
• Taking all practical and necessary actions to protect the food and checks entrusted to its

care including the following:
o Ensuring that provisions received meet the highest quality standards
o Reporting packaging deficiencies to the TYCOM and NAVSUP immediately via

Report of Discrepancy (SF 364).  Photos shall be submitted with SF Forms 364
whenever practical.

o Encouraging use of the Navy Food Management Team (NFMT) and the Afloat
Training Group (ATG).

5. INSTRUCTIONS FOR FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL.  The Unit FSO shall prepare safety,
sanitary, and operating instructions for equipment use, food preparation, and maintenance of
spaces as outlined below.  All instructions concerning safety, operation of equipment, and
sanitation shall be prominently posted near the equipment or function to which they pertain.

6. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.  The Unit Food Service Officer assigns duties to personnel
based on their rate, ability, training, and aptitude.  Other personnel duties of the Food Service
Officer include the following:

• Assigning strikers for the food service division.
• Recommending advancements in rating.
• Assigning evaluation marks.
• Maintaining an on-the-job training program for all food service personnel.
• Ensuring that Command programs to recognize outstanding food service personnel are

established.
• Understanding EDVR and/or Ship’s Manning Document (SMD).
• Maintaining specified NECs in accordance with the Food Service Operation/EDVR.

7. SANITATION, ORDERLINESS, AND UPKEEP.  The Unit FSO will be held responsible for
food borne illness resulting from improper or careless preparation, serving, or storage of food as
follows:
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• All food service personnel must receive initial and refresher courses in sanitation in
accordance with SECNAV instructions.

• Rules and regulations for general cleanliness, equipment and utensil sanitation, clean
working uniforms, properly storing material, and sanitary procedures for preparing and
serving food must be strictly enforced.

• Weekly inspections of all food service personnel shall be conducted.  This includes a
daily walk-through of food service spaces in accordance with NAVMED P-5010-1.

• The Type/Regional Commander NSCM-approved menu must be reviewed, and meals
must be prepared and served in an appetizing manner and prepared following the AFRS
Cards or suggested manufacturer’s cooking instructions in accordance with product
instructions on the Food Preparation Worksheet (NAVSUP Form 1090).

• The Port Engineer or Engineering Officer must approve the proper maintenance, repairs,
or alterations of all spaces and equipment in the food service division’s assigned areas.

• Every effort must be made to improve the appearance and general working conditions of
the facilities and equipment.  Technical and financial support from NFMT, ATG,
LCSRON, TYCOM, and NAVSUP must be requested when needed.

• A positive and effective relationship must be maintained with Command to support
equipment and facility maintenance, allocation of manpower, and coordination of special
requirements.

• The use of the Navy Food Management Team (NFMT) and Afloat Training Group (ATG)
shall be encouraged.

1004 CASH COLLECTION 
This Section discusses maintaining records for cash collections. 

a. FSO/SUPPO Records.  The unit’s FSO/SUPPO shall maintain records for meals sold for
cash and meals sold on a credit basis through the following:
• Ensuring that meals sold for cash are documented properly using the electronic

NAVSUP Form 1046 to account for meals consumed by visiting officers and civilian
guests.

• Using electronic NAVSUP Form 1046 and collecting payment from the visiting
personnel before their departure from the ship.

• Coordinating with the Ashore FSO to make sale of meal deposits.
• Submitting all funds collected for all cash sales for individual meals and the sale of

bulk subsistence items to the LST accountable FSO.
• A NAVSUP 1359 created by the ARK shall be used to make all deposits with

Personnel Support Detachment (PSD).
b. ARK Duties.  The ARK shall verify that the sale-of-meal rates are updated from one

calendar to the other in FSM.
c. Cash and RIK Data.  All cash and RIK data shall be provided to the ARK by the 25th of

September of the appropriate calendar year.  This is essential for the ARK to close out
properly.

d. Cash Sales and Head Count Numbers.  All cash sales and head count numbers shall be
accounted for by the end of December at the old sale of meal rate and provided in the
monthly message to the ARK.

e. Cash Sales.  Cash sales shall be batch-posted at the end of each month in FSM based
on the numbers provided via the Unit’s NAVSUP Form 1046 and DD Form 1131.

f. All officers and ship riders must create an Eagle Cash Card or account or complete
payment using a personal check payable to the FSO/U.S. Treasury.  No cash
collections are authorized for the sales of meals onboard LCS platforms.
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1005 LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
This Section establishes Logistics Operations policies and guidelines in support of the Distance 
Support Program for minimally-manned ships.  The FSO is the Core Crew Supply Officer.  The 
Supply Officer’s duties and responsibilities include the following: 

• General supervision of food service operations.
• Issuing instructions that set food service safety, precautions, sanitary regulations, and

equipment operating instructions.
• Overseeing management of a ship’s budget Operating Target (OPTAR).
• Ensuring that obligated amounts and Logistic Support Team (LST) execution is within

fiscal constraints.
• Coordinating with the LST to ensure Littoral Combat Ship Squadron (LCSRON)

maintains a clear picture of budgetary and logistics issues for each LCS.
• Submitting annual Financial Management Plan and OPTAR augment requests to

Commander Naval Surface Forces (CNSF) N00F.

1006 LCS REQUISITIONS AND RECEIPTS 
The following steps constitute the procedure for processing requisitions and receipts: 

• Execute Endurance, Sustainability, and/or Reverse Endurance functions.  Create
replenishment and submitting as preliminary orders allowing ships three days to provide
feedback (accept/change orders).

• Create ROUGH Prime Vendor Requisition.  The Ashore ARK shall order provisions for
each LCS ship.  If a ship has not submitted a food order request before the required
local area lead-time, a food order shall be submitted by the LST ARK on the ship’s
behalf.

• Prepare and submit a SMOOTH requisition as follows:
o Generate an electronic Prime Vendor Order file.
o Submit the SMOOTH requisition to the appropriate STORES operator.
o Inform the appropriate Logistic Support Representative (LSR) of the requisition.

• Coordinate deliveries, based on a ship’s schedule and location, to have the Prime
Vendor (PV) or other non-PV replenish stores while in homeport, deployed, and at sea.

• Establish and coordinate deliveries with an authorized provision source.  This includes
deliveries with the Contracting Officers Representative (COR) in Non-Navy Ports.

• Inform the ship of Not in Stock (NIS) items.
• The Unit Receipt Inspector shall ensure that all receipts are Financial Improvement and

Audit Readiness (FIAR) compliant.  Each page of the vendor receipts shall be circled
and signed and shall have the printed full name, rate, and date.

• The Unit shall turn in all receipts to the LST ARK within 24 hours for posting in FSM and
in the Document Automation Content Services (DACS) system.

• Receive the subsistence receipt confirmation from the ship.
• Post all receipts.
• Generate NAVSUP Form 1336, file receipts.
• Stowage.

1007 LCS ISSUES TO THE GENERAL MESS 

1. GENERAL.  The Food Item Request/Issue Document (NAVSUP Form 1282) shall be used
to request and record issues and returns of food items from the bulk storeroom to and from the
GM galley.  The Unit FSO shall establish controls to ensure that all documents issued are
accounted for and correct.  Strict accountability shall be exercised over food items at all times to
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 minimize waste and to ensure that items are used for their express purposes.  Unused food 
items (unopened cans and cartons) shall be returned daily to the issue storeroom.  For 
additional information for General Mess Issues refer to NAVSUP P-486, VOL I, Chapter 6, Part B, 
Paragraph 6100 through Paragraph 6103.   

2. LST ARK.  LST ARK shall pre-expend all food using the “issue all” key in FSM on a daily
basis.  This action shall not exceed the BDFA and allowances in accordance with NAVSUP
P-486, APP J, Paragraph 1002 and Paragraph 1010.

1008 LCS INVENTORY
The Unit FSOs shall complete wall-to-wall provision inventories every 90 days during the time of 
crew turnover, galley closure, before galley re-opening, and when requested by Ashore FSO.  
All inventories shall be completed by the ship’s crew and submitted to the Ashore FSO for cost 
analysis.   

The Inventory shall be provided to the ashore ARK within 24 hours of completion.  These 
inventories must include all partial containers of spices, condiments, and other items.  LST 
records are exempt from the 95 percent inventory validity policy.  Full inventories completed 
during the month of October shall be posted in FSM to reconcile inventory discrepancies 
between Unit and ARK that are documented and reflected in FSM as Inventory Adjustments and 
that are retained as part of the monthly closeout in the ashore FSO Accountability file. 

A temporary General Mess closure of 15 days or longer shall submit a GM temporary closure 
letter to NAVSUP via TYCOM in accordance with NAVSUP P-486, Vol 1, Chapter 7, Paragraph 
7304 with a copy to LST Ashore FSO and LCSRON.  Units closing for 30 days or more shall 
transfer all provisions to another distance-supported ship before galley closure.  The pre-
expending process mandates that distance-supported units are authorized only to transfer out to 
another distance-supported unit. 

1009 LCS SURVEYS 
All Surveys (Loss Without Survey and Loss With Survey) shall be reported to the LST Ashore 
FSO within 24 hours.  Unit and Ashore FSOs shall follow survey instructions in accordance with 
NAVSUP P-486 VOL 1, Chapter 6, Paragraph 6000 through Paragraph 6002.  The Surveys 
shall be conducted and recorded as follows: 

• Loss Without Surveys conducted/recorded in the Expenditure Log NAVSUP Form 1334.
• Loss With Surveys shall be conducted and recorded on the Financial Liability

Investigation of property Loss DD Form 200 to provide the required documentation.

1010 LCS OVER AND UNDER ISSUES 
The Over/Under Issue rules outlined in Para 7002.13 of the NAVSUP P-486 apply.  The LST 
Officer, “Accountable” Officer, Ship’s Supply Officer, and the Leading Culinary Specialist are 
responsible for the physical inventory of the food.  The SUPPO and the Leading Culinary 
Specialist on board are responsible to the U.S. Government for maintaining inventory control 
and preventing pilferage. 

1011 LCS RETURNS 
All General Messes (GMs) use accounting procedures whereby activities account for receipts 
and expenditures of food items under a subsistence appropriation.  Under this authority, the GM 
shall submit financial returns monthly using the General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP 
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Form 1359).  The Food Service Management (FSM) system monthly closeouts shall be 
completed and submitted to NAVSUP N432 no later than the 15th day of the month following 
the end of the reporting period.  For additional information for General Mess financial returns 
refer to NAVSUP P-486, VOL I, Chapter 7, Part C and D. 

1012 LCS RETAINED RETURNS 
The following files must be maintained on a daily basis and must be added to the Accountability 
files at the end of the reporting period for retained returns: 

• Locally-Generated Audit Sheet
• NAVSUP Form 1359
• NAVSUP Form 367
• NAVSUP Form 338
• NAVSUP Form 1059
• NAVSUP Form 1544
• NAVSUP Form 1292
• NAVSUP Form 1336
• DD Form 1149
• DD Form 200
• NAVSUP Form 1334
• DD Form 1131
• Standard Form 215 (FRBB Deposit Ticket) (LCS)
• NAVCOMPT Form 470 (Cash Payment Book) (DDG1K)
• Receipt Documents including the following:

o Vendor and Stores Receipt Reports
o MILSTRIP and FIAR Reports/Data
o All substantiating/supporting financial documents required by NAVSUP P-486,

Vol I.
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APPENDIX K 

OPERATIONAL RATIONS 

PART A:  OPERATIONAL RATIONS 
1000 INTRODUCTION 
Navy feeding aboard ship and at ashore General Messes (GMs) generally is accomplished with 
menus developed by TYCOM in conjunction with GM personnel.  These menus, also known as “A 
Ration” menus, use a variety of perishable (chill and freeze storage) and semi-perishable (dry 
storage) food items.  Other types of menus and/or individually packaged rations may be required 
to accommodate battle and/or emergency feeding, planned and/or field mess operations, and 
independent and detached operations. 

1001 FEEDING PLANS AND MODIFIED “A RATION” AND “B RATION” MENUS 
1. BATTLE/EMERGENCY FEEDING PLANS.  Navy activities generally are required to have
battle/emergency feeding plans.  Ashore activities may have an emergency feeding plan for
military personnel and an additional emergency feeding plan for government workers on base and
for the local population in the event of disasters such as hurricanes.  These plans must adhere to
the guidance of the activity’s next level in the Chain of Command.

It is recommended that Navy activities develop their battle and/or emergency feeding plans using 
Modified “A Ration” and “B Ration” menus that use the same perishable and semi-perishable food 
items used for normal feeding.  Generally, emergency feeding shall be done with meals, such as 
snack meals or box lunches, that may be prepared with minimum labor. 

Individually packaged operational rations shall be excluded from battle and/or emergency feeding 
plans and are not to be used for emergency feeding except in accordance with Paragraph 1002 
(below) of this Appendix.   

Except for emergency base-wide and/or community feeding plans, food items are funded by the 
subsistence appropriation, subhead 1453, and carried as part of the GM inventory. 

Stock rotation and consumption plans must be in place to ensure that food is used before its 
expiration. 

2. EMERGENCY BASE-WIDE AND COMMUNITY FEEDING PLANS.  Aspects of these plans
are discussed below.

a. Fund Citation.  Food items for inventories that support ashore emergency base-wide or
community feeding plans shall be requisitioned only upon approval, and with ultimate
charge to funds allocated by, the responsible primary support bureau, Command, or office
(that is, the activity’s operating target budget (OPTAR)).

b. Inventory Level.  Setting the inventory level or an ashore activity’s emergency base-wide
or community feeding plan is the responsibility of the activity’s primary support bureau,
Command, or office.  This inventory shall not be part of the GM’s inventory.  Because of
their potential transfer to the GM, the types and quantities of food items in this inventory
must be coordinated with the GM Food Service Officer (FSO).
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c. Stock Rotation.  Rotation of food items that are stocked to support ashore emergency
base-wide or community feeding plans are the responsibility of the activity and its primary
support bureau, Command, or office.  If food items that have been stocked for such plans
cannot be returned to the source of supply for credit, they may be transferred to an ashore
GM for consumption before their expiration date.  Such transfers shall be done via SF
1080, Voucher for Transfer between Appropriations and/or Funds or via NAVCOMPT
Form 2277, Voucher for Disbursement and/or collections.  The ashore GM shall accept the
inventory only if it can be used in an upcoming event.

d. Accounting Classification.  The accounting classification that is charged shall be the
subsistence appropriation, subhead 1453.  This charge shall be a “receipt with charge” for
the receiving GM.  The accounting classification to be credited shall be provided by the
transferring activity; for example, the OPTAR.

3. MODIFIED “A RATION” MENU PREPARATION.  Modified “A Ration” items are prepared from
a limited number of perishable and semi-perishable easy-to-use food items from normal menus.
These items support operations, such as battle or emergency conditions, when galley cooking
facilities are temporarily shut down or are limited by insufficient manning resources.  Examples of
easy-to-prepare food items are canned ham, tuna, cold cuts, canned fruits, precooked fried
chicken, fresh fruit, salad vegetables, cheese, peanut butter, jam, crackers, juices, and beverages.

4. “B RATION” MENUS.  “B Ration” menus consist of approximately 100 semi-perishable food
items; they generally are used for field operations.  Examples of “B Ration” food items are canned
and dehydrated meats and vegetables, canned fruits, and bakery mixes.  “B Ration” items require
cooking facilities such as field ranges.

1002 INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED OPERATIONAL RATIONS 
1. GENERAL.  Individually packaged operational rations are used to satisfy feeding
requirements for operations that involve unusual circumstances or when it is impractical or
impossible to follow regular feeding routines or practices.  Such circumstances may exist during
amphibious or remote long duration operations such as naval mobile construction operations.

Afloat and ashore personnel who are part of independent and detached operations that are away 
from GMs for a period that exceeds the safety limits of potentially hazardous foods may be fed 
individual operational rations such as meals-ready-to-eat (MREs).  GMs of afloat and ashore units 
are authorized, without obtaining other approvals but adhering to the guidance of their Type 
Commander (TYCOM), to acquire and maintain contingency inventories of MREs for such 
situations. 

Individually packaged operational rations should not be used for emergency feeding unless 
modified “A Ration” menus are impracticable for the circumstances (such as when food safety 
limits would be exceeded). 

Ashore activities that have emergency base-wide or community feeding plans may include 
contingency inventories of packaged operational rations only if authorized by the next level in the 
chain of command.   

The Tri-Service Food Code, NAVMED P-5010-1 provides criteria and guidelines for preparing and 
serving food using proper holding temperatures and provides guidelines for the time period that 
potentially hazardous foods may be considered safe for consumption. 
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2. MEAL, READY-TO-EAT, INDIVIDUAL.  This ration consists of dehydrated and processed
ready-to-eat foods.  Three MREs are needed for one complete ration each day.  Twelve different
menus are packaged in each shipping case.  These rations are expensive, cannot be rotated by
normal demand and issue procedures, and require more semi-perishable storage space than A
Ration and B Ration menu items.  Authorization to purchase MREs must be granted by
appropriate TYCOM/Major Claimant.

3. RATION COLD WEATHER (RCW), INDIVIDUAL.  This provides an operational ration for two
separate operational scenarios.  The Meal, Cold Weather (MCW) is intended for cold weather
feeding; it will not freeze, and it supplies extra drink mixes for countering dehydration during cold
weather activities.  It can be issued at three per day for a complete cold weather ration.  The
MCW is packaged in a white camouflage pouch similar to the RCW.  The Food Packet, Long
Range Patrol (LRP) is a restricted calorie ration meant for special operations where resupply is
not available and weight and volume are critical factors.  It is issued at one per soldier per day for
up to ten days.  The LRP is packaged in a tan camouflage menu pouch similar to the current MRE.

The combined product assembly consists of twelve ration/meals packets per shipping container.  
The weight of each case is approximately 15 pounds and it measures approximately 1.02 cubic 
feet.  The twelve menus contain dehydrated entree items and other accessory items.  Each menu 
provides approximately 1,540 kilocalories (15 percent protein, 35 percent fat, and 50 percent 
carbohydrate).  One menu bag is used for the LRP, which is a restricted calorie ration that is 
designed to be used as one menu bag for one individual per day.  The MCW requires three menu 
bags per person per day and provides 4,500 kilocalories that are necessary to replenish loss of 
energy from exertion in extreme cold. 

4. FUND CITATION.  MREs and MCWs used for independent and detached operations shall be
requisitioned by afloat GMs through Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) using a DD Form 1149,
preferred method.  Fund Code PZ (afloat) shall be used when DD Form 1348-1-A (DoD Single
Line Item Requisition System Document) has to be used.

5. INVENTORY LEVELS.  In addition to regular food items, afloat GMs may stock MREs for
independent and detached operations on a limited scale.  Situations that require MREs generally
occur very infrequently and generally involve a small number of personnel; therefore, the number
of MREs stocked for such situations must be minimized.  The following information provides a
guide for stock levels:

• 40 percent to 50 percent of crew size up to 150: not to exceed 60 MREs/5 boxes
• 30 percent to 40 percent of crew size 151 to 400: not to exceed 120 MREs/10 boxes
• 18 percent to 30 percent of crew size 401 to 1000: not to exceed 240 MREs/20 boxes
• 14 percent to 18 percent of crew size over 1,000: not to exceed 720 MREs/60 boxes

The MRE inventory levels above are based on crew size and may be increased. 

6. STOCK ROTATION (AFLOAT).  Afloat GMs are responsible for rotating MRE contingency
stocks before their expiration.  If the MREs cannot be consumed onboard in time, they shall be
transferred to an activity that shall consume them during planned operations.

7. FUND CITATION.  MREs and MCWs used for independent and detached operations shall be
requisitioned by ashore GMs from Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) using DD Form 1149.  Fund
code PZ shall be used if DD Form 1348-1-A (DoD Single Line Item Requisition System
Document) is used.
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8. INVENTORY LEVEL.  In addition to regular food items, ashore GMs may stock MREs for
independent and detached operations in accordance with Region/TYCOM guidance.  Inventories
of MREs shall be maintained at the level specified by the NMCB Table of Allowance (TA-01)
Group/Assembly Numbers 02461AD/08200 and 02461AE/08200.

9. STOCK ROTATION (ASHORE).  Ashore GMs are responsible for rotating MRE contingency
stocks before their expiration.  If the MREs cannot be consumed in time, they shall be transferred
to an activity that shall consume them during planned operations.

If transfer is not feasible, the MREs shall be consumed in the GM in place of regular rations.  (This 
may be done during battle drill exercises, or the MREs may be offered as an alternative for a 
regular meal). 

10.  NAVAL MOBILE CONSTRUCTION BATTALIONS (NMCB).  NMCBs that operate field mess 
operations and/or independent and detached operations are authorized to feed individually 
packaged operational rations, such as MREs and/or RCWs, when one of the following conditions 
is met:

• There is no resupply or local vendor logistical support available
• The distance from the GM to the field mess operation is such that regular food safety limits 

are exceeded

11.   RECEIPTS.  Receipts of operational rations shall be recorded in the Subsistence 
Ledger (NAVSUP Form 335) and the Record of Receipts and Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 
367) in the same manner as other food items.  If the GM agrees to accept MREs from the base 
contingency inventory to assist in stock rotation, the transfer price shall be at the last receipt price.

12.   EXPENDITURES.  Operational rations shall be expended as stores consumed, 
transfer without charge, sale of bulk food items, or transfer with charge.  Issues to the GM shall 
be at the last receipt price.

13.   ON-SITE CONSUMPTION.  MREs and/or MCWs issued for consumption in the GM shall 
be expended as stores consumed.  Meals may be sold to officers and enlisted personnel in receipt 
of Basic Allowance for Subsistence (BAS) during these scheduled meals.  Payment shall be made 
at the rates set for regular GM meals.

14.   OFF-SITE CONSUMPTION.  MREs and/or MCWs shall be expended when they are 
issued for consumption by personnel (Paragraph 1000 and Paragraph 1002) participating in 
landing operations or remote long duration independent and detached operations.

15.   STORES CONSUMED.  When the GM issues MREs and/or MCWs for consumption, the GM 
will need to claim ration credit for the MREs/MCWs.

16.   TRANSFERS.  When a transfer without reimbursement is conducted between GMs, the 
receiving activity (also an established mess) will claim ration credit for MREs and/or MCWs 
transferred.  The requesting activity shall prepare the DD Form 1149 and shall include the type 
of personnel to be furnished meals.

17.   REQUISITIONING MRES.  MREs requisitioned for field mess or independent and 
detached operations, or to augment inventories to conform to TYCOM/Region guidance, are 
received at the last receipt price.  MREs accepted as a transfer without reimbursement from 
another Navy activity that is rotating its MREs are received at the last receipt price.  Such MREs 
shall be consumed in accordance with the procedures for on-site or off-site consumption at the last 
receipt price. 
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18.   MONETARY ALLOWANCES.  Meals fed as operational rations shall be counted, 
converted, and reported for ration credit in the same manner as ration credit is allowed for 
regular rations. MREs are charged at the last receipt price.  Boxes of 12 MREs shall be 
converted to four rations when fed.  Using this methodology, GMs shall not have their operating 
cost adversely affected by the premium cost of MREs.

19.  CASH, BULK, AND VOUCHER SALES.  Cash, bulk, and voucher sales are discussed below.
a. Cash Sales.  GMs shall use the sale of meal rates included in NAVSUPNOTE 7330 for 

cash sales of all operational rations.
b. Bulk Sales.  Rates charged for bulk sales of food items for modified “A Ration” and “B 

Ration” menus and individually packaged operational rations such as MREs, shall be at 
the last receipt price.

c. Voucher Sales.  When a GM sells meals or bulk food that are to be paid by Standard Form 
1080, Voucher for Transfers between Appropriations and/or Funds, the GM must create a 
voucher citing the collection and the disbursement accounting classifications in 
accordance with NAVSUPNOTE 7330.  SF Form 1080 is not complete for processing until 
it includes the accounting classification of the office receiving funds, the signature of the 
authorized administrative/certifying officer of the office charged, and the accounting 
classification of the office charged.  DD Form 1149 is not sufficient for this purpose; it shall 
be used only as proof of transfer.

20.   SURVEYS OF MREs.  Surveys of MREs shall be completed in the same manner as 
other food items in accordance with Paragraph 6000 through Paragraph 6002.  MREs should 
not be surveyed except in unusual circumstances.  Before their expiration, they should be 
consumed or transferred for consumption during field mess or independent and detached 
operations or consumed in the GM in place of regular rations. 

Six months before their expiration a determination must be made whether or not the outdated 
MREs are fit for human consumption.  MREs should be disposed of only if they are determined to 
be unfit for human consumption; age alone does not mean the MREs must be disposed of.  
Outdated MREs that are suspected to be unfit must be inspected by an authorized Medical 
Representative who must provide a written statement substantiating a determination of unfitness 
for human consumption that must accompany any disposal loss claims. 

1003 FIELD MESS OPERATIONS 

1. GENERAL.  Afloat and ashore personnel who are part of field mess operations away from
GMs for periods exceeding safety limits of potentially hazardous foods may be fed individually
packaged operational rations such as MREs and/or MCWs.  Afloat and ashore GMs that support
such personnel are authorized to acquire and maintain appropriate inventories of MREs and/or
RCWs following the guidance of the GM’s next level in the chain of command.  Establishment of a
field mess requires the approval of the GM’s next level in the chain of command including the
Regional Commander/Regional FSO (FSO).  Notification or establishment of a field mess shall be
provided to BUPERS who shall provide financial authorization and guidance.

2. ORDERING PROCEDURES.  Orders shall be created in the FSM system using DD Form
1149.  Currently, a Requisition Routing Sheet (see Figure K-1 below) must be used with all DD
Forms 1149 generated for the preferred Prime Vendor (PV) method.
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To prevent unauthorized commitments, all orders outside the PV must be obligated by 
BUPERS before the Command can process the order with DLA. Urgent requests are 
processed in a timelymanner with TYCOM’s support when the forms are filled out correctly.  
The form is a PDF with fillable and drop down sections; signatures must be signed digitally. 

3. INVENTORY LEVEL.  Inventories of MREs and MCWs shall be maintained only if the
frequency of planned operations ensures their consumption before their expiration.  If timely
consumption is not possible, only the required number of MREs and/or MCWs should be
requisitioned for a particular planned operation.

4. STOCK ROTATION.  If inventories of MREs and MCWs are maintained, rotation shall be by
consumption during planned operations before their expiration.
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Figure K-1 
Requisition Routing Sheet 
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APPENDIX L 

TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS 

PART A: TRAINING 
1000 GENERAL 
Properly educated and trained personnel form the foundation of an efficient and effective 
food service operation.  An active training program facilitates better personnel 
performance and an improved operation in terms of production and quality of service to 
customers.  An effective training program affords galley personnel a better opportunity 
for advancement, reinforces food service fundamentals, and aligns galley personnel with 
their industry counterparts.   

Training and maintenance programs must be carefully planned, executed, controlled, 
and documented.  Because lack of time is a constant in every Command and there 
rarely is time to attend shore-based schools, attention must be paid to the training 
available in individual Commands, and time must be carefully allocated to satisfy food 
service training and maintenance requirements.   

The information in this Chapter aids in formulating and maintaining an effective food 
service training program.  Training support is available by contacting NAVSUP Food 
Service Division.  See NAVSUP P-476 for an updated list of NAVSUP N432 personnel. 

1001 DIVISION TRAINING PROGRAM 
1. FOOD SERVICE TRAINING.  This Section provides information on organizing a
local food service training program.  Each local Command determines the contents of a
training program based on its own needs.

A comprehensive training program must include a variety of delivery methods including 
the following:  

• lectures
• demonstrations
• hands-on application in conjunction with on-the-job training
• capitalizing on teachable moments
• videos as supplemental reinforcement
• schools and correspondence courses when applicable

When organizing a training program, it is important to remember that training is a means 
to an end; the program’s objectives must form the foundation of the program.  Specific 
goals and objectives must take into account the needs of the food service operation 
and/or the Command’s Culinary Specialists (CSs).  The following tools may be useful 
when establishing a program to meet the goals and objectives of the Division:  

• Instructor aids
• Training methods
• Training aids
• Curriculum
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• Lesson planning
• Records and schedules

2. RECORDING TRAINING.  Training must be recorded using a procedure that is
simple but thorough.  Individual training packages and folders shall be structured and
maintained according to the guidelines of the individual ships, Type Commander
(TYCOM), and Chief of Navy Education and Training (CNET).  The following information
is the minimum that should be kept on file by the Divisional Training Petty Officer:

• Record of food handler’s physical exam.
• Food handler’s training log.
• Job rotation log.
• Record of training accomplished.
• Copies of profile sheets of exams completed.
• Personal Qualifications Standards (PQS) for General Mess (GM) operations.
• All other information considered pertinent by the Food Service Officer (FSO).

1002 INSTRUCTOR AIDS 
1. GENERAL.  The suggestions given below will help upgrade and improve the level of
instruction in a formal training program.  The Food Service Division's Petty Officers, who
may have had little formal training in instructing, are responsible for instruction.  Various
aids are available for all CSs to become proficient in instructor training.

2. INSTRUCTOR TRAINING SCHOOLS.  These schools develop the skills and
confidence required of good instructors.  Recommend one or more Petty Officers be
sent to an Instructor Training School.

3. NAVY INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY (NAVEDTRA 134A).  The Navy Instructional
Theory manual may be used as a textbook for the inexperienced instructor.  Each FSO
should read the manual and make it available to the Petty Officers.

4. TRAINING SESSIONS.  The first step in establishing a training program is to
schedule sessions for instructors.  Each instructor must learn the principles of learning
discussed below.

a. Self-Motivation.  When self-motivation for training is not present, the instructor
must provide the motivation that is essential to learning through methods such as
self-satisfaction, promotion, and recognition.

b. Various Training Methods.  The learning process is enhanced considerably by
using various training methods such as displays, mockups, movies, slides, and
other audiovisual aids.  .

c. Facts.  The instructor must be sure of the facts.  It is more difficult to unlearn and
relearn than to learn correctly the first time.

d. Time to Learn.  The instructor must provide time for the trainees to practice what
they have learned.

e. Relationship.  The relationship the instructor establishes with trainees is an
important ingredient towards learning and retention.

f. Different Learning Styles.  The instructor must recognize that people have
different learning styles and must adapt to ensure that all members of the
class/session are gaining the knowledge and skill to meet the training objective

g. Quizzes as Metrics.  The impact of the lesson presentations should be measured
with summary quizzes or performance demonstrations.
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h. Examples and Demonstrations.  Instructors shall provide trainees with an
example or demonstration related to the training session to demonstrate
competency.

The problem of the lack of qualified instructors may be partly solved by using instructors 
from other divisions for damage control, first aid, and firearms training.  The FSO should 
arrange with other Division Officers for the services of their personnel to perform 
specialized training. 

1003 TRAINING METHODS 
1. GENERAL.  Most of the sessions listed in the Section on “Curriculum” can be taught
by lecture; however, this method must be combined with a demonstration with hands-on
applications.  It is important that the applicable equipment, small wares, records,
reference materials, and other supporting information are available.  On-the-job training
frequently is the most effective method of training because many professional topics
correspond to actual job requirements.  The following subparagraphs provide specific
information on the training methods of lecture, demonstration, and on-the-job training.

2. LECTURE.  The lecture is the transfer of information from the instructor and resource
to the trainee; it can be a quick transfer of information to review previous lectures or to
deliver new information.  Lectures must be well organized, follow a logical progression,
and be delivered by someone knowledgeable on the subject matter.  Solely reading from
a prepared statement or PowerPoint presentation is not an effective method for
providing information.

The lecture method is particularly useful in giving trainees background information in 
subject areas before on-the-job training.  Lectures may be delivered during quarters or 
on turnover days.  For example, a course on bread making covers topics such as baking 
theory, the effects of time, and the conditions to which the bread dough is subjected.  
These topics may be covered by a lecture; however, a demonstration or on-the-job 
training should follow soon after to enhance the trainee’s retention of the material. 

3. DEMONSTRATION.  Demonstration emphasizes a specific subject.  Demonstration
promotes interest through observation and stimulates faster attainment of skills.
Demonstration requires prior planning and organization; everything that is part of the
demonstration must be ready.  It is critical that the instructor is proficient in the subject
matter to ensure credibility and the transfer of correct knowledge.  The demonstrator
should rehearse before a knowledgeable person who can determine whether the
presentation achieves its goals.  This method is suitable for teaching trainees equipment
operation; how to prepare reports, requisitions, or similar forms; and how to perform
other duties that have a set procedure or standard.  When a lecture precedes the
demonstration, sufficient information must be presented during the lecture to familiarize
trainees with the subject and to prepare them for the demonstration.  The instructor must
be concise with each step of the demonstration and must show how each step is
relevant to the overall operation.  The instructor shall ask questions periodically to judge
whether trainees understand the demonstrated steps.  Everyone must understand all the
material and steps covered.  A practice session should be conducted after the
demonstration for trainees to put into practice what they have learned.
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4. ON-THE-JOB TRAINING.  On-the-job training (OJT) is done spontaneously while a
trainee is engaged in normal work activity.  OJT is an informal opportunity to engage
with the trainee and staff.  A good instructor or mentor recognizes a teachable moment
and turns it into a positive opportunity rather than one that turns into an embarrassing
situation.  Good leadership and instructors are consistently engaged in the activity of
their charges without micromanaging.  OJT capitalizes on the strengths of all trainees
and mentors to correct areas of weakness in job performance.  This type of training is
useful when new products and methods are introduced or when established procedures
change.  OJT builds on existing skills and knowledge to ensure that foundation skills
grow to become advanced skill sets.  This method is a delivery method for teaching
complex operations.

5. ADDITIONAL METHODS.  The two methods of training discussed below may be
useful in certain circumstances.

a. Role Playing.  In this method the instructor describes a situation, has trainees act
out the situation, and has the class analyze the situation.  This method is
particularly useful in developing the poise and tact required of wardroom food
service personnel and Food Service Attendants (FSAs).

b. Training Symposiums.  Training Symposiums are valuable for changing
attitudes, extending practical knowledge through the experiences of
others, and correcting misunderstandings.  This method is effective with
experienced CSs for resolving problems, stimulating ideas, and for establishing
or changing policy.

1004 TRAINING AIDS 

1. GENERAL.  Properly constructed and used training aids are valuable assets for any
training lesson.  Training aids illustrate or demonstrate subject matter and stimulate and
hold the interest of the trainees.  However, training aids only reinforce the instructor; they
do not replace the instructor.  The instructor must be competent and able to deliver and
demonstrate the information.  Training aids that are used primarily in training situations
are discussed below.

2. PRINTED MATERIAL.  Printed material such as books, pictures, and drawings are
valuable because they provide easy reference material; these aids should not be used
as a substitute for teaching.  Reading or passing out material to trainees and then asking
a few questions about the material is a waste of valuable time that could be put to better
use.

Printed material should be passed out or assigned for reading before the class session 
so that trainees can study the material to gain basic information about the subject 
matter.  This lays the foundation for class instruction and helps the trainees follow the 
presentation. 

3. TRAINING VIDEOS AND/OR DVDs.  Training videos and/or DVDs are extremely
useful as training aids to present information and to demonstrate skills or techniques.
The instructor must preview the video and/or DVD (regardless of the number of times
previously viewed) and make notes on the main points and on those portions of the
video and/or DVD that are of particular importance.  The video and/or DVD must be
introduced to the class giving the title and reasons for showing it and alerting the
trainees to the portions of particular importance.  The video and/or DVD shall be
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discussed and summarized; any misunderstandings the trainees may have about the 
subjects covered must be cleared up. 

4. TRAINING COST.  The Expenditure Log, NAVSUP Form 1334 (Loss Without
Survey), may be used to expend up to $200.00 maximum per month for food materials
used for training.  All food items used for training must be entered on NAVSUP Form
1334 as separate single line item entries not to exceed $200.00 per month.

5. SPECIALIZED PERSONNEL.  A person who has expertise in a particular field or
area that is covered in a class session is a very valuable training asset.  These
specialized personnel offer experience and knowledge in their field that can develop an
enthusiasm for the subject in the trainees.  For example, an expert on manpower usage
can demonstrate proper techniques of work flow that can be practiced on the job, an
expert storekeeper can explain inventory procedures, and an expert pastry chef might
demonstrate the fine points of preparing pies that would be impossible to learn from a
recipe card.  The TYCOM and Legal Representative must be contacted before any
contract is entered into that will use specialized personnel for training.

6. CHALKBOARDS AND CHARTS.  If a chalkboard is to be effective, then as much of
the class material as possible must be written on the chalkboard before the class begins.
New material must be written quickly, and the trainees' line of vision must not be
obscured; the instructor’s back shall not face the class.  Charts are valuable as
permanent aids because they can be prepared in advance and are easily moved around.
Effective charts are simple, the material is understandable at first glance, and the
lettering and illustrations are large enough to be easily read or recognized.  Charts are
quite effective for presenting material such as enlargements of forms or diagrams of
equipment or for illustrating the sequence of steps in a procedure.

7. PROFESSIONAL FOOD SERVICE CERTIFICATIONS.  Recognized professional
certification may improve individual food service management and culinary competency
when applied appropriately.  CS guidance for qualifying credentials is located on the 
Navy COOL website: https://www.cool.navy.mil/.  Additional information is available from 
NAVSUP N432. 

1005 CURRICULUM 

1. CULINARY SPECIALIST CURRICULUM.  The present CS training curriculum was
designed for optimal use and is available on the MyNAVSUP website.  The lesson plans
allow the trainer to follow a specific sequence so the CSs learn the proper order of food
service management.  Each lesson should be 20 minutes to 30 minutes long with one
topic scheduled per week.  All lesson plans are updated annually by the Navy Food
Management Team (NFMT)’s subject matter experts (SMEs) and posted on the
MyNAVSUP website.  NFMTs will manage the updates for the CS curriculum lesson
plans to ensure that they are updated with current and accurate information in
accordance with NAVSUP policy.  Lesson plans for FSA training will be updated by
NFMTs and posted on the MyNAVSUP website for optimal Command use.

2. LONG-RANGE TRAINING PLAN.  The long-range training plan in Figure L-1 below
is for use by the training Petty Officer to set up a training plan for the specific year.  The
plan should encompass the full calendar year including four hours of food sanitation

https://www.cool.navy.mil/
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training.  Submarines shall use the Non-Tactical Data Processing System (NOSIS).  

CS DIVISION LONG RANGE TRAINING PLAN           FROM:                       TO:  

Topic Title 
Lesson 
Number Date 

Prepared By:________________  Reviewed By:__________________ 

Approved By:________________ 
Figure L-1 

Long-Range Training Plan 
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3. SHORT-RANGE TRAINING PLAN (THE CULINARY SPECIALIST DIVISION
QUARTERLY TRAINING PLAN).  The short-range training plan in Figure L-2 below is an
in-depth training plan that is compiled from the long-range training plan.  The short-range
training plan is prepared on a quarterly basis and must be maintained on file for one
year.  Submarines shall use the Non-Tactical Data Processing System (NOSIS).

CULINARY SPECIALIST DIVISION QUARTERLY TRAINING PLAN 

Lesson Topic 
Lesson 
Number Date Instructor 

Prepared By:________________  Approved By:_____________________ 

Figure L-2 
Short-Range Training Plan 

4. REPORT OF TRAINING ATTENDANCE.  Figure L-3 below is used to provide an
accurate record of attendance at training sessions.  It must be signed by all personnel in
attendance at the session.  Upon completion of the training session, the remainder of the
form must be filled in by the instructor who shall forward it to the training Petty Officer to
be kept on file.  Submarines shall use the Non-Tactical Data Processing System
(NOSIS).
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NAME:________________________________ 

RECORD OF TRAINING ACCOMPLISHED INCLUDING ALL GMT'S 

Topic Lesson # Date Init. 

Figure L-3 
Report of Training Attendance 

5. IMPLEMENTATION.  The records in this Appendix are designed to satisfy most
TYCOM requirements; however, individual TYCOM instructions must be checked and
balanced with current instructions.

1006 CROSS TRAINING/JOB ROTATION LOG 
CSs are required to perform in many areas.  They may be assigned to billets in ashore 
or afloat GMs, to include officers' and CPO messes afloat. 

Cross-training and job rotation is required to ensure that personnel receive the proper 
training in all areas and that they are able to perform in any assignment.  Job rotation 
assignments shall be from six months to nine months.  It is the responsibility of officers 
and leading Petty Officers to ensure that each individual in the organization is afforded 
the opportunity to function in as many different assignments as possible.  The CS Job 
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Rotation Log (Figure L-4 below) provides a standard format to monitor individual 
qualifications and job assignments. 

Name: __________________ Rate: _______________ 

Date Reported On Board: ________________________ 

Job Assignments Date 
Qualified 

Date 
Started 

Date 
Rotated 

LCS Signature 

Figure L-4 
Job Rotation Log 

1007 FOOD SERVICE ATTENDANT TRAINING PROGRAM 
In many GMs, the missing link in the chain of good food service is effective dining facility 
management.  Frequent turnover of FSAs and the Mess Deck Master-At-Arms (MDMAA) 
contributes to this problem.  Effective training for these personnel therefore is an 
essential part of the overall food service training program.  NAVSUP P-486, Volume II, 
Chapter 2 states that one of the detailed duties assigned to the MDMAA, in conjunction 
with the medical department, is to administer a training program for FSAs that covers 
food handling, sanitation requirements, and scullery operations.  These operations are 
discussed below. 

a. Food Handling.  This training must cover serving food on the serving line and
working in food preparation areas (Refer to Food Safety Training Program,
BUMEDINST 4061.4, and the Training Log for Food Handlers).
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b. Sanitation.  This training must cover maintaining cleanliness of GM spaces and
equipment including washing cooking utensils and baking utensils in the galley
and bakery.

c. Scullery.  This training must cover operating the scullery equipment and handling
the disposal of food waste.

1008 EVALUATING A TRAINING PROGRAM 
1. GENERAL.  A successful training may be measured by how well it meets its
objectives.  Special effort must be made to measure the progress of the trainees and to
determine the effectiveness of the training program.

Before the training program begins, standards must be formulated to measure trainee 
progress.  Then these standards then are used to measure trainees' progress. 

2. PERFORMANCE TESTS.  A performance test requires a person to perform a
particular job under specific conditions.  Performance tests are especially useful in
evaluating OJT.  Test instructions must be clear, complete, and standardized so the
trainee knows exactly what is expected.  Evaluation must be based on standardized
procedures for the job being tested.  Proper use of goals, materials, equipment, and the
observance of safety precautions are taken into consideration when making evaluations.

3. WRITTEN TESTS.  Written tests shall be used to measure the trainees' knowledge
of facts and their understanding of the subject matter.  It is important that test items be
carefully prepared so that the results are accurate and reliable.  Results shall be used to
measure the instructor’s effectiveness.

4. OBSERVING PERFORMANCE.  The trainees' on-the-job performance may be
evaluated by comparing the efficiency and the quality of their work to that of an
experienced worker.  For example, the trainee may be asked to prepare a specific recipe
and compare it to one prepared by an experienced CS.  An improvement in the quality of
the product shows that the training has been effectively delivered and retained.
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PART B:  PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS AND THE 
NAVY COOL PROGRAM 

1100 INTRODUCTION TO PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION 
Appropriately applied, recognized professional certification may improve individual food 
service management and culinary competency.  Attaining industry recognized, 
accredited, and professional certification reflects the highest level of professionalism in 
work experience and educational background; it demonstrates a dedication to continuing 
education and skills development. 

1101    NAVY COOL ENLISTED CREDENTIALING PROGRAM 
The Credentialing Opportunities On-Line (COOL) is the credentialing program that 
further develops the personal and professional capabilities of enlisted personnel.  This 
Web-based program catalogs and defines comprehensive information on occupational 
credentials - including certifications, qualifications, licenses, and growth opportunities – 
that correlate with every Navy rating, job, and occupation.  The COOL program provides 
"how to" instructions for pursuing these credentials, links to credentialing organizations, 
and cross-references to programs such as Tuition Assistance, Montgomery GI Bill, and 
the Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support (DANTES) that may help 
Sailors pay credentialing fees.  COOL’s site also has links to the United Services Military 
Apprenticeship Program (USMAP) and to college information for Sailors.  For example, 
the CS community has credentialing available through the American Culinary Federation 
(ACF), Inc.; the International Food Service Executive Association (IFSEA); and the 
National Restaurant Association (NRA). 

CS guidance for qualifying credentials is located on the Navy COOL website 
(https://www.cool.navy.mil/) and can be accessed by clicking on the “Credential Search” 
page.  Reimbursement information and eligibility guidelines are provided on the “Costs 
and Resources” page. 

1102    PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
1. INDUSTRY FOOD SERVICE ASSOCIATIONS.  There are many organizations and
associations representing the professional food service industry that provide a process
for service members to become credentialed as managers and culinarians.  Individual
association certification programs require members to attain and maintain the highest
levels of knowledge, experience, leadership, and professionalism.  The following
subparagraphs provide information on two recognized industry food service and culinary
associations that provide professional certification.  For additional information and
support for selecting the appropriate certification contact NAVSUP Food Service
Division; see NAVSUP P-476 for an updated list of NAVSUP N432 personnel.

2. AMERICAN CULINARY FEDERATION (ACF).  Mission Statement:  To make a
positive difference for culinarians through education, apprenticeship, and certification
while creating a fraternal bond of respect and integrity among culinarians everywhere.

Website:  www.acfchefs.org  
Address:  180 Center Place Way, St.  Augustine, FL   32095 
Phone:  (904) 824-4468, (800) 624-9458, Fax (904) 825-4758 

https://www.cool.navy.mil/
http://www.acfchefs.org/
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Levels of Certification:  A variety of certification levels are available based on work 
experience, education, and skills.  The requirements for each level are located on the 
ACF web site.   

a. Entry Level Culinary Certification (E2-E4)
• Certified Culinarian (CC)
• Certified Pastry Culinarian (CPC)

b. Working Level Culinary Certification (E4-E7)
• Certified Sous Chef (CSC)
• Certified Working Pastry Chef (CWPC)
• Certified Chef de Cuisine (CCC)

c. Culinary Educators/Trainers Certification (E6-E9)
• Certified Culinary Educator (CCE)
• Certified Secondary Culinary Educator (CSCE)

d. Executive Level Culinary Certification (E7-E9)
• Certified Executive Chef (CEC)
• Certified Executive Pastry Chef (CEPC)

3. INTERNATIONAL FOOD SERVICES EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATION (IFSEA).
Mission Statement:  IFSEA is a multifaceted service organization for the professionals of
the hospitality industry; IFSEA’s mission is to enhance the careers of its members
through professional and personal growth.

 Website:  www.ifsea.com  
Address:  4955 Miller Street, Suite 107, Wheat Ridge, CO.  80033 
Phone:  (800) 893-5499 

Levels of certification:  The latest certification information for culinary professionals is on 
IFSEA’s website. 

1103 OTHER INDUSTRY-RECOGNIZED PROFESSIONAL FOOD SERVICE 
ORGANIZATIONS 

1. CERTIFICATIONS.  Some of the many Certification Programs available and
approved for funding by Navy COOL are listed below.  Frequent checking of the Navy
COOL site is recommended because the list may change often.

• Retail Bakers Association: www.retailbakersofamerica.org/index.php
• Association of Nutrition & Foodservice Professionals: www.anfponline.org/

formerly: Dietary Managers Association
• American Hotel and Lodging Educational Institute (AHLEI): https://www.ahlei.org/
• Institute of Certified Professional Managers (ICPM): www.icpm.biz/
• National Environmental Health Association (NEHA):  www.neha.org/index.shtml
• National Registry of Food Safety Professionals (NRFSP):  www.nrfsp.com/
• Culinary Institute of America: www.ciaprochef.com/

2. OTHER PROFESSIONAL FOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS.  The following are
other professional food service organizations that may offer training programs
associated with culinary certifications:

• American Personal Chefs Association: http://www.personalchef.com/
• United States Personal Chefs Association: www.uspca.com/
• National Restaurant Association (NRA): www.restaurant.org
• International Association of Culinary Professionals: http://www.iacp.com/
• Women Chefs and Restaurateurs: http://www.womenchefs.org/

http://www.ifsea.com/
http://www.retailbakersofamerica.org/index.php
https://www.ahlei.org/
http://www.icpm.biz/
http://www.neha.org/index.shtml
http://www.nrfsp.com/
http://www.personalchef.com/
http://www.uspca.com/
http://www.iacp.com/
http://www.womenchefs.org/
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APPENDIX M: 
MOBILE FEEDING PROGRAM 

(FOOD TRUCK) 

Part A:  SUBSISTENCE SUPPORT FOR A FOOD TRUCK 
Introduction .................................................................................................................... 1000 
Mobile Feeding Messing and Menu Activation ............................................................... 1001 
Mobile Feeding Report of Rations .................................................................................. 1002 
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APPENDIX M: 
MOBILE FEEDING (FOOD TRUCK) 

PART A:  SUBSISTENCE SUPPORT FOR A FOOD TRUCK 
1000 INTRODUCTION 
1. GENERAL.  This Section defines the scope and responsibilities of activities engaged in a
Navy Mobile Galley Feeding service.  The insertion of a Navy Mobile Galley platform increases
Galley feeding mobility, assists with training of Culinary Specialists (CSs), and sustains Galley
Ration-In-Kind (RIK) facilities in a budget-constrained environment.  With current food trends
and convenient locations, a mobile galley enhances the quality of service and customer
satisfaction that is expected by all personnel in today’s military.  Activities can develop a mobile
food truck feeding system that is equipped with small footprint cooking and holding technology
for serving a rotating menu of fresh and healthy cuisines that appeal to all personnel.  Region,
TYCOM, and NAVSUP are committed to providing our forces with nutritious balanced meals.

2. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT.  Static galley feeding no longer meets U.S.  Navy manning
and lifestyle changes.  A mobile galley feeding system allows Navy Food Service the flexibility
to provide meals pier side, in the shipyard, and in remote locations.  The Mobile galley provides
a branch mess from the parent galley.  The mobile galley must be coordinated with the
Regional Manager and must be outfitted with at the following (at a minimum):

• oven
• flame grill
• 4-burner stove
• flat top grill
• serving line (4 holes)
• salad bar (4 trays)
• handwashing sink
• reefer
• freezer
• warmer
• storage cabinets

1001 MOBILE FEEDING MESSING AND MENU ACTIVATION 
1. MOBILE FEEDING PROCESS.  The first stage of obtaining a mobile vehicle is to initiate
communication between the food service operation and Regional Managers.  This process
determines if there are valid requirements to source the vehicle.  Menus must be based on
feeding requirements and the availability of CSs, support personnel, and food items including
Go For Green® (G4G) menu items.  Each Command must have approved standard operating
procedures in place before conducting mobile feeding.

2. ACTIVATION OF MESSING.  Food Service operations shall contact their local Regional
Manager to request establishing a branch mess for mobile feeding.  Command will submit a
menu to the NAVSUP Nutritionist for menu planning, compliance, and approval when initiating
Mobile Feeding messing.  Once approved, the menu will be entered into FSM at NAVSUP.
Although operational, FSM will be able to capture data for calculating the subsistence cost to
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identify whatever ongoing logistical support is required.  The following must be considered 
when establishing a Mobile Feeding messing: 

• The use of shelf-stable products for timeliness and ease of preparation in a batch
cooking environment.

• Incorporation of 80 percent scratch-cooking methodologies.
• Consolidation of the total number of supporting subsistence line items needed to

optimize the range and depth of the monthly cost.
• Using ingredients that are multi-use to reduce load list items while providing quality

recipes within the menu.

3. ACTIVATION OF MENU.  Activation of an approved Mobile Feeding/Navy Standard Core
Menu (NSCM) within the parent facility requires navigating to the Activities Module in FSM and
choosing the mobile feeding menu.  This requires entering an effective date provided by the
FSO/Region.  Once activated, the Menu will be used until the Food Service Officer (FSO) is
notified.

1002 MOBILE FEEDING REPORT OF RATIONS 
1. GENERAL.  All food must be ordered at the parent galley’s FSM system.  The mobile
feeding unit shall use NAVSUP Forms 1282 to request food and shall have their own NAVSUP
Forms 1090.

2. MOBILE FEEDING REPORT OF RATIONS.  Rations-in-Kind are entered on NAVSUP
Form 1291 and must be verified.  NAVSUP Forms 1291 are closed out and turned in to the
Cash Collection Agent (CCA) for collection at the end of the day and are manually entered
into FSM.  The use of a Wireless Credit Card Machine is recommended for cash-paying
customers.  If cash sales are collected using DD Form 1544, the Food Truck Cashier must
sign them out from the CCA and turn them in at the end of the day to be entered into FSM for
accuracy and accountability of headcounts and deposits.  Daily headcounts must be posted in
FSM under the branch mess.

The following guidelines shall be complied with: 
• Daily cleanliness and sanitation requirements must be in compliance with the TRI

Service Food Code, NAVMED P-5010-1, and must comply with the following:
o All spaces must be cleaned and sanitized at the end of each meal.
o All food items must be stowed at the proper holding temperatures, and proper labels

must be in place.
o When shore power is available, then subsistence may remain in the mobile unit

under refrigeration and under lock and key.
• Local SOPs must provide guidance on propane/diesel/gas usage.
• Purchase card requests must be approved and tracked for usage and cost in

accordance with the contract.
• Daily records keeping shall continue to be posted at the parent galley.
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APPENDIX N: 
DENIED COMMUNICATIONS ENVIRONMENT

Part A:  SUBSISTENCE SUPPORT IN A COMMUNICATIONS DEGRADED / 
COMMUNICATIONS DENIED ENVIRONMENT 
Introduction ......................................................................................................................... 1000 
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APPENDIX N: 
DENIED COMMUNICATIONS ENVIRONMENT 

Part A:  SUBSISTENCE SUPPORT IN A COMMUNICATIONS 
DEGRADED / COMMUNICATIONS DENIED ENVIRONMENT 
1000 INTRODUCTION 
1. GENERAL.  Since the end of the Cold War, the naval logistics force has progressively 
traded away combat effectiveness and survivability in the pursuit of peacetime efficiency and 
cost-saving solutions.  As a result, an increasingly dangerous security environment threatens 
our ability to sustain protracted combat operations in a contested maritime environment. To meet 
this challenge, the Navy must adopt a war-fighting approach to logistics support incorporating 
the fundamentals of man-oeuvre warfare designed to maintain maritime superiority. As such, our 
peacetime logistics force must be agile, distributed and maneuverable in quantity and quality to 
deliver responsive, uninterrupted sustainment, to any joint force maritime component 
commander.  Food service is of no exception.
There may be many instances where a ship needs to order subsistence in support of their menu 
while conducting operations in an isolated part of the world or wartime steaming in a 
communications degraded or communications denied environment.  Traditionally subsistence 
support for Navy ships has been overly reliant on ship-to-shore information or communication 
exchanges in placing orders sustaining operations of food services afloat. The traditional 
subsistence provisioning through the means of data transmission via FSM and STORESWEB will 
not be operational in a Communications Degraded / Communications Denied Environment 
(C2D2E).  Therefore, the ordering process for subsistence and the sustainability for food service 
operations in a denied communications environment must be enabled through a push type 
logistics ordering system.  This logistics ordering system concept will be the push of subsistence 
orders utilizing a phase II menu and a phase II load list based on crew size and a specific 
number of days within an approved menu cycle by platform in feeding the crew. 
The formula used to compute the days of subsistence on hand with the Basic Daily Food 
Allowance (BDFA) is as follows:
     • Daily consumption dollar value:  Full complement # (underway/operational) times (BDFA+  
            Applicable Prime Vender Allowance) 
     • Days on hand inventory:  Divide by the inventory on hand by the value computed for daily 
            consumption to compute the actual days on hand of inventory onboard.

NAVSUP N432 along with Type/Fleet Commanders and Food Service SMEs are currently 
working on a denied communications environment policy to include a denied communications 
menu, ordering procedures for subsistence and menu activation schedules.  NAVSUP P-486, 
VOL I, Appendix N (a current placeholder) will be added to the NAVSUP P-486, Revision 9 
through a signed Interim Change Notice upon completion.   
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APPENDIX O: 
PROVISION ON-LOAD PROGRAM 

Part A:  SUBSISTENCE PROVISION ON-LOAD PROGRAM 
Introduction ................................................................................................................... 1000 
Provision On-Load Shipboard Requirements ................................................................ 1001 
Provision On-Load Contracts ........................................................................................ 1002 
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APPENDIX O: 
PROVISION ON-LOAD PROGRAM 

Part A:  SUBSISTENCE PROVISION ON-LOAD PROGRAM 
1000 INTRODUCTION 
The subsistence provision on-load program started in October 2005 as part of the Secretary of 
the Navy and Chief of Naval Operation’s Quality of Life (QOL) initiatives to reduce the workload 
of Sailors onboard Navy ships and submarines.  The current contract is with PRIDE Industries, 
one of the nation’s largest non-profit employers of people with disabilities.  The main job of the 
provision on-load contracted team is to load or unload subsistence on Navy ships sufficiently 
and safely.   
Contractor load-out of food service storerooms enhances afloat QOL and reduces workload 
requirements for ships in port by 531 man-years annually.  Shifting workload from Sailors to 
contractors improves QOL for Sailors while in port, especially during the Inter-Deployment 
Training Cycle.  Contractor load-outs are defined as moving all subsistence from the delivery 
vehicle into dry and refrigerated storerooms onboard the ship or submarine.  Minor load-outs 
(fresh fruits and vegetables, dairy products, and bakery products) may require four to five 
workers for two to three hours every other day or weekly.  A major load-out (significant amounts 
of dry and frozen products) may employ more than 100 workers for four to six hours several 
days each month.  The previous practice of using organic working parties to load storerooms 
interrupted the daily routine of the ship and the work performed in individual Work Centers.   
Contracted workers under the current contract may be required to operate pier fork lifts and 
Mulags in coordination with pier and port services and/or operations.  Use of a contractor to load 
storerooms eliminates subsistence working parties and saves approximately $15.4M in Sailors’ 
labor annually.  Use of a contractor to load storerooms eliminates subsistence working parties 
and saves approximately 343,625 hours in Sailors’ labor annually. 

1001 PROVISION ON-LOAD SHIPBOARD AND SUBMARINE REQUIREMENTS 
1. GENERAL.  All Navy ships and submarines using the Provision On-Load Program must
conform to current policies in support of the Subsistence Provision On-Load Contract.  The
requirements for all subsistence loads on Navy piers are discussed below.

a. Coordination with NAVSUP FLC Stores Operator or Subsistence Stores Scheduler to
Schedule a Provision On-Load for Subsistence.  Note: The Navy representative shall
provide anticipated provisions deliveries 72 hours in advance of required loading
operations.  The Government shall provide a delivery sequence schedule 24 hours in
advance of all deliveries.  Shorter notices may be given for emergency situations.

Subsistence delivery and port services support must be scheduled to request a working
party to support all PV/Stores deliveries.  A working party request requires the following
steps:

• Providing ship, hull, and pier location.
• Providing start time based on provision delivery.
• Requesting needed support equipment (fork lift, crane, Mulag).
• Providing approximate pallet and case count based on the subsistence provision

order.
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• Providing the name of the Supervisor and team.
• Providing additional notes and remarks as required.

b. Provision On-load Delays.  The ship or submarine stores representative for a
subsistence provision on-load must ensure that all requirements and arrangements are
made to eliminate all unnecessary delays.  The ship or submarine stores representative
must ensure that the working party is scheduled at least 30 minutes after the arranged
time of the subsistence stores delivery and after any ship-scheduled evolution.  It is
imperative that everything is in place and ready to begin work before the working party
arrives.  This includes time to begin the inventory of subsistence on the pier in verifying
subsistence receipts.  These steps eliminate delays.  All delays must be reported on
NAVSUP FORM 4336/1 (Figure P-1) after the 15-minute grace period based on the
arrival of the provisions on-load team at the previously scheduled start time of the ship or
submarine provision on-load.  All delays cost the Navy additional dollars so all delays
must be avoided.  The following are general rules for provision on-load delays:
• All delays are calculated in 15 minute increments.
• The delay report NAVSUP Form 4336/1 must be properly filled out and distributed as

follows:
o White Copy – NAVSUP FLC
o Yellow Copy – Ship or submarine Food Service Officer
o Pink Copy – Contractor

• Delays are properly defined as follows:
o P – Pier
o S – Ship
o W – Weather
o V – Vendor
o X – Cancellation
o O – Other

Note:  The ship or submarine representative must use common sense when scheduling 
a subsistence provision on-load.  Scheduling must be avoided during known drills, 
extreme weather conditions, and ammo or refuelling operations where pier access is 
limited. 

c. Provision On-load Actions.  The ship or submarine stores representative must ensure
that the case counts on the subsistence stores receipt and the provisions on-load
receipt, delay, and performance report match.  Figure O-1 shows a Receipt, Delay, and
Performance Report.  All items that are listed as each for the unit of issue on the receipt
must be verified to ensure that they are not counted as individual items on the provisions
on-load receipt, delay, and performance report when packaged inside a case, box, or
crate.  An example of this is a delivery of 12 containers of spices within one crate
counted as each on the receipt.  This must be reported as one container on the
provisions on-load receipt, delay, and performance report; it must not be reported as 12
individual containers.  All case counts on the provisions on-load receipt, delay, and
performance report must match the case count on the stores receipt document before
any reports are signed.  The following items shall be complied with:
• The receipt, inspection, and stowage guidance in NAVSUP P-486, Vol I, Chapter

5, Part A, Paragraph 5000 through Paragraph 5002 and Part B, Paragraph
5100 through Paragraph 5109 shall be followed.

• NAVSUP FLC’s Technical Point of Contact (TPOC) for the provisions On-load
Program and the provisions on-load Supervisor shall work together to resolve any
case count discrepancies.  Case counts must match on both documents before
signing off for the completion of the store on-load working party.
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• The performance report must specify if all stores were loaded in a timely manner and
if the number of personnel in the working party was sufficient for loading all
provisions.

• The receipt inspector on the pier must check with the storeroom custodian before
completing the delay and performance report to ensure that all discrepancies and
loading issues have been identified and reported.

• After review of the subsistence case counts between the receipt and the POL delay
and performance report to include all reported delays, customer evaluation and
provision load details; the FSO/LCS must sign the POL report for verification of data
and contractor performance.
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Figure O-1 
Provision On-Load Receipt, Delay, and Performance Report 
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1002 PROVISION ON-LOAD CONTRACTS 
1. GENERAL.  The current provision on-load contract provides a provision on-load team to 
load or unload subsistence on Navy ships sufficiently and safely.  The current contract relates to 
all DoD and Commercial Ports in the Groton, CT; Norfolk, VA; Mayport, FL; San Diego, CA; 
Puget Sound Area, WA; Hawaii; and Guam as identified in the contract individual Task Orders. 
Based on the current subsistence stores on-load contract, and the desired actions requested 
from the customer, the contractor shall provide the following:

• Storeroom preparation, off-load, on-load, back-load, and stock rotation assistance when 
required.  This must not interfere with normal on-load operations and must comply with 
the following:
o The contractor shall store all subsistence and shall safeguard and account for it in 

accordance with the latest revision of NAVSUP P-486 and Tri-Service Food 
Code (NAVMED P-5010-1).

o Case dimensions may range from 4” x 4” x 4” to 24” x 24” x 36” and may weigh up to 
65 pounds.

o The contractor shall off-load pallets and cases of provisions and supplies from 
commercial and Government delivery vehicles and shall stage them in the 
appropriate staging areas on the pier or Subsistence Ready Supply Store (SRSS) 
warehouse and/or freezer.

o The contractor shall transport all subsistence items and supplies from the staging 
area to a designated location onboard the ship by hand, daisy chain, dolly, cart, and/
or conveyor methods.  Provisions shall be transferred to all sub/ship locations 
including dry storage rooms, freezer, reefer or chiller, and vegetable holding areas.

o The contractor shall provide limited stock rotation and/or provisions relocation in the 
ship’s storerooms to allow proper stowage of ship’s provisions.  This must not 
interfere with the normal on-load schedule, and no additional cost shall be incurred

o The contractor shall stow all items accurately in accordance with the technical 
direction provided by the Customer Representative or the Store Room Custodian 
and/or Jack of the Dust (JOD).

• Transportation, communications devices, and safety equipment necessary to meet 
requirements.

• Personnel, supervision, and equipment (except for Government-provided equipment).
• Capability to support emergency and surge requirements.
• A Contingency Plan that must be in effect to cover hurricanes, shutdowns, and or Acts of 

God.
• Project management functions including coordination and liaison support for all phases 

of provision load-out operations.
• Quality control functions to ensure that work is accomplished efficiently, safely, 

accurately, and within the scheduled time frame.  Quality control shall include the 
following:
o Providing onsite supervision to contractor personnel and being the Point of Contact 

for the Government representative.
o Planning and organizing schedules to ensure that work is scheduled properly to 

obtain maximum use of resources; ensure that work is performed as scheduled using 
cost saving factors and quality control.

o Ensuring that the proper manning of contracted personnel is in place so that all 
cases are loaded safely and in a timely manner.  Command’s working parties must 
be used only in emergency situations and must not be used to compensate for the 
lack of contracted personnel or to reduce the time of the provision on-load.

o Providing accurate and timely reports as required. 
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o Providing liaison support including all phases of provisions load-out operations.
o Performing quality control daily to ensure that work is accomplished efficiently,

safely, accurately, and within the scheduled time frame.
o Providing project management functions including a coordinating effort and daily

data collection.
• Operations to safeguard all subsistence under the task order.
• The Contractor shall comply with all applicable DoD security regulations and local

security directives and/or procedures during the performance of the contract.  Security
screening must include the following:
o FBI fingerprint screening
o Criminal and employment history check
o Citizenship verification
o Credit check
o Drug screening (if required by the Command Security Manager)
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APPENDIX P: 
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P-1 Food Service Abbreviations

ACF American Culinary Federation, Inc. 
ACSA Acquisition and Cross Servicing Agreement 
ADT Active Duty for Training 
ADSW Active Duty for Special Work 
AFRS Armed Forces Recipe Service 
AHLEI American Hotel and Lodging Educational Institute 
AOR Area of Responsibility 
APF Appropriated Fund 
APHIS Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 
ARK Ashore Record-keeper 
ATG Afloat Training Group 
ATO Authority to Operate 
AVI Army Veterinary Inspector 
BAS Basic Allowance for Subsistence 
BCS Bulk Storeroom Custodian 
BDFA Basic Daily Food Allowance 
BIB Bag in Box 
BLA Business Logistics Application 
BUPERS Bureau of Naval Personnel N10 

CAC Common Access Card 
CAL Calories 
CARGO Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide Overseas 
CBP Customs and Border Protection 
CC Certified Culinarian 
CCA Cash Collection Agent 
CCC Certified Chef de Cuisine 
CCE Certified Culinary Educator 
CCO Chief of the Contracting Office 
CEC Certified Executive Chef 
CEPC Certified Executive Pastry Chef 
CFF Commander Fleet Forces 
CHO Carbohydrate 
CLF Combat Logistics Forces 
CLO Chief Logistics Officer 
CNET Chief of Navy Education and Training 
CNIC Commander Navy Installations Command 
CNSF Commander Naval Surface Forces 
CNO Chief Naval Operations 
CO Commanding Officer 

C2D2E Communication Degraded/Communications Denied Environment 
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CONUS Continental United States; Contiguous United States 
COOL Credentialing Opportunities On-Line 
COR Contracting Officer’s Representative 
COSAL Consolidated Shipboard Allowance Listing 
COTS Commercial Off the Shelf System 
CPC Certified Pastry Culinarian 
CPO Chief Petty Officer 
CRR Cost Recovery Rate 
CS Culinary Specialist 
CSC Certified Sous Chef 
CSCE Certified Secondary Culinary Educator 
CSMP Current Ship Maintenance Project 
CSO Consumer Safety Officer 
CTF Commander Task Force 
CTQS now NOSIS  Non-Tactical Data Processing System
CWM Catch Weight Multiple 
CWO Chief Warrant Officer 
CWPC Certified Working Pastry Chef 
DANTES Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support 
DAO Department Accountable Officer 
DCPO Damage Control Petty Officer 
DFAS Defense Finance and Accounting Office 
DLA Defense Logistics Agency 
DLA – TS Defense Logistics Agency – Troop Support 
DNAD Domestic Non-Availability Determination 
DOD Department of Defense 
DODAAC Department of Defense Activity Address Code 
DON Department of the Navy 
DOP Date of Pack 
DRMO Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office 
EBO Emergency Break-Out 
ECD Ethylene Control Devices 
ENABLER Automatic Head Count Upload System 
ESM Essential Station Messing 
EUM Essential Unit Messing 
FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation 
FASTDATA Fund Administration and Standardized Document Automation 
FBO Food and Beverage Officer 
FCA Fleet Concentration Areas 
FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 
FIAR Financial Improvement Audit Readiness 
FIC Food Item Code 
FIFO First In First Out 
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FLC Fleet Logistics Center 
FLT QTRS Flight Quarters 
FMO Financial Management Office 
FMR Financial Management Regulation 
FOUO For Official Use Only 
FSA Food Service Attendant 
FSM Food Service Management 
FSO Food Service Officer 
FTS Full Time Support 
G4G Go For Green 
GFM Global Freight Management 
GLS Global Logistics Support 
GM General Mess 
GQ General Quarters 
GWC Galley Watch Captain 
HACCP Hazardous Analysis Critical Control Point 
HPRC Human Performance Resource Center 
ICO Installation Commanding Officers 
ICPM Institute of Certified Professional Managers 
IDL International Date Line 
IDT Inactive Duty Training 
IDTT Inactive Duty Training with Travel 
IFSEA International Food Service Executive Association 
IMET International Military Education Training 
INSURV Board of Inspection and Survey 
ISIC Immediate Superior in Command 
ITD Inspection Test Date 
JOD Bulk Storeroom Custodian 
JROTC Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps 
JSM Joint Service Manual 
JSPB Joint Subsistence Policy Board 
KCO Key Control Objective 
KSD Key Supporting Document 
LCS Leading Culinary Specialist 
LCS Littoral Combat Ship 
LOA Line of Accounting 
LOGREQ Logistic Requirements 
LOGSSR Logistics Support Services Repository 
LPO Leading Petty Officer 
LSN Local Stock Number 
LSR Logistic Support Representative 
LST Logistic Support Team 
M-NEAT Military Nutrition Environment Assessment Tool 
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MAA/ MDMAA Master at Arms/Mess Deck Master at Arms 
MDR Medical Department Representative 
MIDRATS Midnight Rations 
MIL-STD Military Standard 
MILSTRIP Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedures 
MIO Maritime Interdiction Operations 
MIPR Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request 
MLL Master Load List 
MLSO Mutual Logistic Support Order 
MOA Memorandum of Agreement 
MRE Meal Ready-to-Eat 
MTF Military Treatment Facility 
MWR Morale Welfare and Recreation 
MNP My Navy Portal 
NAVEDTRA Naval Education and Training 
NAVSISA Navy Supply Information Systems Activity 
NAVSUP Naval Supply Systems Command 

NAVSUPNOTE 7330 
Quarterly Guidelines and Procedures for Food Service Financial 
Accountability 

NEHA National Environmental Health Association 
NFMT Navy Food Management Team 
NFS Navy Food Service 
NIAPS Navy Information Application Product Suite 
NIS Not in Stock 
NLL Naval Logistics Library 
NMCB Naval Mobile Construction Battalion 
NPPSC Navy Pay and Personnel Support Center 
NRA National Restaurant Association 
NRFSP National Registry of Food Safety Professionals 
NSCM Navy Standard Core Menu 
NSN National Stock Number 

OCONUS 
Outside Continental United States; Outside Contiguous United 
States 

OIC Officer in Charge (Currently not Used-replaced with Director) 
OJT On-the-Job Training 

OMMS - NG 
Organization Maintenance Management Systems -- Next 
Generation  

OMN Operational Maintenance Navy 
OPRATS Operational Rations 
OPTAR Operating Target 
ORF Official Representation Funds 
ORM Operational Risk Management 
OSO Other Supply Officer 
P Publication 
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PAA Property Accounting Activity 
PCO Prospective Commanding Officer 
PCS Permanent Change of Station 
PCU Prospective Commissioning Unit 
PI Physical Inventory 
PII Personal Identification Information 
PMA Preventive Medicine Authority 
PMS Preventive Maintenance System 
POS Point of Sale 
POW Prisoner of War 
PPQ Plant Protection and Quarantine 
PQDR Product Quality Discrepancy Report 
PQS Personal Qualifications Standards 
PRF Purchase Ratio Factor 
PRO Protein 
PSD Personnel Support Detachment 
PV Prime Vendor 
PVA Prime Vendor Allowance 
PWO Public Works Officer 
RAS Replenishment at Sea 
RCW Ration Cold Weather 
RDD Required Delivery Date 
REVS Ration Entitlement Verification System 
RIK Rations in Kind 
ROD Report of Discrepancy 
ROI Return on Investment 
ROTC Reserve Officer Training Corps 
RSC Regional Supply Center 
RWC Receipts with Charge 
RWOC Receipts without Charge 
SALTS Standard Automated Logistics Tool Set 
SDN Standard Document Number 
SF Standard Form 
SIK Subsistence in Kind 
SITSUM Situation Summary 
SMC Supply Management Certification 
SMD Ship’s Manning Document 
SME Subject Matter Expert 
SOP Standard Operating Procedure 
SPV Subsistence Prime Vendor 
SRSS Subsistence Ready Supply Store 
STARS Standard Accounting and Reporting System 
STORES Subsistence Total Order Receipt and Electronic System 
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TAD Temporary Additional Duty 
TAR Training and Administration of Reserves 
TFA Temporary Field Assignment 
TYCOM Type Commander 
UAC Unauthorized Commitment 
UH Unaccompanied Housing 
UHT Ultra High Temperature 
UI Unit of Issue 
UIC Unit Identification Code 
UMD Unmatched Disbursements 
USAPHC U. S. Army Public Health Command 
USDA United States Department of Agriculture 
USFF U. S. Fleet Forces 
USMAP United Services Military Apprenticeship Program 
XO Executive Officer 
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P-2 BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE DODD 1418.5, OCT 2003

Adequate Food Storage and Preparation Facilities. A determination made by the Secretary concerned 
or designee that the facilities are sufficient to allow for sanitary food storage and preparation of nutritious 
meals. Suggested guidelines for adequate food storage and preparation facilities are those facilities that 
are near, but separate from the bedroom and bathroom and comprised of a refrigerator with freezer, a 
conventional oven or microwave, a cook-top with at least two electric or gas burners, a kitchen sink, and 
a dry food pantry or storage cabinets and a dining table or counter with chairs. 

Appropriated Fund (APF) Dining Facility. A generic term used in lieu of Government mess, general 
mess, dining hall, dining activity, dining facility, mess hall, galley, field kitchen, flight kitchen, or similar 
terms used to describe dining facilities funded totally by appropriated funds. It excludes activities 
operated by non-appropriated fund instrumentalities such as an officer's mess, club, organized mess, and 
all similar terms. 

Close Geographic Proximity. Installations and/or bases within local commuting distance of each other. 

Essential Station Messing (ESM). Messing declared by the installation, base, or station commander 
responsible for single Government quarters; that is essential to operate the appropriated fund dining 
facility efficiently and economically; or that is necessary for the health and safety of enlisted personnel 
permanently assigned to single quarters. 

Essential Unit Messing (EUM). Any group messing that an appropriate authority (the Secretary 
concerned or, for a JTF, the Combatant Commander or JTF Commander concerned) declares essential 
for operational readiness, military operations or effective training where members are required to eat 
Government-furnished meals.  Members shall be in a travel status and are entitled to travel 
reimbursement for incidental expenses, but not for subsistence. Designation for essential unit messing 
shall apply only to organizational units and to operational elements and detachments, not to 
individual Service members. 

Field Duty. Any maneuvers, war games, field exercises, or similar operations where a member is 
assigned to a unit being subsisted in a dining facility operated by or on behalf of the U.S. Government or 
with an organization drawing field rations.  Members may be on per diem orders. 

Government-Furnished Meals. All meals that are provided as subsistence in kind, or meals or rations 
furnished by or on behalf of the U.S. Government. Meals or rations furnished without charge by a 
Government contractor or a foreign government, or through a fellowship, grant or intern program while a 
member is receiving basic pay, either under the terms of a contract or agreement or on a complimentary 
basis, are considered to be furnished on behalf of the U.S. Government. 

Pay As You Go. Applies to members who are charged for only the meals that they actually eat in an APF 
dining facility. 

Sea Duty. Service performed in a self-propelled vessel with berthing and messing facilities that is in an 
active status, in commission, or in service. Applies to members who are either permanent party or aboard 
for temporary duty.   

Rations in Kind. Furnished meals or rations provided at no charge to members not entitled to BAS from 
an appropriated fund dining facility or who are subsisted at no charge on behalf of the Government. 
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P-3 Master List of Food Service Publications
The following provides an updated list of all current food service publications as well a list of cancelled 
pubs and instructions.  Please review your food service library to ensure you have the most current pubs 
on hand.  This list of publications may be updated periodically throughout the year.  To ensure you have 
the most recent list of publications go to the Food Service Page on the NKO and download as required.   

FOOD SERVICE NOTICES, PUBLICATIONS, MESSAGES (Keep a minimum of 24 months) 

Quarterly Guidelines and Procedures for Food Service 
Financial Accountability (Ashore/Afloat) 

For CS Training Programs (Ashore/Afloat) 

Food Service Policy Updates (Ashore/Afloat) 

DLA Guidance For Subsistence (Ashore/Afloat) 

NOMENCLATURE STOCK NUMBER APPLICABILITY 

Armed Forces Recipe Service 0530-LP-188-7300 ASHORE/AFLOAT 

Index of Armed Forces Recipes 0530-LP-011-3090 ASHORE/AFLOAT 

Navy Food Service Newsletter Issued Quarterly ASHORE/AFLOAT 

Food Service Management 
General Messes Vol 1 & 2 

0530-LP-011-1940 ASHORE/AFLOAT 

Tri-Service Food Code 010-LP-207-1300
https://armypubs.army.
mil

ASHORE/AFLOAT 

NAVSUP NOTE 7330 
Quarterly 

CS LESSON PLANS (53) 

FOOD FLASHES 

ALFOODACTS 

PUBLICATIONS 

NAVSUP P-7 BASIC 
Aug 03 
NAVSUP P-7 
Aug 03 

NAVSUP P-476 

NAVSUP P-486  
REV 9, Jul 2020 

NAVMED P-5010-1 
TBMED 530 
30 Apr 2014 

NSWCCD 
S6161-Q5-CAT-010 

Naval Shipboard Food Service 
Equipment Catalog 

http://usnhabeqptcatalog.
gdit.com/fsc/home.asp 

AFLOAT 

NAVSUP P-4998 
CARGO LISTING 
01 Jun 17 

Consolidated Afloat 
Requisitioning Guide Overseas 
https://nll.navsup.navy.mil 
CACC Certification Required    

Included in NAVSUP 
Notice 7330, quarterly 
Navy Publications Index 
Stock# 0530LP1d66075 

 AFLOAT 

Search Key P4998 

NAVSUPINST 4355.10A, 
28 Aug 06  

 Veterinary Surveillance 
 Inspection of Subsistence 

0526-LD-052-1730 ASHORE/AFLOAT 

NAVSUPINST 4355.4H 
18 Feb 05 

Veterinary/Medical Food Safety,    
Quality Assurance Lab Service 

0526-LD-103-9902 ASHORE/AFLOAT 
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NAVSUPINST 5061.2AR, 
6 OCT 2014 

Ney Memorial Awards Program 0526-LD-100-8272 ASHORE/AFLOAT 

NAVSUPINST 10110.8C, 
2 Jul 08 

DoD Hazardous Food and Non-
Prescription Drug Recall System 

0526-LD-052-3010 ASHORE/AFLOAT 

CNIC 1710.3 
14 Jun 2013  

CNIC 4061.1A 
01 Mar 2018 

CULINARY SPECIALIST 
PQS 

Operations of Morale, Welfare 
and Recreation Program 

Authorized Patronage for Navy 
Shore Galleys 

Personal Qualifications 
Standards (PQS) 

CNIC Instruction 

CNIC Instruction 

MYNAVSUP 

ASHORE 

ASHORE 

ASHORE/AFLOAT 

OPNAV, SECNAV Instructions, are available via the Web www.npc.navy.mil 

OPNAVINST 5090.1D  
10 Jan 2014 

Environmental Readiness 
Program 

AFLOAT 

OPNAVINST 7220.13 
20 Dec 2005 

OPNAVINST 4061.4 
6 Mar 2008 

Military Per Diem Rates 

Food Service Safety Program 

ASHORE/AFLOAT 

ASHORE/AFLOAT 

OPNAVINST 1700.16B 
22 Jul 2015 

Alcohol Beverage Control ASHORE/AFLOAT 

SECNAVINST 4355.18A 
21 Jan 1999 

Reporting of Supply 
Discrepancies 

ASHORE/AFLOAT 

SECNAVINST 1306.2D     
22 Dec 05    

Utilization of Enlisted Aides on 
Personal Staffs 

ASHORE/AFLOAT 

SECNAVINST M-5216.5    
May 2018    

DON Correspondence Manual ASHORE/AFLOAT 

OPNAVINST 1710.11     
4 Nov 10    

Navy Morale, Welfare and 
Recreation Programs 

ASHORE 

SECNAVINST 7042.7K 
14 Mar 06 

Guidelines for Use of Official 
Representation of Funds (ORF) 

ASHORE/AFLOAT 

DOD 7250.13         Use of Appropriated Funds 
30 Jun 09           for Official Change   
1, 27 Sep 2017       representation 

SECNAVINST 1730.8B    Accommodation of Religious 
02 Nov 08      Practices 

OPNAVINST 4001.3A       Policy for the Management of 
04 Sep 2014        Presentation Silver Program      

ASHORE/AFLOAT 

ASHORE/AFLOAT 

ASHORE/AFLOAT 
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CULINARY SPECIALIST TRAINING PUBLICATIONS 

Nutrition for Foodservice and Culinary Professionals (9th Editio
ISBN-13: 978-1-119-14849-4   

On Cooking (6th Edition), Publisher: Prentice Hall,         
ISBN-13: 978-0-13-444190-0 or ISBN-10: 0-13-444190-7 

On Baking (3rd Edition), Publisher: Prentice Hall        
ISBN-13: 978-0-13-388675-7 or ISBN-10: 0-13-388675-1 

* Available via open purchase through local book stores.

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                               
 
 
                 
                                                           
 

                                       

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

   

NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER 

Naval Advancement Center Website is now: https:// www.netc.navy.mil/netc/netpdc/navadv.htm 

Nonresident Training Courses (NRTC) website:  https://www.courses.netc.navy.mil  

FOOD SERVICE FINANCIAL INSTRUCTIONS, DIRECTIVES, REGULATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS 

Department of Defense Financial Management Regulation 7000.14-R 
Food Service Program, VOL 12, CH 19, Jul 2013 

Department of Defense Financial Management Regulation 7000.14-R 
Subsistence Allowance, VOL 7A, CH 25, Apr 2018 

Department of Defense Directive 1418.05   
Basic Allowance for Subsistence (BAS) Policy, 23 Apr 2007 

Department of Defense Instruction 1338.10    
Department of Defense Food Service Program (DFSP), 12 Sep 2012, Change 1, 13 Sep 2017 

Manual for the Department of Defense Food Service Program - 1338.10-M, 2 Dec 2014, Change 2, 9 Nov 17 

Department of Defense Directive 5101.10E 
DoD Executive Agent (DoD EA) for Subsistence, 26 Oct 2015, Change 1, 19 Jul 2017 

Department of Defense Instruction 7250.13 
Use of Appropriated Funds for Official Representation Purposes, 30 Jun 2009, Change 1, 27 Sep 2017 

Naval Military Personnel Manual NAVPERS 15560D 

MILPERSMAN 1746-010 & 020 MILPERSMAN 7220-140, 150, 160, 170, 182, & 190 (Basic Allowance for 
Subsistence) 

Title 10, United States Code 

OPNAVINST 10110.1 “Nutrition and Menu Standards for Human Performance Optimization,” 3 Jan 2017 
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INDEX
FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT 

A 

Absence Of Accountable Person  1113 

Accountability 1113 

Accountability And Right Of Access  1203 

Accountable Officer/Positions 1103, 1113 

Accountable Space 1200 

Accounting Classification 7002 

Accounting Records  7002 

Accurate Counting Of Personnel  2402 

Active Duty Training 2103 

Administrative Responsibilities 1100 -1117 

Air Circulation  5701 

Air Force Enlisted 2001 

Air Force Reserve 2001 

Air National Guard 2001 

Alcoholic Beverages 4101 

Alfoodacts 5302 

Alternate Feeding 1007 

American Culinary Federation (ACF) App. L 

Anticipation Of Receipts  5001 

Armed Forces Recipe Service (AFRS) (NAVSUP P-7) 3000 

1
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Army Enlisted  2001 

Army National Guard 2001 

Army Reserve 2001 

Ashore General Messes 2301 

Assigning Personnel For Inventories 7102 

Assistance Visits App. H 

Audit Board Procedures 2307 

Authorization and Establishment - Afloat  1006 

Authorization and Establishment - Ashore 1010 

Authorized Sales Of Food Items App. G 

Average Weight Determination 6204 

B 

Basic Allowance For Subsistence (BAS) 2504 

Basic Daily Food Allowance (BDFA)  2501 

Battle Feeding 2603 

Beverage Dispensers 4101 

Billing Mess Sales 6304 

Board of Inspection and Survey 1117 

Branch Mess 1011 

Breakout Inventories 7101 

Brunch Meals 2303 

Bulk Food Donations  6500 

Bulk Milk  4101 

Bulk Storeroom Custodian 1107 

2
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C 

Cadets 2003 

Case Weight Determination 6204 

Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131) 6306 

Cash Meal Payment Book (DD Form 1544) 2201, 2403 

Cash Meal Payment Sheet Sheet and Register 2201 

Cash Receipt Book (NAVSUP Form 470) 2202 

Cash Receipt Certificate (NAVCOMPT Form 2114) 2202 

Cash Sales 2201, 2302 

Cash Statement 7002 

Catastrophic Disaster Emergency Feeding 2002 

Categories Of Personnel And Appropriate Charges 2000 

Ceremonial Events 2602 

Certification Letter - Sample App. B 

Certification Not Required 2003 

Certification Requirements 2003 

Certification Section (NAVSUP Form 1359) 7002 

Change Fund 2202 

Change Of Commands App. E 

Checking Dealer’s Bills 5600 

Closing Financial Records 7200 

Closing General Mess 1009, 1013 

Closing NAVSUP Form 335 (Subsistence Ledger) 7201 

Closing NAVSUP Form 367 (Record Of Receipts And Expenditures) 7202 

Clothing for Food Service Personnel 1112 

3
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Coast Guard  2001 

Collecting Other Sales  6306 

Collection Agent  2202 

Collection For Authorized Mess Sales  6304 

Collection Of Funds  2202 

Combat Logistics Force (CLF) Ships  5803 

Command Duty Officer Sampling Of Meals 1100 

Command Functions and Organization App. E 

Commanding Officer (Admin)  1100 

Commercial Vendors  4202 

Computer System Approval  1300 

Conditional Entitlement  2000 

Conservation Measures  3200 

Contract Food Personnel  2303 

Copies Of Financial Documents To Be Retained 7307 

Corrected NAVSUP Form 1359 7004 

Cross Training/Job Rotation Log App. L 

Crossing The International Date Line  2400 

Culinary Specialist  1107 

Curriculum App. L 

Custody and Handling of Keys  1202 

Custody Of Keys  1202 

D 

Daily Monetary Allowance 2502 

4
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2403 

6101 

App. A 

5204 

2400 

2400 

4202 

4100 

4202 

7302 

2202 

2202 

2000 

5108 

4101 

2002 

2002, 2003 

5600 

6402 

7305 

App. F 

App. J 

5500 

7003 

Daily Muster Report  

Daily Summary Of Issues To The General Mess  

Daily System Checklist For FSM  

Date Of Pack (DOP)  

Days At Sea 

Days In Port 

Defense Finance And Accounting Service (DFAS)  

Defense Personnel Supply Center Philadelphia (DSCP) 

Definite/Indefinite Delivery Contract  

Delay In Submitting Financial Returns  

Depositing Funds  

Deposits with Navy Cash 

Destitute Survivors  

Detected After Receipt-Latent Or Hidden Defects  

Dietary Supplements 

Disaster Emergency Feeding  

Disaster Survivors  

Dealer Bill Processing  

Disposing Excess Stock  

Disposing Retained Records And Documents  

Disposition of Subsistence at Sea 

Distant Support SSBN Records Ashore 

Distributing Receipt Documents From DLA And Naval 

Activities Distribution of NAVSUP Form 1359 

Division Training Program App. L 

5
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2001 

5207 

DoD Dependent Students  

Dummy Receipt Document 

E 

Effective Monetary Ration Allowances  2503 

Emergency Breakout Procedures 6101 

Emergency Feeding  2002 

Enabler-3 Automated CAC System 2302-2307 

Energy Supplements 4101 

Enlisted Personnel  2001 

Equipment Keys  1202 

Erroneous Invoices  5401 

Establishing Alternative Feeding Mess – Ashore & Afloat 1007, 1011 

Establishing High And Low Limits  4003 

Ethics Within the General Mess 1001 

Evaluating A Training Program App. L 

Executive Officer (Admin)  1101 

Expenditure Log (NAVSUP Form 1334)  6000, 6002 

Expenditures Section NAVSUP Form 1359 7002 

F 

Fast Pay Procedures 4202, 5600 

Federal Civilian Employees 2001 

Feeding Afloat RIK Personnel Residing in Single Government 
Quarters 

2100 

6
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Feeding Flight Crew Personnel 2105 

Feeding Foreign Service Personnel 2106 

Feeding In Other General Messes 2100 

Feeding Personnel Away From Their Normally Supporting General 
Mess 

2100 

Field Conditions 2300 

Final Returns 7305 

Financial Improvement Audit Readiness (FIAR) Policies 1113 

Financial Liability Investigation 6000 

Financial Liability Board 6001 

Financial Liability Investigation Of Property Loss (DD Form 200)... 6000, 6001 

6001 

1114 

5204 

5301 

4100 

5303 

5700 

3200 

5700 

7202 

6101 

3101 

3202 

3003 

Financial Liability Officer 

Financial Losses And Accountability 

First In-First Out (FIFO)  

Fitness For Human Consumption  

Fleet Logistic Center (FLC)  

Food Alert Messages 

Food Arrangement And Preservation 

Food Conservation  

Food Issuing And Rotation  

Food Item Report/Master Food Code List (NAVSUP Form 1059) 

Food Item Request-Issue Document (NAVSUP Form 1282)  

Food Preferences  

Food Preferences Go For Green Program 

Food Preparation Worksheet 

Food Preparation Worksheet (NAVSUP Form 1090)  3003 

7
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Food Preservation  5700 

Food Service Attendant Training Program App. L 

Food Service Attendants (FSA)  1108 

Food Service Evaluation/Training/Assessment Checklist 1116 

Food Service Evaluation/Training/Inspection Checklist  App. I 

Food Service Forms App. B 

Food Service Management 1300 

Food Service Management (FSM)  App. A 

Food Service Officer Accountability  1105 

Food Service Officer Administrative  1105 

Food Service Personnel  1106/1107 

Food Service Systems Procedures (FSM) App. A 

Food Service Training App. L 

Foreign Military Sales Personnel  2001 

Foreign Purchases  4102 

Freezing Point Of Chilled Perishable Food Items  5703 

Fresh Food Items (Storage) 5700 

Frozen Food Items (Storage)  5700 

FSA Assignments  1108 

FSM Access App. A 

FSM Back Up Procedures  App. A 

FSM Identification Number  App. A 

FSM Password  App. A 

FSO Responsibilities  1105, 2306 

Full Time Support 2104 

8
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G 

6204 

5804 

2502, 6103 

1015 

7000 -7004 

2103 

1107, 2304 

1000 

1107, 2306 

3000, 3001 

App. F 

1202 

Gains And Losses By Average Weight  

Garbage and Waste Guidelines 

General Mess Control Record (NAVSUP Form 338)  

General Mess Organization Chart  

General Mess Summary Document (NAVSUP Form 1359) 

General Messes Availability Naval Reserves 

General Messes Cashier  

General Messes Organization  

General Messes Records keeper  

Go For Green Program and G4G Menu Coding 

Good Storage Practices 

Grand Master Keys  

Group Locks I, II, III and IV 1201 

H 

Handling Cash  2202 

Handling Meat Returning From Foreign Ports  5803 

Handling Regulated Garbage Aboard U. S. Military Vessels 5804 

Hazardous Food Items  5301 

Hazardous Food Recall Program App. F 

Head Count Record 7200 

High And Low Limits  4003 

Homeport, Command Name and UIC Changes 1014 

9
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Host Command 2302 

I 

5704 

5103 

2001 

2101 

2102 

1201 

4202 

App. F 

2201 

1204 

5202 

5201 

5200 

5103, App. F 

5204 

2400, App. A 

2400, App. A 

App. L 

7100 -7103 

7100 

4002 

7101 

Identification of Spoiled Items  

Identity Inspection at Receipt   

IMET Students  

Inactive Duty Training 

Inactive Duty Training with Travel 

Inadequate Storage Space  

Indefinite Delivery Contract  

Infestation 

Inpatients Of Hospitals  

Inspecting Food Service Equipment  

Inspection By Medical Department  

Inspection Of Food Items Received From Commercial Vendors  

Inspection Of Food Items Received From Government Sources 

Inspection of Subsistence 

Inspection On Receipt  

International Dateline Crossings Gained Day 

International Dateline Crossings Lost Day 

International Food Services Executive Association (IFSEA) 

Inventory 

Inventory Adjustments  

Inventory Levels Ashore 

Inventory Management  

Issue Document Preparation  6101 

10
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Issues To The General Mess 6100 

K 

Keys Control 1202 

L 

Late Receipt Of NAVSUPNOTE 7330 2200, 2503 

LCS Responsibilities 2306 

Leading Culinary Specialist  1106 

Leading Culinary Specialist Duties  1106 

Leading Culinary Specialist Preparing Returns 1106 

Leading Petty Officer 1107 

Letters Of Appointment  1115, App. D 

Letters Of Authority  1115, App. D 

Level of Procurement 7000 

Levels Of Food Protection  4105 

Liquid Beverage Bases  4101 

Local Purchases CONUS 4102 

Local Purchases OCONUS 4102 

Lock Groupings Afloat  1201 

Locker Keys  1202 

Locks Ashore  1201 

Loss without Survey 6000 

M 

11
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Maintaining Food Service Equipment  1204 

Maintaining Spaces And Equipment  1105 

Mandatory Products and Designated Sources 4106 

Manpower Evaluation 1111 

Manpower Usage 1109 

Manpower Utilization 1110 

Manual Records and Documents Retained 7300 

Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO) 2002 

Mass Feeding 2303 

Mass Feeding  2201, 2303 

Master Keys  1202 

Meal Attendance Predictions 3100 

Meal Charges  2200 

Meal Pass  2302 

Meal Pass (NAVSUP Form 1105) 2302 

Menu Review Criteria 3000 

Meal Sampling 1100 

Meal Signature Record (NAVSUP Form 1291)  2303 

Meals on Keels 2002 

Meals-Ready-To-Eat (MRES) 2603 

Medical Representative (Admin)  1102 

Menu Boards 3000 

Menu Changes - NSCM 3001 

Menu Design - NSCM 3001 

Menu Development - NSCM 3001 

Menu Planning Standards Dietary Guidelines For Americans 3000 

12
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3000 

3000 

3001 

1009 

1108, 2306 

6302 

2201 

2600 

2001 

2202, 6301 

5100 

4101 

4101 

5700 

7203 

7000 

7201 

Menu Planning Standards Food Guide Pyramid 

Menu Planning Standards Nutritional Standards  

Menu Revisions - NSCM 

Mess Closing 

Mess Deck Master-At-Arms (MDMAA) 

Mess Sales 

Messes (Subsisting From The General Mess) 

Mid-Rations  

Military Dependents  

Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request (MIPR) 

Military Medical Veterinary Inspection Responsibilities 

Milk Containers  

Milk Dispensing Equipment  

Milk Requirements (Breast Milk)

Monthly Auditing  

Monthly Reports  

Monthly Summary Of Issues To The General Mess Multiple 

Drills  2101 

N 

National Restaurant Association (NRA) App. L 

NAVSUPNOTE 7330  2501 

NAVSUPNOTE 7330 Late Receipt Of 2503 

Navy Cash 2202 

Navy Disease Vector, Ecology And Control Centers 5301 

13
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2003 

5301 

App. H 

1005 

1105 

1002 

3001 

2303, 2600 

1200 

2202 

4101 

5300 

2001 

2001, 2003 

1108 

Navy Enlisted  

Navy Environmental And Preventive Medicine Units  

Navy Food Management Teams (NFMT) And Detachments 

Navy Food Management Teams and Detachments 

Navy Food Service (NAVSUP P-476)  

Navy Food Service Division (N432)  

Navy Standard Core Menu 

Night Meals  

Non-Accountable Spaces 

Non-Availability Of Disbursing Officer  

Non-Food Items  

Nonhazardous Food Items  

Nonprofit Youth Groups  

NROTC Midshipmen  

Number Of Authorized Food Service Attendants  

Nutrition Standards  3000 

O 

Officer Personnel 2001 

Officers Under Confinement 2201 

Official Representation Funds (ORF) 4102, App. E 

Operating A General Mess On A Barge Or Similar Ship 2503 

Operational Rations 2603 

Order For Supplies Of Services/Request For Quotation (DD Form 
1155) 

4202 

Ordering And Shipping Time 4003 
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Original Documents Retained  7307 

Other Authorized Sales  6305 

Other Industry Recognized Professional Food Service 
Organizations 

App. L 

Other Sources of Subsistence 4102 

Over and Under Issue for General Messes 6103, 7002 

Over Aged Stock  5704 

Overages And Shortages (Cash Sales) 2201 

Overages In Shipment  5207 

P 

5600 

1009, 1013 

2202 

1105 

2302 

2601 

5800 

5803, 5804 

App. B 

6303 

7202 

5402 

6002 

Processing Dealer’s Bills  

Permanent Closure of a General Mess 

Personal Checks  

Personnel Management  

Personnel Support Activity Detachment (PSD/PERSUPPDET) 

Picnics And Recreational Events  

Plant Protection And Quarantine (PPQ) Representative  

Plastic Packaging  

Pledge of Service 

Posting Authorized Mess Sales  

Posting Ending Inventory  

Posting Last Receipt Price  

Posting Loss Without Survey  

Posting NAVSUP Form 335  6102, 6205 
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Posting NAVSUP Form 338  6103 

Posting NAVSUP Form 367  6206 

Posting Other Sales  6304 

Posting Receipt Quantity  5402 

Posting Records Of Authorized Mess Sales  6304 

Posting Subsistence Ledger  5402 

Posting Summary Of Issues  7202 

Posting Transactions  5403 

Preparation Of Certification Of Rations Issued Form  2003 

Preparation Of General Mess Summary Document NAVSUP Form 
1359 

7002 

Preservation-Packaging  5700 

Price Adjustment  7202 

Pricing And Price Adjustments  5400 

Prime Vendor Markup 5107 

Prime Vendor Substandard Subsistence Reporting 5000, 5201

Prisoners Of War  2003 

Processing Requisitions 4102 

Procurement for all Messes 4103 

Product Samples And Tests  5301 

Professional Food Service Certifications App. L 

Prompt Payment Act  5600 

Purchase Orders  4200 

R 

Ration Credit At Sea 2400 
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2400 

2300 

2400 

2000 

2500 

2401 

7002 

2403 

2403 

2302 

2305 

2304 

2304 -2305 

3000 

App. B 

5103 

5000 

5000, 5001 

5204 

5202 

5002 

5002 

5002 

5203 

Ration Credit Determination Afloat 

Ration Credit Determination Ashore 

Ration Credit In Port 

Ration Entitlement  

Ration System Allowances  

Rations Allowed Number  

Rations Allowed Statement 

Rations In Kind  

Rations Sold For Cash Afloat  

Recall Of Meal Pass  

Recapitulation o Meal Record - Monthly Summary  

Recapitulation of meal Record - Daily Meal Summary  

Recapitulation Of Meal Record (NAVSUP Form 1292)  

Recipe Classification 

Recipe Conversion Sheet 

Receipt And Inspection Procedures From Subsistence Prime 

Vendor  

Receipt Inspection and Stowage 

Receipts  

Receipt(s) By Bulk Storeroom Custodian  

Receipt(s) By Medical Inspector  

Receipt(s) Documents From Prime Vendor  

Receipt(s) From Commercial Venders  

Receipt(s) From Other End Users  

Receipt(s) Onboard  

Receipt(s) Transactions  5204 
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Receipts Section NAVSUP Form 1359 7002 

Receiving Control  5001 

Receiving Subsistence App. F 

Receptions App. E 

Record Of Receipts And Expenditures (NAVSUP Form 367)  5400, 5403, 7202 

Recording Afloat Ration Credit  2403 

Recording Funds  

Recordskeeper  

Recordskeeping  

Recreational Events  

Red Cross Personnel  

Regional Galley Program Manager (Ashore) 

Regular Pay Procedures  

Regular Sources 

Rejection And Re-Delivery Of Discrepant Items At Delivery  

Relief Of Accountable Food Service Officer  

Replenishment 

Replenishment Action  

Report Of Discrepancy (Standard Form 364) (ROD)  

Reporting a Discrepancy In Shipment  

Reporting Rations To Naval Reserve  

Reporting Surveys to NAVSUP 

Reports And Returns  

Request For Relief Of Financial Accountability  

Request For Results Of Tests (DD Form 1222)  

Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document (DD Form 1149) 

2202 

1107 

1107 

2601 

2001 

1104 

4102 

4102 

5105 

7301 

4000 

4004 

5300 

5109 

2104 

6000 

7000 

1114 

5301 

4201 
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Requisition Routing Sheet 4102 

Requisitioning and Procurement Procedures 4200 

Requisitioning Food Items From Navy Supply Activities  4201 

Requisitioning Procedures  

Retaining Financial Returns And Supporting Documents 

Retired Enlisted Personnel  

Retirements 

Returned Checks  

Review Of Enlisted Food Service Operations Ashore  

RIK Other Categories 

Rough Inventory  

Rounding Off Prices  

S 

Sale Of General Mess Meals (NAVSUP Form 1046)  

Sale Of Meal Rates 

Sale Of Meals  

Sales form Ships Store 

Sales To Authorized Messes  

Sample Certification Letter 

Sampling Of Meals By The CDO Or Other Designated 

Representative 

Sanitation  

Sea Exercises (Simulated)  

4100, 4200  

7305, 7307,7308 

2000 

App. E 

2202 

App. I 

2003 

7103 

5400 

2201, 2403 

2200 

2001, 2200 

4102 

6300, 6301,6302 

2003 

1100 

1105 

2400 
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Security Of Food Service Spaces  1201 

Security Of Funds  2202 

Serving Line  2303 

Ship Inspection Report (PPQ Form 288) App. B 

Ship Store Sales 4102 

Shortages In Shipment  5206 

Signature Head Count Procedures  2303 

Signatures NAVSUP Form 1359 7002 

Single Service Containers (Milk)  4101 

Smooth Inventory Sheets  7103 

SOMR Naval Message 2200, 2503 

Sources of Subsistence 4102 

Sources Of Supply  4102 

Special Entitlement  2100 

Special Events  2402 

Special Food Allowance  2501 

Special Meal Feeding  2303 

Special Requisitions  4202 

Special Storage Precautions  5700 

Spot Inventories  7101 

Stock Records  5001 

Stockade Objectives  4001 

Storage Conditions Of Semi-Perishable Food Items 5704 

Storage Life Of Frozen Perishable Food Items  5702 

Storage Of Semi-Perishable Food Items  5704 

Storeroom Inventories  7101 
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Storerooms  1200 

Stowage  5700 

Submitting Financial Returns  7300 

Subsistence Endurance Levels  4005 

Subsistence Ledger (NAVSUP Form 335)  5400, 5402, 7201 

Subsistence Prime Vendor  4100 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Defense Subsistence Office  4100 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Defense Supply Center Philadelphia  4100 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Delivery Schedules/Vehicles  5102 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Fleet And Industrial Supply Center  4100 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Latent Or Hidden Defects 5108 

Subsistence Prime Vendor NAVSUP Support  4100 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Quality Inspection 5101 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Receipt And Inspection 5103 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Receipt Document Processing 5106 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Receiving Authorized Returns 5104 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Rejection At Delivery 5105 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Replacement 5105 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Responsibilities For Quality  5100 

Subsistence Prime Vendor Support  1204 

Subsistence Prime Vendor System Requirements 4100 

Subsistence Serviceability App. F 

Subsistence Total Order Receipt and electronic System STORES 

Subsistence-In-Kind Personnel  

Substantiating Financial Returns  

Suggestions To Food Service Officer 

4100 

2302 

7305 

3004 
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Supplemental Food Allowance 

Supply Discrepancy Report 

Supply Officer (Admin)  

2501 

5105, 5109, 5300 

1104 

Support Services Directorate, Food Service Division (NAVSUP N432) 1003 

Supporting Establishment Chart 1000, Fig 1-2 

Surcharge Waivers  2200 

Survey Preparation 6001 

Surveys  6000 

T 

Temporary Closure of a General Mess  1008, 1012, 7304 

Training Aids App. L 

Training Food Service App. L 

Training Methods App. L 

Transfer Document Preparation With Reimbursement 6203 

Transfer Document Preparation Without Reimbursement 6202 

Transfer Documents  6201 

Transfer Of Funds Between Accounting Classifications  6306 

Transfers  6200 

Transfers And Issues By Average Weight  6204 

Transfers With Reimbursement  6200, 6203 

Transfers With/Without Reimbursement 

Transfers Without Reimbursement  

Transfers-In/Transfers-Out 

Travel Orders  

Tray Waste  

6200 

6200, 6202 

6200 

2302 

6100 
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App. K Type Pack Meals Operational Rations 

U 

U.S. Army Veterinary Inspection 5101 

Uncollectible Checks  2202 

Undeposited Sales 7002 

Undeposited Funds 7303 

Unexpected Ships Schedule Change 5208 

Unit Prices  5400 

United States Personal Chefs Association (USPCA) App. L 

Unpriced Invoices  5400 

Unsatisfactory Material Report (DD Form 1608)  5300 

Unsatisfactory Material Report (Subsistence) (DD Form 1608) 
(UMR) 

5300 

Unsatisfactory Subsistence Items  5205 

US Military Academy Cadets/Midshipmen  2001, 2003 

Use of Culinary Specialist at Change of Command Ceremonies App. E 

V 

Voucher For Transfer Between Appropriations And/Or Funds (SF 
1080) 

6306 

Voyage Outside Territorial Limits And Return 5802 

W 
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Watch Captain  1107 

Weight Control 3100 

Weight Determination (Average) 6204 

Working Party Assignments  5001 

Y 

Year–End Report Checklist 7308 
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NAVSUP P-486, REVISION 9, VOLUME I 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES 

NAVSUP P-486, Revision 9, Volume I incorporates numerous content and formatting 
changes from Revision 8.  The content revision included adding to and removing 
material. The major content changes are listed below.    

Updated charts and forms .................................................................................... Throughout 
Updated acronyms, terminology, and naming conventions ................................... Throughout 
Updated publications and website references ...................................................... Throughout 
Updated information on the NAVMED P-5010 Tri-Service Food Code….. ............ Throughout 
Added Financial Improvement and Audit Readiness (FIAR) compliance information 

and terminology .............................................................................................. Throughout 
Added Appendix O Mobile Feeding Program…………. ........................................ Appendix O 
Added Appendix P Provision Onload Program…………. ...................................... Appendix P 
Updated Point of Contact (POC) and organization code changes ........................ Throughout 
Updated Glossary ................................................................................................ Glossary 
Updated Index  ..................................................................................................... Index 

CHAPTER 1 – Organization, Administration, Security and Food Service Management 
Updated food transfer guidance for General Mess (GM) temporary closures .......... Chapter 1 
Updated GM authorization and submission information ........................................... Chapter 1 
Added remote feeding guidance .............................................................................. Chapter 1 
Updated GM organization charts ............................................................................. Chapter 1 
Updated guidance for meal sampling ...................................................................... Chapter 1 
Updated food service uniform guidance .................................................................. Chapter 1 
Added information for key supporting document and Military Standard Requisitioning 

and Issue Procedures (MILSTRIP) information .................................................. Chapter 1 
Updated financial losses and accountability adjustments (loss/gain) ....................... Chapter 1 
Updated financial accountability information ............................................................ Chapter 1 

CHAPTER 2 – Ration System 
Updated GM categories of authorized patrons ........................................................ Chapter 2 
Updated emergency feeding information ................................................................. Chapter 2 
Updated special entitlement guidance ..................................................................... Chapter 2 
Added guidance for feeding Foreign Service personnel .......................................... Chapter 2 
Updated Cash Meal Payment Sheet information ..................................................... Chapter 2 
Added information for the Ration Entitlement Verification System ........................... Chapter 2 
Modified receipt, deposits, handling, security, and recording of funds information ... Chapter 2 
Added change fund information (afloat)  .................................................................. Chapter 2 
Updated holiday ration credit information ................................................................ Chapter 2 
Added ceremonial cake information (afloat)  ........................................................... Chapter 2 
Updated Essential Station Messing (ESM) guidance ............................................... Chapter 2 
Added guidance for recreational fishing from deployed vessels .............................. Chapter 2 
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CHAPTER 3 – Standard Core Menu and Menu Planning 
Removed outdated nutritional information and programs ........................................ Chapter 3 
Updated menu review process and submission procedures .................................... Chapter 3 
Updated guidance for Ration-In-Kind (RIK) Feeders ............................................... Chapter 3 
Updated menu submission information.................................................................... Chapter 3 
Updated Go For Green® Program and training information ..................................... Chapter 3 
Added CNIC ingredient and recipe submission policy ............................................. Chapter 3 
Added menu validation responsibilities .................................................................... Chapter 3 
Added guidance for donation of leftover foods ........................................................ Chapter 3 

CHAPTER 4 - Procurement 
Added guidance for emergency order requests ....................................................... Chapter 4 
Updated subsistence support information including emergency requisitioning ......... Chapter 4 
Updated interoperability for subsistence information ............................................... Chapter 4 
Updated operational rations procurement information ............................................. Chapter 4 

CHAPTER 5 – Receipt, Inspection and Stowage 
Updated Veterinary contact information and food inspection information................. Chapter 5 
Added guidance for storing breastmilk .................................................................... Chapter 5 

CHAPTER 6 – Expenditures 
Updated disposal at sea information ....................................................................... Chapter 6 
Modified food recall guidance .................................................................................. Chapter 6 
Updated GM summary of issues ............................................................................. Chapter 6 
Updated Other Supply Officer (OSO) transfer guidance .......................................... Chapter 6 
Updated information for NAVSUP Form 367 records posting .................................. Chapter 6 
Updated DLA disposition contact information .......................................................... Chapter 6 
Added guidance for donation of leftovers ................................................................ Chapter 6 

CHAPTER 7 – General Mess Reports, Inventory, and Financial Returns 
Updated NAVSUP Form 367 information ................................................................ Chapter 7 
Updated inventory control and guidance information ............................................... Chapter 7 
Updated summary of issues to the GM (NAVSUP Form 1359) information ............. Chapter 7 

APPENDIX A – Food Service Management (FSM) System Procedures 
Updated records accountability and retention (inventories, issues, and audits) .... Appendix A 
Updated User Guide instructions .......................................................................... Appendix A 

APPENDIX B - Forms 
Replaced Figures containing form examples ........................................................ Appendix B 

APPENDIX C – Food Service FSM Audit Forms 
Modified Food Service Officer (FSO) accountability file information ..................... Appendix C 
Replaced Figures containing form examples ........................................................ Appendix C 

APPENDIX D – Letters of Authority 
Modified forms to include updates to signature authority ...................................... Appendix D 

APPENDIX E – Command Functions and Organization 
Updated use of military guidance for official and unofficial functions .................... Appendix E 
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APPENDIX F – Inspection Guide for Subsistence Serviceability Afloat and Ashore 
Modified subsistence inspection information ........................................................ Appendix F 
Updated Veterinary references and POC information ........................................... Appendix F 

APPENDIX G – Authorized Sales of Food Items 
Minor changes and formatting ............................................................................. Appendix G 

APPENDIX H – Navy Food Management Team (NFMT) 
Updated NFMT qualifications information ............................................................ Appendix H 
Updated assist criteria information ............................................................. Appendix H 
Updated contacts including added NFMT Bahrain contact information ................ Appendix H 
Added Figure for length of visit ............................................................................ Appendix H 

APPENDIX I – Food Service Evaluation, Training and Inspection Checklist 
Modified all formatting including grading criteria .................................................. Appendix I 
Updated all references to NAVSUP P-486, VOL I and VOL II grading ................. Appendix I 

APPENDIX J – Distance Support Food Service Records Ashore For Afloat Littoral 
Combat Ship (LCS)/Zumwalt Class 

Renamed and modified all ................................................................................... Appendix I 
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